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PREFACE.

WE are assured on excellent authority that "of the making

of books there is no end," whilst to authors may be

commended the equally excellent Arab proverb which says

that " hurry is of the devil." It is to be hoped that readers

of this book may see the connection between these two saws

and duly ascribe to the proper quarter any noticeable short-

comings. This volume has, indeed, no pretensions to the

assumption of any status as a text-book and does not

pretend to do much more than provide a narrow and tortuous

entrance into the vast and almost untrodden field of Insect

Life in Southern India.

In the closing years of the eighteenth century, thanks to

the collections made mainly by the Tranquebar missionaries,

the insects of Southern India were perhaps better known

than those of any other part of Eastern or Southern Asia,

but it is remarkable how little work was done in the succeed-

ing century in Madras in comparison with that done in

Ceylon, in Northern India, in China, Japan and Malaysia.

It is difficult to say why this should be so, but the fact

remains that the Insect Fauna of Southern India is now

probably less well known than that of the Himalayan

Region.

Entomology has hitherto been an entirely exotic science

in India and collections and observations of Indian Insects

have, as a rule, been made only by those Government Officials

whose tastes lay in that direction and who have looked on

Entomology as a hobby. During the first half of the nine-

teenth century an extensive collection of Lepidoptera was

made in the Coimbatore district by Walhouse and towards

the end of the century collections (chiefly of Lepidoptera

and Coleoptera^ were made in the Nilgiris by Sir George

Hampson and Messrs. Andrewes, whilst Bolivar described an

extensive collection of Orthoptera formed by St. Joseph's
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College at Trichinopoly. It remained for the twentieth

century to place the study of entomology on broader and

more scientific lines by the appointment of official Entomo-

logists firstly in Mysore and subsequently in Madras.

In Madras Entomology has been studied, especially from

the standpoint of Economic Agricultural Entomology, since

1906, when an Entomological Assistant was appointed to

work under Dr. Barber, then Government Botanist, and the

number of Assistants was subsequently increased to three,

at which it remained when I took over the newly-created

post of Government Entomologist in April 1912. Under

ordinary circumstances the issue of a book on South Indian

Insects would have been deferred for some years pending a

more thorough investigation into the lifehistories of those

insects of greater economic importance, but orders for my
transfer from Madras led me to overhaul the collections and

records formed before and during my tenure of office

primarily with the idea of leaving them in order for my
successor. The information gathered together proved (un-

expectedly) so large as to appear to merit publication, not

as a definitive text-book, but as a basis for further work.

Hinc ilk liber !

In the "Indian Crow, His Book," we are told that

Prefaces are either apologetic or defiant. Well, of course

—

" There are some might be found entertaining a notion

That such an entire and exclusive devotion

To that part of Science folks style entomology

Really demanded some sort of apology,"

although even such folk might change their views if trans-

ported to India and exposed to the ordinary insect-plagues of

everyday life. And no apology is needed for the study of

insects in a country in which thousands are swept away every

year by insect-borne diseases and in which seven-tenths of

the population are entirely dependent upon their crops whose

produce is always lessened and sometimes wholly destroyed

by the ravages of insects. Any apology, therefore, shall not

be concerned with the subject-matter of this book except as
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regards the incomplete state in which it is presented and the

reason for this has already been explained. Any merits it

may possess consist in its efficacy as a stop-gap until a more

complete account can be prepared.

The preliminary chapters, giving some general account

of the structure, habits, etc., of insects and of insect-pests are

necessarily brief and incomplete and indeed anyone of these

might readily be expanded into a whole volume by itself,

whilst the various aspects of Entomology that have been

omitted would form a companion series of tomes.

In the succeeding and main portion of the book some

of the more important insects are briefly considered, each

being treated under the head of (i) References, (2) Distribu-

tion in Southern India, (3) Lifehistory, (4) Foodplants, (5)

Status from an economic view-point, and (6) Control. Under

the first heading, the synonyms and references, which will

generally only appeal to entomologists, are necessarily limited

to the original description and the more important or acces-

sible references. Under the last heading, only such control-

methods are usually given as are generally efficacious, special

methods being often applicable to local conditions ; in some

cases in which no effective method has yet been found, the

information under this head is left blank or represented

by a "?".

The list of Crop Pests is not complete and it must be

clearly understood that it cannot be complete for very

many years, if ever. Every month new pests come to light,

many of them altogether unknown even by name, and our

knowledge of old ^ pests is augmented. Many of the

commoner species may, it is hoped, be identified by the

figures here given and specimens of any others found as pests

should be sent to the Government Entomologist, Coimbatore,

for identification and advice.

The writing of a Preface to a book of this nature provides

a welcome opportunity for acknowledgment of assistance

freely rendered by various helpers. The whole of the Insect

Pests enumerated in the latter half of this volume were

discussed in collaboration with M.R.Ry. T. V. Ramakrishna
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Ayyar, b.a., and M.R.Ry. Y. Ramachandra Rao, m.a., the

two Senior Assistants on the staff of the Government Ento-

mologist, Madras, and in several cases I have availed myself

of notes on lifehistories made by them, such notes being

distinguished by their initials. Mr. R. D. Anstead, the

Planting Expert, kindly sent me a list of the principal pests

found in the Planting Districts and several of these have

been included on his authority, as I have not seen them

myself in Southern India. Captain W. S. Patton, I. M.S.,

read over the manuscript of the Chapter on " Insects and

Disease " and gave the benefit of his criticism on several

points, as did Mr. H. C. Sampson with regard to the section

on '' Agricultural Methods " in the discussion of the control

of Insect Pests of Crops. The illustration on the cover was

executed by the facile pencil of Mr. R. C. Wood after a rough

idea furnished by me. Finally, the book owes its comple-

tion and production to the kind encouragement afforded by

the Director of Agriculture, the Board of Revenue, and the

Government of Madras.

A few words are required with regard to the illustrations.

The whole of the coloured plates have been reproduced

from original drawings made at the Agricultural Research

Institute, Pusa
;
most of these had been published previously,

having been used in Indian Insect Life, Fasaler Poka, the

AgriculturalJournal ofIndia or in other departmental pub-

lications, and it is solely owing to their previous publication

that so many coloured plates have been able to be included

without unduly increasing the cost of the book. A few text-

figures have been copied from standard publications, their

sources being duly acknowledged. All the other illustrations

are original and have been newly prepared under my super-

vision from actual specimens of the various insects concerned,

many of which have never been figured before. That these

original illustrations are not entirely uniform in quality is to

be ascribed to the fact that they have been prepared by artists

who had no previous experience in making drawings of

insects for purposes of reproduction and who have had to

be trained in this during the progress of the work.
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To any in search of a distraction or a hobby, either to fill

an idle hour or to provide a welcome change of thought and

occupation, the study of Entomology may well be commended.

Insects are always with us, by day and by night, in the bunga-

low, at the office or in camp, and the field for observation of

lifehistories and habits, even of the commonest species, is

absolutely boundless. If this book lends aid to any whose

tastes lie in this direction, its aim will have been achieved.

Grains ccrte labor, quo scientiiX nitor magnopere augetur.

T. BAINBRIGGE FLETCHER.
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SOME SOUTH INDIAN INSECTS AND OTHER
ANIMALS OF IMPORTANCE CONSIDERED

ESPECIALLY FROM AN ECONOMIC
POINT OF VIEW.

Chapter I.

DKFIMTION AND STRUCTL^RE OF INSECTS.
" And uhat of insects, present everywhere,

Through sea and land, and flitting in the air ?

Why, half the mailer charged with life on lanil

These little creatures, countless, must command.

See how in orders, legions filled, thc\' rise.

Living alone, and in communities
;

I'rom mites so small as scarce lo meet the e\ e.

To ant, and bee, and gorgeous butterfly."

Knipe—AV6((/a to Mail.

In its original meaning the word " animal " signified a breathing

being, but a more modern and e.xact definition would state that an

animal is an organism which is able to move and which can assimi-

late food which must contain proteids. This definition is not exact

because there are some plants which can do both of these things
;

a familiar example is to be found commonly in marshy places in

the Hills (as at Ootacamund) in the shape of the Sundew (Droscra),

a true plant which captures insects, moves its tentacles into contact

with them and assimilates the proteids contained in their bodies.

There is in fact no rigid demarcation between animals and plants,

and very lowly organisms occur which may be referred with equal

propriety to either class ; but the point need not belaboured here,

because in popular language the ideas of animals and plants are

sufficiently distinct.

Animals are divided into many races, or Phyla. The Protozoa,

or animals consisting of only a single cell, form the least special-

ized of these phyla and are usually microscopic in size; the

organism which causes malaria may be quoted as an example. All

other animals constitute the Metazoa, which consists of many phyla,

the more important of which are the Porifera (or Sponges), the

Coelenterata (Jelly-fish, Coral-polyps, etc.), the Platyhelminthes

(Flukes and Tape-worms) the Nemertinea, Nematoda and Annelida

(all popularly called " worms "), the Arthropoda (Crabs, Scorpions,

Spiders, Insects), the Mollusca (Snails and Shell-fish) the Brachio-

poda (Lamp-shells), the Polyzoa, the Echinodermata (Star-fish,

Sea-urchins, etc.) and the Vertebrata (Fishes, Frogs, Snakes. Birds,

Mammals).
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Of these phyla by far the most numerous at the present day is

that of the Arthropoda, a name derived from two Greek words

meaning "jointed feet " and applied to these animals because the

appendages of the body are composed of segments jointed to one

another. More than half a million different kinds of animals, of

which accurate descriptions have been published, belong to this

single phylum.

The Arthropoda are sub-divided into the Crustacea (Crabs,

Lobsters, Shrimps, Water-fleas, etc.), the Arachnida (Scorpions,

Spiders and Mites), and the Hexapoda or Insecta (Insects), and it

is to the study of this last group that we apply the term Entomo-

logy, a word derived from two Greek words meaning "insect

discourse."

The word " insect " itself, both in its Greek and Latin forms,

signifies " something cut into " and is applied to these animals,

because the body as a whole is divided by two constrictions into

the three separate divisions of head, thorax and abdomen. The

name Hexapoda (" six-footed ") is applied to this group, because the

true insects are provided with not more than three pairs of legs.

Spiders, Scorpions, Ticks and Mites, which are often popularly

called "insects," differ from true insects by having the head and

thorax fused together to form a cephalothorax and by possessing

more than three pairs of legs in the adult state.

ante,,,,.

In a typical

insect the head

is provided with

paired mouth-

parts, com-

pound eyes

each composed
"1 of a large num-

ber of facets,

and antennse

each composed

of several or

many joints,

and simple

eyes (ocelli)

which are often

both paired and

unpaired. The
thorax, which is itself composed of three segments (pro-, meso-, and

metathorax, reckoning from the head tailwards) bears three pairs

Fig. I.—Simple external anatomy of an insect

(Batocera ruhusl. (Original.)
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X-

natomical feat

(After Berlese.)

AA. Line of division between Head and Thorax and (BB)
between Thorax and Abdomen ; Na, Antennary Nei ve ; Nl.

Labral Nerve ; Nv, Nerve-ganglia ; F, Pharynx ; Gs, Supra-
tesophageal Nerve-ganglion ; Gst, Sub-cesophageal Nerve-

gangUon : Mx, Maxilla ; Lb, Labium ; Es, Oesophagus ; Ao,

Aorta; Mes, Mid-gut or Stomach; tL t2, t3, N^rve-ganglia

of thoracic segments ; al, Nerve-ganglia of abdominal seg-

ments; Mp, Malpighian Tubules ; In, Intestine ; Kt. Rectum;
Gn, Genital System ; Or, Genital Opening ; Vs. Dorsal Pulsat-

ing Vessel.

of jointed
legs, one ;if-

fi.xed to each

segment,
and the two
posterior seg-

ments each

bear in addi-

tion a pair

of wings.

There may al-

so be one or

more pairs of

spiracles or

breathing
pores. The
a b d o m e n

,

consisting of

about eleven

segments,
bears only

the spiracles

and genitalia

as a rule,

although in

some forms

there are

e X t e r n a 1

appendages
such as cerci,

sets, forceps

of earwigs

andjapygids,
etc.

Fig. 2.— Principal anatomical features of an adult Insect.

The inter-

nal anatomy,

so far as it

need be consi-

dered here, is

s ufficient 1 y

simple and

may be treat-

ed under the heads of Nervous System, Respiratory System,

Circulatory System, Alimentary System, and Reproductive System.
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The appendages of the Head.

Figures I and 2 show the main facts of the simpler anatomy of

insects. The mouth-parts are of such various forms in the different

groups that no general account can be attempted here and we can

only state that the mouth-parts are usually adapted either for biting

the food or for sucking or lapping juices, but sometimes, as in bees,

the mouth-parts may partake of both characters and occasionally

they may be quite atrophied. (See figures 3, 4 and 5.)

Hu.^d .incl Mouth-parts

Lepidopterous Insect,

showing typical sucking

month-parts. (After Bor-

lese.)

Letters as in Fig. 3,
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The antenncC, a pair of organs situated on the top or front of the

head, are movable at the will of the insect and are usually long

threadlike appendages composed of a variable number of joints.

The shape and lelative proportions of these joints are very various

and in many families are of great importance as a means of distin-

guishing between different groups of insects. The antennae con-

tain delicate olfactory bulbs and are apparently also connected with

the faculty of flight. The various shapes exhibited by the antennal

joints have caused the bestowal of different names to indicate the

various structural types, and of these the commonest are :—

sftdtYoiis. when the size of the joints gradually decreases

to a point at the apex or tip, as is the case in Crickets,

Jiliforw, or threadlike, when the joints are cylindrical and of

the same thickness throughout, as in many Carabids and Termites,

woiiiUfonii. or beadlike, when the joints are globose, like beads

strung on a string,

Fig. 6.—Common types of AnteniiEe. (Original.

>

1, Setaceous: Periplaiicta americniui (Blattidsl : 2. Filiform ;
Cyrtacuii-

thcicris ranacea (Acridida;! : 3. Moniliform ; TrachcUzits politiis (Brenthida;! :

4, Serrate; Dorystlienes roatratus (Cerambycida;! : 5, Pectinate
; Go«gj'-

Iiis gongylodcs. male (Mantids) : 6. Plumose ; Orgyia postica, male (Lymantri-

adae): 7. C\:\\a.ie\ Episomiis montanus iCurculionidiEi: 8, Capitate ; RapaUi

jarbas (Lyccenida;) : <). LaniL'llate : Hcliocopris hucephalus iScarabsida;^.

serrate, or sawlike, when the joints are triangular with a sharp

projecting anterior angle, like the teeth of a saw.
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/'(r^/«(7/(', or comb-like, when the joints have long processes

jutting out sideways, like the teeth of a comb. These processes may
project on one side only, when the antenna is called iinipectinate, or

on both sides, when it is called bipectinate. When these branches

are themselves fringed with hair the antennae are said to be plumose,

chivate, or clublike, when the joints become gradually broader

towards the tip, so that the whole antenna assumes the form of a

club,

capitate, or knobbed, when the terminal joint or joints form a

projecting club, as in most Butterflies,

lameUate, when the terminal knob is composed of expansile

broad, flat leaves or plates, as in Cockchafers.

The antenna are often different in form in the two sexes, those

of the male (many moW\s,Gongyliis) being often extensively branched

whilst the same organs in the female are simple. The object of

the branching in these cases is to secure a maximum area of

sensitive surface for the reception of sexual odours diffused by the

female, and this end is attained in more generalized insects {e.g.,

Adelidee) by simple repetition of joints so that the antenna is

many times the length of the whole body of the male insect.

7 \^ 8

-V:irious forms of Eyes in Insects. lOriginal.i

\,Xylocopa iridipcitiiis (Hymenoptera), c.e. Compound Eye, oc. Ocelli;

Z, Pantala flavcscens (Odonata) ; i, Tabanus striatiis (Diptera), male, and

4, female of the same ; 5, Teleopsis sykesii (Diopsidie) : 6, Orcctochilits sciiii-

vestitiis (GyrinidEe) ; 7, 8, Trisopsis olece (Cecidomyiad»), frontal and lateral

views. (After Kieffer.l
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The eyes of insects are of two kinds, simple eyes (called ocelli)

and compound eyes, but either compound eyes or ocelli may be

totally absent, as in most Termites. The ocelli vary in number

from one to twenty or more ; when few in number they are

generally situated on the top of the head, but when numerous they

are usually grouped on either side of the head. They are fre-

quently obsolete and often, even when present, are covered with

scales and apparently functionless in the adult insect. The
compound eyes, which are peculiarly characteristic of insects and

are practically only found in adult insects, are composed of

numerous separate and self-contained eyes whose exposed surfaces

form numerous facets of which the whole eye is composed. The

compound eyes, each of which may contain thousands of facets,

are usually paired and placed on either side of the head, but their

shape and position is often much modified in accordance with the

habits of the insect concerned. In the predaceous Dragonflies the

eyes may occupy practically the whole surface of the head and this

is also the case in the males of Tabanid flies, whose females have

large but normal eyes. In the Diopsidas the eyes are placed at the

extremities of long hornlike stalks which project on either side of

the head and it has been suggested that this arrangement provides

increased accuracy of vision on the principle of a range-finder;

these flies are supposed to be predaceous, but very little is known

of their habits. In the Gyrinidae, which arc the well-known

"Whirligig Beetles " so commonly seen on the surfaces of ponds

and streams, the compound eyes are each divided into two portions,

so that the beetle is able to see both above and beneath the water

whilst it is swimming on the surface. In a curious little fly lately

described from South Africa the compound eyes are three in num-
ber, one on each side and one on top of the head ; the object of this

triple distribution is not apparent. It may be added that the lenses

of the compound eyes are often unequal in size and shape in

different portions of the eye and that this fact is sometimes useful

for the discrimination of species.

The appendages of the Thorax.

The legs are affixed in pairs to the lower surfaces of the three

thoracic segments and are hence six in number. They are almost

always present both in the larval and perfect stages, although

there are many totally legless larvje, especially amongst the

Diptera and Hymenoptera, whilst in the adult insect some of the

legs may be specially modified, obsolescent or obsolete. In the

• The number of facets in each comiiountl eye is very variable : in some ants there

are only about 50. in dragonflies there may lie as many as 12.000 and in some beetles

{Mordiila) more than 25,000.
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Fig. S.—Various forms of Legs in Ortliopterous Insects. (Original.)

l.Tj'pical Leg of wali<ing Insect, showing division into joints; 2, Jumping

Leg (Cyrtacanthacris raiiacea) ; 3, Running Leg (Hind) of Periplanctn

amcricana; Predaceous Forelegs of (4) a Mantid and i5) Goiigy! lis goii^y-

lodes; Digging Forelegs of ib) Gryllotalpa africaita and (1) Schizodactyhis

tnonstrosiis—note thickened tibia of latter ; 8, Hindleg of S. iiionstrosiis with

accessory tarsal lobes ; 9. Swimming Hindleg of Scclimeiia—note lateral expanded

margin at a; Forelegs of (10) Mecopoda elongata and (11) SathrophyUia

rugosa carrying aural cavities (marked a in each). It should be noted that all

these various types of Legs occur within the limits of the single Order uf

Orthoptera.

adult insect they are ordinarily composed of five distinct portions

which (reckoning from the body outwards) are called the coxa,

trochanter, femur, tibia and tarsus, these parts being jointed to one

another and the coxa to the body, and the tarsus being divided

as a rule into a variable (up to five) number of joints and terminating

in a pair of claws. The coxa and trochanter are generally small

and inconspicuous, but the former is large in the case of cock-

roaches- All the paits, but especially the tibia and tarsus, may be

provided with hairs, spines, spurs or other appendages v/hich are

uscil for particular purposes, or the whole leg may be modified to

fulfil a special purjiose ; as instances of this may be specified the
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jumping legs of gra.sshoppers, the modification of the structure of

legs to accoril with swimming, burrowing or raptorial habits, and
the peculiar legs of bees which are used for the collection and

transport of pollen.

The legs, though primarily used for the purpose of walking,

occasionallj; assume other functions, such as tactile organs. The
manner in which Mosquitos hold up their hinillegs to detect the

approach of any danger is well known to everybody, whilst other

insects (Chironomid^, Micropezidee) use their forelegs in somewhat

the same manner. The legs may also be used for stridulatory

purposes, as in many grasshoppers, or may contain auditory

organs, as in the Phasgonuridae.

Fig. 9.

—

SteiKidictya lobiitu, a Carboniferous Insect, showing prothoracic lobes.

The left-hand figure shows the original fossil, that on the right is a

restoration of the insect by Handlirsch. (After Berlese.l

The wings are placed as a rule on the upper surface of the two

posterior segments of the thorax, but either or both pairs are not

infrequently obsolescent or quite absent- In the earliest insects it

is probable that three pairs of wings were originally present, traces

of a pair of prothoracic wings being seen in some of the earliest

known fossil insects such as Steiwdictya lobata, which lived millions

of years ago in the Carboniferous Epoch. But even at the present

Fig. 10.— .\n iiJ.— .AM i.-.ii..vLL,Lt Sinhalese Termite ( Arrliiiwtcnncs Havits.

long, bearing rudimentary prothoracic wings. (After Bugnio
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day occasional traces are found of this primitive tendency, as

may be seen in figure 10, which shows an immature nymph of a

Sinhalese Termite. The fact that all known adult modern insects

have concurreil in the nondevelopment of the prothoracic wings

seems to lend some support to the idea of a monophyletic descent

of the Hexapods.

The wings are composed of two layers, each a thin membrane
of chitinous material, between which there may be tracheae. Each

layer is traversed by horny ribs or nervures, often loosely but

incorrectly calletl veins, which serve as a framework for the support

of the wing. The size, shape, number and interconnections of

these nervures are extremely various although usually fairly con-

stant in general pattern in each group of insects and they are thus

of great importance for purposes of classification for which they

have been used especially in the case of the Lepidoptera and

-Diagram of a generalized Insect-wing.

Techn. Bull. No. 18.1

(After Snodgrass, U.S.A.

C, Costa. Sc. Siib-costa. typically dividing into two branches Sol and Sc2.

R, Radius dividing dichotomously into five branches Rl—R5, the anterior fork

of the first branch remaining single. M, Media, dividing into four branches,

Ml—M4. Cu, Cubitus, which is again two-branched, Cul, Cu2. The remain-

ing single free veins at base of wing are Anals, lA, 2A, etc. The cross-vein

between C and Sc, near base, is the Humeral Cross-vein ; that between R and

M near centre of wing is the Radio-medial Cross-vein ; that between M and Cu
near centre of wing is the Medio-cubital Cross-vein ; that between M2 and Mi
is the Median Cross-vein. The areas enclosed by cross-veins are called cells.

Diptera. As the wings in all insects are presumably modifications

of one original pattern, many attempts have been made to prepare

and name one general type of neuration applicable to all modern

insects, but no system of this kind has hitherto met with general

acceptance. An example of a generalized type of insect neuration

is shown in figure II but in practice it is often extremely difificult to
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compare the patterns of neuration e.xhibited by wings of insects

belonging to widely-separated Orders-

The wings themselves are usually more or less triangular but

the shape is extremely various and often greatly modified. The
wings may, for example, be deeply cleft (as in the Pterophoridje

Fig. 1_'.—\\'ings of Onuodts-iiiicroscopica. showing deep clefts. lAuthor's

oi'iginal sketch from Spolia Zcylanica.'\

and Orneodidce), extremely elongated (as in the hindwings of some

Nemoptera), or modified to form stridulating organs (see figure 26).

They may be naked or covered with hairs or scales or both. The
portion which is articulated to the thorax is called the base of the

wing, the anterior margin which is nearest to the head is called

the costa, the margin opposite the base is called the termen or

outer-margin, whilst the posterior edge is called the dorsum or

inner-margin. The tip of the wing at the junction of costa and

termen is called the apex and that at the junction of the termen

and dorsum is called the tornus or inner angle.

The Abdomen and its appendages.

The abtlomen, or body proper, consists of about eleven more or

less similar segments, although many of these are often greatly

modified and are difficult to trace, so that not more than seven or

eight may actually be visible. The abdomen is often remarkably

extensile, this mobility being permitted by the arrangement of the

segments which are arranged below one another during contraction

(see figure 2) but which can be widely separated by the extension

of the membrane which connects them. Along the sides of the

abdomen are found the spiracles (see Respiratory System) and

the extremity of the body may be provided with cerci or other
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appendages. In some insects the cerci may be long, many-jointed

organs, not unlike antennae, as in some Mantidee ; in others (most

Termites) they may be quite short and comprise only a very small

number of joints ; whilst in the majority of insects they are quite

absent. In the Earwigs and Japygids a pair of horny, hooked

forceps is present at the end of the body. In many female insects

special organs for the deposition of eggs may be present and these

may normally be concealed within the body, being extensile at

will, or may be placed permanently outside the body, in whicli

latter case more especially the instrument is called an ovipositor

(Lat. egg-placer). In some insects {e.g., Ichneumonidfe) the oviposi-

tor may be a narrow threadlike appendage longer than the whole

insect, or it may be broad and sword-shaped (e.g., Mccopoda clongata)

or provided with special digging appendages {e.g., Cicindelidas)

or other apparatus for the successful deposition of the eggs. The
tip of the body may also carry tufts of hair which are detached by

the female as a covering for the eggs.

The Nervous System.

The Nervous System in insects is fairly simple in general

structure and consists of three divisions, (i) the cephalic system

or brain, (2) the ventral ganglionic cord with its branches, and (3)

the nervous system of the alimentary tract. The cephalic system

consists of two main masses, a larger and very complex one placed

above the oesophagus and hence called the supra-cEsophageal

ganglion (Figure 2, Gs) and a smaller one, placed below the oeso-

phagus and therefore known as the sub-oesophageal ganglion

(Figure 2, Gst), these two ganglia being connected to one another

by a strip of nerve-material passing on either side of the gullet.

The supra-oesophageal ganglion is connected with the nerves

running from the eyes, antennae, and other sense-organs of the

head, whilst the sub-oesophageal ganglion connects directly with

the nerves of the mouth-parts. These two great ganglia, or

bunches of nerves, are intimately connected with the ventral

ganglionic cord which runs along the ventral side of the thorax

and abdomen (Figure 2, ti, /=, ^t, a\), throwing out from the main

masses smaller nerves which run into the limbs and body. In the

more highly developed insects these ventral ganglia are reduced in

number and increased in size, being sometimes massed in the

thorax to form what may be called a thoracic brain ; but in the more

generalized types, the ganglia are smaller and more numerous. It

is usually the case that larvae show a more generalized type of

nervous system in this respect in comparison with the perfect

insects into which thcv subsec|uently develop. The third division
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of the Nervous System, that of the alimentary tract, consists of

small and obscure nerves in connection with the posterior part of

the digestive system.

Respiratory Systrni

.

Insects are as a rule air-breathers and take in air through

special holes (spiracles or stigmata) placed along the sides of the

abdomen and thorax, thus differing widely from the higher animals

which breathe through the head. The thoracic spiracles are

usually reduced to a single pair situated in the prothorax but

sometimes (as in Pulicidse) all three pairs may be present. The

spiracles, which can generally be opened and closed at the will

of the insect, are defended against the entrance of foreign bodies

by various devices, of which we may mention here the hairs found

on the body of many Lepidoptera and Diptera and the waxy

excretion produced by many Scale-insects. The spiracles com-

municate with a chamber opening into a system of tubes (tracheje)

which lead the air into contact with the chyle. In some insects,

especially those living in a wet or moist environment, there are

often peculiar structural modifications to enable air to be obtained
;

the larva of the dipterous fly Erisfalis, which is commonly found

in small accumulations of water in tree-trunks, etc., has a long

extensile tube which can be thrust up to the surface of the water.

Many aquatic insects, however, obtain their air supply directly

from the water by means of pseudo-branchis, which are usually

flat plate-like out-growths, often fringed with hairs, occurring

along the sides of the body ; the Ephemerids (Mayflies) are familiar

examples and almost any paddy-field will yield specimens of

Nympluihi (kpuiictalis (see Plate XXXII) in which the pseudo-

branchiae are seen as a series of delicate filaments all down the

body. It is because this caterpillar breathes in this way that it is

controlled by draining the water off the rice fields.

Circulatory System.

Insects do not possess a closed Circulatory System as found in

the higher animals in which the blood is circulated in special ves-

sels (veins and arteries), but insects have a single vessel, pulsating

in parts, through which the circulating liquid flows and runs

through the spaces (lacuna;) of all the organs, being regulated in

its course by special diaphragms which, in the shape of movable

connective membranes, divide these lacunte into chambers vari-

ously disposed. So that the circulation is partly vascular and

partly lacunar. The dorsal pulsating vessel (Figure 2, Vs), also
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called the propulsory apparatus or commonly (but incorrectly) the

heart, may often be seen, especially in internal-feeding larva,

beneath the skin in the central part of the back. By the pulsatory

action of this tube, the circulatory fluid is drawn into the small

openings (osteoli) occurring along that portion (ventriculus) which

lies within the abdomen and driven forward through the thoracic

and cephalic portions (aorta Figure 2, Ao) into the head, whence

it flows back outside the tube and into the various organs of the

body. The fluid itself is often improperly called blood but more

correctly chyle ; it is usually colourless, or slightly tinted green oi

yellow and consists of two parts, a fluid part (serum or heemolymph)

in which swim active amoeboid bodies (amoebocites ; also called

leucocytes, phagocytes, etc.).

Alinicittary System*

The Alimentary System lies along the middle portion of an

insect throughout the whole length of the latter. The food is

received through the mouth into the oesophagus or pharyn.x (Figure

2, F) whence it passes into the crop and thence (through the pro-

ventriculus when this is present) into the stomach or midgut (Figure

2, Mcs), and from thence into the small intestine (In) and on into

the large intestine or rectum (Rtj. At the junction of the stomach

and small intestine are found the Malpighian tubules (Mp), which

are almost always present, though variable in number and hence

sometimes used for classificatory purposes; they are believed to

function, much like kidneys in the higher vertebrates, for the

excretion of urates from the system.

Fat Ghvuls (tiid Stink Glands.

Of the internal organs connected with the Alimentary System

it is only necessary to mention here the Fat Bodies, which are

often immensely developed, and the Stink Glands which sometimes

open into the rectal aperture, as in many Coleoptera.

Reproductive System.

In its main features, the type of the reproductive system is

comparatively simple. In the male the internal organs consist of

testes and accessory glands (both usually paired but sometimes

multiple, though always symmetrical) and paired seminal vesicles

leading into a common ejaculatory duct which in turn leads into

In this and similar accounts the reader must remember that only very general

descriptions are possible in a book of this nature and that more advanced treatises must

be consulted for the elucidation of details. The Alimentary System in particular is

estremelv variable in structure and the relative proportions of parts in different insects.
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the protrusible penis. In the female there are generally paired

ovaries from which the eggs are discharged through the oviducts

into a common tube (the vagina) into which also runs the open end

of the spermatheca or receptacle in which the male spermatozoa

are received and stored. The ovipositor, which as its name implies,

is the instruiiient by which the eggs are placed in position, assumes

very different forms in different groups, and is often placetl

externally, as in many grasshoppers. Ichneumon-flies, etc. ; when

internal it is capable of protrusion often to a considerable extent.

Besides the actual sexual organs there are also in both sexes

various accessory structures ; in the male, for example, there is

frequently a complex armature of chitinous hooks and claspers

which often differ in character in species otherwise hardly distin-

guishable and which are thus of great assistance in systematic

work ; and in the female there may be sebific glands, such as occur

in various grasshoppers, which pour out a gummy fluid whicii

cements the eggs into a mass and at the same time gives them a

protective covering. A great deal of work has been done on the

spermatogenesis and oogenesis of insects but this subject cannot

be entered into here.

Fertile reproduction is generally attained in insects, as in the

higher animals, by the union of the two sexes but occasionally

aberrant forms of reproduction are met with. Of these the com-

monest is Agamogenesis (a name derived from Greek words mean-

ing " birth without marriage ")> commonly called Parthenogenesis

(Greek, " virgin-birth ") ; in this case the female lays fertile eggs

without the intervention of the male and this phenomenon is the

normal mode of reproduction in the case of many Aphids and is

also commonly met with in some other groups (scale-insects, bees,

and moths).

The case of the honey-bee is well known but is of considerable

interest. The queen-bee has the power of withholding the passage

of spermatozoa from the spermatheca in which these are stored.

When eggs descend from the ovary, if the queen-bee allows sper-

matozoa to issue, the eggs are fertilized and become females,

workers or queens according to the food on which the young larvae

are fed. If, however, exit of spermatozoa is prevented by the

queen-bee (or if she is old and the spermatozoa exhausted) the

unfertilized eggs only develop into males (drones). The name
Pedogenesis is given to cases in which agamogenetic reproduction

occurs in the larval stage and this is known to occur in a few

Diptera and Coleoptera (Miastor, Chiroiiomiis, Micromaltliidcr). A
minute wingless fly (Tcrmitoxenia), commonly fountl in Termites'

mounds in India, is reputed to be hermaphroditic, combining both
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male and female reproductive organs in the same individual, but

this point has been disputed and must be considered for the

present as sub jitdicc. In the case of a few Braconid parasites, there

occurs the phenomenon of Polyembryony, in which a single egg

divides to give rise to several embryos. Finally, we may make a

brief reference to the phenomenon of Hypergamesis, found in some

Heteroptera {e.g., the Bed-Bug, Cliiiocoris Icctiilariiis) in which the

great mass of spermatozoa take no part in the actual work of

reproduction, which is accomplished by relatively few of the male

cells, but are stored up in the body of the female and serve as a

source of nutriment for the development of the eggs. But it may
be added that the actual facts regarding most of these aiinormal

methods of reprotluction are still open to doubt.
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Chapter II.

CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE.
" Our little systems have their day ;

They have their day, and cease to be."

Te.\NYSON— lit Miworiaiii.

" Nomina Insectonim distincte tradere convenit. Nomina si pereunt, ptrit ct

cognitio reriim ; nomina si confimdantur, confiindantur omnia necesse est."

V.\-RKK\V)i—Philosop/na ENtomoUgua.

The correct classification of insects is a problem which has

exercised the minds of entomologists for at least three centuries

and that various systems and schools of thought are in existence

at the present day affords perhaps the best proof that the problem

is not so simple of solution as may at first appear.

The casual observer who walks through a field and sees

grasshoppers jumping away before his advance may think that

grasshoppers are easily defined as insects that jump. But such a

definition would also include many other insects, such as fleas and
some bugs and beetles, which no one would call grasshoppers. A
fly, it may be said, is easily distinguished by having only one pair

of wings; but other insects, such as the males of some scale-

insects, share this similarity yet differ from flies in many other
• respects. Bees and wasps may be defined as stinging insects,

but many caterpillars can sting just as badly, whilst the males of

the bees and wasps have no sting at all. Caterpillars of butterflies

and moths may be said to feed on leaves, but so do those of

sawfiies, beetles, etc. Such definitions—or, it would be better to

say, such popular generalisations—have very little value, but

they may serve at the same time to give some idea of the difficulty

of classifying such an enormous assemblage as the world of

insects by characters either natural or easily observed.

The systems of classification generally used have been based
as a rule on the structural characters of the adult insect, especially -

on those of the wings and mouth-pa its, or on the type of metamor-
phosis or series of changes which insects undergo before attaining

the aduh condition. Each system has its good points and its bad
and neither by itself can be accepted as satisfactory.

A system based solely on the type of wings, for example, might
unite grasshoppers and bugs and also flies and scale-insects,

whilst the wingless crickets, wasps, moths, fleas, lice, etc., could
not be separated at all. The possession of sucking or biting

mouth-parts seems at first sight to offer a reliable distinctive

character and the nectar-sucking butterflies and moths may be
quoted as examples until we find that some of the moths have
biting mouth-parts, and that some insects, such as bees and Thrips,
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have mouth-parts which combine the biting and sucking types.

Nor is it always easy to draw any strict line between insects

having "complete" and "incomplete" metamorphosis, that is to

say, between those insects having a larva differing greatly from

the adult and separated in time from the adult by a resting (pupal)

stage and those in which the larval stage is mainly separated in

appearance and time from the adult by the absence of wings and

lack of any pupal period. Termites, for example, cannot be said

to undergo any complete metamorphosis, in the ordinary accepta-

tion of the term, yet, in some species at least, there is a period or

periods of "nymphosis" scarcely distinguishable from a true

pupal period as regards quiescence and structural change.

Aleurodidas also are closely allied in all respects to the Rhynchota,

yet they possess a quiescent pupal stage, whilst in their near

relatives, the Coccidse, a definite pupal stage occurs in the case of

males, but not in females, of the same species. In other cases, as

in the females of some glow-worms, even when the metamorphosis

is nominally "complete," there is scarcely any notable difference

between the larval and the final form of the insect.

As a matter of fact, it is generally easier to divide insects more

or less arbitrarily into groups than it is to divide them into Orders

by any one system of classification. Such a remark is an obvious

truism, but yet even at the present day one still sees attempts to

apply some particular rule-of-thumb method to the classification of

insects. The truth is, of course, that insects have gradually

evolved during a period of millions of years, from one common
ancestor or perhaps from several different types, and that in some

cases groups of modern insects originally of the same stem have

become extremely different in structure, metamorphosis or other

conditions, whilst in other cases groups originally distinct may by

convergence have assumed details of structure, metamorphosis,

etc., which at first sight are deceptively similar.

No fossil insects appear to have been found in India, but Geology

tells us that insects existed in

almost the earliest times (Low-

er Silurian) of which any fossil

records have come down to us.

The very earliest insects known
are perhaps hardly referable to

any of the orders now extant

Fig. 13.—Wing of Brodia priscot. but the three modern Orders
incta, Scudder, a Neuropteroid Insect of Orthoptera, Neuroptera and
from the Staffordshire Coal-Measures. Hemiptera were already repre-
(Geol. Mag. 2) VIII 293—July 1881.1 . Y ^u t->

• a' ' sented in the Devonian period

by forms which, though not strictly comparable with the modern
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representatives of those Orders, already possessed facies which may

fairly be called orthopteroid, neuropteroid, and hemipteroid. In the

Carboniferous period these Orders, and especially the two former,

were dominant whilst the Coleoptera began to make their appear-

ance towards its close. The Lepidoptera, Diptera and Hymenoptera

only appeared later, although all of these are known from rocks of

the Secondary periotl. In the succeetling epoch, however (the

Fig. 14.—Diagram illustrating supposed Phylogeny of Hexapods. (Original.)

'' Marks point of origin. The dotted lines indicate doubtful lines of descent.
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Tertiary), Insects seem to have flourished e.xceedingly and many

of the fossils found in these rocks are referable to genera still in

existence.

The scheme of descent of the modern groups of Insects is in-

dicated roughly in figure 14, but the limitations of an area containing

only the two dimensions of length and breadth render it impossible

to give a true idea, which will be grasped better by imagining the

diiferent stems to be branches emitting twigs and growing at

different angles and at various heights from the paper, in some

cases conveiging together and in others separating widely. It

must, of course, be remembered also, in speaking of more recent or

more ancient forms, that all existing groups of Insects are equally

far removed in point of time from the archaic members of the Class,

and that all that is meant is that some groups have adapted them-

selves better than others to special conditions.

A glance at ligure 14 will show the impossibility of exhibiting

the natural relationships of the various groups in any linear method

of arrangement.

There are, roughly speaking, two commonly accepted methods

of the classification of insects, one system making use of about nine

principal Orders, the other of about thirty. Both systems have

their good points and their bad, but a system admitting many
Orders seems to exhibit in truer perspective the real relationships

of its components. The following list exhibits the various groups

adopted in this book, arranged in order, commencing with the more

specialized and concluding with the more generalized Orders :

—
fJrders in \

Groups aaopted in this

book.
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'). Orthoptera

J

' Neuroptera Jpart)

Thysanoptera . .

.

i

'i-

Aptera ...

Insect.s with little

metamorpho-sis and

no definite pupal

stage.

t

Orders in which the group.' m
column I would be placed

in the Nine-Order system.

15. Rhynchota -'

16. Anoplura*

17. OrthQptera '""

iS. Dermaptera

19. BlattidK

20. Isoptera '

21. Embiadre

22. Thysanoptera"

23. CoUembola

24. Thysanura

25. Japygidae

26. Protura ...
i J

Of these groups, however, only those marked "" are of sufficient

economic importance to be considered here and the adult insects ot

these groups may be separated by the following artificial key :

—

J
r Mouth-parts sucking 2

[ .. biting 5

' Only one pair of wings .t

2 ^ Two pairs „

1^X0 wings

[\\'ings covered with scales

„ without scales

f Metamorphosis complete
; hind-

}

legs usually formed for jumping; ^ Siphonaptera (P'leas).

not clinging to hairs of host.
J

{ Metamorphosis incomplete; hind-")

legs not formed for jumping
; j. Anoplura (Lice),

legs modified to cling to hairs I

of host,

r Two pairs of wings of approxi- 5

. J
mately equal size.

Two pairs of wings of unequal 8

[ size.

AntenniE longer than length of 7

6 ^ head.

I

Antennoe shorter than length of Odonata (Dragon—flies),

head.

Diptera (Flies).

3

4

Lepidoptera (Butterflies).

Rhynchota (Bugs).

t Except in Aleurodida: and Coccida;, two families of Rhynchota, in which a quiescent

pupal stage occurs.

X Male Coccida; (Scale-insects) form an exception but are not likely to come under

non-entomological notice.
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I Wings permanent, with strong Neuroptera (Lace-wing Flies).

J
crossveins in central area.

j

Wings soon shed, without cross- Isoptera (Termites).

(^
veins in central area.

r The two pairs of wings differing 9

J
in thickness of material.

I

The two pairs of wings similar in 1°

j

thickness of material.

f
First pair of wings narrow, mem-

|

branous, often longer than body,
;
„ , /,- , \" "

j
Orthoptera (Grasshoppers),

sometimes used as true wings in r

I flight ; metamorphosis incom- !

j
plete. J

First pair of wings usually broad,
|

horny, projecting little if at all I

i

beyond body, kept erect during
i

^oi^op,,,, (Beetles).

I

flight which is accomplished 1

I
solely by the second pair of

|

!
wings ; metamorphosis complete. '

I Minute insects, forewings narrow
)

I , , , , , ' Thysanoptera (Thrips).
and oar-shaped; metamorphosis >

1' incomplete ; no sting. J

.]
Minute to large insects, forewings

;

I
usually more or less triangular •

| ,

,

^ ,,,, ^ ,^
' y Hymenoptera (Wasps, etc.).

a sting often present ; metamor- 1

I

phosis complete.
i

There are numerous exceptions even to an artificial key of this

sort, as, for example, all the wingless forms (such as ants, beetles,

termites, etc.) of the Orders which normally possess wings. It is,

therefore, hardly necessary to repeat here that it is easier to place

insects into groups arranged around typical forms than it is to

separate them exactly by any hard-and-fast rules.

Over four himdred thousand different kinds of insects have been

described from all parts of the world and of these probably about

fifteen thousand are known from Southern India, where at least an

equally large number remain to be discovered and described.

By examination and comparison we can place an insect in its

appropriate Order, Family and often its Genus and Species, that

is, we can say that it resembles other examples so closely that it

may be considered identical. But, having done this, we are no

nearer knowing whether any information has already been pub-

lished regarding this particular insect. Perhaps we find it damag-

ing a crop and wish to ascertain whether it has been noted before

as a pest and what remedies have been found efficacious. This
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want is met by an artificial system of nomenclature which gives a

name to every Order, Family, Genus and Species of animal, every

different kind of animal being known by two names, those respect-

ively of the genus and species to which it belongs. A knowledge
of these names gives us a key to all that has been recorded about

the animals concerned.

In olden times insects, which were then little studied, were

known by long descriptive phrases, such as " the brown butterfly

which flies in fields in the Summer," and it will readily be under-

stood that such phrases were not only cumbrous but often very

vague. In the middle of the eighteenth century, however, Carl von

Linne, better known by his latinized name of Linnseus, introduced

the binomial system of nomenclature under which every animal and
plant known at that time was given two names, a generic name
common to each group and a specific name peculiar to each

organism. This system was first fully elaborated in the Tenth

Edition of Linne's " System of Nature" (" Systema Naturse"),

published in 1758, and this book and date are taken as the starting-

points of our modern nomenclature.

All names are in Latin or, if derived from other than a Latin

word, they are required to be latinized, although of late years it

must be confessed that this rule is very loosely interpreted. When
binomial nomenclature was introduced, a knowledge of Latin was
an essential equipment of every educated man in Europe and books

and descriptions written in Latin were therefore intelligible to the

educated of all civilized Nations. Even nowadays short descrip-

tions of new insects are often written in Latin and this language

remains (nominally at least) the universal vehicle of zoological

nomenclature. It is true that the commoner and more conspicuous

insects of almost every country have acquired popular names but

such names have usually only a very local and limited application,

the same insect being known under different names in each country

speaking a dift'erent language or different insects being known
under the same name in different countries, whereby confusion is

worse confounded. The "Cotton BoUworm " of America, for

instance, is quite a different insect from that to which the same

name has been applied in India. And as I write there is before me
a popular book on injurious insects, issued in America in 1912, in

which one and the same insect is called in different places the

"Potato-Tuber Worm," the "Tobacco Leafminer," and the

"Splitworm;" this insect has been called in India the "Potato

Moth," and it would be merely a waste of tiire to hunt up and quote

here the various and yet different names under which this same
insect is known popularly in England, Germany, France, Italy,
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Russia, etc. But it will readily be seen how little useful would be

a knowledge of only one or a few of such names to an inciuirer

desirous of ascertaining the distribution, lifehistory, or control of

such an insect. So-called "popular" names arc generally merely

sops to ignorance and their use often serves to conceal a want of

exact knowledge. Whilst of very limited and inexact application,

they are no easier to learn or remember than the proper scientific

names, which should always be employed, v/hen known, in refer-

ring to any one particular insect.*

Not infrequently it happens that a previous description is

overlooked, with the result that an insect, which has already

been described and named, is regarded as a novelty and again

described and renamed as such- Such cases are dealt with by the

Law of Priority which provides that the name which was pub-

lished first in point of time, if valid, shall be used and that the

later-published names shall be sunk as synonyms- As an example

of this rule we may quote the case of the common Indian Bedbug

which was first described in 1803 under the name of lioitiptcnts

and redescribed in 1852 and again in 1861 respectively under the

names roturidatiis and inacrocep/ialiis ; the name /winiptcnis, having

priority, must be used, the other names becoming synonyms.

A generic name may not be used more than once in Zoology

and a specific name may not be used more than once within the

same genus. If names are given contrary to this rule, the later-

given names are invalid. Thus, the name Arbda was given to a

genus of Rhynchota in 1865 and was again used for a genus of

moths in 1879 ; the latter use was invalid, the name being

preoccupied.

* The following note on the use of scientific names in California is so u propos that I

have no hesitation in transcribing it here :

—

" At first glance they may appear rather formidable to a majority of our readers, but

by embracing them at once, will oliviate the necessity of associating a poptdar term, and

again later learning the scientific term for many of the intricate actions of insect species :

it will also avoid confusion later on. As an e.\aniple, when the South African hymen,

opterous parasite, Sititellisla ryaiiea, was first presented to the growers of this State a

cry arose immediately, suggesting that this species simply be called "scutes." This,

however, met with considerable objections from entomological sources, and the use of

the entire name, Scutcllista cyanea, became general, and now the State Insectary is in

receipt of thousands of letters from various growers over the Stale, asking for colonies of

Scutellista cyanea. The same rule also applies to the names of our other beneficial

insects. It, therefore, shows that it is as easy for the average layman to embrace the

scientific term immediately, as it is some common phrase, which actually means nothing

and is only a source of confusion and trouble throughout later years."

If scientific names can be .adopted so easily in the " Land of Hurry," where Lnglish

is thi- common language, it should be still easier to introduce their use into India where

the English '• popular'' name is as much an alien as the Latin one.
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A generic name is always written with a capital initial letter.

A specific name is always commenced with a small letter even

when it is derived from a proper name.

A name, to be accepted as valid, must be (i) published and (2)

defined. By publication it is meant that the public can purchase

copies of the description in a form other than manuscript and the

earliest date on which such matter is accessible is the date of publi-

cation. Definition must convey, by description or illustration or

both, information sufficient to enable the author's conception to be

recognised. A name published without description is therefore

invalid ; example, Plotheia ncpliclolis was published as a name by

Lefroy in " Indian Insect Life " but no description has ever been

given and this name must therefore be disregarded as a nomcii

iiiiduiii (" bare name ").

A valid name, once published, is inviolable and may not be

changed even by the author except in the case of a printer's error,

for which there is evidence. An exception is made in the case of

adjectival specific names, whose terminations may be changed to

agree with the gender of the name of the genus in which the

species is placed.

The same name may be used for a species as is applied to the

genus in which such species is contained. Example : Cossiis cossus.

All confusion is avoided by the use of different initial letters in

each grade.

In writing names of animals we usually add the name (often

contracted) of the author of the specific name. Example : Phycita

infitsella, Meyr.

Names of families are indicated by the suffix -da- and of sub-

families by -ncv. Such names are usually formed from the name of

the oldest {i.e. first published) genus included in them.

It is impossible to enter here into the question of "types," sub-

specific nomenclature and various other details, which are better

suited for discussion in technical publications. The desirability of

having a universally accepted and permanently stable system of

nomenclature is unanimously agreed upon by systematic and eco-

nomic workers alike and this result is only likely to be achieved

by the acceptance by economic entomologists of the results attained

by a rigid application of the rules of nomenclature. In this connec-

tion the words written by Spence in 1834 are no less applicable

today :
" Knowledge as to the structure, habits and economy of

insects ought to be the grand and ultimate aim of entomologists;

but this knowledge can be neither acquired nor diffused without

systematic classification, which is the dictionary that must enable

us duly to read the great book of Nature, and to which therefore,
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so long as that dictionary still remains so incomplete, even the

largest portion of the entomologist's labours may be justly given,

while at the same time no fact, however trifling, relating to the

habits and economy of the objects of his study is suffered to be

lost, the two great branches of the science, system and the natural

history of insects (taken in its largest sense) being made to go hand

in hand, and mutually to support each other."
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Chapter ill.

METAMORPHOSIS.

, a grub and a buuerlly ; \ct }o«r Ijutierfly was a grub."

Sh.\kespe.\re.

Insects, like most other animals, commence their existence in

the egg stage and before attaining the adult state undergo a series

of changes which are more exactly expressed by the term metamor-

phosis. In the more primitive and generalized forms, of which the

Fish Insect may be taken as a type, the amount of metamorphosis

undergone is comparatively slight, the newly-hatched insect

differing in little except size from the adult. In the case of a

grasshopper, the metamorphosis undergone is also slight, but the

adult differs from the young in possessing wings, although some
grasshoppers are wingless even in the adult stage. In the more

specialized groups of insects, however, the changes between the

newly-hatched young and the adult insect are not only consider-

able but they are abruptly separated by a third stage, different from

that which precedes and follows it, in which the insect undergoes a

pcrioil of quiescent inactivity during which it is known as a

" pupa." Of this last group we may cite a butterfly as an example.

It may be noted as a general rule that insects with slight metamor-

phosis usually grow very slowly, whilst those with a pupal stage

often complete a generation in a very short period of time, and that

(speaking very generally and bearing in mind that all existing

insects arc equally far removed in point of time from any common
ancestor, although, as pointed out above, the more specialized

insects may be so removed by a greater number of generations than

theunspecialized) insects with little metamorphosis are less special-

ized and approach closer on the whole to the more primitive types

of insects than do those with considerable metamorphosis.

The various orders of insects with much or little metamorphosis

are shown in the table on pages 20-21, but it may be useful to

oompare here the lifehistory of a Butterfly and a Grasshopper, as

a type of each class.
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Butterfly

(Holometabolic.)

Grasshopptr
(Heterometabolic).

I. Egg stage common to both.

IIII. Larva, wingless, active, feeding

on different food from adult,

growing and moulting, when

full grown transforming to

—

III. Pupa, quiescent, not feeding or

growing or moulting, from

which emerges

—

IV. Imago or adult butterfly, winged,

active, (usually) feeding on

different food from larva, not

growing or moulting but repro-

ducing and (in the case of a

female) laying eggs from which

the next generation commences.

Summary.— Four stages, each distinct

from others.

Voung insect, wingless, act-

ive, feeding on same food as

adult, growing and moulting,

when full-fed transforming,

(without quiescent stage)

III. Adult insect, winged, active,

feeding on same food as

stage II, not growing or

moulting but reproducing

and (in case of female)

laying eggs.

Summarj.—Three stages of which

the second is compara-

tively little distinct from

the third.

Speaking generally—and only general statements can be made

when speaking of all the Orders of Insects as a whole—the

presence or absence of a quiescent pupal stage is a factor by which

all insects can be divided into two categories, sharply separated

from one another, and this division appears to be one of funda-

mental importance. It is, indeed, largely on this account that we

reject the " Nine-Order " system which unites such diversely meta-

morphosic insects under the heading of " Neuroptera " and inter-

polates the more specialized Orders between the less specialized.

The ovum or egg varies very greatly in size, shape, ornamenta-

tion, and method of deposition in the different groups of insects. In

its simplest and probably most primitive form it may be considered

as a spherical, colourless, transparent object consisting of a smooth

chitinous outer shell enclosing protoplasm which is at first homo-

geneous. At one point on the shell there is, as a rule, a microscopic

depression, called the micropyle or micropylar area, in which occur

minute canals leading into the interior of the egg by which the

spermatozoa obtain access to the interior in order to unite with the

female element for the purpose of fertilization. The micropylar
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aiea is usually considered as the apex of the egg, the opposite side

being the base, and the intervening portions being called the walls

or sides. It follows from this that, in the case of an egg attached

to a surface, the attached portion is not necessarily the base. As
regards shape, eggs are rarely perfectly spherical but are usually

more or Tess flattened or produced in one or more directions. The
outer surface of the shell is sometimes most elaborately sculptured

or ornamented, sometimes merely covered with rough pittings or

elevations which may be arranged in roughly polygonal reticula-

tions, or may be quite smooth- The method of deposition is equally

variable ; in some groups the eggs are laid singly, either scattered

at random or carefully deposited in, on or near suitable food for

the future hatchlings, in other groups the eggs may be laid in a

mass sometimes covered with clown from the body of the parent or

with waterproof varnish or enclosed in a common shell or covering

which may exhibit most elaborate structure. Amongst the most

familiar of types of egg-masses found in India are those of various

Mantids which are so commonly seen attached to twigs, walls, etc.

The number of eggs deposited varies very greatly in different

insects from a dozen or less (some wasps, probably Hippoboscids)

to several hundred or, in some social insects (Honey Bees, Term-
ites), many thousands—perhaps over a million. The embryological

development of Insects cannot be discussed here and it must suffice

to say that the hatchling insect, when it has attained its full

embryonic - growth, escapes from the egg, often by gnawing a

passage through the shell with its mandibles in the case of eggs

deposited singly, but some larvae have special organs for opening
the shell and others merely rupture it by their contortions.

The term "larva," though often applied to all insects in an
active ante-imaginal condition, is better restricted to denote the

second stage of those insects which possess a true pupa, the word
" nymph " being used for the immature, active stages of those

insects in which metamorphosis is slight (grasshoppers, bugs, etc).

In popular language, in the case of butterflies and moths the larva

is often called a " caterpillar," in flies a " maggot," and in beetles

and wasps, etc., a " grub," but the term "larva " is more properly

used to denote a stage which is strictly homologous in all these

four Orders.

* The term "embryonic" is here used as applied to the individual in the inactive

egg-state only but the embryonic condition is not strictly completed until the insect has
assumed adult characters. Ante-natal conditions in oro are best studied in the case of
some of the lower moths (Pyralid.v, Tortricina and Tineina) in which the egg-shell is

often so transparent as to facilitate observation of living material.
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A typical larva may be considered as long and cylindrical,

somewhat flattened along the ventral surface, and composed of

about fifteen segments or rings between each of which the body is

more or less constricted transversely. The first segment is the head,

itself composed of four or more sub-segments fused together and not

distinguishable after hatching, and this is a more or less chitinous

(horny) oval case carrying the mouth with its appendages and (in

free-living forms) a small number of ocelli arranged in lunularform

on each cheek. The second, third and fourth segments (corre-

sponding to the pro-, meso-, and meta-thoracic segments of the

adult insect) each carry a pair of more or less horny legs which

terminate each in a single claw. The fifth to fifteenth segments

(of which, however, two or more are usually fused together) corre-

spond to the abdomen or body of the adult insect and in free-living

forms may carry a variable number of pro-legs which are generally

present in the Lepidoptera (not more than five pairs), rarely present

in the Hymenoptera (Saw-flies, more than five pairs) and absent

in the other Orders. Breathing is provided for by a tracheal system

communicating with the open air by means of spiracles which are

small round openings found on each side of the second and fifth to

twelfth segments in lepidopterous larvs but in some larvae

(especially some of the dipterous larvae) the breathing system is

very greatly modified. Larvae living a concealed existence are

usually whitish in colour, occasionally reddish, those living an

active exposed existence are often highly procryptically coloured

or show vivid warning coloration. The larva, when full-fed, casts

its skin for the last time and changes into a pupa in which stage it

is inactive and motionless except for wriggling or occasional

jumping movements). In

the more generalized

groups of the Lepidoptera

and generally in the

Coleoptera and Hymenop-
tera the limbs of the

future perfect insect are

more or less separate,

each encased in its own
pupal sheath, but in the

more specialized groups

of the Lepidoptera and
in the Diptera the ap-

pendage sheaths are (so

nto the rigid, smooth, uniform pupal shell,

king instinct is

Fig. 15.—Pupa of Orneodes hexadactyla

a Lepidopterous Insect, showing ventral

lateral, and dorsal aspects. (After Chapman.

I

to speak) soldered

In all the holometabolic insects the cocoon
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highly developed, the full-fed larva usually spinning a cocoon of

silk or of fragments of vegetable matter spun together with silk,

in the shelter of which it pupates and passes its pupal existence;

when the larva lives within a case or within a burrow, however,

a true cocoon is not formed as a rule and those larvee which

pupate HI the soil generally dispense with a silken covering.

In the more highly-specialized groups of Lepidoptera the cocoon

is sometimes dispensed with, the pupa being left exposed and

trusting to its procryptic coloration to elude discovery by ene-

mies; most of the butterflies, for example, have naked pupae

which are suspended by the tail by peculiar cremastral hooks

(Nyiiil>liali(1cr) or attachetl at the tail and girt by a loop around

the middle (Papilioiiukv, Picridcv) ; in such cases there is often a

marked degree of individual colour adjustment to agree with

environment, and this power is also seen even in the case of

some cocoons.

Turning now to the heterometabolic groups, in which meta-

morphosis is slight, we find that the immature insect, on emergence

from the egg, leads an active existence and is (broadly speaking)

similar to the adult except as regards the absence of wings, and

these may be permanently absent or imperfect in some forms. In

these groups the immature insect generally consumes the same food

as the adult, whereas in holometabolic insects the food of the larva

generally differs from that of the adult insect.

In all cases, whether larva or nymph, the function of the

immature active stage is to assimilate nourishment and to grow,

and this is often done at an astonishing rate. The immature insect

being encased in a more or less horny outer covering which is only

capable of expansion within limits, growth is usually accomplished

by throwing off this outer skin, such process being termed a woitlt

or ecdysis and the periods between moults being called stadia

(singular, stadium) or iiistars. The frequency of moulting differs in

different groups of insects and sometimes varies (as in some

grasshoppers) in the two sexes. Usually there are about five moults

but the number may be decreased in insects undergoing rapitl

metamorphosis (f.^.. House-fly, with about three moults) or increased

in the case of insects whose immature condition is greatly prolonged

{e.g., some Cicadidce, with 25—30 moults ^' spread over a period of

fifteen years or longer). The process of moulting, which is not

* Observations on the number of moults in long-lived Cicadas have been made in

America and it has recently been stated that this number is not so large as had been

supposed. Riley's observations, however, were usually accurate and may prove to be so

in this case of individuals or races and I therefore leave the above paragraph as originally

written. -T.B.l".
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always accompanied by a subsequent increase in size, is also

necessitated in order to get rid of the waste products of metabolism

induced by feeding and growth.

The appearance of the immature insect often alters very

considerably at each or any particular moult, especially in the case

of caterpillars, in which the changes of colour and more particularly

in the arrangement of the tubercles and primary hairs have often,

Fig. 16.—Pupa of Eunicnes conica (1) newly turned, less than one day old,

and (2) the same a week later, showing development of petiole.

The earlier stage shows primitive relationship to ancestral thick-waisted wasps,

the development of the individual thus epitomizing that of the race. (Original.)

in the earlier stadia at least, a phylogenetic significance which is

of great importance in any natural system of classification. In a

few cases, especially amongst parasitic insects (Cantharid beetles,

Strepsiptera, etc.), we find more than three immature stages, due to

the development of more than one larval form ; this phenomenon is

called Hypermetamorphosis.

The time occupied by the metamorphosis of any particular

insect, that is to say, practically speaking, the life of a single genera-

tion, is very variable and may extend from a couple of weeks to

twenty years. An average period in Southern India is probably

about two months though many pests pass through a generation in

a month or less. Some insects may delay metamorphosic changes

until the advent of suitable climatic conditions and this may occur

in either of the passive (oval or pupal) stages. Thus the eggs may

retain their vitality until stimulated by an influence such as

moisture, as in the case of eggs of mosquitos of the genus Stcgomyia

in which the eggs retain vitality for months in a desiccated con-

dition (such as normally occurs during the dry weather preceding the

monsoon in the localities—hollows in tree-trunks, etc.—in which

they are deposited), hatching out when exposed to humidity. This

is perhaps the case also with some grasshoppers. Or the eggs may

not hatch out all at once, but a few individuals of each batch may

emerge at intervals during a period of several months (as in the

case of Orgyia antiqua) thus ensuring that some at least may meet
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with congenial conditions. Observations on abnormally extended

pupal periods have chiefly been made in the case of Lepidoptera

in which Order pupas from one batch of eggs, in the case of some
species at any rate, are known to eclose moths, some in the first

year after pupation and some in the second and subsequent years

up to the seventh or later. Such an irregular eclosion will give the

species concerned a better chance of survival by spreading the

descendants of one generation over several seasons, some of which
.are likely to be favourable as regards climatic conditions or scarcity

of parasites, and will also tend to secure cross-fertilization between

different stocks.

Although, as already noted, insects are usually developed from

eggs deposited by the parent female, yet in most groups {e.g.,

Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, Rhynchota) we meet with cases

of viviparity, that is to say, the female extrudes, not passive eggs,

but active living larvse. In the Pupiparous Diptera, of which the

common Dog-fly is a familiar example, the larva is retained and
nourished within the body of the female until it is full-grown, when
it is deposited and pupates immediately afterwards. Instead,

therefore, of the nutriment requisite to the growth and reproduction

of the individual fly being absorbed by the larva directly, it is the

adult fly only which feeds actively.

In the great majority of cases the eggs are simply laid by the

female which takes no further care of them, and as a rule she dies

shortly after having deposited them. Sometimes the dead body of

the mother remains by the eggs and forms the first meal eaten by
the newly-hatched larvse. Even in cases where special provision

is made for the young, as in the examples off'ered by the solitary

wasps which collect and lay up a store of spiders or caterpillars on
which or near which the eggs are laid, instinct rathei than intelli-

gent solicitude seems to be involved, for the cell is sealed and left

to its fate. In some cases, however, true instances of maternal
solicitude are known to occur and it is not uncommon, for example,
to find a mother-earwig watching (one might almost say brooding)
over her eggs; on one occasion at Yercaud, on turning over a log,

I found a pair of earwigs with a pile of eggs which, when they
were disturbed, the female carried away in her mouth into a safer

place, whilst the male sought safety in flight. In the Hills also old

rotten logs are commonly found to contain Passalid beetles which
occur in little colonies, larvae, pupae and adults often being found
together, and it has been shown that the adult beetles masticate

the wood with their jaws to render it fit for the food of the larvae

which are unable to feed by themselves on the unchewed wood.
Care for the young by the mother-insect is also well known to occur

3
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amongst the Rhynchota, in which group the females of several

species of Pentatomidse, Reduviidee and even of the Membracidae

have been noted to watch over their eggs and young. Amongst

the Orthoptera the Mole-crickets (Gryllotalpa) are known to exercise

maternal solicitude, taking particular care of their eggs and acting

as unceasing sentinels around the nest. No special care of the

eggs or young seems to be displayed by the Butterflies and Moths

(Lepidoptera) or the Flies (Diptera), although in the latter group we

meet with cases in which the eggs are hatched within the body of

the parent and the larvae nourished there until fully grown ; but

amongst a few Hymenoptera and Social Insects generally great

care of the young is often taken.

Fig. 17.—Maternal solicitude in Caiitao occUatiis, a Pentatomid Bug whose

female broods over her eggs, which are generally laid on a leaf. It is inter-

esting to note that, in batches of eggs found under natural conditions, the

exterior eggs are almost always parasitized whilst those protected by the body

of the mother escape parasitic attack. (Original.)

A Tasmanian Sawfljr * has been recorded as watching over the

spot where she has laid her eggs, which are deposited in an incision

between the two surfaces of a leaf of Eucalyptus, until the exclusion

of the young, " upon which, when hatched, she sits with outstretch-

ed legs, preserving them from the heat of the sun and protecting

them from the attacks of enemies, with admirable perseverance

. . . . until death terminates her own existence." Amongst

social insects (Bees, Wasps, Ants, Termites, etc.), the young are

usually fed by the adults, at first by the female parent and later

on, when the colony attains large dimensions, by members of a

" worker " caste. But these cases, except at the very commence-

ment of the foundation of a new colony, scarcely answer to the

term of maternal solicitude.

• Fe/ga letvisii Westwd. ; See 'I'raiis. Enl. Soc, T, p. 234 and Arcana Euiomologica,

Vol. T, p. 2 .
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Chapter IV.

-MEANS OF DEFENCE IN INSECTS.
' Cc-t animal est tres mechant,

Quand on 1' attaque il se defend."

-The means of defence adopted by insects against the attacks

of their enemies are very numerous and can only be touched on

here very lightly but, broadly speaking, they may be divided into

(l) passive and (2) active defence. In the first group we find pro-

tective resemblance and mimicry, etc., whilst warning coloration is

perhaps intermediate between the two groups, active means of

defence including the use of more or less poisonous bites or stings,

urticating hairs, the discharge of [acrid, volatile or nauseous

liquids, etc.

Fig. 18.

—

SathrophyUia nigosa. a long-horned grasshopper common on tree

trunks in Southern India. (Original.)

Protective resemblance is probably the most primitive and also

in modern times the most usual (and hence, we may add, the most
successful) method of defence practised by insects, and under this

term are included all cases in which insects resemble their surround-

ings or any object commonly found in those situations in which

they occur normally. Millions of years ago, when the Coal

Measures were being deposited in the Palzeozoic Epoch, the cock-

roaches of those ancient times had acquired a type of neuration

strikingly similar to that found on the fronds of a fern (Nenropteris

odontopteroides) which was one of the plants from which the coal

was derived. In modern days the prevalence of protective resem-

blance is best (and perhaps only) appreciated by the eye trained

by field observation. On pointing out some protectively-coloured

animal in its natural surroundings, nothing is commoner than the

observation, "However can you see such things ? I never see them ;

"

3-A
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when it is not the individual that is at fault but merely the want of

training in observation.

Protective resemblance may be (usually) general, in which case

the insect or other animal may exhibit in its shape or coloration or

in both the general pattern-effect produced by its normal surround-

ings, or it may be (more rarely) special, in which case the insect or

animal bears a close resemblance to some different object (living

or inanimate) found in its normal habitat. It would be tedious to

attempt to give any general list (even of insects) of examples in

each group. Those who are interested in the subject will find it

an easy matter to make observations of their own in their particular

field. There is no strict line of demarcation between the two

groups and some animals may belong to both ; thus, the common
Green Whipsnake (Dryophis myctcrizaiis) may blend generally into

the general appearance of the green bush in which it is stretched

out or, if noticed in more detail, it may readily pass for a branch of

the square-stemmed jungle vine (Vitis quadrangiilaris). In passing

it may be noted that, to be successful, protective resemblance does

not necessarily connote inconspicuousness.

Fig. 19.

—

Perisplueria, a Cockroach which rolls itself up into a ball when threat,

ened with danger. (After British Museum Guide to the Insect Gallery.)

Some insects, when threatened by danger, simply roll them-

selves up into a ball, at the same time generally dropping to the

ground if not already on it. Such are many caterpillars, especially

some of the hairy ones in which the hairs radiate out " like cjuills

upon the fretful porcupine," serving the purpose of directly offens-

ive weapons and also readily slipping through the grasp of any
enemy attempting to pick up the caterpillar. Some cockroaches

of the genus Perisplicuria have also the power of rolling themselves

into a ball, when they greatly resemble a small Pill-millipede, the

two extremities of the body fitting closely together so that the head

and legs are completely hidden inside and protected.

From such examples it is but a step to cases in which insects,

on finding themselves discovered by enemies, simply drop to the
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ground and lie motionless, thus escaping detection. Instances

might be quoted in almost all Orders but are most commonly seen

amongst Moths and Beetles. The Weevils especially are noted for

exhibiting the "death-feint," a name given to a special manner in

which the limbs are held rigidly contracted ; this is accomplished

by a voluntary stiffening of the muscles, as is shown by inducing

the " death-feint " repeatedly in one individual, when the periods

become shorter as the muscles become tired.

An observer will soon discover that many insects, in an appa-

rently deep state of quiescent rest on tree-trunks, etc., are yet

acutely conscious of discovery and will often escape, even when
they have not been disturbed, if observation is removed from them

for an instant. Other insects, on the contrary, are so sluggish that

they will permit themselves to be transfixed with a pin without

even moving.

Fig. 20.—The figure on the left is of Eiiinencs flavopicta, a long-waisted wasp

armed with a powerful sting, that on the right is of a stingless Syrphid Fly

(Ceria sp.) which mimics the wasp. Both insects occur contemporaneously

in the same localities in Southern India. (Original.)

The term " mimicry " is properly restricted to cases in which an

animal externally resembles another and biologically distinct kind

of animal. The resemblance may be extremely close and detailed

or it may be very rough and general ; it may occur in any stage ot

the lifehistory and may be produced by similar coloration, shape,

or action, or a combination of any or all of these, but the internal

and non-visible portions of the animal are never affected. The
animal whose external appearance is thus copied is called the
" model " and is generally distasteful to enemies in some way, as

by the possession of a sting or poisonous bite or nauseous taste or

smell. The animal which copies the external appearance of the

possessor of such noxious qualities is called the " mimic." When
the mimic is palatable or defenceless the mimicry is called "Bate-

sian " mimicry ; but, in some cases, the mimic is equally distasteful

as its model, and such cases form what is called "Mullerian"

mimicry, both these cases (or theories) being called after the names

of the men who first clearly enunciated them.
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Both these forms of mimicry are founded on the fact that the

normal enemies (especially birds, lizards, and amphibians) learn

by actual experience which of their insect-prey are palatable or the

reverse. A young bird, which first commences to forage for itself

and catches (let us say) a white moth or a yellow-and-black wasp

and finds that it has a nauseous mouthful or that it has been badly

stung, will quickly learn to avoid insects which are pure-white or

black-and-yellow in colour. Armchair critics may deny this, but

no one who has lived for any time in the tropics and experimented

on the gastronomic educability of insectivorous animals is likely

to agree with them, and we may safely affirm that insectivorous

animals do learn by experience to avoid insects of certain (generally

conspicuous) types of coloration. Such common types are bold

mixtures of red and black, black and yellow, red and white, white and

(less commonly) other mi^ctures, of blue and yellow, etc. Generally

speaking, we may say that an insect which is conspicuous in its

normal environment is nauseous in taste and that such insects fall

into a very small number of types of " warning " coloration.

The result of this state of things is of equal benefit to the insec-

tivorous animal and the nauseous insect, the former having only to

learn a few common colour-combinations in order to know which to

avoid as food, the latter having only to sacrifice a small proportion

of its individual numbers in order to secure immunity after a short

period of sampling on the part of each individual enemy. For

example, if all wasps were coloured differently (some red and black,

some white and black, some green, some yellow, some green

and yellow, some blue and yellow, etc.), every insectivorous bird

would have to sample at least one individual of each differently

coloured kind of wasp and would have to remember which forms

were palatable and which were not ; whilst actually, most wasps

being coloured black and yellow, a very few tests on individuals so

coloured teaches the bird to avoid insects exhibiting those colours,

with equal benefit to the bird and the insects, as the former incurs

fewer unpleasant experiences and the latter avoid considerable loss

in individuals, collectively at least. For it must be remembered, as

a general rule, that an insect attacked usually connotes an insect

destroyed ; an unpalatable insect may be rejected after capture, but

often it is then in such an injured condition as to be practically

moribund.

From this it will be seen that the individuals of species forming

a Mullerian mimetic group are practically members of a mutual-

benefit association. If one individual each of species A and B

suffice to teach a young bird that their common type of coloration

is of a " warning " character, then other individuals of species,
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C, D, E, etc., belonging to the same group, share in the benefit con-

ferred by future immunity from attack by that individual bird. In

the case of such a " Mullerian " association, therefore, there is no

'' model," strictly speaking; all the associates are "models," but,

on an average, the commonest {i.e., most numerous in individuals)

member'of the group will pay the heaviest toll. In the case of

"Batesian" associations it is obvious that, for the mimicry to be

effective, (l) the model must outnumber the mimic in individuals,

and (2) both model and mimic must occur contemporaneously in the

same area ; if the mimic were not less numerous any enemies would

discover by experience (by the law of average) that insects of that

particular facias were palatable and such colours—which, we have

already stated, are ex hypothesi conspicuous—would invite attack

(and, incidentally, speedy extermination of the insect attacked)

instead of avoidance.

Insects which are distasteful are, we have just seen, often

brightly coloured, but not all the gaily-hued gems of a collection

of insects are necessarily distasteful. Many are indeed surprisingly

inconspicuous when seen in their natural surroundings, with which

their colours blend in complete harmony, and others secure safety

from enemies by their wariness, activity, or speed on the wing.

Many butterflies, which exhibit most beautiful markings on the

upper surface of the wings, are sombrely coloured beneath and

extremely inconspicuous when at rest with their wings closed

together over the back. Numerous insects, in almost all the larger

Orders at least, combine a conspicuous type of marking when on

the wing with a very inconspicuous appearance when at rest, such

insects usually making short sudden flights on disturbance, and

the sudden apparent vanishing of its prey in this way must often

secure such insects from successful attack by an enemy. Really

nauseously distasteful insects, on the other hand, are often conspi-

cuous and slow-moving as if to advertise their security from attack;

the term " warning colours " is therefore well applied to such

combinations of colour-markings.

Some insects exhibit markings which tend to draw the attack

of an enemy to some non-vital portion, usually of the wings, the

insect itself thus escaping with slight damage. Amongst such
" directive " markings we may specify particularly the tails, eye-

spots, etc., on the hind-margin of the hindwings of many butter-

flies. In some of the Lycsenidse (e.g., Aphnceus and Virachola) the

inner corner of the hindwing is not only provided with tails and eye-

spots but is turned downwards at right angles to the rest of the wing

so that, in the resting position when the wings are appressed together

over the back, these little flaps of the wing simulate the anterior
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extremity of the butterfly, the flaps themselves looking like a

head and the spots and long slender tails simulating eyes and
antennas; the anterior extremity (head, antennre, etc.) is incon-

spicuously coloured and the apex of the abdomen does not extend as

far as the false head, so that an enemy such as a lizard, seeing the

butterfly at rest, in attacking the supposedly vital anterior

extremity, would obtain only a mouthful of hindwing, the butterfly

escaping without vital injury. A collection of butterflies made at

random, without regard to the " cabinet condition " of the speci-

mens caught, will soon convince any impartial observer that such

directive markings do actually exhibit signs of attack by enemies

(chiefly birds and lizards).

Fig. 21.

—

Viracliola isocratcs, a Lycanid Butterfly, in its resting attitude

showing simulation of the head by the tails and eye-spots, which project

well clear of the body. The right-hand figure shows a view of the butterfly

at rest as seen from behind, showing the anal lobes and the manner in which

the tails are projected on opposite sides. (Original.)

Insects which exhibit " warning " coloration may acquire a

nauseous taste from feeding on plants which are poisonous to

vertebrate animals or from other causes. The rich colours of the

scales of some butterflies are known to be due to the deposition of

waste materials (of the nature of urates; of the excretory system and
it seems possible that in other cases, in which the insects feed on

non-poisonous plants, their nauseous qualities may be derived from

the retention and use in this way of waste products of the processes

of metabolism.

From warning colours and innate nauseous qualities it is but a

step to cases in which insects actually excrete substances which
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are disagreeable to their enemies. Many insects, in almost all

Orders, possess special glands from which they are able to

discharge a liquid which may be offensive to the taste, smell, sight,

or touch of an aggressor. The stink-glands of many bugs are well

known to most residents in India, whether by the characteristic

odour or the conimon Bed-bug or by the disgusting taste in one's

soup caused by a " gundy " which has been attracted by the lights

on the dinner-table. In such cases the glands are usually situated

on the lower surface of the thorax and some of the larger bugs are

able to project a thin stream of liquid with great accuracy for a

considerable distance. In Beetles the stink-glands are generally

situated in the anal extremity of the abdomen and are particularly

developed in some groups such as the Carabid^, Gyrinids, and
Staphylinidae. Some members of the former group, common in

India under stones, etc., have earned the name of "Bombardier
Beetles " because they discharge a stream of liquid which volati-

lizes instantly in the air as a brownish mist and with quite an
audible report; this liquid causes a momentary severe burning

sensation on the human skin and would doubtless disconcert an
enemy sufficiently for the beetle to make its escape. Many of the

minute insects which cause such discomfort when they fly into the

human eye are Staphylinid beetles, the smarting sensation being
due to the acrid liquid discharged by the beetle when it finds itself

in danger. Some Paussid and Carabid beetles discharge a liquid

which has a strong smell of Iodine.

Many Ants discharge a strong solution of Formic Acid, which
of course derives its name from the Latin word formica, an ant.

The common Red Tree Ant (CEcophylla smaragdhia), contrary to

popular belief, does not sting but grips with its jaws and throws
out a fine jet of liquid from the tip of its abdomen. The caterpillar

of Cerura vinula has glands from which it can direct a fine stream
of Formic Acid solution, and this seems to be used chiefly to drive

off parasites which endeavour to oviposit in the larva. The curi-

ously swollen thoracic segments of the larva of Carca suhtilis also

contain a gland which is perhaps used in a similar way. The
caterpillars of the Swallow-tail Butterflies possess a curious

Y-shaped organ, called an osmaterium, situated on the anterior

margin of the prothoracic segment, in which it is ordinarily

concealed; when annoyed or attacked the caterpillar can evert

this organ which diffuses a strong, disagreeable odour, differing in

various species.

In the case of Termites the soldiers are usually provided with
glands in the head (sometimes extending into the abdomen), from
which they can pour out a thin liquid which hardens rapidly in the
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air into a sticky substance whichi appears to be highly obnoxious

to the true Ants which are the Termites' most relentless enemies.

In Etttermes, the head of the soldier Termite is provided with a long

frontal tube from which can be projected for a distance of two or

three inches a very fine jet of liquid which hardens into a thin

viscous thread immediately it touches the air.

In some cases the nauseous liquid oozes out from the glands in

such a way as to produce small bubbles, which probably secure a

larger surface for the evaporation and rapid diffusion of the smell.

Aularches amongst grasshoppers and Heteriisia amongst moths are

conspicuous examples of this mode of defence.

Occasionally the liquid discharged is so acrid as to blister the

external skin of a vertebrate enemy and the consequences of eating

an insect of this kind would doubtless be very serious. The best-

known insects of this class are the Blister-beetles, many of which

are extremely common in India and are conspicuously coloured red-

and-black, blue, green, yellow, etc. In these beetles the glands are

situated in the legs, the beetle when touched exuding a yellowish

oily liquid which is capable of raising a large blister on contact

with the tender human skin. Some of these beetles contain quite

a considerable percentage of Cantharidin.

The shape or structure of an insect may be such as to render it

distasteful and secure it from hostile attack. The thickly-chitinized,

almost armour-plated, integuments of some beetles and the

possession of sharp spines in many beetles, bugs, grass-hoppers,

etc., may be quoted as familiar examples. The two cases differ

somewhat as exhibiting defence against different classes of enemy,

since mere hardness (as of some weevils) would not avail against

an enemy, such as a bird, large enough to swallow the weevil

whole and grind it down in the gizzard or slowly dissolve its

interior by digestive fluids gaining access by the joints and other

apertures, whilst, on the other hand, such defences as sharp spines

would help to protect an insect against large enemies but not

necessarily against smaller ones.

Hairy caterpillars, in which the hairs possess more or less

irritant qualities, are sufficiently familiar in Southern India, where

the general terms " Kumbli-hula " or " Kumbli-puchi " are freely

and loosely applied to many very different kinds. In many of

such caterpillars the whole body is covered with long hairs which

are often rather loosely attached and barbed at the tip, so that they

readily pierce the skin and become detached or break off, leaving

the barbed tips which act as a mechanical irritant in the skin.

Such hairs may also enable the caterpillar to escape by slipping

out of the grasp of a captor or by keeping smaller insects (e-g., ants)
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at a safe distance from the vulnerable parts of the body. In other

cases special groups of hairs may be modified into defensive

weapons—tussocks, spines, stinging hairs, etc. A brown caterpillar

(Taragama siva) found commonly on babul (Acacia arabica) is clothed

with short hairs and bears just behind the head two large patches

of short 'black hairs which, when annoyed, it brings into contact

Fig. 22.—Lasiocanipid \:w\x i Taragama siva\

IProm an oriijiiial phcit,igraph l>\ C. N.^r.\ya>

tree-tn

AVV.\R.

with the disturber by lashing about with the fore part of its body,
the short hairs readily penetrating and becoming detached in the
human skin. This is a common method of defence in this family
(Lasiocampidce) and the larval hairs are often woven into the cocoon
from which they project on end to form a veritable "cheveux-de-
frise." Sometimes, particularly in the slug-like caterpillars of the
Limacodidse, the hairs may be modified to form stinging organs
which can inflict very severe punishment on an aggressor.

The production of sound is another mode of defence in insects,

many of which stridulate when picked up. Some Cicadas, when
caught, will utter a piercing shriek very different in tone from
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their ordinary song. The caterpillar of the Death's-head Moth

makes a clicking sound, as do some other caterpillars, while the

moth itself squeaks shrilly, at the same time depressing its wings

and exposing theyellow-barred abdomen. The female of Xylotnipes,

a large Dynastine beetle, when caught, emits a sudden, unexpected,

loud hiss very disconcerting to its captor. The angry chidings of

bees when their nest is approached too closely warn the intruder in

tones very differ-

ent from their

ordinary busy

hum, and at least

one species of

Termite (Tcniies

convtilsioiiarius)

makes a con-

certed rhythmic

pattering when its

Fig. 23.—Section of Head of a Reduviid Bug [Hai-p- nest is opened.

actor sp.) showing Poison-gland. (After Berlese.)

Some of the larger insects are able to defend themselves by the

use of their mouth-parts against the aggressor or by means of the

sharp spines with which their fore or hind legs are armed, and some

of the predaceous bugs, especially the larger water-bugs and

Reduviids, are able to inflict a painful poisoned bite by means of

the rostrum. It is, however, only in the Hymenoptera (Ants, Bees,

Wasps, etc.) that a true sting is found in the posterior extremity of

the abdomen of the perfect insect. In some of these insects the

sting is used as an offensive weapon in the capture of prey, either as

food for the insect

itself or for its pro-

J geny, but asa rule

the sting is only

used as a means of

defence. It may
be noted that the

sting, when pre-

sent, is confined

to individuals of

the female sex,

the males even of

wasps and bees

being destitute of

a sting.

Fig. 24.—Sting of Honey-bee. (Original.
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Some insects secure themselves from attack by constructing

shelters or little houses which they drag about with them, this being

probably a highly developed form of a primitive concealed mode

of living for defensive purposes. The Rice Case-worm (Nymphula

dcpiinctalis) and the common Bagworm (Clania crameri) are familiar

instances. The larvae of many of the Cassid beetles are provided

Fig. 25.—A Cassid larva I Aspidomorpha sanctce-criicis/, commonly
found on Sweet-potato, carrying its excrement over its back.

Three times the natural size. fOriginal.t

with a long forked "tail" which they hold over the back and carry

on it their cast skins and excrement, so that the true nature of the

larva is often concealed. Several predaceous larvae {Clirysopa,

Eiiblemma, etc.) place the empty skins of their victims on their backs

and thus achieve concealment at once from enemies and prey. For

it must be remembered that a structure, marking, etc., may play

more than one part in the economy of an animal, whether insect or

not, and that a predaceous animal which is protected from its

enemies by its procryptic coloration is equally equipped for

approaching its prey. Colours which are bright and "warning"

to foes may be alluring to prey and also attractive to the opposite

sex.

Luminosity in insects may be briefly considered here as it is at

times a means of defence although probably more often of use for

sexual attraction. The best known examples of luminous insects

in India are the numerous species of glow-worms, usually errone-

ously called " Fireflies " although the true Fireflies, belonging to the

family Elatcriifir, do not occur in India. In glow-worms the lumi-

nous organs are usually placed beneath the posterior segments of

the body. In many species only the male is winged, the female

being wingless and grub-like, both this sex and the larva having

luminous organs. The luminosity is entirely voluntary and is often

rhythmic, large numbers of individuals emitting a momentary flash

with one accord. The efiiciency of the light emitted by these little
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beetles is remarkably high, being estimated at practically lOO per

cent, of the energy used, there being almost no heat-rays or actinic

rays, whilst the light-value of the electric arc is only about ten per

cent, of the energy used and that of the sun only about thirty-five

per cent. Several other beetles besides the Lampyridcv are known

to be luminous, at least occasionally, and undoubtedly many more

Indian insects will be found to be capable of emitting light.

Amongst those insects in which this phenomenon has hitherto

been noted, mostly outside of India, are various beetles {Carabidce,

Paussida, Staphylinidce, Tenebrionidcc, Elateridev, Ceramhycidce, Biip-

restidce, etc.), Ephemeridje, larvae of Lepidoptera and Diptera, and

Collembola, but some of these are perhaps luminous as the result of

disease, the luminosity being due to the activity of bacteria and

not to the presence of true photogenic organs. The intermittent

flasii of a flying glow-worm is perhaps a means of defence by

puzzling an enemy as to its whereabouts. There is also some evi-

dence that Lampyrid beetles are distasteful to nocturnal insectivo-

rous birds and bats, so that the light is perhaps a "warning"

signal.
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Chapter V.

COMMUNICATION AMONGST INSECTS.
" Hast thou heard the butterflies, " Happy the Cicadas' lives,

What they say betwixt their wings ? " For they all have voiceless wives."

Tennyson—Adeline. Xciiarc/n<s.

The simplest form of communictition amongst insects is by the

production of sounds which may or may not be audible to human
ears but, except in the case of social insects, communication is

usually restricted to methods by which the sexes are brought

together or rendered attractive to one another. The hum caused

by the vibration of the wings or otherwise during flight, as in the

case of a Hawkmoth hovering before a flower, can scarcely be
considered as communication, similar sounds being produced by
other rapidly-vibrating bodies such as a spinning top or wheel.

The shrill piping of Mosquitos and Midges and the chirping

song of male Crickets and Cicadas are familiar instances of sounds
produced by one sex in order to attract or charm the other. The
song of Cicadas, though often distressingly discordant to our

senses, is doubtless sufficiently pleasing to their voiceless females

and is astonishingly different from the shrill shriek of alarm emitted

by the insect when captured.

Several of the long-horned green grasshoppers, commonly found
on plants and often attracted to light in the evenings, utter a very

shrill chirping and are further remarkable as possessing well-

developed auditory organs which may readily be seen on examina-
tion of their fore-legs. A similarly situated auditory organ is

found in many crickets and mole-crickets. In other insects the

auditory organs may occur on the antennae, abdomen or elsewhere.

The note of the hum of the female mosquito, for instance, causes

certain of the hairs of the antenna of the male to vibrate sympatheti-

cally so that, by turning his head until both antennas are aff"ected

equally, it is probable that the flight of the male is directed to the

female with considerable accuracy.

It is impossible to enter here into the mechanism of the stridula-

tory organs of insects, i.e., of the organs which produce "song,"
as these vary so greatly in different species. Usually the sounds
are made by the vibration of a membrane or the scraping of one
part over another, the latter generally being ridged. Stridulation

is not confined to grasshoppers or even to large insects ; some
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small water-bugs (Microvelia), scarcely visible to the naked eye as

they run along the surface of the water-film, are able to stridulate

so loudly as to be audible from a distance of several yards. The

caterpillar of the Death's-head Moth makes a clicking sound

when annoyed and the moth itself produces a shrill squeak not

unlike that of a bat ; but these are defensive sounds rather than

communicative.

Fig. 26.—Hindwing of mule Nyctipno hicroglyphica, showing gland

opened
; /. is the frenulum. (Original.)

Several moths and a few butterflies are known to stridulate on

the wing and such stridulation is doubtless sexual as a rule. As
an instance we may quote the case of Nyctipcw hieroglyphica, Drury,

a large black Noctuid moth which is well known, especially in some

of the Hill-districts of Southern India, from its habit of flying along

paths at dusk and producing a loud clicking sound which is often

especially disconcerting to horses because the moths seem to be

attracted by moving objects and therefore often fly around the

heads of horses which may be frightened by the clicking of the

moths. The fact that this moth stridulates has been noted before

but I am not aware that the mechanism of its stridulatory organs

has been examined. In the first place we may note that it is only

the male moth which makes a noise and that this is a distinct, loud,

sharp click, such as might be produced by running a stout pin or

quill slowly but firmly across the teeth of a comb. On examining

the moth, a glandular patch covered with long flocculent hair is to

be seen on the upperside of the fore-margin of the hindwing, near

the base of the wing, and this appears to be part of the stridulating

organ ; it is hollowed and convex on the lower surface of the wing

and opens like a purse (being hinged along the fore edge of the

wing) and perhaps serves as a sort of sounding-board to increase

the noise, which is apparently produced by the tip of the frenulum

(the long horny bristle at the base of the foremargin of the hind-

wing which locks the wings together in flight) : this tip passes

through the retinaculum (the loop on underside which holds it in

position) and either rubs over the outer surface of the pocket or,

more probably, catches its hinder edge and pulls it open with each
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flap of the wing, thus at once making the noise and exposing the

flocculent yellow androconial hairs which line the interior of the

pocket and which doubtless emit a smell attractive to the female.

It will be seen from figure 26 that the neurational structure of the

wing is extraordinarily distorted, but in the female, in which sex

the glandular pocket is absent, the neuration (system of wing-veins)

is normal.

In the foregoing case the female may be attracted to the male

-by sound or by smell and this instance therefore leads us to cases

in which one sex is attracted by scents emitted by the other.

Numerous instances of this attraction might be quoted especially

in the case of moths in which the males may be attracted from dis-

tances of several miles in search of a female ; in such cases the

female is usually sluggish(often wingless)and the males have highly

pectinated (comb-like) antennas by which they perceive the scent

emitted by the female; this principle is taken advantage of by

entomologists who expose a virgin female in a small cage and

capture the males as they " assemble." In many butterflies,

especially the Pierids ("Whites ") and their allies, the males have

on their wings specially modified scales, called " androconia, " from

which they emit a pleasant perfume which is quite perceptible in

living or fresh specimens and which is undoubtedly attractive to

the female.

Attraction of the sexes by sight is very commonly met with and

has produced the evolution of many of the strikingly handsome

colours exhibited by the males of sexually-dimorphic insects,

spiders, lizards, birds, etc., already rendered familiar in innumer-

able publications. A very striking case amongst insects is,

however, afforded by certain glow-worms in which the wingless

female alone is luminous and gives out a beam of light by which

the non-luminous winged male is attracted to her, whereupon the

light is obscured.

As may be expected, it is amongst social insects that we find

that means of communication have attained their maximum effici-

ency and in such cases the methods employed are perhaps more

truly communicative than merel)^ sexually attractive as in the

foregoing instances. There are few truly social beetles but the

Passalids may fairly be included in this category. These are large

black beetles found commonly in the hills in rotting wood in which

they occur in small family parties usually consisting of immature

and adult forms ; the larvae have the first pair of legs modified into

stridulating organs and the beetles themselves also are able to

stridulate. When such a family party is dislodged from a rotten
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log and its members scattered, they stridulate and collect together

again by means of the communication thus established.

No one who has ever watched Termites or opened a termitarium

can have failed to observe the curious vibratory movements of their

bodies which evidently serve as a means of communication. By

placing living specimens on a sheet of paper or table the sounds

jiroduced by these vibrations become readily audible. One large

Termite found fairly commonly in the red-earth Plains of Southern

India is especially noteworthy in this respect and has earned its

name of Tcniic.s coiiviilsioiuiriiis from this habit ; when a nest is

opened up, the noise produced by hundreds of these Termites

vibrating in unison is clearly audible from some little distance as a

rhythmic pattering or rustling and probably serves at once to

intimidate the disturber and to sound a warning throughout the

nest. There is no doubt whatever but that these vibratory move-

ments have different and well-understood meanings and serve the

purpose of speech.

It is, however, amongst the Ants, well named as the most highly

developed of all insects, that communication is best established.

'I'he way in which foraging ant-scouts communicate knowledge of

the presence of food may be seen daily in every bungalow in India.

Belt, in his "Naturalist in Nicaragua, " gives several instances of

what may even be called intelligent communication amongst ants,

from which the following may be quoted :

—
" One day when watch-

ing a small column of these ants [Ecitoii liainiita\ I placed a little

stone on one of the ants to secure it. The next that approached,

as soon as it discovered the situation of the prisoner, ran back-

wards in an agitated manner, and communicated the intelligence

to the others. They rushed to the rescue, some bit at the stone

and tried to move it, others seized the captive by the legs, and tugged

with such force that I thought the legs would be pulled off, but they

persevered until they freed it. I next covered one up with a piece of

clay, leaving only the ends of its antenna; projecting. It was soon

discovered by its fellows, which set to work immetliattly, and by

biting off pieces of the clay, soon liberated it. Another time I found

a very few of them passing along at intervals. I confined one of

these under a piece of clay, at a little distance from the line, with his

head projecting. Several ants passed it, but at last one discovered

it and tried to pull it out, but could not. It immediately set off at

a great rate, and I thought it had deserted its comrade, but it had

only gone for assistance, for in a short time about a dozen ants

came hurrying up, evidently fully informed of the circumstances

of the case, for they made directly for their imprisoned comrade

and soon set him free. I do not see how tiiis action could be
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instinctive. It was sympathetic help, such as man only among the

higher mammalia shows. The excitement and ardour with which

they carried on their uniiagging exertions for the rescue of their

comrade could not have been greater if they had been human
beings, and this to meet a danger that can only be of the rarest

occurrence." . . . " I shall relate two more instances of the use of a

reasoning faculty in these ants. I once saw a wide column trying

to pass along a crumbling, nearly perpendicular, slope. They would

have got very slowly over it, and many of them would have fallen,

but a number having secured their hold, and reaching to each

other, remained stationary, and over them the main column passed.

Another time they were passing a water-course along a small

branch, not thicker than a goose-quill. They widened this

natural bridge to three times its width by a number of ants cling-

ing to it and to each other on each side, over which the column

passed three or four deep. Except for this expedient they would

have had to pass over in single file, and treble the time would

have been consumed. Can it not be contended that such insects

are able to determine by reasoning powers which is the best way
of doing a thing, and that their actions are guided by thought and

reflection ? This view is much strengthened by the fact that the

cerebral ganglia in ants are more developed than in any other

insect, and that in all the Hymenoptera, at the head of which they

stand, they are many times larger than .in the less intelligent

orders, such as beetles." And on another occasion Belt states that

he found a colony of these ants shifting from an old to a new nest

to which they were carrying their stores of food. " Between the

old burrows and the new one was a steep slope. Instead of descend-

ing this with their burdens, they cast them down on the top of the

slope, whence they rolled down to the bottom, where another relay

of labourers picked them up and carried them to the new burrow.

It was amusing to watch the ants hurrying out with bundles of

food, dropping them over the slope, and rushing back immediately

for more." And again, "
I shall conclude this long account of the

leaf-cutting ants with an instance of their reasoning powers. A
nest was made near one of our tramways, and to get to the trees

the ants had to cross the rails, over which the waggons were

continually passing and repassing. Every time they came along

a number of ants were crushed to death. They persevered in cross-

ing for several days, but at last set to work and tunnelled under-

neath each rail. One day, when the waggons were not running,

I stopped up the tunnels with stones ; but although great numbers

carrying leaves were thus cut off from the nest, they would not

cross the rails, but set to work making fresh tunnels underneath
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them. Apparently an order had gone forth, or a general under-

standing been come to, that the rails were not to be crossed."

It is difficult to resist conceding a certain degree of reasoning

faculties to animals displaying such intelligent methods of dealing

with quite extraordinary circumstances, and such cases may
perhaps be taken as bridging to some extent any gap existing

between reason and instinct. The subject cannot be discussed

more fully here but is certain that the majority of even the most

complex of the actions of insects are regulated by instinct and that

cases of reasoning are very rare and confined solely to the most

highly-organized of the Social Insects.



Chapter VI.

T R O P I S M S .

" The word tmpism mtan-j the tendency to react in a definite manner towards

external stimuli." „, „ r- , ^WiLLEV

—

Coitvcrgciicc til Evolution.

In the last chapter it was seen that the actions of insects are

only controlled by intelligent reasoning" in very rare cases, if at all.

In practically all cases their actions under any given conditions are

rigidly guideil by what are known as tropisms. Here it may be

useful to give a few definitions. A habit may be defined as the

behaviour of an organism under natural conditions, a reaction as

its behaviour in the laboratory or under more or less natural condi-

tions of observation in the open. A tropism is its reaction or res-

ponse to a definite external stimulus. For example, an organism

may be attracted by light, in which case it is said to be positively

phototropic {i.e., turning towards light) ; or it may be repelled by

light, in which case it is said to be negatively phototropic ; or light

may not affect it at all, in which case it is said to be passively

phototropic. All these tropisms are to be observed in eveiy

organism, either positively or negatively or passively, and often, at

different times, both positively and negatively in the same

individual.

Tropic responses have been divided into the following classes :

—

(1) Phototropism or response to stimulus of Light.

(2) Heliotropism ., „ Sunlight.

(3) Chemotropism „ „ Chemicals.

(4) Thermotropism „ „ Temperature.

(5) Thigmotropism ,, „ Contact with

solids.

(6) Geotropism „ „ Gravity.

(7) Rheotropism „ ,, Water currents.

(8) Hydrotropism „ ,, Water and

moisture.

(9) Anemotropism „ „ Air currents.

These are shown grapically in figure 27, but it may be remarked

that the territories of the stimuli may sometimes overlap, and that

a different grouping of these tropisms may be expected as our

knowledge increases.

Phototropism, sometimes known also as phototaxis, covers all

responses due to the stimulus of Light, but it is perhaps better to

restrict the term to cases in which direct sunlight is not employed
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Fig. 27.—Diagram showing Tropic Reactii , ingiiial

as hcliotropic reactions are not necessarily the same as phototropic

and the two may indeed be opposed to one another. A moth whicli

hides away from daylight (negatively heliotropic) is strongly at-

tracted by artificial light at night, and that this positive phototro-

pism is not entirely due to the fact that it only occurs during

the insect's normal hours of activity is shown by the fact that this

reaction is exhibited most strongly on dark nights. It is a fact of

common observation that very few insects fly in to light on brigiit

moonlight nights. The use of light-traps to capture insects and

control crop-pests is a practical application of this reaction, as is

also the capture of fish at night by the aid of torches. The Bedbug

may be cited as an example of an insect exhibiting strong negative

phototropic tendencies.

Heliotropism has been studied especially in the case of many
butterflies which may be observed to settle and then carefully to

orient themselves to the sun's rays so that they may obtain in some

cases a maximum of heat-rays on their wings or in other cases so

that a minimum amount of shadow may be thrown by the wings.

Animals which are positively heliotropic have been called phane-

rozoic, and those which avoid the light of day cryptozoic.

Chemotropism, it must be admitted, is a vague and clastic term

covering responses to such stimuli as those of smell equally with
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those iniluced, for example, by the solution of chemicals in the

environment of aquatic organisms. The much-lauded " wonderful

instinct
"' which impels a female insect to lay her eggs on the

particular plant or substance suitable for the food of the larvas is

as a rule merely a mechanical response to definite chemical stimuli

exerted by the appropriate larval food. It ha.s been shown, for

example, that a blowfly will readily lay its eggs or maggots on

meat, on which the larvae normally feed, but that it will not lay its

eggs on fat, upon which the larvae could not feed. This is not a

case of instinct or intelligence but is simply due to the fact that

certain chemical stimuli from meat cause the blowfly to lay its eggs.

In fat these stimuli are lacking but can be produced artificially,when

the fly will lay its eggs although the larvs cannot feed on the fat.

Chemotropism will undoubtedly in the future be put to practical

use in economic entomology to a very large extent. Its practical

applications at present include the attraction of moths by assem-

bling and by the use of baits such as sugar either painted on trees,

etc., or used in combination with a special trap, and the attraction

of some fruit-flies by the use of oils. In these latter cases, tins

containing water with a little oil (kerosine, citronella, etc.,) are

exposed in localities in whicli fruit-flies occur and the male flies

are attracted by the smell of the oil (whicii doubtless exercises the

same tropic reaction as the odour emitted from the scent-glands of

the female of that particular fly) and are drowned in the tins.

Thermotropism, or response to the stimulus of temperature, is

perhaps in some cases scarcely distinct from Chemotropism.

Hibernation and Estivation (the passing of the cold and hot

seasons in an inactive condition) are probably controlleil directly

by thermotropic responses.

Thigmotropism, or response to the stimulus uf contact with solids,

is generallj' not a very evident phenomenon. Its positive aspects

are strongly exhibited by many spermatozoa, such as those of the

cockroach ; if these be examined in a cavity-slip under the micro-

scope, they will be found to be adherent only to the sides of the

cavity or the coverglass and not free in the cavity ; when brought

into contact with an egg, they adhere strongly to its surface over

which they wander until one reaches and enters the micropyle, thus

securing fertilisation. Some insects which are founrl beneath bark

are positively thigmotropic.

Geotropism, or response to the stimulus of gravity, is exhibited

by many caterpillars both positively and negatively at different

times. Whilst feeding they are usually negatively geotropic,

crawling upwards on any vertical object should they fall off the

food-plant, but when full-fed and about to pupatu in many
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caterpillars the geotropic reaction becomes positive anil they crawl

down from the tree or plant to enter the soil. Ladybirds offer a

familiar example of a negatively geotropic tendency as they always

tend to crawl upwards and in a natural state this is of practical use

to them because they crawl up to the tips of the twigs of plants

and, if Aphids are present, they stop to feed but, if there are no

Aphids, they fly off to search another twig.

Rheotropism, or response to the stimulus of water-currents, is

exhibited by many aquatic insects and other animals such as fish.

On streams in the hills various Gerrids may usually be seen

maintaining their position against the current and on the look-out

for any small insects which may have fallen irrto the water.

Hydrotropism is exhibited strongly by many aquatic insects ; if

these are caught and liberated, even many yards away from the

edge of a pond, they make straight for the water without any

hesitation. The preference for a dry or a damp habitat is very

distinctly shown by many insects and other animals and may

sometimes be turned to practical account, as by the flooding of

fields to dislodge crickets, etc.

Anemotropism, or the response to the stimulus of air currents,

is closely akin to rheotropism and in both cases it is usually found

that insects tend to orient themselves against the prevalent current.

The large migration-flights of butterflies just before the break of

the monsoon are familiar sights in many localities, the air being

sometimes thick with thousands of butterflies all hurrying impetu-

ously in one direction. The fact that these migration-flights

generally take place in India about May and November seems to

point to the possibility of their being due to anemotropic tendencies

on the part of the butterflies concerned. According to my own

observations these flights are almost always against the wind.

Having considered these various tropic reactions it may

be well to add a few words regarding their practical importance-

In the first place it must be clearly understood that these

tropisms are purely mechanical reactions to physical or chemical

stimuli and that these reactions are set up and must necessarily

and involuntarily be carried out by the organism concerned

regardless of its own benefit or injury thereby. A moth immolates

itself in a lighted lamp, not because it likes the light nor on account

of curiosity; the light probably has a definite chemical reaction on

its muscles so that its head is perforce drawn (by the contraction of

the muscles) until it is oriented towards the light after which its

movements in flying can only lead it to the source of light. Thus

the rapidly-moving insect gets into the flame before the heat has

time to check it in its flight. If one eye is covered with an opaque
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paint, the insect flies or creeps in circles, with the unaffected eye

always turned towards the centre.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that, given the requisite

conditions, these tropic reactions are bound to take place ; they are

absolutely independent of volition and many of them can be

leproduced with purely mineral or unorganized material, being

brought'about by ordinary chemical and physical forces. It follows,

therefore, that the fuller investigation of these tropisms forms a very

promising field for research work in connection with the control of

.insect-pests ; for, if we can find methods by which any particular

insect may be attracted in obedience to a tropic reaction, we shall

be in possession of a very powerful weapon for its control. Such

attraction is usually strongly specific and often confined only to

one sex of a particular species, both these conditions being instanced

in the attraction of fruit flies to essential oils ; here it is only the

males which are attracted antl, generally speaking, each species is

attracted by a different oil. In this case the attraction is of little

practical use as only the males are caught and these have generally

fertilised the females before capture so that little actual control is

achieved. But in other cases, notably in that of A^rotis ypsiloii,

greater success has been attained anil that on a practical field-

scale whereby thousands of acres of crops have been saved which

in previous years had been damaged by the caterpillars of this

moth. It has been found, in this case, that the female moths
require to feed in order to develop their eggs successfully before

these are laid and that during this period, which lasts a week or

ten days, the females may be attractetl by exposing a mixture of:

Water ... ... ... 200 parts by weight.

Sugar or jaggery ... ... 4°° „

Alcohol ... ... ... 3

Ethyl acetate ... ^

Trials of this mixture with the closely-allied Eiixoa scortis in

Southern India, however, have been unsuccessful, so that this

mixture also appears to be strongly specific.

The use of light-traps for the capture of crop-pests has already

been mentioned as an obvious instance of the practical application

of a tropic reaction. But here again we require more exact experi-

ments to ascertain what species of insects are attracted and in

what proportions, both of the total number of individuals in a given

area and of the relative proportions of the sexes, and (for each

insect) the optimum meteorological conditions under which light-

traps may be used, and th& relative efficiency of dift'erent values of

light both as regards strength and colour.
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It will, therefore, be seen that, however, theoretical such a subject

as Tropisms may seem at first, it is one that is likely to prove of

great practical importance in Economic Entomology in the future

when extended and patient experiments shall have yielded methods

applicable to the control of insect-pests on a large scale.
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Chapter Vll.

IN.SECT.S AND PLANTS.

" Xo other animals susiain such intinuue and complex relations to plants as insects ilo.

The more luxuriant and varied thi- Mora, the more almndant and diversified its accompanv-
insj; insect fauna.

"

Foi.soM

—

Eittoiiiolo^y

Insects, in common with all other animals, derive their living

ultimately from plants, either by feeding directly on green leaves,

living or dead wood, etc., or by devouring other animals which so

feed or which in their turn have derived their nourishment directly

or indirectly from plant-eating organisms. But besides this more
obvious relationship between insects and plants, there are other

associations between the two groups which may be considered

here briefly ; such are insectivorous plants, the fertilisation of

flowers by insects, and symbiotic relations between plants and

insects.

Although most insects live at the ultimate expense of plants, yet

on the contrary some plants capture insects, usually by means of a

sticky excretion, and actually digest them. An example commonly
found in the hills of Southern India is the little red sundew (Droseni)

which grows commonly in marshy places and whose gum-tipped

tentacles situated on the upper surface of the leavesglisten in the sun

and give the plant its appropriate popular name ; examination of

these plants will usually reveal small flies, ants and Jassids adhering

to the gummy tentacles which bend over and absorb their juices. In

the Plains also small insects are often found attached to the sticky

fruits of a Bocrluivia common in sandy places and it is probable

that this sticky exudation also exercises digestive properties. The
well-known Pitcher-plant {Ncpoitlics) also attracts insects which
are drowned in the water contained in it and their soft parts dissol-

ved and digested. It is noteworthy, however, that the tables are

often turned and that even insect-eating plants are not exempt from

attack or use by insects ; one little caterpillar lives solely on sundew
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seeming to prefer the drops of gum exuded by the tentacles, another

allied caterpillar attacks the Bocrhavia, feeding especially on the

droplet of gum, and the receptacle of the Pitcher-plant supports

quite a small fauna of aquatic insects.

The successful fertilisation of flowers is secured in very various

ways, but as a rule plants have developed contrivances by which

fertilisation of the ovaries is accomplished by means of pollen deri-

ved from another plant of the same species or, in other words, cross-

fertilisation is secured as far as possible. In some cases this end

is attained by means of the wind which carries innumerable grains

of pollen of which some few are blown indiscriminately onto the

female organs of the same or another plant. But, in the case of

practically all our more familar flowers, cross-fertilisation is secured

by utilizing the services of insects and it is supposed, generally

speaking, that the shapes, colours and perfumes of flowers have been

elaborated to their present perfection largely as a result of the com-

petition between them to attract the visits of insects. As is usually

the case, competition and specialisation have proceeded hand in

hand and, whilst some flowers have elaborated gaudy colours to

attract insects by sight, others have specialized in the development

of perfume to tempt the sense of smell of their welcome visitors
;

and it is for this reason that we find so many handsome flowers

without perfume and so many flowers which smell sweetly but are

otherwise inconspicuous. And specialisation has proceeded further

than in the mere development of general attractiveness by parti-

cular methods, for many flowers have specialized in the attraction

of certain particular classes of insects ; of such cases that of the

Humble-bee and Clover is a familiar instance. And most observers

will have noticed that those flowers which exude their perfume

towards nightfall usually have white petals which are conspicuous

at dusk, at which time such flowers are visited by Hawk-moths and

similar insects which only fly after sunset.

On the other hand many insects are highly specialized by

possessing habits or structural modifications which enable them to

obtain the nectar offered by the flowers which at the same time

they pollinate unconsciously but in the most effective manner.

The development of an especially long tongue, such as is found

in the Honey-bees and Hawk-moths, may be cited as an example

of this, many crepuscular Hawk-moths having a tongue which is

much longer than their whole bodies.

In normal cases the insect, whilst taking the nectar from a

flower, touches the anthers antl carries away pollen-grains which

it brings into contact with the stigma of the next flower visited,
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Fig. 28.—Hawk-moth iHcrsc coiivolviili'i feeding at flower, showing length

of tongue when extended (natural si^e'. The .'^ide view of the head

shows the tongue as rolled up when not in use. (Original.

I

thus securing cross-pollination, the structural arrangement of the

flower being such that pollen from the last-visited flower is brought

to the stigma in each case, thereby ensuring cross-fertilisation.
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It is impossible to attempt to narrate here the various aciapta-

tions in both insects and plants by which cross-fertilisation is

secured but we may note in passing the curious fly-trap formed by

Fig. 29.—Section of Aristolochia. a flower which attracts flies. These are able

to enter but not to escape owing to the inwardly directed hairs of the

perianth tube. After the anthers have dehisced, these hairs shrivel and

permit the flies to escape. (After Knuth.)

Ari.stoliKliiii. into which small flies are attracted and imprisoned

until the pollen is ripe when they are again released, and the

methods by which the poUinia of Asclcpiads and Orchids are

Fig. jo.—Head of Sphh olhnia attached to the left eve.

attached to the legs or heads of insect visitors thereby ensuring a

dispersal of pollen to the plants visited afterwards. There is a

vast and almost untrodden field in India for anyone who will take

up the study of the pollination of flowers by different animals

(insects, birds, bats, etc.). In various tropical regions, notably in

South America, there are found plants which are inhabited by

ants to whose use they are perhaps specially modified. These

plants have usually hollow thorns or internodes, admirably adapted

as nesting-places for ants which bore into them, sometimes through

a specially thin portion of the outer surface, and live in the spaces

thus providetl. In some cases the plants provide not only shelter

for the ants but also secrete from special glands a sugary fluid
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which serves the ants as food. The ants, which are usually small

hut provided with a virulent sting, swarm out and attack any

animal which handles the tree roughly and also the leaf-cutting

ants which attempt to strip the leaves. The relation between the

ants and these plants seems truly symbiotic although this has

been denietl. The Oriental plants Myniiccodia, Hydiwpln'tiim and

Dischidia.ATC well-known examples of plants which provide special

accommodation for ants which rush out and attack any disturber.

The thorns of the large-thorned Babul fAciuid latroniiiiil, common
in many parts of Madras, often contain nests of small ants

(TapiiioDia indiciim and Crcinastogastcr sp.y, but no observations

seem to have been made regarding their exact relations with the

jilant. Very possibly it will be fountl to be a case of symbiosis.

-Pcrtion of leaf of Acacia suiidra. showing ant-attracting gland

on base of leaf stalk. I Original. I

Acacia siiiidra, another tree common in Madras, has large glands,

which attract ants and which are situated on the basal parts of the

leaf-stalks.

A few insects even cultivate plants for their own use antl

amongst such insects in India we may specify the Ipitlse (Scoly-

tidee), or Shot-hole Borers, and some of the Termites. The sponge-

like comb made by these latter insects is well-known, being

freciuently revealetl during excavations or when a Termites' mound
is opened up. It is composed of vegetable matter which has been

passed through the bodies of the Termites several times until every

particle of nutritive value has been extracted, when it is built up

into combs whose size and structure are often characteristic of the

particular species of builder and which provide a large surface in a

small bulk. If examination be made of one of these combs freshly

extracted from a nest, its surface will be seen to be sprinkled over

with minute snowy-white globules, which are really small fungi

cultivated by the termites and eaten when they attain a proper size,

not being allowed to develop beyontl this ; but if the comb be

abandoned, this and several other fungi, normally kept within

bounds by the termites, will grow luxuriantly. Other fungi, of
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which one is shown in figure 32, sometimes grow from the comb

whilst this is still inhabited by its inmates and such fungi

sometimes mark the position of a nest which is not revealed by

the erection of a mound of any sort.



. 52.—Fungus (CoUybia albumiiiosa = Armillaria eurhiz

from comb of Odontotermes sp., Coimbatore, November

(From an original photo by W. McRae.)
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Chapter VIII.

SYMBIOSIS AND PARASITISM.

Symbiosis (Greek: syn, together; bios, life) is a term applied to

the state of affairs which arises when two different organisms

live in company, neither harming the other, but each on the con-

trary obtaining benefit from its partner's activities. One of the

most familiar examples of this interrelationship is afforded by the

numerous tribe of lichens which occur so commonly on rocks and

trees in all damp places. Until comparatively recently the lichens

were considered to be a distinct class of plants but it is now known
that a lichen is not one distinct organism but a compound of two

plants, a fungus and an alga, utterly distinct in structure and in

mode of life. Owing to the absence of chlorophyll a fungus can

only obtain the carbon necessary to its growth by appropriating the

tissues already elaborated by a chlorophyll-containing (green) plant

for its own use and it can therefore live only on dead or living

organic tissues. In the case of a lichen, the fungus absorbs water

and other material from the bark or rock on which the lichen is

growing and can use as nutriment those substances which have

formerly been part of living organisms but the non-organic mate-

rials are passed on to the algal partner which is able to utilize

them by means of its green cells. The alga and the fungus each

make use of what the other cannot utilize and the waste, left over

by each as the result of its vital activity, is again assimilated by

the other partner. Thus the association is complete and mutually

advantageous.

There are many degrees of symbiosis and it is not always

necessary that the partners should live permanently in company as

in the case of lichens. The association may be intermittent although

the benefit ih mutual. A common example of this state of things is

seen in the case of cattle egrets and other birds which attend

cattle and catch the flies and ticks which attack these animals. In

this case the birds derive benefit by feeding on the flies whilst the

cattle benefit at the same time by being rid of their parasites.

The term commensalism (Latin ; cum, together with, in com-
pany with ; mensa, a table) is often used as a synonym of symbio-

sis, but it is better to restrict this term to cases of symbiotic rela-

tionships in which the common partners share the same food, as it

seems obviously incorrect to apply the term commensalism to cases

5
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such as those of lichens and cattle-birds, in which the partners to

the arrangement do not feed on even the same class of food. Some

of the mites found so commonly on the larger dung-beetles are

probably commensals rather than true parasites, helping to keep

their host clean by feeding on the particles of dung which get

attached to the short hairs, etc., on the body of the beetle.

The small winged Borborid flies (Liiiiosiiui (•(jiiitaiis) found

commonly clinging to the under-surface of the large dung-beetle

(Scarahmis gangeticiis) probably feed on the same substances as the

beetle but are not symbiotic partners, as the beetle seems to derive

no benefit from the arrangement and merely provides transport for

the flies, saving them the trouble of hunting for food for themselves.

This is an example of what is called Phoresie.

Social insects, also, although they feed on the same food, can

scarcely be called commensals, because they do not belong to

different species and are therefore excluded by the definition of

symbiosis given above.

Turning to a few examples of symbiotic relationships between

insects we find that social insects, as partners of the one part,

afford some of the best instances. Some caterpillars of the

Lycsenid (blue) butterflies possess on the posterior part of the back

a special gland from which they exude a sweet liciuid greedily

sought after by various ants, which on their part tend and protect

the caterpillars ; and these latter have become so depende'nt on the

attentions of the ants that it is found impossible to rear them un-

less the ants are allowed access. Aphids (green-fly). Scale-insects,

and other plant-sucking bugs are also tended and protected in a

similar manner by ants who are repaid by the sweet honey-dew

which is exuded on their solicitation ; but in these cases, if ants are

not present or are in numbers insufficient to collect all the honey-

dew, this is voided excrementitiously by the Aphids, etc., whereas

the Lyc^nid caterpillars do not seem able to get rid of their

secretion unless this is removed by the ants.

In the nests, also, of both ants and Termites are found many
insects, belonging to almost all Orders, which are called myrmeco-
philous (ant-loving) or termitophilous (termite-loving), as the case

may be, and which are only found in these nests. Many of these

insects are truly parasitic on their hosts but many of them are

symbiotic partners. Numerous small beetles, for example, found in

these nests are fed by their hosts and in return exude from special

glands a liquid which is eagerly sought after. In the case of some
root-feeding Aphids and Scale-insects, also, ants are known to

excavate little chambers around roots on which they place these

insects which are guarded and tended by the ants in exchange for
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their sweet excretion. In countries with a cold Winter the ants

have even been noted as tailing care of the eggs of Aphids through-

out the winter, placing the young newly-hatched Aphids out on
plants in Spring during fine weather but taking them back to their

nests in bad weather or on cold nights.

Fig. 35.—Section of Xylocopa showing Mites in abdominal cavity.

(After Berlese.)

We must not omit mention of the extraordinary case displayed

by the common large blue Carpenter Bees (Xylocopa), although this

is perhaps rather to be described as an example of symbiosis than

as one of pure parasitism. These bees have at the base of the

abdomen a chamber in which live small mites of the genus Greenia.*

The mites are apparently of no use or inconvenience to the bee,

although perhaps they may feed on other mites which are true

parasites.

Examples of true symbiotic relationships exist between many
ants and Aphids, Scale-insects, Caterpillars, Fulgorids, etc., the

ants tending and protecting the other insects which in return yield

a sweet excretion which is eagerly licked up by the ants. These

relationships may prove of great practical importance in the control

of insect-pests, as the ants often deliberately carry scale-insects on

to plants previously uninfested, and may also prevent predators or

parasites from attacking their proteges. T have actually seen an ant

standing guard over a scale-insect and warding off the attack of a

parasitic fly which was trying to lay its eggs in the scale. The
caterpillars of some of the Lycsnid butterflies, as noted above, are

apparently absolutely dependent on the removal of their sweet

excretions by ants and cannot survive unless the ants are allowed

access to them, and this fact could doubtless be turned to practical

being
|

ill have lo be chanrjed.
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account should such caterpillars reriuire to be controlled as

pests.

A parasite is an organism which lives at the expense and to the

detriment of another organism, and this latter we call its host.

Fleas, Itch-mites, Lice and Bed-bugs are familiar examples and

some species of each class all have man as their common host.

These are Ectoparasites or external parasites, living outside the

body of the host, but many forms are Endoparasites living inside

the body of the host, and as examples of the latter class we may
cite the malarial parasite, the plague bacillus, and intestinal worms.

Probably no insects are exempt from the attacks of parasites,

whether these be other insects or other animals (worms, protozoa,

etc.) or plants (fungi and bacteria). The parasites themselves are

often attacked by other parasites, which we call Hyperparasites,

and these again may be parasitized by yet others. Truly the poet

wrought better than he knew in writing :

—

Big fleas have little fleas

Upon their backs to bite ' em.

And little fleas have lesser fleas

—And so ad infinitum.

An original parasitic attack upon a host is called Primary Para-

sitism, the term Secondary Parasitism being applied to all subse-

quent attacks by parasites. Hyperparasitism is the normal attack

of one species of parasite upon another species of parasite and

superparasitism occurs when a normally primary parasite attacks

a host already parasitized, the result generally being (in the case

of insects and their usual endoparasites) that the tissues of the

host prove insufficient to meet the needs of the latest comer so that

it is forced to attack its predecessors.

The foregoing paragraph may seem technical, but it is none the

less of the very first importance to obtain a very clear idea of the

final result of parasitic attack. Insects which become pests of

crops frequently increase to destructive numbers because parasitic

control is absent or insufficient and the artificial introduction of the

necessary parasites seems, to the minds of many, the final solution

of the problem of control. And doubtless this is so if it is clearly

realised that parasites will only control a species, that is to say, they

will normally keep down its numbers, but they will not exterminate it

altogether. For in practice parasitism does not seem able to

deal with more than about 75 per cent, of the total number

of any destnictive insect. If parasites are present in such large

numbers that a very high percentage of the host must be attacked

to enable all the parasites to lay their eggs, they are compelled to
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oviposit in insects already parasitized, so that superparasitism

occurs, with the result that very few of the parasites survive in the

next generation to attack the possible hosts which have escaped

being parasitized. The numbers both of host and parasite there-

fore undergo a sudden drop (see fig. 34), the host because of the

large proportion destroyed by the vast numbers of parasites present,

and these latter on account of internecine struggles caused by
superparasitism. It is probable that in such cases the mortality

amongst the parasites is proportionally much higher than in the

case of the insect parasitized and this latter is therefore able to

.increase its numbers very rapidly, the parasites again increasing as

their hosts provide more abundant food until the increase of the

parasites once more overtakes that of their host, with the result

that superparasitism again occurs and the wave of increase is again

checked.

raphic Curve showing increase and decrease of Host and Parasite.

(Original.)

In economic work the study of the parasites of the various

insect-pests is of the very first importance and at the same time it

is often a matter of great difficulty and complexity, not only to find

out which parasites attack any particular crop-pest, what are their

lifehistories and what are their names, but to work out also the

various relations between them and to decide therefrom which are

beneficial and which are injurious. For it is not to be supposed

(though too often taken for granted) that a parasite must be bene-

ficial merely because it is a parasite. Many parasites are injurious,

since they attack insects which are beneficial. If we take the case

of a caterpillar, which is a crop-pest, and of a parasite which

checks it, the latter may be looked on as beneficial ; but this

parasite may itself be attacked by a hyperparasite, which in its

turn may be looked on as injurious in this particular case. But it
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is possible (and cases are known) that the hyperparasite is

normally itself a parasite directly on another injurious insect, in

which case it is beneficial. And so we have to know the lifehistory

and occurrence of a parasite in great detail before we can say off-

hand whether it is beneficial or injurious. This is work of the first

importance which has remained hitherto practically untouched in

India but which, it is hoped, will be taken up in the near future.
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Chapter IX.

THE BALANCE OF LIFE.

" For not a creature lives beiiealh the sun

But has some d.inyers every clay to run,"

K^U'E—NcbiiU, to Men.

iN preceding chapters we have already discussed Reproduction

and Metamorphosis in insects. Let us now take the case of an

insect laying only two hundred eggs and passing through its life-

cycle in one month and consider the possible number of its

descendants if all attained maturity. Commencing for convenience

sake on 1st January we have one fertilized female which lays 200

eggs, all of which hatch and mature by the end of the month ; on

the average half of these will be females, each of which will lay

200 eggs on 1st February and by the end of February we have lOO X

200= 20,000 mature insects, of which half again will be females

laying between them 10,000 X 200 = 2,000,000 eggs. It would be

tedious to follow the increase month by month, but simple calcula-

tion shows that by the end of the year the descendants would reach

the prodigious total of two trillions (2,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000)

of individuals. The human mind is quite incapable of grasping

the significance of such a figure but a few comparisons may assist

imagination. If one thousand of the insects weighed only one
ounce, their united weight would be 558,035,718,571,428'5 tons, and
if one thousand measured one cubic inch they would cover an area

of almost fifty thousand millions of square miles with a uniform

layer one inch deep or would fill a space of 7,862,931 cubic miles or

a cube measuring 198 miles along each side. Taking the dry sur-

face of the whole earth to be fifty-one millions of square miles,

they would cover the whole of this to a depth of over eighty-one

feet.

The case of the insect which we have considered above is by no

means extraordinary as regards either the number of eggs deposited

or the shortness of the life-cycle and it must also be remembered
that we have only considered the case of a single individual of one

species amongst the thousands of different insects found in every

square mile in India.

But, after reckoning the theoretically possible rate of increase as

shown above, let us descend to facts and ask, what will be the

actual number of descendants of our imaginary insect which we shall
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expect on the average to find at the end of the year? The answer

is very simple. As a rule, we shall find two individuals, only one

of which will be a female, still capable of laying two hundred eggs

which will hatch and complete their life-cycle in a month, but whose

descendants will not on the average either increase or decrease in

numbers.

What is the explanation of the enormous difference between the

potential and the actual rate of increase ? Briefly speaking, it may
be summed up under the three heads of (i) adverse climatic condi-

tions, (2) a limited food-supply and (3) the attacks of enemies, and

these causes may be further summarized under the general title of

the Struggle for Existence. On the one hand, then, Reproduction

and Growth constantly tend to the increase both of each individual

and of the number of individuals, and on the other hand the Struggle

for Existence tends to neutralize these forces, which together con-

stitute the Balance of Life of the species as a single entity. On the

whole, the balance remains fairly even and the numbers of any

species in a given area remain on the average approximately con-

stant in the absence of unusual environmental conditions, but the

beam of the balance is never at rest but is always vibrating slightly

on either side of its average position, and occasionally the beam

swings violently in one direction or the other as dearth or disease

or accident plays havoc with the numbers of the individuals or as

these increase with increase of food-supply or more favourable

environmental conditions.

Every kind of insect or other living thing, therefore, is constantly

faced throughout its whole life with the struggle for existence, and

has literally to succeed in the fight against competition and enemies

to be able to live at all. All animals and plants are constantly

engaged in this struggle and, whether their young or eggs or seeds

may be counted on the fingers of one hand or be reckoned in millions,

on an average the number of any organism remains fairly constant

under unchanged environmental conditions. Man himself is not

exempt from the stress of competition, although his superior intellect,

in the more civilized races at least, helps him to defy many of the

natural checks on increase. In older and more uncivilized times it

was no uncommon thing that

—

" A plague upon the people fell

A famine after laid them low,

Then thorpe and byre arose in fire,

For on them brake the sudden foe."

Even to-day in India it is not uncommon to hear of a village deci-

mated by a man-eating tiger or leopard whilst even more destructive

are the minute organisms, such as the malarial parasite and the
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bacilli of plague ami rholera, which also take their toll of human

life.

As noted above, the three destructive factors which are probably

most important in maintaining the balance of life are climate,

food, and enemies. In a country such as India we scarcely need

to be reminded of the great importance of climatic influences.

Defect in the monsoon rainfall means loss of crops whilst undue

excess may cause disastrous floods. So far as man himself is con-

cerned loss of crops may mean famine, although here the human
intellect comes to his assistance by providing irrigation schemes to

render him less dependent on the monsoon rainfall and rapid

means of communication (railways, roads) by which supplies may
be brought in from other more favoured districts. But for other

animals the effects of climate in lessening the food-supply may be

very serious.

The subject of enemies is so vast that it can only be stated here

that it is the exception for any animal or plant to die of pure old

age. At every stage of its existence it is subject to attack, within

and without, by parasites which live at its expense and by preda-

ceous animals or plants which kill it outright. In the fictitious

insect whose rate of increase was considered at the commencement of

this chapter, for every egg successfully deposited it was seen that

ninety-nine failed to reach a state of reproductive maturity, and
such a stringent rate of selection is the rule in the case of insects

under natural conditions of existence.
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Chapter X.

INSECT PEST S.

" There is no exception to the ruk- that even organic being naturally increases at so

high a rate that, if not destroyed, the earth would soon be covered by the progeny of a

single pair."

Darwin—Origin of Species.

The word "pest" is so commonly used in connection with

insects to denote injurious species that its meaning is usually well

understood, although it is difficult to give any definition of general

application. Perhaps it may be said that an insect becomes a pest

when by its large number of individuals it does noticeable damage

directly or indirectly to man himself or to his livestock, growing

crops, stored produce, or other possessions. Such damage may be

of regular or of occasional occurrence and may vary from total loss

to a very small fraction. Probably damage amounting to one

anna in the rupee {i.e., one-sixteenth of the total produce) is the

smallest amount that is usually noticeable in ordinary crops, and it

is convenient to note the amount of damage in this notation, as

one, two, three or more annas in the rupee.

If we examine any crop under normal conditions it is very rarely

indeed found altogether free from attack by insect-pests. Fre-

quently half-a-dozen or more different kinds of insects will be

found to be attacking it, some eating the roots, others the leaves,

some boring in the stem, others sucking the juices, whilst still

others eat the buds or flowers or damage the fruit. The damage

done by each insect may be very small but the aggregate becomes

very large and it is probably a fair estimate to state that on an

average ten per cent, of all crops are destroyed by insect-pests.

In other words an ordinary normal crop is only nine-tenths of

what would be obtained under conditions of total absence of

damage by insects. It becomes therefore a matter of some interest

to attempt to place a money value on this loss, but to do this it is

necessary first of all to make a valuation of the annual output of

crops. Figures are not available for the whole of Southern India

but the following table shows roughly the figures of area, outturn

"and value of crops in Madras only, and it must be clearly under-

stood that the figures here given do not claim absolute exactitude,

because that is impo^c^ible, but they are believed to be approximately

correct as a whole.
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From this table it will be seen that the average annual crop-outturn

of Madras is upwards of eighteen hundred millions of nipees, and

this figure does not include the produce of nearly thirteen million

acres under forests. Applying the ten per cent, rule of insect

damage to these figures, we find that the destruction occasioned by

insect-pests every year may be placed at not less than two hundred

millions of rupees, of which roughly one-half is accountable to one

insect-pest of paddy.

Yet even the above figures do not represent the total damage to

the State wrought by insects, for they take no account of the

economic loss caused by insect-carriers of diseases to man and his

domestic animals. These latter alone represent a money-value of

at least six hundred millions of rupees and even a small percentage

on this figure runs into a very considerable amount, whilst diseases

carried by the various ticks, lice, biting-flies and fieas that infest

such animals are only too common. The ravages of Malaria and

Plague may be cited as those of only two human diseases, both of

which are solely spread by the agency of insects, and the annual

death-roll in Madras from insect-borne diseases may be placed at

upwards of two hundred thousand. Nor do these details exhaust

the catalogue of crime suffered by man at the hands (or, rather

mouths) of his insect foes, for his various possessions—his stored

food, his clothes, even his houses and all woodwork used for con-

struction purposes—are not exempt from attack. Totalling the

damage to crops, domestic animals, stored products and other

possessions and to man himself, we may therefore estimate the

damage done by insects every year in Southern India at not less

than three hundred millions of rupees (Rs. 30,00,00,000). It is sin-

cerely to be hoped that, by the development and application of

entomological knowledge, this enormous wastage of national wealth

may be reduced in the future.

Turning now to the causes which conduce to such vast losses,

at least in the case of growing crops, we find that they are due as

a rule to one of the following conditions, (l) the placing of large

areas under one class of crop, (2) deafforestisation and other alter-

ations of natural features due to human agency, (3) the introduction

of non-indigenous pests and crops, (4) the destruction of birds and

other predaceous or parasitic enemies, although all these conditions

are often mutually interdependent and sometimes inseparable.

In the preceding chapter it was seen that, under the natural

conditions of existence, the enormous natural rate of increase of

any species of insect is neutralized by the destruction wrought

amongst its individuals and their descendants, so that its numbers

in any given area remain approximately constant, enemies and lack
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of food being the main checks on its increase; climate /'^r ,>£' may-

be neglected, for it may be assumed that an insect living under

natural conditions is adapted to the climate of the locality in which

it lives. Taking as an example a moth which depends for its

existence upon a wild jungle plant, its eggs may be parasitized before

they hatch or may be discovered and eaten by some predaceous

enemy, "Such as an ant; the caterpillars are also liable to be para-

sitized or carried off by birds, wasps, ants or other predators before

they have finished feeding and, if too many eggs have been laid on

the one plant, they may starve or be exposed to special dangers

whilst wandering in search of more food ; when full-fed, many
caterpillars leave the food-plant and descend to the ground to

pupate and at such times they are especially liable to attack by

ants and predaceous birds and insects, whilst even after pupation

they may be dug out and devoured by birds such as Hoopoes or

burrowing mammals or insects ; finally, when the insect has survived

all these dangers and emerged as a moth, it has not only to feed

but to search out scattered plants on which to lay its eggs and at

this time especially a slow-flying egg-laden female is a special mark
for attack by birds and other enemies. On the other hand an insect

which feeds on a cultivated crop is spared many of these dangers.

The crop is generally grown closely and therefore of itself provides

a certain measure of shady security, so that predators and parasites

are at an initial disadvantage, whilst the influence of dry, hot winds

or other climatic factors is reduced to a minimum both as regards

the direct effect on the insect and indirectly as reducing the avail-

able moisture in the foodplants. There is no lack of food and this

fact consequently eliminates all necessity for searching for another

plant when one has been eaten up, whilst the adult female insect

also is practically exempted from danger in searching for the

requisite foodplants on which to lay her eggs.

The destruction of forests and other alterations of natural features

at the hand of man have far-reaching and often quite unforeseen

influences on the flora and fauna of the areas affected. An imme-
diate effect is often the washing away by rain of the soil which is

the accumulation of the natural decay of vegetation during probably

thousands of years and which has hitherto acted like a vast sponge

to retain a stable condition of moisture throughout the year, so that

the climate of the disafforested area tends to become less equable.

After some time a secondary jungle may spring up, or very often the

land is placed under a crop, but the old condition of things has been

irretrievably altered and many plants and animals which lived in

the forest are unable to adapt themselves to the altered conditions

and die out. The interrelations between various species of animals
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and plants are often so complex anil the balance of life is so deli-

cately adjusted that the extinction of one tree or plant, for example,

may lead to the extinction of certain insects dependent on that

particular tree or plant, and the extinction of such insects may have

an important effect on other insects or plants which at first sight

would not seem to be affected ; but the chain of interrelationships

is often very long and complex so that the breakage of a single link

gives rise to quite unexpected results. One effect of disafforesting

an area which would seem obvious is that various insects, deprived

of their food in the forest, would invade adjacent cultivated areas
;

and this may happen to some extent, but probably far less often

than is supposed. The fauna and flora of a truly forest area and

those of a disafforested area recently placed under cultivation are

usually very sharply differentiated and this difference may often

be seen in the Hill Districts of Southern India and still more dis-

tinctly in other parts of the world, such as the larger islands of the

Seychelles where there is a very strongly demarcated line between

the insect-fauna of the primeval jungle and that of the cultivated

area immediately adjacent. The real influence of destruction of

forests on the incidence of insect pests in their vicinity is almost

always indirect but it is no less important for that, and the preserv-

ation of forests, certainly in all Hill Districts, should be looked on

as a national affair of the first importance.

The introduction of non-indigenous pests from other countries is

a very fertile source of trouble and especially so because such pests

are usually brought in by themselves without the enemies which

have normally kept them in check and thus they are able to

increase very rapidly, so that an insect, which in its native country

does little or no harm, when introduced into a new country or

locality, may increase to such proportions as to become a pest.

This tendency is not confined to insects but is exemplified by

numerous animals and plants in all parts of the world and it is

becoming almost an axiom that the worst pests of any country are

introduced ones. The rabbit and thistle in Australia, the mongoose

in the West Indies, Lantana and the green scale (Lcca)iiiiiii viridc)

in Southern India, are all well-known instances of introduced

organisms which have become serious pests in the new countries to

which they were taken. The green scale is believed to have been

introduced from Brazil by way of Ceylon. It is interesting to note

that it was quite unknown in l86i to J. Nietner, an entomological

Coffee-planter in Ceylon, who wrote a comprehensive series of

" Observations on the Enemies of the Coffee Tree in Ceylon "
;
yet

within twenty years it had gained such a footing as to lead to the

ruin of the coffee plantations wiiich hail already been weakened
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by the attack of a fungoid leaf-disease. From Ceylon the scale

was brought to India where it has acquired the name of the " Palni

bug " on account of the damage it has done in the Palnis, but it

has occurred for many years on the Shevaroys andNilgiris and was
introduced more recently in the Anamalais and was first noticed

in Coorg and Mysore in 1913 ; in the Nilgiris it has proved a

highly xlestructive pest of coffee and it seems likely to do consider-

able damage to the coffee industry in Mysore and Coorg. The
potato moth (Phthorimaa operatlella) is another insect-pest which
has been introduced into India during recent years ; it was originally

brought into Bombay with seed potatoes imported from Italy and
has rapidly spread to practically every potato-growing district in

India, doing little damage to the plants growing in the field but

destroying the stored tubers unless special precautions are taken,

so that in some districts it has proved difficult or even impossible

to keep seed-potatoes from one season to another and very heavy
losses have resulted. The above are only two cases of imported
insects which have become serious pests when introduced into a

new country, but these examples are typical of many both in India

and abroad, and it is therefore not surprising to find that almost

every civilized country in the world has now found it necessary to

impose restrictions on the importation of plants and fruits which
are liable to bring in such serious pests. It is sincerely to be hoped
that India also will very shortly be in a position to debar the entry

of such undesirable aliens.

The introduction of new crops and of more paying strains of

crops already grown has not been without a very pronounced effect

on the incidence of insect-pests and of the damage done by them,
quite apart from the introduction of new pests from abroad. It is a

matter of common observation that newly-introduced crops are

more subject than indigenous ones to the attack of indigenous
insects and suffer as a rule considerably more damage. An area

under the Cambodia cotton plant, for instance, which is attacked
by Stem-weevil (Pemplieres affinis), is usually much more badly
attacked than an adjacent field of dcsi (native) cotton and a much
larger percentage of the Cambodia plants are snapped off by a

strong wind. Speaking generally, on the evidence available at

present, there seems to be a certain amount of acquired immunity,
or at least toleration, between plants and their pests after both

have inhabited the same area for a considerable period of time.

The process may perhaps be compared to the acquired tolerance of
mosquito-bites exhibited by an old resident in the tropics as

against that shown by a new-comer and in this case also there is

an undoubted preference shown by the mosquitos for the blood of
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the less tolerant person, possibly because this contains a smaller

proportion of antitoxins, perhaps merely because it is actually

richer in red corpuscles. Be this as it may, we have some evidence

to suggest that one method for the control of insect-pests of crops

may lie in the direction of the breeding and utilizing of pest-

resistant stocks ; this is a line of research on the border-line of

Entomology and Botany, although the primary investigation of

resistant strains undoubtedly lies v^fithin the domain of the

Entomologist, and work on these lines will undoubtecUy yieUl

valuable results in the future.

The destruction of birds and of other predaceous or parasitic

animals which act as natural checks on the increase of insects is a

subject of peculiar importance in a country such as India, where so

great a proportion of the population is entirely dependent on agri-

culture, where many birds are so largely insectivorous as to form

constant and very effectual checks on the increase of insect-pests

of crops, and yet where the feeding-habits of these birds and their

importance are so little recognised by the agricultural classes who
are most concerned. It must be clearly understood that no claim is

made here that all birds, or even all insectivorous birds, are bene-

ficial to the agriculturist. The value of birds, and their relative

values, will be discussed more fully in a subseciuent chapter and it

will suffice to note here that districts in which the slaughter of

insectivorous birds is permitted must expect to repay their debt to

nature in the shape of an enhanced and perhaps ruinous toll levied

on their crops by insect-pests which would normally have been

kept in check by the birds.
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Chapter XI.

THE CONTROL OF INSECT PESTS OF CROPS.

"Cepenilanl, a mesurc i|iie les connaissances se precisent, la question parait se

spi'cialiser de plus tn plus ; les ohsenateurs reconnaissent qu'il esl impossible de trouver

, un remede general, indistinctement applicable a lous Ics Insectes. Chaque espece possed-

ant un mode de vie el des habitudes particullcres, il faudra aussi, pour chacune, un

procode special de preservation et de destruction,

"

Houi.BERT— Lc's Inscctt's Hinicniis des Livres.

One of thu commonest items in an official Entomologist's daily

budget of correspondence is a letter from some inquirer stating that

insects are damaging his crop (kind of crop usually omitted) and
requesting some appropriate " medicine " by return of Post. It

need hardly be mentioned here that it is quite impossible to apply

any general remedy to meet the case of all insect pests of crops

and that patent "Kill-alls," usually sold at inflated prices under
fancy names, belong to the same category as the patent medicine
" Cure-alls '' so widely advertised under similar conditions. Insects

have such widely different habits, some biting and devouring the

tissues of the plant, some sucking its juices, some living on the

leaves and others in the stem or below-ground, that it is obviously

impossible to apply any general remedy which will be applicable

to such diverse conditions. It is necessary to emphasize this fact

because in actual experience it is so often found that it is not

realized by the general public.

The control of insect-pests of all kinds is merely the application

of common-sense methods based on a special knowledge of the

insects concerned and of any particular details of the circumstances

under which they occur; for example, in the case of insect-pests of

crops some knowledge of the agricultural practice of the locality

affected, together with a knowledge of the life-history of the insect

in question, will often admit the devising of a practical control-

measure based on such information, whereas means of control

founded merely on a knowledge of one of these branches of infor-

mation will usually prove impracticable.

The various means of control may be considered under four

headings, (i) agricultural, (2) mechanical, (3) insecticidal and (4)

special, but it may be added that these divisions are only given here

for convenience of reference and in actual practice they are often

scarcely differentiated.

6
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AGRICULTURAL METHODS.

On the sound principle that " prevention is better than cure
"

agricultural methods aim rather at checking any undue increase of

crop-pests than at actual control after they have attained destructive

numbers. Such methods are therefore extremely important and

should invariably form part of the regular routine of the agricultu-

rist. They include such means as clean cultivation, the proper

rotation of crops, the growing of mixed crops, ploughing, changing

the time of planting, the use of poultry and encouragement of

insectivorous birds, the stimulation of plant growth by means

of manures, irrigation and draining, the selection of resistant

varieties of crops, and the use of attacked crops as fodder.

Clean cultivation, by which is meant the careful removal of

weeds and wild plants from the fields and their adjacent areas

such as bunds and the removal of all crop-remnants after harvest,

is by itself one of the most potent weapons in the cultivator's

armoury in his ceaseless war against the ravagers of his crops.

Not only the field itself should be carefully weeded before the crop

is sown and while it is growing but the bunds and all similar

adjacent areas should also be kept clear as far as possible. Many

insect-pests feed on wild plants and, having eaten up these or find-

ing a succulent crop alongside and more to their taste, pass into

the cultivator's fields and take their toll of the produce ; Kiimblihulas

are familiar examples of this and the Ricebug (Lcptocorisa) also

commonly lives on wild grasses on the edges of paddy-fields until

the paddy begins to come into ear when that is invaded and

attacked. Proper attention should therefore be paid to weeding

not only in the field itself but on the bunds around it and in any

contiguous uncultivated area. A belt of open ground forms in itself

an excellent defence against invasion from outside by pests such

as caterpillars which are exposed to attack by various predaceous

enemies (birds, ants) before they can obtain access to the cultivated

area.

A very common practice in cultivation is to leave crop remnants

on the ground and this is a measure which is particularly dangerous

in the case of cereals on account of the stem-boring insects which

live on in the stubble and infect the next crop in the same or neigh-

bouring fields. Cholam, ragi, paddy, wheat, and similar cereals

are all affected by various stem-borers and it is a common sight to

see a field in stubble from an old crop whilst alongside is a field

growing a new crop of the same kind ; needless to say, all the pests

carried over in the stubble of the old crop simply move across and

attack the new one. Leaving a field in stubble often also encourages

the increase of Termites which are thereafter hard put to it for
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food and consequently attack the next crop grown in the field

especially if this is weakened by stem-borers which have also been

carried over in the stubble. As a general agricultural practice,

therefore, 1 would advocate the collection and burning of stubble

of all cereal crops immediately after harvest, the manurial value of

the stubble being more than counterbalanced by the danger of

carrying over pests. But in this, as in all similar practices

co-operation is essential ; for. as pointed out above, it is of very

little use to practice clean cultivation in one field if it is infected

by adjacent or surrounding areas.

^2jab:^-«f-. MBS!ws|

Fig. 35.—Bad cultivation from the point of view of control of Pests. Old
cholam stalks have been left in the field after harvest, carrying over

stem-borers and attracting termites. (.Author's original photo. 1

Leaving the crop itself too long in the ground is another form

of the error noted above and is also a fertile source of outbreaks of

insect pests. Cambodia cotton is an e.xcellent example of this in

Madras where, for the sake of a few extra handfulls of inferior lint,

mostly spoiled and stained by insect-pests, a cultivator will often

leave his crop standing in the ground until it is time to sow the

next years crop, which is naturally badly infected at the very start

by the pests carried on by the old crop ; the proper practice, of

course, is to pull out and burn all the old crop at least three or four

months before the new crop is due for sowing in order that all the

pests of the old crop may as- far as possible be starved out during

the interval between the two crops.

6-A
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The proper rotation of crops is a matter of the utmost import-

ance from the purely agricultural point of view, (|uite apart from

the question of the control of crop-pests, yet at the same time it is

an obvious and practicable means to the latter end also. Not only

is it bad agriculture as a general rule to grow the same crop

continuously in the same soil but, as pointed out above, such a

practice is of direct assistance to the spread and increase of crop-

pests. This again is a matter for co-operation between cultivators

of adjacent lands as it is obviously of little use for one cultivator

to rotate his crops if his new crop follows a similar one of his

neighbour's and attracts all the pests which have lived in the latter.

So far as pests are concerned also it is the rule, not only that the

same crop should not be grown continuously, but that naturally

allied crops should not be so grown. The potato and tobacco plants,

for example, are closely allied to one another, both belonging to

the same Natural Order "' so that pests which attack the one are

especially likely to find suitable food in the other; ginger and

turmeric, cotton and gogu may also be cited, all the known pests

of the one readily attacking the other of each pair. For this

reason trap-crops have been recommended, the principle being

that a small crop is grown before the main crop of the same or an

allied plant in order to attract all the insect-pests into the advance

or trap-crop which is then destroyed before the main crop is

sufificiently grown to be attacked by insects. This is all very well

in theory and in practice also on experimental farms and similar

places where the trap-crop can be grown under strict and in-

telligent supervision and where it may be destroyed in due time

absolutely without fail. But unfortunately this is not the case with

the great generality of cultivators and great caution should

therefore be shown in recommending the growing of trap-crops

on any general scale, for as a rule the simple-minded son of the

soil cannot see the necessity for destroying the trap-crop at the

proper time and does not do so ; with the result that, instead of

checking his pests, he simply provides them with food and helps

them to tide over the period of normal scarcity before the main

crop is ready for attack by them.

The growing of mixed crops is a common practice in many
districts ; in the western taluqs of Bellary, for example, five or six

different crops (cereals, pulses, etc.) may often be seen growing

intersown in the same field. In such cases the cultivator seems to

distrust placing all his eggs in one basket, his idea being that, if one

or two crops fail, he will at least secure a harvest from the others.

A list of naturally allied plants is given on pages 264—273,
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But the plan is sound from the agricultural view-point of the vary-

ing requirements of different plants as regards the constituents of

plant-food available in the soil and the inter-relationships of the

bacterial and protozoal fauna of the soil. There is no doubt also

that, if suitable mixed crops are grown, the increase of pests in

each one is reduced, such reduction, in the case of drill sown crops

at least, being probably largely mechanical and due directly to the

fact that each area under one crop is separated from the next

similar area by a barrier of other crops which are not suitable

food-plants for the pests of the former; a mixed crop of groundnut

-and cumbu, for example, generally shows a much lessened attack

on the former by the suntl-pTwIii (Aprocrrcma iicrteria) as compared
with that suffered by an unmixed crop of groundnut. The extra

exposure of the moths when egg-laying and of the immature

stages when hunting for more food undoubtedly forms a direct

check on their increase. Experiments on the growing of mixed

crops should be carried out from a combined view-point of agri-

cultural, chemical, entomological, mycological and bacteriological

knowledge, and such experiments would doubtless prove of great

value in obtaining increased yields.

Ploughing is of course an ordinary practice of agriculture but it

is often no less effective in the control of insect-pests ; but for this

end the ordinary country plough, which generally barely scratches

the surface of the soil, is of little use and we require an iron plough

capable of turning up the soil to a depth of at least six inches.

The egg-masses of grasshoppers are usually deposited a few inches

under the soil and many caterpillars (e.g., Kiimhlipuclus) also enter

the soil to pupate and these egg-masses and pup« often lie under-

ground for months throughout the dry weather until the rains

awake them to new life ; if, therefore, the soil is thoroughly ploughed

up at this time and large clods are broken as far as possible, most

of these egg-masses and pupje will either be brought up to the

surface and killed by the sun or devoured by insectivorous animals

or they may be buried so deeply that they are unable to emerge

at the proper time, and perish. Here again agriculture and pest-

control go hand in hand, for ploughing during the dry season not

only helps to check pests but, by providing a fine surface mulch,

moisture is conserved to the subsequent benefit of the crop.

Changing the time of planting or of harvest when this can be

done, either by sowing earlier or later, or by using early or late-

maturing varieties of crop, may sometimes be used with success as

a control-measure in certain kinds of attack by insect-pests. A
pest which appears at a particular time of the year, for example,

may sometimes be defeated by delaying sowing until after its
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appearance or by sowing earlier so that the plants are sufficiently

well-grown to withstand its attack. The various beetles (Cock-

chafers, Rose-chafers {Cetouiada), and Blister-beetles) which often

do serious damage to the flowers of cereals, may be quoted as

instances ; their early stages are passed underground and are quite

unconnected with the growth of the cereals and their appearance

in the winged state is probably connected definitely with weather-

conditions and always occurs at particular seasons of the year; if

therefore the flowering of the cereals can be so adjusted as to take

place before or after their emergence, damage may be prevented.

The common domestic fowl and other domestic poultry,

especially ducks, guinea-fowl and pea-fowl, are excellent and

indefatigable insect-hunters and their assistance in cultivated areas

is not to be despised by the cultivator who wishes to obtain a

good outturn of crop. In areas such as cotton-fields especially

fowls do excellent work in checking insects with mutual benefit to

themselves and the cultivator. Very many kinds of wild birds

also are largely or wholly insectivorous. Their actual food and

importance are discussed in another chapter and it suffices here

to note that birds such as mynahs and drongos or king-crows

spend their whole lives in capturing insects and should therefore

be looked on as amongst the farmer's best friends and be protected

and encouraged in every way. A few perches made simply of a

cross piece of wood fastened to an upright thrust into the ground

amongst young crops will provide resting-places on which birds

such as drongos will be encouraged to sit, ready to swoop down

on to any insect seen stirring amongst the surrounding crops.

The stimulation of plant-growth by means of manures or other

methods is another agricultural practice which helps to minimize

the incidence and effects of the attack of crop-pests. A plant

which is thoroughly healthy will often escape attack or will at

least suffer comparatively little, whereas a sickly plant will be

attacked far more readily and its produce will be reduced to a

far greater extent. It is possible plants may produce toxins as a

defence against the insect-pests to which they are normally exposed

and that such toxins are waste products of the metabolic changes

induced by healthy growth but that, if the health of the plant is

impaired by bad cultivation or uncongenial conditions of any sort,

the whole of its energies are required for growth and such toxins

are not elaborated and consequently the plants are more subject to

attack by pests of all kinds ; but this idea is only put forward as a

supposition.

Irrigation, where this is possible, is sometimes a good method of

control of crop-pests even when the soil is not deficient in moisturt-
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Crickets, for example, often do a great deal of damage to crops in

some districts, living in burrows in the ground and only coming out

at night to cut oflf tender shoots which they carry off to their burrows

and devour during the day-time; in such cases irrigating the

affected area will drive them out when they fall an easy prey to

crows, kites, and various other enemies. The manner in which

crows and kites will congregate when fields are being flooded is well

known to every agriculturist and very little observation will show
that they are busy catching grasshoppers, crickets and other insects

which are driven out of cracks in the soil by the advancing water.

Some caterpillars, beetles, bugs and other crop-pests may also be

controlled by irrigating the affectetl area, but no general rules can

be laid down. The addition of a bag of Crude Oil Emulsion in the

irrigation channel sometimes helps to drive away certain pests,

temporarily at any rate. The converse of irrigation, Draining, is

used to control the Paddy Caseworm (Nyniphula dcpiinctnlis) whose
larva is aquatic in habit.

The selection of resistant varieties of crops is a subject which has

hardly been touched in India but there is little doubt but that this

line of work offers one of the most promising lines of research for

the future. It is a matter of common observation to any agricul-

turist that particular plants or particular varieties of plants are less

subject to attack by pests than are others grown under similar

conditions and by selecting and breeding from such resistant strains

we may hope to secure relative immunity from the ravages of pests.

This is not a matter in which immediate results can be expected

and it demands co-operation as regards the agricultural, botanical,

entomological and mycological aspects of the question in the case

of each particular strain of each crop and perhaps the required

qualities may vary in different districts. In the meantime agricul-

turists should retain seed for sowing from the most healthy and
pest-resistant plants which they can select from their fields and
should look on the selection of the best seed obtainable as the very

foundation of any attempt to grow a good yield of crop.

In some cases, especially in cereals where a large area is placed

under one crop and irrigation or other control methods are im-

practicable, small patches of a crop are sometimes found to be

badly attacked by a pest. In such cases it is often possible to cut

such patches and to feed the affected plants to cattle as green fodder,

thus ridding the remaining area of these centres of infection and

at the same time making some use of the attacked plants. The use as

fodder of cholam, etc., attacked by stem-borer will not hurt the cattle

but care must be taken not to feed hairy caterpillars {kiimhiipuchis)

or blister-beetles to cattle, as the effects of such a diet may be
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serious ; occasion may also be taken to point out the clanger

of Hyflrocyanic-acid poisoning consequent on a too liberal use

of young actively-growing cereals as fodder, but it is probable

that this danger will be largely reduced if only plants suffering

from attack by insects are used.

The advantages of sowing crops by means of a drill and of

planting out seedlings in regular lines become especially apparent

in the control of crop-pests by means such as hand-picking. If a

cotton-field, for instance, is planted in regular rows, it is compara-

tively easy to go over the field row by row and collect cotton-bug,

or whatever the particular pest is, and to be certain that no bushes

have been left unexamined ; but it is far more difficult to make sure

that no bushes have been missed out if they are planted irregularly.

It is also far easier to notice the first stages of an attack in drill-

sown crops and their intercultivation is more efficient ami makes it

more difficult for pests to spread. Such crops, too, are more readily

thinned out and the more vigorous plants which are left are better

able to withstand the attack of pests.

MECHANICAL METHODS.

Under the heading of Mechanical Methods may be grouped

those means of control which are intended to reduce the numbers

of pests, either before or after they have attained destructive pro-

portions, without making use of insecticidal liquids, powders or

gases ; but it may again be remarked that it is difficult to draw

any definite line between mechanical and insecticidal methods.

Amongst mechanical means may be included hand-picking,

collection by hand-nets or bag-nets, hopperdozers, light-traps,

attraction to baits and traps, trenching, burning, banding of

trees, screening, destruction of borers in trees, removal of dead

trees and branches of trees, and cutting out of deadhearts.

The collection of insect pests by hand is an extremely simple

method which has also the merit of remarkable efficacy if carried

out regularly and on the first appearance of a pest whilst its numbers

are still small. If pests are allowed to increase, their numbers soon

become so great that hand-picking is out of the question, but in

the early stages of an attack a vigorous onslaught will often nip

the outbreak in the bud. For example, in 1912 we had a small

outbreak of kiimblipiichi on the Central Farm at Coimbatore ; one

chokra was set to collect the caterpillars and in four days had

collected several huntlreds with the result that little damage was

done by that brood and no subsequent broods were even noticed
;

if the first brood had not been checked, at least two subsequent
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broods would have followed and consiilerable damage would liave

been tlone, as actually happered in the surrounding district untier

similar conditions except that no action was taken. A measure of

this sort is so simple and ine.xpensive as to be within the reach of all,

and every cultivator should make a practice of killing every crop-

pest on sight wherever met with and more especially when fountl

on his crop in small numbers, for it is the prevention of increase

that should be aimed at. It is of little use to start killing the pTicliis

after they have attained such numbers that the crop is already

spoilt.

The method of hand-picking must be ailapted to the particular

insect concerned, the insects being simply caught and squashed in

the hand (smooth caterpillars, large bugs, many beetles) or crushed

underfoot (large caterpillars) or dropped into a pan or vessel

containing water with a film of oil on the top {knmhiiliiilas, blister

beetles). Or the insects may be shaken on to a sheet or cloth or

into a vessel of oil and water. For the collection of cotton-bugs

use is sometimes made of a tin funnel fitted into a bag in which
the bugs fall and are unable to escape. For collecting insects

from moderately tall plants an ordinary umbrella, held upside
ilown, makes an excellent tray if nothing else be available.

Fig. J6.—Hand-net. lOrJHinaLl

A small hand-net is particularly useful for catching the more
active insects which are difficult to capture with the unassisted

r hand. It is simply and cheaply made of a bag of light cloth

secured around its mouth to a hoop of cane or bent woofl which in

its turn is fastened to the two arms of a Y-shaped branch of which

the main stem forms the handle of the net. With the help of a net
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of this kintl a cultivator may easily rid his fields of flying pests

such as Rice-bug, Blister Beetles and Rose-chafers, whilst it may

also be used for grasshoppers. The insects caught in the net, by

sweeping it over the crop, may be killed simply by crushing them

by hand or under foot or with a flat stone or the contents of the net

may be emptied into a vessel containing water with a little oil

on top.

I.—BaK-iift, Madras Agricultural Calendar

For grasshoppers a bag-net is used as this enables the whole

surface of an affected area to be worked over and practically all

the grasshoppers to be swept up in the bag. The bag-net is simply

a large bag of cloth about four feet wide and two feet across at the

mouth and five or six feet deep and tapering to a point behind.
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The mouth of the bag is fitted at the sides (see figure 38) with two

short bamboo poles each four or five feet long, to keep the mouth

open and to form handles to hold the net with, and a piece of

bamboo is also fastened into the lower edge of the mouth to keep

it straight and so prevent it from sagging up off the ground. Tlie

end of the net is weighted with a lump of stone, brick or wood to

prevent it ballooning up and spilling the catch out of the mouth

when in use. The bag-net is worked by two men who each grasp

one of the bamboo handles and sweep it over the crop as c|uicklv

Fig. 39.—RaH-net in use. lAutlKirV iinginal phnto.i

as possible. The hoppers, being disturbed by the passage of the

net, jump off the plants and are swept into the net by the lower

edge of the bag before they have time to reach the ground. The
grasshoppers, at the end of each run, are shaken down into the

bottom of the bag and killed by crushing or by emptying them
into a vessel of oil and water. For obtaining as large a catch as

possible the following precautions should be observed :—(i) the net

must be swept as closely along the ground as possible, (2) the men
working it must run at a quick pace, and (3) as far as possible the

bag should be swept against the wintl.

A single bag-net will work over nearly three acres of ground
daily and will require the services of three men, two working it

and the third relieving the others by turns. Where a field is badly

infested by grasshoppers it will recjuire to be gone over several
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times, the nuinl)er of baggings requirec! depending on the degree

of infestation, and the natures of the soil anil crop. It is of course

impossible to bag cereal crops when they are grown up as it is

impossible to get the net sufficiently near the ground to catch the

hoppers and because the damage done by the workers running

through the field would be too great, but such crops may easily be

bagged without damage liefore they have attained a growth of

three feet.

The efficiency of both the hand and bag-nets may be increaseil

by soaking them with oil before use but this practice is not econo-

mically sound unless waste oil is available at a nominal cost.

Hopper-dozers are machines used for the control of grass-

hoppers and are made of a series of trays, usually of metal, joined

in a parallel series and so interspaced that each tray fits into the

interval between each row of a field-crop. The inside of each tray

is painted with tar or other sticky substance or is simply filled

with oil and water and the machine is then dragged through the

infested field which, it is needless to add, must have been previ-

ously sown in parallel lines by means of a drill. The hoppers,

disturbed by the passage of the machine, jump or are brushed off

the plants and fall into the trays where they stick to the tar or are

smothered by the oil, which kills them even if they succeed in

escaping from the trays. A machine of this sort was tried in Bellary

in connection with the Deccan Grasshopper work in 1911 and was

found to be quite efficient but less economical than bag-nets, whilst

hopper-dozers possess the disadvantage that their use is restricted

to drill-sown land. As an adjunct to the use of the bag-net, when

the crops have become too high to admit of bagging, hopper-dozers

may sometimes be very useful.

Light-traps are used to attract and kill the adults of various

crop-pests, especially those which are stem-borers in their early

life and therefore difficult to check in their directly destructive

stages. They are simple in construction anti inexpensive to work

and it is probable that light-traps may be found to be the best

means of checking such pests as the Stem-borers of paddy (Sclueiio-

biiis bipiim'tifer) and of ragi (Suluria inficita). Any ordinary lamp,

holding sufficient oil to burn all night, may be used and is placed

amongst the crop, either standing in or suspended just above a pan

of oil and water which should project at least six inches on each

side of the lamp. The lamp should be so placed that the flame is

situated just above the tops of the growing crop and that the light

is visible all around. A mixture of kerosine and coconut oil gives

a good light at small cost. The lamp should be lighted at dusk

and left burning all night. The insects, which are attracted by
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the light, dash against the glass of the lamp-frame and fall into

the tray of oil and water below this and are suffocated by the oil.

Very large numbers of insects are sometimes caught in this way.

especially on still, warm, dark, moonless nights. It is usually not

worth while to put out a lamp-trap on bright moonlight or windy

nights.

Baits and traps for the attraction ami capture of crop-pests are

so numerous and various that no complete account can be attempt-

ed here. Many nocturnal caterpillars, crickets and other insects

which hide away in the ilaytime are often difificult to track down
and deal with but they may sometimes be trapped by laying down
fresh sods of turf, planks, etc. in likely places and these may if

required be baited towards evening with tender shoots (r.,^. lucerne)

and examined next morning for the presence of insects. Special

traps for the attraction and destruction of certain noctuid moths

by the dissemination of the smell of a li(|uid have been introduced

of late years and have been found highly successful in Northern

India in one special case; but such means are not within the reach

of the ordinary agriculturist.

The trenching of fields ami smaller areas such as seetlbeds is

a simple and efficient method for assisting in the exclusion of

creeping insects, such as caterpillars, which may otherwise invade

crops. A small furrow of even a few inches breadth and depth

will often check the inroads of such insects if the inside edge of

the trench is vertical and composed of fairly loose soil. A few
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small steepsided pits dug at short intervals along tlic bottom of

such a trench will serve as further traps, as the insects will gene-

rally wander some distance along the bottom of the trench and are

therefore likely to tumble into the pits. In the case of KuiHhlUiiilas,

if sufficiently wide and deep trenches are available, a few fresh

branches may be strewn in them to provide a certain amount of

food and shelter and these may be examined and renewed daily

and all the caterpillars found in hiding killed; but care must

be taken that such branches do not provide a bridge up the

sides of the trench. In cases where a ditch of standing water

forms the boundary of a field, a little oil spread over the surface

of the water will form a barrier against invasion by caterpillar

pests.

Burning is sometimes a practicable method of dealing with

crop-pests, especially in the case of many of the hairy caterpillars

which gather gregariously and often form large patches on tree-

trunks. A bundle of straw soaked in oil and fastened to the end

of a bamboo makes an efificient torch for such purposes. The

burning of stubble has already been dealt with.

Fires may also be used sometimes in the control of crop-pests

which are attracted and killed by the flames at night and insects

may also in some cases be driven out of crops at critical times by

the judicious use of smoke. Mango Hoppers, for example, may
sometimes be diiven temporarily out of the trees by kindling smoky

fires beneath the branches at the blossoming period when the

flowers would otherwise be spoilt by the " honeydew " exuded by

the Hoppers.

In the case of trees the access of pests may often be prevented

by banding the trunk with a sticky or oily mi.xture either painted

directly on to the tree or applied on a band of cloth or paper

fastened around the tree. A mixture of Tar and Crude Oil Emul-

sion, in equal parts, may be recommended as efflcacious ami

harmless to trees ; but no mixture of this sort can be expected to

last more than a short time in India. Wide bands of tin may be

nailed on to the stems of Coconut Palms to jirevent the access

of rats.

The screening of choice fruits and vegetables to guard thcni

against the attack of fruit-flies and other pests is a simi)lc and
obvious method of protection.

Many trees are subject to the attack of large boring caterpillars,

the larvje of beetles and moths, which pierce galleries through the

living wood and in bad cases may even kill the tree or bush so

attacked. A simple remedy is to cut out the larvce with a knife

and to paint the wound over with tar to prevent access of other
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insects or of the spores of fungi or bacteria. The use of the knife

in such cases, though apparently'drastic, is usually quite successful.

Mango-trees especially are subject to attack by a common tree-

boring beetle larva (Batoccra nibits) and Orange trees also are often

affected by the grub of another species. Sometimes the grub can

be killed or pulled out with a piece of wire but usually it is better

to cut down to it and clean out the gallery which is otherwise

likely to give access to other diseases later on. A piece of wire

with a barbed point is used for destroying palm beetles (Oryctes

rhinoceros) in their burrows in the tender shoots of pahns, the beetles

being transfixed on the barb and withdrawn and the burrow

tarred over.

A tree or portion of a tree which is dying or dead at once

becomes a suitable breeding-place for innumerable insects, mostly
beetles, which feed upon dead or decaying wood, and some of these

may be a source of danger to living trees if no more dead wood
is available for them. All dead trees and branches should

therefore be removed and used for fuel or other purposes and not

be left standing or lying about the fields. This is especially the

case with rotting stumps of palms and aloes which are usually

found to be swarming with the fat white grubs of Orvctcs which
will presently emerge as beetles to attack the palms in the

vicinity.

Cereals, such as sugarcane, cholam and paddy, generally

exhibit signs of attack by stemborers by a withering of the central

shoot which is frequently completely detached so that it comes
away from the plant at the least pull. Such a withered central

shoot is called a " deadheart " and its presence almost invariably

shows that a caterpillar is boring inside the stem of the plant.

A watch should be kept for the first appearance of such dead-

hearts, especially in a valuable crop such as sugarcane, and they

should be rigorously cut out and the caterpillar killed to prevent

the attack from spreading. Shoots so attacked are in any case

quite useless ; whereas, if they are cut back as soon as noticed, new
shoots will generally be thrown up and little loss result. But the

importance of prompt cutting out of deadhearts lies in the preven-

tion of further damage by later broods of the insects concerned.

INSECTICIDAL METHODS.

Insecticides, as their name implies, are substances which are

used to kill insects. As a rule, they are only used when an insect

has attained such numbers as to be a pest. Some insecticides, it is

true, may be and are used as deterrents or repellents, to drive

insects away temporarily from particular areas, but as a rule it
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(inly pays to use insecticides when damage is imminent or actually

being done. The conditions of agricultural holdings in the Plains

of India are so special that insecticidal methods for the control of

crop-pests are hardly within the means or reach of the ordinary

cultivator, but even at present there is large scope for their employ-

ment by Zamindars, Agricultural Stations and Associations, and

by all owners of garden and orchard property, whilst in the Hill

Districts the more permanent plantations of tea, coffee, etc., have

mostly found by experience the economic utility of insecticides.

Insecticides are usually applied in the form of powders, licjuids

or gases, but only the first two of these will be considered here, as

gaseous insecticides are not applicable to crops under ordinary

conditions in India and will therefore be dealt with in the ne.xt

section under the heading of " Special Methods." Broadly speak-

ing, insecticidal substances may be divided into Stomach Poisons

and Contact Poisons, and it is with respect to their correct usage

that some knowledge of the insects concerned is requisite. Stomach

Poisons are applied to the plant which is attacked in order that

they- may be eaten by the insect and kill it when taken into the

system through the alimentary tract ; they can therefore only be

used for insects which eat solid food, such as leaves or stalks of

plants, or in otlier words insects which have biting mouthparts.

Insects with sucking mouthparts obtain their food by thrusting their

mouthparts into the plant and sucking its juices; therefore they

cannot be poisoned by substances applied only to the outside

surfaces of the plant and it is impracticable to inject poisons into

the plant which will kill the insects without harming the plant.

For sucking insects we therefore use Contact Poisons which kill

them either by blocking their spiracles and so asphyxiating them

or by direct poisonous action or by evolving poisonous gases ; so

far, however, as the cultivator is concerned, the insect is killed by

suffocation. Contact insecticides can of course be used to kill

insects with biting mouthparts, but it is more economical to use

Stomacli Poisons for these. To sum up, Stomach Poisons are

applied to the plant in order that they may be eaten by those

insects which have biting mouthparts ; Contact Poisons are applied

to the insects themselves, and only incidentally to the plant, in

order to suffocate insects with sucking mouthparts.

Before considering the insecticides themselves, a few general

remarks on their application will not be out of place here. In

the first place it must be noted that no exact scale of dosage

can be laid down as universally applicable, although for ordinary

practical work an approximately correct dosage may be used.

Too large a ((uantity of an insecticitle may kill the plant as well
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as the insect, whilst too weak a dose may have no effect on

either. What is required is a quantity strong enough to kill the

insect but not strong enough to harm the plant, and this must vary

according to the kinil and age of both plant and insect. If a

particular strength of insecticide is found to fulfil these conditions,

there is no object in using a stronger dose ; such will not kill the

insect 5ny " deader," whilst the extra quantity used will represent

a waste of money and may harm the plant. But a super-lethal dose

is usually preferable on the whole to a sub-lethal one, as the extra

cost of labour in repeating the latter is generally greater than the

ilifference between the two ; in other words, it does not pay to

apply an ineffective dosage, as both insecticide and labour are

wasted without result. In the following pages are given general

average quantities in which the various insecticides referred to

should be used and the minimum quantity stated should be tried at

first on a small scale and only increased if found inefficacious. It

must be remembered also that different makes of insecticides may
vary considerably in purity.

Secondly, an appropriate insecticide must be chosen with

regard not only to the insect but to the plant also. It would, for

example, be criminal folly to apply an arsenical poison to culinary

vegetables or fodder cholam just before these were intenileil to be

cut for food of man or beast.

Thin.ily, due regard must be paid to weather conditions. It is

useless, as a rule, to apply insecticides iluring periods of heavy

rain, as they are rapidly washed oft" by showers before any good is

accomplished. Nor is it usually a good thing to apply liquid

insecticides to leaves under the hot noonday sun ; such aie best

applied in the early morning, which is also the best time to apply

powders, whilst the dew is still on the leaves. Poisons for night-

feeding insects should be applied in the evening. Many insecti-

cides are decomposed by the action of sunlight and weather and
the use of some, such as sulphur, is based on this fact ; the applica-

tion of an insecticide cannot, therefore, be expected to protect a

plant for more than a limited period—probably two or three weeks

at the most during dry weather and considerably less if rain

occurs.

Stomach Poisons.

Of this class of insecticides the arsenical preparations known
as " Paris Green " and " London Purple " were first tried in India

some twenty-five years ago, but their use has now been practically

abandoned. Lead Arsenate was introduced ten years ago and

Lead Chromate of quite recent years and both are used extensively,

7
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whilst Naphthaline Emulsion is also used for special crops such as

vegetables, where only a temporary poison is required. Other

insecticides of this class include Zinc Arsenite, Dry Paints, and

several others which are more rarely used.

Lead Chromate is an insoluble yellow substance which is usually

sold in the form of a paste containing about 33 per cent, or as a

powder containing about 50 per cent, of Lead Chromate. The paste

mixes better with water and is easier to use, three ounces of this

being taken to represent two ounces of the powder, one-quarter to

one-half of an ounce of powder, and half as much again of paste,

being the standard dosage for one gallon of water. If Lead

Chromate itself is not obtainable it may be prepared by dissolving

separately in water one part by weight of Potassium Bichromate

and two parts by weight of Lead Acetate or Lead Nitrate and

mixing the two solutions, when two parts by weight of Lead

Chromate will be precipitated, and this may be diluted with water

to the required strength and used in the sprayer.

Lead Chromate possesses these advantages, that its yellow

colour makes it readily perceptible on the plants to which it has

been applied and that it is a comparatively weak poison to larger

animals such as cattle. It is not, however, absolutely non-poisonous

to cattle, as has been claimed, and on the other hand, it has not

always proved effective against insect-pests ; on the whole it does

not seem to be sufficiently poisonous to be really effective, but may

for the present be recommended as a readily accessible and

moderately efficient insecticide for use by those in whose hands it

might be dangerous to place arsenicals.

Lead Arsenate is usually sold in the form of a greyish paste but

is also obtainable as a white powder; in either case it should first

be mixed with a little water to make a thin paste before dilution to

the strength required for spraying. The advantages of Lead

Arsenate are the facts that it does not burn foliage as a rule owing

to its insolubility in water, that it remains in suspension in the

sprayer with a moderate degree of agitation, and that it sticks well

to the surfaces of plants. The powdered form can be dusted onto

plants when the white colour shows up well, but this insecticide is

usually applied more economically as a liquid spray. It is con-

siderably cheaper than Lead Chromate and a much more violent

poison, but does not kill insects so quickly as Paris Green or the

more soluble arsenicals. Lead Arsenate in the form of paste

should not contain more than 50 per cent, of water, it shoukl

contain more arsenic than is equivalent to 12^^ per cent, of Arsenic

Pentoxide antl should not contain arsenic in water-soluble form
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equivalent to more tlian 075 Per cent, of Arsenic Pento-xide.

The paste is generally used at a strength of 4 to 8 pounds to

100 gallons (roughly one-half to one ounce per gallon), the powder

at 2 to 6 pounds to 100 gallons of water. If not obtainable directly

it may be prepared from Lead Acetate (Sugar of Lead) and

Sodium Arsenate, 44 ounces of the former being dissolved in four

gallons of water in a wooden or earthenware container, and sixteen

ounces of Sodium Arsenate being dissolved separately in two

gallons of water; these two solutions on mixing will provide Lead

Arsenate sufficient for dilution to 100 gallons.

The Arsenites of Lead and other metals are about twice as

poisonous as the corresponding Arsenates, owing to their greater

solubility in water and the gastric juices of insects and other

animals. For spraying, therefore, as soluble a form of Arsenic is

required as can be safely applied to plants without burning them.

Sodium Arsenite cannot be so used as it injures foliage and hence

is often applied as a weed-killer. Lead Arsenite may be prepared

by dissolving separately in water six ounces of Sodium Arsenite

(which is itself prepared by boiling together White Arsenic and

Caustic Soda) and thirty-two ounces of Lead Acetate ; these solu-

tions are mixed and made up to 62J/2 gallons for spraying. But, on

account of the extra solubility of the Arsenite, it is better to use

Lead Arsenate.

Zinc Arsenite has been used to some extent in America to replace

Lead Arsenate, and is claimed to be more toxic, or at least more

rapidly poisonous to insects, one pound of Zinc Arsenite being

taken as of equivalent toxicity to three pounds of Lead Arsenate.

Zinc Arsenate has also been used as an insecticidal spray at the

rate of about four pounds to 100 gallons of water. As the action of

Zinc salts on animals usually induces vomiting it is probable

that Zinc compounds may find a special use in preference to

Lead salts in the particular circumstances found in India where it

is especially desirable to avoid the poisoning of cattle which may
accidentally feed on sprayed plants.

Paris G/rc//, usually sold as an emerald-green powder, is a double

acetate and arsenite of copper and may be called Copper Aceto-

Arsenite, although its actual composition is not fixed. It is a violent

poison and may be applied dry but is better used as a liquid spray
;

in either case it should be mixed with Lime in order to neutralize

any soluble arsenic which may be present and which would burn

the foliage. When applied dry, three to four times the same
weight of air-slaked Lime is added and the mixture dusted lightly

over the plants in the early morning by means of a muslin bag.
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When used as a spray, eight to ten ounces of Paris Green are used

in 100 gallons of water to which have been added two pounds of

lump Lime to neutralize any soluble arsenic. The advantages of

Paris Green are its cheapness and powerful poisonous action
;

amongst disadvantages may be noted the fact that it is not properly

held in suspension in the sprayer without constant agitation and

there is therefore risk of uneven application, that it sometimes

burns the plants, and that it is liable to be washed off them very

easily. If not obtainable, it is readily made by dissolving sepa-

rately 4 lb. of white arsenic in 5 gallons of water and 5 lb. of

Verdigris in 5 gallons of water and mixing the two liquids, which

are then boiled for some time and a little Acetic Acid added.

Commercial Paris Green should contain not less than 55 per cent,

of arsenic (Asz O3), of which only about 5 per cent, should be

soluble in water, and about 2^ to 31 per cent, of Cupric Oxide.

London Purple is simply Calcium Arsenite, and derives its name

from the fact that the arsenite of lime formerly used was the residue

from the manufacture of magenta and was therefore tinted with

colouring matter, which, it is needless to add, is not necessary for

its efficacy. Calcium Arsenite is readily prepared by dissolving

one pound of white arsenic in two gallons of water and mixing

with a solution containing two pounds of lime. The mixture is

then heated for half-an-hour and diluted to make lOO gallons.

Calcium Arsenite is insoluble in water and therefore will not burn

foliage, but care should be taken to see that the lime is in excess.

The original London Purple, however, was variable in composi-

tion and this insecticide is not much used at the present day.

When the foregoing insecticides are not available, ordinary

metallic paints are usually obtainable locally in a finely powdered

state and may be dusted on dry mixed with lime, flour, or road-

dust ; such paints as red lead, white lead, iron oxide, yellow ochre,

red ochre, lemon chrome, burnt sienna, etc., may be used in this

way, being simply dusted on to the crops whilst these are wet with

dew by means of a cloth bag.

In some cases it is necessary to spray vegetables or fruits which

are required for consumption within a short period and under such

conditions it would obviously be extremely dangerous to usearseni-

cals or other poisons which might remain on the crop and poison the

consumer. In such cases, a temporary insecticide, such as Naph-

thaline Emulsion, may be used, as this acts as a stomach-poison to

any caterpillars which may be doing damage and all evaporates

away within about twenty-four hours so that the sprayed material

may safely be eaten afterwards. It is prepared by dissolving six
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ounces of concentrated size in half a gallon of hot water and

adding one pound of soft soap. Two gallons of kerosine are

then warmed carefully in the opoi air over a small fire—it is

scarcely necessary to remark that no attempt must be made to boil

kerosine over a fire—or by placing the container in a vessel of

boiling water and as much naphthaline is added as will dissolve in

the kerosine (about eight pounds as a rule). The two solutions are

then mixed together whilst hot, half a gallon of water is added and

the whole thoroughly stirred or churned up together.

Limc-Sulphiir, at a strength of 3 gallons of concentrated solution

to 100 gallons of spray material, has also been found effective as a

stomach-poison for caterpillars although its action is very slow.

Lead Arsenate may be mi.xed with it if required. Lime-Sulphur,

however, is generally used as a Contact Insecticide, especially for

Mites. (Sec page 103.)

Contact Poisons.

Contact Poisons, although actually effective against almost all

insects, are practically only used in the case of sucking insects as

it is usually more economicalto apply a stomach poison in the case

of insects with biting mouth-parts. The Contact Poisons include

various Emulsions and Washes based on the use of Oils, Soaps,

Rosin, Sulphur, Lime, Tobacco, Phenyle and various other sub-

stances.

Crude Oil Emulsion is a very satisfactory insecticide which is

largely used in India. It contains 20 per cent, of soft (fish-oil)

soap and 80 per cent, of crude kerosine-oil. When properly

made, it forms a homogeneous mixture and emulsifies well with

water, but care should be taken to see that the oil has not separated

out from the soap. If a thick black liquid is found floating freely

on the surface of the contents of drums or packages, the emulsion

should not be accepted or used for spraying plants. It is obtain-

able ready-made and is usually put up in five-gallon drums which

cost about seven rupees in Calcutta. It is used at a strength of

about one part by volume to sixty-four of water (half a pint to a

kerosine tin). Care must be taken to see that it is properly strained

before placing the mixture in a spraj-^er. If no strainer is available

the emulsion may be placed in a bag or cloth and kneaded by

hand until it has passed through and mixed with the water, which

should then be churned up by means of the sprayer. Crude oil

emulsion may be used against all sucking insects except those

which are protected from wetting by hairs or scales ; for such a

rosin compound must be used. A bag of crude oil emulsion placed

in the water-channel when fiekls are being irrigated will drive
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away subterranean insects, such as termites, ants and root-feetl-

ing Aphids, temporarily at any rate, and this will sometimes

give crops a chance of recovery in cases where they would other-

wise have been seriously affected.

Linseed Oil Emulsion is sometimes useful, especially as it is

easily prepared from materials readily obtainable. One pound of

hard soap is shaved up into fine slices and dissolved in one gallon

of boiling soft water, which is then taken off the fire and two

gallons of raw linseed oil added to the hot solution. The mixture

is then churned up violently by the aid of a bucket sprayer to form

a smooth, yellowish, creamy emulsion, from which no free oil should

separate out on cooling. Diluted with water to a strength of one

part in ten, this emulsion is especially useful for scales and similar

insects on the trunks of trees ; it is not adapted for use on foliage.

Kerosiiic Emulsion is made in a similar manner to Linseed Oil

Emulsion, kerosine being used instead of linseed oil. In both these

emulsions, whale-oil soap or fish-oil soap may be used instead of

hard soap and more soap must be used if the water is hard.

Rosin Compound is especially suitable for Scales and Mealy-bugs

which are protected by their coverings against the action of non-

wetting oily sprays. It is made by powdering two pounds of

common fir-tree rosin and boiling one pound of ordinary washing

soda with one gallon of water; the powdered rosin is added to the

boiling solution which is continued to be boiled, adding small

quantities of cold water at intervals, until the liciuid (now about

three gallons) becomes clear and thin, like clear coffee. This is

diluted to about one part of rosin compound in seven of water for

ordinary spraying, but may be used at a strength of one in five if

required.

Rosin Wash is only useful against young Scales, Aphids and

similar soft-botlieil small insects. Ten pounds of rosin, and one-

and-a-half pounds of fish oil are heatetl with one gallon of water

in an iron kettle until the rosin is softened ; three pounds of Caustic

Soda, dissolved in a little water, is then added and stirred tho-

roughly, and the mixture diluted with water to make fifty gallons

of spraying material.

Carbolic Acid Emulsion is sometimes useful for Aphids, Soft

Scales and for use against ants. One pounil of whale-oil soap or

fish-oil soap is entirely dissolved in about half a gallon of hot

water and one pint of crude carbolic acid is added and the

mixture boiled for twenty minutes adding another half-gallon

of water in small quantities to prevent boiling over. The stock

solution so prepared is diluted with twenty parts of water for use

as a spray.
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Various forms of crude carbolic and creosote commonly sold

for use as disinfectants are also useful as contact insecticides when

used as a strength of about one in eighty of water.

Tobacco Decoctions give excellent killing results against soft-

bodied insects without harming foliage. One pound of Tobacco

leaves or stems is steeped in four gallons of hot water and the

mixture.applied directly when cool. If soap is added, at the rate of

one pound to twenty gallons, the mixture is made much more

efficient. Tobacco stems and dust applied at the roots of bushes

and to the surface of the soil around vegetables will often drive

away and destroy grubs, worms and small pests.

Sulphur, in the finely-divided form known as Flowers of Sulphur

is valuable against Mites of all sorts. It may be used dry, being

dusted onto the plants by itself or mixed with lime, flour or road-

dust, or may be sprayed on at the rate of one pound in two to four

gallons of water. As the insecticidal action of sulphur is due to its

oxidation under the influence of warm sunlight, it must be applied

in the early morning.

Lime-Sulpliur, a chemical combination of lime and sulphur and

which kills insects by its caustic properties, has lately come into

extensive use in America as a spray for use on dormant trees in the

winter-time. It has not been used in India but may perhaps be

found useful at considerable dilution. It may be prepared by heat-

ing three gallons of water in a barrel or vessel, which must not be

made of copper, and adding four pounds of unslaked lime and

immediately adding three pounds of flowers of sulphur previously

made into a thick paste with water. After the lime has all slaked

another three gallons of hot water is added and the heating

continued for an hour after which another four gallons of water is

added and the whole thoroughly stirred and strained. At this

strength the mixture will burn foliage and requires five or six times

ililution before use; it may be used undiluted for painting boles of

trees to prevent the attacks of porcupines, rats, etc.

Self-boiled Lime-Sulphur may also be prepared and used as a

spray for foliage and is especially useful, if lead arsenate be

added, as a combined insecticide and fungicide. To make it,

twenty pounds of quicklime are placed in a barrel or other suitable

receptacle—copper vessels must not be used—and three gallons of

cold water are poured over it; as soon as the slaking is well started,

sift in twenty pounds of flowers of sulphur, and stir the mixture

well. The violent heat generated by the slaking of the lime will

bring about a chemical combination between the lime and the

sulphur. More cold water is added until the mass has a paste-like
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consistency. Immediately the boiling begins to subside, more cold

water must be added at once to prevent further action taking place,

as, if the boiling is continued too long, the resultant liquid will

burn foliage. This solution is diluted to form lOO gallons.

Flour-Paste is a very simple and cheap spray-liquid which is

effective against small insects without any injury to vegetation. It

peels off after a day or two and leaves the growing surfaces of the

plants free and healthy. It is made simply by making an ordinary

flour-paste of one pound of flour in one gallon of water; for use as

a spray this is diluted to a strength of about eight to ten parts in

one hundred of spray-material. Mixed with Flowers of Sulphur at

the rate of about a pound and a half to ten gallons, flour-paste is

an excellent remedy against Mites but does not always kill the

eggs so that a second application is necessary after an interval of

about a week.

Flour-Paste is also very effective for use with Lead Arsenate,

Lead Chromate, etc., as a spreader, ensuring that the poison is

applied evenly over the foliage.

Potassium Cyanide is too poisonous a substance for direct appli-

cation to plants as a spray, but is useful for checking ants, which

may be nesting in fields and bunds and cherishing Aphids and

Scales. Poured into their nests at a strength of one ounce to the

gallon of water, it either kills off the nest or at least disables it for

some time.

Soap, simply dissolved in water, is sometimes valuable as a con-

tact insecticide, especially against small and soft-bodied insects.

Ordinary bar soap, obtainable in any bazaar, can be used if no

more nauseous brand be available. At a strength of one pound to

one gallon of water it acts as a contact poison, and at one pound

to ten gallons it may be used for watering lawns or flower-beds

to drive down grubs which are eating the roots of grass or plants ;

but the amount of dilution must depend largely on the composition

of the soap.

Fish Oil Soap, or Whale Oil Soap is far preferable to ordinary

hard soap for use against insects. It may be made by adding six

pounds of caustic soda to one and one-fifth gallons of boiling

water and, when the soda is dissolved, pouring in twenty-two pounds

of fish-oil, stirring and boiling slowly, after which the mixture is

allowed to cool, when the soap separates out.

Fish Oil Soap and Tobaeeo Extract is excellent against Aphids

and small soft-bodied insects. It is prepared by dissolving one

pound of fish-oil soap in ten gallons of water and adding one pint of

good tobacco extract.
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Repellents.

Besides insecticides, which actually kill the insects against

which they are used, it is often useful to employ substances which
act as repellents ; that is to say, they drive insects away and
keep them from attacking the plants or areas so treated. Although

the action of repellents is necessarily only temporary it is often

important to give plants, and particularly young plants, an opportu-

nity of tiding over a critical period, such as transplantation, and it

is under such circumstances that repellents may be used.

Bordeaux Mixture, though more often used as a fungicide,

makes the parts of plants sprayed with it temporarily distasteful

to insects. It is made by dissolving one pound of Copper Sulphate

(blue stone) and one pound of quicklime separately in water, mixing

the two cold solutions gradually in a third vessel and diluting to

ten gallons for use. The mixture must be well strained. It should

be tested for any excess of copper by dipping in a knife-blade
;

if this acquires a brown deposit of copper, more lime must be

added until the excess is all neutralized ; the final mixture should

be as nearly neutral as possible, without excess of either lime or

copper. The Copper Sulphate should not be dissolved in a tin or

iron vessel, but vessels of wood, copper, glass or stoneware are all

suitable.

Dry Slaked Lime, dusted onto antl around plants, especially

vegetables, sometimes ilrives away insect pests. It may be

prepared by placing a little quicklime in a metal vessel and pour-

ing on hot water ; the lime will slake and crumble to a very fine

powder. Flowers of Sulphur may be added to the lime when this

is dusted onto plants.

Calcium Carbide Residue, as removed from Acetylene Gas
generators, may also be used for protecting vegetables, mixed with

earth or sand in the proportion of one in five, or one in ten in the

case of seedlings or young plants.

Tobacco Dust, or refuse of stems or leaves chopped up fine, may
also be dusted onto leaves as a repellent, but is more valuable

when placed in a small ring around the stems of plants attacked by
root-borers or subterranean Aphids or Scales, the top layer of

soil being removed and afterwards replaced.

Such insecticides as crude oil emulsion, soap, and phenyle,

when added to the irrigation water at a strength insufficient to kill

insect-pests, sometimes act as repellents to drive them away
temporarily.

Copper Sulphate Solution is used especially for the dipping of

cane setts before planting to keep away termites until the young
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canes have become established. A saturated solution in cold water

does not harm the setts if these are healthy ; but if they have been

brougiit from a distance or are not ((uite freshly cut a solution at

half the above strength should be used.

W/iitcwtisli by itself, when applied to the trunks and limbs of

trees, has some value as a repellent and fungicide and also

prevents sun-scorch. Quicklime is slaked with water, thoroughly

mixed, and strained before use. In the case of permanent crops

such as coffee and rubber, the scraping (if necessary) and white-

washing of the bases of the stems helps to repel boring beetles,

and an admixture of Lead Arsenate or similar stomach poison with

the whitewash would probably check the attacks of porcupines on

young rubber trees.

Spraying Machinery.

For the application of insecticides, use is generally made of

some form of machine which delivers the insecticidal substance

under pressure as a fine mist or spray. Such machines are there-

fore called "sprayers" in the case of those which are used with

Fig. 41.—Applying powdt n >; ,i, n ,.i. n
:

nh iliraid of cloth bags.

Note the light colour of the puwdcied lea\ us in fortgiound as compared

with the unpowdered leaves on the right. (Author's original photo.)

liquid insecticides, and " blowers," " bellows " or " powder guns "

in the cases of machines which are used for the distribution of dry

insecticides in powder form. The latter type of machine is not

much used in India, except in the case of a few special permanent

crops, such as tea, and for ordinary agricultural work powders can

usually be distributed onto plants (luite satisfactorily with the
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help of a cloth bag. Liquid insecticides may, at a pinch and in

the absence of a sprayer, be sprinkled on to plants by the aid of

a branch, palm-leaf or brush, but this method is wasteful and
unsatisfactory and a proper sprayer should always be used if it is

desired to do satisfactory work.

There are many different types of sprayers on the market, lo

meet different requirements and priced at various rates from about

ten rupees to over one thousand rupees.

I~IG. 42.—Spraying Syringe. (Original.)

The Sprayi)ig Syriugc is the simplest and cheapest form of

sprayer, but it is of course only suitable for very small areas such

as gardens. It is simply an ordinary garden syringe fitted with a

spraying nozzle. As a rule, an ordinary nozzle is also supplied so

that the syringe is available for general work in a garden as well

Fig. 4J.—Spraying Syringe in action, showing comparative size and
shape of jet. (Author's original photo.)

as for special work as a sprayer. As it is often desirable to be

able to spray the under surface of leaves, the syringe should be so

adapted that the jet of spray-liquid may be thrown out, when
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desired, at right angles to the axis of the barrel of the syringe as

well as in a straight line. This end is secured either by the

jjrovision of a bent collar which can be screwed on between

the barrel and the nozzle or by a jointed nozzle which can

itself be fixed at any desired angle. In the case of the "Four

Oaks " syringe the barrel is protected by a longitudinally-

ribbed outer metal cover so that it is tolerably secure from inden-

tation by rough usage. A Spraying Syringe of good quality costs

from ten to twenty rupees and is suitable for work in small

gardens for spraying a few plants which may be attacked by

pests.

Fig. 44.—Bucket Pump of old pattern without pressure-chauiber. (Author's

original photo. I

Tlic Bucket Sprayer, as its name implies, is suitable for use in

connection with a bucket or other receptacle for the spray liquid.

A kerosine tin makes a very convenient vessel and holds

a known quantity of liquid (four gallons) The Bucket Sprayer

is simply a pump, usually of brass, fitted with an adjustable

footrest and a length of rubber tubing for delivery of the spray-

material. In the best types there is an air-chamber, seen as a pear-

shaped expansion at the upper end of the barrel of the pump, which

keeps up the pressure during the up-stroke, thus ensuring continuity

in the spray. Bucket Sprayers are available in India at a cost of
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about fifteen to twenty rupees each and are suitable for small

areas, such as gardens, small fruit-gardens or small areas of

crops. If a longer hose is fitted and the nozzle fastened to a bamboo

it is possible to spray small trees with one of these pumps, but the

waste of time antl labour incurred in moving the bucket from one

tree to another and the difficulty of working the pump and directing

the spray -at the same time renders this type unsuitable for work on

any large scale. For use around a house, however, the Bucket

Sprayer is very suitable and it may of course be used for such

purposes as the application of whitewash or disinfectants. As
these sprayers have no agitator care must be taken that the spray-

material is kept properly mixed and this end may be achieved by

pumping it back on itself occasionally; this applies to spraying

syringes also.

Kiuipsiirk' Spniycrs are so called because they are usually fitted

with straps and are intended to be hung over the shoulders like

a knapsack. In this type the spray-material is contained in the

sprayer itself which is provided with a pump, delivery-tube and

nozzle, and also with an agitator in all efficient patterns. The tank

contains a variable amount of liquid, usually from one to four

gallons. The patterns usually imported from Europe or America *

* AVc— It should

that the Amcric.in galloii

ih American machines and foralula^,

nperial gallcm.
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generally hold four gallons of liquid but, as these when full weigh

upwards of fifty pounds, they are too large and heavy for the

physique of the ordinary cooly, in Southern India at all events,

where the weight of a fully-charged sprayer shouUl not exceed

forty pounds.

46.—tiduld's Knapsack Spr

and strainer fittint; below ca if filler hole. lAnthor'

?ctcd to handle-lever

(iri!,'inal photo.)

In Knapsack Sprayers the pump may be outsiiie the reservoir or

may be enclosed within it ; the latter type is preferable, as the

pump is less liable to injury and is better protected from dust and

grit. The straps should be wide so as not to cut into the carrier,

and this is particularly necessary in India where these straps come

into direct contact with the bare skin of a cooly. In the best types

two handles are provided, one for use when the sprayer is carried

on the back and the other, working up and down like a bucket

sprayer, for use when the sprayer is used on the ground. For the

latter purpose a footrest is necessary and is usually provided. A
good mechanical agitator is essential and is usually provided in

the form of a metal frame or sheet which moves with each motion

of the pump, to which it is attached. A strainer is an essential

fitting and is usually provided in the form of a detachable metal

sieve.
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li'. 4,. - Imi (]i-.,h 1. S)iiM\ I 1 \ I uinal photo )

Knapsack Sprayers are suitable for general work in gardens,

fruit-gardens, and on crops in moderately small areas up to about

five acres. They are also used extensively in the case of permanent

and valuable crops, such as tea and coffee, which are grown

on hillsides where it would be impracticable to use larger machines.

Fig, 48.—Barrel Pump, l,Author's original photo.

l
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For the ordinary cultivator, a Knapsack Sprayer or Pressure Sprayer

(see page 113) will fulfil all ordinary requirements. It may be used

for spraying all ordinary crops and, with a suitable nozzle or

extension rod, for small trees up to twelve or fifteen feet high.

Various patterns are obtainable in India at a cost of about thirty-

five to fifty rupees each.

Barrel Sprayers, so called because they are usually mounted in a

barrel which acts as the tank for the spray-material, are larger

pumps which are specially adapted for spraying on a moderately

large scale. The barrel usually holds about fifty gallons and is

mounted on a detachable frame supported on wheels so that it may
be transported easily, the whole apparatus when full weighing some

six hundred pounds ; a larger tank is not practically useful under

ordinary conditions in India. The pump should supply at least

two nozzles at 80 to 100 pounds pressure with ordinary pumping,

Fig. 49.—

I

lal ph<

and it should have a large air-chamber within the pump-barrel in

order to maintain a constant pressure. The air-chamber should

not project above the barrel, as such an arrangement makes the

pump top-heavy and exposed parts are especially liable to break-

age. For the same reason the handle and similar parts should be

made of malleable or galvanized iron and not of cast iron. A good

mechanical agitator is an essential fitting and this should be of the

paddle type {i.e., a metal frame or sheet attached to and working

with the pump). Some machines are fitted with agitators of the " jet
"

type in which a current of air is driven into the spray-liquid from the

bottom of the pump-barrel ; this method is unsatisfactory in practice

as it allows a loss of pressure without sufficiently agitating the

liquid. The pump should be readily removable from the barrel
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for purposes of cleaning or repair, and the valves should also be

removable and so made that they wfear down evenly.

Barrel Sprayers are suitable for field-work on the level and for

special work such as is required for orchards or experimental crops.

They cost about one hundred rupees each. On large holdings and

experimental stations a Barrel Sprayer is very useful for coping

with outljreaks of crop-pests but for the ordinary small holdings a

smaller type of machine is generally sufficient.

Forms of Barrel Sprayers (as also of Knapsack and Bucket

Sprayers) have been placed on the market in India in which oil and

"water are contained in separate tanks. It is claimed that these

may be mixed and sprayed in definite proportions as a mechanical

mixture, but such machines have in practice been found unreliable

in practical work and their use is now generally abandoned.

Fig. 50.
—

" Autospray " in parts.

On the left is the pump barrel and in the foreground the piston with locking

arrangement fitting into the clips seen on top of the tanl<. (Author's original

photo.)

Pressure Sprayers of various types have been introduceil of late

years and it seems probable that these will oust the old patterns,

especially of Knapsack Sprayers, from the markets of the future. In

these sprayers the spray-liciuid is placed in the tank and air is then

pumped in until a considerable pressure is obtained and this

compressed air is used for the expulsion of the spray-material.

No pumping is retiuired therefore whilst the spray is being applied
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to the plants, so that the whole attention can be given to the

application of the spray and both hands are free to direct it pro-

perly. This is a very important point, as thoroughness in spraying

is absolutely essential to success, antl if most of the energy and

attention of the operator is occupied with the physical labour of

pumping, it is obvious that a really satisfactory application of the

spray can hardly be expected. For this reason alone. Pressure

Sprayers have a very considerable advantage over the old patterns

of hand sprayers. The pump, by which the necessary pressure is

attained, may be contained in the sprayer or may be separate. In

the latter case a saving in weight is claimed but against this must

be placed the greater risk of breakage or mislayalof the pump and

the weight of this is very trifling in comparison with the weight of

the tank and other necessary parts. For this reason, preference

Fig. 51.'— ' .Aiitospiay " in use.

Note that only one hand is required to direct and control the spray.

(Author's original photo.)

may be given to those patterns in which the pump is self-contained.

Some models are provided with pressure-gauges to indicate the

correct amount of pressure to which the air should be pumped;
although such gauges are of course useful it is doubtful whether

they are worth paying much extra for in India where the ordi-

nary rooly is not likely to work up too great a pressure. In

those types which are not fitted with a gauge it is usually

fairly easy to tell when the pressure is sufficient as the increased

difficulty in pumping in more air acts as a commonsense indicator.
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In filling Pressure Sprayers it must be remembered that space

must be left for the air to be compressed and at least one-quarter

of the capacity of the tank must therefore be left unfilled.

Amongst the advantages of the'use of Pressure Sprayers are the

facts that they are easily portable, do not leak (as is often the case

with a Knapsack Sprayer) and only one hand is required to direct

the hosf, leaving the other free, so that a tree may be climbed, or

Holder " Pressure Sprayers, 4-gallon and 1 -gallon types.

(Author's original photo.)

spraying may be done from a step-ladder, under conditions in

which the use of a knapsack hand-sprayer would be impracticable.

For this last reason "Holder" Sprayers of the one-gallon type are

in fairly extensive use in Southern India for the spraying of palm-

trees for control of fungus diseases, as the operator can climb the

tree with the fully charged sprayer slung over his shoulder, either

by a strap or in a small canvas bag, and can then carry on

spraying with the aid of one hand only. Larger patterns of the

"Holder" type are also available for use with ordinary field crops

and trees whilst a wheeled ten-gallon pattern is suitable for fruit-

gardens and similar aieas. Pressure Sprayers of the " Autospray "

pattern, obtainable in Calcutta at from Rs. 30 to 35, contain three

gallons of liquid, weigh 40 pounds when fully charged and have

been used very successfully in India. Such sprayers are suitable

for spraying small areas of crops and for use around houses. We
have also found them peculiarly suitable for the spraying of cattle

for insect parasites, as a fine spray is delivered on simply turning a

8-A
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tap without any motion or noise to scare the animals. A dis-

advantage of the smaller patterns of Pressure Sprayers lies in the

absence of an agitator, but, as there is no risk of spilling the spray

liquid, it is comparatively simple to give them a good shaking by

hand before commencing to spray.

1-lG. 5 J.
—

" Huldur " Pi'cabUii; Sprayer uf 1 -gallon type in use.

Note that only one hand is required to control and direct the spray.

(Author's original photo.

I

Pozvcr Sprayers, in which there is a large tank mounted on a

cart and eight or ten nozzles are worked at once at high pressure

by means of a petrol or oil motor, are in extensive use in America,

but are not likely to find much scope in India except in special

cases, such as large fruit orchards or experimental stations where it

may be necessary to spray large areas. Machines of this type are

not available in India and would require to be ordered specially.

They cost from Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 2,000,

'Hw Sclcciioji of Sprayers.

Before obtaining spraying machines it is as well to have a clear

idea of the work which will be required of them in order that suit-

able patterns may be obtained. It is useless to attempt to cover

large areas with a small machine and it is equally wasteful to buy

a large machine to do work which could be performed as efificiently

by a small one. It is poor economy to save a few rupees in pur-

chasing a spraying outfit and to spend a far larger amount in extra

time and labour in applying the sprays. Syringes and Bucket

Sprayers are quite suitable for use in and around the house or in a

small garden. Knapsack Sprayers are used in small areas of field
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crops of I to 5 acres anti for small orchards and gardens and

for larger areas under permanent crops, such as tea and coffee, in

districts which are impracticable for larger machines on account

of the unevenness of the ground. For the spraying of field crops

over large areas it is more economical to use Barrel Sprayers or

Power Sprayers in all cases where the ground is sufficiently even to

enable such machines to cover it properly.

After deciding on the size of machine required it is necessary to

select one of the various patterns obtainable on the market and in

doing this attention should be paid to their relative merits in order

to secure the best value for money. It is impossible here to adver-

tise or recommend particular makers or patterns, but information on

any points will always be given to inquirers as far as possible.

The material of the tank and of all working parts which come
into contact with the spray-liquid should be of heavy brass or bronze

or similar alloy. Many spray solutions {e.g. Bordeaux mixture) have

a corrosive action on iron, and copper is attacked by Lime-sulphur.

Not only the tank, but the working parts of the pump itself (the

valves and theii seatings, the piston, and interior of the pump-

cylinder) must therefore be made of suitable material, as it does not

pay to buy cheap machines of inferior metals which corrode

rapidly.

A sufficiently large air-chamber should be insisted on, as its

presence has a considerable effect on the efficiency of the spray.

If the chamber is too small there will necessarily be considerable

variation in pressure between successive strokes of the pump, parti-

cularly in small machines, and the spraying will therefore tend to

be uneven. This item is of course eliminated in the case of

pressure sprayers.

Accessibility of the working parts of the pump is a matter to

which due attention should be given. In some of the older patterns

of machines the pump is enclosed in a tight case and is practically

inaccessible without great waste of time. As grit and dirt are sure

to find their way into the pump and valves, these must occasionally

be removed and cleaned and therefore their accessibility is a

necessity. In this respect some of the pressure sprayers are very

satisfactory as the whole pump is easily removed for inspection.

The packing of the piston must on no account be made of rubber

but should be of some material which is readily replaceable, such

as leather.

Strainers are important parts of all self-contained machines as it

is essential to see that the spray-liquid is freed from all particles of

grit which will otherwise soon wear ilown the valves and clog the

nozzle. All spray-li(]uids therefore must be strained before they
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are placed in the tank. If no strainer is provided with the machine,

or if this becomes lost or worn out, a metal funnel should be made,

provided with brass wire-gauze of twenty-five meshes to the inch
;

or the liquid may be strained through a cloth.

Nozzles of many scores of different types have been introduced

and used for special or general spraying and it is impossible to

attempt to describe all the various patterns. Those principally

used in India are of the Bordeaux and the Vermorel patterns or

modifications of these. Both of these are quite satisfactory for

general work and as a rule spraying machines as supplied are

fitted with efficient nozzles. In the Bordeaux nozzle the spray is

produced by the stream striking the edges of a metal lip which

breaks it up into a fan-shaped spray, the size of the outlet being

regulated at will and governing the fineness of the spray ; by regu-

lation of a tap in the nozzle the spray may be varied from a very

fine mist to a solid stream. In the Vermorel nozzle the spray issues

from a small chamber through a hole as a fine cone-shaped mist;

the hole is provided with a pin, ordinarily held back by a spring,

which can be thrust forward through it to clear it if it becomes

stopped with sediment.

Hose of three-eighths of an inch diameter is generally supplied

with Bucket and Knapsack Sprayers and of half-inch size for larger

machines. The best quality is the cheapest in the long run but in

any case hoses will not last long in India and require renewal every

two or three years. For fastening the hose to the machine and

nozzle clamps are more satisfactory than wire bands.

Extension Rods of light metal tubing are very useful for the

spraying of trees and tall crops. A disc of metal attached around

the extension rod helps to protect the operator from drip. If, how-

ever, extensive spraying of trees is contemplated, as in mango

groves, it is better to build up a light tower on a cart for the

operator to work from.

The Upkeep of Sprayers.

To obtain tlie best results from a spraying outfit, it must be kept

in good condition and working order. It is often the case that

sprayers are not required for months on end, generally in the dry

hot season when no crops are on the ground, and if they are

~ neglected at this time they will be found to be out of order and

useless just when they are wanted, the hoses cracked and the valves

and nozzles clogged with dust and grit. To keep sprayers in good

condition they must be overhauled and worked regularly, at least

once a month, and water pumped through them. Barrels or other

wooden tanks sliould be kept full of clean water when not in use,
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care being tiiken to see that mosquitos cannot breed in them. After

use, the whole machine should always be thoroughly cleaned out

and washed through with clean water ; this is especially necessary

with regard to hose after using kerosine washes, as kerosine attacks

rubber and will quickly rot the hoses if these are not washed clean.

When in use rubber hose should not be bent at a sharp angle nor

shoukl [t be left lying about in the sun when the machine is not

actually working. As noted above, all insecticides must be well

strained before they are placed in the machine, to avoid unneces-

sary wear of valves and the clogging of nozzles. It is useless to

-keep a spraying equipment if it is not in efficient order when
required for use, but by attention to the above points it should

be found readv whenever wanted at short notice.

SPECIAL Methods.

Under the heading of special methods may be included various

means for the control of crop-pests which are, as a rule, only appli-

cable by entomological experts or at least under their direct control

and which are therefore scarcely within the reach of the ordinary

cultivator because they require special knowledge or precautions

or apparatus. Of such methods reference is made here to the

fumigation of living plants, the control of termites and burrowing-

animals by poisonous gases pumped into their galleries by special

machines, and the control of insect-pests by fungal and bacterial

diseases and by means of parasites. Legislative measures may also

be included here.

Fumigation of living plants and trees for the control of pests,

such as Scales, which are very resistent to insecticidal sprays, is

used extensively in other countries especially in the case of fruit-

trees and has been applied in India with successful results. The
only reason why this method has not been used more extensively

in India appears to lie in the fact that Scale-insects do compara-

tively little damage to fruit-trees in India. In some cases, however,

it is a useful methotl for the treatment of a small number of affected

plants or trees to prevent extension of attack. The fumigant

commonly used is Hydrocyanic Acid gas, produced by the action

of Sulphuric Acid on Potassium Cyanide, and this is found very

satisfactory if reasonable precautions are taken. Plants should

never be fumigated when the foliage is wet ; the best time to fumi-

gate is in the early evening, so that the gas may act whilst the

leaves are dry and during the night. In the case of small plants

they may be covered with any gas-tight shade, such as a light

framework covered with paper tightly pasted over. For treesa tent

of some sort is generally used and, if the work is being done on
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any large scale, it is more convenient to have proper tents which

are clearly marked on the outside so that the cubic capacity may
be seen exactly when they are erected, in order that the proper

dosage of gas may be given. If the capacity of the tent is not

known the following rough rule may be followed :— Multiply the

distance around by the distance over the top of the tented tree and

divide by 133, the result being the number of ounces of Potassium

Cyanide reciuired for ordinary work." Thus, the distance around

the tented tree being 35 feet and the distance over (from ground to

ground) being 20 feet, the cyanide required will be 35 X 20 -^ 133=
5'26, or five and one-quarter ounces. For every ounce of Potassium

Cyanide there are required one fluid ounce of Sulphuric Acid and

three fluid ounces of water to liberate the gas. The acid is added

to the water in a deep wide-mouthed earthenware vessel; the water

must never be poured into the acid, as the acid and water combine

violently and in the latter case the acid will probably be spattered

about and do damage. The tent or box being ready over the plants

to be fumigated, the water and acid, ready mixed in the earthen-

ware vessel, are slipped inside and the weighed quantity of cyanide,

loosely wrapped in clean paper, is dropped into the acid and the

box or tent immediately closed down and earthed up around the

bottom and left overnight. Next morning the tent is opened up, or

the box lifted, and, after an interval to allow the escape of any gas

remaining, may be removed. It must be clearly remembered that

Hydrocyanic Acid gas is one of the most poisonous substances

known and for this reason alone it should only be used under strict

supervision. Potassium Cyanide is also a violent poison if taken

into the system, although it is fairly safe to handle if there are no

cuts or sores on the hands ; but it is always better to use gloves

if any quantity is being dealt with. Sulphuric Acid will burn

violently into the skin and flesh and the vessels containing it

must be handled with great care. For these reasons fumigation

of trees and plants in the fiekl should never be carried out except

under competent personal supervision.

Besides its use for the control of insect-pests already attacking

plants, fumigation with Hydrocyanic Acid gas has also an impor-

tant use in checking the spread into hitherto unaffected localities

of pests, especially Scale-insects, which would otherwise be

brought in with growing plants. That there is actually great dan-

ger of this may be realized from even a casual inspection of most of

the plants, such as young mangoes, so commonly seen being carried

* Note —In calculations of this sort, it is always assumed that the cyanide is of

9S per cent, purity. Ordinary commercial cyanide is often of onl\- alj.nil 45 per cent,

purity ;ind the amount must conseiiiiently lie increased /(« ;,(/,;,
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by Rail from one district to another. The invasion of the Coffee

Districts by the destructive Green Scale-bug should prove an object-

lesson regarding the dangers of importation of insect-pests from

one district to another. In all cases, therefore, when living plants

are obtained from a distance, the consignee should insist that they

are properly fumigated before despatch ; otherwise he may after-

wards find to his regret, when it is too late, that lie has received

more than he ordered.

Fig. 54.
—

" Universal " ."Vnt Exterminator. (.Author's original photo.

" A)it Exter?niiintoi\s."—Severa.l machines have been placed on

the market which are intended to pump hot poisonous gases into

the subterranean burrows or galleries of insects such as termites

and ants. Whilst these are quite efficient in destroying the inmates

of Termites' mounds and of similar nests, they possess this initial

disadvantage that, as a general rule, it is not the mound-building

termites which do damage and such machines therefore are com-

paratively of little use in controlling the real culprits whose nests

are extremely difficult to discover. It is true that an instrument is

available combining a microphone and a pointed iron rod, the idea

being that the rod is thrust into the ground so that, when it ap-

proaches a nest, the sound produced by its inmates becomes audible

by means of the microphone. But in actual practice, in India at all

events, such an instrument is found to be quite useless.

As noted above, the species of termites which throw up mounds
seem to be harmless as a general rule, those which attack houses,

woodwork and crops belonging to distinct species ; but the

mound builders often make their nests in the middle of roads, lawns,

gardens and similar places where their presence is objectionable,

and in such cases the nests are readily destroyed by the use of

a special machine. The " Universal " Ant Exterminator consists

essentially of an air pump connected to a small furnace from which
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leads a flexible metal pipe. For destroying a nest, a charcoal fire

is kindled in the furnace and air pumped through until the fire is

thoroughly hot and the metal tube is warmed through by the hot

blast driven through the furnace by the pump. The tube is then

thrust into one of the main galleries, previously opened up, of the

Fig. 55.— Destroying a Termites' Mound with the " Uni\'ersal " Ant

Exterminator. (Author's original photo.)

nest anti a small quantity of a mi.xture of sulphur and white

arsenic is dropped into the furnace, which is immediately closed

and the pump worked vigorously. The sulphur and arsenic enter

into chemical combination and are expelled from the metal tube as

dense yellowish fumes which are pumped into the nest, any aper-

tures by which these are seen to escape being promptly plugged

with wet clay. The pump is worked for ten or fifteen minutes,

more sulphur and arsenic being added to the furnace from time to

time, and the pipe is then withdrawn and the nest left plugged up. If

opened up after an interval of not less than three days the nest will

be found to have been killed off if the fumes have penetrated pro-

perly. If opened up too soon, the effect of the fumes seems to pass

off and the nest may recover, the main effect of the fumes being

visible in the fungus-combs on whose culture the well-being of the

colony apparently depends. Care must be taken not to breathe the

fumes, as these are poisonous ; but their dense yellowish-white colour

and noxious odour renders them easily avoided. The exit pipe

must be hot before the poison is added or the fumes will condense

on its interior surface without penetrating into the nest.

Another machine, in principle similar to the "Universal '

Exterminator, is one made in America by the George L. Squire

Company. In this, however, the current of air is proiluced by a fan
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and the furnace is much larger and is placed directly over the top

of the nest to be treated. Provision is also madeforthe application

of the sulphur mixture through a door, closed with a screw-bolt, in

the metal pipe joining the fan and the furnace. The possibility

of introduction of the poison without opening the furnace and the

use of a fan instead of a pump are decided advantages but these

are rather outweighed by the excessive weight of the apparatus and

particularly of the furnace. If the rotary fan could be fitted to a

light steel pipe, provided with a sliding door for insertion of the

sulphur, and this latter connected to a smaller furnace whose fumes

.were led out by a flexible metal piping, a more useful and portable

machine would be produced.

Fig. 56.
—

"' Squire " Ant Exterminator. (.Author's original photo.

I

Fungal and Bacterial Diseases.—The control of insect-pests arti-

ficially by means of fungal or bacterial diseases which attack them

and reduce their numbers under natural conditions is at first sight

a very promising and easy method. The idea of simply scattering

amongst his crops a small quantity of some culture of such diseases

and leaving this to do all the work of protecting his fields from

damage is one that appeals intensely to the common run of cultivator

who expects to obtain great results without any trouble or exertion on

his own part. The success which has attended the use of fungal

enemies of some scale-insects in the West Indies is held up as an

example of what may be done in India where the conditions are

entirely different. Green Scale-bug (Lccaniiim viridc), for example,

in Southern India is heavily attacked by several fungi which kill

oft" perhaps ninety />tT(r«/. of the insects during the intensely wet

weather experienced in the Coffee Districts. These fungi are well

distributed, almost every bush attacked by the scales showing

them in large numbers. And yet the rate of increase of this insect

is so vast that it is not killed out but merely checked temporarily
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at the most. As soon as the dry weather sets in, when the condi-

tions are unfavourable for the growing of the fungi, the scales

increase and spread and actually do most damage at this time of

year probably largely because they drain the juices of the bushes

just when moisture is most deficient. Endeavours to spread the

fungus artificially during the wet season would seem a waste of

time, because it is able at that time to spread by itself prac-

tically wherever the scale is, and during the dry season the

conditions are unfavourable to the growth of the fungi unless

perhaps these were actually placed artificially in contact with

the scales, and in this latter case it would be less trouble to use

arr insecticide and kill the scales directly. One case only has

been quoted, and this under as favourable conditions as are likely

to be found in Southern India for the control of an insect pest by a

fungus, and it may be seen that these conditions are not suitable or

comparable with those in other countries in which no really dry

season is experienced. And this is quite apart from the practical

difficulties of manufacturing cultures of such diseases on a large

scale, although this is a point of importance especially in the case

of bacterial diseases. Experiments with a Bacterial Disease of

Locusts, caused by Coccohacilliis acridionnn, have apparently been

successful in South America, but in South Africa Lounsbury's

experiments appear to show that this method is of comparatively

little use on a field scale (Agricultural Journal of South Africa,

April 1913)-

Insect Parasites.—The use of insect parasites is, however, a

method which is not only useful and practical but is to some extent

within the reach of all cultivators. When eggmasses of pests, for

example, are found affixed to leaves of crops, instead of destroying

them forthwith, they may be removed and placed in receptacles

surrounded by water or oil in such a way that any caterpillars

which hatch out may be unable to escape, whilst any parasitic flies

which emerge from the eggs may be free to fly away to continue

their beneficial task of egg-destruction. Similarly, shoots or stems

attacked by caterpillars, or pup«, may be placed in chatties or

similar tight receptacles and covered over with a piece of mosquito

netting or moderately fine wire-gauze, so that any moths which

emerge may not escape whilst any small parasites may do so; but

it must be remembered that not every parasite that emerges is

beneficial, as some are hyperparasites or superpara sites which

do harm and not good. Some account of beneficial insects and

parasites is given in a later chapter.

Legislative Enact iiieiits for the control of Insect Pests aim as a

rule at prevention of the importation of new pests rather than at
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control of those alreiidy present. The experience of all countries is

that it is the imported pests which do most damage once they

obtain a footing in a new country, as they increase at enormously

rapid rates without the checks provided in their native land by
their various parasites and enemies which usually fail to accompany
them to their new settlement ; and modern rapid transit and the

extension of imports to include all kinds of living plants have
greatly increased the danger of the introduction of living insects

which may become very serious pests when thus introduced into a

new locality. Legislation for the control of all such plant imports

"into India is at present under consideration and it is to be hoped
that we shall shortly be in a position to close our doors to such

undesirable aliens from overseas.

In many countries also laws have been enacted for the control

of indigenous pests, usually by regulation of the crops which they

attack or by requiring the owner to destroy or treat infected plants

or areas. Dead or dying coconuts attacked by boring beetles, for

example, may be ordered to be cut and destroyed to prevent the

pest from spreading and the owner of the trees may be punished

if he neglects to do this, or the growing of certain crops may be

prohibiteil at a particular time of the year to prevent its pests being

carried over from one season to another. These are practical

propositions, actually in use in many countries, and the time is near

at hand for consideration whether legislation on these lines would

not be beneficial to the general body of cultivators in India also.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XI.

The following list of Weights and Measures may be found useful

for the application of Insecticides :

—

I tola = 6-58 drachms := weight of one .silver rupee.

16 drachms = i ounce (oz.) =: 25 tolas nearly.

16 ounces = i pound (lb.) ^ 8 chittaks.

28 lb. = I quarter (qr.) = 14 seers.

4 qrs. (112 lb.) = 1 hundredweight (cwt.) ^ i maund, 14 seers.

20 cwt. = I ton = 27*222 maunds.

ID tolas =: I chittak.

8 chittaks = i seer.

40 seers = I maund ^82 f lb.

1 Madras maund = 40 seers of 24 tolas each.

5 fluid ounces of water <= i gill.

4 gills = I pint = 10 chittaks.

2 pints := I quart = i seer, 4 chittaks.

4 quarts = i gallon = 5 seers.

I fluid ounce weighs one ounce, nearly.

I pint of water weighs i'25 lb.

I gallon of water weighs 10 lb.

One American gallon is only five-sixths of an English gallon.

An ordinary kerosine tin contains four gallons of fluid, an ordinary

whiskey bottle one-sixth of a gallon.

I gramme = I5'432 grains ^ -032 ounces.

1,000 grammes = i kilogramme := 2-20 lb.

I ounce =^ 28"3S grammes.

I pound = 453'58 gramtres ^ -454 kilogrammes.

I litre = 35^ fl. oz. = if pints = -22 gallons.

I gallon = 4-54 litres.

I cubic metre of water ^ 220 gallons.

25 millimetres (mm.) = one inch, approximately.

10 millimetres = i centimetre (cm).

1,000 millimetres = 100 cm. =^ i metre = 39'37 inches = i'o93

yards.

I yard = '914 metres.

1,000 metres = i kilometre = i'6o9 English miles.

I mile = -621 kilometres.

I sc|uare metre ^ i centiare = io'764 sq. feet.

100 sq. metres ^= i acre = "024 acres.
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10,000 s(|. metres -^ 1 hectare = 2-47 1 acres.

I acre = "405 hectares.

144 sq. inches ^ i sq. ft.

5 sq. ft. = I sq. yard.

30J sq. yds. = i sq. pole.

40 sq. poles = I rood.

4J-oods = I acre ^ 4,840 sq. yds.

640 acres = i sq. mile.
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Chapter XII.

THK CLASSIFICATION OF PESTS.

"
I- nil nuture swarms with life ; unu wunil'rous mas

Of animals."

Thomson.

In dealing with the various facts concerning Insect Pests it is

convenient to be able to arrange them in some definite method with

the object of facilitating reference to the information available

about any particular insect, its occurrence, life-history, relationships,

or control. Such information may be classified in various ways,

the particular method adopted being adapted to the special

requirements in view. We may, for example, divide insect-pests

firstly into those that are noxious to man himself and his domestic

animals either by direct attack or indirectly by conveyance of

disease or causing loss, and secondly into those which cause loss

by attacking his growing or harvested crops or other inanimate

possessions.

Those insects included in the first category may again be

subdivided according to

—

(a) the animals attacked,

{b) the diseases carried, or

(c) whether the insect is an adaptive or a casual carrier.

It is, however, chiefly with insects of the second category that

wc are more immediately concerned and these may be divided

according to

—

(a) the object of damage, e.g., (i) Pests of growing crops, (ii)

Pests of stored crops, (iii) Household pests, etc.
;

(/)) the extent of damage, i.e., whether a major pest regularly

causing considerable loss of the crop or other object attacked, or

a minor pest of regular occurrence but causing relatively inconsi-

derable damage, whilst either of these may be sporadic or local or,

in other words, may occur occasionally but not regularly or may
only do damage in a limited area.

The above headings may be still further subdivided, so that pests

of growing crops may be considered under the head of cereals

pulses, tobacco, coffee, etc., and pests of cereals, for example,

may be considered separately as pests of paddy, cholani, cumbu
wheat, etc.

Finally, all injurious insects, whether causing disease or

damaging crops or stored products, may be classified according to
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their own natural affinities and the various Orders, Families, Genera

antl Species to which they belong. This method has the great

merit of conciseness, because many of the commonest and most

important crop-pests attack several different crops and it would

entail a large amount of repetition if an account of each of these

pests were to be given under the heading of each different crop.

The list of crops (pages 240—263), however, shows the various

insects which attack each and will serve as an index to the insects

known to attack such crops and reference to these insects in the

systematic list of crop-pests will, it is hoped, facilitate their recog-

nition and assist in their control. In order to help still further in

this, the succeeding chapters contain brief notes on the more

common and important crop-pests classified simply as Caterpillars,

Beetles, Grasshoppers, etc.
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Chapter XIll.

CATERPILLAR PESTS OP CROPS,

As caterpillars do the tender leaves,'

Shakespeare—Sonnets.

" Thus are my blossoms blasted in the bud,

And caterpillars eat my leaves away."

Shakespeare.

The great Order of Lepidoptera, comprising the butterflies and

moths of which upwards of ten thousand different species occur in

Southern India, is the most important of all groups of insects from an

economic point of view and includes about forty per cent, of all our

insect pests of crops and stored produce. With rare exceptions

it is only in the larval stage that these insects do damage, the adults

feeding on the juicy excretions of plants, although a few groups

especially amongst the butterflies have depraved tastes for animal

Fig. 58.

—

Ailanthus excelsa defoliated by caciinlLu ^ ul EUgiua narcissus,

Coimbatore, December 1912. (Author's original photo.)

food and in some moths the mouth-parts are rudimentary, the adult

insect not feeding at all. A few moths (Ophideres) have the tip of

the tongue provided with teeth by means of which they are able to

penetrate the outer skin of fruits whose juices they suck, and both

the Indian Deaths-head moths (Achcrontia stvx and A. laclwsis) are
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persistent robbers of honey and are often found inside bee-hives.

But, with these few exceptions, it is only in the larval or caterpillar

stages that the Lepidoptera require consideration as crop-pests.

A caterpillar is easily recognizable as such by the presence of

prolegs or false legs, stout fleshy legs situated in pairs on the

seventh and succeeding segments of the body, the head being

reckoaed as the first segment. Except in the case of a few of the

more generalized Microlepidoptera, of no economic importance,

more than five pairs of prolegs are never present and the number is

frequently smaller. This point immediately distinguishes cater-

pillars from the larvje of beetles, wasps and flies, in which no

prolegs are present, and from those of the leaf-eating sawflies,

Fig. 59.—Caterpillar of Death's-head Moth {Aclicroiitia), life-size.

This caterpillar may do considerable damage to Erythrina and other plants

merely by its large size. (From an original photo.!

which are superficially very like caterpillars but which possess more

than five pairs of prolegs. In some cases the number of prolegs

may be reduced to two pairs when the caterpillar progresses by

reaching forward and grasping an object with its thoracic (true)

legs and then, arching up its intermediate segments, brings forward

its hinder end and grasps the resting surface; the two extremities

are therefore alternately approximated and separated by the whole

length of the body. Such a structure and method of progression is

9-A
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especially characteristic of the Geometridtv (UteraWy "earth-measu-

rers"), commonly called "Loopers"or "Spanworms; " but in many
Noctuid larvze (e.g., Plusiancc, Catocnliiue) some of the anterior

prolegs may be absent or little developed so that the caterpillar

progresses partly by walking in the ordinary way and partly by

arching the segments on which the legs are ineffective, such cater-

pillars being called " Semi-loopers." In some cases the prolegs,

though present, may be greatly modified ; in the case of the lobster

caterpillar (Stauropus altcnius, see figure 279) the posterior legs, or

anal claspers, are modified into long slender filaments, and in many

case-bearing caterpillars, e.g., P.^ychid(r and Eiihlewma scitiila (see

figure 242) the prolegs, not being used for purposes of progression,

may be obsolescent or much modified. In the case of leaf-miners,

(e.g., Phyllocnistis citrcUa) the legs and prolegs may be entirely

absent, when the larva is said to be apodous (footless); but such

larvae are necessarily so minute that they are not likely to come

imder common observation.

The structure and habits of caterpillars, sometimes even within

the same families, are often so modified or specialized in accordance

with food or habitat that it is difficult to classify them as a whole

in any satisfactory manner. But, if attention is confined solely to

those which do damage to growing crops, they may be placed in

groups of which the most important are borers in the stem, shoots

and roots, fruit-borers, leaf-eaters and leaf-miners.

Fig. 60.—Injection Sjiinge foi wood-boring laivs. (Author's original photo.)

Boring caterpillars are found in almost every kind of crop and

attack various parts of the plant, although as a rule each different
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insect has its own peculiar method of attack and bores into similar

parts of plants even when these belong to different crops. A tunnel

may be bored in the interior of the main stem, whether the plant

attacked is a temporary crop such as paddy or a large tree such as

a mango, or the caterpillar may attack the roots or the growing

shoots, but the seat and method of injury are usually characteristic

of each species of caterpillar.

Stem-borers, from the very nature of their attack, are often diffi-

cult to control because it is usually impossible to reach them either

with a contact or a stomach poison. In the case of those forms

(e.g.. Arbcla, Azygoplilcps and Zcuzcra), which bore into the main

stem of permanent crops (mango, agathi, coffee, tea), the presence

of a caterpillar is usually marked by an accumulation of fragments

of gnawed wood below the burrow, whose entrance may then be

located and a mixture of two parts of chloroform and one part of

creosote injected into the gallery by means of a syringe. Where
temporary crops, such as cereals, are attacked by stem-borers, the

only remedy is to pull out and burn the attacked plants, if these

are only a few, to prevent extension of the attack ; but, as a rule

and in the case of all our important pests of cereals, the damage is

so wide-spread that a remedy of this nature is out of the question

and means of control must aim at prevention rather than cure. It

is possible that the destruction of the adult female moths by means
of light-traps or similar methods may be found practicable in the

case of the stem-borers of paddy, cholam and ragi. In the case of

a semi-permanent crop such as sugarcane it certainly does pay to

cut out promptly all dead-hearts which indicate the attack of stem-

borers, as this practice, if thoroughly carried out, will help to check

the attack and will at the same time increase the yield because new
shoots will be thrown up to replace those attacked which are very

deficient in sugar-content.

Of root-borers we may quote Phassns malaharicus as an example,

but there are few true caterpillars which attack plants below ground-

level in India. Pests of this class are particularly difficult to check

and the uprooting and destruction of affected plants seems to be

the only practical remedy. Many caterpillars bore into the growing
shoots of plants. One of the commonest in Southern India is

Tcrastia incticulosalis which bores into the tender shoots oi Erytlirina

and seriously stunts the growth. The only remedy in such cases is

to cut back the shoots beyond the larval burrow and to paint the

cut end with Crude Oil Emulsion or other repellent to prevent the

moths from ovipositing. Bored shoots generally have a withered

appearance which is characteristic and are therefore easily re-

cognizable. The Cotton Boll-worms (Earias spp.) often bore into
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the shoots of young cotton-plants before any bolls are put forth antl

the collection and destruction of all such attacked shoots at this

period of the year is a very important measure of control for these

moths in order to prevent their increase later on and consequent

destruction of the bolls ; the removal of these affected shoots not

only controls the Boll-worms but often induces extra production of

new shoots and flowers on the part of the plant, so that the subse-

quent crop is not only saved from attack but is actually larger than

it would otherwise have been. Under the general heading of

" Fruit-borers " may be included all caterpillars which feed on the

fruit or seeds of plants. Of this class the Lycaenid butterflies pro-

vide several examples, the caterpillar of Virachola isocrates feeding

in Pomegranates and those of Catoclirysops oicjiis and Polyowmains

ba'tictis boring into the pods of leguminous crops and devouring

the seeds. The last-named butterfly may in this manner be a very

serious pest in localities where Crotalaria is being grown for seed,

as much as thirty per cent, of the crop being destroyed sometimes.

Catching the female butterflies by means of hand-nets is practicable

in the early stages of an outbreak, but little can be tlone if the attack

is really serious. The caterpillar of Chloridea obsoleta (Heliotltis

annigera) is a well-known and destructive pest of Gram, the larva

eating a hole through the pod into which it thrusts its head to

devour the seeds; in this case spraying with a Stomach Poison is

practicable because the caterpillar does not remain on one pod but

eats its way into several.

Cotton seed in Southern India is extensively attacked by the pink

caterpillar of Gclcchia gossypiclla ; this pest seems to be encouraged

by the leaving of old bolls on the cotton-bushes and prompt and

regular removal of all ripe bolls will probably keep it in check.

Pyroderces coriacella, a minute red-brown moth which has also been

reared from cotton-bolls, may feed on the seeds also but is appa-

rently an unimportant pest and perhaps only a scavenger.

Several fruits are attacked by various caterpillars. Litchis

commonly contain larvae of Argyroplocc illcpida, which bore in the

stone, and peaches are sometimes bored by the caterpillar of

Diclwcrocis piinctiferalis, which is a very general feeder in fruits,

stems and shoots of many plants. The destructive Codling Moth,

Cydia (Carpocapsa) pomonella, which has been recorded from Kashmir,

is not known to occur in Southern India, although it may very

possibly be found in the Nilgiris.

The number of leaf-eating caterpillars is so vast that only a very

general account can be attempted here. Many feed exposed on the

leaves whilst others feed within the rolleil or folded leaves. Owing

to their feeding habits they can be controlled fairly readily by
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Fig. 61.—Kiunbli-puchi {Amsacia albistriga). (Madras Agricultural Department

illustration.)
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means of a Stomach Poison when found feeding on crops, but, as

in all pests, foresighted prevention is the best remedy.

The Loopers and Semi-loopers already mentioned belong to this

group and the latter include Achcea(Ophiiisa) nicliccrta whose greyish

caterpillar is a common pest of Castor; it is best controlled by

hand-picking in the early stages of an attack.

The Hairy Caterpillars or "Woolly Bears" are well known in

Southern India under the names of " Kumblihula " or " Kumbli-

puchi," terms which are applied loosely and indifferently to many
very different species. Those of the greatest economic importance

are the larvae of several of the Arctiadce (Amsacta spp, Estigwcne

lactinea and Utctlieisu pitlchcUa), most of which feed rather indiffer-

ently on almost any low-growing crop, although Vtcthcisa is a

specific pest of Sann-Hemp.

In the case of the species of Amsacta, which are often very

destructive to crops especially in North and South Arcot, the moths

generally emerge from the pupal state after the first heavy showers

of rain received in July-August and there may be two or three

generations before the end of the year, the pupae remaining in the

soil from about December until the next July ; but the emergence
of the moths is often irregular and may be spread over a prolonged

period. The brownish, hairy caterpillars feed normally on low-

growing weeds but readily invade and attack crops of almost all

kinds, causing great damage. When they are already in large

numbers, little can be done except to keep them out of the cropped

areas as far as possible by trenching ; as usual, the best means of

control is by prevention and this may be done by a vigorous attack

on the moths themselves when they first emerge and before they

have time to lay eggs. The first emergence of the moths is fairly

uniform and they are sluggish and conspicuous, so that they may
be collected and destroyed in large numbers, thus directly checking

subsequent increase. The eggs are laid in batches and hand-picking

of the caterpillars, immediately these are seen, should also be done.

Cutworms is the term applied to the caterpillars of certain moths

of which Euxoa Agrotis (segetiiw) is a common and destructive pest

in the Hills. These caterpillars hide during the day under stones

or clods or in the soil itself and only issue forth at night to feed,

when they cut through the stems of young plants at ground-level

and feed on the leaves, the destruction done by them being greatly

increased by their habit of cutting through many more plants than

they actually consume. These Cutworms are extremely difficult

pests to control. As they hide by day, they are difficult to find and

it is by no means easy to kill them with a Stomach Poison, as they
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avoid the sprayed portions of plants and, rather than eat such,

burrow down and feed on the roots.

Swarming Caterpillars or Army Worms are so called because

they sometimes appear in immense numbers and, having eaten all

the food available in one locality, migrate en masse into crops which

they ravage from their mere numbers. Paddy Seed-beds and Grass-

lands are especially liable to attack by these caterpillars. The
best remedy, as a rule, is to keep them out by trenching. In the

case of Paddy Seed-beds these may be flooded if possible and

ducks placed in them to eat up the caterpillars.

Leaf-miners are of little economic importance in themselves.

They live between the upper and lower surfaces of leaves, eating

out the green matter and often leaving a tortuous track which shows

as a white "mine" on the leaf. The commonest lepidopterous

leaf-miner is perhaps Phyllocnistis citrella, whose legless caterpillar

mines in young leaves of Citrus. In the case of many Stem-borers,

e.g., Cliilo simplex in Cholam, the young larvee may at first burrow

into leaves, but these are hardly leaf-miners in the strict sense.

Many caterpillars confine themselves to one plant or at least to

species of plants which are naturally allied to one another and in

dealing with such we can therefore assist control by judicious

rotation of crops. But some caterpillars feed on many different

plants and are therefore called " polyphagous " (lit. many-eating).

In the control of caterpillar pests it is necessary to consider the

conditions in which the pupal state will be passed. Many cater-

pillars (Kumblipuchis, Cutworms, Army Worms) pupate in the soil

and ploughing or suitable disturbance of the ground after they have

pupated may sometimes be used in order to destroy the pupae,

either by exposing them to the sun or to birds or by burying them

so deeply that the moths will not be able to escape. Other cater-

pillars pupate in rolled leaves, either on the plant or in old dead

leaves which have dropped to the ground, and the collection and

destruction of these will help in reducing the numbers of the

succeeding broods. Stem-borers usually pupate in the stem of the

attacked plant, often low down at about ground-level, so that the

pupce are left behind in the stubble when the crop is cut ; destruction

of the stubble is indicated as a remedial measure in such cases.
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Chapter XIV.

GRASSHOPPERS. CRICKETS AND TERMITES.

" Insects are swarming in the shrubs and trees,

Grasshopper, earwig, beetle families.

Ants, white and brown, are busy in the soil,

Their dwellings raising with ingenious toil.

Locusts are feasting to their hearts" content,

And with Cicadas' shrieks the air is rent.

Crickets are chirruping amongst the plants,

Bugs thickly crowd in land and water haunts.

May, dragon, caddis, snake and scorpion flies

O'er pools and marshes in their myriads rise.

And, spite of foes without and civil strife.

The insect world keeps pace with higher life :

Spreading in countless hosts through wood and brake

(And who of insects shall a census take ?)

O'er hill and dale, by sea and lake and pond,

Up in the air, upon, and under ground.''

Knipe—A^t'6((/<7 to Mail.

The idea of Grasshoppers as crop-pests usually calls up recol-

lections of descriptions of hordes of locusts flying in vast swarms
from one district to another, darkening the sky during their flight

and instantly making a barren wilderness of the places where they

alight. Such flights of locusts are well known in many parts of

India and occasionally the Bombay locust (Cyrtacantliacris succincta)

migrates from its breeding-grounds in the Deccan into the districts

of Bellary, Kurnul and Anantapur in large flights which would be
very destructive were it not for the fact that they usually take place

in June when there are practically no crops on the ground in those

parts. So far as Southern India is concerned, therefore, locusts

are only occasional and rather minor pests, but the damage done

by Grasshoppers of various kinds is very large in the aggregate,

because some species at least are active at all times of the year,

and their accumulated damage throughout the year all over the

Presidency probably totals to considerably more than more striking

loss caused by locusts in a more limited area.

The Bombay Locust itself occurs regularly throughout Madras,

not, however, as a swarming locust but as solitary individuals.

Another commoner and closely-allied form is Cyrtacanthacris ranacea

which is the common large spotted grasshopper of cotton-fields.

In Bellary and Kurnul a wingless grasshopper (Colemania sphena-

rioidcs) has achieved notoriety of late years as a pest of cereals and
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pulses in the period from July to October, in some places destroying

practically the whole of the crops. A large greenish grasshopper

(Hieroglyphus banian) is a special pest of paddy, particularly in

Malabar and South Kanara, and often does considerable damage

to this crop and more rarely to sugarcane and maize. A brown

grasshopper (Epacromia tamiihis) occurs commonly throughout the

plains, feeding on a variety of crops amongst which we may
specify ragi, cholam, cumbu and daincha, and is especially a

pest of these crops in Madura and Tinnevelly. A small narrowly-

built green species (Atractomorpha crcnulata) occurs commonly all

over the low-country on various plants and is especially a pest of

tobacco, brinjal and Amaranthus. A small, slender, greenish

grasshopper (Oxya velox), often with reddish forewings, is founil

throughout the plains as a minor pest of paddy, cholam and

Fig. 62.—Chrotogon IIS. (Original.)

sugarcane. Finally, a stoutly-built, flattened, short-winged, earth-

coloured grasshopper (Chrotogomis spp.) is found commonly on the

ground everywhere and is a minor pest of almost all low-growing

crops.

Detailed descriptions and figures of these various grasshoppers

will be found further on. For the ordinary cultivator it is not

necessary to know more than that the insect doing damage is a

grasshopper—a fact easily verified by noting that the hindlegs are

much larger than the others and formed for leaping—as the habits

are much the same in all, as are also the methods to be adopted.

Except for their quiescent period whilst in the egg-state, grass-

hoppers do damage throughout their lives, for they eat vegetable

matter throughout all their periods of growth and also during their

adult condition. The eggs are always laid in masses in the ground

and often remain there during definite seasons for months at a time

before hatching, so that agricultural methods such as ploughing

(see Chapter XI) at such seasons may offer a chance of destroying

them before they emerge at all. If, however, the grasshoppers
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have hatched out and are found actually doing damage, the only
practical method of control is to catch them in bag-nets or hopper-
dozers (see Chapter XI). Spraying with a stomach-poison is only
possible in very small areas.

Under natural conditions, grasshoppers are kept in check by
various natural enemies of which the most obvious are birds.

Mynahs, as their generic name (Acridotheres) implies, are great

hunters of grasshoppers and each bird must destroy dozens of

these insects every day. Kites and crows also are often very use-

ful by feeding on grasshoppers, especially if these latter are present

in large numbers, when the birds often make a concerted attack

and devour very large quantities of the insects. Birds of this use-

ful character are obviously invaluable to the farmer. The Blister-

beetles, which in their adult state are themselves crop-pests, during

their larval stages seek out and attack the egg-masses of grass-

hoppers in the soil and destroy them, and these beetles form a very

important check on the increase of grasshoppers in some districts.

The endoparasitic enemies of grasshoppers have been little studied

in India, but several fiies of various species are known to attack

them and destroy them.

Crickets are of little importance in Southern India except as

ciuite local pests. Those species (Bracliylrypes, Gryllotalpa) which

do damage to crops differ from grasshoppers by their habit of

living in burrows in the soil during the clay and only coming out

to feed at night. As their attack is often very localized, it is some-

times practicable to spray the plants around their burrows with a

stomach-poison, but as a rule the simplest plan is to flood them out,

where this can be done, when they are perforce driven from their

burrows to fall a prey to crows and other birds which quickly

congregate during all irrigation operations.

Termites, commonly but incorrectly called " White Ants," are

in nowise related to the true ants, nor are they always white. To
the popular imagination there is only one kind of " White Ant,"

which throws up the well-known mounds and attacks indiscrimi-

nately growing crops and living and dead wood, but as a matter of

fact there are numerous different species whose habits are entirely

distinct. Forty or fifty different species occur in Southern India

—

I have found a dozen distinct kinds within the limits of the Agri-

cultural Farm at Coimbatore—some of which attack growing crops

and trees, others bore into the solid wood of living trees, others

confine their attentions to dead wood and other vegetable matter,

whilst yet others feed only on grasses or lichens and are hence of

little economic importance. It will therefore be seen that, when
Termites are found to be doing damage, it is first of all necessary
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to distinguish the guilty species in order to apply appropriate

remedies ; it is, for instance, of no use to set to work and destroy

all the mounds in the vicinity, if the guilty variety is not the

mound-builder at all.

Fig. 63.—Castes of a Termite ; Odontotcni

1, Worker; 2, Soldier; 3, Winged Adult. The smaller outline figures show

the natural sizes. (After Bugnion.)

To understand anything about Termites it is necessary to con-

sider briefly the main facts in their social economy. Apart from

immature forms, we can distinguish in each colony three distinct

social states or castes—workers, soldiers, and sexually adult indivi-

duals. In the case of the workers and soldiers, of each of which

castes there may be two or more sizes according to the species

concerned, the individuals are distinguishable as males and

females, but their sexual development is arrested at an immature

stage. The workers arc so called because they are the labourers

of the community, foraging for food, tending and feeding the

young, and excavating and building up the nest; they are readily

recognizable by their vertically-carried heads with small broad

jaws. The soldiers derive their name from the fact that they act

as defenders of the colony, accompanying the foraging parties of
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workers as guards and running out to repel any attack on the nest

by grasping, or at least threatening, the intruder with their jaws,

which are large, curved, pointed, and carried horizontally in front

of the head ; in many species the soldiers also discharge a sticky

liquid from a special gland in the head. The sexually mature
Termites are most familiar as the wingeti individuals which swarm
out of The nests, usually during the onset of the monsoon ; these

are males and females and may often be observed to pair off in

couples, the male following the female in single file, both running

rapidly over the ground in search of some convenient chink or hole

in which to hide. As soon as a couple has paired off in this way,
and sometimes sooner, the wings are thrown off by an apparently

voluntary muscular action, breaking off transversely near the base

across the line of a natural suture and leaving the stump of each

as a small triangular scale attached to the thorax. Birds, frogs,

lizards, ants and insects of all sorts, even cockroaches and muscid
flies, devour the winged Termites as they issue from the nest and
very few escape ; but a few pairs do burrow into the ground or

into trees according to the species, and excavate a small chamber
in which they probably pair and certainly do lay a small batch of

eggs which presently develop into workers and soldiers. The
colony gradually grows until there are enough workers to go out

foraging and sufficient soldiers to defend the nest and in the

meantime the original foundress grows larger and larger until, in

the case of some of the mound-building species, her body becomes
as long and stout as a human finger, and at this stage she is

nothing but a vast reservoir of eggs, which she extrudes at the

rate of at least 30,000 a day, and this probably during a period of

several years. The original male also remains in the nest but

scarcely increases in size beyond that attained when the royal pair

originally took to wing ; he is generally found in the royal cell, in

which the female or "queen" is enclosed, although he often

escapes and is overlooked in opening up a nest. It is not correct

to say, arguing from analogy with bees, that the queen Termite is

only fertilized once, after which the male dies, for a male is always
found if the nest is opened up carefully ; occasionally there may
be two, rarely three or more, females, but I have never found more
than one male. In the case of some of the more primitive species,

which live in wood, it is known that the ultimate caste assumed by
an individual can be modified by special feeding whilst it is still

young, so that an individual which would have become a soldier

can be made to become a sexual female, and in this manner
colonies of such Termites are able at will to replace their queen, if

she should perish by any accident, by a substitute which is called
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a " neoteinic " queen. In the case of the Indian species of Termites,

however, there is no evidence that this can be done ; in fact, there

is a considerable balance of evidence against this and, in the case

of some Termites at least (Eiitcrmcs), it has been shown that the

caste of the young individual, i.e., whether it is to be a soldier

or a worker, is already fixed before its emergence from the egg,

although this does not necessarily prove that, by special feeding

or other means, the ultimate form cannot be modified. Still, in the

case of all ground-living species of Indian Termites, it is fairly safe

to assume in practical work that the queen of a nest, once removed,

cannot be replaced and that a colony deprived of its queen will

dwindle and die out. In this connection it must be noted that

nests, and especially mounds, often contain two or more species of

Termites living in close contiguity and care must be taken to see

that a queen which may be found and destroyed, belongs to the

species which it is required to check.

p,(-,. 64.—Soldier of Odontoterines obestis. (Micro-photo by W. H. Harrison

from a specimen determined by Professor N. Holmgren.)

In the case of damage by Termites, therefore, the first requisite

is a definite knowledge of the species concerned. This known,

endeavour must be made to locate its nest and to destroy this. In

the case of nests in beams or trees it may be possible to inject

poisonous gases with the help of a pumping machine and this may

also be used in the case of mounds or nests in the ground where
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these can be located. In the case of mounds it is usually practi-

cable to dig down and find and remove the queen, or one or two

dynamite cartridges may be exploded in the mound, all the

openings into which have previously been well closed with wet

clay.

If the nest cannot be located, the only thing is to endeavour to

prevent^ attack by the use of some deterrent. For example, if the

Termites are attacking the bark of trees, these may be painted or

ringed to prevent the access of the Termites ; a mixture of Crude

Oil Emulsion and Tar, half and half, has been found satisfactory,

anil various mixtures can be made from materials locally available.

In the case of sugarcane setts, which are often attacked when
newly planted out, it is useful to dip them before planting in a

strong solution of Copper Sulphate, which usually wards off attack

Fig. 65.—Mud Casing depubUed l).\ Teniiites {Oduiitotcniics sp.) on Rain-tree

iPithecolobiiiiii Saniaii}.

Note that the bamboo support, though dead, is not attacked. (Author's

original photo.)

until they have established themselves. When growing crops are

attacked and these are irrigated or irrigable, the placing of a bag of

Crude Oil Emulsion in the water channel will sometimes drive the

Termites away temporarily. In the case of garden plants, watering

the roots with a weak solution of Phenyle will usually have a
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similar effect. Kainit is also said to act as a deterrent, although

there seems to be little actual evidence on this point. If irrigation

is not practicable, shallow trenches may be dug and filled with any

dead vegetable matter {e.g., branches, dead leaves, old cholam

stalks) to attract the Termites from the adjacent crops as far as

possible and, when this object is effected, the contents of the

trenches may be set on fire to destroy the Termites wholesale. But,

as a rule, very little can be done unless the nests can be located

and destroyed, and this is very rarely possible, as they may be ten

or twelve feet below ground and give no indication whatever of

their presence. In the case of buildings, constructional timber

which will be exposed to attack should be treated before it is

placed in position, either with one of the various specifics advertised

in the market or by soaking in a solution of Sodium Arsenite for a

couple of days followed by a good coat of tar when quite dry. If

Termites make their way into a house, as they often do when the

bricks are of poor quality or badly laid, the only thing is to open

up their galleries and to endeavour to inject poisonous fumes with

a special machine so as to reach and poison the queen if possible.

It is of very little use, in all cases, to kill a small number of the

foraging parties, workers and soldiers, and to expect a remission of

attack thereafter; unless the nest can be reached and the queen

killed, no permanent results will be achieved ; but by the use of

deterrents, it is sometimes possible to get crops over a critical

period after which they are less or not at all liable to attack.
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Chapter XV.

BUG PESTS.
"Why, shameless shepherd, pluck me
From the blanches wet with dew ?

I am but a poor Cicala,

And ne'er did harm to you.

The forest lawns, I love them,

And I love a lonely nook ;

But the one thing that I love not

Is a shepherd's finger-crook.

Vour fruit-tree filchers, catch them,

'Tis right, and kill them too

But why my green leaf grudge me,

And my tiny drops of dew ?
"

B.WLEY—Sabrincc Corolla.

Bug Pests are characterized by the possession of a long sucking

tube which they thrust into plants or other food and suck up the

juices on which alone they live. This sucking tube is plainly

visible as a long slender jointed rod whose base is attached to the

lower surface of the head and whose tip is generally carried along

the lower surface of the body between the pairs of legs ; it may be

noted that the tube, as seen, is only a sheath for the very slender

setae enclosed therein and which are the true suctorial organs. No
bugs have biting jaws and therefore they are not able to eat leaves

and for this reason Bug Pests cannot be controlled by stomach

poisons.

For purposes of economic entomology, plant bugs may con-

veniently be divided into three classes, (i) active bugs, which fly

or run actively over foliage and from one plant to another, (2)

semi-active bugs, such as the Aphids, which are always small in

size, soft-bodied and gregarious, occurring in masses, the individuals

being active but not in practice moving about to any extent, and (3)

fixed bugs, such as the Scale-insects, which attach themselves

more or less permanently to particular parts of the plants they

attack and which are usually protected by a hard or filamentous

waxy shield. Speaking very generally, this last class contains

insects which are especially pests of permanent crops, such as

coffee, tea, mango, rubber and coconut, whilst the first class con-

tains insects which are particularly pests of temporary crops

(cereals, pulses, oilseeds, cotton, etc.).
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From the point of view of control-measures the above divisions,

though artificial, possess a real importance, because different

methods of control have to be practised in regard to each of these

classes. The active bugs, which are sometimes quite large insects

and which are rarely minute in size, are as a rule too large and

active to render feasible the operation of spraying even with a

contact insecticide, but on the other hand their size and habits

admit of the satisfactory use of mechanical measures such as catch-

ing them by hand or in hand-nets or bag-nets.

The second class, of semi-active bugs, contains insects such as

Aphids, Psyllids and Aleurodids, which are minute in size, soft-

bodied, and gregarious in habit. They are therefore best dealt

with by means of contact sprays such as crude oil emulsion or

tobacco wash.

The third class, comprising the fixed bugs, includes practically

only the Scale-insects, which are often found in large numbers

within a small area—and this is so, not because they are gregarious

by habit, but simply because their radius of spread is circum-

scribed— , and which are often protected by a filamentous or shield-

like waxy covering which secures them from the wetting effects of

rain and hence of ordinary aqueous solutions of spray-material.

On account of this waxy covering, therefore, it is usually advisable

to apply a spray which contains rosin, this substance having a

peculiar wetting effect on the waxy covering of the Scale-insects.

The insects themselves are described and figured further on in

this book and we can only mention here a few of the more important

of the Bug Pests of crops. Of the

active bugs, the most injurious is

probably Leptocorisa varkornis, a long

slender greenish bug which attacks

paddy, sucking out the milky juice of

the grains just as these are formed
;

it is easily caught by means of hand-
FiG. 66.—Kicebiig I Uptocurisa nets and is also attracted to light at

-aricornis) (From Madnc. ^igh, whilst its numbers should be
Agricultural Calendar, 191J-14. . , , rchecked as far as possible in the first

place by due attention to the clean condition of the bunds sur-

rounding paddy-fields, as this bug will breed on wild grasses and
invade the paddy when this is ripening. Dysch-rais d>i,^iilatus, a

brick-red bug with a black spot on each forewing and peculiar
whitish edges to the segments on the underside of the body, is a

common and destructive pest of cotton, piercing the bolls with
its beak and sucking the contents of the young seed, staining
the lint and spoiling the seed either for oil-extraction or for sowing :
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it is often accompanied by Oxycarenus livtiis, a very small brownish

bug which is found chiefly in old bolls which have been left

unplucked after they are ripe : both of these bugs are easily collected

by hand and shaken into a pan of oil-and-water.

Garden Crops are particularly attacked by Coptosoma crihraria,

a small rounded brownish-green insect which looks at first sight

like a. beetle and which feeds particularly on beans and other

Leguminosas ; it is very active on the wing and cannot be collected

by hand, but it is generally rather gregarious and can be caught in

large numbers by means of hand-nets. Aspongopiis jaiiiis, a large

red-and-black insect, is sometimes a pest of vegetable plots ; it is

easily caught by hand.

In the Hills the most important of the active bugs are (l) Antestia

cniciata, an occasional serious pest of coffee which it damages by
sucking the berries, (2) Hclopcltis antonii, the well-known " Mosquito

Blight" of tea, cacao and cinchona, (3) Cydopelta siccifolia, a

stoutly-built dull black bug which is sometimes a serious pest of

Erythrina but is usually gregarious and easily collected by hand,

and (4) Anoplocnemis phasiana, a very large dark bug with

curiously-shaped hindlegs, which is sometimes a serious pest of

young Erythrina when these are planted out as shade-trees.

One bug, which deserves mention here because of its curious

habits, is Aphaniis sordidus, an elongate dull dark-brownish insect

which sometimes congregates in large numbers on threshing floors

and similar places where oil-seeds or cereals, such as gingelly,

groundnut or cumbu, are collected, the bugs, which may be present

in very large numbers, running off with the seeds, which they suck,

in such quantities as to constitute a serious loss unless they are

constantly swept back with the aid of a broom or branch.

In the second class, of semi-active bugs, reference must be made
to the various species of Psyllidas, Aphidse and Aleurodidse des-

cribed further on ; but it may here be noted that some of the Aphids

or plant-lice live on the roots of the plants they attack and special

methods must be adopted against these.

Of the fixed bugs, the Green Scale (Lecauiiini viridc) of coffee

is the most notorious, and incidentally it provides an excellent

example of the danger of the introduction of insect pests from

abroad. It is believed to have been originally a native of Brazil

whence (whether direct or via Africa) it was carried to Ceylon and

then into Southern India where it has now spread practically into

all the coffee-growing districts in some of which it has absolutely

destroyed the whole of the coffee. In appearance it is a small,

inconspicuous, light-green, oval, flattened scale, which is found as a

rule clustered along the veins and mid-rib on the underside of leaves

lO-A
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and on young twigs. The only control method which can be

advised at present is a vigorous attack on this scale immediately

it is noticed, to endeavour to keep it at least within bounds ; rosin

compound is probably the best insecticide to apply. The shade-

trees of coffee estates suffer from various scales, which may affect

the coffee as well as the shade-trees ; the only satisfactory control-

method is to eliminate all varieties of trees which are subject to

such attacks. Cotton is attacked by three or four Scale-insects,

sometimes very heavily indeed, but the attack is usually quite

localized, often confined to a single plant, and such plants are best

pulled out and burnt, their neighbours being examined at the

same time to see whether they have been infected also. Except in

the case of permanent crops, such as coffee, tea, rubber, fruit-

trees and palms. Scale-insects are of comparatively little importance

in Southern India, but in the case of such permanent crops they

may do great damage and every endeavour should be made to

check outbreaks of Scale-insects at the very beginning, as soon as

they are noticed, and before serious damage has occurred ; for the

rate of increase of these little insects is so rapfd that, by sheer

numbers, great damage may be done in spite of their minute size

individually. In particular, great care should be taken that, when

fruit-trees or garden plants are brought from a distance, they

have not brought any of these insects with them, and this end

can only be achieved by insistence on proper fumigation of the

plants by the sendee before despatch.
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Chapter XVI.

BEETLE PESTS OF CROPS.
" The annual losssuflered by agricultural communities through ignorance of entomologi-

cal facts is very great. Every plant has its insect enemies, or, more correctly, its insect

lover, which feeds upon it, delights in its luxuriance, but makes short work, it may be of

leaves, it may be of flowers, it may be of fruit. It has been estimated that every known
species of plant has five or six species of insects which habitually feed upon it. Where
the plant is one that is valuable to man and is grown for his use, the horticulturist or the

farmer finds himself confronted, preseutly, by the ravages of these creatures, and unless

he has correct information as to the best manner in which to combat them, he is likelv

to suffer losses of a serious character."

Holland— r/ie Butterfly Book, pp. 256-257.

The Coleoptera or Beetles include a greater number of insects

than any other Order but, so far as the insect-pests of crops are

concerned, they are less important than Lepidoptera and on the

whole probably do no more damage than the Orthoptera or Rhyn-

chota. This is due largely to the fact that Beetles have a complete

metamorphosis, the larva being very different from the adult in

appearance, habits, and usually in food also, so that beetles as a

rule only damage crops for a portion of their life-cycle, whilst bugs

and grasshoppers feed in a similar manner and on similar food for

their whole life after emergence from the egg.

llG. 07.—Cngn i'lants anackea ny Beetles.

The plants on the left hand were attacked and their growth stunted

parison with the healthy, iinattacked plants on the right. (Author's

photo.

ni corn-

original
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Beetles, it may be as well to repeat here, are provided with

biting mouth-parts both in their immature and adult stages, and this

fact immediately distinguishes them from bugs some of which some-

what resemble beetles in external appearance.

Cockchafers of various kinds are common in all tiistricts, usually

appearing at definite times of the year, often in enormous numbers,

and flying in to light at night, though rarely seen in the daytime.

They are heavily-built beetles, with short legs and stout, rounded

bodies usually coloured in a uniform shade of brown or grey, with

short antenna terminated by an expansile fan of elongate-oval,

flattened plates. The beetles themselves fly by night and may do

considerable damage by feeding on leaves of plants, especially of

ornamental plants in gardens, such as roses. In such cases they

may either be collected by hand at night by shaking the plants

over trays or sheets, or the plants attacked may be sprayed with

Lead Arsenate sv/eetened with a little treacle or jaggery. A light-

trap, made by suspending a lantern over a tray of oil-and-water,

will often attract the beetles in large numbers and may be used as

a control-measure supplementary to either of the above, but light-

traps by themselves will not usually afford protection. It is not,

however, only the beetles that are destructive, for the larvs live in

the soil and do considerable damage by feeding on the roots of

plants. They are white, fleshy grubs, with three pairs of thoracic

legs and with the tip of the curved body usually swollen into a

bluntly rounded extremity. These grubs usually live just at the

roots of grass, coming closer to the surface in wet weather and re-

treating further down during dry spells. They are very difficult to

control, as ordinary flooding will not drown them and the appli-

cation of insecticides is impracticable on any large scale, though in

gardens, where flower-beds or grass-lawns are attacked, watering

with soap-solution or phenyle or any similar deterrent will drive

them away temporarily. Ploughing will often bring them up

to the surface when they are eagerly preyed on by crows and other

birds, and as their life-history is usually very definitely limited by

seasons, lasting at least a year as a rule, it is possible to arrange an

operation such as ploughing to take place during a period when
these insects are in the grub stage, with the express purpose of

destroying as many as possible at that time. In the Nilgiris

especially these larvae are well known under the name of "White-
grub," and at certain times of the year the whole countryside,

gardens, fields, plantations and grassy downs, is infested by these

grubs, which live just below the ground and feed upon the roots of

plants. The gardens at Ootacamund are much troubled by these

pests, whose ravages commence in August and cease in the dry
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Fig. 6>S.— XilKiri eh.itns.

\. Anoniala olivieri, Shp. : 2. A. p.tllida : .',. A. rcf^iiur. Xcwm. ; 4. (Un-
identified); 5, Melasliia barhtri, Shp.: 6. Serial iiilf^irciisis. Slip.:

7, Holotrichia rcpetita. Shp. ; S. Adorettts ovtiUs. Bl. : 9. HoUttrichia
confcrta, Shp.; 10. Auomala igiiicollis : W. Popillia clilorion : 12,

Serica piliila, Shp. (OriginaUphoto by Dr. C. A. Barber.)
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weather after January, the beetles flying in the early evenings

immediately after the first rains in April and May. As the flights of

the various species concerned are apparently extremely local, the

destruction of the beetles in April-June, by light-traps, by hand-

catching, and by the use of poisoned sprays, wrill usually lessen

considerably the damage done by the grubs in the later months of

the year.

69.

—

Oiyctes rhinoceros boring into sugarcane. (Original photo, by
Murugesan from a specimen found at Coimbatore. October 1913.)

Closely allied to the cockchafers are the Rosechafers

(Cetoniadce), differing by their more flattened shape, their brighter

colours and their diurnal habits. They attack flowers rather than

leaves and are often a serious pest of cereals, such as cholam and
cumbu, devouring the flowers so that no grain is formed. Their
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life-histories are practically unknown but they are believed not to

do so much damage as cockchafers in their early stages ; they are,

however, of similar habits in appearing at definite seasons of the

year. Collection by hand in hand-nets or by picking the beetles or

shaking them into trays of oil-and-water is the best method of

control.

Fig. 70.— Beetle Pests of Palms.

1, Oi-yctcs rhinoceros, larva; 2. 3, O. rhinoceros, beetle; 4. Rhynchophorus

ferru^ineus,\ax\-a.; 5. Cocoon of same: d. 1. Rh. fcrrii^ineus.heci\e. (From

Madras Agricultural Department Leaflet.)
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Another ally of the cockchafers is the Palm Beetle (Oryctcs

rhinoceros) which bores into the tender shoots of palms, aloes, and

occasionally into sugarcane. In this case it is only the adult beetle

which does damage, the larva living a harmless existence as a fat,

white grub which is found commonly in decaying vegetable matter

—dead leaves, manure pits, rotten wood, dead aloe or palm stems,

etc. The beetle itself not only does considerable damage by boring

through the tender unexpanded leaves of palms, but its tunnel

provides a suitable entrance for the still more destructive Red Palm
Weevil (Rhyiichoplwnis ferrugincus) which is thus enabled to lay

its eggs in the tender growing parts of the palm from which its

larvae burrow downwards into the stem and, when in large numbers,

may kill the tree, whose rotten stump presently becomes a suitable

nidus for the larvae of the palm beetle. So that it will be seen that

these two beetles are to some extent mutually interdependent and
that the damage done by one is completed and amplified by the

other.

Many beetles bore into the solid wood of growing trees or bushes

in their larval stage and do very serious damage to the plants so

attacked. The longicorn beetles in particular have white wood-

boring larvae which are usually long, stout, cylindrical, with distinct

segments and well-developed jaws. In the case of the larger grubs

which bore into trees, of which Batoccra nthus in mango and
rubber and the coffee borer (Xylotrcclnis quadripcs) in coffee are

well-known examples, the larva may be cut out and the wound
painted over with tar, a drastic remedy which is usually quite

successful. But the best method of control is prevention by hand-
collection of the beetles when these emerge before they have
opportunity of laying their eggs ; one coffee-borer killed at this

time may save twenty bushes bored by grubs later on.

Some at least of the Buprestidae are also wood-borers in the

grub stage, their white larvs being usually elongate and with a

curiously dilated thoracic region. Sphciwptcra gossypii is a local

pest of cotton in Bellary whilst S. arachidis attacks groundnut

and Leguminosse practically throughout the plains, being an

especially serious pest of groundnut in South Arcot. The only

thing to be done in the case of these small borers is promptly to

pull out and destroy all the plants attacked by them.

Though a true longicorn and wood-borer in its early stages,

Sthenias grisator deserves special mention, as the beetle has the

curious habit of girdling twigs of Erytlirina, rose, etc., by seizing

them in its jaws and ringing them completely by biting through

the bark so as to arrest all flow of sap. In the end of the branch

thus killed the eggs are laid and the larva; tunnel and live, the
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object of girdling the twigs in this way being to provide a suitable

amount of food free from sap, for the larvs to feed on. The larvae

of most longicorn beetles, it may be noted, feed on dead wood.

Blister Beetles of various species often do great damage to crops

by devouring the flowers and tender shoots. Cereals and legumi-

nous crops, such as gram, are especially subject to attack and there

seems to be some special attraction for these beetles in flowers of a

yellow colour; the common red-barred black Zonabris pustulata, for

example, feeds indifferently on yellow flowers such as those of red

gram, cotton and prickly-pear. Whether these beetles are to be

ranked as pests or beneficial insects is at present, however, an open

question. In the adult state they certainly do harm to crops. The

Fig. 71.—A Blister-beetle I Mylabris iitdica).

The small outline figure shows the natural size. (Original.)

life-histories of very few species are known at all but the larvje of

most of those that are known are parasitic on the eggmasses of

grasshoppers; and we have bred two distinct species of blister-

beetles (one of which is apparently Gnathospastoides roitxi, Cast)

from eggmasses of the destructive Deccan grasshopper (Coleniania

sphenarioides). If therefore the larva of a blister-beetle destroys

even one eggmass containing (say) forty eggs of a grasshopper, the
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good it accomplishes by so doing at tiiis stage must be offset

against any damage it may do later on as an adult, and the question

we have to answer is whether the damage that would have been

done by the grasshoppers is greater than that done by the beetle

which has destroyed them. And for the present this must remain

an open question and we can give the blister beetles the benefit of

the doubt.

The vast army of leaf-feeding beetles cannot be considered

here in any detail and the ordinary methods for control of biting

crop-pests are applicable to them as a whole. Catching them in

hand-nets or by shaking the plants over trays or cloths is generally

more practicable on a large scale than spraying with stomach-

poisons. As a rule it is only the perfect insects which do damage
to crops, but to this there are a few exceptions. The Epilachna

beetles, which look much like lady-birds but have a curious bloom

on the wing-cases, lay their eggs in batches on solanaceous and
cucurbitaceous plants on whose leaves the larvs feed and may do

considerable damage; as the plants attacked are usually those

grown in gardens, spraying with a stomach-poison is practicable.

The Hispiiier (Lcptispa pygmcua, Phidodouta modcsta, and Hispa

annigcra), small elongated shining blue or black beetles, the two

latter thickly covered with long branching spines, have larvae

which are leaf-miners in grasses, the first and third of those named
above attacking paddy and the second being a minor pest of

sugarcane. As the larvje mine inside the leaves they cannot be

reached by a spray, which in any case would be out of the question

in the case of crops such as sugarcane or paddy. The only remedy
which can be suggested at present is the catching of the adult

beetles in hand-nets and the burning of all stubble immediately

after harvest.

The Tortoise Beetles (e.g., /l5/'/Vfo/«or/'/;(; iniliaris) are leaf-feeders

in their early stages and their larv^ are easily recognizable by
their extraordinary habit of curving their long forked tails over

their bodies and depositing on them a covering composed of cast

larval skins and excrement. One species is commonly found on
ber (Zizyphiis jitjuha) but those of economic importance are all

minor pests of sweet potato. Remedial measures are not required

as a rule but, as this crop is usually grown in small areas only, the

plants may be sprayed with a stomach-poison and gone over with

a hand-net or bag-net to collect the adult beetles.

The habits of the various Weevils which are pests of crops are

very varied but all may be recognized by the long curved snout of

the adult beetle. The larvae are short, fat, white, legless grubs

with very small heads, and they are as a rule borers in stems,
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leaves, fruits or roots of plants, although the life-histories of very

few are known in India.

The Cotton Stem Weevil fPcmphcrcs affinis) lays its eggs on

stems of young cotton-plants at about ground-level and the larva

makes a spiral burrow inside the stem which produces a character-

istic gall-like swelling, inside which it lives and pupates. In the

case of badly-attacked plants the whole plant may be snapped off

by the wind. No successful remedy, applicable on a field-scale,

has been found hitherto, but in the case of experimental plots

painting the stems with crude oil emulsion may be recommended.

The Sweet Potato Weevil (Cylas formicarius) bores into the

tubers of sweet potato which it utterly ruins, every tuber being

bored and rotten in the case of a bad attack. No direct remedy is

applicable. The beetles are easily collected by hand-nets or bag-

nets as they sit on the leaves of the food-plant but the damage has

usually been done by the time that they are noticed. Abandoning

the cultivation of sweet potato for at least a year after an attack,

and the use of deeply-rooted varieties of plants, will help to prevent

attack. The infected tubers may be fumigated or may be boiled

and fed to cattle.

The Mango Weevil I Cryptorhyncluis nuDigifcnrl) which passes its

life-cycle inside the stone of a mango fruit, is very common,

probably ninety per cent, of mangoes being infected in some years,

although as a rule the presence of the beetle passes unsuspected

and no damage is done to the fruit itself. If the stone of a ripe

fruit is cut open, the beetle itself, or its larva or pupa, will generally

be found.

Many weevils are leaf-eaters as adults and may do damage,

usually of a minor nature, to crops. They are generally easily

collected by shaking the plants over cloths or pans of oil-and-

water ; it should be noted that weevils, when disturbed, frequently

drop to the ground and " sham dead " and this death feint should

not be mistaken for the real article. Many weevils also have such

an extremely tough and thickly chitinized integument that they are

not killed by treading on them with the foot on ordinary soft soil

and care must be taken to see that they are really squashed.
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Chapter XVll.

FLY PESTS OF CROPS.

" The fresh young Hie

. . . joy'd to range abroad in fresh attire,

Through the wide compass of the ayrie coast

;

And, with unwearied wings, each part t'inquire

Of the wide rule of his renowned sire."

Spenser.

Very few Fly Pests of crops are known in Southern India as

yet, although it is probable that further research will bring to light

many more cases of damage by these insects. In all cases it is

only the larva or maggot of the fly which does damage, the adult

insect itself being harmless.

The Fruit Flies comprise the most numerous and important of

the Fly Pests and, as their name implies, they attack various

species of fruits, both wild and cultivated. The eggs are usually

thrust into the fruits whilst these are still unripe and the maggots

tunnel into the pulp and utterly spoil the fruits which may be

turned into nothing but a crawling mass of maggots. The fruits

most subject to attack in this way are oranges, mangoes, peaches,

guavas, and almost all cucurbitaceous vegetables such as pumpkins,

melons, etc.

The prompt collection of all fruit seen to be attacked, as soon

as the attack is noticed, and of all wind-fallen or rotting fruit lying

on the ground, is an obvious course to take in case of attack by

these flies, in order to prevent them from breeding as far as

possible ; such fruit should be boiled or thoroughly burnt or buried

deeply underground with at least two feet of well-beaten earth

over it. In the case of valuable fruits, such as those intended for

Exhibitions, they may be protected by enclosure in muslin bags,

but these must be applied whilst the fruit is still small. If it is

known that fruit-trees are likely to be attacked they may be

protected to some extent by spraying them with a mixture of 3 lb.

sugar, 3 oz. Lead Arsenate in 4 gallons of water. This spraying

should be started when the earliest fruits are about two-thirds

grown and should be continued until all are ripe, being renewed at

least once a week and promptly after every shower of rain. The
object of this spraying is to attract and poison any female flies

which may be present and which would otherwise lay their eggs
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in the fruit. Certain strong-smelling oils, such as Citronella and

Kerosine, are known to exercise a powerful attraction for the

males of certain species of fruit-flies and exposure of pans of

water or fly-papers baited with these oils will destroy the males in

large numbers ; but in practice it is not found that the quantities so

destroyed have much influence on the oviposition by the females.

Young cholam plants are sometimes attacked by a fly-maggot

which bores in the stem just about ground-level and which may do

considerable damage. It is believed that this pest, whose exact

identity is not known, attacks healthy plants, but it may possibly

prove to be only a follower of an attack by stemborer (Chilo simplex).

No remedy can be recommended except increase of seed-rate and

subsequent thinning out and burning of all young plants seen to

be attacked, the attack being marked by a characteristic yellowness

and drooping of the young plant. Sometimes more than one

maggot may be found in the same stem; the brownish pupa is

found in the larval burrow.

The Red-gram Agromyza, whose exact name is not known,

attacks red-gram, the female fly piercing the pods with its sharp

ovipositor and laying eggs singly inside their skin. The maggot

on hatching feeds on the seeds inside the pod. Sometimes more

than one maggot is found in a single pod, the only outward sign of

attack being the minute and almost invisible hole through which

the egg was thrust. When full-fed the maggot pupates inside the

pod and after a few days emerges as a minute shining black fly.

This pest is kept in check by parasites, and no remedial measures

can be suggested at present. Another species of Agromyza attacks

cowpea, lablab and green gram, the larvK boring into the stem

and the plants so attacked withering. This fly is sometimes a

serious pest of young plants.

The CecidomyiadiE form a family of flies comprising a large

number of minute species, many of which have earned notorious

reputations in other countries as crop-pests, but few have been

noted hitherto to do damage in India. Two species, however, have

lately been discovered at Coimbatore, one of which (a species of

Contarinia apparently very near the West Indian C. gossypii,

but distinct) attacks the buds of cotton-plants into which the

larva bores so that the buds drop off and fail to mature; the

other, which may be called the Gingelly Gall-fly in the absence of

an exact determination, attacks young gingelly capsules and

prevents their proper formation in a similar way, a wrinkled twisted

gall being produced instead of a fruit. It is probable that further

work will bring to light many more destructive species of
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Cecidomyiaclae whose minute size has hitherto allowed them to

escape notice.

A Blue-bottle fly (Pycnosoma flaviccps) has proved a local pest

of toddy in South Kanara, the flies being naturally carrion feeders

in their early stages and being bred in immense numbers from the

fish offal and other refuse of the Fishing Industry on the West-

Coast. The flies have been found to fly inland as far as forty miles

and to congregate around the spathes of toddy-palms in such

numbers as to suck up all the juice as fast as it exudes, besides

fouling the toddy-pots with their excrement. Fuller details will be

found in Leaflet No. IV. of 1913 issued by the Madras Agricultural

Department.

Fig. 71.— Protecti\e device against toddy flics. (From Madras Agricultural

Department Leaflet No. IV of 1913.)

Flies are extremely important, both to man and animals, as

carriers of diseases (see Chapter XX). So far as crops are con-

cerned, however, they are of comparatively little importance
in India.
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Chapter XVIII.

PESTS OF STORED PRODUCTS.
' Tu ihc lerriblc utilitarian a bushel of peas preserved from the weevil is of more

importance than a volume of observations bringing no immediate profit. Yet who has

told you, man of little faith, that what is useless to-day will not be useful to-morrow.

If we learn the customs of insects or animals we shall understand better how to protect

our goods. It is by the accumulation of ideas, whether immediately practical or other-

wise, that humanity has done, and will continue to do, better to-day than yesterday, and

better to-morrow than to-day. Ifwe live upon peas and beans, which we dispute with

the weevil, we live also by knowledge, that mighty kneading trough in which the bread

jjrogress is mixed and leavened." F\I3RE

Even after the agriculturist has grown and harvested his crops

and paid his toll to the innumerable insect-pests which attack his

produce in the field, he is by no means freed from the undesirable

attentions of yet another class of insects which now proceed to

levy their dues upon his outturn, whether this be stored for food of

man or beast or retained for the sowing of next season's crop-

Not only are cereals attacked but seeds of all sorts, and indeed

scarcely any manufactured products of vegetable or animal origin

are free from destruction, for some of these pests of stored products

are not only voracious but also almost omnivorous, so that it has

aptly been said of one of them that its food is "everything except

cast-iron."

These insects have been very little investigated in India ; most

of them are beetles, but there are also a few small moths which do

damage of this nature. The following is an incomplete list of the

destructive species so far as these are known :

—

Coleoptera: SUvamis surinametisis (see p. 290), Lccniophhcus

minutus, Mthriostoiiia undidata, Tenebroides mauritanicus (see p. 289),

Lophocateres pusiUits, Carpophilns dimidiatiis (see p. 288), Rhizopertha

dominica (see p. 294), Gibbiitm psylloides (scotias), Sitodrepa panicea

(see p. 295), Lasiodcrma scrn'conic (see p. 295), Triboliiiin ccistaneiim

(see p. 300), Liithdiciis oryzcc. Calaxdra granaria, C. oryzce (see p. 341),

Caryohonis goiiagra (see p. 308), Piicliy/iUTiisc/iiiicnsis (see p- 306), and

various other Bruchidae.

Lepidoptera : Sitotroga ccrealclla {see p. 456), Eplicstia caiitdia

(cahiritcJla). E. ficulcUa (desitetclla). Plit/ioriiunui opcrciilclla (see

P- 455)-

Of the above-named insects the Rice Weevil (Calaiidra oryzcv)

is at once the commonest and the most destructive. It attacks

cereals of all sorts in the field to a slight extent, feeding on the





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1.

HOUSEHOLD AND GRANARY PESTS.

X. Pulse seed eaten hy Bruchid Beetle, with eggs deposited on it.

2. Bruchid Beetle.

3. Lasioderma serricurne. larva.

4. „ ,, beetle.

5. Anthrenus vorax, larva.

6. ,, „ beetle.

7. Sitolroga cerealella, lirva.

8. „ „ moth.

9. Calandra oryzce, beetle.

10. Sllvanus suritiamensis, beetle.

11. ,. .. pupa.

12. „ ,, larva.

13. Triboliiim castaneum. beetle.

14. Ca/oclyti/s annularis:, larva tunnelling in bamboo.

15. „ .. beetle.

(The lines alongside the figures show ihe natural sizes.)
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ripening grain, but it is an important pest of stored grain, especially

of rice, but also of maize, wheat, cholam, etc., and at a moderate

estimate may be said to destroy 5 per cent, of all stored grain

which is kept for more than a couple of months after harvest. The
whole life-history is passed in a single grain in which the egg

is laid, but the adult beetles live for a long time and wander

about freely, biting into many grains, so that they probably do

more damage as adults than when immature. It has been found

by experiment that a certain minimum (about 8 per cent.) of

moisture in their surroundings is necessary to the successful exist-

ence and breeding of these weevils, so that, if grain can be well

dried in the sun to reduce its moisture-content as much as JDOssible

and then stored in insect-proof receptacles in a dry place, it will be

as secure from attack as is possible under practical conditions. In

districts where paddy is stored in jars there should be little

difficulty in having the grain sun-dried before storage and then

fastening up the jars so as to exclude weevils ; for jars not in use

an earthenware cap, luted on with clay, might be used, and those

in daily use could be covered simply with a fine cloth tied around

the neck of the jar. Care should of course be taken that the jars

are thoroughly cleaned out and free from weevil or old infected grain

before filling them afresh and also that all fastenings are really

sufficiently tight to be weevil-proof. If the grain is kept in baskets

these should at least be plastered over with mud or cowdung to

make them tight if possible.

Tribolinin castanetim (fcrrugiiicinn) is a small elongate red-brown

beetle which attacks stored grains and oilseeds and more especially

dried provisions, such as biscuit and flour. It also feeds on dried

animal matter and seems to have a special predilection for dried

specimens of insects if these are left exposed in ill-fitting boxes.

Not only does this beetle do damage by actual consumption of

provisions such as flour, but its presence communicates a peculiarly

repulsive taste to the substances on which it feeds, so that whole

cases of flour and biscuits often have to be condemned as unfit for

human consumption on this ground alone.

Silvauus surinaincnsis, so called because it was first described

from Surinam, is a small elongate brown beetle with the sides of

the thorax produced into sharp saw-like teeth. It is a common

insect in stored products generally but a minor pest in comparison

with the two preceding species.

The Bruchidse, or Pulse Beetles, are short thick-bodied species

of the characteristic shape seen in figure 155. They attack especially

pulses such as the various grams, lablab, beans and peas, the larva

burrowing inside the seed and destroying it and leaving a
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characteristic large round hole of exit. Owing to their com-

paratively large size these beetles may do very considerable damage

tD stored pulses. A few species attack growing plants in the field

and may be found in ripening pods of grams and of some wild

leguminous plants such as Crotalaria, but the species which attack

living plants are apparently distinct from those which damage

stored products. There are numerous species of these beetles, all

very similar in general appearance and difficult to distinguish from

one another, although differences of habit may prove that their

discrimination is of practical importance.

Sitodrepa panicea is an insect of truly catholic tastes, feeding

indifferently on almost any substance of animal or vegetable origin

and even having been recorded as biting holes through sheet lead.

Even the most pungent substances, such as red pepper, do not come

amiss to it and it is therefore scarcely a matter for surprise that

this little beetle is often found as a serious enemy of dried products,

especially of dried roots and similar dried vegetable substances

commonly found in bazaars. It is also a very serious enemy of

books, boring a long tunnel which may often run straight through

several volumes in a row ; an annual painting with book solution

(see Chapter XIX) will avert such damage.

The Cheroot Beetle (Lasiodcnna serriconie) needs no introduction

as its ravages are sufficiently well-known in Southern India. To

the ordinary smoker it is sufficiently annoying to find a cheroot

reduced to a combination of holes and dust, but to the manufacturer

this beetle may be a cause of heavy loss by riddling bales of

tobacco leaves of good quality which are used for the making of

outer wrappers of cigars. The only reliable method of control in

these cases is by careful fumigation and subsequent storage of the

bales in rooms or receptacles which are proof against the entrance

of the beetles, though this is by no means easy on a large scale, and

probably frequent and regular fumigation of all unmanufactured

stock will prove the best safeguard as a rule. If the made cigars are

fumigated with Hydrocyanic Acid gas or Carbon Bisulphide and

boxed immediately afterwards, so that the beetles have no oppor-

tunity of ovipositing in them, they should be and remain free from

attack, as the beetles are unable to penetrate into the boxes if these

are properly sealed up with strips of paper. The present wholesale

losses are quite preventable if the manufacturers will take reason-

able precautions, and it may be added that the slight cost of

treatment will be more than recouped by saving in damage.

If stocks of stored grain, such as paddy or maize, are examined

and turned over, numbers of small greyish moths will generally be

seen flying and nmning over the grains. These are' the adult
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insects of Sitotrogd ccrcakiUi, a small moth whose larva feeds inside

grains of cereals. The precautions recommended under the heading

of rice weevil are applicable to this pest also—thorough drying

and exposure of the grain in the sun and subsequent storage in dry,

tight receptacles being generally effective in controlling the

damage.

Fig. 73. Ephestia kuehniella. (After Chittenden.)

Several Pyralid moths of the genus Ephestia feed commonly in

flour, grain and dried vegetable matter, the caterpillars living in a

silken gallery which is run throughout the food so that loose sub-

stances, such as flour, are often found to be webbed together in a

continuous matted mass. Fumigation is the only remedy as a

rule.

Potatoes kept for seed are generally found to be attacked by the

Potato Moth (Plitlwrimiwa opercukUa), the larva of which burrows in

the tubers and not only spoils them by its tunnels but causes them
to rot. This moth is found in practically all potato-growing

districts up to about 6,000 feet ; it does not appear to be known as

yet in Ootacamund (though found at Downham Farm a thousand

feet lower down) but will doubtless obtain a footing there in the

near future. In other countries it is known to attack growing

plants of both potato and tobacco, the larva mining in the leaves,

but in India it is only known as yet as a pest of stored potatoes.

If these are picked over before storage, all unsound ones being

rejected, and the rest stored under layers of dry sand, so as to be
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out of reach of the moths which would otherwise lay eggs in them,

a sufficiency of seed can generally be kept ; the potatoes should be

picked over frequently, once or twice a month, and all rotten ones

rejected. Those which are found to contain larvae of this moth

should not of course be simply thrown away, thus enabling the

moths to emerge, but should be boiled or buried deep underground

under at least two feet of well-beaten earth.

Bamboos and dry timber of all sorts are frequently bored by

beetles of various kinds. Painting or varnishing is usually a

sufficient preventive of attack but if the wood is already infected

the beetles will bore their way out and continue to do damage. In

such cases painting with Kerosine, which should be forced into the

holes if possible, and subsequent painting with unboiled linseed

oil, will generally check the damage. Small articles of furniture,

such as chairs, may be fumigated in a large box. Bamboos are

often soaked in water before use for building, and the water perhaps

removes some of the sugary contents of the wood and thus makes

them less attractive to insect pests of this description.

Grains and stored products, such as are attacked by the insects

mentioned above, are usually intended either for food or for sowing.

In the former case it is obviously impossible to treat them with any

poisons which would be deleterious to the consumer and in the

latter any treatment must not impair the vitality of the seed. These

limitations prevent us from making use of any method of treatment

which would render these articles permanently secure from insect

attack by the use of stomach-poisons and the only methods which

we can adopt are (l) temporary fumigations at such frequent

intervals that any insects which may obtain access will be unable

to increase sufficiently to cause serious loss, or (2) one temporary

fumigation and subsequent storage in receptacles to which the

insects cannot obtain access. On a small scale also it is possible

to mix a deterrent substance, such as Naphthaline, with the grain

in order to keep out insects, the naphthaline being subsequently

sieved out and the residue evaporated in the open air; this does

not affect either taste or vitality of seeds if all the naphthaline

is carefully evaporated. The naphthaline may be wrapped in pieces

of thin cloth for subsequent convenience of removal.

If, therefore, grain cannot be protected from access and renewed

infection by insects, the only method of protection is frequent

fumigation to prevent the insects breeding and increasing to des-

tructive numbers. On a small scale, as in the ordinary village and

bazaar, grain may be exposed to the sun instead of being fumigated.

When it can be stored in receptacles (rooms, special bins, or jars)

where it will be safe from subsequent infection, one fumigation or
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thorough drying should be sufficient to kill off all insect life and the

subse(|uent storage to maintain it free of pests. It must be remem-
bered that, in drying grain in the sun, it must be spread out evenly

and thinly so that every grain may be exposed to the sun's rays and

heat ; it is of little use to pile grain up in heaps, as the individual

grains at the bottom of the pile will not be exposed to the sun, so

that" the insects in them will not be killed and will subsequently

infect the rest. For the storage of grain in villages, the use of

large glazed earthenware jars, which can be tightly closed with a

stopper and this thickly and tightly luted with clay, will be found

most satisfactory ; if the grain is thoroughly dried in the sun before

placing it in the jars and sealing it up, which will nomially be done

in dry weather, not only should it remain free from insect attack,

but danger of damage by mould should be eliminated to a large

extent.

Fumigation, which is only recommended in the case of godowns
or stores on a fairly large scale, may be accomplished by the aid

either of Carbon Bisulphide or Hydrocyanic Acid gas. Both are

dangerous and poisonous substances and should only be used under

strict and competent supervision. The former is inflammable and
violently explosive ; the latter is inert in these respects.

Carbon Bisulphide is a heavy, colourless, oily liquid, which
rapidly evaporates into a colourless gas heavier than air, both

liquid and gas exhaling an extremely unpleasant and characteristic

smell, and being poisonous if inhaled. The liquid is inflammable
and the gas is violently explosive when mixed with air in the

presence of fire. The liquid must be kept in stoppered (not corked)

bottles and should not be exposed to direct sunlight or stored in

any place where it is liable to be heated or to leak or to be upset or

spilt. Carbon Bisulphide must never be opened or taken near

a light or fire of any sort, not even a lighted pipe, cheroot or

cigarette, nor should it ever be stored or used in a place to which
unauthorized persons may have access. For fumigation it is

simply poured on to the grain to be treated at the rate of about one

ounce for every fifteen cubic feet or, in the case of large bins

full of grain, about one-and-a-half pounds of fluid to each

ton of grain. As the gas is heavier than air, if the liquid is poured

onto the grain, it will soak down and through it. After twenty-four

hours, during which no light or fire must be allowed anywhere near

the place where the treatment is being carried out, the receptacle

may be opened, again in the complete absence of fire in any shape,

any gas which may be present allowed to escape, and the grain

removed and at once transferred to permanent storage. It must be

clearly understood that treatment by fumigation in this way will
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only kill the insects already present in the grain and will not

prevent insects from entering and attacking it subsequently if

access is open to them.

For fumigating small articles or quantities of grain, etc., use may
be made of a tight wooden box provided around the top of the sides

with a metal gutter into which fits a flange attached to the lid of

the box. The gutter being filled with water (allowing for displace-

ment of water by the flange) the substances for fumigation are

placed in the box, the requisite quantity of Carbon Bisulphide

poured in and the lid applied, when the flange of the lid, dipping

into the gutter of water, makes a gas-tight fitting. A box of this

pattern may also be used for fumigation with Formalin, etc., but is

hardly suitable for Hydrocyanic Acid Gas, which is soluble in

water, and for which a tightly fitting top, pasted down with strips

of paper, is better.

Hydrocyanic Acid Gas, usually liberated by the action of

Sulphuric Acid on Potassium Cyanide, is a colourless, highly

volatile, and nearly odourless gas, which is one of the most

powerful poisons known. For this reason it must be used with

great care, although it is a most useful insecticide and absolutely

safe in comp'etent hands. It is generally used at a strength of one

ounce of Potassium Cyanide (98 per cent, grade) to every one hundred

cubic feet of space, the gas being evolved by the help of one ounce

of Sulphuric Acid in three fluid ounces of water. It is especially

useful for the fumigation of entire buildings, such as godowns or

mills, which are infested with insect-pests, and may of course be

used for the fumigation of living-houses also if these can be

evacuated during treatment. For ordinary purposes on a large

scale, one pint of Sulphuric Acid and three pints of water are used

for every pound of cyanide ; it may be useful to note that commer-

cial Potassium Cyanide is usually only of about 45 per cent, strength

and the quantities to be taken must be based on the ([uantities given

of 98 per cent, grade.

For fumigations with Hydrocyanic Acid Gas, as with all fumiga-

tions, the first requisite is to measure off accurately the cubic

capacity of the building or vessel which is to be fumigated ; if this

is of irregular shape it is often of great assistance to plot its shape

to scale on squared paper and to count the number of squares, which

will give an approximately correct idea of the capacity of any

section, which can then be multiplied by the length to give cubic

capacity. All outside doors, windows, or other openings, are then

tightly closed and if necessary pasted over with paper. The

requisite amount of cyanide, at the rate of one ounce to each 100

cubic feet, is then taken and put up in paper packets of suitable size
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of not more than two pountls weight each, and placed ready in each

room, the packets being allotted to different parts of the room

if more than one is required for each room. The water is then

measured out and poured, for each packet, into suitable generators

which should be sufficiently deep and be made of earthenware and

not of metal. The acid, also measured in each case, is then slowly

and carefully poured into the water. The acid must always be

added to the water and never the water poured into the acid, as in

the latter case violent action takes place and the acid is almost

certain to spatter about with possibly dangerous results to the

operator. For it must be remembered that sulphuric acid is a

strong corrosive. The water and acid may be mixed in the rooms

where they will be required finally if these have cement or stone

floors ; otherwise it is better to mix elsewhere to avoid damage to

flooring should the acid spill or boil over on being added to the

water. The acid and water and the packets of cyanide being all

ready, and all doors except those actually required for access to

the rooms being closed, and all persons except the operator being

outside the building, the operator commences at the top of the

building, drops the packets of cyanide gently into the generators

and immeiliately leaves that room, repeating the operation on the

next floor below and so working downwards, carefully and rapidly,

to the groundfloor and out by the door which is then carefully

closed and locked from the outside. If there are two or more rooms

on each floor it is useful to have one or more intelligent assistants

so that all the rooms on each floor may be treated simultaneously.

If the cyanide is made up in paper packets the acid will take a

short time to get through the paper, thus giving a few seconds in-

terval between the dropping of the packets into the generators and

the ebullition of the gas, which will be enough to secure a safe

retreat. Fumigation by Hydrocyanic Acid Gas, if properly carried

out, is a radical cure for all living animals (beetles, larvae, bugs,

flies, fish-insects, rats and mice) in the building treated, but it

should only be carried out under strict supervision of a competent

operator- The building should be left closed for twenty-four

hours, after which doors and windows may be opened /row the out-

side as far as possible and left open for at least an hour to permit

the gas to escape. No attempt must be made to enter the building

if any smell of gas is still perceptible ; this smell is faint and some-

thing like that of peach-kernels or of some metals when these are

struck together.

In colder countries successful results in the control of grain pests

in flour mills, etc., have lately been attained by the use of heat,

steam-pipes being laid down in the rooms affected and steam
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turned on under pressure. A temperature of Il8 to 125 degrees

Fahrenheit is claimed to be sufficient to destroy all insect life and

this may be so in countries where, even though the kinds of insects

concerned may be identical with Indian ones, the average tempe-

ratures to which the individual insects have been exposed for gene-

rations are considerably lower than the limits given above. In

India, where temperatures run much higher, it is probable that the

insects would only be killed off by the temperatures considerably

in excess of 120° even if methods of heating were available. The

treatment of stored products by cold so as to prevent insect pests

from breeding and doing damage is not practicable in India in the

case of grains which are attacked on a large scale, though perhaps

possible in the case of cigar factories and similar industries where

the products are of considerable value and small bulk.
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Chapter XIX.

HOUSEHOLD PESTS.

" On every dish the booming beetle falls,

The cockroach plays, or caterpillar crawls :

.\ thousand shapes of variegated hvies

Parade the table and inspect the stews.

To living walls the swaniiing hundreds slick.

Or court, a dainty meal, the oily wick ;

Heaps over heaps their slimy bodies drench,

Out go the lamps with suffocating stench.

When hideous insects every plate defile.

The laugh how empty, and how forced the smile !

Calcutta—A Poem.

"The molh shall eat them up like a garment and the worm shall eat them like

WOiil."

ISAI.\H—li-S.

Of all the ntinierous insect pests which afflict the dwellers in

Indian bungalows the housefly is an easy first both in numbers

and really noxious qualities. Its misdeeds have been noted else-

where, but it cannot be emphasized too strongly that the so-calletl

" poor harmless little fly," which buzzes so cheerfully over our food

and drowns itself in our drink, was born and bred amongst filth,

preferably night-soil, that it has probably just flown into the

bungalow after enjoying itself on some indescribable nastiness

outside and that it is generally swarming, inside and out, with

pathogenic organisms which it distributes impartially as it walks

along. Enteric fever, dysentery, cholera and intestinal worms are

all carried commonly by flies, which are also capable of carrying

tuberculosis, anthrax, yaws and various other diseases. Strict

-attention to sanitary conditions around the bungalow, especially as

regards disposal of stable manure, will usually bring about a great

reduction in the fly population. A small quantity of fresh horse-

dung, exposed in open boxes, will attract most of the female flies

to lay their eggs and the larvse can -then be destroyed by burning,

boiling, or treating them with insecticides ; but it is of course

important that the traps should be cleared regularly, daily or at

least every other day. Milk with a few drops of formalin added
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attracts flies in tlie dry weather, and is a simple means of poisoning

them without danger to domestic animals. A small piece of wire

gauze or leather fastened to a handle makes a very effective imple-

ment to
" swat that fly," as the Americans say, and a cliokni armed

with a weapon of this kind should have little difficulty in dealing

with any flies that find their way on to the premises.

Cockroaches are insects which are not only disgusting in

appearance and by reason of their powerful odour but they are also

animals which are liable to contaminate food where this is accessi-

ble to them. The large brown cockroaches (Pcriplancta aiistratasiae

and P. amerkaua) are common throughout Southern India anil often

fly about in bungalows just before rain, though at other times they

keep out of sight. Several smaller species are also of common

Pjq, 74.

—

Pcriplanctij aiiicricaiia, the common Hoiise-cocUroach of India.

(Original.)

occurrence and all have much the same habits. Besides attacking

food, which they contaminate with their peculiarly nauseous smell

they do considerable damage by gnawing the binding of books,

corks, etc., and sometimes damage clothes by depositing their egg-

capsules amongst such, the fluid extruded with the eggs having an

acrid effect which rots the cloth with which it comes into contact.

The larger cockroaches may also be very unpleasant housemates

by gnawing the hair and toes and sipping liquid refreshment from

the lips of sleepers unprotected by a net. Borax mixed with thin

syrup, or made into a paste with chocolate, is a good remedy

aeainst cockroaches.
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Bedbugs and simikir human parasites are included in the

chapteron "Insects and Disease " and need not be further referred

to here as they are not usually inmates of any well conducted

bungalow. Should they gain a footing in a building, however, it is

often difficult to get rid of them without fumigating the building or

at least the affected portion.

Ants are often a nuisance in houses. If the nest can be found

it may sometimes be destroyed by pouring in kerosine or any
similar liquid and the holes then stopped up with solid crude oil

emulsion or tar. Small ants may often be trapped in large

numbers by laying down old sponges soaked in syrup (sugar and
water or jaggery) and dropping these at frequent intervals into hot

water, then rebaiting and putting them down again. Small ants

may also be killed off by attracting them to tins with pierced

covers containing a sponge or similar absorbent soaked with a

sweetened arsenical mixture prepared by dissolving one-quarter

ounce of Sodium Arsenite in hot water and adding it to a syrup

composed of 5 lb. sugar and lYz lb. water previously heated for

about three hours in a water-bath. The ants enter the tin through
the holes and carry off the poisoned syrup to their nest, thereby

poisoning the young brood, whilst the tin keeps domestic animals

from eating the poisoned bait. Crude oil emulsion rubbed on to

the legs of tables, etc., will keep ants from running up. The water-
receptacles often applied around legs of meat safes, etc., to keep
ants away should have a little oil added to the water periodically

to prevent mosquitos from breeding there.

Wasps and bees are often a source of annoyance in bungalows
by filling up keyholes, etc., and by daubing mud-nests on to books,

pictures, clothing or any suitable surface. A wasp or bee of this

sort, which has once determined to make its nest in one particular

place, is most persistent in returning even when its nest is destroyed

and it is often difficult to dissuade it from its purpose without

killing it. Social bees and wasps sometimes build inside houses
and the smalkr wasps (Polistes) which make hanging nests are

generally quite inoffensive and very useful as destroyers of cater-

pillars, but the larger wasps and the Rock Bee may make a house
uninhabitable and require drastic repression by burning at night

or by fumigation. The big blue Carpenter Bee (Xylocopa) some-

times damages buildings by boring holes in beams but can

generally be discouraged by the application of tar, crude oil

emulsion, or similar substance to the entrance of its burrow.

Termites, commonly but inaccurately called "White Ants,"

often do considerable damage in bungalows especially when these
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are unoccupied for a short period. Contrary to popular Ix-lief,

there are several different species with entirely different hal)its,

and those found in houses are not as a rule the same as those which

throw up mounds outside. Some termites make their nest in the

walls or under the foundation and these often do damage by

running out mud galleries and eating matting, carpets, books and

furniture. Other species make their nest wholly inside dead wood

such as roof-beams which they excavate leaving only a thin

exterior, so that an apparently substantial beam proves to be

nothing but a shell of mud and dust. Termites in a building are

usually difficult to deal with and no exact rules can be laid down

because the habits differ in the different species ; as a rule,

however, it is necessary to destroy the nest and this is best done

by pumping poisonous fumes into the galleries. Crutle oil enuil-

sion. Copper Sulphate solution, or similar repellents may some-

times prove of temporary assistance for protective purposes, but

good construction in the first instance, and the creosoting or other

protective soaking of all woodwork is the best guarantee against

injury to buildings by these insects. A thorough soaking in

Sodium Arsenite and subsequent painting over with coal tar will

be found effectual for most constructional timber.

Crickets are often a nuisance by their shrill chirping and by

their habit of biting holes in clothing. They may sometimes be

trapped in tins or basins into which they jump during the night,

but their omnivorous tastes make them difficult to destroy by

poisons and it is not always easy to locate them exactly by their

chirruping. However, they may.often be dislodged in the daytime

by moving furniture and hunted down and killed by hand.

Fish-insects do considerable damage to books, papers and

pictures by gnawing holes in the paper. It is supposed that they

extract nutriment from the size and in confinement they thrive on

paper covered with a thin layer of flour-paste. Books kept in

open shelves should be painted over at least once a year with Book

Solution made by dissolving half-an-ounce each of Corrosive

Sublimate and Carbolic Acid in one pint of methylated spirit ; the

liquid is a deadly poison and care should be taken not to get it on

the hands; it should be painted with a long-handled brush over

the outside and inside of the covers of the books and is an effectual

preservative against all attacks of insects which would otherwise

gnaw the binding. Books and papers kept in closed almirahs or

boxes may be effectually preserved by keeping flake Naphthaline

with them ; Naphthaline evaporates fairly rapidly and requires

renewal regularly, as it is of course merely a deterrent whose efficacy

depends on the fact that it is volatilizing. To preserve pictures
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the best methoti is to paint over the back with Naphthaline Emul-

sion or simply to strew on powdered Naphthaline and then close

the back of the frame tightly with tin to keep out the fish insects

as far as possible. It must be remembered that the Naphthaline is

volatile and will not last for ever. Book Solution painted carefully

Fig. 75.—Paper eatc-n b\- I'isli Insects. (From an orifjinal phuto.)

around the blank edge of the picture before framing may give

more permanent results, but care must be taken that the spirit

does not run onto the painting itself or the colours may be altered.

Clothes-moths of several different species occur in Southern

India, but the habits of all are very similar, the larvse making little

cases of fragments of wool and cloth in which they live. If flake

Naphthaline is sprinkled liberally amongst the clothes before they

are put away, all danger of clothes-moths will be avoided

;

naphthaline balls should be broken up to give a larger surface for

evaporation. After airing the clothes in the sun for a few hours

all trace of the Naphthaline will disappear. To those to whom the

smell of Naphthaline is objectionable camphor may be recom-

mended, but this is more expensive and no more efficient. Trophies,

such as heads of game, which are attacked by clothes-moths, may
be painted over with a weak solution of Corrosive Sublimate in

Alcohol, but it must be remembered that this is a deadly poison

and care taken that it is only used for trophies which are hung up

out of reach of domestic animals and children.
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Carpet Beetles frequently attack not only carpets but also

woollen clothes, blankets, baize linings of gun-cases and similar

articles. When possible all such articles should be protected by a

liberal supply of flake Naphthaline when they are put away.

Articles in daily use are not attacked as a rule, but carpets may
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sometimes suffer. A liberal supply of flake Naphthaline (5 to 10

lb.) spread over them and left on for twenty-four hours with the

room totally closed up (jalousies and all holes pasted over with

paper) will often effect a cure and the Naphthaline may afterwards

be swept up again and kept for future use ; or the carpet may be

taken up and fumigated in a tight bo.x or room.

Beetles of various kinds often bore holes in furniture especially

when this is made of cane. Painting on kerosine or almost any
oil, or even soaking the affected parts in oil, is a simple cure. If a

fumigation chamber is available the furniture may be fumigated by
hydrocyanic acid gas or carbon bisulphide.

Fig. 77.

—

Stcgoiiiyia fasciafa, a common Household Mosquito. (After

Goeldi in Brumpl.)

Eye-fiies, Sand-flies and Mosquitos are not essentially house-

hold pests although they often cause great annoyance in houses.

As the breeding-habits of Eye-flies are as yet unknown, we can
only deal with the adult insects ; these are in the habit of settling

gregariously on some hanging support—a cobweb, lamp-hook, piece

of string, rope, or straw, etc.—and may be marked down and slain

wholesale after nightfall by burning them off with a torch. Sand-
flies pass their early stages in dark, damp (not wet) places contain-

ing decaying organic matter, and it is very difficult as a rule to

discover where they are coming from. To reduce the number of

Sand-flies in a house all rooms should be kept as free as possible

from any dark places for them to rest in during the daytime (e.g.,

behind pictures, almirahs, writing-tables, hanging clothes, etc.),

and all dark corners should be sprayed daily with a weak (about

one per cent.) solution of formalin. It is a good plan to paint

the backs of almirahs, writing-tables and the under sides of tables,

etc., with white paint, or simply to whitewash them, to reduce any
dark corners in which Sand-flies and Mosquitos rest during the

daytime.

The use of a small hand-net is a simple and efficacious method
for reducing mosquitos in a house where this is not fitted—as all

Indian bungalows should be—with mosquito-proof screens. It is,

however, as a rule much better to attack them in their breeding-

places, which will always be found to be collections of water in or
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near the bungalow. All wells in the compound should be screened

over and fitted with a pump, and the mail's water-tanks should be

oiled at least weekly. All old tins, jars, bottles, coconut husks or

similar articles which may hold water and breed mosquitos should

be rigorously cleared away and all holes in trees, cut bamboo-

stumps, etc., should be filled in with plaster or mud. Leaves of

aloes and similar plants often hold water in wet weather and

breed mosquitos ; a small drainage-hole cut in the leaf will usually

suffice to prevent this. The saucers beneath flower-pots and water-

coolers, the water-dishes beneath legs of tables and meat-safes,

and the earthen water-jars on which ferns are often grown, will

all be found to be frequent breeding places for mosquitos, which

will breed freely in the smallest collection of water. Flower-vases

which are not properly emptied and cleaned before refilling are

often full of " wrigglers " which are the early stages of mosquitos.
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Chapter XX.

INSECTS AND DISEASE.
-^ " Ring out old shapes of foiil disease."

Tennyson—In Meinoriirin.

" As when a swarme of gnats at eventide

Out of the fennes of Allan doe arise,

Their murmuring small trumpets sownden wide,

\Miiles in the air iheir clust'ring army flies,

That as a cloud doth seem to dim ihe skies ;

Ne man nor beast may rest or lake repast

For their sharp wounds and nojous injuries.

Till the fierce northern wind with blust'ring blast

Doth blow them tjuite away, and in the ocean cast."

Spenser—Faery Queen.

Twenty or more years ago a man who seriously devoted his time

to the study of insects such as mosquitos would have been regarded

almost universally as a trifler who was wasting his time with little

benefit to himself and none at all to anyone else. At the present

time no one with any pretensions to possession of medical or

sanitary knowledge can afford to disregard the study of this group

of apparently insignificant insects. The extension of their study

in India alone may be gauged roughly by comparison of these two
facts, that twenty years ago only four different species of mosquitos

were known to occur in the Indian Region whereas to-day we know
of upwards of two hundred different kinds and have at our disposal

elaborate monographs regarding their structure, lifehistories and
habits, whilst every year sees the issue of more comprehensive and
detailed publications on these insects and others of a similar im-

portance. It is not because of their intrinsic beauty or commercial

value that such a cult has suddenly arisen but solely on account of

the recognition of the fact that certain mosquitos are responsible

for the occurrence in man of various diseases, of which malaria is

to-day probably the most important in India. As its name implies,

malaria was for long supposed to be due directly to the inhalation

of poisonous exudations from marshy places, but it is now certain,

as the result of prolonged and careful experiments, that the real

connection of marshy places and malaria is that pools and other

collections of water serve as breeding-grounds for certain kinds of

mosquitos which carry the malarial parasite.

It is not too much to say that the discovery of the fact—for it is

no longer a mere theory— of the transmission of diseases by the
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agency of insects has thrown an entirely new light on the study of

Tropical Medicine which bids fair to become to a very large extent

merely one branch of Applied Entomology. The modern systems

of treatment of Tropical Diseases tend more and more to resolve

themselves into the control of the insects which act as transmitters

of these diseases. In most cases (e.g., Malaria, Yellow Fever,

Filariasis, Nagana, Surra, etc.) the problem becomes an entomo-

logical one. In the first stages of the investigation of such a dis-

ease, in considering the species of insect which is likely to prove the

transmitting agent, it is primarily the entomologist who, from his

knowledge of the insects found under the necessary conditions, is

likely to be best able to indicate the species to be suspected and

investigated. Later on, when this investigation is being carried

out, it is again the entomologist who knows where to look for such

an insect and how to capture it and who has the best knowledge of

methods of breeding it and what are its natural enemies and the

conditions favourable or otherwise to its occurrence. Finally, when

the investigations have been crowned with success and a definite

relationship established between a particular insect and a disease,

the control of the disease is often attained most simply by the

control of the insect and this again falls primarily into the pro-

vince of Entomology.

To cite a specific instance, the case of Malaria may be con-

sidered briefly. The term malaria is used to cover three distinct

specific fevers, quartan, tertian and subtertian malaria, caused by

invasion of the blood of man by three different protozoan parasites

which are called respectively PlasmocUiiiu inalaricr, PL vivax, and

Lavcraitia inalaricc, the attack of the first two causing a compara-

tively mild type of malaria, that of the last-named usually giving

rise to a severe form of infection. These parasites, which are not

known to occur in any other vertebrate animal, are introduced into

the blood of man by the bite of an infected Anopheline mosquito

and may either (l) be killed off by the blood on entry into the body

or (2) remain ilormant in the spleen and develop later on when
opportunity is offered by any diminution of vitality on the part of

the subject attacked, as by a chill, or {3) develop forthwith and

give rise to an attack of malaria. In the last case, it generally

takes about nine to twelve days for the parasites to increase suffi-

ciently to be able to produce sufficient toxic (poisonous) substances

to give rise to fevei. PlaswodiiDU malariiv (the parasite of quartan

malaria) and P. vivax (the cause of tertian malaria) go through their

developmental stages in the circulating blooil, whilst Laverania

malaria' (the parasite causing subtertian malaria) sporulates to a
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large extent in the internal organs. The number of days between

attacks of " fever " depends, of course, upon the fact of whether the

infection took place at one time or on successive days; in a case

of simple infection by quartan malaria, for example, the attacks

recur after every seventy-two hours (the period of time which the

parasite takes to complete its life-cycle in the human hotly), but if

infection occurred on two successive nights the patient develops

fever on two successive days, because the parasites are of different

ages and each lot takes seventy-two hours to complete its life-cycle,

and remains free from fever on the third day of each period of

three days. Tertian malaria, characterized in simple cases by a

recurrence of the attack every forty-eight hours, is the commonest

and most widely-distributed form ; the interval without feverish

symptoms is about thirty-six hours. Subtertian malaria is usually

very prolonged and severe ; the incubation period, i.e., the interval

between first infection and first attack of fever, is 9-10 days ; the

duration of each attack is twenty-four hours or more, the inter-

val between attacks twenty-four hours or less according to the

prolongation of the attack. Chronic malaria is usually caused

by infection with the subtertian parasite and is accompanied by

repeated slight attacks of fever, enlargement of the spleen and liver

and pigmentation of the skin and mucous membranes.

The treatment of malaria cannot be entered into here but, on

the principle of prevention being better than cure, we may note

briefly that the lessening of (l) the Anopheline mosquitos and (2)

their capacity to bite man in any locality must help to reduce the

total number of cases infected or reinfected. Draining and oiling

of pools and the introduction of larvivorous fish into them, the

screening of wells, the prevention of standing water near houses

and various other methods, will all help to prevent the mosquitos

from breeding, whilst the use of mosquito-proof houses or rooms
and nets and the application of repellents will considerably reduce

the chance of being bitten and infected even when malaria-carry-

ing mosquitos are prevalent. The use of quinine as a preventive,

to kill off any malarial parasites which may obtain access into the

body in spite of other precautions, is also an obvious measure to

take as a matter of routine when in a " feverish " locality.

The number of deaths due to malaria every year is officially

estimated at one million for the whole of India. I have no infor-

mation regarding the annual mortality from this cause in Southern

India but it may be placed at 100,000 on a conservative estimate.

The mere money loss to the State may be imagined rather than

calculated when it is remembered that, in addition to the actual

mortality, the productive capacity of millions of the population is
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very seriously impaired by this one disease which, it may be empha-

sized, is entirely carried by insects. It is not every kind of mosquito

that is able to carry the malarial parasites from one man to another.

There is now a large mass of evidence on the subject and, so far as

is known at present, only certain species of the Anopheline group

of mosquitos are implicated in the transmission ; broadly speaking,

they all belong to the genus Anopheles although this has been split

up into numerous small groups (Myzomyia, Nyssorliyiicliiis, etc.) on

trivial characters which would rarely be recognised as of generic

importance in any other group of insects. The early stages of all

the species of Aiwplielcs, as in the case of other mosquitos, are

passed in water in which the whole life-cycle is passed except in

the adult stage. The eggs are usually deposited singly, whereas

in ordinary mosquitos (Culicines) they are often cemented together

to form little rafts which float on the surface of the water; the

larvae are often found in slowly-running streams and are generally

recognisable by their habit of resting just below and parallel with

the surface-film of the water, whilst on the contrary Culicine larvs

usually hang down at a considerable angle with the water-surface.

Fig. 78.— Resting attitude of Anopheline

Mosquito. (Original.

I

Fig. 79.— Resting attitude of

Culicine Mosquito. (Original.)

Both types are air-breathers and usually obtain their air-supply by

thrusting their delicate breathing tubes through the water-film into

the atmosphere ; hence the applicability of oiling the surfaces of

infected accumulations of water, as the oil spreads out over the

surface as a thin film and clogs the breathing tubes of the larvae

and so suffocates them. The adult Anopheline mosquitos are
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recognisable as a rule by their spotted wings, long narrow abdomen,
long palpi, and especially by their characteristic attitude when at

rest, when the head and body are held in an approximately straight

line, the head held down towards the resting-surface and body held

well away at a considerable angle from the resting-surface."'' The
Culicine mosquitos, on the contrary, may usually be distinguished

by j:heir unspotted wings, short thick abdomen, short palpi and
resting attitude in which the head is bent down but the abdomen
held parallel with the resting surface, so that the head and body

are not held in one plane.

The following list includes most of the Anopheline mosciuitos

known to occur in Southern India, those which have been incrimi-

nated as malaria-carriers under natural conditions being marked

with a,
'"" those capable of infecting man with Filaria bancrofti being

marked 1 :

—
Anopftclt's gigas,G\\ts

„ <ii fAe>i/, Th.

„ immacuhitiis, James

,, rossi, Giles 1

„ lisloni, Listen *...

{chris/ophersi, Th.)

,,
ciilicifiicies, Giles

"

„ elegans, Th.

„ culiciformis, J. & L.

» Jeyporensis, James '•-'

„ barbirostris, v. d. Wulp

„ sinensis, W'ied *
+

{vaniis, \\'lk.)

minutus, Th.

nigerrimus, Giles).

stephensi, Listen *

ivillmori, James *

nigrans

{karwari, James) *

theobaldi, Giles ''

maciilipalpis, Giles "
..

{indiensis, Th.)

jamesii, Th.

fiiliginosus, Giles *

pulcherrima, Th.

ludlowi, Th.

Coonoor, Kodaikanal, Ceylon.

Karwar.

Ennur.

Throughout.

Throughout.

Plains.

Karwar.

Karwar.

Jeypore

Throughout.

Throughout

Madras.

Tliroughout.

Karwar, Goa.

Jeypore.

Karwar, Travancore.

Throughout.

Throughout.

Goa.

Madras City.

* Anopheles ctiUcifacics, however, is an exception and resU like

abdomen held parallel with the resting surface.

Culicine with its
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Here it may be as well to point out that there is a definite rela-

tionship between the malarial parasites and (a) the transmitting

mosquito and (b) the human host and that in each of these the

parasite passes through a distinct portion of its development.

Briefly speaking, a malarial parasite in the human body occurs as a

pale amoeboid organism in the red blood corpuscles, at whose

expense it grows and which it destroys and then sporulates, or

breaks up into many spores or little organisms (merozoites) which

are liberated in the blood, where they may be destroyed by the

white corpuscles (leucocytes) or may invade other red corpuscles

and develop as before, destroying the red corpuscles and producing

the pallid (anaemic) condition seen in sufferers from malaria. Besi-

des the asexual merozoites, sexual forms of the parasite are produced

'Trdnsmlrfiillo Human Bl„.,

cT^^— IN ^ -^

DEVE LOPMENT
I

W

THE ^,

M S q Li
1 T o .

-Life-cvcle of Malari, I After Doano

after some time and may be sucked up with the blood into the

stomach of a mosquito which now bites the malarial patient. After

fertilisation, the female cell penetrates the wall of the stomach of

the mosquito and becomes a resting cell or cyst (oocyst) which

grows and divides ultimately into spindle-shaped motile organisms
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(sporozoites) which make their way into the body-cavity of the

mosciuito and thence to the salivary glands whence they may be

carried with the salivary fluid into the body of a human being bitten

by the mosquito. The period occupied by the development of the

parasite in the mosquito is from eight to twelve days or more,

whence it follows that a mosquito which has become infected by

bit+ng a malarial patient is not itself infective and cannot transmit

the parasite until after this interval of time, which is practically not

before the tenth night after having ingested the parasite. But, after

this, one infected mosquito may bite and infect more than one subject

during the rest of its life.

In comparison with the above method of infection may be noted

the case of a House-fly which first settles and feeds on excrementi-

tious matter contaminated with the " germs " of Typhoid Fever and

then flies into a house and crawls over food which it infects with

the germs carried on its feet and in its alimentary canal, with the

result that those eating the food afterwards ingest the germs and

may develop Typhoid Fever. In this case the fly carries the infec-

tion only more or less casually and the parasite does not undergo

any special cycle of development on or in the carrier nor is the

parasite entirely dependent on the fly as a means of access into

the human body, as it may also be carried by eating or drinking

food which has been contaminated directly.

It is convenient to differentiate between these two classes, that

is, cases in which the parasite causing the disease in man or animals

is intimately adapted to the insect-carrier in which it undergoes

part of its life-cycle, and cases in which the parasite is merely

carried more or less mechanically by the insect-carrier from one

host to another. In the former case the insect-carrier is a true or

adapted carrier, in the latter case it is a more or less casual porter.

It will readily be understood how easily a blood-living parasite may
be carried directly from one host to another by transfer on the

mouthparts of a blood-sucking insect which is disturbed from one

host and at once proceeds to bite another of the same kind of

animal. The term " Miastor " (Greek miastor, a carrier of pollu-

tion) has been proposed by Alcock as a term applicable to insects

which by mainly mechanical means spread abroad any kind of hardy

pathogenic "germs," under which term we may include not only

bacteria but organisms such as eggs of intestinal worms.

Besiiles the carriage of pathogenic parasites to man and beast

many insects and similar animals may cause direct annoyance or

damage by their bites, stings, poisonous hairs or spines or similar

means, or by direct invasion of the tissues of the body. The
irritation caused by the bites of blood-sucking insects, such as
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niosquitos, flccis and bed-bugs, is perhaps hardly to be classed as a

disease, but it is often a serious source of annoyance, and abrasion of

the skin due to scratching or rubbing such bites may give entrance

to germs and thus set up blood-poisoning. The irritation caused

by such bites varies considerably in inilividuals and as regards the

bites of different classes of insects. In the case of mosquito-bites

the resultant irritation is usually most pronounced in the case of

new-comers into the tropics, a partial tolerance being acquired as a

rule after a more or less brief period of residence, but the immunity

acquired against the bites in one locality is not always effectual in

another. Some people appear to be naturally or partially immune
from the irritant effects of bites, while others never become so.

The irritation is caused by a liquid injected, before the mosquito

actually commences to suck blood, not from the salivary glands as

would be expected, but from the oesophageal diverticula which

Schaudinn has shown to contain bubbles of Carbon Dioxide and

bacteria or moulds. Besides the irritation caused by single bites of

insects and their individual attacks on man and animals it is often

necessary to consider the serious effects wrought by the combined

effects of these attacks. Such a combined effect is called " mass

infection " and its results, by mere loss of blood and irritation, may
cause very serious effects on the health of the host even in the

absence of infection by pathogenic organisms.

It is impossible within the limits of a single chapter to attempt

any adequate description of the organisms which are the true

causes of many diseases or of the insects which carry them to man
and animals, but a short account of a few of the more important of

such insects will be found further on (see pages 346—367, 486-487,

521— 524). But before discussing the diseases, it may be as well to

give here a short account of some of the non-hexapod carriers.

Ticks are distinguished from Hexapods by possessing four pairs

of legs in the adult state, although the newly-hatched immature

tick has only three pairs of legs but subsequently develops the

fourth (posterior) pair. Ticks belong to the group Acarina, which

also includes Mites and these latter are probably important as

disease-carriers also, although at present they have been little

Studied and very little is known about thcni—indeed, practically

nothing in India.

The true Ticks form the superfamily I.xodoidea, subdivided into

the families Argasidae and Ixodidse. The feeding-habits, which

are very important from a control view-point, are very varied in the

different groups ; in some the tick remains attached to the host,

whilst in others it merely gorges itself with blood and then drops

off anel hides until it again requires to feed. In different groups of
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Ticks the following distinct cycles of habits may occur :-(«) all

stages drop off the host to moult and the female also drops off to

lay her eggs, (b) the larvae do not drop off but remain attached and

moult on the host, the nymph dropping off and also the females for

oviposition, (c) both larvae and nymphs remain attached to the

host throughout all their stages, only dropping off as replete

fema4es. A knowledge of the actual life-cycle of the particular

species concerned is of the first importance in devising measures

for the control of that species. Some ticks can live for years

without a meal.

The Blister Beetles (Meloids or Cantharidse) neither suck blood

nor actually invade the tissues, but in many places various species

are strongly attracted by lights at night and fiy into houses. The
liquid exuded from the joints of the legs can raise large and

painful blisters if it touches the tender human skin—a fact which

is well known to most residents in Southern India.

Lice of various kinds infest most domestic and wild animals.

Human lice are treated more fully further on but it may be useful

to give here a list of the lice found most commonly in Southern

Intlia ; they are :--

On pig, H(r>iiatopiiiii.s siiis, L., var. lukviiticiiis, Neumann.

„ goat, „ stenopsis, Burm.

„ calf, „ vittili, L.

,, buffalo, ,, titbercidatiis, Giebel.

„ monkey, Pcdiciniis ciirygastcr, Gerv.

Besides these, Hcrwatopinits spiiiitlostis, Burm., is found on rats (Mus

deciimaiiiis, M. alexandriniis and M. sylvatictis) and acts as the trans-

mitter of Trypanosoma kwisi from rat to rat, whilst H. stcphoisi,

Christ, and Newst., is found on the Indian Jumping Rat or Gerbille

(Tatcra iiidical and probably transmits a hjemogregarine (Hannogre-

s^ariiia gcrhilli) commonly found in the blood of this animal. All

lice must be looked on with suspicion as possible or probable

vectors of disease from one animal host to another.

The animals which actually invade the tissues belong as a rule

to two groups, the mites and flies, the diseases which they cause

being known respectively under the general terms of Acariases (;>.,

Diseases due to Acari, or mites) and Myiases (Diseases due to flies,

Greek iiiyia, a fly). Of the true mites occurring in India very little

is known, but a few attack man and domestic animals; sulphur

ointment provides the best treatment as a rule. Scabies or itch is

caused by a tiny mite, Sarcoflcs scabici, which burrows in the skin
;

very similar forms occur on the horse in which they sometimes

cause a form of mange due to the rubbing oft" of the hair by the
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animal owing to the irritation caused. "Coolie itch," a disease

commonly found in the feet of Indian coolies, is caused by

R/iizoglyphiis parasiticus, whilst Demodcx folliailonim, a peculiar

elongate eight-legged mite, is found commonly in the sebaceous

glands of the human face ; this latter species, however, is of doubtful

importance as a pathogenic agent. Pcdiciiloidcs vcntricosus occurs

as a rule in cereals in India but sometimes (e.g., when infested straw

is used to stuff mattresses, etc.) it attacks man and causes severe

urticaria ; much the same may be said of Tyroglyphus longior van

castellanii, which normally occurs in large numbers in copra and

produces "copra itch " by invasion of the skin of those handling

this substance.

Acariases usually cause more or less temporary annoyance but

an attack of myiasis may produce very severe and even fatal results.

The attack of the fly may be more or less casual, eggs being depo-

sited on the raw surfaces of wounds or sores, or even taken into the

intestine with food, or the fly may normally exist by feeding on

living animal tissues during its immature stages. To the former

category belong cases such as those of the " cheese hopper," the

larva of a fly (Piophila cascij whose immature stages may be in-

gested with food and cause intestinal myiasis, and various " blue-

bottle " and other flies which sometimes cause external myiasis in

man by infesting ulcers and especially syphilitic erosions of the

nose. Rhinal myiasis, or the invasion of the nasal cavities, etc., by

the larvas of muscid flies, is indeed probably the most common
form of myiasis affecting man in India. Many of the brilliantly-

coloured green " blue-bottle " flies (Pycnosoma, Liicilia, etc.) seen

commonly on excrement are attracted by any purulent discharge

from the mucous membrane of the nasal cavity and readily depo-

sit eggs (or even living larvas) on such membrane whilst the subject

is asleep in the daytime when the flies are active. Sarcophaga nifi-

collis has also been recorded as causing human myiasis in India.

The larvas bore into the soft parts and even into the bone and may
cause very grave injury or death. Such flies may, and commonly

do, deposit eggs or larvae in neglected sores or wounds in cattle-

Such wounds should therefore always be kept dressed with tar or

grease to repel the flies. There are, however, some flics which

belongtothesecond category noted above and of these the common-

est in Southern India is probably QLstnis ovis, whose larva lives in

the frontal sinus of the sheep, and these animals may often be seen

huddled together or holding their noses in the dust in an endeavour

to avoid the attack of a fly which is trying to oviposit in their

nostrils. The Jigger or Chigoe (Dcniiatopliiliis fciictruiis). a flea

which usually affects the feet in man, burrowing into the skin
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especially under the toe-nails) and in bad cases causing extensive

sores or even permanent crippling, was probably originally a native

of South America, whence it was carried to West Africa and thence

to East Africa, and was brought to India in 1899 but has appa-

rently not spread beyond Bombay ; however, it is c|uite likely to be

brought in at any time by returned Indian emigrants and to get a

footjng in sandy places.

Returning now to the diseases caused directly in man by

pathogenic organisms carried by insects we have already seen how
malaria is carried by Anopheline mosquitos and may now proceed

to notice briefly some of the other diseases known to be insect-

borne :

—

Relapsing Fever is caused by Spiroschaudiiinia earteri, Manson,

but it is possible that several distinct forms of disease may be con-

fused under the one term. The Head-louse (Pcdiciiliis capitis) is

probably one carrier, but bed-bugs and mosquitos are not wholly

free from suspicion.

Indian Kala Azar, caused by Leishniania donovani, is endemic

in Madras and is perhaps carried by bed-bugs, possibly by

Conorhiniis ruhrofasciatiis.

Pappataci Fever, Three days' Fever, or Sandfly Fever is an acute

fever, lasting three days, whose actual cause is unknown but the

infection is carried by sandflies {Phlebotoinus spp), the blood of

the patient being infective up to the end of the second day of the

fever.

Dengue, an acute fever whose cause is also unknown, is occa-

sionally epidemic and is supposed to be carried by Cidex fatigans.

Yellout Fever is not as yet known in India but it is important to

note that its carrier (Stegoniyia faseiata) occurs commonly in India

and that the infection can be carrieil by the eggs of an infected

mosquito.

Plague, caused by Bacilhis pcstis, is a disease of rats from which

it spreads to man by the agency of fleas which desert the dead
rats and bite man incidentally carrying the infection. In 1896 it

spread from China to Bombay, whence it has extended almost all over

India. It is commonly spread by Xenopsylla cheopis, because this is

the commonest flea found on rats, but may also be carried by other

fleas, such as CeratopliyUtis fasciatns and Pidex irriians (the Human
flea); it has also been transmitted experimentally from man to ratby

the Indian bed-bug {Clinocoris hemiptcnis). Plague has unfortu-

nately made itself too well known in Madras, the Fort St. George

Gazette of 20th May 1913 giving the number of Plague seizures in

Madras only from August 1898 to 17th May 1913 as 126,654 whilst

the deaths in this period totalled 98,398.
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Enteric Fever is a term generally used to include Typhoid Fever

and two Paratyphoid Fevers. It is commonly carried by House-flies

and sometimes also by DrosophiUi, a small fly which is equally

at home on excrement and on ripe fruit. Enteric fever may of

course be carried by milk, water, ice, fish, etc., which easily become

contaminated directly, but the agency of flies in carrying germs

on their feet or in their intestines, from infected excrement on to

food (especially milk) is usually much under-rated. In this connec-

tion it is noteworthy that Europeans are most liable to enteric in

the dry season when the infection is carried on to food by dust and

flies, and Natives in the monsoon owing to the pollution of water-

supplies by surface drainage.

Filariosis, in its commonest form of Elephantiasis, is caused

by a minute Nemathelminth worm, Filaria baitcrofti, which is carried

by various mosquitos {e.g., Ciilex fatigaiis, Mansonia iiiiiforwis, and

the Anophelines marked"' in the list on page l8i), and which

when in numbers blocks the lymphatic vessels of the body.

Leprosy is perhaps insect-borne although the exact means of

transmission is as yet unknown.

Yazvs or Framboesia tropica, caused by Treponema perte/iiie, is

very common in Ceylon but apparently rarer in India. It is probably

carried by flies sucking the open sores of patients and carrying the

infective organisms to ordinary ulcers or sores which are thereby

infected.

Epidemic Dropsy has occurred in Southern India as an epi-

demic, especially in 1876 77 when there was a great famine. The

exact cause is unknown but it is suspected to be an organism

spread by bed-bugs.

Cholerais usually carried by water, milk, fruit, etc., which may

be contaminated directly by flies which have previously visited the

discharges of cholera patients.

Dysenteries, caused by various organisms, are also due to

infection of the intestinal tract with drinking-water, milk, green

vegetables, etc., which have been contaminated either directly

or by means of flies or similar insects.

Guinea-Worm is the infection of man with Dracunculiis medi-

nensis, a Nemathelminth worm which passes the first portion of

its life-cycle in the body of Cyclops, a minute crustacean which

is commonly called a " water-flea." If an infected Cyclops is

swallowed with drinking-water it is killed in the stomach but

the contained worm is liberated and makes its way into the

tissues of its new host. The individuals of Cyclops mostly live

near the bottoms of wells and pools and arc therefore most
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likely to be dipped up during the dry season when the water-level

is low.

Orioital Sore, otherwise called " Delhi boil " and known under

various other local names, is a disease found in North-western

India, not South of Canibay nor East of Delhi. According to

Patton's investigations, it is not communicable by species of Miisca

or by blood-sucking flies, but is apparently carried only by immature

bed-bugs and by them only when the temperature is below 25° C.

It is thus only carried in the cold weather, developing two or three

months later on. Cases of this disease seen in Madras are usually

the result of infection further north but the disease has occasionally

been introduced and spread in the colder climates of Hill Stations in

Southern India (e.g.. Bangalore). Tropical Ulcer is also carried

similarly by insects and perhaps by leeches.

Conjunctivitis of the eye, usually caused by a Bacillus, is un-

doubtedly spread to a large extent by means of Eye-flies (Siphoitella

fiDiicola).

The diseases of domestic animals carried by means of insects

are on the whole very similar to those found in man and caused by

pathogenic organisms which are carried by similar kinds of insects,

but usually both organism and carrier are specifically distinct and

peculiar to each particular host.

Trypanosomiases, or diseases caused by infection by minute

Protozoa called Trypanosomes, have acquired notoriety by includ-

ing the two African diseases. Sleeping Sickness and Nagana
or Tsetse-fly disease, the former of which attacks man in West
Africa, Uganda and Rhodesia, whilst the latter is fatal to the horse,

ass and dog. In some parts of India and Burma " Surra," a disease

caused by Trypanosoma cvansi, attacks horses, mules, camels and
cattle, and is carried by Tabanus and probably other biting flies;

later researches, however, seem to show that this Trypanosome may
be spread by hcematophagous muscid flies which are unable to

puncture the skin of an animal by themselves but which suck up the

blood exuding from the bite inflicted by flies such as Philcematomyia.

Irypanosoma thcileri is only known to occur in cattle but is apparently

non-pathogenic ; it occurs in South Africa, Transcaucasia and India

and is spread by the bite of the cattle fly (Hippobosca). Rats in India

and Ceylon are commonly attacked by Trypanosoma Icivisi, another

non-pathogenic organism, which is probably carried from one host

to another by the rat-louse and rat-flea. In Madras the striped palm
squirrel (Fiinambulus pabnarum, L.) harbours Trypanosoma indica,

which is apparently very closely related to T. lewisi oi ihe r^.t. The
bandicoot rat (Ncsokia bandicottij isthe host of Trypanosoma bandicotti,
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which is pathogenic to guinea-pigs, but apparently little known,

whilst T. vespertilionis is found in various bats. Even reptiles are

not exempt from attack by these parasites, for Tryp. vittata; is found

in the pond tortoise (Emyda vittata), being carried from host to host

by a leech, and the common pond snake (Tropidoiiotits piscator) is

attacked by Tryp. prhucti. At least two trypanosonies also are

known to occur in common wall-li/.artis or Geckos. The import-

ance of the parasites of this group warrants all necessary precau-

tions for keeping diseases such as Sleeping Sickness and Nagana

out of India, although the particular biting flies (Glossina sfiP.J,

which carry these diseases in Africa, are not known to occur in

India. By no means an uncommon disease of dogs in the tropics is

malignant jaundice, caused by a minute protozoal organism /'firtftc.^/V?

or Piroplasma catiis) which is carried by the common Dog-Tick

(Rhipiccphalus saiigiiiiicns). Another similar parasite which has

earned a certain notoriety in Madras by its effects on jackal-hounds

is Piroplasma gibsoiii, which causes intense ansemia and enlarge-

ment of the spleen and liver. Slackness of the hound in cover and

inability to keep her usual place in the field when the pack is run-

ning are the first symptoms noticeable to the huntsman and these

are soon followed by rapid loss of condition. This parasite is

common in the blood of the jackal and is transmitted by ticks. It

is also possible that rabies may occasionally be spread amongst

dogs by the agency of biting flies but this is probably an

unimportant method of dispersal.

The various forms of Anthrax are sometimes spread amongst

cattle, and occasionally carried to man, by the agency of biting

flies and it seems obvious, especially in a country such as India,

where the agriculture and hence the very livelihood of the whole

people depends on cattle, that every effort should be made to inves-

tigate the subject of the transmission of disease amongst cattle

by biting flies and other blood-sucking insects. Yet very little

appears to be on record either as regards the diseases or tiie insects

by which they are or may be transmitted. There are few if any

countries in the world in which the subject of Veterinary Entomo-

logy and Protozoology would better repay research than in India,

but hitherto investigators have confined their attention almost

wholly to the subject of human diseases and there is a vast field

for exploration as regards the diseases of tlomesticated animals in

the tropics.

It may be useful to give a summary of the principal diseases

of man and animals which are known to be carried by insects

in India. This list is exclusive of diseases (Scabies, Myiases,

etc.), caused directly by insects.
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Disease.
j

Group to

Carriuil by which carrier

belongs.

1

Malaria ... ... 1 Man

Relapsing fever ... Do.

Anophelinsr

Pedkiiliis capitis.

Kala azar ... Do ...\ •> Clinocons

Pappataci fever ... Do. ...
' Flileholomiis spp. ..

Dengue Do. ... CiiU\ fatigaiis ...

I'lague Man, ral, 1 Xenopsylla clieofis

,
squirrel, :

clal.spp.

\

Musea spp.

Drosophila.

Various mosquitos

? l\dicuius capitis.

Musca spp.

? CliHOCoris

Enteric fever ...
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(iii) Avoid eating any uncooked vegetables and make sure that

all milk and drinking-water is invariably boiled as a matter of

routine and thereafter kept protected from flies.

(iv) Ordinarily cleanly persons do not suffer from attack by

bed-bugs, lice, etc., as a rule, but it is not always possible to avoid such

when travelling. When in camp and after returning from camp
therefore, it is not a bad plan to have all bedding spread out for a

few hours in the blazing sun on a bare patch of ground.

It is simply not worth while to risk infection by insect-borne

diseases when a very little care and common-sense will go a long

way to avoid such risk-
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Chapter XXI.

benp:ficial insects.

" The first step towards vanquishing an enemy is to ascertain correctly its habits;

the next to be so certain of his appearance as not to mistake one party for another ; and

a third and no less important object is to lie well acquainted with our allies and friends.".

C UKTis

—

Farm Insects.

After bitter experience of the ravages of insect-pests amongst

his crops the cultivator is apt to come to the conclusion that his

only safety lies in the prompt destruction of every form of insect-

life wherever met with. But indiscriminate slaughter of this sort

will do almost as much harm as good for it will result in the des-

truction not only of pests but of the innumerable insects of all kinds

which help to keep the pests in some control. For, as already

pointed out (chapters VIII-X), the possible rate of increase of any

insect, in the absence of enemies, is so enormous that in the short

space of a few months its numbers would be so vast as to devour

every scrap of its foodplant in any given district.

The insect enemies of crop pests, which keep these latter

within bounds, may be called the farmer's friends, and indeed

they are more than this—they are indispensable allies. Insects

of this class are generally divided into predators and parasites,

predators being animals which are predaceous on others, i.e., which

devour other animals which they capture, whilst parasites have

already been defined as organisms which live at the expense and

to the detriment of other organisms. The distinction between

these two groups is not always very sharply defined but in practice

it is convenient to keep the two classes distinct. Perhaps the

difference may be brought out more clearly by the introduction of

a time factor, in which case we may say that predators devour

their prey forthwith whilst parasites devour it slowly and gradually

and may not always kill it. A beetle or bug which catches a

caterpillar and feeds on it forthwith is a predator ; a fly which

lays its eggs in the caterpillar, in and on which the fly's grubs

feed at leisure, is a parasite. Parasites may be considered under

various headings (hyperparasitcs, superparasites, etc.), as already

indicated in chapter VIII.

Predaceous insects occur in almost all groups, many insects

feeding entirely on others and some which feed njormally on dead

animal or vegetable matter occasionally devouring living prey
;
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cockroaches, for example, have often been observed to catch and

eat winged termites when these swarm out of the nest. Earwigs

also are generally rather mi.xed feeders of the scavenger type but

are often found to be predators and are sometimes important

checks on the breeding of flies in rubbish-heaps. Ants again as a

whole are decidedly mixed feeders, usually eating dead vegetable

matter and subsisting largely on the sugary " honey-dew " excreted

by various sucking insects (Aphids, Membracids, Coccids, etc.), but

observation of a string of ants {e.g., CEco[>hyUa swaragdina, the Red

Tree-ant) returning to the nest will reveal abundant spoil brought

in by foragers in the shape of small flies, beetles and caterpillars.

Fig. 81.—Dragonflies ; ( Agrionine. (After Lefroy.)

The Odonata, or Dragonflies, are exclusively insectviorous,

hawking small insects on the wing, and also leading an entirely

predaceous aquatic existence in their early stages. It is often very

difficult to make out exactly what dragonflies are catching even

when their numbers and actions leave no doubt that they are

actually capturing small insects, and as a rule these latter probably

consist of minute midges, winged ants, etc. In cases where winged

ants and termites have been flying in numbers out of a nest, I have

often seen a swarm of dragonflies hawking backwards and

forwards overhead and capturing them, and it is interesting to note

that on such occasions the dragonflies usually only bite off the

bodies of their victims which continue to fly along apparently

quite happily.

The Mantidae are familiar to all students of insect life in India.

Some are comparatively small whilst others are giants of the

insect tribe, but all are coloured procryptically in order to secure

concealment at once from their enemies and their prey. One of

the most curious and striking of South Indian Mantids is Goiigylus,

whose portrait appears on the cover of this book in its natural

13.A
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attitude when at rest amongst foliage, head downwards and with

its long sharp-spined front legs doubled together in readiness

to strike at its prey, which are usually butterflies. The head,

being separated from the body by an attenuated thorax which

resembles an elongated neck, seems to be something apart and

does not resemble an insect at all ; in some specimens the inner

surfaces of the raptorial legs are coloured bright pink in life and

the head then resembles a papilionaceous flower which may
allure butterflies to approach within striking distance. The

deceptive appearance is often accentuated by the adoption of a

gentle sideways swaying motion of the whole insect, which not

only gives an impression of a flower swaying in a gentle breeze

but at the same time brings into action yet another device in the

reflection of light from the lower surfaces of the prothoracic lobes

which flash out like spots of sunshine finding their way through

the foliage. Finally, the insect occurs in two different shades,

green and brown, resembling living or dead leaves respectively,

and e.xhibits strong sexual dimorphism, the male having pectinated

antennse and well-developed wings whilst in the female the

antennae are simple and the wings abbreviated. It may be added

that males are relatively scarce because the female sometimes eats

the male prior to pairing and invariably does so afterwards.

Raptorial legs, especially suited for the capture and retention

of prey by the development of an armature of spines, as seen

typically in the Mantids, are found in many widely different

groups of insects, such as the Mantidae, the Mantispidee and the

Reduviidse, and the parallel development of such similar structures

is an excellent example of convergence in evolution which may be

commended to the student. The possession of a long slender

rostrum, as seen in the plant-feeding bugs, may be compared with

the short, stout beak found in predaceous groups, but the posses-

sion of raptorial legs is often a surer mark of distinction ; in the

Pentatomidae, for example, the rostrum is always long and slender,

whether the bug is a plant-feeder or a predator, but in cases of

doubt as to feeding habits a good guess can usually be made after

examination of the fore-tibia, which is always provided with spines

in predaceous species {e.g., Andralliis, see figure 356).

Many Wasps are predaceous on other insects and the various

species which search out and destroy caterpillars are highly

beneficial. Some wasps, such as the social species of Polish's

which commonly build small open hanging nests in bushes and

buildings, either eat the caterpillars themselves or feed them to

their larva;, but many of the solitary cell-building wasps collect
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and store up caterpillars as food for their young. Of this latter

class the large long-waisted species of Eumcnes are common visi-

tors to almost every bungalow, building neat mud-cells, provided

with a regular neck and lip like a water-jar, in which caterpillars

are stored, the egg deposited, and the cell sealed and left. It is

remarkable with what regularity and consistency the wasp hunts

for and succeeds in capturing caterpillars of the same species and

size, and it seems probable in some cases that all the caterpillars

brought and stored are members of one brood which have been

systematically hunted down and destroyed ; so that the good

accomplished by these wasps is far greater than is generally

Fig. 83. — Noctuid larva

extracted from a mud-cell of

Eumenes conica. (Original.)

Fig. 82.

—

Eumenes conica, a

common Cell-building Wasp-
(Original.)

realized. The caterpillars are stung before they are placed in the

cell and as a result they remain practically helpless, alive but

incapable of co-ordinated motion. A great deal has been written

regarding the " wonderful instinct which always impels the wasp
to deliver its sting in one and the same and most effective portion of

the nervous system of the caterpillar," but this is largely an effort

of the imagination, and every gradation can be found in stung

larv« between complete paralysis and ineffective and transient

results; sometimes, indeed, the caterpillar may even pupate and

emerge as a moth. The wasp's egg is suspended from the top of

the cell by a slender filament, so that it is less exposed to danger

by any convulsive movements of the stored caterpillars ; on hatching

it devours these, still living, until they are all eaten, when it

pupates in the cell and ultimately emerges. The number of cater-

pillars stored depends upon their size ; in the case of moderate-

sized ones {c.^., Plitsia) about seven are stored in each cell as a rule

and one wasp may build and store eight or ten cells in one cluster

and probably builds and stores several clusters. So it will be seen

that every single one of these wasps may be calculated as a poten-

tial destroyer of at least one hundred caterpillars, and such wasps
should, therefore, be protected and encouraged as much as possible.

Wasps are peaceable creatures if they are left undisturbed and
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even the social species, the smaller ones at any rate, are usually

quite unobjectionable inmates of a bungalow.

Amongst the flies, the Asilidje or Robber-flies are entirely

predaceous, being provided with a stout horny beak which can

Fig. H4.— Asilid Fly. On the left is a side-view of the head, showing the

stoutly-built beak ; the outline figure on the right shows the

natural size. (Original.)

inflict a nasty poisoned wound in the case of the larger species.

These flies are all extremely rapid flyers and capture their prey

on the wing. Of the various other groups of predaceous Diptera

the Syrphidas are of the greatest practical importance, although

these are only predaceous in the larval stage at which period of

life they live entirely upon Aphids ; the flies themselves, many of

which superficially resemble bees and wasps, frequent flowers and

leaves and may often be seen hovering motionless in the air,

whence they are sometimes called "Hover-flies." The eggs are

laid on plants infested by Aphids, which the larvae seize and

devour, sometimes, as in the case of the Ragi Root Aphid, even

following their prey below-ground.

The Chrysopidee, or Lace-wing Flies, have habits somewhat

similar to the Syrphidas, their eggs also being laid on plants and

their larvje feeding on Aphids. The eggs are very characterisitic,

being laid in groups, each egg deposited at the tip of a long slender

stalk ; it is possible that this arrangement preserves the remaining

eggs from the cannibal propensities of the first-hatched larvas.

The Myrmeleonidte, or Ant-lions, are not commonly noticed as

adults, in which state they look like weak-winged dragonflies, as

their flight is apparently nocturnal, but they are sometimes attracted

to light at night. The larval pits, however, are familiar objects in
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all dry sandy or dusty places as little circular funnel-shaped depres-

sions in the ground, at the bottom of which lurks the larva ready

to seize and devour any small insect which may tumble into the

pit or be brought down into it by the volleys of sand flicked

upwards by the concealed lar\a.

85.—Larva cases issed on stem ot Babul (Acacia

s c)nf,'iiial photo.)

Amongst the Lepidoptera, which seem to form so typically a

vegetarian group, a few species are predaceous in their larval stages.

Of these the commonest in Madras is probably Euhlcmma scitula

(see figure 242) whose curious larva, enclosed in a tough shell-like

case, feeds on scale insects and is commonly found on babul

{Acacia arabica) ; frequently masses of these cases are seen on the

trunks of trees, the larvae apparently reacting to a thigmotropic

impulse at the time of pupation. Several other species of Eiiblcmma

are known to be predaceous on scale-insects, whilst others of this

same genus are plant-feeders. In districts where lac is grown these

larvs may do very serious damage by devouring the lac-insects.

The Coleoptera, or Beetles, contain numerous groups of pre-

dators. The Cicindelidse. or Tiger Beetles, are predaceous both as

larvae, which tunnel in the ground and as adults which swiftly run

and fly in search of prey. One species (Cicindela sexpunctata) is

known to attack the Rice-bug (Leptocorisa) in Northern India and

hence is a most useful ally of the farmer, but in Madras this species

appears to be scarce or absent, being known only from the

Northern districts and from Mysore. Many of the water-beetles
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{Dytiscidae, Gyrinidae, etc.) are entirely predaceous, as indeed arc

most of the Bugs which live in the water or run along its surface.

The Coccinellidae, or Lady-bird Beetles, are familiar and

extremely beneficial insects, feeding on scale-insects, Aphids and

various other pests both in their larval and adult stages. They are

generally of very characteristic shape and colour (see plate V)

and every cultivator should make himself familiar with their

appearance. The adults have, as a rule, red wing-cases spotted

with black but the markings are variable and may be wholly red

or black, occasionally yellow or dark blue. A very large black-

spotted red species is found in the Hills attacking the large Aphid

found on pear-trees, and at least one lady-bird (sec figure 1 33)

is known to be an enemy of Green Scale-bugs. The mite so

common on cholam is attacked by a minute species (Scymnus sp.)

which does not apparently touch the mites themselves but devotes

all its attention to devouring their eggs.

Fig. 86.—Parasite of Diatrcea sp. The small figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Parasites undoubtedly play a much more important part than

predators in the reduction of the numbers of any species of insect,

and this is largely because parasites as a rule only lay their eggs

so that their larvae can feed on their victims, and they are there-

fore able to destroy a large number of these latter. It must here be

emphasized again that it is by no means every parasite that is

beneficial. Probably every species of insect, without exception, is

parasitized by one or more other insects and it is obvious therefore

that some parasites must be injurious by their destruction of

beneficial insects. Even when an injurious insect is attacked it

may be parasitized by two or more different parasites, only one of

which is likely to survive, and it frequently happens that this

survivor is destructive to a really beneficial parasite and its survival



87.— Parasite of Aprocurenia ncrtcria. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

is therefore advantageous to the injurious pest. On the whole,

however, the activities of parasites are decidedly beneficial.

Parasites are found amongst the members of most of the larger

Orders of Insects but the parasitic Hymenoptera and Diptera are

the most important. Amongst the Hymenoptera, several very exten-

sive families (Ichneumonidje, Chalcididas, Proctotrypidse, etc.")

are entirely parasitic as are also the Tachinidze and Bombylidas

amongst the Diptera. Animal parasites (HippoboscidK, Nycteri-

biadas, etc.) are not included here.

-An Ichneumon Fly, Xatitliopiiiipla pcdator. The smaller outline

figure shows the natural size. (Original.)

• II must again be pointed out that it is impossible to give more than a very small

selection of facts in a book of this character, tn the present chapter the consideration

uf whole families and groups must necessarily be omitted.
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The Ichncumonidce, or Ichneumon Flies, are large to moderate-

sized slender, waspish Hymenoptera, their females armed with an

exserted ovipositor which may be several times the length of the

whole body, especially in the case of species which are parasitic

on larvae living in dead wood, into which the ovipositor may be

thrust to a great depth in order to oviposit in the concealed larvEe.

The members of this group are often parasitic on lepidopterous

larvae, which are hunted down and eggs deposited in, or occasion-

ally on, them by means of the ovipositor. The eggs presently

hatch into small white grubs which feed inside the stung larva

eating the fat and non-vital portions until they are full-grown, by

which time the larva has generally ceased feeding and pupated,

when the gaibs consume the remainder and then themselves pupate

in the pupal shell of their host, afterwards biting their way out and

emerging as adult flies to continue their beneficial labours of

destroying caterpillars.

Fig. 89.—A Chalcid Fly, Eretmocerus sp., parasitic on the Castor

Aleurodid ; Coimbatore, May 1913. The natural size is shown

by the small figure within the Circle. fOriginall.

The Chalcididas or Chalcid Flies are small to minute Hymen-

optera, often brilliantly shining or metallic in colour, which

parasitize insects of almost all Orders, many being themselves

hyperparasites on Ichneumonids or other Chalcids. As an example

of this group we figure an undescribed species, apparently belong-

ing to the genus Eretmocerus, which parasitizes the Castor Aleurodid.

Many insects of this family, it may be noted, are highly important

as checks on Scale-insects and some have been imported from one

country to another expressly to check the attacks of Scale-insects,

in which success has been attained in several cases.

The Proctotrypidas, or Proctotrypid Flies, are the only other

family of parasitic Hymenoptera that can be noticed here. They

are all minute insects, sometimes wingless and are mostly important
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as being egg-parasites, that is to say, they hunt out and oviposit

in batches of eggs laid by the insects which serve as their hosts.

A few insects of this group, which has not been studied at all in

India as yet, are known to be aquatic and to use their wings for

propelling themselves along under water. The unnamed and

undescribed species which we figure is parasitic on the eggs of

Tettigoniella spectra, a small white Jassid bug which is sometimes

veryabundant in paddy-fields and which lays its eggs on paddy-

leaves which often become submerged in the water, and in this

case the parasite walks under-water in search of them. Egg-

parasites of this kind may be encourged, when egg-masses of pests

are found, by placing these eggs in an open vessel surrounded with

oil-and-water, so that any flies which emerge may be able to fly

away whilst any caterpillars which hatch out will be unable to

escape.

Fig. 90.— Proctotrypid Parasite of Tettigoniella spectra. The smaller

figure shows the natural size. (Original.)

The Tachinidas, or Tachinid Flies, in general appearance much
resemble rather hairy house-flies or flesh-flies and are parasitic

on caterpillars, grasshoppers, etc., on which the eggs are laid as a

rule, the white maggots feeding inside their victim in much the

same way as ichneumonid grubs, but generally killing it off just

as it is full-grown, then emerging and changing on its collapsed

remains into characteristic small brown puparia, from which the

adult flies presently issue forth.

The Bombylidae, which are usually hairy, bee-like two-wingetl

flies, extremely swift on the wing and often hovering stationary in

one place during flight, are parasitic on various insects, chiefly

Hymenoptera. and several species of these flies, which parasitize
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the solitary wasps, are commonly seen in bungalows. A few

species, however, are known to parasitize grasshoppers, their larvae

feeding on the egg-masses, and are therefore beneficial. We have

bred an undetermined species from the egg-masses of the Deccan

Grasshopper (Colemaniu sphcnarioides).

Amongst other parasites of grasshoppers must be reckoned the

Blister Beetles, whose larvae feed on and destroy the egg-masses

of grasshoppers, and these beetles are therefore highly beneficial

in their early stages, whatever damage they may do as adult

insects.

Besides doing good as predators and parasites, insects may be

beneficial indirectly in other directions, as in checking the growth

of weeds, breaking up of dead wood and acting as scavengers of

dead animal matter. As regards the checking of weeds, there are

few if any plants which are not subject to attack by insects of

some or many kinds and weeds are no exception to this rule. But,

whilst insects may do a little good by checking the growth of

weeds, this is hardly a factor to be relied on by the agriculturist

to supersede the necessity of weeding, and on the other hand many
insect pests breed freely on weeds and thereafter invade the

adjacent crops and damage them. In forest regions especially,

where there is always a quantity of dead wood present, this has a

regular and characteristic fauna of its own which feeds upon it

and rapidly reduces the dead wood to a state in which it can again

form part of the soil, and in such cases the action of these insects

is undoubtedly beneficial under natural conditions. Dead animal

matter has also a special fauna of its own, various insects feeding

on it and laying their eggs on it so that it is rapidly consumed.

The Dung Beetles of numerous kinds are common and well-known

examples, the beetles separating small pieces of dung which they

form into a ball and roll along the ground to a suitable spot, where

it is buried and either eaten by the beetle itself or an egg laid on

it and the ball left for the food of the future larva. In the case of

some of the larger species, such as Heliocopris bucephalus (sec

figure I2l), the ball may be very large and solid, as much as six

inches in diameter, and may be buried at a depth of several feet.

The dispersal and reduction of dead animal matter by insects in

this way is obviously beneficial by ensuring its more rapid

l)lencling with the soil.
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Chapter XXII.

USEFUL INSECTS.
" TTie study of entomology is one of the most fascinating of pursuits. It takes its

votaries into the treasure-houses of Nature and explains some of the wonderful series of

links which form the great chain of creation. It lays open before us another world, of

which we have been hitherto unconscious, and shows us that the tiniest insect so

small perhaps that the unaided eye ran scarcely see it, has its work to do in the world

and does it." j, g. Wood.

Under the heading of Useful Insects we may consider the

comparatively small number of species which are applied directly

to supply the requirements of man, either as food or drugs, or as

ornaments, or on account of the products which they yiekl.

Silk is the best-known and most valuable of such products and
forms the staple industry of many whole districts in India and other

countries, amongst which we may mention especially Japan, China,

Italy and France. Most caterpillars, and various other insects, and

of course spiders, spin silk, and we have already seen that the

cocoon-making instinct is widely found amongst insects, the basis

of all such cocoons being silk, but it is only in two families of moths

that these cocoons are suitable for practical use on account of the

strength, quality and quantity of silk fibre contained in them.

These two families, the Saturniadse (or Attacids) and Bombycidee,

comprise a number of species of wild silk-moths which occur more
or less commonly in Indian jungles and which are constantly being

exploited unsuccessfully by promoters of wild-cat schemes for their

commercial utilisation, but the only three species which are of

actual value in Southern India are the Mulberry, Eri and Tasar

Silkworms. In all cases it is of course only the cocoon, or silken

case spun by the larva for the protection of the insect during its

resting pupal stage, that is of any value.

The Mulberry Silkworm {Bombyx mori) is only cultivatetl on any

scale in Southern India in Mysore and in the Kollegal taluq of the

Coimbatore district, this latter area being geographically, if not

politically, part of Mysore. As its name implies, this silkworm is

fed on the leaves of mulberry, which is generally grown from cut-

tings as a field crop, the bushes being plucked of leaves and

regularly cut back when they grow too high. The caterpillars are

reared in open basket-work trays made of split bamboo and when
full-fed are placed to spin their cocoons in cliaminik/iis or split-

bamboo frames containing a spiral maze in which the caterpillars
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wander about and select a suitable corner for spinning up. As the

silk is spun in one single reelable thread, which is broken by the

emergence of the moth, those cocoons which are intended for silk

must be stifled (?>., the enclosed insect must be killed) to prevent

their being spoilt in this way. Stifling is done by exposure to the

hot rays of the sun or by artificial heat. The cocoons which are

intended for silk are placed in water which is nearly boiling, one

end of the silk thread teased out and thrown on to a compound

thread from four or five other cocoons and the whole reeled on to a

Fig. gi.—The Mulberry Silkworm {Boiiihyx niori.) 1, L;i:

4. Male Moth : 5, Female Moth. (After hidiaii Mm
la ; 2, 3, Cocoons :

'liin Notes.)

spool, other cocoons being attached as one comes to an end-

Those cocoons which are intended to be kept for rearing purposes

are retained and the moths allowed to emerge, pair and oviposit in

due course. As the silkworms are very subject to numerous diseases

which are transmitted hereditarily, each female moth is confined

over a sheet of paper under a tin funnel whilst laying her eggs
;

when oviposition is concluded, the body-juices of the parent are

examined microscopically to see whether disease is present and, if

so, that batch of eggs is destroyed. Scrupulous cleanliness in the

rearing-trays and proper disinfection of these trays and the charid-

rakhis are essential for success in rearing these, as in all other,

insects.

The Eri Silkworm (Attaciis riciiti) feeds on the leaves of castor

and is normally an inhabitant of Assam and Bengal but has been
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Fig. 92.—The Eri Silkuonn lAttaciis ricinil. 1, Larva or Worm
;

Cocoon ; 3, Cocoon cut open to show the structure and enclosed

Pupa : 4. Female Moth. (Original.)

introduced all over India in a domesticated condition. This insect

requires a warm, damp climate and cannot therefore be expected to

do well in the plains of Southern India except on the West Coast.

In a wild state most of the cocoons are of a dark red-brown colour

but, by constant inbreeding of specimens producing only white

cocoons, the brown ones are eliminated in the domesticated races.

These cocoons are not reelable and must be spun and there is

consequently no necessity to kill the insect to obtain its silk. Not

only, therefore, can all the cocoons reared be converted into thread,

but all the moths can be allowed to emerge and be useil for breed-

ing, so that large broods can be built up rapidly without wasting

cocoons for seed. The silk is spun by hand and woven like cotton,

the cloth being extremely durable and improving after a little use,

becoming more lustrous and soft and also stretching a little. If

mill-spun, very line and even thread can be made and excellent

fine cloth prepared from this. Either hand-spun or mill-spun

thread, or cloth made from these, can be dyed to any colour required.

Further particulars regarding this silk will be found in Pusa

Bulletin No. 29, " Directions for the Cultivation of Eri Silk."
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The Tasar Silkworm (Autlicrcea papliia) is chiefly found in the

North of the Presidency, the caterpillars occurring wild or semi-

domesticated in jungle tracts on various trees of which the more

common and important are Slwrca robiista (Sal), Zizyplnis jiijuba

(Ber), Tcnninalia toiueiitosa and T. arjiina. The cocoons are collec-

ted in the jungle, being the produce of wild caterpillars, or from

particular trees on which eggs have been placed by rearers. The
caterpillars cannot be reared in confinement on a commercial scale,

nor will the moths pair readily, and the bred female moths are

Fig. 93. —The Tasar Silk Cocoon ; 3, Female Moth.

(1 and 2 after Lefroy.)
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therefore paired with wild males which are attracted to them, the

females being usually tied to a twig. Owing to the facts that there

is thus no real control over pairing, so that it is impossible to be

certain of retaining any particular quality of silk, and that the

caterpillars feed in the open exposed to the attacks of innumer-

able enemies, tasar silk is not an industry which is capable of

much development in face of the competition of well-organized

sericultural industries in other countries. The cocoon is reelable

and the moth must therefore be killed and not allowed to emerge

as the thread is spoilt and unreelable after the moth has eclosed.

Fig. 94.—Where Apis dorsata builds its comb. The Kadiar Rocks in the

Shevaroy Hills. The bees build below the overhanging rock shown here and

the honey-gatherers are lowered over the precipice by ropes. (.Author's

original photo.)

Bees are found throughout Southern India in a wild state and

produce a considerable quantity of honey and wa.x, the right of

collecting these in the jungle being usually leased out by the

Forest Department to jungle tribes, many of whom make a regular

business of raiding bees' nests at particular times of the year.

There are three kinds of true honey-bees, all of which occur

commonly both in the plains and in the hills. They are

—

(1) the large Rock Bee (Apis dorsata, see figure II7),

(2) the Indian Bee [Apis iiidica, see figure 1 18), and

(3) the Little Bee [Apis floren, see figure 119).

Of these Apis dorsata usually occurs in colonies composed of

several or many nests each of which builds a large single comb
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suspended from a cliff or from the horizontal branch of a tall

jungle tree. Frequently the same tree or clump of trees or cliflfs

are used by these bees year after year and in most districts there

seems to be a semi-annual migration of the colonies from the Hills

to the Plains during the rainy months and vice versa. When
disturbed these bees are apt to be irritable and very vicious,

sometimes attacking all who approach their colonies and making

roads impassable for trafific. They are not therefore adapted for

domestication. The honey and wax are collected in a very crude

manner by men of jungle tribes who climb the " bee-trees " or are

lowered over cliffs to the nests, protected by a blanket and a torch

with which they burn the bees off the comb and cut this away

bodily. Enormous numbers of these bees are destroyed annually

in this way in certain districts.

The Indian Bee (Apis incited) is similar to, but smaller than, the

European honey-bee (Apis mellifica) and, like the latter, builds

several parallel combs. This bee varies very considerably in

colour according to locality, specimens in the Plains being pale

and those from the Hills dark. It builds its nest as a rule in

hollow trees, more rarely on bushes in shady places, the nests being

found singly and not gregariously as in Apis dorsata. They are

commonly robbed when found, the entrance being chopped open

as a rule and the combs cut out without any special precautions,

although this bee can sting smartly. Apis indica ca.n he, dind oUen

is, kept in a more or less domesticated state in hives, in which,

however, it rarely remains more than a few months, thereafter

swarming off to found a new nest, and this vagrant disposition is

one difficulty in keeping these bees, as new colonies have to be

obtained frequently or at least the old ones recaught and rehived.

The honey of this bee is good but not plentiful, probably only

about six pounds being obtainable from each hive annually, so that

it is hardly a profitable kind to keep on a commercial scale for

honey-production, though very valuable in gardens and orchards

as a pollinator.

The Little Bee (Apis floreaj is especially a dweller in the Plains,

hanging its small single comb in bushes and shady places. The

honey is excellent but small in quantity. The nests are commonly

robbed when found, the comb being squeezed in the hand and the

honey eaten forthwith, the skins of low caste natives being appa-

rently impervious to the sting of this bee. Owing to the small

size both of individual bees and of colonies this species is not

adapted to domestication.

Besides producing honey and wax, bees are extremely useful

to man indirectly by pollinating plants and this is an aspect of
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their activities which must not be overlooked, especially in districts

where large areas of crops are required to be fertilized by these

insects for the attainment of successful crops later on. In places

such as coffee estates and all fruit gardens it will probably be
found profitable to keep bees, not so much for the production of

honey as for the successful pollination of crops ; or at least to

protect the bees where these occur in a wild state.

.The only native Indian bee which offers any chance of domesti-

cation is Apis iiidiai which, as already noted, can be hived with

Fig. 95.—Diagrammatic sketch of a Bar-frame Beehive, showing construction.

(Original.)

some success. Proper wooden hives should be used, with moveable
wooden frames of standard size and provided with wax foundation

to save the bees as much as possible from the necessity of making
wax. For it must be remembered that the production of wax is a

.^reat strain on the activities of bees and that it takes about fifteen

pounds weight of honey to repair the wear and tear caused by the

production of every pound weight of wax. If, therefore, bees are kept

for honey, this should always be extracted in a proper machine •'"

For description of ;

er igil.

14-A

iile honcy-extracto Agricultural JoMrnal of India fo
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and the empty combs returned to the bees to clean and refill. It is

a most wasteful procedure to remove the wax with the honey.

Lac, which is the resinous excretion of a Scale-insect, is an

important industry in some parts of India, but is little grown in

Madras where the climatic and other conditions appear unsuitable

for its successful cultivation. It is used in India principally by

jewellers for filling gold ornaments, bangles and bracelets, and

for making toys and ornamental ware, and outside of India in the

manufacture of gramophone records, varnishes, furniture polishes

and sealing wax. A full account of the cultivation and preparation

of lac is given in Pusa Bulletin No. 28, " The Cultivation of Lac in

the Plains of India," to which the reader may be referred for fuller

information.

Analogous to lac is the white waxy substance produced by

another Scale-insect, Cerococcus cerifenis, found commonly in

Madras. It has been tried for making candles, but without much

success. It is also said to be eaten.

A few insects are of direct use to man as a source of food and

of these we may mention especially Termites of various kinds,

particularly the winged forms of some of the mound-builders. Not

content with the capture of these insects at their normal time of

emergence from the nest, in many parts of Madras members of

certain castes anticipate their flight and build a small domed hut

of twigs and branches over the nest, the top of which is sliced off,

and a chatty of water is sunk in this or a hole dug and filled with

water. A lighted lamp is now placed in the hut and the emergence

hastened by blowing into the nest a mixture of certain powdered

roots and seeds, whereupon the termites fly out and fall into the

water whence they are collected and sold in the bazaars for food

amongst the lower castes.

Locusts are well-known articles of food in most of the various

countries which they ravage. I am not aware that they are regular-

ly eaten in Madras but this is probably the case as we read in Kirby

and Spence's " Introduction to Entomology " that when a " cloud

of locusts . . . visited the Mahratta country, the common people

salted and ate them." There is probably little reason except

prejudice why many insects should not be eaten and, if this seems

repugnant to any readers, they may be reminded that the majority,

even the most fastidious, have probably devoured with relish many
small insects such as cheese-hoppers, which are merely the maggots

of a fly, and that Cochineal, a colouring matter derived from a

small Plant-bug, is extensively used for colouring fancy sweets.

Besides their use as food, many insects are utilized as drugs of

various kinds. Probably the best known in this connection are the
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Blister-beetles, many of the Indian species of which are sufficiently

plentiful to repay collection and which contain a considerable

percentage of Cantharidin. For veterinary purposes especially

these beetles will probably prove worth collecting and using. The
supposedly stimulating properties of queen Termites are well known
and need not be more than alluded to ; when found by coolies

during digging, etc., they are usually swallowed alive forthwith.

Finally, insects must be added to the replete armoury of attrac-

tions by which the fair sex endeavours to render itself still fairer

and more attractive. The brilliantly-metallic wing-cases of many
Buprestid beetles in particular are often used for the ornamentation

of fans and brooches and the embroidery of cloths and dresses,

whilst glow-worms are sometimes enclosed in gauze and used as

hair-ornaments.
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Chapter XXIII.

SOME OTHER ANIMALS.

"The art of seeing, so useful, so universal, and yel so uncommon, is one of the most

valuable a man can possess." KiRBY and SpENCE.

Innumerable animals other than insects, from elephants to minute

organisms invisible to the naked eye, must be included amongst

the farmer's friends and foes. Some destroy crops and hence are

injurious, some feed on crop-pests and so are themselves beneficial,

whilst others do neither harm nor good to man or his possessions

and are therefore of neutral value.

Elephants occur in most uncultivated tracts both in the Plains

near and in the Hills, though commoner in the latter. In districts

where they occur they frequently invade cultivated areas and do an

immense amount of damage to crops merely by reason of their size

and numbers, a single full-grown elephant consuming between 600

and 700 lb. of green fodder daily. In the Hills cardamoms seem to

be especially attractive, whilst a young tea nursery often seems in

the elephantine mind to have been prepared expressly as a most

desirable spot to wallow in, to the total destruction of the planters'

hopes of young plants. Elephants usually avoid enclosed areas,

apparently in fear of traps, and, as they are quite unable to jump,

a comparatively narrow (7 feet) ditch forms an impassable barrier.

The GauT (Bos gdiinis), commonly miscalled " Bison," occurs in

most of the Hill tracts and occasionally does some damage in

estates, whilst the Wild Buffalo (Bos bttbalus) occurs in the Plains to

the north of the Godavari and often does great damage to crops, a

herd or solitary bull sometimes taking possession of a paddy-field

and driving away the true owners. The Nilgai (Boselaplius trago-

camelus) is also common in scrubby localities in the Plains as far

south as Mysore and often does much damage to crops. Various

species of deer also occur commonly and may at times invade

cropped areas. Shooting the trespassers, where damage is done, is

probably the only practical control-measure.

No animal does more damage to crops than the Wild Pig {Sits

cristatiis) which occurs commonly both in the Plains and Hills. Pigs

often breed twice in the year, producing four to six young in each

litter, so that their prolific rate of increase enables them to compete

with most forms of destruction. Under these circumstances the

best thing is to protect the crops by fencing, where these are suffi-

ciently valuable to repay such protection. A suitable permanent
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fencing is described by Clouston in the Agricultural Joitninl of bulid

for April 191 3.

On the other hand the curious Pangolin, or Scaly Ant-Eater

(Manis crassicaiidata), found sparingly throughout the Plains though

rarely seen, is beneficial as feeding entirely on insects, principally

on termites whose mounds it tears open with its powerful claws and

then thrusts in its long tongue.

Squirrels of many species occur in Southern India, the commonest

being the common Striped Squirrel (Funambtilus pahnarum), whose
diurnal habits and partiality for the neighbourhood of human
dwellings renders it one of the most familiar of all Indian animals.

The food of most squirrels consists of buds, fruit, seeds and insects,

and they are usually of neutral or slightly beneficial value to the

agriculturist. Occasionally, however, squirrels may attack fruit,

such as mangoes, and do considerable damage. In such cases they

are difficult to check unless they can be shot, as their powers' of

climbing make it difficult to isolate the trees. In the case of valu-

able fruit, bagging or netting may be tried.

Fig. 96.—The Indian Gerbille iTatcra indica). (After Blanford.)

Rats and mice of numerous kinds are sometimes amongst the

most serious pests with which the agriculturist has to contend. In

the Anamalai and Travancore Hills, and perhaps in the Nilgiris,

the Malabar Spiny Mouse (Platacantlioniys lasiiinis) is said by Blan-

ford to damage pepper, breadfruit, and jakfruit. The Indian

Gerbille (Tatcra indica) is common almost everywhere, burrowing in

bunds and in the ground, and only venturing out by night. It is a

gentle-mannered and pretty little animal, reddish-brown above and
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pure-white below. Normally it probably does some good, because

its favourite food is the roots of hariali grass (Cynodon dactylon)

which is a most pestilential weed as a rule, but it also does consider-

able damage by feeding on seeds and grain. Under certain

conditions, whether of favourable weather or absence of enemies or

both is not exactly l<nown, this little rat increases enormously in

numbers and it is probable that this is often the species concerned

when complaints are made of damage to standing crops by rats.

In 1878-79 this Gerbille was so plentiful in the Deccan as to ravage

the grain-crops over an area of several thousand miles.

The Common Indian Rat (Epimys nifcsccns, or Miis rattus of the

" Fauna of India" volume) is common everywhere, burrowing in the

ground and climbing well. It is common in houses, living especially

in roofs where these are made of suitable materials and is practically

omnivorous but feeds chiefly on grain and fruits. It often does

considerable damage in coconut topes, destroying the young unripe

nuts, and nesting in the crowns of the palms. The Brown Rat

(Epimys norvegicus or Mus decumantis) is a typically human parasite

which has been carried by shipping all over the World and which is

now commonly found in all large towns. It lives in burrows in and

under houses, in field-bunds, etc., and sometimes does damage to

grain-crops although it is essentially a scavenger. The Indian

House-Mouse (Mus manei) is a household pest as a rule, but is occa-

sionally found doing damage near human habitations; in the fields

it is replaced by the Southern Field-Mouse (Mus booduga). The
Soft-furred Field-Rat (Millardia mcltada) lives entirely in cultivated

fields, in burrows or simply in cracks in the soil, and sometimes

increases " so as to become a perfect plague and to destroy the

crops" (Elliot). The Bandicoot (Bandicota malabarica, or Nesokia

handicola (part) of the " Fauna " volume) is common in many parts

of Southern Iniiia, both in towns and in cultivated tracts, being

very destructive to grain and also eating fruits and said to kill

chickens. It is of very large size for a rat, the head and body

(without tail) measuring 12—15 inches long, blackish-brown above,

grey beneath ; it grunts like a pig, whence its name, which is

derived from the Telugu " Pandi-koku " (pig-rat) of tank-diggers.

The nearly allied Southern Mole-Rat (Guuomys kok) has similar

habits, throwing up large piles of earth at the entrances of its

burrows, which are often in the bunds of paddy-lands, antl storing

up grain.

The abovementioned are the commoner and more important of

the rats and mice found in Southern India and they are enumerated

here in order to emphasize the fact that very various and different

species may do damage, a point which is usually overlooked by
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correspondents and others who report damage by " rats " and

ask for remedies. The habits of the various species are often

different and must be taken into account in devising or carrying

out any measures for control. It is, for example, little use to attack

a rat, which is burrowing in field-bunds, in order to try and check

damage which is actually being done by a different species which

is living and nesting in the tops of palm-trees. In selecting a

suitable bait for laying down poison or for use in traps, due regard

must be paid to the habits and economy of the particular species

concerned. In any case the control of damage to crops by rats is

by no means easy. Traps are usually out of the question on a

Fig. 97.- ( -. -nm I'.iliii- nil :.,1 nmiIi lui l.,.inK 1.. |nv\,iit r.its from climbing

up. lAuthoi--,-, uriginal photu.)

large scale and control methods are consequently limited to exclu-

sion, fmiiigation and poisons. In the case of trees such as coconut

palms it is sometimes possible to exclude the rats from access by

nailing downwardly-sloping bands of tin around the trunk, care

being taken that access is not possible by way of contiguous or

adjacent trees, bushes or buildings. In the case of burrowing

species it is sometimes practicable to fumigate the rats by gaseous

poisons and in such cases it is as well to go over the ground pre-

viously and mark and stop loosely with earth all burrows that can

be found, those which are subsequently reopened being presumably
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occupied. In careful hands Carbon Bisulphide is an excellent

fumigant but care must be taken to observe the precautions noted

in Chapter XVIII; a small quantity is poured into the entrance of

the burrow, allowed to evaporate for a second or two and then

exploded with a lighted rag on the end of a long pole and a spade-

ful of earth immediately placed over the hole ; the explosion,

which drives the gas into the burrow, is very violent and care must

be taken to stand well clear of the burrow and to place the

bottle of Carbon Bisulphide well out of range before applying a

light. If a machine, such as one of the " Ant Exterminators "

(see pages 121— 123), is available the burrows may be fumigated

with Sulphur or Sulphur and Arsenic and this is especially useful

because the heavy fumes call attention to exit-holes which would

otherwise be overlooked ; if a regular machine is not at hand a

temporary makeshift can be manufactured at small cost from a

blacksmith's bellows, an earthenware chatty and a few lengths of

bamboo, the bellows being arranged to blow fumes of a fire

kindled in the chatty through a bamboo or metal pipe into the

burrow. Powdered Sulphur freshly made into a paste with Kerosine

and wrapped in a piece of paper may also be used, being lighted

and pushed with a stick into the burrow which is then closeil with

earth and left. The indiscriminate use of poisons in cultivated

areas may lead to unexpected results and poisoned baits shoukl

therefore be placed only in situations where other animals are not

likely to reach them ; a piece of earthenware drain-pipe or similar

covering may be suggested for use in fields. A bait of crushed

maize poisoned with Zinc Phosphate has been found successful

against Field-Rats in some places. Strychnine also gives good

results sometimes, but must of course be used with caution ; it is

generally given in plantains or sugarcane, the bait being split

open, a little strychnine powdered on, and the fruit closed and laid

down as required. Several pathogenic organisms, fatal to rats but

innocuous to other animals, form the basis of various special culti-

vations (Danysz Rat Virus, Ratin, Trope Ratin, etc.) which are

extensively used in Europe; but these cultures are not readily

obtainable in India and seem to deteriorate in the Tropics, so that

at present they are hardly within the sphere of practical politics.

Most rats, especially semi-domesticated species, it may be noted,

are extremely suspicious of baits and traps if these retain any trace

of the smell of the human fingers used to prepare them ; before

setting or placing baits or traps, therefore, care should be taken to

rub a little Aniseed Oil over the hands.

Porcupines are far commoner in most districts than is usually

imagined as they are rarely seen owing to their nocturnal habits,
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remaining concealed during the daytime in their burrows, which
are generally made amongst rocks where these are available.

They feed on vegetable matter, chiefly on roots, and often do great
damage to garden crops and to young trees. The latter might be
protected to some extent by giving a good thick coat of whitewash
mixed with an insoluble arsenical such as Lead Arsenate. Other-

wise the treatment for porcupines is much the same as that given for

rats. It may, however, be noted that these animals are often inclin-

ed to be gregarious and occupy more or less permanent burrows.

Hares are generally common in dry cultivated areas and some-
times do a little damage to crops ; but they are unimportant to the

agriculturist as a rule.

Flying Foxes (Pteropits giganteus), large fruit-eating Bats, are

very common in some districts, feeding normally on wild figs but
attacking all fruit and often doing serious damage in orchards.

They also tlrink toddy on occasion and are sometimes found com-
pletely " drunk and incapable " under the trees the next morning.

They generally rest in the daytime in particular trees to which they

resort year after year, sallying out every evening at dusk and
ranging over a circle of fifteen or twenty miles' radius. It is

remarkable how a tree in fruit is discovered immediately the fruit

begins to ripen, attracting the bats from miles around. It is

difficult to protect fruit-trees or crops from the ravages of these

animals but the following note by Mr. John Still, extracted from

"Spolia Zeylanica" (Vol. VI, p. 54), seems to offer a hint as to a

method which might be adopted in districts where these bats do

damage :

—

"In the North-Western Province, near Ganewatta Station, I

noticed in a paddy-field a most ingenious method of capturing

flying foxes. Great strings of cane are hung across the narrow

fields, and from them depend at intervals of 3 or 4 feet long

streamers made by tying together several of the whip-like thorny

shoots of the common jungle cane. These whips are so thin as to

be almost invisible in the tlusk, and their thorns are sufficiently

tenacious to hold captive any unfortunate flying fox who gets into

heir grip."

The Southern Short-nosed Fruit-bat {Cyiioptcnis sp/iiiix ; inargi-

natiis of the " Fauna " volume) is also common, roosting by day
solitarily or in small parties on leaves of plantains and palms.

It flies swiftly in the evening, feeding entirely on fruit and

being often extremely destructive to plantains, mangoes and

guavas. One which I had in confinement for some time ate a

whole plantain nightly but under natural conditions probably

several fruits would have been partially eaten and spoilt.
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Most bats are of course well known to be insectivorous and may
therefore be considered as beneficial, destroying vast quantities

of insects, especially noctuid moths. A few species, however, are

carnivorous, at least sometimes, and amongst such we may note

especially the Indian Vampire (Lyrodcnua lyraj which catches and

devours small birds, other bats, and frogs, as well as insects.

Various Shrews, often confused with field-rats but distinguishable

by their long pointed snout and small eyes, occur commonly and

frequently enter houses at niglit in search of insects which form

their main food. They are useful little animals which deserve

encouragement.

Fig. 98.—Sugarcane gnawed by Jackals. (From an original photo.)

Bears live mostly on fruits and insects, especially on termites

whose mounds are clawed open and the inmates sucked up. The

only species found in Southern India is the SIoth-Bear (Meliirsiis

iirsinus), which sometimes does damage to crops, such as cereals

and pulses and especially sugarcane. Toddy-pots also are some-

times robbed of their contents by this animal, which also plunders
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bees-nests when found. On the whole, however, bears are of small

importance to the agriculturist.

The Jackal (CV7«/5 indiciis ; aureus oi authors) is commonly and

widely distributed in all districts, usually occurring in small parties.

They are essentially scavengers, feeding on carrion and offal of all

sorts, but they are not averse to killing and eating any small

animals which they can catch. Chickens are sometimes taken and

I have seen a jackal catch a pair of drongos which were squabbling

on the ground, striking them down with alternate blows of its

fore-paws. Sweet cereals, such as maize and especially sugarcane,

are often attacked and considerable damage may be done by these

animals in cane-fields. In the Wynaad, it is said by Jerdon that

jackals devour considerable quantities of ripe coffee-berries, the

seeds passing through, well pulped, and being collected by coolies,

as it is asserted that seeds so found make the best coffee, a

circumstance due, as explained by Sterndale, to the fact that the

jackals select the best fruit. Besides damaging crops the jackal

acts as a permanent reservoir of the virus of rabies, so that he

cannot be considered either a respectable or desirable member of

society.

The use of carefully-stretched wire-mesh fencing, as advocated

by Clouston (see p. 215) is said to keep jackals out of areas so

protected to some extent. Direct control-methods are difificult,

unless burrows can be located ; but in the Plains of Southern India

the jackal often lies up in bushes in the daytime. Poisons are

often difificult to apply ; if Strychnine is used, an excessive quantity

should not be given, as such often induces vomiting and defeats

its object.

Mangos mungo, the common Indian Mongoose, together with

several other species, is found throughout Southern India, frequently

in the vicinity of houses. All the species feed rather indifferently

on any small animals or birds that they are able to catch, whilst

their partiality for snakes is well known. Though useful in this

respect around houses they often do great damage to fowls or other

domesticated birds if they can obtain access to these. As they

prey on numerous insectivorous reptiles and birds it is doubtful

whether these animals are really so beneficial as is commonly
supposed and perhaps their value may be assessed as neutral.

The Indian Palm-civet (Paradoxurus iiigcrj is commonly called

the " toddy cat ' in many districts on account of its fondness for

the contents of toddy-pots, and is often caught by the toddy-drawers

asleep in the daytime in palm-trees. Its normal food consists of

small animals of all sorts and fruit, so that it is sometimes
destmctive to poultry and gardens.
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Various small jungle cats, the leopard and tiger need not

be more than mentioned here. All are often very destructive to

domestic animals of various kinds and the ordinary methods of

shikar are the only ones applicable to their control.

Monkeys of various species are also sufficiently familiar and in

many districts do considerable damage to crops and gardens, being

looked on as sacred and not to be interfered with, although the

cultivators, averse to killing the monkeys themselves, sometimes

find their pilfering such a loss that they will beg foreigners to do

this for them.

Of all vertebrate animals, however. Birds are the most important

from an agricultural point of view and it is probable that, if birds

were wholly absent in Southern India, it would prove impossible

to grow crops on account of the damage by insect pests. It is not

generally realized what an enormous number of insects are

destroyed in the course of a year by every individual of an

insectivorous species of bird, such as a Mynah, which hunts

systematically for its food during almost every moment of daylight.

On the other hand some birds are distinctly injurious to crops,

feeding entirely on fruit or grain, and others, which are beneficial

by feeding on insects during part of the year, turn their attention

to crops when these are ripe. Not even all the purely insectivorous

birds are necessarily useful, as their food may consist of useful or

beneficial insects. So that every different kind of bird must be

judged on its merits from the point of view of whether it is useful

or noxious to the agriculturist, our opinions of the value of each

species being based solely on actual records of its food and

feeding-habits. A bird that eats injurious insects is itself beneficial

and vice versa, and a bird which does good most of the year is not

necessarily to be condemned as injurious because it occasionally

does some harm. An occasional lapse from virtue need not be

construed as a permanent divergence from the straight and narrow

way ; the good and the harm have to be balanced together and a

general average struck. So far as agriculture is concerned there

are practically only two classes to be considered, birds that feed

on insects and those which eat grain, and the beneficial birds in

the first class far outweigh in numbers and importance the injurious

birds in the second class.

Practically nothing is on record of the actual food of birds in

Southern India ; what scanty field-notes exist have been collected

by Mr. Mason in his memoir on the "Food of Birds in India"

(Agri. Dept., Entom. Series, Vol. Ill), but the original work in this

relates solely to one small district in Bihar and the number of

observations is too small to be satisfactory. Feeding-habits may
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also vary to some extent in different districts in accordance with

the relative abundance of particular kinds of food ; at Coimbatore,

for example, the Common Mynah is much more of a grasshopper-

hunter than in Bihar, because the country is more open and there

are few fig-trees to provide the fruit on which this bird feeds largely

in Bihar.

Amongst the commoner and most beneficial birds we may in-

clude the Drongo, Blue Jay, Hoopoe, Babblers, Orioles, Mynahs,

Tree Pie, Grey Tit, Wagtails,Wood-
peckers, Nightjars, Crow-pheasant,

Spotted Owlet and most owls, Com-
mon Pariah Kite, Cattle Egret,

and perhaps Crows. Amongst the

injurious birds we may mention

especially Parroquets, Barbets, Bee-

eaters, and the House-sparrow.

The Drongo or King-crow

(Dicninis aterj occurs commonly
throughout Madras and is exclu-

sively insectivorous, the larger

proportion of the insects eaten

being of speciWs injurious to crops.

It is fond of resting on any con-

venient perch from which it can

swoop down on its prey and perches

may therefore be placed in open

fields to encourage and attract this

bird.

The Blue Jay or Indian Roller (Coracias iiuiiaij is commonly
distributed throughout the Plains, preferring localities which are

thickly wooded. It feeds mostly on insects, which are largely

grasshoppers and caterpillars, occasionally on larger animals such

as mice or frogs. This is a most useful bird which deserves every

possible protection, especially in the vicinity of towns and canton-

ments where it is too often shot on account of its gaudy plumage.

The Hoopoe (Upiipa iiidicaj occurs throughout Madras but is not

very common as a rule. It feeds almost exclusively on insects, ot

which the greater part are destructive species. The Hoopoe is

therefore extremely beneficial from an agricultural viewpoint, and

deserves protection throughout the year, but especially during the

nesting-season, when the young are fed almost entirely on insect

larvae. This bird is particularly useful because its long beak en-

ables it to destroy numbers of insects at some distance underground

where they are out of reach of other enemies.

Fig. 99.—The Kiiig-crow

(Dicntnis atcr). (Original.

V
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Babblers of several species occur in Southern India, the White-

head Babbler (Cratcropits griseus) being indeed confined to an area

south of a line drawn from Ellore through Secunderabad to Belgaum.

The Jungle Babbler ^C. canonis), commonly called " Seven Sisters,"

is common throughout Southern India. The food of these birds

consists for the most part of insects and these latter are all of

species which are more or less injurious. A few frogs may be

eaten occasionally, but on the whole these birds are distinctly

beneficial. They rarely venture far into the open country, such as

cultivated fields, but usually remain under the shelter of bushes or

trees, where they hunt about amongst dead leaves and undoubtedly

do a great deal of good in thinning off noxious insects which

would otherwise spread into cultivated areas.

Orioles, of which the Indian Oriole (Orioliis hindoo) and the

Black-headed Oriole (0. mdanoccphahis) are the commonest, feed

partly on insects and partly on fruit, but the vegetable food seems

to consist almost wholly of the fruits of wild figs. These birds are

not known to damage orchard fruits, and must be considered as

distinctly beneficial to agriculture. They therefore deserve en-

couragement and protection, the more especially because their

brilliant plumage has already attracted the undesirable attentions

of the feather trade.

Fig. 100.—The Common Mynah (Acndothercs tristis^. (Original.)

Mynahs of several kinds occur in Southern India and the

Common Mynah (Acridothcrcs trislisj may be selected as typical of

the group. It is common throughout Madras and feeds mostly on

insects, of which grasshoppers form a large proportion. These

birds may often be seen following cattle and catching insects
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disturbed from the grass as the cattle move. Occasionally the

Mynah may eat a little oats, maize, cholamor paddy grain, but any

damage done is insignificant in comparison with the good it does by

destroying insects. At Nilambur this bird is reported by the Forest

Department as constituting an important check on the caterpillars

of Hyblcca and Pyraitsta which defoliate the Teak plantations.

The Tree Pie (Dendrocitta nifa) is common in some districts and

occasionally does some harm by eating eggs and young birds,

lizards, etc., but the " general average " of its diet shows that the

Tree Pie is distinctly beneficial by destroying noxious insects

throughout the year.

Fig. 101.—The Golden Woodpecker I Brachyptcnnis aurantinsl.

(After Blanford.l

The Indian Grey Tit (Panis atriceps) and various other Tits

common in the Plains feed chiefly on injurious insects, occasionally

on fruit ; when fruit-buds are plucked, these generally contain

injurious insects.

Wagtails, with the exception of the Large Pied Wagtail (Mota-

cilla innc/craspatci/sisj, are only winter visitors to Madras, summering
and breeding in Northern India and Central Asia. They are,

15
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however, none the less useful, feeding principally on small insects,

especially on flies, which they often catch around cattle.

Woodpeckers of various species occur in all wooded and forest

regions. They feed entirely on insects, mostly on wood-boring

species which they dig out of the trees affected, thus being espe-

cially beneficial in checking these pests of forest areas. Brachyp-

ternits aurantius is said to be very partial to toddy palms, probably

attracted by the palm beetles and weevils which bore into the

trees when cut by the toddy-tappers.

Night-jars, being nocturnal or at least crepuscular in their

habits, are not commonly recognized although they occur not infre-

quently in most localities. Their food consists of insects which

they capture on the wing as a rule, occasionally on the ground.

They must be classed as beneficial birds.

Fig. 102.—The Spotted Owlet i Athene brumal. (After Dewar.)

The Spotted Owlet (Atliene brama) is probably the most familiar

of the owls, because it is common and often ventures out early in

the evening. It seems to have a special predilection for the neigh-

bourhood of man and sometimes even ventures into houses in

search of prey, whilst a bungalow roof or an adjacent tree is a

favourite perch, whence its shrill chattering constantly advertises

its presence throughout the night. It feeds chiefly on insects,

particularly crickets, and also on any small mice, shrews, or

lizards it can catch. On the whole this little owl is distinctly

beneficial, and the same may be said of all owls as a class.

The Crow-pheasant or Coucal (Cetttropiis sinensis) does a great

deal of good by destroying insects and occasional harm as a poa-

cher of small birds-eggs and nestlings. From an agricultural

standpoint it is beneficial and deserves protection in districts where

it is'killed for food,
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The Common Pariah Kite (Milviis goviiida) feeds largely on

insects, particularly on grasshoppers and especially when these

are present in large and destructive numbers. In the Bellary dis-

trict this bird has proved most useful in the control of the Deccan
Grasshopper, and in towns and villages it acts as a scavenger,

clearing up offal and garbage and thus helping to reduce flies and
disease. An occasional chicken taken now and again must not be

regarded as a offset to its beneficial qualities. Much the same
remarks apply to the Brahminy Kite (Haliastiir imius).

The Cattle Egret (Btibiilciis coromaudiis), as its name implies,

may often be seen attending cattle and picking off leeches and
other pests and also catching grasshoppers and other insects which

are disturbed as the cattle walk along. In the stomachs of three

birds examined by Mason, out of l66 insects no less than l6o be-

longed to injurious species ; these figures speak for themselves.

This bird also feeds to a small extent on fish, frogs and tadpoles,

but it is distinctly beneficial from an agricultural standpoint.

Fig. 103.—The Grev-necked Crow iCorvus sblcndciisl. lAfter Dewar.)

Crows have often been regarded as of neutral or negative value,

but these opinions are perhaps tinged by observations on these

birds in towns, where their morals have doubtless degenerated as

a result of association with human society. Under such conditions

the crow becomes a mere scavenger and parasite. But in the

country, where the crow has to work for his own living, his habits

IS-A
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are necessarily rather different and, in common with the cultivator,

he has to look to the fields for his livelihood.

There are of course two common species of crows, the Grey-

necked Crow (Corvus splendens) and the Jungle Crow (C. macror-

liynchiisj. The scientific name of the latter refers to the large size

of its beak ; that of the fonner was perhaps bestowed in irony and

always reminds one of the Latin Grammar tag " splendide mendax."

The habits and manners of both birds arc similar, but the Grey-

necked Crow is generally found more commonly around houses, the

Jungle Crow in the fields. Crows probably do some good in towns

and villages which are sufficiently insanitary to provide them with

a livelihood on garbage, but in the mofussil crows have to eke out

an existence otherwise and it is under such circumstances that they

may do either good or harm to the farmer. When cereals, and

especially cholam, are ripe, crows are always amongst the first to

discover the fact and to congregate in dozens in such fields, so that

Fig. 10-4.—Crows following a Harrow and devouring the insects exposed.

(Redrawn from Author's original photo.

I

in most districts it is customary to build a platform in the middle of

the field and to station there a small boy armed with a whip or an

old tin, which he cracks or beats to scare away the birds. At such

times crows may certainly do considerable damage. But there is

another side to the picture which is to be seen when ploughing or

harrowing is taking place, the crows following the plough in

numbers on these occasions and eagerly searching for any insects

which may be turned up. Similarly, when fields are being irrigated,

crows almost always make it their business to be present, hunting

assiduously along the edge of the advancing water and picking up

insects such as crickets which have been flooded out of cracks

in the soil. At times, also, when caterpillars have increased to
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destructive numbers, crows discover them and devour them whole-

sale, and may under these circumstances do inestimable good in

checking pests. On the whole, therefore, the general average of

the crow's diet shows that this bird is beneficial from an agricultural

point of view, the Jungle Crow being probably the more useful bird

of the two. If crops can be protected by watchmen when ripe, the

crows may be looked on as the farmer's allies during the rest of the

y§ar. Occasional damage to seedlings or grass lawns is usually

more apparent than real and merely incidental to a search for grubs

which are attacking the roots.

Fig. 105.—The Rose-ringed Parroquet iPtiltvoniis toyquatiisl. (After

Cunningham. I

Of birds which are injurious to crops, the Parroquet (PalcEornis

torquatus) is the most pernicious. It feeds wholly on fruit and

grain, usually associating in small flocks, which ravage all cereal

crops whenever these are ripe and destroy far more than they eat.

It does no good whatever but is, in fact, an unmitigated nuisance,

and a reduction of its numbers, whether at the hands of plumage-

hunters or otherwise, cannot fail to benefit the cultivator.

The common Indian Green Barbet (Tlwreiceryx zcyloniciis) is a

pest of all fniit and often does considerable damage to loquats,

peaches, etc., feeding in the early morning and evening as a rule.

In the Coffee Districts Barbets sometimes do considerable damage

by feeding on coffee-berries just as these are ripening. A few

insects may be eaten occasionally, but these birds are normally

ugivorous and must be regarded as injurious.
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On the other hand the Bee-eaters are exclusively insectivorous
;

yet they are destructive, especially where bees are kept, by feeding

on these insects, and are especially no.xious when queen-bees are

being reared as they are almost invariably snapped up by these

birds on their marriage-flight. The commonest species of bee-eater

is Mcrops viridis, a small green bird with a long tail and slender

beak, which is often seen perched on telegraph-wires, whence it

swoops down on insects and then returns to its perch. These birds

appear to be migrants to some extent, though little seems to be on

record regarding their movements. Besides honey-bees, these birds

catch and eat various other species of bees, wasps and dragon-flies,

and the bulk of their food is composed of beneficial insects, so that

bee-eaters must certainly be ranked as injurious birds so far as

agriculture is concerned.

The House-sparrow, which has been well named the " Avian

rat," is essentially a human parasite and seems unable to establish

itself except in towns or at least in the neighbourhood of large

piicca buildings, where its incessant shrill cheeping makes it an

intolerable nuisance all through the day. The young nestlings are

fed at first on insects, chiefly caterpillars, but by the time they are

three weeks old their food is composed exclusively of grain, and

the adults feed almost wholly on grain, grass, and weed seeds and

incidentally probably do some damage by distributing weeds. So

far as the farmer is concerned, the sparrow seems to be as injurious

in India as in most other countries, and would undoubtedly do more

damage if not checked outside of towns by hawks, kites, crows

and other enemies.

Allied to the birds are the Reptiles and Amphibians, the former

class including tortoises, lizartls and snakes, the latter frogs and

toads.

Lizards are largely insectivorous and therefore beneficial on the

whole, though there is little exact information on record regarding

their food, and it is probable that the insects taken are of more or

less neutral value on the whole. The common "bloodsucker"

(Calotes versicolor) sometimes catches butterflies but probably feeds

mostly on ground-living beetles of little importance. The geckos,

or wall-lizards, which so commonly take up their station alongside

the bungalow-lamps in the evening, feed on almost any moving

insect not too large to tackle, whether it be beneficial or not ; I have

seen a gecko catch and eat a large Mantis and conversely I have

seen the same individual catch and reject unharmed an injurious

moth (Estigwaic lactiuca). Lizards undoubtedly do figure promi-

nently amongst the enemies of insect pests of crops and to that

extent do some good, but they also do some harm by feeding on
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beneficial and useful insects also, and to that extent must be

reduced any benefit derived from them.

Some of the smaller Snakes feed on insects and it is said that

young cobras will catch and eat butterflies, but snakes are of no

direct importance as insect-eaters. They have, however, some
indirect importance, because all the larger snakes feed on other

animals, such as mice, rats, birds, lizards and frogs, which may
themselves be insectivorous; and if their prey be useful the snakes

which devour them must be injurious, and vice versa. Judged by

this standard the fact appears that almost all the smaller colubrine

snakes are harmful and that the useful species are the larger

colubrines, vipers, and the python, all of which feed on small

mammals, and the kraits which feed on other snakes. We arrive

then at the seeming paradox that, on the whole, the non-poisonous

species not directly harmful to man are injurious indirectly and

that the poisonous snakes are really useful. A Russell's Viper in

the fields, apart from its potential danger to the farmer himself

and to his animals, passes an extremely useful existence, living

wholly on rats and mice of which each individual snake must eat

several dozens every year, as it is rare to open one of these vipers

without finding tolerably recent remains of such a meal.

Fig. 106.—Key to common Poisonous Snakes of Southern India (Original.

1

1. Portion of body of Krait, showing enlarged vertebrals ; 2. Side-view of head

of Cobra—the numbered scales below the mouth are the infra-labials ; 3. Head
of Cobra from above—the numbered scales are 1. Rostral, 2. Internasals, 3. Pre-

frontals, 4. Frontal, 5. Parietals ; 4. Head of King-Cobra or Hamadryad seen from

above—figures as in 3 but the scales marked 6 are Occipitals ; 5. Head of Echis

carinata from above, showing small scales—compare with the large plates seen

in 3 and 4.
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The mere fact that some snakes are venomous renders them of

great direct importance to an agricultural population which walks

about barefooted in the fields and the tiiscrimination of the

poisonous species is frec|uently necessary in cases of snake-bite.

A few species, such as the Cobra and Russell's Viper, may be

well-known, but to the ordinary man one snake is much the

same as another and all are poisonous. There are, however, few

venomous snakes which are at all common in Southern India and

their identification is comparatively easy. The only ones which

need be noticed here are the Krait, Cobra, King Cobra or

Hamadryad, Echis and Russell's Viper. The Pit-vipers, so called

from the curious pit-like depression in the head between each

nostril and eye, are common in the Hills, the green species being

frequently found on coffee-bushes; they are all poisonous, but

rarely or never fatal.

The Krait (Biinganis candidus) is quite a common snake but

seldom seen, as it lives a retired life in chinks and cracks of old

walls and similar situations, only venturing abroad at night. It

feeds solely on other snakes and is of a sluggish, peaceful disposi-

tion and loath to bite as a rule although the poison is twice or

thrice as virulent as cobra venom and death has been known to

occur in less than six hours after a bite from a specimen only

l8 inches long. In colour it is of a glistening black, with

paired white lines or narrow bands across the back, these white

markings being less evident towards the head. The vertebrals, or

row of scales along the middle of the back, arc hexagonal (six

sided) and greatly enlarged, at least twice as large as the other body-

scales, and the subcaudals, or scales beneath the tail, are single

{i.e., not divided along the middle line to form two rows). If

attention is paid to these points, there should be no difficulty in

jdentifying a specimen as a krait; but it may be observed that

there is no snake in India for which the ordinary man is more

liable to mistake a harmless species, such as Lycodon anlicus, merely

because the general shape and colour-pattern are similar. It may
be noted, however, that in Lycodon and other harmless snakes the

white cross-bands are more evident behind the head and fade away
posteriorly, whilst the opposite is seen in the krait; in Lycodon anil

similar snakes also the vertebral scales are not enlarged.

The Cobra (Naja naja; tripudians of the "Fauna" volume

and authors generally) is usually easily recognisable in life by

the characteristic "hood," on which the markings are usually

binocellate (two-eyed, spectacle-like), sometimes monocellate (single-

eyed, O-shaped), rarely absent. In deatl specimens, however, in

which the hood is shrunk and the markings obliterated, this
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character is not available and several harmless snakes inflate

their necks very considerably. Scale characters are therefore of

importance md the cobra carries a uniquely characteristic identi-

fication-mark in the shape of a small wedge-shaped (cuneate) scale

between the fourth and fifth infralabials (the row of scales

bordering the lower lip, counted from the front backwards,

remembering that the anterior, unpairetl scale is the mental and

not an infralabial). The scales bordering the front of the eye on

each side are also in direct contact with the pair of scales lying

between those in which the nostrils are placed. If neither of these

characters occur, the snake cannot be a cobra.

The King Cobra or Hamadryad (Naja bunganisj occurs in all the

Hill Districts and may reach a length of over 15 feet. It has a

small hood but is best recognised by the presence of a pair of large

occipital shields in contact with one another and forming a sixth

set of large head-scales counting from the nose along the middle

line. The anterior subcaudals are undivided, the posterior ones

divided into two rows, whilst the vertebrals are not enlarged.

The Echis (Echis carinata) is common throughout the plains,

often abundant in sandy places. The Trichinopoly District and

the Guindy Race-Course are well-known localities and I have
found it in Bellary and seen it brought in at Bangalore. This small

viper rarely exceeds a length of 2 feet, but it is extremely poisonous

and fatalities from its bite are numerous in districts where it is

common. When disturbed or discovered it has a curious habit of

throwing itself rapidly from one side to another, whilst remaining

in a loose coil, so that the scales rub over one another and produce
a loud hissing sound. This snake is easily recognised by the facts

that (l) the top of the head is covered with small scales similar to

those found on the body, and (2) the subcaudals, or scales beneath
the tail, are entire and form only a single row.

The Russell's Viper (Vipera russcUii), so named in honour of

Dr. Patrick Russell whose work on South Indian Snakes, published
in 1796, still remains a standard book on the subject, is unfortu-
nately only too common throughout Madras. Its coloration, with a

triple row of light-edged spots down the back, is distinctive, but it

is better identified by the facts that, as in Echis, the top of the head
is covered with small scales, whilst unlike Echis, the subcaudals, or
scales beneath the tail, are divided down the middle to form a
double row. The bite of this snake is fatal to man and domestic
animals; otherwise the Russell's Viper is a most useful snake
feeding entirely on rats and mice. It is a sluggish animal, as a rule]

hissing loudly when disturbed but slow to wrath, but when it does
strike it darts like a flash and often retains its grip.
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Fig. 107.—The Russell's \'ipev fVipera russelliil, u.seful on account of its value

as a destroyer of rats but dangerously poisonous to man. (Author's original

photo. >

A great deal of rubbish has been written on the treatment of

snake-bite, a subject which seems to appeal strongly to the

credulity of the general public, and the most extraordinary methods

of cure are vaunted in blind faith ; unfortunately many of these are

tried in cases where either the snake is non-venomous or a lethal

dose of poison has not been injected and cures are consequently

claimed in cases in which the patient would have recovered in any

case. Snake-stones, Tanjore pills, the use of ammonia or alcohol,

may all be cited as examples of this. If poison has really been

injected, the only effective cure is by injection of an appropriate

anti-venene prepared by gradually inoculating an animal, usually

a horse, to withstand increasing dosages of the poison of that

particular kind of snake. A bivalent anti-venene prepared to

counteract the poisons of the Cobra and Russell's Viper is pre-

pared and available, but for other snakes no such cure is at present

possible as their venoms cannot be obtained in suflficient fiuantity

for the preparation of anti-venenes. Once in the tissues the poison

spreads with such extreme rapidity that ligaturing, incision with

or without the application of oxydising agents such as potassium

permanganate, or even amputation, are of little practical use unless

applied with a promptitude which is usually impracticable ; deep

incision, making several deep parallel cuts along the length of the
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limb, and the application of permanganate crystals may, however,

help to neutralize sufficient venom to reduce a lethal dose into a

sublethal one, the wound being carefully dressed aseptically. In

cases of cobra-bite, if the breathing ceases, artificial respiration

should be employed and continued for as long as possible some
hours at least ; this may give time to procure anti-venene if this is

not already at hand.

Fig. 1 OS.—C^co/)/(

The Amphibia include the Frogs and Toads whose eggs as a

rule are deposited in water, hatching out into tadpoles which

develop legs, reduce their tails, and change into young frogs. In

the case of the Chunam Frog (Rhacophonis maciilatiis), a common
tree-frog with little toe-discs by means of which it enabled to

cling to walls and leaves and even to panes of glass, the eggs are

laid in a curious frothy mass which is suspended over water into

which the young tadpoles drop when they hatch out ; these egg-

masses may often be seen attached to the edges of cement-lined

tanks at the commencement of the rainy season. The commonest
pond-frog is probably Rana cyatwphlyctis which is usually found

along the edges of all small accumulations of water ; it seems to

feed principally on such insects as fall into the water. The Bull-

frog (Rana tign'na), a very large frog with a yellowish stripe down
the back, is also found around ponds and often, in wet weather, in

grass well away from water ; it is capable of giving prodigious

leaps and is therefore by no means easy to catch. It is largely

carnivorous in habit, feeding on other frogs, even other individuals

of its own species, and it is not uncommon to find one of these

cannibals dead with another individual half his own size wedged
firmly in his throat. Several frogs are burrowers, living under-

ground as a rule and only coming up in wet weather; of this group

Rana brcviceps is a common example in some localities, l)ut
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Cacopus systotna is probably better known, by sound at least. In

many districts in the Plains, notably around Madras, this frog is

common and its loud drumming note, so diflficult of exact location,

is frequently heard at night during heavy rain at the commence-

ment of the North-east Monsoon, although the extraordinarily

bloated frog itself is seldom seen anti quite unfamiliar to most

people. The commonest Toad, both in the Plains and Hills, is

Biifo melanostictiis, which often enters bungalows in search of

insects attracted to the lights.

The main food of frogs and toads is well known to be insects

and consequently these animals are always regarded as beneficial,

as no doubt they are as a class and on the whole. We have,

however, few exact records of their food and feeding habits and it

is probable that these are so casual as to reduce their value very

largely. A frog which snaps up every insect which falls into a

pond, or a toad which will engulph any insect which moves, may

do actual harm by destroying useful species, whilst many of the

real pests, being protected by nauseous odours or sharp spines, are

avoided ; a hungry toad, for example, will snap up a specimen of

Dysdcrcus chigulatiis but immediately rejects it unharmed. Exact

records of the actual food of frogs and toads under natural condi-

tions in India are at present desiderata, whilst the field of inquiry

\s large and ready at hand to any observer.

Fig. 109.

—

Hiiplocliiliis llncatiis, a mosquito-eating tisli. (After Day.)

The main utility of Fish in India is as a source of food, but it

must not be overlooked that many fish, especially amongst the

smaller species, are of the utmost utility in reducing the number of

mosquitos present as larvae in the ponds and other waters in which

such fish live, and this fact is often of the greatest importance in

determining the malarial factor in any locality. Several small

fish, especially the species of the genus Haplochiliis, feed greedily

on mosquito-larvae and may easily be introduced into ponds and

wells in order to prevent mosquitos from breeding in such places
;

at Coimbatore we have also found that young individuals of

Macrones vittattis are extremely useful in this respect, but larger

individuals would probably require larger prey and do harm by

eating smaller fish. For it must be remembered, in stocking water

with small fish to reduce mosquitos, that all large fish must be
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removed first of all, for otherwise the large fish will prohably eat

the smaller ones and be useless themselves as mosciuito-destroyers.

Crabs are found in most streams both in the Plains and Hills and
occasionally do a little harm by burrowing into bunds of paddy-

fields, etc. It is possible that they may also do some damage at

times to young paddy, whilst crab-holes are often utilized as breed-

ing places by mosquitos, Ceratopogoii, and other blood-sucking flies.

In most districts, however, they are sought after and used as food,

a dead Calotcs being a favourite bait.

The Arachnida include the mites, which are treated elsewhere,

and the scorpions, spiders and ticks. Scorpions of various kinds

are common, antl we may mention here the large blackish-green

Palamncnis found commonly under stones in the Hills, the large

brown Biil/io which occurs in the Plains, and the little grey house-

scorpion ; this last, which frequently shams death when discovered,

forms a useful check on household pests. The " Jalamandalam "

or "Jerry Munglum " (Galeodcs indicus), common in Bellary and
other districts, also belongs to this group. Spiders are so ex-

tremely varied in structure, appearance and habits that it is impos-

sible to attempt any account of the group here and the student may
be referred to the " Fauna " volume which contains some account

of the larger forms. Allusion may, however, be made to the social

nests of Stegodypluis which sometimes cover whole bushes and are

inhabited by numerous individuals which live in common—a very

unusual habit amongst spiders, where it is the general rule for the

female to eat her own husband. In South Africa, where a similar

Stegodypluis occurs, the caterpillars of a little moth (Batrachedra

stegodyphohiiis), live in the nest with the spiders and feed on the

rejected fragments of the food of the latter; I have found empty
pupa-cases of a small moth in these nests in Madras and further

search will probably reveal a similar symbiotic arrangement.

The Diplopoda include the Millipedes, animals with long, round,

segmented bodies, with two pairs of short legs on each segment.

One species has been found under suspicious circumstances in a

case of damage to ground-nuts but it is probable that these

animals may occasionally do a little damage by feeding on grow-

ing plants. Normally their food seems to consist of dead vegetable

matter and lichens. They are preyed on by some Reduviid bugs,

such as Pliysorhyiuiiiis, but seem rather exempt from attack by
vertebrate enemies.

The Chilopoda or Centipedes have a long, many-jointed, flatten-

ed body, each segment bearing only one pair of legs, of which the

first pair is usually modified to form a formidable pair of poison-

fangs. Centipedes generally live in cavities and cracks in the soil
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and are nocturnal, preying on insects and small vertebrates and
being themselves eaten by many birds, notably crows, when
flooded out of their retreats. They are probably of little economic

importance, but the large Scolopcndras frequently invade bunga-

lows, and arc to be avoided, because they can inflict a highly-

poisonous wound with their fangs.

Of the smaller animals the only others which can be mentioned

arc the Eelworms which freciuently attack plants and may do

considerable damage in nurseries of young tea plants. Their

presence is generally recognizable by the characteristic nodules

produced on the roots, the worms themselves being microscopic

and barely visible to the naked eye. As a rule they occur in damp
or water-logged soil and drainage is indicated as a step towards

control, although a patch of ground, once infected, remains so for a

long period, and the only thing to do is to discontinue growing on

it for a time any crop susceptible to the attack of eelworms.

Watering with a weak solution of Formalin has been recom-

mended and Crude Oil Emulsion is also useful sometimes, but

as a rule any disinfectant of this nature is useless at a strength

insufficient to harm the plants.

Finally, we can only find room for a brief reference to Slugs

and Snails which frequently attack young vegetable crops,

especially in the Hills. In Ceylon a slug has been noted to do

considerable damage to tapped rubber trees by feeding on the

exuding latex. They are best checked by taking a bucketful of

sawdust and moistening it with a mixture of one or two large cups

of phenyle (crude carbolic acid) and ten to twenty cups of water;

the sawdust is then spread around the rows or plants to be pro-

tected or around single plants, or sprinkled over the surface of the

soil if the area is a large one. During wet weather a stronger solu-

tion may be employed with safety to the plants as the phenyle is

slowly washed out of the sawdust. Ringing the earth around the

stems with Lime is also successful sometimes, and doubtless the

waste Calcium Carbide from Acetylene gas generators could be

employed with good results as a deterrent against these animals.

Slugs and snails may also be trapped by laying out pieces of board,

bark, etc., over fresh baits of succulent leaves, such as cabbage or

lettuce
; any captures may simply be squashed or dropped into a

bucket of salt and water.
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LIST OF CROPS WITH THE INSECTS WHICH
ATTACK EACH.

In the following List of the commonly-grown Crops, placed in

alphabetical order for convenience of reference, are given under the

name of each crop the various insects which are known to attack

it, so far as they are included in this book. As all the insects are

figured, it is hoped that this list will aid in the identification of at

least all the insects more commonly found on these crops.

PAGE

AiJKAK :

—

See Ginger.

Agathi (Sesbania grandiflora) :

—
Sphenopiera arachidis {hoxtix) 298

Flatypria hysirix (Xcayes) 316

Alcides bubo (borer) ... ... ... ... ... ... 337

Perkallia ricini {\Qa.\Gf,) 370

Prodenia litiira (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 377

CatopsiUa pyratithe {Ittaye?,) ... 413

Terias hecabe {\edLves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 414

Azygophleps scalaris {borer) ... ... ... ... ... 447

Coptosoma cribraria (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 469

AiLANTHUS (Ailanthus excelsa) :
—

Soknopsis gemifia/a (leaiveii) ... ... ... ... ... 274

Eligma narcissus (leaves

)

... ... ... ... ... 3 84

A/h'vafabricie/la{\esi\'L-s) ... ... ... ... ... 462

Akh -.—See Calotropis.

Aluizzia spp. :

—

Xys/rocera globosa {horcx) ... ... ... ... ... ^21

•• 345

414

Xyleborus fornicatiis (borer)

Terias hecahe {\ez.\'c%)

Homona coffearia (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 45;

Alt, Low CiROwiNc, Crops :

—

y.onabris pustulala (flowers) 303
Alac/ogas/er finitimus {\ea.ve%) ... ... ... ... ... ^^3
Es/igme?ie lacliuea (\ea.vts) ... ... ... ... ... ^58

.Imsacta albistriga (leaves) ... ... ... __ ... jg^

Creaionotus gangis {XQa.ve'i) ... ... ... ... ... ^69
Prodenia hlura (leaves) ... ... ... ... __ ^yy
Laphygma exigua {\ts.xe^) ... ... ... _ _ j^g
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Cyrtacanthacris succincia {\ti'A\a) ... ... ... ... 530
Z>o. ranacea (leaves) ... ... ... ... 530

Aloe (Agave amerUana)

:

—
Oryctes rkinoceros {holes s\ioot^) ... ... ... ... 285

Alsi : See Linseed.

Alu :

—

See Potato.

Am :

—

See Mango.

Amaranthus :

—

Li.vus brachyrhinus (hoxnz) ... ... ... ... ... 331
Laphygma exigua (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 378

Ilymenia fascia/is (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 431

Eretmocera impactella (top-shoots) ... ... 461

Atraciomorpha crenulaia (leaves) ... ... ... ... 528
Ambadi :

—

See Rozelle.

Anar :

—

See Pomegranate.

Aniseed (PimpineUa anisum) :
—

Agonoscelis nubila (sucking) 472
Annatto (Bixa orellana) :

—
Xyleborus fornkatus (hortr) ... ... ... ... ... 345
Helopeltis antonii (sucking) ... ... ... ... 488

Apple (Pynis mains) :
—

Calosterua spitialor (tmgs) ... ... ... ... 325
Schizoneiira lanigera (sucking roots A\\dt\\\gs)... ... ... 500

Arandi :

—

See Castor.

Arhar :

—

See Red Gram.

Babul (Acacia arabka) :
—

Psiloptera fastuosa (hoKx) ... ... ... ... ._ 297
Cmlosterna spinaior ihoiex) ... ... ... ... 325
C/ania crarneri (\ea.\es) ... ... ... ... ... ... 448

Badam ; See Country Almond.

Bael (^gle niarmelos) :
—

Fapilio demokus (XediVes) ... ... ... ... ... ... 412

Bajra :

—

See Cumbu.

Ballar -.—See Lab-lab.

Bamboo (See also Grasses) :

—

Stromatiiim barbatiim (ho\ex) ... ... ... ... ... 321

Tehcota aitgias (\ea.\es) ... ... ... ... ... ... 419
Oregma bambusa; (sucking leiWis) ... ... ... ... 504

Banana :— See Plantain.

Beet (Beta vulgaris)

:

—
Monolepta signata (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 310

Bengal-Gram (Cicer arietinum)

:

—
Chloridea obsoleta (pods) ... ... ... .. ... 373

16
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Betel {Piper betle) :-

Cyclopelta siccifolia {mucking)

Disphincius poliius (sucking)

Bhavunchi :— See Psoraka corylifolia.

Bhindi {Hibiscus esculentus) :
—

Sphenoptera gossypii (borer)

Zonabris />us/t(/ata {QointTs)

Earias insulana (fruit) ...

„ fabia {iimi)

Cosmophila erosa {\ea.\ts)

Oxycarenus latus {svLcVmg)

Dysdercus cingulaius {sucking) ...

BiLVA -.See Bael.

Bitter-Gourd {Momordica sp.) :

—
Epilachna 12-stigma {Xaayc^)

„ 2%-punctata (leaves) ...

Aulacophora abdominalis {foveicollis) (leaves)

,

,

atripennis {
1eaves ) . .

.

„ stevensi (leaves)

Black-Gram {Phaseolus mitngo radiatus)

:

—
Azazia rubricans (leaves)

2Vacoleia indicafa {le&yes)

Ripiorius pedestris {sMckmg)

Bottle-Gourd {Lagenaria vulgaris)

:

—
Aulacophora abdominalis foveicollis (leaves)

„ airipentiis (leaves) ...

„ stevensi {ledives)

Sphenarches caffer (leaves

)

Brinjai. (Solanum melongena):—
Solenopsis geminala (buds)

Epilachna 12-s/igma {\ea.\es)

28-punctala (leaves) ...

Prodenia litura {leSiVes) ...

Laphygma exigiia (leaves)

Eublefnma olivacea (leaves)

. Brinjai Sarrothripine (leaves)

Acherontia Styx {\ea.\&s) ...

Euzophera perticella {hoKx)

Leucinodes orbo?ialis (borer)

Pachyzancla cegrotalis (leaves) ...

Pterophortis Uenigianus (leaves) ...

Aspongopus jams (sucking)

PAGE

476

489





PESTS OF CABBAGE, RADISH, etc.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

PE3TS OF CABBAGE, RADISH, ETC.

Plutell.i macuUpennis. e^gs. magnified.

,, ,. larva ,.

3. ,, ,. cocoon

4. ,, „ moth ,,

5. Pieris brassiccE, eggs, mag ufied.
,

6- " •.
larva.

\ ^ot found in Southern

„ ,, pupa. I India,

butterfly.
j

Aulacophora abdonn. alt's {fovei(ollis).

10. „ excavata.

11. Bagrada picta, magnified.

12. Athalia proxima^ larva, about twice natural size.

13- u .. adult
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PAGE

477Anoplocnemis p/iasiana (sucking)

Urentius echinus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ^85
Orthacris sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ^27
Airactornorpha crenulata (leaves) ... ... ... 528

BuKUL :

—

See Mimusops.

CABBAGE {Brassica oleracea) :
—

Atkalia proxima {\sa.\es) ... ... ... ... 281

Monolepia signata {\e2iyes) ... ... ... ... .. 310

Euxoa segetis (stem) ... ... ... ...
. ^yj

Prodenia htiira (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... .. 377

Crocldolomia bmotalis {\e7i.\'e?,) ... ... ... ... ... 437

//e//u/i7 i/riifa/is {\ea.\-es) ... ... ... ... ... 438
Plufella maculipennis {\Q2L\ei) ... ... ... ... 464
Bagrada picta {sucking) ... ... ... ... ... ... 473

OW/^rt^m sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... . ^27

Cacao
(
Theobroma cacao)

:

—
Xy/eborus/orniaius (borer) ... ... ... .._ ... 345

Dic/ioc^-ocis punc/i/eralis (honng pods) ... ... ... 433
HelopeItis anionii (mucking) ... ... ... ... ..^ 488

Calotropis
(
Calotropis gtganlea)

:

—
Paramecops farinosa (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 332

Pericallia ricini(\Qiivei) ... ... ... ... . 370

Taracfie nitidula (\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... 382

Zygaus pandurus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 481

Eiirybrackys tomentosa (sucking) ... ... ... ... 492
Pcecilocents picius (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ^27

Cardamom (Eleiiaria cardamomum) :
—

Cardamom Scolytid (seeds) ... ... ... ... ... 344

Dichocrocis pmictiferaUs (stem Sind. cd.psuXits) _.. 433
Hilaragrapha caminodes (roots) ... ... ... 464
Slephanitis typktts (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 484

Cashew (Anacardium occidentale) :
—

Cricula trifenestrata (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 406

CASSIA spp. :—

Sphenopfera arachldis (boxer) ... ... ... ... ... 298

Bis/on suppressaria (\ea.ves) ... 409
Cafopsi/ia pyranf/ie (leaves) ... ... ... ... .., 413
Terias hecabe (leaves) ... ... ... ... ^.. 414

Argyroploce illeplda (seeds) ... ... ... ... ... 449

Castilloa Rubber :

—

Lecanium olece (scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 515
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Castor (Rkinus communis) :
— page

Xyleboriis fornicatus {hoxex) 34$

Amsacia aldisfriga (lesives) 369

Fericallia ricini {\ea.veii) 37°

Frodenia Utura (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 377

Achaa melkerta {\Qa.vi-^) 3^6

Orgyia poslica (leaves) 395

Olene mendosa (lesives) ... ... ... ... ... .. 396

£uprocfis fraterna (\e3iVtis) 39*

„ scinfillans (\>iai\es) ... ... ... ... ... 399

Parasa lepida {\t2t.\t?,) 4"
Alika nivea {\ea.\es) 412

Dic^ocrocis pttnc/i/eralis (stems und csip<iii\e!i) 433

Clania crameri {\ea.ves) 448

JVezara viridula (sucking) 473

Empoasca flavescetis (sucking) 498

Alenrodes rkini (sucking) 508

Cyrtacanthacris ranacea (\K3i\6s) 531

Casuarina (Casuarina equisetifoHa) :—

Ccelosterna spinator (hoxex) 323

„ scabrator (hoxex) 326

Arbela tetraonis(boxex) ... 453

Brachytrypes portentosus (seedMngs) 536

Cauliflower (Brasska oUracea cauliflora) :

—
Aihalia proxima (\e2ives) ?8i

Monolepta signata (\e2t.\es) 310

Parasa lepida (leaves) 4"
Plutella fnaciiUpennis (\e2,\es) 464

Bagrada puta (sucking) 473

Ceara Rubber (MunUiof glaziovii) :
—

Lecanium nigrum (scaXe) 514

Cereals (See also Paddy, Cholam, Ragi, Wheat, etc.) :

—

Anatotta siillata (fioyiexs) 282

Oxyce/onia versicolor (^oyiexs) 283

Chiloloba acuta (flowers) 284

Gnathospastoides rouxi (^oy/exs) 302

Ly//a fenuico/lis (f\oviexs) 303

Zonabris pustulata (([ov/exs) 303

Canlhcfris ruficollis {^LO-wexs) 305

Chillies—;

Monokpta signata(\e&yes) 310

LapAygma exigua (\ea.ves) 379
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PAGE

Ettzophera perticella {hort\) ... ... ... ... ... 428

Lygffiis pandunts {sMcking) ... ... ... ... ... 481

Chithagathi {Sesbtiftia mg\iptlaca){Sei also Agathi, Daincha) :
—

Homoptera glaucinans {Xsayeii) ... ... ... ... ... 390

Caiopsi/ia pyranf/ie {\e&\es} 413

Terias /lecah {lesivea) ... ... ... ... ... ... 4^4

Azygophleps scalarls (hoxtx) ... ... ... ... ... 447

Cholam (Andropogon sorghum)

:

—
Ana/ona stillata (flowers) ... ... ... ... ... 282

Oxycetohia versicolor (flowers ) ... ... ... ... ... 283

C/ii/oloiii acufa (f\o\\eTs) ... ... ... ... ... 284

GrMi/iospas/oidds roiixi (Rowers)... ... ... ... ... 302

£y/ta fen/nco/Iis (fiowers) ... ... ... ... ... 303

Zonahris pustulata (flowers) ... ... ... ... ... 303

Cantharls ruficoUis (?iOwtis) ... ... ... ... ... 305

Cholam Fly (stem-borer) ... ... ... ... ... 356

Amsacia albisirlga {Xtaxes) ... ... ... ... ... 369

Cirphis unipuncta [honng shoois) ... ... ... ... 376

Sesamia in/erens (horer) ... ... ... ... ... ... 379

/"saiis securis {\ea.\es) ... ... ... ... ... ... 397

Parnara ma/Aias (\ea.\es)... ... ... ... ... ... 417

Sknachroia elongella (earheads) ... ... ... ... ... 421

CAilo simplex (borer) ... ... ... ... ... ... 423

A/arasmia Irapesalis (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 432

Dolycoris indicus (suck ing ) ... ... ... ... ... 47 o

Agonoscelis nuhila (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 472

Nezara vindula (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 473
Piezodoriis ritbrofascia/iis (s\icV\ng) ... ... ... ... 474
Alenida histrio (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... ... 474
Anoplocnemis phasiana (sucking) ... ... ... ... 477
Leptocorisa varicornis (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 479
Lygaiis piindurus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 481

Calocoris (ingi/s/a/?/s (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 490

PAenice mirs/a (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... ... 493
-Pyrilla perpusilla (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 493
Pundaluoya simphcia (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 494
Epacromia /amulus (\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... 525

Orthacris sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 527

Colemania sphenarioides (\e'a.\es)... ... ... ... ... 527

Chrotogoniis sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 528

Hieroglyphus nigro-replefus (\ea.\-es) ... ... ... ... 532

Oxya velox (\ea.\es) ... ... ... ... ... .. 533
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PAGE
77/^/];>^ sp. (flowers) ... ... ... ... ... ... 542

Mites (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 544

Cinchona :

—

Xykborus forlncatus (hoves) ... ... ... ... ... 345

Deilephila nerll {\ea.\e%) ... ... ... ... ... ... 403

Helopeltis antonii {sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 488

Lecanium viride {scaile) ... ... ... ... ... ... 513

Aspidioius eamellus {%ca.\&)' ... ... ... ... ... 517

Chifltiaspis I'klavis {sc&lt) ... ... ... ... ... 520

CITRUS spp. {See also Lemon and Orange) :—

PapUio demoleus {\e:3.\es) 412

Tonka zizyphi {Xeavts) ... ... ... ... ... ... 459

FhyHoctnsiis'ci/rella {\ta.i-mmtr) 465

Cluster-Bean {Cyamopsb psoralioldes) —
Akides tiibo {hoxtx) 337

Coptosoma cribraria (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 469

Coconut
(
Cocos nucifera)

:

—
Dory/us orkn fall's {roots o{ seedUngs) ... ... ... ... 274

Oryctes r/iinoceros {hover)... ... ... ... ... ... 285

Rhynchophorus ferrtigiiieus (y^ox&r) 343

Farasa kplda {leaiVes) 411

Gangara ihyrsk {le&Yes) 417

Suastiis gremlus {\ta.\es)'^... ... ... ... ... ... 410

Nephantis serinopa (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 460

Coconut Aphis (sucking leaves) 506

Aspidioius destructor {sca.\€) 518

Au/arcAes mi/iaris {\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... 526

Coffee
( Coffea spp.) :

—

Xylotrec/ius guadripes {Wh'\te Borer) ... ... ... ... 323

Estigmene lactinea {le&ves) ... ... ... ... ... 368

Creatonotus gangis {lesLves) ... ... ... ... . . 369

Eu.xoa segetk {seed\ir\gs) ... ... ... ... ... ... 375

Okne mendosa {leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 396

Tarasa kpida (leaves) 411

Zeuzera cofea; {Red Borer) 446

Homotta coffearia {leaves) {Flush Worm) 452

Antestia cruciata (sucking berries) ... ... ... ... 472

Daciylopius citri (scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 509

Fnh'inaria psidii {scale) 511

Lecanlum viride {scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 513

hemispharuum {scale) ... ... ... ... ... 514

„ fdgrum (scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 514

„ okcB (scale) 515
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PAGE
Chionaspis biclavts {^ca.\&) ... ... ... ... ... 520

Aulanhes miliaris {\eayes) ... ... ... ... ... 526

COLOCASIA :

—

Monolepta signata (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 310

Fericallia ricini {\ea.\t5) 370

Prodenia liiura {\ez.ves) 377

Coral Tree -.—See Erythrina.

Cotton {Gossypium spp.) :

—

Solenopsis geminata {hxxd^) ... ... ... ... ... 274

Sphenoptera gossypii (borer) ... ... ... ... ... 298

Zonabris puslula/a (flowers) ... ... ... ... ... 303

Cxlosierna spina /<?/•(bark) ... ... ... ... ... 325

AtactogasterJinitimus{\Qa.\tf,) ... ' 333

Alcides leopardus {hor&T) ... ... ... ... ... ... 338

Pempheres affinis {boxer) ... ... ... ... ... ... 339

Contarinia sp. (buds) ... ... ... ... ... ... 363

Perkallia rkini {\&si.Xf:%) ... ... ... ... ... ... 370

Tarache nitididla {\e.&\t?.) 382

opalinoldes (leaves ) ... ... ... ... ... 38

2

Earias uisitlana (bolls)... ... ... ... ... ... 384

„ /rt^w (bolls) 385

Acontia graellsi (leaves) 385

Cosmophila erosa (leaves ) ... ... ... ... ... 391

Euproctis fraferna (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 398

Phycita infusella (top-shoots) ... ... ... ... ... 428

Sylepta derogata (leaf-roller) ... ... ... ... ... 434

Zeuzera co§ea {hoxtx) ... ... ... ... ... ... 446

Gelechia gossypiella (seeds) ... ... ... ... ... 45 4

Pyroderces coriacella {seeAs) ... ... ... ... ... 458

Clavigralla Aorrens (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 479

Zygaiis pandurus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 481

Oxycarerius /cr/us (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 482

Dysdercus cingula tits (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 484

Eurybrachys tomentosa (sucking)... ... ... . ... 492

Aphis gossypii (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... ... 499

Cerococcus hilnsci (scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 508

Dactylopitts virgaius (scaXe) ... ... ... ... ... 510

riipo". (scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 509

Lecanium nigrum (scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 514

Chrotogonus s\). (\ea\es) ... ... ... ... ... ... 528

Catantops s^. (\ea\e%) ... ... ... ... ... ... 529

Cyrtacanthacris ranacea (\ea\es) ... ... ... ... 531
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Country Almond {Terminalia catappa)

:

— pace

Apoderus frangueiaricus (lesives)... ... ... ... ... 335

Metanastria hyrtaca (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 410

CowpEA ( Vigna catiang) :

—
Sphenoptera arachidis {hortr) ... ... ... ... ... 298

Zonabris pustulata (flowers) ... ... ... ... ... 303

Green-Gram Weevil (seed) 336

Cow-pea /^^w//y£rt (boring seed) ,. ... 358

Zap^ygma exigua {\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... 379

Azazia rulricafis {\ea.\fis) 389

Flusia on'chalcea {\e3i\es) 393

Ripiorius pedestris {sncking) 480

Cokfnania sphenarioides{\e2ive^) ... ... ... ... ... 527

Crotalaria spp. {See also Sann Hemp) :
—

Sp/ienoptera arachidis {horet) ' 298

Zonabris pustulata (flowers) 303

Folyommatus bmticus {^od?,) ... ... ... ... ... 415

Laspeyresia tricentra (sitm-hortT) 451

Crucifer^ {See also Cabbage, Mustard, Radish, Cauliflower, etc.) :—

At/ialia prox/ma {\esives) 281

Plusia orichakea {\ea.ye%) 393

Crocidolotnia Unotalis {\e.a.\t?,) 437

Plutella maailipennis {\ta.\es,) 464

Bagrada pkfa {?iVic]s.\T\g) 473

CUCURB1TACE<E :

—

Epilachna \2-stigma (leaves) 292

2S-punctata {leaves) ... ... 292

Zonabris pustulata {leaves) 303

AulacopJiora abdominalis {/oveicollis) (leaves) ... ... ... 311

„ atripennis (leaves) ... ... ... ... 312

„ Steven si {leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 312

Apomecyna pertigera {horer) ... ... ... 327

Dacus cucurbits {ixnit) 354

Pltisia pepon is {agramma) {leaves) ... ... 394

Glyphodes indlca {leaves) ... ... 436

CuMBU {Pennisetum typhoideum)

:

—
Anatona stillata {?^oviers) ... 2S2

Oxycetnnia versicolor (flowers) ... ... ... ... 283

Chiloloha acuta {^oviexs) 284

Gnaikospastoides rotixi {^oyie\s) ... ... 302

Zytta tenuicollis {Hov/ers) ... 30?

Zonabris pustulata {Hov/ers) ... .... 303
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Cantharis ruficoUis (flowers)

Cholam fly (Stem-borer) ...

Esiigmene lactinea (leaves)

Amsacta alhistriga (leaves)

Chilo simplex ( borer)

Dolnoris indicus (sucking)

. Eiisarcocoris g//f/igcr (sucking)

Agotioscelis nubila (sucking)

Nezara viridula (sucking)

Aphanus sordidus (sucking seed)

Epacromia famulus {\ease?i)

OrfAacris sp. (lenves)

Coletnania sphenarioides (leaves)

Currv-Leaf Plant {Murraya kmnigi)

PapUlo demoleus (leaves)

Daincha {Sesbania aaikaia)

Alcides liibo {hoxer)

Catopsilia pyranthe (leaves)

Terias hecabe (leaves)

Azygophleps scalaris (borer)

Epacromia famulus (leaves)

Date-Palm (Phcsnix sylvesfris)

:

—
Orycfes rhinoceros (horer)

Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (borer)

Dhan:— 5t'(' Paddy.

Draksha :—See Grape-Vine.

Egg-Plant :
— ^f^d Brinjal.

Errukam :

—

See Calotropis.

Erythrina {Eryfhrina indica) :
—

Plafypria hysfrix (leaves)

Sthenias grisafor (girdles twigs)

Xyleborus fornicafiis (borer)

Orgyia posfica (leaves) ...

Terasfia meticulosalis (shoot-borer)

Cyclopelfa sicdfolia (sucking)

Anoplocnemis phasiana (sucking)

Dacfylopius citri {scaXe)

Lecanium olem (scale)

Aularches miliaris (leaves)

Eucalyptus spp. :

—

Homona coffearia (leaves)

PARE

30s

356

368

369

423

470

471

472

473

483

525

527

527

337

413

414

447

525

285

343
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Ficus Spp. :

—

PAGE

Neocerambyx paris ^borer) ... ... ... ... ... 322

Balocera rubus {hor&r) ... ... ... ... 324

Hypsa ficus {It&we?,) 400

Ocinara varia/is {\eaives) ... ... ... ... ... 407

Farasa kpida {\esives) ... ... ... ... ... ... 411

FAycodes radiafa (lesLves) . ... ... ... ... ... 463

Daciy/opius cifri (acsde) ... ... ... ... ... 509

Pulvinaria psidii (scale) . . ... ... ... ... 511

HemilecaniHtn imbricans {scdXe.) ... ... ... ... 517

Pacilocerus pic f/is (youn^plsints)... ... ... ... ... 527

Figs:— See Ficus.

Ganja {Cannabis sativa)

:

—
C^/«r/(/«rt <>/Jw/^/a (leaves and capsules) ... ... ... 373

Garden-Plants Generally :

—

Dorylus orientalis {xoot%) ... ... ... ... ... 274

Adore/us ova/is {\e3ives) ... ... ... ... ... ... 287

Anomala varians (lesives) ... ... ... ... ... 287

GiNGELLY {Sesamum indicum)

:

—
Gingelly Gall-fly (young capsules) 364

Fericallia ricini {lea.ves) ... 370

Lapkygma exigua (\e2i\es) ... ... ... ... ... 379

Acheronlia Styx {\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... 402

A n/igastra ca/a/aunalis {\ea.ves, shoots, pods) 441

Eusarcocoris veniralis {sMckmg) ... ... 471

Aphatms sordidus {suckxng sued.) ... ... ... ... 483

Ginger {Zingiber officinalis)

:

—
Calnbata sp. (rhizomes) ... ... ... ... ... ... 355

Udaspes folus {\Qa.yes) ... ... ... ... ... 420

Dtc^ocrocis punc/i/era/is {stem 'dnd rhiy.one) ... ... ... 433

GoGU (Hibiscus cannabinus) :

—
/.onabris pusiulata (flowers) ... ... ... ... ... 303

Nisotra madurensis {\Q!iwe:s) ... ... ... ... ... 310

AIcides leopardus {hoxtx) 338

Fempheres afflnis (borer) ... ... ... ... ... 339

Acontia graellsi {\ta.yts) ... 3^5

Cosmop/iila erosa{\ea.\es) 391

Euproctis scintillans {\tdi\es) 399

Fhycila infusella {topshoots) 428

Oxycarenus Icetus ( sucki ng) ... ... ... ... ... 48 2

Gourds (See also Cucurbitaceae, Pumpkin) :

—

Epilachna 12-stigma {\edi\es) ... ... ... ... ... 292

„ iZ-punciata (leaves) 292

Aulacophara abdominalis (foveicollis) (leaves) ... ... ... 311
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PAGE

Auhicophora airipetrnls {\&dLV>i?,) ... ... 312

„ stevensi {\ta.\ei) ... ... 312

Dacus atcurbita ({xnit) 354
Glyphodes indica (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 436

Grape-Vine {Vitis sp.) :

—

Adore/us ovalis (lusLves) ... ... ... ... ... 287

. Goni7cep/ia/uf/! /lo^ma/nisc'ggi (lesLves) ... ... 299

Scelodonin sfrigUnllis (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 309

Grasses :

—

Mispel/a ramosa {\esi\es) ... ... ... ... ... ... 315

Prodenia litura (leaves) ... ... ... ... 377

Spodoptera mauritia (leaves) ... ... 378

Remigia frugaiis (leaves)... ... ... ... 388

Psa/is securis (lesives) ... ... ... ... ... ... 397
Me/anifis ismene (lesLves) ... ... ... ... ... 412

Farnara mathias {\ea.\es) ... ... ... ... ... 417

Ancylolomia chrysographella (leaves) ... ... 424
Leptocorisa varkornls {sucking) ... ... ... 479

Calocoris angusfa/7/s (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 490

Phenice mcesta (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... ... 493

Teitigoniella spectra (sucking) ... ... ... 496
Nephoteitix bipunctafiis (sucking) ... ... 497
Crt/nw^/5 sp. (leaves) ... ... 529

Green-Gram (Phaseolus tnungo)

:

—
Green-Gram Weevil (seed) ... ... ... ... ... 336

Alcides collaris (hoKx) ... 337

Cow-Pea Agromyza (boring seeds) ... ... ... ... 358

Azasia rubricans (\c2l.\qs)... ... ... ... ... ... 389

Plusia peponis (signafa) (\e&\cs) ... ... ... ... ... 394
Jlerse convolvuli (leSiVes) ,., ... ... ... ... ... 402

JVacokia indicata (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 434
Mariica tesiulalis (seeds) ... ... ... ... ... 440

Copiosoma cribraria (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 469

Anoploctiemis phasiana (sucking) ... ... ... ... 477

Riplorius pcdesfrls (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 480

Colemania sphenarioides (\ea.\'es) ... ... ... ... 527

Grevillea :—

Xyleborus fornUatus (hoKx) ... ... ... ... ... 345
Aspidiotus camellia

(
scale) ... ... ... ... ... 517

Chionaspis bklavls (scd.\e) ... ... ... .., ... 520

Groundnut (Arachis hypogaa)

:

—
Dorylus orientalis (xoois) ... ... ... ... ... 274

Oxycetonia versicolor (^io^exs) ... ... ... ... ... 283
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Sphenoptera arachidis (borer)

Zonabris pustulata i^ovie'cs)

Amsacta albistriga (leaves)

Creatonotus gangis {\ea.ves)

Cfiloridea obsoleta {\e2i\es)

F/usia signata (lesives)

Aproirrema fier/eria {\e&ves)

Aphanus sordidus (sucking seed) ...

Or/zirt^m sp. (leaves)

C/^w/(?^^«/« sp. (leaves)

C^rtacanthacrif ranacea (leaves)...

T^ripssp.

GuAVA {Psidium guyava)

:

—
Xylebori/s fornica/us (horer)

Fruit-fly (fruit)

Virachola isocrates {irmt)

Dichocrocis putictiferalis (irmK)

Pulvinarla psidli {?.ca.\e)

Lecaniutn viride (scale) ...

Gum Trees -.—See Eucalyptus.

Haldi -.—See Turmeric.

Hemp, Deccan :

—

See Gogu.

Hemp, Indian :

—

See Ganja.

Hevea Rubber -.—See Para Rubber.

Hibiscus {See also Gogu, Bhindi, Rozelle, etc.) :

Sphenoptera gossypU (borer)

Zonabris pustulata {?^QSitx%)

Alcides leopardiis (hor&x)

Sylepta derogata {\tdii-ro\\e\)

Dactylop'iKS tiipie {sca.\e) ...

„ virgatus {scaXs)

Lecanium nigrum (scaXe) ...

Horse-Gram {DnUchoi biftoms) :

—

Sphenoptera arachidis {horer)

Estigmene lactinea (leaves)

Etiella zifickenella (seeds)

Nacoleia indicata (leaves)

Horse-Radish Tree :

—

Sue Moringai.

Ilaichi :

—

See Cardamom.

Indian Hemp :

—

See Ganja

Indigo {Indigofera arrecta)

:

—
A/cides bubo (borer)

Prodenia litiira {\ea.\t^) ...

PAGE

298

369

369

373

393

457

483

527

528

531

542

345

354

416

433

Sii

513

303

338

434

509

510

514

298

368

429

434

3^7

377
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- - PAGli

Laphygmti exigua {Xexvts) ... ... •• 379

Remigia undala (archesia) (leaves) ... ... ... ... 3^8

Plusia orichalcea {\e&vts) ... 393

Dic/wmeris ianf/ies {\ea.ycs) ... ... ... ... ... 45

6

FsyNii isiiis (sucking) ... ..: ... ... 49^

Ipomcea (See also Sweet Potato) :

—

' Zonairis J>usfu/a/a (Rowers) ... ... ... ... ... 3°3

Omphisa anastomosalis (stem-borer) ... ... ... ... 439

Italian Millet :

—

See Tenai.

Jak :

—

G/j/Z/^^i/fi- (r<<;irt//i- (buds and young fruits) ... ... ... 435

C(?.f»?<?5wr/rt rf/a/f? (sucking shoots and young fruits) 495

Jam :

—

See Guava.

JOLA :

—

See Cholani.

Juab :

—

See Cholam.

Jute (Corchonis capsidaris) :
—

Nisotra maduretisis (\edi\es) ... ... ... ... 3^°

Jute .4//t)« (borer) ... ... ... ... ... ... 33^

Perigea capensh (leaves)... ... ... ... ... ... 377

Prodenia liiura (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 377

Cosmophila sabulifera (\ta.\es) ... ... ... ... ... 39°

Graptosteihus servi/s (s\ic\i\ng cSi^psuXes) ... ... ... ... 482

Kaju :

—

See Cashew.

Kanguni :

—

See Tenai.

Khorasani :

—

See Nigerseed.

KuLTHi:—^fd Horse Gram.

KusuMB -.—See Safflower.

Lab-lab (DoUchos lab-lab) :
—

Zonabris pui///lafa (Howers) 303

Platypria liys/rix (leaves) 316

Cow-Pea J^/-(?»/)'2a (boring seed) 358

Ckloridea obsolefa (pods) ... ... ... ... ... ... 373

Ackeroniia s(yx (\ea.ves) 402

Caiochrysops cnejus (poAs) 414

Maruca (eslulalis (pods) ... 440

Sphenarches caffer (pods) ... ... ... ... ... 443

Exelastis atomosa (pods) ... 444

Laspeyresia torodelta (shoot-borer) ... ... ... ... 451

Coplosoma cribraria (sucVrng) 469

Aspoftgopus Janus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 476

Clavigralla gibbosa (sucking) 478

Riptortus pedestris (sucking) 480

Ladies' Fingers :

—

See Bhindi.
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Lantana {Lantana aculeata)

:

— page

Xyleborus fornkatus (borer) (doubtful) ... ... ... ... 345

Platyptllia pusUlidactyla (flowers) ... ... ... ... 444

Fiezodori/s rubrofasciatus {fi\icking) ... ... ... ... 474

Leguminos/ic {See also Pulses, Crotalaria, Lucerne, Indigo, etc.) :

—
Sphenoptera arachidis (borer) ... ... ... ... ... 298

Dichomeris ianthes {\ea.\G%) ... ... ... ... ... 456

Coptosoma cribraria (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 469

Lemon :

—

Fapilio demoleus {\ea.\ts,) ... ... ... ... ... 412

Tonka zizyphi {XediVfis) ... 459

Lilies :

—

Folyiela g/oriosce (lea-vtis) 375

ddaspes folus (leaves) ... 420

Linseed (Zinum usitatissimitm)

:

—
Chloridea obsoleta (capsules) ... ... ... ... ... 373

Grammodes stolida {\tta.\e%) 387

Euproctis scintillans {Xe&ves) ... ... ... ... ... 399

LiTCHi {Nephelium Ukhi)

:

—
Argyroploce iUepida {seeds) 449

LoQUAT {Eriobotrya japonka)

:

—
Virachola isocrates {irmt) 416

Pitlvinaria psidii {sca.\e) ... ... ... 511

Lecanium viride {sca.\e) ... ... ... ... ... ... 513

hemisphcerkum (scale) ... ... ... ... ... 514

Lucerne {Medkago sativ.i)

:

—
Creatonotus gangis {\e3.ves) ... 369

Frodenia litiira {\ea.yes) ... ... 377

Laphygma exigua ( leaves) ... 379

Nacokia indkata (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 434

Dkhomeris ianthes (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 456

LuFFA ACUTANGULA (Strainer Vine, Ribbed Gourd ; Tarn.

Pirkan) :—

Riptortus pedestris {snckmg) ... ... ... ... ... 480

Madar :

—

See Calotropis.

Maize {Zea mays)

:

—
Chloridea obsohfa (cob) ... ... ... ... ... ... 373

Cirphis unlpuncta {honng shoois) ... ... ... ... 376

Prodenia lilitra {\e3,ves) 377

Sesamia inferens {borer) ... ... ... ... ... ... 379

Chilo simplex {boxer) 423

Marasmia /rapezalis {\ea.wes) ... ... ... ... ... 432

Leptocorisa variornis {sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 479
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NiGERSEED (Guizotiii abysshuca) :
— PAGE

Perigea capensis {lta.ves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 377

C/irotogonus sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 528

Oleander (JVerium odoritm)

:

—
Pericallia ricini {\e2iwes) ... ... ... ... ... ... 370

Deilephila neril {\ea.\e%) ... ... ... ... ... ... 403

Onion {Allium cepa) :
—

Laphygma exigua ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 379

Thrips i\> ... 542

Orange :

—

Chlondolum alcmene (borer) ... ... ... ... ... 323

Kruit-fly (fruit) 354

Papilio demoleus (leaves ) ... ... ... ... ... 412

Virachola isocrates (Ixviw) ... ... ... ... ... 416

Tonka zizyphi (\e2i\e?,) 459

P/iy//oc/iistis ci/rel/a (le&i-mineT) 465

Cappcea fapro/ianensis (sucking) 470

A leurodes citri (sucking) 508

Paddy (Oryza sativa) :
—

Epicauta sp. (\es.\es) 306

ides a^m's (leaves) 313

Leptispa pygmcea (leaves) 313

Hispa armigera (leaves) 315

Cahiiidra oryza (xiT^e gram) 341

Cirphis unipuncta (hoxex) 376

Spodoptera mauritia (seedlings) 378

Sesamia inferens (hoxex) 379

Remigia frugalis (leaves) 388

Psalis securis (leaves) 397

Melanitis ismene (leaves) 412

Parnara mathias (leaves) 417

„ colaca (leaves) 4^8

Telicota aitgias (leaves) 4^9

Chilo simplex (hoxex) 423

Ancylolomia chrysographella (leaves) 424

Sch(enol'lus bipu/utifer (hoxex) 426

Nymphitla deptinctalis (leaves) 43°

Cnaphalocrods medinalis (leaves) 432

Menida histrio (suckix\g) 474

Tetroda histeroides (sucking) 477

Leplocorisa varicornis (sucking) 479

Teltigoniella spec/ra (suckhng) ... 496

Nephotettix bipunctatus (sucVmg) ... 497
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PAGE

Hieroglyphus banian {\t3.\ef<) ... ... ... ... ... 531

Oxya ve/ox (leaves) 533
T/iri/>s sp. (Rovera) ... ... ... ... ... ... 542

Palmyra (Borassus flabellifer)

:

—
Orycfes rhinoceros (horex) ... ... ... ... ... 285

Rkynchophorus ferrugitiei/s (horer) ... ... ... ... 343

^ Farasa lepiiia (\e2ives) ... ... ... ... ... ... 411

Suasius gremius (le&ves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 419

Nephantis serinopa (\ea.\e%) ... ... ... ... ... 460

Pan -.—See Betel.

Para Rubber (Hevea hrasiliensis) :
—

Bafocera ritbus (horex) ... ... ... ... ... ... 324

Lecanium nigrum (scale) .. , ... ... ... ... ... 514

Pea (Pisum sativum) :
—

Frodenia litura {\ea.yes, etc.) ... ... ... ... ... 377

F/usia oricha/cea (le&ves, etc.) ... ... ... ... ... 393

Folyommatus baticus (pods) ... ... ... ... ... 415

Pear (Fyrus communis)

:

—
Lachnus pyri (suckmgyoungtmgs) ... ... ... ... 503

Pepper (Fiper spp.) :

—

Farasa lepida (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 411

Lecanium marsupiale (scz\e) ... ... ... ... ... 516

Aspidiotus destructor (scale) ... ... ... ... ... 518

Myiilaspis piperis (%ca.\e) ... ... ... ... ... 519

Phanas :

—

Sec Jak.

PiMARAM :

—

See Ailanthus.

PiNNAi (Tam.)

:

—See Country .-\lmond.

PiYAZ :

—

See Onion.

Plantain (Musa sapientium)

:

—
Cosmopolites sordidus (xoot-hoxex) ... ... ... ... 342

Fericallia ricini (lesives) ... ... ... ... ... ... 370

Frodenia litura (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 377

Stephanitis typicus (sMcking) ... ... ... ... ... 484

Pomegranate (Punica granaium) :
—

Coelosterna spinator (horer) ... ... ... ... ... 325

Achceamelicerta (\ea.\es) ... ... ... ... ... ... 386

Farasa lepida (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 411

Virachola isocrates (irmt) ... ... ... ... ... 416

Potato (Solanum tuberosum) :
—

Gonocephalum hoffmannseggi (iXems) ... ... ... ... 299

Euxoa segetis (stems) ... ... ... ... ... ... 375

Flusia orichalcea (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 393

Eusophera perticella (horer) ... ... ... ... ... 42S

17
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PAGE
Phthorimcea operciilella (stored tubers) ... ... ... 455

Z>(Zf/c/(?/«««<))« (stored tubers) ... ... ... ... 509

PSORALEA CORYLIFOLIA:—
Apromrema nerteria (leaves) ... ... ... 457

Prickly Pear {Opuntia)

:

—
Zonafiris pus////(i/a (dov/cTs) ... ... ... ... ... 303

Pulses {See also Black-Gram, Cowpea, Green-Gram, Horse-Gram, Red-

Gram, etc.) :

—

Episomus Iijcer/a (roota) ... ... ... ... ... 327

Ahides collans {hover) ... ... ... ... ... ... 337

A///sacta a/dis/n^a {leaven) ... ... ... ... ... -^69

C/iloridea obsoleta {yioAv,) ... ... ... ... ... 373

Azazia rubrkans (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 389

Herse convolvitli {\tia.\t^) ... ... ... ... ... .. 402

Catochrysops cnejus {"pods) ... ... ... ... ... 414

Prilyfimmatus iiB/icus {poda) ... ... ... ... ... 415

Eliella zinckenella {pod€) ... ... ... ... ... 429

Agonoscelis nubila (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 472

Piezodoriis riibrofasciati/s {aucVing) ... ... ... ... 474

Afenida ^is/rio {sucking) 474

Pumpkins (Cww/'/V« spp.) :

—

See also Gourds, Cucurbitacere.

Epilachtia 1 2-sh'gma {leSiVes) ... ... ... ... ... 292

,, 2%-pU7ictata (leaves) ... ... ... ... .. 292

Aiihicophora abdorninalis {foveicollis) {\ta.\'&i) ... 311

„ a/npennis {lea.ves) ... ... ... 312

„ s/evensi {leaives) 312

Apomecyna per/igera {horer) ... ... ... 327

Daciis cucurbitce {hnit) ... 354

Perical/ia ricini {\ea.yes) 370

Plusia peponis {agramma) {\e2ive9.) 394

Glyphodes indica {\t2i\e%) 436

Aspons^opus Jani/s {sucking) ... .. ... 476

Radish {Raphaiius sativiis) :
—

A f/tah'a proxima {leaves) 281

Monolepfa signata {\es.ves) ... ... ... .. ... 310

Zap/iygma exigi/a {\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... 379

Crocidolomia binoialis {leaven) ... ... ... ... ... 437

Hellula undalis {Xeawes) ... ... ... ... ... ... 438

Plutella macuUpennis {leaven) ... ... ... ... ... 464

Bagmda pic/a {suckiae^) ... ... ... ... 473

Ragi {Ekusine coracana)

:

—
Aitatona slillata {dossers) . . ... ... ... ... 282

Esfigmene lacthiea {leaves) ... .. ... 368
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PAGE

Amsacta albisiriga (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 369

Sesamia in/irens {hoKx)... ... ... ... ... ... 379

J'salis securis (le&ves) ... ... ... ... 397

Chilo simplex {hoKx) ... ... ... ... 423

Saluria inficita (root-borer) ... ... ... ... ... 427

Marasmia fnipezalis {\ea.\Qs) ... ... ... 432

Nezara viridida (sucking) ... ... . . ... ... 473
Leptocorisa varicornis (%ViQ.V\x\g) ... ... ... ... ... 479
Ragi Root Aphis (sucking) ... ... ... .,, ... 502

Epacromia tami/lies {lea.ves) ... ... ... 525

Or/^a^m sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 527

Cyrtacanthacris ranacea (leaves) ... ... ... ... 531

Rain Tree {Pifhecolobium samati):—
Arbela tetraotiis {hover) ... ... ... ... ... ... 453

Red Cedar {ALrocarpus frax'mifolius)

:

—
Hemilecanium imbrUans {%ca.\e.) ... ... ... ... 517

Red-Gram
(
Cajanus indUiis)

:

—
Sphenoptera arackidis {hoKx) ... ... ... ... ... 298

Zona/ris,pustit/a/a (fioviers) ... ... ... ... ... 303

PacAymerus ckiuensis (honng seeds) ... ... ... ... 306

Ceufkorr/iyncMs asperu/us (lowers) ... ... ... .. 328

Red-Gram ^^/<7/«>'2rt! (boring seeds) ... ... ... ... 357

Chloridea obsoleia {^oAs) ... ... ... ... ... ... 373

Ohne mendosa (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 396

Eiiproctis fraterna (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 398

,, scintillans (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 399

Staiifflpus alternus {Xeaives) ... ... ... ... ... 408

Catochrysops cnejiis {^ods) ... 414

Etiella zincke?iella {seeds) ... ... ... ... 429

Maritca teslulalis {seeds) .. . ... ... ... ... ... 440

Exeiasiis atomosa {seeds) ... ... ... ... ... 444

Eucehs cri/ica {leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 450

Aproarema mrteria (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 457

Cyclopelta siccifoHa {sucVmg) ... ... ... ... ... 476

Anoploc7iemis phasiana (sucking) ... ... ... ... 477

Clavigralla gibbosa {sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 478

„ horrens (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 479

Lygaits pandurus {sMcVxng) ... ... ... ... ... 481

Graptoslethiis seri'us {sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 482

Ceroplastodes cajani {sc&Xe) ... ... ... ... ... 512

Colemania spfienarioides {lezuves) ... ... ... ... 527

Ribbed Gourd {Sec Li/ffa acutangula).

17-A
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Rice -.—{See Paddy). page

Rose (Hosa spp.) :

—

Adore/us /'angalorensis (lanves) ... ... ... ... ... 286

„ caliginosus fiicolor (leaves) ... ... ... ... 286

,, ovalis (lea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 287

ZonaMs pus/u/a/a (hov/ers) 303

Ccelostenm spinafor {trig's) ... ... ... ... ... 325

Sthenias grisator (girdles twigs) ... ... ... ... ... 326

RozELLE {Hibiscus sahdariffa) {See also Hibiscus. IShindi, Gogu,

Cotton) :—

Phycita infttsella {to^shooii) 428

Safflower
(
Carthamus tinctoria) :—

Chhridea ohsokta (capsules) ... ... ... ... ... 373

Perigea capensis (capsules) ... ... ... ... •• 377

Dolycoris indicus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 47°

Monanthia globiiUfera (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 4^6

Sandal {Santalitm album)

:

—
Zeuzera co;ffem (borer) ... ... ... ... ... ... 44^

Sann-hemp {Crotalaria jiiticea)

:

—
Utetheisa pulchella [leaver) ... ... ... ... ... 37

1

Plusia signaia (ledives) ... ... ... ... ... ... 393

Euprociis scin/i//afis (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 399

Argina cribraria (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 401

„ syringa (leaves)... ... ... ... ... ... 4^1

Polyommatus baticus (pods) ... ... ... ... ... 415

Etiella zinckenella (seeds) ... ... ... ... ... 429

Laspeyresia tricentra (stem-borer) ... ... ... ... 45

^

Ragmiis imporiunitas (snckmg) ... ... ... ... ... 491

Sesbania spp (See also Agathi, Daincha, etc.) :

—

Alcides bubo (boxer) 337

Homoplera glaucinans (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 390

Calopsiha pyrant/ie (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 4^3

Terias hecabe (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... 4^4

SESBANIA .EGYPTIACA -.—(See Chithagathi).

Silk-Cotton (Bombax) -.
—

Acanthophorus serraticornis (borer) ... ... ... ... 320

Batocera rubus (horex) ... ... ... ... ... ... 324

Silver Oak :

—

See Grevillea.

Snake-Gourd (Trichosanthes anguina)

:

—
Epilachna 12-sfigma (leaves) .... ... ... ... ... 292

,, 2^-punctata (leaves) ... ... ... 292

Aulacophora abdominalis (foveicoHis) (leaves) ... ... ... 311

„ afripennis (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 312
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PAGE
Au/acoj'/htra sU've//s/ {\ca\cs} ... ... ... ... ,12

Piilsia peponis {agramma) {\Qa.ves) ^g^
SOLANACF..^.-

—

Epilachnn i2-stigma {\ta.\es) ... ... ... ... ,92

„ 2^.piinctata (leaves) ... ... 292
EiiHemma olivacea {XediWti?^) ... ... ... ... ^g^

Brinjal Sarrothripine (leaves) ... ... ... ^S^
Pacfiysancla agrofalis {^ea.\es) ... ... ... ,,q

.SoRGHU.M :

—

See Cholam.

Strainer vine :

—

See Luffa acutaiigida.

Sugarcane {Saccharum officinarum) :
—

Dorj/us orie/Ualis (roots)

OrvcUs rhinoceros (borer)

274

285
F/iidodonia modes/a (lesiVtis) ... ... ... ... ... ,jc

Sesamia inferens (horer) ... ... ... ... ^-g
Psalis securis (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ... ,g^

Telicota augias (\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... ... ... ,j„

Diafrcea s^. (borer) ... ... ... ... ... ... ^22

Chilo simplex (horer) ... ... ... ... ... ^23
Scirpophaga auriflua (borer) ... ... ... ... ... .^25

„ motiostigma (borer) ... ... ... . ^26
Fhenice mxsta (sucking) ... ... ... .., .., ^„-

Pyrii/a perpusilla (sncking) ... ... ... ^g,
A leurodes bergi (sucking) ... ... ... . ... -q.

Hieroglyphus banian (leaves) ... ... ... ... ,-j

Oxyavelox (\ea.ves) ... ... ... ... c ,

Gryllotalpa africana (setts) ... ... ... ... .._ .,,

Odontotermes sp. (setts) ... ... ... ... ... ,., - .j

Thripss]i.
242

Sunflower (Helianthus aumius)

:

—
£>olycoris ind/cus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ^^^

Sweet Potato (Ipomaa batatas) :—

Aspidomorpha miliaris {\ed.ves) ... ... ... ,j-

C(?//t)y/« sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... ,5,

Metrionas^,{\.ez.ves) ... ... ... ... ... ... ,jg

Cy las formicarius (tubers) ... ... ... ... ... ^^r

Herse convolvuU (\es.ves)
. .

.

... ... ... ... ... ^^^
Omp/iisa anastomosalis (stem sind tubers) ... ... ... ^^g
Graptostethus servus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... ^gj

Tadi :

—

See Palmyra

Tamarind (Tamarindus indicus)

:

—
Stauropus alternus (lea^yes) ... ... _._ ... ,_^ ^g
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PAGE

Virachola isocrates {ixVLit.) ...
4i6

Argyroploce illepida (seeds) 449

Tea {Camellia iheifera)

:

—
Xylelwriis fornkatiis {hortr) 345

Stai/ropus alfenitis (\ea.ves) ... ••• ... 4°^

Bis/on suppressaria {\tiSi\es) ...
••• 409

Farasa lepida (lenyes) 4"

Zeuzera coffe<r (horer) 446

Clania crameri (lesives) 448

HeUrMsia virescens (le&ves) 449

Jlomona coparia (leiives) (F\ush Worm) 452

F/iassus fnalaiariais (rooi-hoTer) 468

BelopelUs an/onii (sucking) 488

Empoasca flavescens {sncking) 49^

Lccaninm hcmispkarkum {sc&\e) 5 '4

„ nigrum (scale) ... ... ... ... ... ... 5^4

Aspidiotus camellia: {%c^\€) 5'

7

Chionaspis biclavis {scsXe) 5 2°

Hefnichionaspis thecB {sca\e) S^i

Tetranychus bioculaius l\ta.viis) 544

F/iylopti/s carina/us (\ea.ves) 545

Teak {Tectona grandis) :—

Psiloptera fastuosa (borer) 2 97

Slromatium barbatum (borer) 321

^jz/'tea /«t;ra (leaf-roller) 392

Pyrausta machceralis {\f.&\&s,) 442

Tenai (Selaria italica) : (See also Cereals) :—

Analo/M slillafa (RovicTs) 282

Gnal/iospasfoides rotixi ((^ov/ers) 302

Zy/ta Unuicollis (fiovfers) 303

Zonabris pustulata (flowers) 303

Cantharis ruficoUis {^Q^i&xs) 305

Dolycoris indicus {swcWn^ 47°

Colemania sphenarioides {\ta.v&s) 527

Hieroglyphus nigrorepletiis {\<ia.\&s,) 532

Til -.—See Gingelly.

Tobacco {Nicotiafia tabaciim) -.—
Chlondea obsoleta {%t&A Cd.^^9.\x\t.'-,) 373

„ (mz/Z/a (leaves, etc.)
: ... 374

Prodenia litiira {\ta.vit5, e\.c.) 377

Plusia sigfiala {leaves, etc.) 393

Gmrimosc/iema Aeliopa (stem-borer) 454
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PAGE

Gal/o6e/icus crassicornis (sucking) ... ... ... .. 4^1
A/rac/omorpka crenulaia (leaves) ... ... 528

C/iro/ogofius sp. (leaves) ... ... ... ... ... 5 28

Toddy-Palms ;

—

I'ycfiosomti _^aviceps (sucking toddy) ... ... ... j^g
ToiiATC (Lycopersicum esa/lctitiim)

:

—
.' Chlorldea obsoleta (huit) ... ... ... ... .. ^.y.

Prodenia litura ... ... ... ... ... ^-^

Tetranychus biociilatiis (\e-i.ves) ... ... ... ... ... c^^

Toon
( Cedrela ioona)

:

—
Hemilecanium imbricans (f,ca.\e) ... ... ... ... ciy

TuLSi (Ocitmim sanctum)

:

—
A/otiantfiia globulifera (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... 435
Ceroplastodes cajaiil {scz\e) ... ... ... ... ... C12

TuR -.—See Red-Gram.

Turmeric (Curcuma longa):—
Calobata sp. (rhizomes) ... ... ... ... ... ... ,ee

Udaspes folus (\e&ves) ... ... ... ... ... 420
Dichocrocis punctijeralis (stem) ... ... ... ... ,-,-,

Stephamtis fyplcus (sucking) ... ... ... ... ... .34

Turnip (Brassica sp.) :

—

Athalia proxima (\e&ves) ... ... ... ... jgj

Bagrada picta (sucking) ... ... ... ... .-,

Urid :

—

See Black-Gram.

Wheat (Triticum vulgare) :

—

Sesamia inferens (borer) ...

Dolycoris indicus (sucking)

Agonoscelis nubila (sucking)

Nezara viridula (sucking)

Menida histrio (sucking)

Riptortus pedestris (sucking)

Wood-apple (Feronia elephantum)

Parasa lepida (leaves)

Argyroploce illepida (seeds)

379

470

472

473

474

480

411

449
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LIST OF ALLIED PLANTS.

The following list, in the preparation of which I have received

considerable kind assistance from Rao Bahadur K. Rangachariyar,

Lecturing Botanist, shows the commoner plants and trees grouped

under their Natural Orders. In view of the fact that many

species of Insects are confined to closely allied plants, or at least

exhibit a preference for the plants contained in the limits of a

Natural Order, it is equally important for the Entomologist and the

Agriculturist to know which plants are likely to be attacked by

any particular insect, especially in view of control by rotation of

crops. For example, an insect which damages mustard is likely

to attack cabbage if the two crops are grown near one another in

space or time. Many insects are of course polyphagous {i.e., feed

on many different plants) but, as a rule, a careful consideration of

the relationships of the crops themselves will often avoid consider-

able loss by Insect Pests.

Papaver
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Abutilon indicuni.
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Simarubcic.

Ailanthus excelsa ...
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Sesbania »gyptiaca
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Albizzia lebbek

Pithecolobium dulce

Mimosa pudica

Siris ; Vagai (Tarn.)-

Korkapilli.

Sensitive Plant.

Rubus moluccensis.
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Caclce.

Opuntia dillenii

Umbelliferu

Hydrocotyle asiatica.

Carum caruii

„ copticum ...

Pimpinella anisum

Coriandrum sativum

Cuminuni cyminum

Dauciis carota

l^ucedanuni graneolens ...

Cornacca.

Ahingium lamarckii.

Rubiaceie.

VVendlandia notoniana.

Oldenlandia umbellata

Canthium parvifiorum.

Coffea arabica

Morinda citrifolia

,. tinctoria

„ umbellata.

Rubia cordifolia ...

,, tinctoria

Cinchona officinalis

,, buccirubra

Ixora coccinea

ComposiliV.

Helianthu.s annuus

Carthamus tinctorius

Ageratuni conyzoides

Guizotia abyssinica

Cosmos sulphureus

Bassia latifolia

,, longifolia

Mimusops elengi

Achras sapota

Sa[>otacea'.

OleacciC.

Jasminum ppp.

Apocynacci

Tabeinffimontana coronaria.

Nerium odorum ...

Prickly Pear.

Caraway.

Bishop's weed.

Aniseed.

Coriander.

Cummin seeds.

Carrot.

Dill.

Chay-root.

Coffee.

Indian Madder.

Madder.

Cinchona.

Scarlet Ixora.

Sunflower.

Safflower.

White weed.

Niger seed.

Cosmos.

••| Mahua; Moha.

Monkey face; Bukul

.. Sapodilla.

Oleander.
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Asckpiadacece.

Calotropis gigantea ...

Cryptostegia grandiflora.

Pergularia minor.

Convoh'ulacem.

Madar ; Calotropis ; Akh.

Ipomcea batatas
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Polygoitaccu:.

Rurnea \esicarius Bladder Dock.

271

Piper betle

,, nigrum.

Mvristica fras^rans

Piperacecc.

MiristicaceiR.

Betel.

Pepper.

Cinnamomum zevlanicuni

„ wightii

Phiehe paniculata.

Ei/phorHaceie

Euphorbia tiriicalli

„ viatorum
.

,, pilulifera.

Jatropha curcas

Phyllanthus emblica.

Ricinus communis .

Hevea brasiliensis .

Manihot glaziovii

utilissima .

Milk Hedge.

Cactus Euphorbia.'

Purging nut.

Castor.

Para rubber.

Ceara rubber.

Ta)iioca.

Cannabis sativa

Artocarpus integri folia

„ incisa

Morus indica...

Ficus bengalensis

„ religiosa

„ glomerata

,, carica ...

Cixsiiarinecv.

Casuarina equisetifolia

Scitaminea.

Curcuma neil.gherrensis.

„ longa

„ angustifolia

Indian Hemp.

Jak.

Bread-fruit.

Mulberry.

Banyan.

Pipal.

Country Fig.

Fig.

Casuarina ; Chowkoo

(Tam.).

Turmeric.

Arrow-root.
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Zingiber officinale

Elettaria cardamonuim

Musa sapientum ...

„ paradisiaca ...

Ginger.

Cardamom.

Banana.

Plantain.

Jromelia ananas

Agave americana

Crinum asiaticum

AmalyHide

Pineapple

American Aloe.

Asiatic Crinum.

Dioscorea spp.

DioscoreaccLr.

Allium cepa

„ sativum ...
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Pennisetum typhoideum
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HYMENOPTERA.
FORMICID^.

DORYLUS ORIENTALIS, Westwd.

Doryliis orientalis, Westwd., P.Z.S. (1835), 72; Bingham, Faun.

Ind. Hym., II, 4—6, ff . 6, 7 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 231, f. 276, Ent.

Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 128, f. 12, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 227, f. 13O;

Green, Perad. Circ. Ill, No. 22, p. 292.

Fig. 111.

—

Dorylns orientalis. mA\Q AwA

Distribution. -Throughoul Southern India.

Li/ehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Coconut seedlings, grountlnut (roots).

Status.—Rather doubtful. Occasionally a pest, attacking grow-

ing plants ; has been noticed to attack young coco-palms in

Southern India and in Ceylon to perforate the pods of groundnuts

and consume the contents. Specimens in the Coimbatore collection

also are labelled as " attacking roots of groundnut." Other speci-

mens were found at roots of coffee but no damage seemed to have

been done. Has also been found damaging sugarcane.

Control.— ?

Remarks.—The workers are very similar in habits and appear-

ance to some termites, but the males (which often come in to light

at night) are quite different.

SOLENOPSIS GEMINATA, Fb.

Atta .a^cniittata, Fabr., Syst. Piez., p. 423 (1804).

Solcnopsis geiiiinata, Bingham, Faun.

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 229.

Ind. Hym., II, 158-159. f- 64;

Fig. 112.

—

Solcnopsis ^cniinata. \oi-ker. The smaller fif<iire shows the

'. (Original.)
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Distribution.—Probably throughout Southern India. (Not noted

from Bellary or Malabar.)

Lifc/iistoiy.—Nest in the ground.

Food.—Sometimes found attacking young cotton seedlings and
buds of hollyhock, brinjal, crotons, ailanthus, etc.

Status.—May do damage, even to killing the plant, by biting the

tender buds and shoots and growing the leaves.

Control.—(l) Killing the nest where found.

(2) Ringing of plants with ashes or painting crude oil emulsion

on to the stem or branches attacked.

MONOMORIUM GRACILLIMUM, Sm.

Myrmica gracillima, Smith, J. Linn. Soc, VI, 34 (1861).

Monomorium gracillimum, Bingham, Faun. Ind. Hym., II, 210-21 1.

Fig. 113.

—

Monomorium gracillitniim. worker. The small figure shows

the natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore. Probably widely distributed in

Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Nest in the ground, in cracks of walls, etc.

Food.—A scavenger of dead iasects, feeding also on provisions

such as sugar, bread, ghi, vegetable oils.

Status.—A common pest of store-rooms and houses.

Control.—(l) Destruction of the nest if it can be found.

(2) Laying down baits {e.g., a sponge soaked in sugar and

periodically dropping it in hot water), or permanent poisoned baits

which the ants will carry off to their nests and feed to their young.

Remarks.— 'Qxnghdim (I.e.) states that gracillimum is confined to

Ceylon, being represented in India by mayri, Forel, but Coimbatore

specimens appear to be gracillimum

.

18-A
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CECOPHYLLA SMARAGDINA, Fb.

Formica smaragdina, Fabr., Syst. Ent., p. 828 (1775).

CEcophylla sinaragdiiia,~&\r\g\\dim,¥si\.m.\r\A. Hym., II, 311 ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 230, ff. 133^135 ; Dutt, Ent. Mem. Dept.,'Agri.,'Incl.,

IV, 254—260, ff. 21-22.

Fig. 114.

—

Qicophylla smarag-

dina, worker. The smaller

figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

"IG. 115.— Silkun cluuabcr ^puii

.iround branch by CE. smaragdina.
(After Lefrov).

Distribiitio)!.—Throughout Southern India up to about 5,000 feet,

occurring most abundantly in regions of heavy rainfall.

Lifchistory.—Forms a nest in trees composed of leaves spun

together by silken threads excreted by the larvje which are held

in the jaws of the worker ants and applied to the situations in

which the silk is required. Besides the main nest there are usually

many subsidiary chambers of spun leaves containing plantsucking

insects which are tended and defended by the ants. The males

and females of this ant are green, the workers orange-red.

Food.—Caterpillars, beetles, flies, ants, etc.

Status.—Beneficial to some extent as predators on small insects

of various sorts but harmful as protectors of noxious Scale-insects,

etc., which are not only tended but deliberately introduced on to

new plants by the ants. In mango gardens also these ants may
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prove a great annoyance by covering the trees with their nests and

attacking the mango-gatherers.

Control-—The nests are conspicuous and easily opened and

killed by spraying or burning.

CAMPONOTUS COMPRESSUS, Fb.

Formica compressa, Fabr., Mant. Ins., I, 307 (1787).

Camponotus coniprcssiis. Bingham, Faun. Ind. Hym., II, 351-352,

109; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life. p. 233, ff. 125—128.

^^^\-
Fig. 116.

—

CaiiipunotKS caiiiprcssiis. worker. The sm;ill figure shows the

natural size. I Original. I

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India (not

found in Malabar).

Lifehistory.—Nest in the ground, often at the foot of a tree.

Food.—A general scavenger, feeding in the field on honey-dew^

dead insects, etc., and attacking sugar in the house.

Stiitiis.—Indirectly a pest as it tends and protects Scale-insects,

Aphids, Membracids, etc., which may themselves do considerable

damage by sucking the juice of plants.

Control.—(l) The nests are fairly easily found and destroyed.

(2) In the cases of trees badly attacked by Scales which

were attended by these ants, it has been found that a band of tar

and crude oil emulsion applied around the trunk of the tree

keeps the ants from ascending, thus leaving the Scales open to

attack by their natural enemies.

Observation.—This ant has been noticed in active defence of a

Scale-insect against a small parasitic fly which was attempting to

parasitize the Scale.

APID^.

APIS DORSATA, Fb.

Apisciorsata, Fabr., Ent. Syst., II, 328 (1793) I
Bingham, Faun. Ind.

Hym., I, 557-558, t. 4, f. II.
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Fig. Apt cloraata, worker,

natural size

shows the

stricts,

The small outline (igi:

(Ori;,'inal.)

Distribiitiuii.—Throughout the Hills and sub-montaru'

aiiparcntly migrating into the Plains.

Lifchistory.—A large single comb is formed, usually about 3 feet

wide and deep, but often much larger; it is suspended under the

horizontal branch of a tree or under an overhanging rock or similar

situation. The colonies are gregarious and many combs are usually

found together, the same locality being resorted to year after year.

Status.—Very beneficial in pollination of flowers and useful as

yielding honey and wax.

Remarks—(l) This bee does not appear capable of domestication.

(2) This is the Large or Rock Bee ; Tamil, Malani/icnee (Moun-

tain Bee).
APIS INDICA, Fb.

Apis iiidica, Fabr., Ent. Syst. Suppl, p. 274 (1798) ; Bingham, Faun.

Ind. Hym., 1, 558, t. 4, f. 12.

Fig. 118.

—

Apis indica. worker. The small outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original. I

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Several parallel combs, each about a foot wide and

deep, are suspended usually in a hollow tree or similar more or less

protected situation. The colonics are not gregarious.
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Status.—Very beneficial in the pollination of flowers and useful

as yielding honey and wax.

Remarks.—(l) The races of this bee found in the Hills are very

much darker than those found in the Plains.

(2) This bee may be domesticated to some extent but will

not remain in a hive for more than a few months as a rule. It is

very subject to attacks of Wax-moth and does not store any great

quantity of honey.

(3) This is the Indian Bee, intermediate in size between the

Rock and Little Bees and slightly smaller than the European BeeJ
in Tamil Tliencc (bee).

APIS FLOREA, Fb.

Apisfloira, Fabr., Mant. Ins., 1, 305 ; Bingham, Faun. Ind.' Hym.,
I. 559, f. 187.

Fig. 119.

—

Apis florca, worker. The small outl:

size. (Original.)

figure shows the natural

Distribution.—Throwghowt Southern India.

Lifchistory.—This bee builds a small single comb, usually about

six inches broad and deep, which is generally slung from a branch

of a bush. Colonies not gregarious.

Status.—Very beneficial as a pollinator of flowers. The honey

and wax, though of good quality, are produced in too small quantity

to have much commercial value. The nests are commonly robbed

when found and the honey eaten.

Remarks.— (l) This bee is not likely to repay domestication.

(2) This is the Little Bee; in Tamil, Serutlieiiee (small bee).
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SPHEGID/E.

OXYBELUS SQUAMOSUS, Sm.

Oxyhclux squitmosus. Smith, T.E.S. (1875), 38; Cameron, Manch.

Mt>m. (4), III, 276 (1890); Bingham, Faun. Ind. Hym., I, 315:

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 209.

-Uxybcliis sqiiiTiiiosiis. The small rtKure shows the natural si^e.

(Original.

Distrlhiitioii. ^Giundy ; Coimbatore. Probably throughout the

Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not l^nown in detail. These wasps, however, are

known to tunnel in sandy banks and to store their nests with

Diptera.

Food.—Adult flies of Phihcmatoinyia iiisignis.

Status.—Highly beneficial as predaceous on the above-named

pest of cattle.

Remarks.—This little wasp is found fairly commonly on and

around cattle. It stalks Philcematomyia insignis when this fly is

intent on sucking blood and seizes it, when wasp and fly usually

drop to the ground ; the fly is stung and carried off by the wasp

and, so far as I have been able to observe, it is held by the sting

only (and not by the legs) during flight. Sometimes the wasp

collects the female flies whilst these are ovipositing in cowdung, at

which time the flies are in a rather helpless position, anchored (so

to speak) by their ovipositor in the dung. This wasp does not

attack Stomoxys or Houseflies, as quoted by Lefroy (I.e.); if it does

by error clutch a Stomoxys or haematophagous Muscid, both fly and

wasp drop to the ground but the former is released immediately the

mistake is discovered. As a check on Pliiltvmatomyia this little

wasp is most efficient and useful.
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TENTHREDINID^.

ATHALIA PROXIMA, Klug. (PLATE II, FIGS. 12, 13.)

Tcnthrcdo proxima, Klug, Berlin Mag., VII, 130 (1816).

At/niliij proxima, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 152, Ent. Mem. Dept.

Agri., Ind., I, 127, 357—370, t. 20, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 165, t. 9.

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Shevaroys, Bellary, Godavari, Banga-
lore, Bababudins.

Lifeliistory.—Eggs are thrust into the tissue of the leaves of the

foodplant, being deposited singly during the day-time. The larva

hatches out after about a week and feeds on the leaves, eating

holes from the edge and in the centre of the leaf- The young larva

is greenish grey but it becomes darker as it grows until it is

greenish-black when full-fed. It looks much like a Lepidopterous

larva, but is easily distinguished by having eight pairs of prolegs

besides the three pairs of thoracic (true) legs. When full-grown it

constructs a cocoon in the soil
;
pupal period from 10 days upwards.

In some districts (Coimbatore) this insect is only found during the

cold weather (November—February) ; in others (Bellary) it has been
found during the South-West Monsoon (August).

Foodplants-—Mustard, cabbage, radish, cauliflower, turnips.

Status.—A minor pest of cruciferous plants, sometimes doing
considerable damage to young seedlings.

Control.—(i) Handpicking of larvae.

(2) Protection of plants by spraying Naphthaline Emulsion
or (lusting with lime (20 pints) and kerosine (20 pints).

COLEOPTERA.

SCARAB^ID^.

HELIOCOPRIS BUCEPHALUS. Fb.

Scarabceus biiccpluiliis. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 24 (1775).

Heliocopris bucephahis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 249, f. 14L

•pris biiccplialns. (.After Howlett.
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Distribution.—Bellary, Coimbatore. Probably throughout Plains

of Southern India.

Lifchistory ami Foot/.—The beetles collect animal dung antl

make it into balls which they roll away and bury in the ground.

In some of these balls eggs are laid and the larva feeds on the

dung. The exact lifehistory of all species is little known but in

some cases it may extend over two years or more.

Status.—Beneficial to some extent.

Rcinarks'.^A very large number of species of these beetles

exist in India and are commonly to be seen in dry places. They

undoubtedly do a great deal of good by disposing of dung and

ordure in the vicinity of habitations.

CETONIAD/E.

ANATONA STILLATA, Newm.

Cetoiiia stillata, Newm., Ent. Mag., V, 169 (1838).

Anatolia stillata, Arrow, Cetoniinse (F.I.), p. 114 (1910).

Fig. U2.—Aiititoiia stillata. The small outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Hadagalli (September 191 1). Bangalore (Arrow).

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid in moist places, the beetles burrow-

ing about 2 inches underground and ovipositing there. The larvje

probably feed at the roots of grasses and miscellaneous plants.
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Eggs are perhaps laid about September, the beetles emerging about

June in the following year.

Fooiiplant.—Beetle on the ears of cholam and cumbu, tenai and

ragi, devouring pollen of ear-heads in flower and milk of develop-

ing grains. In the case of cholam, the beetles may enter the ear-

head to the number of a dozen or more in one head and destroy the

grains, filling the ear-head with excrement.

Status.—A local pest of some importance.

Control.—Collection of the beetles by hand-nets.

OXYCETONIA VERSICOLOR, Fb.

Ccloiiia versicolor. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 51 (1775).

O.rycrtoiiia ver.'iicolor., l^efroy, Ind. Ins. Life, 13.258 (Glvcypluuuil

Arrow, Faun. Ind. Ceton, pp. 164— 166, ft'. 35-36.

Fig. 12.5.

—

Oxycctonia versicolor. The small outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Bangalore, Bellary, Coimbatore, Madras. Proba-

bly throughout Southern India. May to October.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

Food[>laiits.—The beetle feeds on flowers and tender grains of

cumbu, cholam, tenai and other cereals. Sometimes on flowers of

other crop and garden-plants, such as groundnut and Cosmos.

Status.—Scarcely a serious pest as a rule.

Control.—Collection of the beetles by hand and in hand-nets.
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CHILOLOBA ACUTA, Wied.

Cctoiiia (iciilei, Wied., Zool. Mag., II, i, p. 87 (1823).

Chiloloba uciita, Lefroy, Iml. Ins. Life, p. 258 ; Arrow, F:i

Ceton., p. 172, t. 2, f. 4.

Fig. 124.—C/n7o/oi(i The small oiitlii

c. lOriginal.)

figure shows the iiati

Distribution.—Bellary, Bangalore, Coimbatore, Shevaroys, South

Arcot. In September and October.

Lifeliistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Ears of cholam, ciimbii, etc., the beetles devouring

the flowers and tender grains.

Status.—Not a serious pest as a rule.

Control.—Collection of beetles by hand and with hand-nets.

Remarks.—Arrow's coloured figure scarcely gives a sufficient

idea of the beautiful brilliant metallic green coloration of this

beetle.





o

ORYCTES RHINOCEROS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE IIL

ORYCTES RHINOCEROS.

Fig. I. Eggs.

2. Young larva.

3. Adult larva.

4. Pupa.

5. Beetle.

6. Side-view of head of male beetle.

7. „ „ of female „

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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DYNASTID^.

ORYCTES RHINOCEROS, Linn.

ScarabcBiis rhinoceros, Linn. Syst. Nat. (x), 346 (1758).

Oryctcs rhinoceros, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 207-208, Ind. Ins.

Life, p. 256, figs. 145, 146; Arrow, Faun. Ind. Dynast, pp. 278--281,

f. 63 ; Ghosh, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., Vol. II, 193—204, t. 27.

(See Plate III.)

/)/5//'/7»;///V;«. —Throughout the Plains of Southern India all the

, year round.

Lifchistory. —The eggs are laid in decaying vegetation or rotting

trees, often in palm trees attacked by Palm Weevil. The stout

whitish grubs live in rotting vegetable matter. The beetle itself

tloes tiamage by boring into the soft crowns of palm trees thereby

providing a means of entry for the Palm Weevil to lay eggs. The
grubs have been noted on decaying date stems, manure heaps, and
on the dead top shoots of palmyras dead of bud rot.

Foodplants.-Va.\ms of various species; American Aloes (both

beetle and grub). The beetle also occasionally bores into sugar-

cane stems. (See figure 68.)

Status.—A serious pest, principally of palms. Possibly of im-

portance also as a carrier of spores of fungal diseases of palms.

Control.—All dead and rotten palms should be cut and burnt.

Heaps of rotting vegetable matter near palm groves should be
regularly turned over and the grubs destroyed. The beetle comes
to light and may sometimes be attracted by light-traps. In

the Chittoor District (Nariambattu) the following method was
reported to be adopted to trap the beetles. " Wide vessels of good
size filled with kitchen refuse, such as rice-water, etc., are kept

among the plants at the rate of one for every ten or twelve palms.

The liquid soon begins to ferment and emit a strong smell attracted

by which the beetles are said to appear in good numbers and drop

in, when they are collected and killed." This method may be

tried elsewhere.

RUTELID^.

ADORETUS BANGALORENSIS, Br.

Adorctus bangalorensis, Brenske, I.M.N., V, 38, t. 4, ff. i, 2 (1900).

Distribution.—Bangalore.

Ufehistory.—Not known. Probablv very similar to that of

A nomala varians.

Foodplant and Status.—The adult beetles were found attacking

rose-bushes in the Government Botanical Gardens at Bangalore.
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Control.—Collection of the beetles by hand.

Remarks.—This beetle is perhaps iilentical with ,i. ovalis. Bl.

Fig. 125.

—

AdorctiiK hangalorciisis. The suiall outline figure shows the

natural size. (I'rom Indian Museum Notes.)

ADORETUS CALIGINOSUS BICOLOR, Br.

Adorctus caligiiwsiis, Burm., var. bicolor, Brenske, I.M.N. , V, 38,

t. 4,ff. 3,4(1900).

126.

—

A(hii-:tns caligiiiDsushicolor. The small outlii e fi.tjui

the natural si^c. iFrom Indian Museum Notes.)

Distriluitioii.—Bangalore.

Lifehistory.—Not known. Probably very similar to that of

Anomala variaiis.





PLATE IV.

W

^%*

ANOMALA VARIANS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV

ANOMALA VARIANS.

Fig. I. Egg, newly laid, x 4.

,, 2. Egg just before hatching.

„ 3. Larva, dorsal view.

., 4- „ lateral ,,

., 5. Pupa, dorsal view, partly enclosed in last larval skin.

6. Pupa, ventral view.

„ 7- „ lateral „

„ 8. Beetle.

(The lines alongside the figures show the 1
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Foodphvit unci StiUiis.—TViL- adult beetles were found attacking

rose-bushes in the Government Botanical Gardens at Bangalore.

Control.—Collection of the beetles by hand.

ADORETUS OVALIS, Bl.

Adoretiis ovalis, Blanchard, Cat. Coll. Ent., p. 233 ; Sharp,

A.M.N.H. (7) XI, 472-473 (1903).

The small outline figure shows the

(Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Anantapur, Bellary, Godavari,

Madras, South Arcot, all the year round. Ootacamund in April.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

FoodpliDit.—The beetle eats leaves of grape-vine and mango.
It feeds on the foliage at night and often does serious injury.

During the day numbers of them are often found hidden just under

the surface soil around the plant.

ANOMALA VARIANS, Oliv. (PLATE IV.)

Anoiiiala varians, Olivier, Ent. I, 5, p. 78, t. 10, f. 123 n, h ; Lefroy,

Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., II, 143— 147, t. XIV, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 254, t. XIV.

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Bangalore, Bellary, practically

throughout the'year.
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Lifehistory.—The comparatively-large white egg is probably laid

in the soil in which the grubs live, feeding on roots of various

plants. The full-grown grub is about 40 mm. long, dirty whitish

with yellow head and legs and the abdomen incurved beneath.

The pale-yellowish pupa is partly enveloped in the old larval skin

which forms a kind of false-cocoon for it. The life-cycle is about

6—9 months.

Foodplants.—The grubs are bad pests on all garden plants, such

as creepers, etc.

In Coimbatore flights of this chafer generally occur when the

North-East Monsoon breaks.

Coiilrol.—No satisfactory method of dealing with the grubs can

as yet be recommended for use on a field-scale. The beetles, when

abundant, may be collected by hand, by hand-nets, and at light.

NITIDULID^.

CARPOPHILUS DIMIDIATUS, Fb.

Nitidula diiiiidiatci, Fab., Ent. Syst., I, I, 261 (i792).

Ciirpophilii.s diwidiattis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 297.

Fig. •[ZS.—Ciirpoi.liihi'> dtniuhiitK^ llu fiiiall figure shows the

n itui il si/L (()iif,iii 1

Distribution.—Throughout soutnern inciia all the year round.

Lifehistory and Food.—'Not fully worked out. The larva probably

feeds in rotting vegetable matter, pupating in the ground. The

beetles are found in rotting vegetable matter (rotten fruit, etc.) and

some species of this group occur in flowers.

Status.—Not known to be a pest but may prove to be so by

carrying fungal and ochar diseases from attacked trees, etc., and so

infecting healthy ones.

Remarks.—The insects of this group, though numerous in India,

are small and inconspicuous. In their habits they are very varied
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most being t'outui on or in rotting ;inini;U and vegetable tissues,

whilst some live in flowers, and the larva of one species (in Italy)

is recorded as predaceous on a Scale-insect.

TROGOSITID^.

TEXEBROIDES MAURITANICUS, L.

Tenchrio iiininiliiiiiciix, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), I., 417 (175S).

TetH'broUhs in,iiint<uiicd. Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, 25 1-2, f. 302,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 299, ft". 176 177 ; Chittenden, U.S.A. Entom. Bull. 4.

pp. 122--124, f. 60. (1896).

Z)m7/77»////();/. -Probablv throughout Southern India all the year

round.

Lifeliistury.—The elongate, curved, pale-white eggs, measure

about 2 mm. in length. The full-grown larva is nearly an inch

long, stoutly-built, of a dirty whitish colour, with conspicuous

smooth brown head and chitinous prothoracic and supra-anal

shields, this latter terminating in a pair of short, sharp, projections.

A single beetle may lay forty eggs. Exact life-cycle not known.

Food.—This beetle is at times vegetarian in its diet, feeding on

stored grain, grountlnuts, etc., and is sometimes at least predaceous,

feeding on other insects which infest storeil produce. Specimens

were found in stored tobacco in Madras where they were presum-

ably predaceous in the Cheroot Beetle.

S/(7///.s-.—Rarely a pest and often beneficial. Include<l here as

an insect commonly found in storedlgrain. etc.
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CUCUJID.E.

SILVANUS SURINAMENSIS, L.

Dermestcs siiriiiaiiiciisis, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed X), I, 357 (1758).

Silvaiiiis siii-iiiciinciisis, Lefroy, Intl. Ins. Pests, p. 252, f. 304, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 300, figs. 179, 180 ; Chittenden, U.S.A. Ent. Bull. 4,

p. 121, f. 59, Bull. 8, f. 4.

Fig. 130.

—

Sllvaiiiis siiriiinitictisis. beetle and larva. The si

natural sizes. (Larva after Chittenden.)

Distribution.—Probably throughout Southern Indi;

round.

Lifehistory.— Not worked out in South India.

Food.—Dried fruit, flour, etc.

Status.—Not noted as a pest.

lall figures show

all the year

EROTYLID/E.

FATUA LONGICORNIS, Wied.

Laiigiiria lo/igiconiis, Wied, Zool. Mag., II, 48 (1823).

Fig. 131.

—

Fatita luiigicoi-

Male. (Original.)

Fig. 132.

—

Fatiia2longicor-

Ills, Female. (Original,)





COCCINNELLA SEPTEMFUNCTATA.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE V.

coccinp:lla septempunctata.

1. Cluster of eggs on leaf, natural size.

2. Eggs, enlarged.

3. 4, 5. Larva in vaiious stages, enlarged.

6. Larva, natural size.

7. Pupa, enlarged.

S. „ natural size.

9. Beetle, enlarged.

I o. „ natural size.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Distribution. —Throughout the dry ciistricts of Southern India.

Lifehistory and Foodpltvit.—LUehistory not known in detail.

The beetles are commonly found on Euphorbia antiquorum and

larvae have been found in rotting branches of this plant which had

previously been bored by a Phycitid larva.

Status.—Not a pest.

COCCINELLID^.

COCCINELLA SEPTEMPUNCTATA, Linn.

Coccinella septempunctata, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), 1, 365 {1758)

;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 273, f. 331, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 306.

(See Plate V.)

Z)/5/;-/7w//Vw.— Throughout Southern India all the year round.

Lifehistory and Food.—The yellow elongated eggs are deposited

in clusters on plants affected with colonies of Aphids (Green-Fly).

The brownish long-legged larvce are active and predaceous on

the Aphids which they seek out and devour. The squat, brown,

mottled pupa is affixed to leaves.

Status.—Boih larva and beetle are highly beneficial by feeding

on Aphids.

Remarks.—Th\^ particular species of Coceinella is found chiefly

on wheat and mustard, but sometimes on paddy and other crops.

Numerous other species are found in Southern India, the lifehistory

in general being very similar.

? COELOPHORA Sp.

Fig. 133.

—

Coclopliora sp. The smaller figure shows the natural si^e.

(Original.)

(Head and thorax orange-yellow, wing-cases black, each with

four elongated orange spots.)

£)/5^;'/7w^/w/.-Nilgiris (Hillgrove; 4,200 feet).

19-A
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Lifehistory and Footl.—QoX\\ larvse and beetles have been found to

be predaceous on the Green Bug (Lecaiiium viridc) of coffee, on the

leaves of wrhich the pup« were also found.

Status.—Beneficial as predaceous on Lccaiiiiim virich'.

EPILACHNA I2-STIGMA, Muls, (PLATE VI.)

Epilachiia dodccastigma, Muls., Spec, p. 789; Lefroy, Ind. Ins.

Life. p. 308, f. 188.

Z)/5//-/7'/^?/«//.- Throughout Southern India all the year round.

Lifehistory.—The yellowish eggs are laid in clusters on leaves of

the foodplant on which the stout, spinous, yellow grubs feed,

eating the epidermal layer of the leaf in characteristic patches.

The squat, yellow pupsE are attached head-downwards to leaves,

or more usually stems, of the foodplant. The beetles also eat the

leaves.

Foodplaiits.—Solanaceous and cucurbitaceous plants ; especially

on Brinjal.

Status.—O'iX.en a serious pest on Brinjal and Bitter Gouril

(Momordica).

Control.—-Collection by lianil of the insect in all stages. Spray-

ing of plants in bad cases.

Natural Enemies.—A small Chalcid was reared from a pupa of

E. i2-stigma found in Bellary.

Remarks.—The closely-allied ami perhaps commoner species,

Epilachna 28-punctata, is also shown on the plate (fig. 5), which

depicts the colouring of the beetles as rather too deep a red.

DERMESTID^.

DERMESTES VULPINUS, Fb.

Drnucstcs vulpinus. Fab., Spec. Ins., I. 64 (1781) ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins.

Life, p. 3TI. f. 190.

IG. 134.^Dt'/-;);t's^is viilpiniis. The smaller figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Dislril'utioii. —SouXh Kanara. Probably throughout Southern





EXPLANATION OF PLATE VL

EPILACHNA BEETLES.

1. EpHachna dfidecasfigma, egg.

2. ,, ,. larva.

3- .. » pupa-

4. ., „ beetle.

5. Epilachna 2'i-punclata^ beetle.

6. Beetles (both species) on plant, natural size, showing eggs, larvae,

pupas, adults, and damage done.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)



EPILACHNA BEETLES.
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Lifchistory tind /-«)</.—Not worked out in detail in India. The
beetles and larva; usually teed on dead animal matter, such as fish

manure.

Status.—Scarcely a pest as a rule. Usually rather beneficial as a

scHvenger and the larvae have been found feeding on pup« of

flies breeding in fish manure. At times, however, the beetle is said

to be very destructive to silk-worm cocoons.

DERMESTES Sp.

The smaller figiiie shows the

e. I()ri},'inal.i

Distribution-—Coimbatore. Probably throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory and Food.—Not known in detail. The beetle has been
bred from larvze found feeding on animal refuse in sparrows' nests.

Probably on any dead animal matter.

BOSTRYCHID^.
SINOXYLON SUDANICUM, Lesne.

illei- lij^nre shows theFig. Mt).—Siiio.\ylnii sudc

natural si

Sinnxylon stidanicum, Lesne, Ann. Soc. Ent. France (1895), 176,

(X906), 503-504. f- 534 : King, 4th Kept. Wellcome Lab., Vol.B, p. 140,

t. 9, f. I.
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Distribution.—Bellary, Coimbatore, Chingleput. Probably
throughout Southern India all the year round.

Li/eliistory.—Not worked out in detail. Eggs are laid in dead

wood, probably in galleries tunnelled by the beetles. Larva; in

galleries in dead wood, in which the beetles also feed. Length of

life-cycle is not known.

Food.—Dry stems of Agathi, of Cambodia Cotton killed by Stem
Weevil, and in almost any dry wood that is not too hard.

Status.—Attacks only deati wood and is hardly a pest as a rule

except when it bores into furniture, etc.

RHIZOPERTHA DOMINICA, Fb.

Synodendrou doininiciiin, Fab., Ent. Syst., I, pt. 2, p. 359 (1792).

Synodciidron pusilliim. Fab., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 156 (1798).

Rhizopei'tlia doininica, Lesne, Ann. S.E. Fr. (1898), 332 ; Stebbing,

I.M.N., VI, 25-26; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 316; Chittenden, U.S.A.

Ent. Bull. 96, pt. Ill, pp. 29—47, ff- 7. 8.

Fig. \i7.—RhizopcrtIia ch . The smaller figur

Origina"

Distribution.—Throughout Southern Intlia.

Lifchistory.—The white, elongate, pear-shaped eggs are laid

loosely and singly amongst the food of the larvze, which hatch out

after about 10 days. The larva when full-grown is slightly less

than 3 mm. long, a white, fleshy grub swollen at either extremity

but more swollen anteriorly. The whole life-cycle is probably less

than two months.

Food.—Stored cholam and cumbu ears ; also recorded from

stored wheat, paddy, flour, biscuits, etc.

Status.—Apparently a minor pest of stored products.

Control.—Fumigation and keeping stored grain, etc., in insect-

proof receptacles.





^^
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LASIODERMA SERRICORNE.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE YH.

LASIOLERMA SP:RRIC0RNE.

Fig. 1. Eggs.

„ 2. Larva, covered with particles of tobacco-leat".

,. 3. Larva freed from pLrti^les of leaf.

„ 4. Pupa.

5, 6. Beetle.

„ 7. Cheioot bored by beetles, showing holes of exit.

^The lines alongside the figures show the natural sixes.)
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PTINID/E.

SITODREPA PANICEA, L.

Dermestes paiiiccits, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 357 (1758).

Sitoiiirpa paiiicca, Chittenden, U.S.A. Bull. No. 4, pp. 124—126,

ff. 61, 62 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 318, f. 197.

Fig. 138.

—

Sitodrepa panicea,heei\e and larva. The smaller figures

show the natural sizes. (Larva after Chittenden.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid in almost any dry substance of

organic origin, the larvae, on hatching, tunnelling galleries in which

they pupate in small cocoons. The entire life-cycle may be passed

in less than two months.

Food.—This species has been said to " eat anything but cast

iron, " even perforating tin foil and sheet lead. Books, papers,

stored grain and drugs of all kinds, boots, sheet cork, etc.

Status.—An important pest of books and papers and hence of

great importance in Libraries, Record Rooms, etc.

Control.—Books and papers should be kept as far as possible in

closed almirahs or boxes and protected with a plentiful supply of

Naphthaline renewed regularly. Books in exposed shelves should

be treated at least annually with Book Solution. (See page 172.)

LASIODERMA SERRICORNE, Fb. (PLATE VII.)

Ptiuus scrriconiis, Fab., Ent. Syst., I, I, 241 (1792).

Lasiodernia /cs/r/rc/////, Duftschmid, Faun. Austr., Ill, 46(1825);

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 253, f. 305, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 319, t. 19.
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Z)/.s7/-//w^/(j;/.— Throughout Southern India all the year round.

Lifehistory. —The minute shining white eggs are laid on tlried

tobacco, being generally thnist in under a fold of the leaf ; in the

case of cheroots they are generally laid just under the outer leaf

inside the open end. The eggs hatch after four or five days, when

the grub emerges and tunnels through the tobacco until it is full-

fed, when it spins a small cocoon covered with fragments of leaf in

which it pupates. The complete life-cycle occupies about 8— 10

weeks according to temperature and the beetles live a considerable

time after emergence. The beetles are quite active on the wing.

Food.—Dry tobacco as a rule. Occasionally found in other

vegetable matter, such as opium leaves (i.e., the poppy petals used

for wrapping opium cakes), turmeric, etc.

Status.—A pest of great importance in cigar and tobacco

factories.

Control.—The most effective methotl is fumigation of the finished

cheroots by exposing them to the fumes of Hydrocyanic Acid gas

for 24 hours, then airing for half an hour, and bo.xing them imme-

diately afterwards. This treatment does not injure the aroma of

the tobacco.

CLERID/E.

NECROBIA RUFIPES, Fb.

Dcnncstc.'^ nifipcs. Fab., Spec. Ins., I, 65 {1781).

Necrohia nifipes, Howard, U.S.A Ent. Bull. 4, p. 105, f. 49;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 326, f. 204.

Fig. 130.—AVc;-oft/<r nifipcs. The iiatiUHl si^e is indicated by the lines

alongside tht- fignres of the beetle. (Fnim Indian Museum Notes.

I
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Distribution.—Probably throughout Southern India all tin

round.

Lifchistory.— Egg<. art- laid in or on animal matter on vvhi

larvae live. These are greyish-white, with a brown head,

series of brown patches above, separated l^y a paler dorsal

Pupation in a glistening, paper-like cocoon.

Food.—Amm^X matter, especially dried meats such as H;i

Bacon. Found abundantly in Fish manure, both at the pi

lireiiaration on the Malabar coast and in Fish .Manure distr

inland.

Status. -Scarcely a pest.

e year
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BIIPRESTID/E.

PSILOPTERA FASTUOS.-V, Fb.

Buprcstis fastiwsa. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 2i6 (1774).

Psiloptcra fastiiosa, I.M.N. , II, 45, III, No. 6, p. 3, fig ; Stebbi

Forest. Bull. No. I2, pp. 7-9, t. 2.

IG. \M).—Biiprcsti utliiic ht;iire shov

Z)/5//-/7);///V)//.— Throughout the Plains of Southern India

Lifchistory.—The larva is a borer in the wood of trees.

Fooaphiitt.—Teak, and probably other trees.

Status.—Stated to have damaged the Government Tea
tions at Nilambur in January 1890.

Control.—

?

k Ph
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Biol., IV, 42—44, t. 4 ;

134, Plate ; Aulmann,

SPHENOPTERA GOSSYPII, Kerr.

Sphenoptera gossypii, Kerr., Ann. S.E. Belg. XXXVI, 195 (1892) ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. IOO--103, ff. 114— 119, Ind. Ins. Life, p.

330, t. 20.

} [Sphenoptera neglecta, Klug ; King, J. Ec,

King, 4th Report Wellcome Lab., Vol. B, p.

Faun. deut. Kolon., pt. iv, pp. 18—22.]

(SEE PLATE VIII.)

Distribution.—Bellary.

Lifehistory.-^Eggs laitl on the bark generally about midway

between base and crown of stem. The larva on hatching bores

into the stem, tunnelling a gallery up and down the centre

When full-fed it prepares an exit hole, leaving only the bark intact,

and pupates in the larval burrow, the beetle emerging through the

hole previously prepared by the larva.

Foodplants.—Cotton (especially Egyptian). Hibiscus esciilentiis.

Status.—A bad pest where it occurs but apparently rarely found

in Southern India.

Control.—Destruction of attacked plants which wither and are

easily noticed.

NOTES.—(i) Except in Bellary, this insect has not been noted on

Cotton in the Madras Presidency.

(ii) Two parasites (Hymenopterous) have been reared

attacking the grub.

(iii) Local cottons were not found to be attacked so much

as exotic ones.

SPHENOPTERA ARACHIDIS, Lefroy MS.

W

Fig. 141.

—

Sphenoptera aracliidis.

1, Pupa in cocoon (natural size) ;

2, Larva in root (natural size) ;

3, Larva (magnified). (Original.)

Fig. Ul.—Sphenoptera ara-

cliidis. The small outline

figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—In all Groundnut-growing districts of Southern

India, occurring from middle to end of cropping-period.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIIL

RPHENOPTERA GOSSYPII.

G. I. Larva inside stem of cotton-plant.

2. Larva, magnified.

3. Pupa in cocoon, inside stem, x 3.

4. Pupa, ventral view, magnified.

5. Beetle, magnified.

6. Beetle.

7. Hymenopterous parasite.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural iizea.)



'1 7%

SPHENOPTERA GOSSYPH.
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Lifchistory.—Small flattened scale-like elliptical eggs are laid

on the stem or on one of the branches of the plant sometimes away
from the stem. The grub is l/^ inches when full fed. It bores down
along the stem tissue to the roots, flevouring the main root. The
pupation period lasts 10 days, the milk-white pupa being formed

in the larval burrow.

/^(Wf/y/^fw/.s-.— Chiefly groundnut (called the Verpuchi of giountl-

nut) and other leguminous plants such as Cow-peas, Redgram,

Horsegram, Agathi, Cassia, etc. Also found in wild sannhemp
(Crotalaria striata).

Status.—A serious pest in certain years especially in South Arcot

where groundnut is grown extensively.

Control.—Destruction of affected plants is the only remedy that

can be advocated at present pending further investigation.

TENEBRIONID.^.

GONOCEPHALUM HOFMANNSEGGI, Stev.

hofmannseggi, Steven, Nouv. Mem. Mosc, I, 96 (182Q).

Opatnim, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 338

Fig. 143.

—

Ounoccplialuiii ho/iiiaiinseggi. The small outline fif<iire shows

the natural size. (Original.

I

Distribution.—Trichinopoly—probably throughout Southern

India all the year round.

Lifchistory and Food.—The larvse of these beetles are found on

the surface of the ground where they feed on dead ami decaying

vegetable matter. Exact lifchistory not worked out.

Status.—These beetles sometimes occur in enormous numbers

and enter houses in such quantities as literally to cover the walls of

rooms. Occasionally they do damage to potatoes, grape-vines, etc.,

but as a rule they are probably rather beneficial as scavengers of

dead vegetable matter.
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TRIBOLIUM CASTANEUM, Hbst.

('(ilyc/niiii cisldih'iiJii. Hcrbst, Kat'er, VII, 282, t, 112, f. 13 (17971.

'I'nhdliiiDi cnstiDiciDii, Macleay (1825); Blair, E.M.M. (1913), 222-

224.

Tnboliiiiii fcrnioiiiniiii, auct. (nee. Fabr.) ; Chittenden, U.SA.

Knt- Bull. No. 4; l.et'roy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 253, f. 307, Ind. Ins.

Lite, p. 338, f. 215.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India ; all the year round.

Life/iistory. -The minute white eggs are laid, usually thrust into

cracks, on the surface of stored.seeds or of the receptacles in which

these are contained. The full-fed larva is about 5 mm. long,

whitish-brown, with darker legs and a pair of anal spines. The
pupa is white and naked ami the pupal stage lasts for 4 or 5 days.

The beetles also feed on stored substances.

Fooci.^SXored pulses, grain, flour, dried insects, etc.

Status.—A serious pest of stored products, not only by the actual

quantity eaten but on account of the extremely nauseous smell and

taste which it communicates to infected substances.

Control.—Fumigation and subseciuent storage in Insect-proof

receptacles.

COSSYPHUS DEPRESSUS, Fb.

Laiiipyris dc[^rcssa, Fab., Spec. Ins., I., 254 (1781).

Cossyplnis ticprcssus, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 339, t. 21, f. 4.

Distribution.—Go<\a.\i\r\, Bangalore, Bellary, Coimbatore. May
to July and September to November. Probably throughout

Southern India.
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Lifehistory.—Not known.

Food.—Not known—probably de;ul vegetable matter.

Remarks. Ohen comes in commonly to light at night. A very

curious beetle on account of its strong resemblance to a seed.

RHYTINOTA IMPOLITA, Fairm.

Rhytiiiota iinpolila. Fairm., Ann. S.E. Belg., XL., 8 (1896).

tiKure shiiw s thf
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—Probably throughout Southern India all the yearDistrihiiti

round.

Lifc/iistory iiiiil FoocJ. ~Ea.r\y singes not known. Probably feeds

on tlead vegetable matter on or just below the surface of the ground.

Rcmai'kx.—A con.spicuously common beetle to be seen wandering

about over the ground in dry, open places.

Cdiitlhiris

Ciiiitlhiris (EpUauta) loiix

MELOID^.

(CANTHARID^ ; MYLABRID/E.)

GNATHOSPASTOIDES ROUXI, Cast.

ixi. Cast Hist N.it II 274 (1840).

p. 346.

Fig. 147.

—

Gimthosptistoicica roiixi. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution. -Sou\.\\ Kanara, Kistna, Kurnul, Bellary, Coimba-

tore—probably throughout the Plains.

Lifehistory.—Eggs were laid in captivity (in October 1911) in

groups of 50 to 125 each. The young larvas hatched out after about

fifteen days and were extremely active. In captivity the larva

was found to feed freely on egg-masses of the Deccan grasshopper.

Further details of lifehistory not worked out, but this beetle has

been bred from a pupa found with these egg-masses.

Status.—The beetle itself often does considerable damage to

ear-heads of cumbu, cholam and tenai, eating the pollen so that no

grain is formed. In its early stages, however, it is probably bene-

ficial by acting as a check on the increase of grasshoppers.
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LYTTA TENUICOLLIS, Pall.

Caiithans toinicollis, Pall., Ic. Insect., p. 102, t. E, f. 35 (1781—
1806?); Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 205 206, f. 243, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 346, f. 220.

Fig. 148.—Lv^^f ti'iniicollis The small figure shov

(Original.)

Coimbatore, Tanjore, TinneDistribution.—Kurnul, Bellary

velly ; September to November.

Lifehistory.—The whitish-yellow cigar-shaped eggs are laid in

the soil in a mass which may contain over400 eggs ; the eggs seem
to be deposited at night and one female may lay more than one

egg-mass on subsequent nights. The young larv^ hatch after

about 12— 14 days. The larvae probably feed on egg-masses of

grasshoppers but the lifehistory is not known as yet.

Status.—The beetle does considerable damage to ear-heads of

jola, cimibu, etc.

Control.—The beetles are attracted to light at night or may be

collected during the day-time.

ZONABRIS PUSTULATA, Thnb.

.... piistiihitn, Thnb., Diss. Nov. Spec. Ins., VI, 113, f. 13

(1791).

Mylabns pustulata. Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. . . , f. 219.

Mylabris siilcr, Fab. Ent. Syst. SuppL, p. 120 (1798).

^^
Fig. 149. -Zonabns pustulata. (Original.:
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' Meloe cichorii, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), I, 419 (1758).

Distribution.—Founil very commonly all over South India.

Lifcliistory.—Eggs are laid in masses (one mass found to contain

106 eggs). The eggs are bright-yellow, elongate and cylindrical.

Further history not known.

Foodplants.—The beetle feeds on the flowers and tender shoots

of many plants such as cotton, gogu, redgram, groundnut, cowpea,

lab-lab, Cucurbitacese, wild Ipomoeas, prickly-pear, garden spp.

of Hibiscus, rose plants, sometimes found on cereal ear-heads also

such as cumbu, tenai and cholam. Especially on yellow flowers.

Control.—Collecting by hand with small nets.

Observation. The correct name of this extremely common beetle

seems to be a matter of doubt. It has for a long time been known
as Mylctbris fustulald but specimens very similar in appearance have

been returned by Dr. Creighton Wellman under the name of Zona-

bris orientalis, Mars. Probably there are several closely allied

forms confused under the name pustulata. Linne's cicliorii is

perhaps a composite species and probably inculded the beetle here

referred to.

ZONABRIS Sp.

^9^
lie. l.ij, -Adult \Wvi\r.

iiuilins sp. I'liv smaller tiKurrs sh.nv ihc natural si/i-s. lOii^iiial.)
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Distribution.—Bellary (Hadagalli).

Lifehistory.—Eggs are deposited in the soil and the young
larvs, on emerging from the egg, seek out the egg-masses of the

Deccan grasshopper and devour these.

Foodplants.—The perfect beetle has been found on flowers of

Phascoliis aconitifalius (Madiki).

. Status.—This insect is an important check on the Deccan grass-

hopper in the Hadagalli ilistrict.

" CANTHARIS " RUFICOLLIS, Oliv.

(dull-grey-blue species with orange-yellow thorax.)

Cantharis ruficollis, Olivier, Ins., 46, t. i, f. 6.

Lytta ruficollis, Fab., Ent. Syst., I, ii, 85 (1792).

Fig. 153.

—

Lytta ruficollis. The outline figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Bellary, Kurnul, Coimbatore, Tanjore, Tinnevelly
;

October to December.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Status.—Beetle does damage to ear-heads of Cumbu and Jola,

similarly to other Cantharids.

Control.—May be collected by hand. Is attracted to light at

night.

Remarks.—This species seems to agree sufficiently well with

Fabricius' brief description,

so
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EPICAUTA Sp.

Fig. 154.

—

Epicautii sp. The smaller figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—South Kanara ; in October.

LifcJiistory.—Not known.

Status.—Local pest of paddy, eating flowers and also attacking

ripe ear-heads.

Control.—Collection by hand is indicated.

BRUCHID^.

PACHYMERUS (BRUCHUS) CHINENSIS, Linn.

Ciirctdio chinensis, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 386 (1758).

Bruchtis chinensis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 255-256, ff. 311, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 350, f. 223.

Pachymenis chinensis, Chittenden. U.S.A. Dept. Agri. Ent. Bull.

96, pt. 6 (1912).

Fig. 155.

—

Pacliynicnis cliinciiais. Magnified; the small figure shows

the natural size of the beetle. (Larva after Chittenden.)
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Distrihiitioii.—Probably throughout Southern India all the year

round.

Lifcliistory.—The clear translucent egg is about -53 mm. long by

•3 mm. broad. The eggs are laid in the field on the outside of a pod

of gram and twenty or more eggs may be laid on one pod, green

pods being preferred to dry ones. The eggs hatch after seven or

eight days and the young newly-hatched grub is slender, darkish-

coloured, and hairy, with long slender thoracic legs and a well-

developed prothoracic plate which is armed with peculiarly sharp-

toothed edges, which help the grub to bore through the shell of the

pod, which the grub at once proceeds to do, and then eats its way into

a seed. Soon after entering the seed, the first moult is undergone

and the larva now becomes a thickset grub with three pairs of short

legs ; in its resting-position inside the seed it assumes a doubled-up

attitude. It grows quickly and is full-fed after about ten days when
it is plump and pale-white in colour. It then tunnels almost to the

outside of the seed, leaving untouched only a thin partition of the

outer husk, and prepares an oval chamber whose interior is

smoothed off with a soft paste ; in this chamber it remains motion-

less for two days and then assumes the pupal state in which it

remains for seven days. But the beetle does not emerge for another

couple of days until its integuments are hardened ; it then bites

through the circular disc previously left in the seed by the grub and

then makes its way through the seed-pod. The beetles are inactive

during the day-time but fly actively at dusk and at night. One
complete life-cycle occupies about 32 days. [Y.R.R.]

Foodpiant.—Red-Gram.

Status.—A fairly serious pest to Red-Gram in the field.

Control.—Attempts may be made to catch the beetles with hand-

nets in the evening when they are abundant.

Remarks.—Various species of Bruchiila have hitherto been

confused in India under the name chinensis ; it is believed that the

species here referred to is the true chinensis of Linnasus. So far as

observed hitherto in Southern India, this particular species lives

only on Red-Gram in the field ; Bruchids living on stored seeds belong

to other species.

BRUCHUS THEOBROM^, Fb.

Bniehiis theobroma-, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 65, Spec. Ins., I. 75 (178O.

Bnichus theobromatis, Gmelin, Syst. Nat. (Ed. XIII), p. 1735.

Distribution.—Coimbatore ; Bezwada.
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Fig. 156.

—

Briiclitis tlicobroiiiic. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.

I

Lifchistory.—Not known. Probably in stored seeds.

Remarks.—Specimens from Coimbatore agree with an example

received from Pusa under the name of tbeobromce, Fb.

Note.—There are apparently various other species of Bruchids,

some of which infest stored seeds and others which live in seeds

in the lield, but it is not yet possible to give exact names of the

various species.

CARYOBORUS GONAGRA, Fab.

Bnicliiis goiiagra. Fab., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 159 (1798).

Caryobonis goiiagra, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 255, f. 309, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 351, f. 224 ; Ind. Mus. Notes, III, 14-15.

Fig. 157.

—

Caryobonis gonagra. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Godavari, Kurnul, Bellary, Coimbatore, Chingleput

;

all the year round
;
generally in February and March on Tamarind.
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Liffltistory.—Eggs are probably laid on the young seed-pods of

Cassia and Tamarind. The newly-hatched grub tunnels through

the pod-capsule and into a seed. When full-fed the grub spins a

cocoon of matted white threads within which it pupates, the beetle

cutting its way out through cocoon and outer skin of the fruit-

capsule. Length of life-cycle not known.

Foodplants.—Tamarind (Tainarindus iiidica). Cassia spp., Acacia

SRp.

Status.—A minor pest of storetl Tamarinds when these are stored

with the seeds.

Control.—Removal of Tamarind-seeds before storing will avert

attack.

CHRYSOMELID/E.

SCELODONTA STRIGICOLLIS, Mots.

Odoiitioiiopa strigicollis. Mots., Bull. Mosc, XXXIX, 409 (1866).

Scclodonta strigicollis, Lefroy, A.J.I., II, 292, I.I.L., pp. 358-359,

f. 232.

#

Fig. 15S.

—

Scclodonta strigicollis. The small figure shows the

natural si^e. (After Lefroy.")

Distribution.— An^nta.-£i-ax, Bangalore, Coimbatore.

Lifehistory.—Not known in South India.

Foodplant.—Noted only on grape-vine hitherto.

Status.—A serious pest of grape-vines.

Control.—Collection by hand and spraying.
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MONOLEPTA SIGNATA, Ol.

signatci. Olivier, Ent., VL 665, t. 5, f. 89.

Distribution. — Gan-

jam, Coimbatore, Goda-

vari, Bellary ; through-

out the year.

Lifehistory. — Not

known.

Foodflaiits. — Colo-

casia, chillies, radish,

beet, cauliflower, cab-

bage.

Status.—Often seri-

ous on vegetable crops

such as radish, etc.

Control.—Catching in small hantl-nets and spraying with Napli-

thaline Emulsion when bad.

'IG. \59.~M(iiiolcpta signata.

figure shows the natural si;;e.

Nisotni iihidiir

NISOTRA MADURENSIS, Jac.

/,s7,v, Jacoby, Ann. S.E. Belg., XL, 267 (1896).
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Dislrilnitioii.—'MdhxbuT (Taliparamba), ? Trichinopoly ; in July

ind August.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Gogu, jute.

Status.—The beetle eats the leaves but is not a serious pest.

Control.—Collection by hand.

ALILACOPHORA ABDOMINALIS, Fb.

. . . abdominalis, Fab., Sp. Ins., I., 151 (1781).

. . . foveicollis, Kust, Kafer Europ., XXVIII, lOO.

Aitlacophora foveicollis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 362, f. 236.

Fig. 161.

—

Aiilacophora ahdoiiiiiialis. 1, .\ttacked root; 2, Young larva

(magnified); 3, Full-grown larva (magnified); 4, Pupa (magnified); 5i Beetle

(magnified) and 6, Natural size. (Figs. 1—+ after Shiraki.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India up to at least 4,000

feet.

Lifehistory.—Larva in ground at roots of cucurbitaceous plants,

feeding on roots.

Foodplants.—All Cucurbitaceje.

Status.—Sometimes a pest of some importance ; usually occurs

in fair numbers and does a good deal of damage on the whole.

Control.—Hand-collection and spraying where bad.
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AULACOPHORA ATRIPENNIS, Fb.

. . . atrifouiis, Fabr., Syst. EL, I, 482.

Aultuvp/ion! cxcaiuitii, Baly, J. Linn. Soc-., XX, 18 (1888;

KiG. \62.—Aiil(tcopliuntatripciiiiis. The si

natural size. (Original.)

figure bhows the

Distribution.—All over South India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—On all cucurbitaceous plants.

Status.—Not usually a bad pest.

Control.—Hand-collection and spraying where bad.

AULACOPHORA STEVENSI, Baly.

Aulacophora steveiisi, Baly, E.M.M., XXIII, 102, t. II, f. I ; Jacoby,

P.Z.S. (1887). 103, t. II, f. I.

Fig. 103.

—

Aulacophora stcvcnsi. The small figure shows the

natural si^e. (Original.)
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Distribution.—Ching\e\nit, Godavari, Kistna, Coimbatore; August

to December.

Foodplauts.—Snake-gourd, Bitter-gourd, Bottle-gourd.

Status.—^Qt so widely distributed and injurious as the two other

species of Aulacophora. It is specially destructive to flowers of

gourd (snake gourd chiefly).

Control.—Hand-collection and spraying.

OIDES AFFINIS, Jac.

Oidcs iiffinis, Jacoby, P.Z.S. (1883), 400, t. 45, f. 4.

Fig. 164.

—

Otdes affinis. The small figure shows the natural sLze.

(Original.)

Distribution.—^la.\2hd.r (Shoranore)
; July and August. Nilgiris

(Jacoby).

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplant.—Va.d.dY.

Status.—Sporadic and local ; doubtfully a pest.

LEPTISPA PYGMiEA, Baly.

Lcptispa pygmcca, Baly, Cat. Hisp., p. 2 (185-8) ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins.

Life, p. 364, fig. 240 ; Weise, Wytsm. Gen. Ins. Fasc. 125, p. 66

(1911).
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Fig. 165.

—

Leptispa pygmcea. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—South Kanara, Malabar, Mysore, Cochin
; July to

October.

Lifehistory.—The eggs are laid on Paddy leaves and the grubs

also feed on the upper surface of the leaves, the attacked leaves

usually folding over so as to hide the enclosed grub. The grub,

when full-fed, pupates on the leaf, the beetles emerging after about

4 days.

Status.—Three to five larvae may be present on a single leaf,

eating out longitudinal patches. The beetles also eat the leaves,

but to a less extent. The insect may be a serious pest. It is

said to be worst in wet weather.

Control.—Bagging by hand-nets may be tried.

HISPELLA RAMOSA, Gyll.

Hispa rantosa, Gyllenhal in Schonherr, Syn. Ins., Vol. I, pt. 3,

App. p. 6 (1817).

Hispellci nimosa, Weise, Wytsm. Gen. Ins. Fasc. 1 25, p. 93

(1911).

Distribution.—Coimbatore (January to June).

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Grasses.

Status.—Not found in sufficient numbers to constitute a pest.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IX.

PHIDODONTA MODESTA.

/A, B,

IC, jus

one day old.

just before hatching.

2. Newly hatched larva x 3.

3. Larva in mine in cane-leaf.

4. Full-grown larva x 3.

5. Pupae X 3.

(
A. Immediately after emergence from pupa x 3.

Fifteen minutes after emergence from pupa x 3.

Thirty ., ., x 3.

[ D. Sixty „ „ X 3-

Beetle showing disposition of spines.







PLATE X.

HISPA ARMIGERA (^NESCENS).



EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.

HISPA ARMIGERA (^NESCENS).

1. Eggs inside leaf.

2. Young larva, magnified.

3. Larva burrowing inside leaf; the larval burrow has been cut open.

4. Full-grown larva, magnified.

5. 6. Pupa.

7. Adult beetle.

8. Beetle sho.ving arrangement of spines.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Fig. 166.

—

HispcUa rmiiusa. The fi^iuf to the right shows a side-view

of the head ; the small figure indicates the natural size. (Original.)

PHIDODONTA MODESTA, Weise. (PLATE IX.)

Pliidodoiita inodc'sta, Weise, D.E.Z. (1906), 404 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins.

Life, p. 365, Plate XXIII; Weise, Wytsm. Gen. Ins. Fasc. 125,

p. 94 (1911)-

Distribution.—Bellary, Godavari, Ganjam ; April to November.

Lifeliistory.—Eggs in leaves of Sugarcane, larva burrowing

mines longitudinally in cane-leaves, pupa in leaf, beetle also eat-

ing cane-leaves.

Foodplant.—Sugarcane.

Status.—Usually a minor pest of Sugarcane.

Cow/ro/.—Collection of larvse in their mines and of beetles by

hand.

HISPA ARMIGERA, Ol. (PLATE X.)

Hispa urmiorni, Olivier, Entom. VI, 763, t. I, f. 8 (1808) ; Weise,

D.E.Z. (1904), 457, Wytsm, Gen. Ins. Fasc. 125, p. 103 (l9Il)-
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Hispa cyanipciinis. Mots., Reise Amur, II, 238 (1861).

Hispa (Fiiescens, Baly, J. As. Soc. Beng., LV, 412 (1887); Cotes,

I.M.N., 37 (1889); Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. I14~ll6, Ind. Ins.

Life, p. 364. f- 239-

Distribution.—In all rice-growing tracts of Southern India.

Lifcliistory.—The eggs are laid on leaves of Paddy in which the

grubs tunnel, producing discoloured patches. Pupates in leaf.

Statiis.—Occwrs sporadically as a serious pest of Paddy.

Control.—Bagging by means of nets may be suggested as a

remedy.

PLATYPRIA HYSTRIX, Fb.

Hispa hystrix, Fab., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. Il6 (1798); Weise,

Wytsm. Gen. Ins. Fasc.

Fig. 167.

—

Platypria hystn.x. The small figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore ; Tanjore (March to June).

Lifekistory.—'Not known.

Foodplants.—Agathi, Lab-lab. (Also on Erythrina in Ceylon.)

Status.—A minor pest, the larva mining portions of the leaves.

Control.—Only collection by hand can be suggested pending

fuller knowledge.

ASPIDOMORPHA MILIARIS, Ol.

Cassida miliaris. Olivier, Ins., p. 97, t. 2, f 25 ; Fabr., Syst. Ent.,

p. 91, Ent. Syst., I, 300.

Aspidomorpha miliaris, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 366, f. 243.
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Fig. 168.

—

Aspidoinorpba miliaris. The outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Bellary, Ramnad. Probably through-

out Southern India all the year round.

Lifchistory.—Eggs laid in masses on Convolvulace^, on which

larvae feed and pupate.

Foodplauts.—Convolvulaceae.

Status.—Harmless as a rule but may occur on sweet potato as a

minor pest.

COPTOCYCLA Sp.

Distribution. — Goda-
vari, Coimbatore, She-

varoys, South Arcot,

Tinnevelly ; throughout

the year.

Lifchistory. — Not

known.

Foodplaiit. — Sweet

potato.

Status.—Scarcely a

pest.

FiG.al69.

—

Coptocycta'j,^^ |The'outline figur

shows the natural size. (Original.)
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METRIONA Sp.

Fig. 170.

—

Metriona sp. The outline figure

shows the natural size. (Original.)

Distribution. — South

Arcot, T i n n e V e 1 1 y ;

throughout the year.

Lifchistory. — Not

known.

Foodplaut. — Sweet

Potato.

Status.—Scarcely a

pest.

CERAMBYCID^.
DORYSTHENES ROSTRATUS, Fb.

Prioiiiis rostratits.

Fab, Ent. Syst., I, 2,

p. 243 (1792).

Dorysthcncs rostnitiis,

Gahan, Faun. Ind.

Ceramb., pp. 6-7, f. I-.

Distrihii tion

.

—Coim-

batore. In October and

November.

Lifchistory. — Not

known.

Fooilplciiit. — Larva

probably bores in trees.

Status.—Not known

to be a pest.

RemarL's. — Often

comes in to light in

very large numbers at

the beginning of the

North-East Monsoon.

Fig. 171.

—

Durystliciics njstnitii.'i. from a li\ ins specimen with jaws opened.

The lower figure shows the incurved position assumed by the jaws after death

note also the curious projection below the thora.x. (Original.)
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PRIOTYRANNUS MORDAX, White.

Prioiius moniax, White, Cat. Col. B.M. Longic, I, 18 (1853).

Priotynvnitis mordax. Gahan, Faun. Ind. Ceramb., p. 22, f.

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 371, f. 248.

-Priotyrtiiiiiiis inurda

and jaws as seen fn

The upper figure shows

n front. (Original.)

Distribution.—Nilgiris, Anamalais, Kanara, Travancore.

August and September.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

Status.—Not known specifically as a jiest.

ACANTHOPHORUS SERRATICORMS, Ol.

PrioiiKS scrraticoniis, Olivier, Ent. IV, p. 14, t. 9, f. 33 (1795).

Acaiitliophorus scrraticornis, Gahan, Faun. Ind. Ceramb., |)p. 23-24,

f. 9 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 372, f. 250.
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-f

<"IG. 173.

—

Acaiithophon (From an original photo

by Mnrugesan.)

Distribution.—South Arcot, Bangalore, Cochin
;
probably through-

out Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Larva said to bore in mango. The beetle was found

at Bangalore on a silk-cotton (Bombax malabaricnm) in which it had

probably passed its earlier stages.

;Statiis.—'HoX definitely noted as a pest but from its large size the

larva is likely to do considerable damage to the trees it attacks.

Control.—Where larval burrows are found, a mixture of two parts

chloroform to oneTpart creosote should be injected by means of a

syringe.
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XYSTROCERA GLOBOSA, Oliv.

Ccramhyx globoscj, Oliv., Entoni. IV, p. 27, t. 12, f. 81 (1795).

Xystroccraglobosa, Gahan., Faun. Ind. Ceramb.. pp. 106 107, f. 42.

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 372.

F'IG. 174.

—

Xyatroccra globosa. (Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Anamalais. September to October.

Lifc/iistorv.— \

u 1^1 , r Not known in India.

Status.—Not definitely known as a pest in India.

Remarks.—Recorded as a serious pest of Siris (Albizzia Icbbek) in

Egypt.

STROMATIUM BARBATUM, Fb.

Callidiitm barbatiim, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 189 (1775).

Strnmatium barbatiim, Gahan, Faun. Ind. Ceramb., p. I14, f. 45
Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 373.

Fig. 175.

—

StroDiatiuni barbatiim. The smaller figure shows

the natural size. (Original.)
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Distribution.—Bellary- In June.

Lifehistory.—Not known in detail.

Foodplants.—Found emerging from bamboo at Hagari. Stated

by Lefroy to breed in Acacia catechu. Teak, Dalbergia sissu, etc.

Status.—'Hoi definitely recorded as a pest but likely to be so

sporadically.

NEOCERAMBYX PARIS, Wied.

Cerambyx pans, Wied, Germ. Mag., IV, 167 (1821).

Neocerambyx paris, Gahan, Fauna Ind. Ceramb., pp. 124-125 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, f. 257.

Fig. 176.

—

Ncocenimby.x parts. (After Lefroy.

1

Distribution.—Bangalore, Kollegal, Coimbatore. June to October.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Status.—Larva probably bores in trees and does damage by its

large size. See under Acanthophorus,
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CHLORIDOLUM ALCMENE, Thoms.

Chloridoliim alcmenc. Thoms., Syst. Ceramb., p. 568 {1865) ;

Gahan, Faun. Ind. Ceramb., pp. 1 99 200 ; Lefroy, Incl. Ins Life,

p. 374, f. 253.

Distribution.

Foodfldiits. (

-Coorg, Nilgiris.

.—Larva boring into Orange-trees in Coorg.

XYLOTRECHUS QUADRIPES, Chevr.

Xylotrcchus qiiadripes, Chevr., Mem. Soc. R. Sci. Liege, XVIII, 315

(1863) ; Gahan, Faun. Ind. Ceramb., pp. 245-246, f. 90 ; Lefrov, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 374, f. 254.

Fig. 178.

—

Xylntrechus quadripcs. The small figure shows the

natural si^e. (Original.)
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Distribution.—Throughout the Hill districts of Southern India.

Usually two broods—about March and October.

Lifc/iistory and Foodplant.— Eggs laid in stems of Coffee-bushes

about ground-level. Grubs bore in stems and branches, being well

known in Coffee districts as " the Borer."

Status. -A serious pest to Coffee.

Co«//-o/.—Cutting out of attacked bushes, collection of adult bee-

tles by hand, regulation of shade over coffee, scraping and white-

washing of bushes just before eggs are due to be laid.

BATOCERA RUBUS, Linn.

Ceramhyx rubus, Linn., Syst. Nat., II, 625 (ed. XII) (1767).

Batoccra rubra, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 375, f. 245 ; Green,

Ceylon Agri. Dept. Bull. No. 3 (Jan. 1913).

•IG. 179.—Bate thitx. (OrigiiKil.)

Z)/i-//-//>;///o;/.—Throughout Southern India. Seems to emerge at

the beginning of rains, in May and October.

Lifc/iistory.—Eggs are laid in or under bark and the grubs

tunnel into the stem or roots of the tree attacked. The larval stage

probably lasts over a long time—possibly several years. When
full-fed it pupates in its tunnel, the pupal stage lasting about one

month.

Pooiiplant.—Occurs commonly in Mango. Also attacks Duki

Fig, Silk Cotton [Bombax molabaricum], Hevea (Para) Rubber.
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Control.—Injection of mixture of two parts Chloroform to one

part Creosote into larval tunnels where accessible. Collection of

adult beetles by hand. The beetles are often attracted to light at

night.

NOTE.—The specific name nihus is apparently a proper name.

CCELOSTERNA SPINATOR, Fb.

Lamia sfiiiator, Fb., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 145(1798).

Ccrloslcniii xfiiinlor, Lefroy, Ind. Ins- Life. p. 375.

Fig. \f^O.—C(L-lostcn!ii spinatur. The small fiKurc shows the

natural size. (()rii,'inal.l

Distribution.—Bangalore, South Arcot, Tinnevelly
;
probably

throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory and Foodplant.s.—Grub bores in Babul (Acacia arabicaJ,

Casiiarina, and Pomegranate. The adult beetles occasionally eat

bark of cotton-plants, twigs of apple, rose, etc.

Status.—A minorpest. Does a good deal of damage when
abundant, as it is sometimes.

CCELOSTERNA SCABRATOR, Fb.

Lamia scabrator, Fab., Sp. Ins., I. 224 (1781).

Ccelostcrna scahrata, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 375, f. 246, 255 ;

V. S. Iyer, Ind. Forest. Bull. No. II, pp. 7-8, t. 4, ft"., 2 a, 2 b.
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Distribution.—NeWoTc, South Arcot
;
probably throughout the

Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Larvse bore into the wood of the roots of Casuarint

trees.

Fig. 181.

—

Ccctostcnia scahrator. larva and beetle. (Alter Lcfroy.1

Foodplauts.— Casuarina.

Status.—Has been noted as very destructive to Casuarina

Southern India.

Contrnl.— ?

STHENIAS GRISATOR, Fb.

Lamia grisator, Fb., Mant. Ins., I., 136 137 (VS/)-

Sthenias grisator, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 376.

Fig. 182.

—

Sthenias grisator. (Original. I

£)/.s(//7)H/w«.— Coimbatore, Coorg. August to January.

Lijc/iistory.—Not known.

Habits.—Girdles twigs of Dadap (Erytliriua), Tabcriia'iHontaiia,

Croton, Rose-bushes, etc.

Status.—A minor pest.

Control.—Only collection of beetles and destruction by tire of

girdled twigs can be suggested at present.





APOMECYNA PERTIGERA.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XL

APOMECYNA PERTIGERA.

Fig. I. Egg, magnified.

„ 2. Full-grown larva.

,. 3, 4. Pupa.

„ 5. Beetle.

., 6. Beetle on plant, natural size.

„ 7. Stem cut open to show larvae and pupa, natural size.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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APOMECYNA PERTIGERA, Thorns. (PLATE^XI.)

. . . . pcrtigera. Thorns., Phys.. I., 6, p. 160.

Apoinecyua pcrtigera, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 376, tab. XXX.
Distribution.—Only noted from Coimbatore

;
probably occurs

throughout Southern India.

Lifcliistory ami Fooiiplauts.—Larva bores in stems of pumiikin

and probably other cucurbitaceous plants.

Status. -A minor pest, which sometimes iloes considerable

damage in Northern India.

Control.—Destruction of affecteil stems and collection of beetles

when seen on the plants.

STIBARA Sp.

Distribution. - Bellary,

A n a m a I a i s
;
probably

throughout Southern

India at low elevations in

the Hills.

Lifehistory and Food-

plants.—Not known.

Fig. \»i.—St,b„ (()iit;in;i

CURCULIONID^.
EPISOMUS LACERTA, Fb.

Cunidio laccrtd. Fab., Spec. Ins., I., 198 (1781).

Episomus laccrta, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 384, t. 27, f. 6.

Fig. 184.

—

Episonnis lacertti. The small fi«ure shows the natural size.

((Original.

t

£>/.s7/(7)H/;f>;/.~Bellary, Coimbatore, South Arcot. June to December-
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Lifehistory.—This weevil has the curious habit of laying its eggs

between folded leaves. The tips or other portions of leaves are

folded over and kept in position by the legs. The long ovipositor

is inserted into the fold, the sides of which are gummed together

by a sticky secretion, and from four to twelve eggs are deposited

in the chamber thus formed. The egg is oval, pale white and

about lA mm. long. The eggs hatch after 12-14 days, the resultant

white grubs being about 2 mm. long, legless, with a comparatively

large head bearing a pair of moderate-sized dark mandibles, with

distinct segments covered with numerous delicate hairs, and having

the abdomen straightened out and not doubled up. The newly

hatched grubs seem to bite their way out of the leafy egg-capsule

and drop to the ground where they burrow down and probably

feed on rootlets of plants. The eggs are laid on any thick fleshy

leaf which will retain sufficient moisture to prevent the eggs from

drying up. The complete lifehistory has not been followed

through, but full-grown grubs, found at roots of pulses, were pale-

white, fairly stout, about 15 mm. (3/5 inch) long, with a compara-

tively large head and a straightened body. The number of eggs

deposited by a single weevil is very large ; a female beetle captured

in cop. on I2th August IQII had laid I,Il8 eggs by lOth November

when it was still living and was liberated. [Y.R.R].

Fofldplaiits.—Usually on pulses ;
probably feeds on most low-

growing plants.

Statiis.--Ar\ intermittent pest in local areas where pulses are

grown.

Cw//ro/.—Collection by hand. Attraction to baits. Spraying

of attacked areas, which are usually circumscribed.

Natural Enemies.—A. minute Chalcid ? parasitizes the eggs.

CEUTHORRYNCHUS ASPERULUS, Fst.

Ceiitliorrliyiicluis aspernliis, Faust, Deut. Ent. Zeit. (l8g8). 323.

Di.stribiition.—
Godavari, Kistna,

Bellary, Coimba-

tore. October to

February.

Lifcliistory .

—
The egg is laid

in a very young

flower-bud, being

thrust through a

Fig. \&b.-Ceutho,yhy„chus asperulus. The hole bored through

.small figure shows the natural size. the side of the
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calyx into the bud ; from this hole oozes out a drop of sticky litiuifl

which dries into a conspicuous red spot. The minute oval, creamy-
white egg hatches into a tiny grub which eats its way to the pollen-

sacs of the flower and feeds on them. The full-grown grub is about

3 mm. in length, pale-white, head brownish and distinct from body
which is stout and somewhat doubled up when in the resting

positicn. As the grub grows the flower also grows so that though
originally the egg had been inserted low down through the caly.x,

the mature grub is to be found on the pollen-sacs at the very apex
of the opening flower. The grub devours portions of the petals as

well as the pollen. When full-fed it emerges through a round hole

cut clear through the base of the flower and drops to the ground,

where it probably pupates in the soil. Exact life-cycle not yet

worked out [Y.R.R.]. Possibly the grubs pass the period March to

October in the soil (as larvje, pupas, or beetles mature but not yet

emerged from the cocoon), the beetles attacking the next crop in

October. The weevil itself also eats the floral anthers.

Foodplant.—Red-Gram.

Status.—A minor pest.

Cw//r(V.—Collection of the beetles by hand may be tried.

EUGNAMPTUS MARGINATUS, Pasc.

Eiigiiamptiis )iiar,^i>iiitiis, Pasc, A.M.N.H. (5), XI, 12^,

-Eugnaiiiptiis niarginatiis. The small figure shows the nati

size. (Original.)
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Distribution. —Goddwun, Malabar. August to October.

Lifehistory.—With its snout the weevil digs deep pouches into

the tissues of the underside of a mango-leaf, on either side of the

midrib, and lays its eggs singly in these cavities. The translucent

oval egg is about i mm. long, and from 10 to 20 eggs may be laid

in a single leaf. The eggs laid in this manner, the weevil now
liroceeds to cut right through the leaf near the stem, so that the leaf

Fig. 187.—Engiiainptii

the natural si;!e. Ti-

n-f>iiiati(s ovipositinti in a mai;go-leaf: about half

right is seen a single egg more highly magnified.

(Original.)

lalls from the tree. The young grubs, on emergence from the egg,

mine into the leaf, eating all that portion between the epidermal

layers. The legless full-grown grub is about 4J^ to 5 mm. long,

flattened ; dirty green in colour, spiracles at the end of short lateral

spine-like projections. When full-grown the grubs emerge from

their mines in the leaf and burrow just below the surface of the

soil, where they form oval chambers in which they pupate, the

weevils emerging after 7 to 8 days. The weevil also eats small holes

in the leaves. [Y.R.R.].

Foodptant.—Mango.

Status.— A pest which may attain considerable importance when

in large numbers; in badly-infested trees practically all the young'
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shoots may have their leaves cut off, so that the trees have to put

forth leaves afresh.

Control.— Collection anti destruction of freshly-cut leaves con-

taining eggs and young grubs.

Fig. 188.

—

Apinii sp. The small fiijure shows the natural size. I(;)ri.t(inal.l

Distribution.—Godavari, Bellary. In May and June.

Lifchistory and foodplaiit.—The minute, thick-set, dirty white larva

bores in the stems and shoots of Jute ; the pupa is formeii in an
oval chamber at the extremity of the larval gallery. Pupal period
about four days. .

Status.—An occasional and minor pest, causing withering of
side-shoots but not (or rarely) the death or fracture of the main-
stem of the plant.

Remarks.~A\so found occurring on Wild Jute (Coniwrus trilocu-

larisJ. Parasitized by a small Braconitl.

LIXUS BRACHYRHINUS, Boh.

Fig. 189.—Lixus brachyrlnnus, beetle and side-\ie\v of head. The i

figure shows the natural size. (Original.!
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. . . . hrachyrhiiiiis, Bohemann, Schonherr Gen. Cat. VII,

i, p. 464-

Lixiis brachyrhhitis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 385.

Z)/.v//'//w//o«.—Coimbatore, South Arcot, Chingleput
;
probably

throughout Southern India. Occurs all the year round.

Life/iistory.—'Larva bores in stems of cultivated Amaranths.

The eggs are laid (probably inside the stem) under the axil of a

leaf on one of the lateral branches, the newly-hatched grub tunnel-

ling down the branch in an irregular zig-zag mine gradually

increasing in size until it reaches the main stem, where it bores

down a little and then upwards until reaching the junction of

another lateral branch where it forms an elongate chamber in the

upper part of the burrow and pupates in this, the beetle emerging

after about 14 days.

Status.—A minor pest, capable of doing considerable damage to

cultivated Amaranths as a single plant may harbour as many as ten

or a dozen grubs.

Control.—Destruction of attacketl plants and collection of the

weevils by hand.

PARAMECOPS FARINOSA, Wied.

Fig. 190.

—

Parainecops fariitosa. The small figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)
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.... /(//-/«(;.s(7, Wied., Germ. Mag., rV., 157 (1821).

Pciromccol^s fariiios(h Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 386.

Dislribiitio>i. —Thronghoni Southern India all the year round.

Ufcliistory and Foodphuit. -Eggs are laid in the rind of Calotropi.:

into which the young larvae tunnel. The beetle feeds on the leaves

of Calotropis making unsightly patches.

5/(;///5.—Scarcely a pest, but may do damage to the Calotropis

plants where these are collected and used for manure.

ATACTOGASTER FINITIMUS, Est.

Atactogastcr finitimus, Faust., D.E.Z. (1904), 25 1 ;
Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 386, f. 263.

Fig. 191.

—

Atactoi>astci- jiiutiiniis, beetle and side-view of head,

figure shows the natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Bellary, Coimbatore, Madura, Ramnad, Tinnevelly.

Mostly found about October. Appears to exhibit a preference for

areas of black-cotton soil.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—The beetle eats most low-growing plants.

Status.—A serious local pest in Ramnad and Tinnevelly in some

years in October, the beetles appearing in large numbers and

devouring young plants of cotton, etc.

C<7«;ro/.— Collection of beetles by hand and by attraction to baits

of fresh leaves placed around edges of fields. Fowls turned out

into the cotton-fields help to keep these weevils in check.
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[Mango Leaf-boring Weevil.]

Fig. 192.—Manf^d Leafboriiit; \Vee\il. The small figure .shows the natural

size. ((Jriginal.!

Dislril'iitioii. -Goddvdn, Kistna, Guntur ; March and July.

Lifehistory.—The weevil bites into the under-surface of a mango- '

leaf and hollows out between the epidermal layers a small oval

pouch into which is inserted a minute oval egg, about 3.3 mm. long,

somewhat flattened and translucent. When the leaf is held up to

the light the places of oviposition are distinctly recognisable as

shining white dots. The newly-hatchetl grub begins to feed on and

mine in the green matter of the leaf, of which between a quarter

and half of one square inch is destroyed by each grub. The full-

grown legless grub is about 3 mm. long, flattened, translucent,

whitish, the green matter contained in its intestinal canal showing

clearly through the transparent body. The grub cleans out a

portion of its tunnel and converts it into a chamber roughly oval

in shape, and changes into a pupa of normal weevil type.

The beetle emerges four days after pupation and escapes by cutting

a round hole in the wall of the pupal chamber. Life-cycle is

probably, egg three days, larva five days, pupa four days, total

12 days. [Y.R.R.]

Status.—A minor pest of local importance. As many as 20—30

larva; may be found in one leaf and such leaves are so badly

mined that they turn red-brown and dry up completely ; in such

cases a good deal of damage may be done. The beetles also may

cut small holes in the leaves but the damage thus done is

inconsiderable.

Remarks.—In its general appearance and especially in the

dilated hind-femora, this weevil bears considerable resemblance to

a flea-beetle. It is very wary and active and jumps off the leaves

on the least disturbance.

CYLAS FORMICARIUS, Fab.

Attclalmsfonnicariiis. Fb., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 163 (1798).
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CYLAS FORMICARIUS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATK XII.

CM.AS KORMICARIUS.

Fig. I. Egg, magnified ten times.

„ ^ Eggs thrust into potato, twice natural size.

5. Larva.

„ 4. Infected potato.

.. 5, 6. Pupa.

,, 7. Adult beetle.

„ 8. Antenna of female beetle (above) and of male (below;.

(Thi- lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Cylas formicarius, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 162, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 386, t. 26. Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., II., 155— 159. t. XVIII.

(See Plate Xii.)

D/.s7/-/7w//(w. -Throughout Southern India, in the Hills up to at

least 4,000 feet, probably all the year round.

Lifcliistory. —The small oval whitish egg is deposited in cavities

bitten out by the beetle in the stems or tubers of the foodplant.

The legless grub, which is whitish with a pale-yellow head, bores

into the stem or tuber, the presence of the grubs often being shown
by the development of dark patches around the attacked portions.

Pupation in a small chamber at the end of the larval burrow, pupa
whitish. The beetle emerges after about a week, the complete life-

cycle occupying about one month.

Foodplant.—Sweet potato flfoinaui butatas). Probably also in

stems of other species of If>nm(Vii (c.<;.. I. pcs-aiprtc) though not

definitely noted in India.

Status.—This may be a very destructive pest to sweet potato

crops.

Co«/ro/. ^Collection of beetles by hand-nets and by attraction to

light-traps. Planting of deep-rooting varieties of sweet potato.

In bad cases of infection, only complete ilestruction of the whole

crop is of any avail and sweet potatoes should not be grown in the

vicinity for at least two years.

APODERUS TRANQUEBARICUS, Fb.

Attclahiis traiiqucbaricHS. Fab., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 162 (1798).

Afoilcnis traiu/iidhiritits. Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 387, t. 27, f. 8.

-Apoderus tranqucharicus. The small figure shows the natural size.

(f)riginal.l
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Distrihiitioii.— MiidTns. Chinglt-put, South Arcot
;
January-Feb-

ruary
;
July-August.

Lifc/iisiory.—The oval yellowish egg, which is about 2 mm.
long, is laid at the tip of a leaf which is iloubled-up ; both sides of

the leaf are cut across to the midrib, near the base of the leaf, and

this terminal portion is rolled into a tight roll cigar-wise. It is not

certain whether the weevil tloes this before ovipositing or not,--

probably before. The egg hatches after four days. The small

legless, yellowish grub has a brownish-yellow head with darker

mandibles and a few short hairs are scattered over the body. The
pupa, which is bright yellow in colour and about 3 mm. long, is

enclosed in the folded leafin the midst of black powdery excre-

mentitious matter left by the grub. The beetle emerges through a

hole through the side of the leaf-roll. [Y.R.R. and T.V.R.]

Foodplaiit. -Country almond (Tcrminalia catappa) (Tarn. Piuiiai),

mango.

Statiis.—Not pest.

GREEN-GRAM WEEVIL.]

Fig. 194.—Green-gram Weevil, beetle and side-view of head. The small

figure shows the natural size. (Original.)

Distr/hntioii. ^BeWary (Hadagalli) and" Kurnul ; November and
December.

Lifeliistory and Fiwdplaiits.—The eggs arc laid in a hole bored

in a seed of green-gram (Phaseolus mimgo) or cow-pea, the female
having previously eaten her way inside the pod. Three eggs are

usually laid in one pod, one at each end and the third in the middle

of the pod. The grub on hatching feeds on the seed, devouring
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three or four seeds before it is full-fed, when it emerges from the

pod and drops to the ground in which it pupates.

Sltitiis.--A local pest which may at times do considerable

damage. Said to occur more commonly on areas of black cotton

soil.

Control.— .'

ALCIDES COLLARIS, Pasc.

. . . collaris, Pascoe, A.M.N.H. (5), XX, 358.

Alcufcs collaris, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 388.

.^^IftSSSS*^
Distribution.—Coimbatore ;Bellary.

^'i>W^«^rk
Lifehistory.—The female weevil

4F Xi Ĥî ^ gnaws a hole in the stem of the food-

3 i V^ plant, deposits an egg and carefully

^^^Tvr" covers it over with fibres of the stem.

Fig. \<ib.—Alcidcs collaria. The grub on hatching bores into the

The small figure shows the stem but does not seem to tunnel
natural size. (Original.) f^^ ; a swelling or gall is formed near

the point of entry and in this the grub lives until mature, when

it is seen to be a legless dirty-white larva usually found inside the

gall in a doubled-up posture. The grub when full-grown prepares

a thin tough brownish cocoon from which the weevil emerges

after about eight days, waiting another three days or so before

its integuments are sufficiently hardened for it to emerge into the

open air. The total life-cycle, from egg to beetle, is about 35 days.

Foodphmts.—Green-gram (Phaseolus iniingo) and other pulses.

Said by Lefroy to occur in sweet-potato fields but not found on

that plant in Southern India.

Status.—A minor pest. When eggs are laid in youne plants

they may be killed. In older plants the locality of the gall causes

a point of weakness which may cause the plant to break off if

strong winds occur. Usually one or two grubs occur in one plant

but sometimes six or eight may be found.

Control.—Collection of the beetles by hand.

Natural Enemies.—A small blackish Braconiil.

ALCIDES BUBO, Fb.

F"IG. 1 96,^4 /c/r/t'.s- /j;(6o.—The small figure shows the natural size. (Original.)
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. . . bubo. Fab., Syst. EL, II, 474.

Alcides bubo, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 388.

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Bellary (Hadagalli), Madras (Saida-

pet), South Arcot (Palur), Trichinopoly, Madura, Tinnevelly.

Lifc/iistoiy.—The pale yellowish egg is laid in small holes in

the stem of the foodplant excavated by the mother-weevil. After

about five days it hatches into a pale whitish legless grub which

burrows into the stem and grows until it reaches a length of 6--7

mm. (i inch). The larval tunnel is bored, not up and down the

stem, but immediately around the point of entry, so that a distinct

swelling or gall is often formed around the seat of injury. The

insect pupates within the larval burrow, the beetle emerging a

week after pupation.

Foodplants.—Agathi and Daincha (Scsbaiiia), Indigo (hidigofcra

arrecta) and Cluster-bean (Cyamopsis psoralioidcs).

Status.—A major pest of considerable importance in betel-

growing districts.

Control.^''

ALCIDES LEOPARDUS, Ol.

. . . Icopanhis, Olivier, Ent., V, 83, p. 190, t. 22, f. 2Q6.

Alcides Icopardus, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 388, f. 261, c.

Fig. 197.

—

Alcides leopardus. The small fit;iire sliows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Coimhatore, Saidapet, South Arcot (Palur). Prob-

ably throughout the year.

Lifchistory.—The beetle gnaws separate chambers in the leaf-

stalk and deposits a single pale-yellow egg which seems always

to be placed in only the second of the chambers excavated. The
whitish grub, on emergence from the egg, bores down into the

stalk and stem until full-grown, when it is nearly an inch long,

stout, pale-white, with a dark head and prothoracic shield
; pupation

in a chamber at the lower end of larval gallery. Pupa stout,

pale-whitish, of general form of the beetle but with wings, legs

and snout adpressed ventrally. Length of lifehistory not known.

Foodplant.—CotXon and Hibiscus.
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Stcitiis.—A very- minor pest, the plants being little injured even

when the larval tunnel extends a long way down the stem.

Control—'}

Remarks.—At Palur the. grubs of this beetle had apparently

been extracted by a bird which hatl ripped open the affected

twigs.

PEMPHERES AFFINIS, Fst.

Fempheres affinis, Faust, D.E.Z. (1898), 319.

Phylaitis sp., Lefroy, Indian Insect Pests, pp. 103-104, ff. 120, 121,

Inil. Ins. Life, p. 389, t. 27, ff. 1
1 -16.

2. Pupa.

3. Beetle, magnified.

Fig. \9S.—Pciitphci

4. Beetle, natural size.

is. (Original.)

Distrihutioi.—Only found hitherto in the Coimbatore District

all through season when cotton is in the ground.

Lifchistory.--Eggs are presumably laid in the tissue of the stem
at ground-level, where later are found the characteristic gall-like

swellings caused by the tunnellings of the whitish grub which
forms a spiral burrow within the stem, pupating therein when full-

fed. Exact length of life-cycle not yet known ; it is probably
quite short -three or four weeks. The adult beetles are very
active.

Foodplaiits.—Cotton (especially exotic varieties, such as Cambo-
dia and Tree-Cottons) and Gogu (Hibiscus caiuiahinus).

Control.—No satisfactory method has yet been found.

Natural Enemies.—None found hitherto.
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Fig. 199.—Cotton plant attacked by Stem-Weevil \Pciuphcrcs affinis). The
•sections at various levels show the extent of the larval tunr.els. (Original.)





PLATE XIII.
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CALANDRA ORYZyE.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII

CALANDRA ORYZ^.

Fig. 1. Eggs laid on and in a wheat-grain x 8.

,, 2. Larva feeding inside a wheat-grain x 8.

„ 3. Larva removed from grain x 16.

,. 4. Pupa in natural position inside grain x 8.

,, 5. Pupa removed from grain, ventral view x 16.

„ 6. Beetle, dorsal view x 16.

„ 7. „ lateral view x 16.

„ 8. ,. gnawing into a wheat-grain x 8.

„ 9. ,, inside a wheat-grain x 8.

CTbe lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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CRYPTORHYNCHUS MANGIFER.-E, Fb.

Citrciilio mangifero'. Fab., Syst Ent., 139, 66 (1775), Spec. Ins.,

I, 177 (1781).

Cryptorhyiichus nningifcra-.—Lefroy, Intl. Ins. Life, p. 389;

Marlatt, U.S.A. Ent. Circ No. 141, Figs. (1911).

Fig. 200.

—

Cryptorliynchus inangifera beetle and side-view of head.

The small figure shows the natural size. (Original.)

Distributiofi.—Bangalore, Coimbatore, Madras. Probably wher-

ever mangoes are grown in Southern India. ITsually in June and
July.

Lifehistory.—Not fully worked out. Eggs are probably laid in

the young fruit into which the newly-hatched grub bores, taking

up its position inside the embryo mango-stone whose interior it

devours. When full-fed, the grub pupates inside the stone and the

weevil bores its way out. Length of life-cycle not known
;
probably

only one brood annually, the beetles surviving as adults until the

next mango-season. A specimen of the adult beetle was found on

a coco-palm in Chittur in February 1908.

Fooiiplniit.- Mango (chiefly on sweet varieties). No alternative

foodplant is known.

Status.—Not a serious pest as a rule. A small proportion of fruit

is spoiled by the weevils boring out of the fruit on exit from pupa.

Control.— I

CALANDRA ORYZ^, Linn. (PLATE XIII.)

Curciilio oryzce, Linn., Amoen. Acad., VI, 395.

Calandra oryzcr, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 390; Fletcher, A. J. I.,

October 1911, Plate.
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Distribution.—Throughout Southern India, all the year round.

Lifehistory.—Eggs laid in grain in which the grub passes its

whole existence pupating inside and only emerging as a perfect

beetle. About six broods in the year.

Foodplant-—Stored grain of nearly all descriptions. Parti-

cularly wheat, paddy, etc. Occasionally found in the field on ripe

ear-heads.

Status.—A major pest causing great damage and loss.

Control. Fumigation of affected grain. Thorough drying of

grain before storage and thereafter storing in insect-proof recep-

tacles. Parasitized to some extent by a small metallic-green

Chalcid.

COSMOPOLITES SORDIDUS, Germar.

(iidus, Germ.

201.

—

Cusniopolitcs surdidim, beetle and side-view of head. The

figure shows the natural size. (Original.)





PLATE XIV.

D
.i^

RHYNCHOPHORUS FERRUGINEUS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV.

RHYNCHOPHORUS FERRUGINEUS.

Fig. I. Egg, magnified.

„ 2. „ as laid in a cavity of palm-stem,

„ 3. Young larva, magnified.

,, 4. Adult „ „

,, 5. Cocoon inside palm-stem.

„ 6. Pupa removed from cocoon.

„ 7. Beetle, magnified.

,, 8. Lateral view of head of male beetle.

,, 9. ,, ,,
female „

(The lines alongside the figures sliow the natural sizes )
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Distribution.—Malabar, Coimbatore, Godavari, Ganjam. Prob-

ably throughout the year.

Lifchisiory.— The eggs have not been noted but are probably

laid in the substance of the root-stock of plantain-plants into which

the beetles themselves burrow. The legless, dirty-whitish grub is

more than half an inch in length, with a reddish-brown head.

Usually a number of grubs occur in one root-stock which is tunnel-

led throughout. The attack is, as a rule, confined to the root-stock

but sometimes extends a little distance up the stem. The grub,

when full-grown, converts a part of the tunnel into an oval chamber

lined with excreta and pupates therein, the beetle emerging from

the pupa after about a week but taking three or four days longer

for its integument to harden.

Boodplaiit.—Plantain (Mitsa sapicntiiiDi).

Status. —Usually a pest of minor importance, occasionally and

locally doing considerable damage. In cases of slight attack

there is little indication of damage, but where the attack is severe,

the central shoot may wither or no fruit be produced.

Control.—Care should be taken that all old stumps should be

removed and destroyed when the new suckers are planted and
these latter should be examined and not used if found to be

infected.

RHYNCHOPHORUS FERRUGINEUS, Fb.

. . ferrugineits, Fab., Enc. Meth., V, 473.

Rliynchophorns ferniginciis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 390, ff. 268-

269 ; Ghosh, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., Vol. II, No. 10, Plate.

(See Plate XIV.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India, probably throughout

the year.

Li/ehistory.~Eggs are laid in the soft parts of palms, particularly

where cut by toddy-drawers or injured by Oryctcs. The stout

whitish grubs mine through the tissues in all directions and, when
full-fed, pupate in a cocoon made of twisted fibres. The complete

life-cycle takes about two months, the adult weevils living two or

three months more after emergence from the cocoon.

Foodplants.—Palmyra, date and coconut palms.

Status.—A major pest of great importance in all palm-growing

districts.

Control.— AW cuts and wounds of palm-tissue should be pro-

tected as far as possible by smearing with Tar. The control of

the Rhinoceros beetle will tlirectly lead to diminution in numbers
of the Palm Weevil also. Badly affected trees should be cut down,
split up, and burnt.
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BRENTHID^.

ORYCHODES INDUS, Karsch.

Oryclwdcs iinliis. Karsch, Mitth. Zool. Mus. Dresd., 1, 51 (l875)-

Fig. 202.

—

Orycliodcs indiis. The small fitjurc shows the natural si^e.

(( )riginal.'

Z)/5/r//w//o«.—Nilgiris. Probably throughout Hills of Southern

India.

Lifeliistory.—Not known. The beetles are generally founil in

or on dead trees and the larva; probably feetl on rotten wood.

IPID^ (SCOLYTID^).

CARDAMOM SCOLYTID.

Fig. 203.—Cardamom Scnlytid. The small figure shows the natural

i( )rit;inal.)

Distribution.— Coorg.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

Foodphvit.— CdiTAamom.
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Status.—A pest of very considerable local importance, from lO to

30 per cent, of the capsules being bored and destroyed by the

beetle.

Control.—No definite measures, beyontl collection and destruc-

tion of attacked capsules, can be recommended pending local

investigation of the work.

XYLEBORUS FORNICATUS, Eich.

(Shot-hole Borer.)

Xyleborus foniicitiis, Eichhoff, Rerl. Ent. Zeits. (1868), 151 ;

Barlow, I.M.N., IV, 57-58, t. 5, f. 2; Green, Perad. Circ. II, No. 9-

tab. ; Watt and Mann, Pests of Tea, pp. 174— 177, t. 4, f. 2.

F"lG. 204.

—

Xyleborus fornicath After Indian Museum Notes.)

Distribution.—Travancore (Pirmad and High Range).

Li/ehistory.--The beetle bores in stems of living plants and lays

its eggs in the galleries. The larva is about 4 mm. long, legless,

fleshy, white. Pupa soft, creamy-white, in the galleries, without

cocoon. Only the female beetle is provitled with wings and able

to fly.

Foodplants.—Tea, AnnaXXo (Bixa orclla)ia) ; also occasionally in

Grevillen, Albiaaia stipulata and A. niolucctinn. Cacao (Theobronut

cacao), Guava (Psidium giiyava). Cinchona, Eryt/irina, Castor,

and doubtfully in Lantana. (Green.)

Status.—The Shot-hole Borer, so called because its galleries

resemble the effects caused by firing a charge of small shot into

wood, is said not to be common in Travancore and presimiably does

little damage.
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the spot of all infectedControl.—(l) Destruction by fire

prunings.

(2) In cases of recent outbreak

burning of infested bushes.

(3) Good cultivation, by keeping the tea-bushes

condition, will help largely to withstand attack.

Remarks.— l am indebted to Mr. Anstead for information regard-

ing the occurrence of this insect in Southern India.

district, rigid cutting and

igorous

DIPTERA.

HIPPOBOSCID^.

HIPPOBOSCA MACULATA, Lch.

Hifypohoscci macidata. Leach, Mem. Wern. N.H. Soc, 11, 553, t. 26,

ff. II— 13 (1818); Austen, A.M.N.H. (7), XII, 258 (1903); Howlett,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 656, t. 69, f. 7-

Hippobosca siva, Bigot, Ann. S.E. France (1885), 235.

-Hippubosn viildtit. The small figure shows the natur:

(Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory and Food.—The eggs hatch inside the mother-fly and

the larv£e are retained until they are full-grown, when they are

extruiled and at once pupate, the puparia being small round objects,

at first whitish but later on turning dark brown.

Status.—A pest of cattle, feeding solely on blood.
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C()////vi/. —These insects can only be checkeil in the adult stage

and deterrents are therefore indicated.

HIPPOBOSCA CAPENSIS, Olf.

Hippobosca cdpci/.sis, Olfers, De Veget. et Anim. Corp., pars I,

p. lOl (l8i6).

HipfobosoifrtDiiillo/ii, Leach, Mem. Wern. N.H. Soc.II, 554, t. 26,

ff. 8—10 (1818) ; Austen, A.M.N.H. (7), XII, 256 (1903).

IG. 206.

—

Hippobosca cape is. The small figure shows the nature

(Original.)

D/V;-/7»/(//'o//.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifi'liistory.—Qmte similar to that of Hippobosca maciilata.

Host. -Dog.
Status. -Common on dogs and doubtless transmits disease.

Control.—Deterrents such as Crude Oil Emulsion.

Remarks. -This species was first described by Leach, whose

paper was read before the Wernerian Natural History on lOth April

1810 but, owing to delay in the publication of Leach's paper,

Olfers' name for this insect has priority of publication.

CESTRID^.

CESTRUS OVIS, Linn.

CEstrus avis, Linn., Faun. Suec. (1734); Osborn, U.S.A. Ent.

Bull. No. 5, pp. 102—105, f. 48; Howlett, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 654, ff.

428-429, t. 69, f. 6.

Distribution. — Coimbatore, Madras. Probably throughout

Southern India.

Lifehistory and Food.—Eggs or living maggots (the latter almost

always) are deposited by the female fly in the nostrils of the sheep

and goat. The larvee at once begin to work their way upwards,

causing great irritation, until they effect a lodgment in the frontal

sinus where they attach themselves by the hooks present on either
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Fig. 207.—CEsf. lale fly fmaKnifiedl, Larv.i (natural sizel. and

si;?e—outline fifjurel. (Oritrinal.l

side of the head and feed on the mucus. At this stage the larva

is creamy-white with two brown spots (spiracles) on the last

segment. When full-fed it makes its way down the nasal passages

of its host and drops to the ground where it quickly buries itself

and changes inside a smooth, hard, blackish, oval puparium.

Pupal period about a fortnight.

Status.—A serious pest of sheep. Goats seem little affected.

Control.—Preventive measures seem little practised in India where

infestation by this fly is apparently accepted as normal. Frequent

dressing of the sheeps' noses with tar, or a mixture of Tar and

Crude Oil Emulsion, may be tried to keep the flies from ovipositing.

A feather dipped in turpentine, run up the nostril and quickly

turned, is sometimes used to dislodge the grubs but in most cases

it is impossible to reach them all. Valuable animals may be

trephined but this requires skilled veterinary assistance. All grubs

anil puparia found in sheep-pens should of course be destroyed.

MUSCID^.

PYCNOSOMA FLAVICEPS,

Liicilia Haviceps, Macq., Dipt. Exot.. II, 3,

Ma'

[45. t. 18, f. I (1842).

Pycnosoma flaviceps, Howlett, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 643, t. 69, f. 2 (iQOg).

Lucilia dux, Esch. ; van der Wulp, Cat. Dipt. S. Asia, p. 148

(1896).
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Fig. 20,S.—Pycnosonia titii I'ps. The small figure shu

(Original.

I

Distribution.—South Kanara, Malabar. ProbaWy throughout

Southern India.

Lifehistory and Food.—The grubs feed in rotting organic matter,

such as putrefying fish, pupating in the soil when full-fed. The
adult flies have brilliant green bodies and red heads and are

attracted to animal excrement, decaying organic matter, toddy, etc.

Status.—Has proved a serious pest of Toddy in South Kanara.

sucking all the juice exuding from the palm-spathes, fouling the

pots, spathes and juice with excrementitious matter, and swarming

around the vessels in the Toddy-shops.

Control.—The flies may be kept away by tying a cloth sleeve

between the palm-spathe and collecting-pot (see also Leaflet No.

IV of 1913 issued by the Department of Agriculture, Matlras, and

Fig. 72 on page 159).

MUSCA NEBULO, Fb.

(The Indian House-fly.)

Musca nebula, Fabr., Ent. Syst., IV. 321 (1794).

Musca domestica, Hewlett, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 644 {nee Linn.).

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory and Food.— Eggs are laid on decaying animal or vege-

table matter, chiefly in night soil and in refuse around slaughter-

houses, etc., on which tiie whitish maggots feed on hatching out,

pupating in the soil when full-grown. The length of the life-cycle

varies with temperature but is probably about 10 days in the

Plains.

Status. -TK\s pest and its allies deserve to be bracketed with the

Rat-flea and Anopheline Mosquitos amongst tlie most common
causes of ill-health amongst the inhabitants of India. Bred
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Fig. 209.

—

Musca nchulo. The small figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

amongst filth the adult fly is equally at home on e.xcrementitious

matter and on food intended for human consumption anti carries

on to the latter various disease-germs derived from its frequenting

unclean situations. Enteric Fever, Cholera and Intestinal Worms
are amongst the more important of the evils carried onto food by

the House-fly.

Control.— (l) The most important means of control is proper

sanitation in the neighbourhood of all dwellings. This includes

proper disposal of all refuse-food, stable-manure, and e.xcrementi-

tious matter of every kind.

(2) Killing the flies by traps, fly-papers, etc.

(3) Screening of all food, bungalows, kitchens, etc.

Remarks.—(l) The House-flies of India include several distinct

species which may or may not be identical with Miisca iwhido. The

lifehistory and habits of all, however, are likely to be practically

identical and all may be looked on as noxious pests of the worst

description.

(2) I am indebted to Captain Patton, I.M.S., for information

regarding the identification of Musca twbtilo, which is apparently

the common House-fly of Southern India.

MUSCA PATTONI, Aust.

Musca pattoni, Austen, A.M.N.H. (8), V, 114— 117 (Jan. 1910)

;

Patton and Cragg, Ind. Jl. Med. Res., I, 17 18, t. 2 (Aug. 1913).

Distribution.—Probably throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid in piles of cowdung, rarely in

isolated patches, the eggs being laid singly, but frequently by

large numbers of flies in the same place. The larva is of the shape

shown in the figure and about 10 mm. in length. The dirty

greyish-white puparium, about 7 mm. long, is found in the dung.
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Fig. 210.

—

Miisca pattoni. 1, Lar\

figures show the natural si;

I, Pupa ; 3, Imago (Fly). The small

(.\fter Patton and Cragg.)

Food.—The blood and serous discharges of cattle and horses.

Status.—Not definitely known to be a pest but quite likely to

prove one on account of its feeding habits, whereby it may carry

pathogenic organisms from one animal to another.

Control.—Treatment of cowdung with oily sprays or keeping in

suitable receptacles.

Remarks.—This species is cited here as an example of the group

of non-biting but bloodsucking (hsematophagous) species of the

genus Miisca, which also includes M. gibsoiii (? recte gibsoiio'),

Patton and Cragg, M. convexifroiis, Th., and M. bczzii, P. and C.

These flies are not themselves provided with biting mouth-parts

and are therefore unable to pierce the skin of animals to obtain

blood, but thty rely on other biting flies to draw blood and there-

upon endeavour to thrust their proboscides into the wound to obtain

the exuding blood, often positively worrying and driving away
the true biter. It is probable that this and other flies of this group

may prove to be important agents in the conveyance of diseases of

domestic animals.
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PHIL.-EMATOMYIA INSIGNIS, Aust.

P/ii/iriiKiloiiiyiti iiisigiii.s, Austen, A.M.N.H. (8), III, 298-299 (March

1909); Hewlett, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 646; Cragg, Sci. Mem. Govt. Ind.,

No. 54 (1912) ; Patton anrl Cragg, Ann. Trop. Med., V, 515 520, Figs.

(Feb. 1912).

Fig. ZU.—PliiUcniatoniyia insignis. 1, Egg; 2, Larva; 3, Pupa; 4, Fly;

5, Side-view of head of Fly with proboscis extended. The small figures

show the natural sizes. (1—3 after Patton and Cragg ; 4, 5 original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India;

Lifehistory and Food.—The eggs, which are of relatively enormous

size, long, cylindrical, round-pointed at the ends, curved, are laid

in a large mass in fresh cowdung, in which the larvae feed.

Status.—One of the commonest insects found sucking the blood

of cattle. Doubtless capable of carrying disease.

Control.—No suggestions can be made, other than application

of deterrents and collection and sterilization of cowdung.

Remarks.—In size, colour and general appearance, this fly is

almost exactly similar to a House-fly but microscopical examination



shows that the tip of the proboscis is siirrouncieci by a

black chitinous teeth.

Niitiiral Eticmics.—Oxybcliis sijiniinosiis (see page 280).

353

ring of stout

STOMOXYS CALCITRANS, Linn.

Conops calcitrmts, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), I, 604 (1758).

Stomoxys, Geoffroy, Ins., II, 539, t. 18, f. 2.

Stomoxys calcitrans, Bezzi, Arch, de Parasit., XV, 138 (Oct. 1911)

[Synonymy and Distribution] ; Howlett, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 646, t. 69,

f. 3 ; Brain, Ann. Ent. Soc. Am., V, 421—430, t. 33. 34> l-c VI, 197—201,

t. 22.

Fig. 2\2.—Stomoxys calcitrans. 1, Egg ; 2, Larva; 3, Pupa; 4, Fly; 5,

Side-view of Head of Fly. The small figures show the natural sizes. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory and Food.—Eggs are usually laid on horse-dung, damp
straw, etc., in damp places in whichjhe larvse live. The larvae are

23
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superficially similar to those of the House-fly. Life-cycle about

3 weeks, probably less in warm weather.

Stains.— A. blood-thirsty and annoying pest of domestic animals,

often attacking man also. Undoubtedly carries disease.

Control.—This must be based on sanitary disposal of horse-dung

and other stable-refuse.

Remarks.—(l) The flies, of which there are several very similar

species, are very similar in general appearance to House-flies, but

at once recognisable by the long, slender, chitinous proboscis.

(2) Little is known at present of the lifehistories of this and

other Indian Muscid Flies and the descriptions here given must be

taken as merely indicative of a very few examples from the large

number of Muscid Flies noxious to man and animals in India.

TRYPANEID^.

DACUS CUCURBITS, Coci.

Daciis ciiairbitcu, Coquillet, Ent. News (1899), 129-130; Lefroy,

Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 228; Howlett, Ind. Ins. Life, f. 418 ;

Froggatt, Fruit Flies, pp. 84-85, t. 2., ff. 6, 7.

Bactrocera ciiciirbitcB, Bezzi, Mem. Ind. Mus., Ill, 96-97, t. 8, f. 7

(191.3)-

(See Plate XVI.)

Distribution.- -Throxxghoxxi Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid on melons, etc., being thrust just

under the skin by the ovipositor of the female fly. The white

grubs on hatching burrow into the fruit, tunnelling in it and

completely spoiling it. When full-grown they emerge and pupate

in the soil. The total life-cycle occupies about 15 days.

Foodplants.— Fruits of Cucurbitacese (Melons, Pumpkins, Cucum-

bers, etc.).

Status.—A serious pest of cucurbits.

Control— (l) Prompt destruction of all attacked fruits by boiling,

burning or burying them deeply underground. It is not of the

slightest use to throw the fruit down on the ground as the maggots

will emerge in due course as flies which will attack other fruits.

(2) Protection of fruit in small areas by netting, etc.

Remarks.—This Fruit-fly is given here as a typical example of

its class. At least a dozen different species occur and some of them

attack Mangoes, Oranges, Peaches, Guavas, Almonds, etc., the

general lifehistory, habits and appearance being the same in all.

This group of flies badly requires to be worked out and the species

properly differentiated. In some the flies may be attracted by





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVL

DACUS CUCURBIT.*;.

Fig. I. Maggots in fruit, natural size.

„ 2. A single larva, enlarged.

» 3. 4, 5- Pupa, enlarged, with details of extremities.

„ 6. Adult fly, greatly enlarged.
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traps containing oils such

method of control can only

flies.*

IS Citronella and Kerosine, but this

be applied to particular species of

Fig. 2li.—CaIobi7ta sp. The small

figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

MICROPEZID/E.

CALOBATA Sp.

Dixtribiition. — Throughout

the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory. — The maggots

have been found boring into

Turmeric rhizomes. Pupation

in the larval galleries.

Fofldplaiits.— Turmenc, Gin-

ger.

Status.—Doubtful as a pest.

The larvze have only been found

in rotting rhizomes and may
merely act as scavengers.

CHLOROPID/E.

SIPHONELLA FUNICOLA, de Meij.

(The Eye-fly.)

funicola, de Meijere, Notes Leyden Mus., XXV, l6o

Fig. 214.

—

Siphouclla fiiiiicola. The small fiijure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

* Since this was wrilten, an accoum by Kezzi of

iiblished by the Indian Museum, Imi pmctically not

o'jth ladian Frait-Hies.

of the Indian species has been

is known as yet regarding ;he
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Distrihntiou.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Food.—Not known. The larva is suspected of feeding on decay-

ing vegetable matter.

Status.—An annoying pest which undoubtedly may convey

diseases of the eye.

Control.—The flies may sometimes be attracted in large numbers

to a piece of vertically-hanging rough string or tape and may then

be killed off in quantity by burning with a torch at night.

AGROMYZID^.

CHOLAM FLY.

Fig. 215.—Cholam Fly. 1, Attacked Cholani plant cut open to show-

larva and pupa of natural size ; 2, Larva ; 3, Pupa ; 4, Fly. The
small figures show the natural sizes. (Original.)
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Distribution.—Throughout Southern Intlia.

Lifchistory-—The larva bores in the young stem of the food-

plant, causing a characteristic " cieadheart." The pupa is also

found in the stem.

Foodplants.—Cholam, cumbu and millets.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of young seedlings.

Control.—Increased seed-rate and prompt removal and destruc-

tion of all young plants seen to be attacked.

Remarks.—The name of this fly is not known and its systematic

position is doubtful. In general appearance and habits it much

resembles the pala^arctic Pcii;o)iiyia fusciccps (Anthomyiad^).

RED-GRAM AGROMYZA.

Fig. 216.—Red-Gram Agroiny/a. Fly, enlarged and natural s\ze ; to the right

is a Red-gram pod cut open to show the eggs thrust into it. (Original.!

Distribution.—ThronghovA Southern India.

Lifehistory.—'Eggs are thrust through the tender shell of a young

pod of Cajanus indiais, the grub on hatching feeding on the seed,

pupating inside the pod.

Foodplant.—Red-Gram (Cajanus indicus).

Status.—A minor pest as a nile.

Control.— .'

Remarks.—TK\s is probably the same as the species called the

" Turpod Agromyza " by Howlett (Ind. Ins. Life, p. 622).
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COW-PEA AGROMYZA.

* ;

Fig. 217.—Cow-pea Aj^'roiinzi 1 lit, sm ill ht,iiic shows the natural si^e

(Ouginal )

Distribution.—Coimbatore ; Tinnevelly.

Lifchistory.—The larvs bore into the stem, a number being found

in the same plant, plants thus attacked wilting. Pupa in larval

burrow.

Foodplants.— Cow-Pen (Vigna catjang), Lab-lab (Dolichos lab-lab),

Green-gram (Phaseolits inungo).

Status.—A serious pest of young plants.

Control.—

?

SYRPHID^.

SYRPHUS spp. (Plate XV.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The eggs are laid singly on plants attacked by

Aphids, on which the larvae feed. The larvae are variable in

colour, usually greenish, sometimes with red markings ; they feed

on Aphids which they seek out and devour greedily. Pupation

usually on a leaf, in a sort of cocoon formed by the cast larval skin.

The flies themselves have often a wasp-like pattern of markings

and fly very rapidly or hover in the air.

Status.—Extremely beneficial as a natural control of Aphids.

TABANID^.

TABANUS STRIATUS, Fb.

Tabanus striatus, Fab., Ent. Syst., IV, 371 (1794) ; van der Wulp,

Cat. Dipt. S. Asia, p. 58 (1896); Kertesz, Cat. Dipt., Ill, 281 (1908);

Howlett, Ind. Ins. Life, t. 42, f. 2; Mitzmain, Philippine Jl. Sci.

Vm-B, 197—218, tabs. (June 1913), I.e. 223—229.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV.

SVRPHID FLY.

, I. Egg, niagnified.

2. Young larva x 45.

3. Full-grown larva x 8.

4. Pupa on leaf x ^.

5. Adult fly, X 4.

6. Wheat Plant.

7. Egg laid amongst colony of Aphids.

8. 9. Larvse feeding on Aphids.

10. Pupa on plant.

(Figs. 7— 10 are slightly larger than life-size, i
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Fig. 21S.— Tabaiii(s striat IS, female. The small figm-e shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Fig. 219.—Eggmass of Tabanus stnatiis on paddy leaf, natural size and

enlarged. I Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifi'history.—Eggs are laid in a large mass, usually on a leaf or

twig overhanging water into which the young larvae drop on
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emergence, thenceforward leading an aquatic life burrowing in the

mud at the water's-edge and feeding on worms or living or dead in-

sects. The full-grown larva is 40— 50 mm. long, dull whitish, elong-

ate, tapering at each end with protuberances at the edges of the

segments. When full-fed it leaves the damp mud at the water's-edge

and after a quiescent period pupates in the earth above water-level.

Status.—The flies themselves are a pest of cattle and doubtless

carry disease. According to Mitzmain's experiments in the Philip-

pines this fly can transmit Surra directly and mechanically.

Control.—(l) Deterrents applied to cattle.

(2) Screening of breeding-places where practicable.

(3) Removal of egg-masses when found to situations where

the larvae on hatching will not be able to find water whilst any

parasites will escape.

PANGONIA Sp.

('.. 110.—PdiiiioiiK! sp , teni.ik 1 he siihillii h<iiic shows the natural si/rc.

!)ii the right is a side \ie\\ oi the he<-d showing the mouth-parts separated

out. The proboscis itself is naturally straight. (Original.)

Distribution.—Mostly in the Hills between about 2,000 and 4,000

Lifcliistory.—Not known. Probably similar to that of Tabaiiiis.

Status.—The male flies seem to feed largely on flowers but the

females are persistent blood-suckers of man and other animals and
may serve as carriers of disease.
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Control.— !•

Observation.— It is usually stated that tiiese flies suck blood when
hovering on the wing ; but this is not the case, at least as regards

the species figured here. The flies hover with their long probos-

cides thrust out and probably search for a suitable place with their

labella ; this found, the fly settles and thrusts the tip of the pro-

boscis against the skin of the animal attacked, pressing firmly

forward so that the proboscis is bent arcuately, when the mandibles

are brought into contact with the skin and thrust in and the blood

sucked. The proboscis itself takes no part in the sucking of the

blood and it seems impossible that these flies should suck blood

whilst hovering.

C U L I CI D ^.

MOSQUITOS.

It is impossible to give

here any but a general

account of the various mos-

quitos found in Southern

India. The eggs are laid

singly or in masses forming

little rafts which float on

the surface of the water.

The larvae and pupje of all

species are aquatic and

control should therefore aim

at elimination of breeding-

places in the vicinity of

dwellings. Open wells and

cisterns should be screened

and fitted with a pump
where practicable and empty

tins, broken bottles, coconut

husks, etc., which may catch

rain, should not be allowed

to lie about the compound. Jars of water under legs of tables,

etc., should be treated with kerosine oil regularly and all bodies

of open water near dwellings should be treated regularly with

some larvicide or a supply of a small fish kept in them. An
invasion of mosquitos in the house may sometimes be traced to

flower-vases, fowls' or dogs' water pans, etc., and all such should

be emptied and refilled daily.

figure shows the natural

Patton.)
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Besides the actual annoyance caused by the mosquitos to man
and other animals, they are extremely common carriers of disease.

Malaria is carried solely by various species of Anopheline

mosciuitos and other diseases may be carried by Culicines. For

characteristic differences in resting-attitudes of these mosquitos,

see figures 78 and 79. Anophelines are usually long and slender,

blackish in colour, with spotted wings.

Control should aim at prevention rather than remedy and this

may be obtained by rendering water unsuitable for the breeding

of mosquitos, by methods such as screening, the use of larvicides,

fish, draining, etc. Screening of houses and beds by fine netting

and use of repellents are also indicated. The treatment of diseases

carried by mosquitos cannot be dealt with here.

PSYCHODID^.

PHLEBOTOMUS MINUTUS, Rond.

Phlchotoiniis minutus, Rondani, Ann. S.E. France (2), I, 263 (1843)

;

Annandale, Spol. Zeyl., VII, 203 ; Newstead, Bull. Ent. Res., II, 62,

69-70, figs.

Phkbotomiis babii, Annand., Rec. Ind. Mus., IV, 49-50, t. 4, f. i, t.

6, ff. 3> 3^-

Fig. 222—Phlehotomits iiniuttiis. l.Egg; 2, Larva ; 3, Pupa ; 4, Fly. All

the figures are considerably magnified, their natural si/:es being indicated

by the smaller figures inside the dotted lines. (After Hewlett.)

Distribution.—Travancore ; Coimbatore. Probably throughout

the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The eggs are laid singly or in small clusters in

damp places. The very minute larvs live in damp places (e.g..
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under heaps of bricks) and are covered with toothed spines and
have long anal bristles. Total life-cycle about a month. The flies

have been found at Coinibatore hiding during the day-time in the

open galleries of Termites' nests and Gerbilles' burrows
; possibly

the larvje also live in these galleries, feeding on decaying vege-

table matter which falls in.

Status.—This is one of the commonest species of "Sand-fly," a

persistent blood-sucker, and suspected to convey " Sand-fly Fever."

It feeds naturally on the blood of geckos, chamseleons, toads, etc.

Control.—(l) Cleanliness around houses and avoidance of the

creation of damp patches of earth in which the flies may breed.

(2) The flies are attracted to light at night and may be killed

in numbers settled on the wall around a lamp.

(3) During the day-time the flies hide in dark corners, behind

pictures, etc. Advantage may be taken of this habit to rout them

out and kill them.

(4) Protection from bites by use of a deterrent.

CECIDOMYIAD^.

CONTARINIA SP.

Fig. 223.

—

Contarinia sp. Male and Female Flies, enlarged, with their

antennje shown more highly magnified. The small figures inside the

dotted circles indicate the natmal sizes. (Original.)

Distribittioii.—Coimbatore.
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Lifchistory-—Not known in detail. Eggs are deposited in or on

cotton-buds into which the larvae bore, causing the buds to wither

and fail to expand. Pupation in the withered bud.

Foodplan ts.—Cotton

.

Status.—A minor pest, probably more widely distributed than

has yet been noted.

Control.—Collection and destruction of all withered buds is

indicated but is hardly practicable on a field scale.

Remarks.—This insect, in general appearance and habits, seems

to resemble very closely C. gossypii, described from the West Indies.

It is, however, apparently distinct.

GINGELLY GALL-FLY.

Fig. 224.—Gingelly Gall-fly

natural size and magnified.

(Original.*

Fig. 225.—Gingelly Capsules damaged

by Gall-fly. Those nearer the tip of

the stem are normal. (Original.)

Distrihtition.—Coimbatore.

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid in flowers or young capsules of

gingelly (Sesamiim incliciim) the small white grubs feeding in the

young capsules and stunting their growth so that they become

wrinkled withered galls, as shown in the lower part of the figure.

When full-grown the larva pupates in the gall.

Foodplan ts.—Gingelly.

Status.—A minor pest.

Control.—?

Observation.—This insect is almost certainly an undescribed

novelty.
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SIPHONAPTERA.

SARCOPSYLLID^.

ECHIDNOPHAGA GALLINACEUS, Westw.

t)iircopsylliis galliiiacciis, Westw.. E.M.M., XI, 246(1875).

Echidiwphaga galliuaccus, Jord. and Roths., in Thonip. Yates and

Johnst. Lab. Rept., VII, p. 52. ff- i, 14. 2i, 27 (iqo6) ;
Nov. Zool.,

XX, 528; Osborn, U.S.A. Ent. Bull. 5, pp. 144— 146, ff. 76, 77

(Sarcopsylla).

Fig. 226.

—

Echidnophagn gaUiiiaceiis. The small figure inside the dotted

circle shows the natural size. (Original.)

Distrilnitioii.—Hill and sub-montane districts of Southern India
;

Coimbatore.

Lifchistory.—Not known in detail in Southern India. The eggs

are probably dropped in dusty, dry places in which poultry are

kept, the minute, wriggling, worm-like, hairless larvae living in the

ciust on small particles of organic matter. Pupa in a slight cocoon

composed of grains of sand. The adults attach themselves firmly,

after the manner of ticks, to their hosts, usually on the bare portions

around (and especially under) the beak in the case of young

chickens. I have not found the adult females of this flea encysted

or buried in the skin, as described by some writers.

Food.—The blood of fowls as a rule ; occasionally on dogs,

cattle and man, especially on young animals.

Status.—May be a serious pest of young fowls, attacking also

any other animals in the vicinity of the poultry run.

Control.—Brushing the affected parts with crutle oil emulsion

or sweet oil ; the latter is better for fowls. Thorough washing out
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of the fowl-house and run with disinfectants, recollecting that damp
localities are unsuitable for these fleas to breed in.

PULICID^.

XENOPSYLLA CHEOPIS, Roth.

Pukx cheopis, Rothschild, E.M.M. (1903), 85 86, t. I, ff. 3, 9;

Howlett, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 658, t. 71, f. a ; Reports on Plague in

India, I, pt. I, pp. 240—250, t. 10—12, pt. 2, pp. 486— 509.

Fig. 227.

—

Xenopsylla cheopis, female. The small figure inside the dotted

circle shows the natural size. (From Reports on PhiKue in India.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The white, round eggs are about as large as a small

pins-head and are laid on the ground as a rule. After about two

days the larvae hatch out and live amongst and on animal or

vegetable refuse; the larva is an elongate, bristly, minute, white

grub, rarely seen as it shuns the light. Pupation takes place in a

small cocoon of silk covered with particles of dust, etc. Life-cycle,

egg about 2 days, larva about 7 days, pupa about 7 days.

Hosts.—Rats of all sorts as a rule, occasionally on cats and on

man.

Status.—A most serious pest as being the carrier of Plague

bacilli from rats to man.

Control—(I) Destruction of rats.

(2) Cleanliness in houses.

(3) Exposure of infested clothing to bright sunshine on a

broad fiat surface.

CTENOCEPHALUS FELIS, Bouche.

Pulc.x felis, Bouche, Nova Acta Ac. Leop. Carol., XVII, 505

(1835); Rothschild, Nov. Zool., XII, 192 (1905) and Ent. Rec, XIII,

126, t. 3 [differences between ./?/« and amis].
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Piilcx scrraticcps (part), Gerv., Hist. Nat. Ins. Apt., Ill, 371 (1844) ;

Osborn, U.S.A. Ent. Bull. No. 5, pp. 150—152, f. 83.

Piikx fclis (part). Reports on Plague in India, I, 495—498.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Similar to that of X. clieopis.

Host.—Normally the cat, tiger, panther,

etc. But, in spite of its name, this is the

common flea of dogs in Madras, Ct. amis

being found only on jackals as a rule. It

sometimes attacks man and occasionally

the horse.

,''_"• Control.—As for X. chcopis. Dogs may be
'

cleared of fleas by rubbing in crude oil
Fig. 228. — Ctcnoccp- . .

, u- -^ a ^^ u
halus felis. The figure

emulsion and washing it off after 24 hours.

Remarks.—(l) This flea is often confused

with Ct. canis (the Dog Flea of Europe), but

is distinct.

(2) It is impossible to give here any complete list even of the

commoner fleas. The differences between them are minute and

only to be seen by microscopical examination.

Piilc.v irritaiis, the true human flea, seems to be rather scarce in

India as a rule.

LEPIDOPTERA.
ARCTIAD^.

ASURA CONFERTA, Wlk.

Pitane conferta, Wlk., Cat. II, 533 (1854).

Asiira conferta, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 106, f. 72, Cat.

Phal., II, 428, f. 340 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 437.

inside the dotted circle

shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Fig. 229.

—

.\sura conferta, moth and larva. The small outline figure shows
the natural size of the moth. (Original.

I

D/.s/r;7w//o«.—Throughout the sub-montane districts of Southern
India.
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Lifchistory.—Larva short, stout in middle, brownish-black,

thickly covered with tufts of black hair; orange marks on first,

seventh and last segments from head and an orange line on back

from seventh to last segments. Cocoon slight, with larval hairs

interwoven.

Foodphvits.—Moss and lichens and perhaps also low-growing

plants.

Status.—The larva is not known to do damage to crops but is in

itself a peculiarly noxious pest owing to the large numbers in

which it often occurs in houses and the irritating nature of its

hairs. It is one of the various insects known as " Kumbli-puchi."

Control.—

?

ESTIGMENE LACTINEA, Cram.

Bombyx lactinea, Cramer, Pap. Exot., II, t. 133. D. (l777)-

Amsacta lactinea, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 27-28, f. 9, Cat.

Phal., Ill, 328-329, f. 147; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 438, ff. 302, 303.

Fig. 2m.—Estii>m arva and moth. (Original.

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Larva black with long blackish or red-brown hairs

arising from warts set in a ring around the middle of each segment,

head blackish or red-brown ; active in habit. Pupa squat, dark-red-

brown, in a cell underground.

Foodplants-—Cumbu, ragi, coffee, horse-gram, and various low-

growing plants.

Status.—Locally a serious pest of cumbu.

Co«/;-o/.—Hand-picking of caterpillars in small areas and pro-

tection of crops by a narrow trench around cultivated areas.





AMSACTA ALBISTRIGA.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIL

AMSACTA ALBISTRIGA.
Fig. I, 2. Larvae.

„ 3. Pupa.

„ 4, s. Moth.

(All these figures are life-size.)
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AMSACTA ALBISTRIGA, Wlk.

(KUMBLIHULA.)

Aloci allnstrioa, Wlk.. Cat. XXVI, 303 (1864).

Amsacta albistriga, Hampson, Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 28, Cat. Phal.,

Ill, 330-331, t. 46, f. 19; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 438, ff. 299-300;

Coleman, Mysore Ent. Bull. No. 3 (191 2).

(See Plate XVII.)

Z)/5/r//w/fo«.—Probably throughout the Plains of Southern India,

mostly in dry tracts of red soil (not noted from Malabar Coast or

extreme North of Madras Presidency).

Li/ehistory.— 'Larva blackish-brown covered with long blackish

hairs, head reddish or orange, with a narrow orange stripe down

the back, central third of body often orange-brown ; very active in

its movements. Pupa squat, red-brown, in the soil.

Foodplams.—Cholam, cumbu, groundnut, pulses, castor, etc. ; on

almost all low-growing plants and crops.

Status.—A very serious pest in some localities especially in

South Arcot and Salem.

Control.—The moths emerge early in the evening after the early

monsoon showers and are sluggish and conspicuous and easily

collected by hand, thus preventing eggs being laid to give rise to

caterpillars later on. It is difficult to check the caterpillars as

they feed on various weeds and are not confined to crops. Narro\y

trenches may be dug around the cultivated fields and fresh leaves

placed in them daily to trap the caterpillars which must be killed

and removed regularly. Prevention (by catching the moths by

hand or by light-traps) is the best remedy.

Note.—Amsacta moorei is very similar in appearance and habits

and hybids between the two species probably occur, as cross-

pairings are not infrequent.

CREATONOTUS GANGIS, Linn.

Phahnia ga/igis, Linn., Amoen., Acad., VI, 410 (1764) ; Hmpsn.,

Cat., Phal., m, 333-334 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 438.

Creatonotus interniptiis, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 26-27.

Fig. 23L

—

Creatonotus gatigis. (Original.;

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.
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Lifchistory.
—"Larva black, sparsely clothed with long hair; head

marked with white ; a yellow dorsal stripe with series of orange

spots on it; prolegs pale" (Hampson)
;
pupates in soil.

Foodplaiits.—Coffee, groundnut, lucerne and other low-growing

plants.

Status.—Not noted as a pest.

PERICALLIA RICINI, Fb.

Fig. 232.

—

Pcricallia riciiii, moth and larvae on Castor. (Original.)
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Bombyx riciiii, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 583 (1775).

Pcricalliaricini, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, U, 17-18, Cat. Phal., Ill,

350-351, f. 155 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 438.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Larva dark-brown or blackish, thickly covered with

fine long reddish-brown hairs which arise from bluish warts, head

reddish or blackish ; rather variable in colour ; active in habits.

Pupa squat, red-brown, enclosed in a rather flimsy white cocoon

affixed to objects above ground-level.

Foodplaiits.—Castor, plantain, pumpkin, gingelly, cotton, agathi,

Calotropis, Moriiiga, oleander, colocasia and various other plants

and shrubs.

Status.—A serious pest of garden crops.

Control.—Hand-picking and spraying.

UTETHEISA PULCHELLA, Linn.

Tinea puJclhila, Linn., Syst. Nat. (X), p. 534 (1758).

Utcthcisa pulchclhh Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 55, Cat. Phal., Ill,

483—485 (partiin). f. 217 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 148, ff. 166—168,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 438.

Fig. 233.— Vtcthcisa pidcliclla, larva and moth. The smaller figures

indicate the natural sizes. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs laid singly or in small batches on leaves of

the foodplant. Larva when full-grown about 20 mm. long, rather

stout, with an irregular pale creamy-yellow line down the back,

bordered on either side by a blackish stripe, below which is a

series of reddish-orange blotches margined beneath with pale-

yellow longitudinal spots. A few scattered blackish hairs, longer

at either extremity of the larva, arise singly from small warts on

the back and sides. Pupation in a rather flimsy cocoon, usually in

2 4-

A
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folded leaves, sometimes on the surface of the ground. Life-cycle

about four weeks.

Foodplaiits.—Sann-hemp, HcUotropiiini and various low-growing

weeds.

Status.—A serious pest of sann-hemp.

Control.—Hand-picking of larvae and spraying in small areas.

Remarks.—The closely-allied U. piilchcUoides will probably be

found to occur all round the coasts of Southern India. The larva

feeds on Tounicfortia argcntca and is not known to be a pest.

AGARISTID^.

^GOCERA VENULIA, Cr.

Noctua vemilia, Cramer, Pap. Exot., II, t. 165 D (1777).

Mgocera venulia, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths., II, 158, Cat. Ph;

III, 597, f. 261 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 440, t. 34 f. 5.

Fig. 234.

—

Aigocera venulia, larva and moth. The smaller outline figures

indicate the natural sizes. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifcliistory.—The full-grown caterpillar is about 45 mm. long_

rather stout, especially posteriorly ; the head is reddish-orange,

heavily spotted with black ; the body is smooth except for a few

short scattered hairs arising from the warts, pale earthy-brown

with numerous scattered short transverse black streaks, irregular

both in shape and position but which tend to form black bars

across the dorsal surface on the anterior half of each segment, on

which the dorsal tubercles are broadly ringed with black ; spira-

cles black, with a supraspiracular tubercle heavily ringed with

black and a smaller and less conspicuous postspiracular wart ; on
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the segments behind those bearing prolegs the warts are ringed
with reddish-orange instead of black : legs orange-brown, prolegs

pale-brownish. (Description from a preserved specimen kindly

supplied by Dr. L. C. Coleman.)

Foodphmts.— Triaiitliciiia. Bcvrhavia.

Status-—Not a pest.

Remarks.—Fairly common at light. The moth is sometimes seen
flying extremely swiftly backwards and forwards over the ground
in the evening.

NOCTUID/E.

CHLORIDEA OBSOLETA, Fb.

Noctiia obsoleta, Fab., Ent. Syst., Ill, i, p. 456 (1793).

Chloridca armigera, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind., Moths, II, 174 175. f. 114,

Cat. Phal., IV, 45^46, f. 18 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 144—147, ff.

161— 164, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 414, f. 305, t. 28, ff. 2, 3 [as obsoleta].

Heliothis obsoleta, Quaintance and Brues, U.S.A. Entoni. Bull.

No. 50 (1905).

Vfe^

Fig. 235.

—

Chloridea obsoleta, moth and pupa. (From Indian Museum
Notes.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Life/iistory.—The eggs are laid singly on leaves or pods, accord-

ing to the foodplant. The full-grown larva is about 35 mm. long,

rather slender, with scattered short hairs ; colour variable, usually

pale apple-green with whitish longitudinal lines and with a darker
shade along the side narrowly edged below with whitish; the
whole body (except darker side-stripe) sometimes tinged with
pinkish, in which case the head may be yellowish instead of the

usual green. Pupa brown, usually in a slight cocoon in the soil.

When feeding on fruits or seed-pods, the caterpillar bites a hole

through the outside and only thrusts its head inside, leaving the

body exposed.

Foodplaiits.—Red-gram, Bengal-gram, groundnut, tomato, maize
(cob), tobacco (seed capsules), ganja (Cannabis sativaj (leaves and
capsules), linseed (capsules), safflower (capsules), lab-lab (pods),

and many other low-growing plants.
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Status.—An important pest, especially of gram.

Control.—Hand-picking is the only remedy that can be adopted

as a rule. Usually spraying is uselfss because the caterpillars feed

chiefly on the seeds and do not therefore ingest sufficient of a

poison-spray spread over the outside of the capsule.

Remarks.~{l) The larvae are highly cannibalistic and will

readily eat not only one another, but other caterpillars.

(2) A Pentatomid bug, Aiuirallus sphndois (see page 475) was

found sucking the larva on linseed at Coimbatore in February 1907.

(3) As Meyrick points out [Trans. New Zealand Inst., XLIV, 90

(1911)] the generic name Heliothis may legitimately be retained by

those who prefer it, as the differences between Chloridca and

Heliothis are so small as to be negligible in practice.

CHLORIDEA ASSULTA, Guen.

Heliothis assiilta, Guenee, Noct., II, 178 (1852).

Chloridea assiilta, Hmpsn., 111. Het., IX, 92, t. 176, f. 22, B.J., XV,

602, Cat. Phal., IV, 47, t. 55, f. 22 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 414-

1"1G 2J6.

—

Chloridca assiilta. Tht mii ill < utliiie hf,iiiL ^ho\^'^ the n itui il

si^e. (Original.)

Distribution.—Co\mhatore. Probably throughout all tobacco-

growing tracts.

Lifelii-story.—Not worked out in detail. Stages probably very

similar to those of CM. ohsolela. Larva figured by Hampson (111.

Het.).

Foodplaiit.—Tobacco. Hampson gives Pliysalis penrviaiia.

Status.—Not yet noted as a pest in Southern India but it may do

considerable damage to tobacco.
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EUXOA SEGETIS, Schift".

Noctiui Si'Mcliim. Schiff., Wien. Verz., pp. 8l, 252, ff. 3 a, b (1776).

Eiixchi .sviW/.v, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, 11, p. l8l, f. 117, Cat.

Phal., IV, 167, f. 59; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., II, 167.

Distribution. — Sub-montane and

Hill Districts of Southern India.

Lifeliistory.—The larva is pale

greyish, sometimes with a pinkish

tinge, with interrupted darker lines

down the back and sides ; the body is

smooth and greasy-looking. It feeds

at roots of various plants, apparently

not coming above the surface, or only

cutting off plants just above soil level.

Foodplauts.—Potato, cabbage, cof-

fee, and various plants of the kitchen

and flower garden.

Status.—A serious pest in gardens

in the Nilgiris and Shevaroys. It has

also been recorded as doing serious

damage by ringing young coffee-

plants in Mysore.

Control.—

?

. 237. —Euxoa scgcti

lale moth and larva.

(Original.)

POLYTELA GLORIOS.-E, Fb.

Bombyx glorioscv, Fab., Spec. Ins., 11, p. 205 (1781).

Polytchi gloriosa, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 168-169, f. 108,

Cat. Phal., V, 457, f. 130 ; Lefroy," Ind. Ins. Life, p. 445, t. 34, !"• 12.

Fig. 238.—Po/j'fc/(7 glorioscc. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.,
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Distribution.— Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Length of full-grown larva about 40 mm. ; colour

purplish-brown with three longitudinal rows of white spots of

which the central ones are the largest, and orange black-spotted

sub-dorsal patches on the three anterior and posterior segments.

The caterpillar is often seen exposed on the leaves in the early

morning, retreating into the shelter of the leaf-sheaths later on.

Foodplants.— Gloriosa siipcrha, Amaryllis, antl many liliaceous

plants.

5/«/h,s-.— Scarcely a pest but often does unsightly damage to

ornamental lilies.

Control.—Easily hand-picked in the early morning.

CIRPHIS UNIPUNCTA, Haw. (PLATE XVIII.)

Noctiia iiiiipiiiictd. Haworth, Lep. Brit., p. 174 (1809).

Cirphis iinipinuta, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 275-276, Cat.

Phal., V, 547—549, B.J., XVII, 464; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri.,

Ind., I, 175, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 138, f. 156, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 446.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India. In October and

November.

Lifehistory.—The rounded, greenish-white eggs are laid in

batches, usually in two parallel rows, and thrust into the shelter of

a leaf-sheath, curled leaf, etc. The full-grown larva is about 35—40
mm. long, moderately stout, smooth, dull-greenish or purplish with

a broad longitudinal paler stripe along the side and a narrower

lighter stripe below the spiracles ; head pale yellow-brown, ventral

surface and legs pale-greenish, prolegs with a plate above each

sucker-foot. Pupa pale-brown, in an oval cocoon of earth in the

soil.

Foodplants.—Cholam, as a rule. Sometimes on rice, maize, etc.

Status.—A minor pest of cholam, the larvje burrowing into the

central shoots.

Control.

Remarks.—This is the insect usually called the "Army worm "

because the caterpillars appear sometimes in immense swarms

which invade cultivated ground and devour the crops wholesale.

In such cases cultivated tracts may be protected by narrow but

steep-sided trenches.

PERIGEA CAPENSIS, Gn.

Apamca capciisis, Guenee, Noct., I, 213 (1852).

Euplc.xia conducta, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 211 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 447.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVHI.

CIRPHIS UNIPUNCTA.

Fig. I. Eggs laid in leaf-sheath.

2. „ inside fold of curled leaf.

3. Young larvEC feeding on maize-plant.

4. 5. Full-grown larvae, showing colour variation.

6. Pupa.

7. Moth in resting attitude.

(The lines alongside the figure show the natural sizes.)



PLATE XVll

CIRFHIS UNIPUNCTA.







PLATE XIX,
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PRODENIA LITURA.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX.

PRODENIA LITURA.

Fin. I. Egg-cluster on leaf.

,, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7. Larvae in different stages of growth.

„ 5. Details of segments of full-grown larva.

„ 8. Pupa.

9, 10, II. Moths.

(The lines alougside the figures show the natural sues.)
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Pcrigfii ctipcusis, Hmpsn., Cat. Phal., VI], 332—334, t, II6, f. 20.

Fig. I39.~Pcri}ica capciisis. (Original.)

£)/5/r/7);///(7«.--Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Larva smooth, with a conical elevation on last

segment, pale-green, with series of white-dotted purple-brown

blotches along the back and sides and a row of white dots along

the sides lower down.

Foodpltiiits.—Safflower. Probably very various ; Acantliads

(Hampson), Niger-seed (Klwrasani), Jute, Coreopsis, Kakaroiuia

(Bhimca halsamifera) (Lefroy).

Status.—Adestructive pest of safflower.

Control.—Spraying with Lead Arsenate has been found effective

in small experimental plots.

PRODENIA LITURA. Fb. (PLATE XIX.)

Noctiia litiira, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 601 (l775).

Prodenia Uttoralis, Boisd, ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 247-248,

f. 139; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 156, ff. 176-177, Ent. Mem. Agri.

Dept., Ind., I, 171, II, 79^-93. t. 8, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 447.

Prodenia litura. Hmpsn., Cat. Phal., VIII, 245—247.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs laid in clusters on leaves and covered with

buff-coloured hairs derived from the body of the female moth. The
eggs hatch after three or four days into small blackish-green larvee

which live gregariously for a short time before dispersing. After

about 20 days the larva is full fed and is then about 40 mm. long,

stout, smooth, except for a few scattered short hairs, dull dark-

greyish (almost blackish-green) with a bright yellow stripe down
the back and along each side and a rather duller yellow stripe

along the lower edge of the botly, each yellow side-stripe being
bordered above by a black lunule ; head and legs dark, the former
with a pale A-mark. Pupation in an earthern cell about two inches

below the soil
;
pupa red-brown. The moth emerges after about

six days. The whole life-cycle occupies about a month.

Foodplants.—Polyphagous. It has been found to attack the
following in Madras :—Castor, tobacco, maize, tomato, Colocasia,

agathi, jute, indigo, lucerne, brinjal, cabbages, elephant yam,
peas, plantain (leaves ; Godavari) and grass. It will probably eat

almost any low-growing plant.
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Status.—A serious pest of tobacco, castor and agathi. Well

known in Tamil districts as Arakkan.

Control.— {l) Hand-picking of egg-masses and batches of young

larvffi before these have dispersed.

(2) Surrounding of valuable crops by narrow stcep-sidcil

ditches to keep out and trap the caterpillars.

SPODOPTERA MAURITIA, Boisd. (PLATE XX.)

Hadcna mauritia, Boisd., Faun. Mad. Maur., p. Q2, t. 13, f. 9 (1833).

Spodoptera mauritia, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 249, f. 140,

Cat. Phal., VIII, 256—258, f. 66; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 122, 189,

Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., J, 172, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 448.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The eggs are deposited, usually on the under

surface of blades of grass or paddy, in batches covered by the

buff-coloured hairs derived from the body of the female moth. The

full-grown caterpillar is 35—40 mm. long, cylindrical, paler or

darker green above, greenish-yellow beneath with a reddish stripe

along the sides at the junction of the two hues ; along the side

there is also sometimes a broad pale stripe edged above by black

lunules on each segment : when touched, the caterpillar curls up

until the head and tail are nearly touching in a characteristic

manner. The caterpillar feeds at night, hiding by day under clods,

etc. When full fed it pupates in the soil, turning into a brownish

pupa, from which the moth emerges after about 10 days.

Foodplants.—Grasses of various sorts.

Status.^A pest of paddy and grasslands, sometimes doing

considerable damage to seeflling rice-plants.

Control.—(l) Protection of seed-beds by surrounding them with

narrow steep-sided trenches.

(2) In small areas spraying and collection of egg-masses as

far as possible.

(3) Trapping of larvae by laying ilown sods, planks, etc., might

be tried.

(4) Flooding of seed-beds and turning in ducks to eat the

caterpillars. This method is practised successfully in some

districts.

LAPHYGMA EXIGUA, Hb.

Noctua c.xigua, Hiibner, Ent. Schmett. Noct., f. 362 (1808).

Caradrina exigua, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 259-260 ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 187, ff. 214, 215, Ent. Mem. Dcpt. Agri., Ind., I, 173,

fig., Ind., Ins. Life, p. 448.

Laphygma exigua, Hmpsn., Cat. Phal., VIII, 265, f. 68.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XX.

SPODOPTEKA MAURITIA.

Fig. I. Egg-mass as laid on paddy-leaf.

2. A single egg, magnified.

3. Young larva in characteristic attitude.

4. 5, 6, 7, ?• Larvse in various stages of growth,

g. Pupa.

10, II, 12. Moths.

(The lines alongside the figures bhow the natural sue^.)



PLATE XX.

SPODPTERA MAURITIA.







PLATE XXI.

SESAMIA INFERENS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXL

SESAMIA INFERENS.

1. Eggs laid inside leaf-sheath.

2. A single egg, magnified.

3. Larva, magnified.

4. Pupa, magnified.

5. Moth, magnified.

6. An affected plant showing dead-heart caused by the larva inside

the stem, which has been cut open, and a moth in resting

attitude.

{The litics iUongsidf ihe figures show the natural sizes.)
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Dist ribntion-
Throyighout. South-

ern India.

Lifell is t or y .
—

Eggs are laid in

batches. Larva very

variable in colour,

greenish or pinkish-

brown,with a narrow

darker line down the

back and a broader

spiracular line which

may be yellowish

edged with darker

above or wholly

darker. Pupation in

soil. Lifehi story

very rapid, the whole

1 i f e- c y c 1 e being

passed in as short a

space as three weeks,

so that in suitable

circumstances the in-

crease is very rapid

and the caterpillars

are found in swarms.

Foodplants. — Lu-

cerne, indigo, onions,

chillies, gingelly,

cowpea, brinjal, radish, Atnaranthus. Polyphagous
;
probably on

almost any low-growing plant. Said to be destructive to cotton

in Egypt but not as yet found on cotton in India.

S^;?«5.—Occasionally a bad pest particularly of lucerne and

indigo, where these are grown, but usually not a serious pest in

Southern India.

Fig. 240.

—

Laphygina exigiia, moth and

The smaller outline figures show the natural

sizes. (Larva after Spuler.)

SESAMIA INFERENS, Wlk. (PLATE^XXI.)

Lcucania inferens, Wlk., Cat. IX, 105 (1856) ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind.

Moths, II, 284, fig. 153.

Scsamia iiifcrens, Hmpsn., Cat. Phal., IX, 327-328, f. 144.

Noiiagria iinifonnis [Ncc Ddgn.), I.M.N., V, 178; Lefroy, Ent.

Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., 1, 176, f. 51 (part).

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.
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Lifcliistory.—Eggs are laid in clusters usually consisting of

several rows of eggs laid within the cover of a leaf-sheath ; the

egg is rounded, pale yellow-green. The larva on hatching bores

into the stem and is a borer all its life ; its length when full grown

is 20—25 mm., its shape cylindrical,' rather slender, its general

colour usually greyish white, tinged more or less with red or pink,

head red-brown. It pupates in the stem itself, the pupa being

about 15 mm. long, moderately stout, brownish-yellow. The moth

emerges after about 10 days.

Foodplants.—Maize, cholam, ragi, paddy, wheat, sugarcane.

Status.—A bad pest of ragi in Madras.

Control.—The plants attacked usually reveal the presence of

the borer by development of "deadhearts " and destruction of these

is indicated to prevent extension of the attack.

EUBLEMMA OLIVACEA, Wlk.

Acontia olivacca, Wlk., Cat. XII, 795 (1857).

Eitblcmma olivacea, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 342, Cat. Phal.,

X, 116; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 166, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept.,

Ind., I, 180, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 457.

Fig. 241.

—

EiihlciuDia olivacea, larva and moth. The smaller outline

figures show the natural sizes. (Original.)

I)/5/;-/7)H//V);/.—Throughout Southern India.

Li/diistory.—The full-grown larva is about 20 mm. long, moder-

itely stout, with scattered fine hairs arising from yellow tubercles
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which show up conspicuously against the brown or purplish-brown

ground-colour; head reddish-brown. The brown pupa is usually

found in a folded leaf, occasionally in the ground. The caterpillar

lives within a folded leaf which is usually rolled from the tip

upwards, and the caterpillar feeds on the leaf-substance of the roll

in which it is contained.

Foodphmts.—Brinjal and wild Solanacccc.

Status.—A minor pest as a rule but occasionally a very destruc-

tive pest of brinjal.

Control.—Hand-picking and spraying.

RcDKjrks.—In Northern India the caterpillar is reported to bore

into brinjals but this has not been noticed in the South.

EUBLEMMA SCITULA, Rmbr.

Erastria scitula, Rambur, Ann. S.E. Fr. (1833), 26, 5, t. ii, f. 16.

Eublcmnia scitula, Hmpsn., Cat. Phal, X, 153.

Eublcmma crctacca, Hmpsn., 111. Het., IX, 96, t. 162, f. 17, Faun.
Ind. Moths, II, 34I ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 457, t. 36, f. 9.

Fig. 242.

—

Enhlcmma scitula. larval case, larva extracted from case, and
moth. The smaller outline figures show the natural sizes. (Original.

I

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid on trees infested by Scale-insects on
which the caterpillars feed. The larva is short and dumpy and
concealed in a case which looks not unlike a large Scale-insect
itself ; at times thousands of these cases may be seen grouped
together on the stems of Babul trees.

Food.—Scale-insects of various sorts.

Status.~An extremely beneficial insect except when it attacks
the Lac-insect which, however, is not cultivated to any extent in

Madras.

TARACHE NITIDULA, Fb.

Noctua iiitidula, Fab., Mant. Ins., II, 126 (1787).
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Tarachc catena, Sowerby ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 312:

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 455.

Tarachc niiidiila, Hmpsn., Cat. Phal., X, 768, t. 172, f. 32.

Fig. 24i.~Tarnche nitidiila. (Original.)

Distribution.—Thronghowx the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplant.—Cotton and Calotropis.

Status.—A very minor pest of cotton.

TARACHE OPALINOIDES, Gn.

Acoiitia opalinoidcs, Gn., Noct., II, 219 (1852).

Tarachc opalinoidcs, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 311, Cat. Phal.,

X, 775, t. 173, f. 13; Lefroy, Ind. Ins.

Life, pp. 455-456.

Distribution.—Bellary, Coimbatore.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodflants.—Cotton. Probably many

Fig. 244.—Taraclie opali- other MalvacccT.

iioidcs. (Original.) Status.—Not known to be a pest.

BOMBOTELIA JOCOSATRIX, Gn.

Penicillaria jocosatrix, Guen, Noct., II, 304.

Eutclia jocosatrix, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 393.

Boinbotclia jocosatrix, Hmpsn., Cat. Phal, XI, II-I2, f. 6.

Fig. 245.

—

Bomltntclia jncosatri.x. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

/)/5//'//)»//o«.—Throughout Southern India.
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Lifchistory.—Caterpillar green, with sub-lateral dark strire ; the

segments with small purple spots and a sub-dorsal series of larger

spots ; a few hairs from the tubercles.

Foodphmt.—Mango ; Tcrminalia bclerica.

Status.—Once noted as a minor pest of mango at Koilpatti, where

the caterpillars were eating the young leaves of mango.

BRINJAL SARROTHRIPINE.

Fig. 246.—Brinjal Sarrothripine. The outline figure shows the natural size.

To the left is a profile view of the head. (Original.!

Distribution.—Bellary, Coimbatore, Malabar.

Lifchistory.—The yellowish hairy caterpillar lives exposed on the

leaves which it may reduce to mere skeletons.

Foodphvits.—Brinjal (Solauuiu Dicloiigcna), Solanuin xaiithocarpuw

(a wild Solanaceous plant).

Status.—A minor pest of brinjal.

Remarks.—It is doubtful what the correct name of this moth may
be. Possibly it is Cryptothripa occulta, Swinh. (P.Z.S., 1885, 461, t.

27, f. II ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 381, Cat. Phal., XI, 309, f. 108)

with which the moth seems to agree structurally. Its coloration

seems variable, unless several species are confused together.

ELIGMA NARCISSUS, Cram.

Bombyx narcissus, Cramer, Pap. Exot., I, 73 E.F. (1775).

Eligina narcissus, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 43, Cat. Phal., XI,

330-331. f- 120.

Distribution.—ThronghoM Southern India. September to Feb-

ruary.

Lifehistorv.—Young larva pale-greenish or yellowish with large

irregular black warts from which arise long slender pale hairs.
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Full-grown larva 40—50 mm. long, with transverse reddish bands

across the back only reaching half way down the sides, these bands

being almost completely overlaid by broad transverse black bars

Fig. 247.—Eligiiia iiarcis (Original.!

which include large raised smooth black warts from which are emit-

ted single long slender hairs about 15 mm. long ; head yellowish

with a small black triangular mark above the mouth and large

black eye-like spots. Pupa moderately slender, red-brown,

spiracles more or less surrounded with blackish, in a long narrow

boat shaped cocoon formed on the trunk of the tree on which the

larva has fed ; the cocoon harmonizes wonderfully well with the

colour of its environment. Frequently numbers of larvje pupate

alongside one another.

248.

—

EUgiiia narcissus (Original.

Foodphvits.—Ailaiithiis excelsa.

Status.—May at times defoliate Aihvitlnis when grown as an

ornamental shrub.

Control.—Spraying with Lead Arsenate, hand-picking of larvs.

EARIAS INSULANA, Boisd.

Tortrix iiisiilaiia, Boisd, Faun. Mad. Maur., p. 121, t. 16, f. 9(l83.S).

Earias insulaua, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 133, f. 88, Cat.

Phal., XI, 502-503 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests pp. 89—93, Ent. Mem.

Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 184, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 456, t. 38, ff. 1— 6.

[SEE PLATE XXII.]

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India all the

year rounil.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXI

L

EARIAS INSULANA, ETC.

1

.

£arias insulana, larva.

2. Cotton-boll attacked by larva.

3. Top-shoot of cotton-plant tunnelled by larva, showing character-

istic drooping and wilted appearance.

4. Earias insulana, moth in resting attitude.

5. ., „ larva, dorsal view.

6. ., ,, moth, yellow variety.

7. Earias cupreoviridis {chr,nnalaria\ moth.

8. Earias fabia, moth.

(The Hues alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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EARIAS INSULANA. etc







PLATE XXIII.

^1^ mjf^

w

EARIAS FABIA.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXI I

L

EARIAS FABIA.

1. Egg, apical view, greatly magnified.

2. Egg, lateral view „
,,

3-7. Larvae in difterent stadia, magnified.

8. Full-grown larva, dorsal view, magnified.

9. Cocoon, magnified.

10. Pupa, magnified.

11. Moth in resting attitude, dorsal view.

12. „ „ „ „ lateral view.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Lifehistory.—The eggs are laid singly on shoots, flowers or

young bolls. Larva bores in the shoots before bolls are formed but

after that is found only in the bolls in which it bores. Larva pale-

greenish with short spinelike hairs, and dotted with black and with

a row of short yellowish spines along either side of the back. Pupa

in a tough cocoon of silk spun either on the foodplant or in the soil.

foodpliDits.- -CoXion, bhincli (Hibiscus cscidcntiis) and other

Malvacccr.

Status.—A destructive pest of cotton.

Control.—(l) Hand-picking of first-attacked shoots which are easi-

ly seen and, later on, picking and destruction of all attacked bolls.

(2) Removal of all cotton-bushes from the field after the crop is

picked so that no harbourage may be left for this insect to live

over until the ne.xt season.

(3) Bhindi and other similar plants should not be grown in the

neighbourhood of cotton-fields, at least when cotton is not in the

ground.

EARIAS FABIA, Stoll.

Noctuafabia, Stoll, Pap. Exot., IV, t. 355 H (1782).

Earias fabia, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, n, 133, Cat. Phal., XI,

507 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 89—93, figs. 98—103, Ent. Mem. Dept.

Agri., Ind., I, p. 183, figs. 52, 53- Ind. Ins. Life, p. 456, t. 38, f. 8.

(See Plate XXIII.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India all the

year round.

Lifehistory.—Quite similar to that of E. insulana. The larvae are

practically identical, those of the present species often a little

darker in colour.

Footiplants.— Cotton, bhindi (Hibiscus esculcntus), hollyhock and

various other malvaceous plants.

Status.—A destructive pest of cotton. It seems rather more

common in Southern India than E. insulana.

Cow^ro/.—Similar to that of E. insulana.

ACONTIA GRAELLSI, Feist.

Fig. 2A9.—Ac()utia gracllsi. (Original.)

Acontia graellsi, Feisthamel, Ann. S-E.Fr., VI, 300, t. 12, f. 3 (1837)

;

Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, 11, 324, Cat. Phal., XI, 660, f. 272.

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

25
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Lifchistory.—The larva is about 45 mm. long when full-grown,

rather slender, with only two pairs of prolegs, green in colour

;

along the back on each segment is a pair of black horse-shoe

shaped marks, their convex sides directed outwards, and there are

also a few scattered black warts from which arise single short

hairs. The caterpillar is generally seen on the plants in the early

morning or evening, hiding itself during the rest of the day under

leaves or on the ground close to the plants. When touched, it

wriggles and jumps with great activity. Pupation is effected in a

cocoon formed on the surface of the ground of earth and dry leaves.

/<oorf/>/rt«?5.—Cotton, hollyhock, probably also gogu, bhindi and

other malvaceous plants. Lavatcra (Hampson).

Status.—A very minor pest of cotton, occasionally doing slight

injury by eating the tender leaves and young shoots.

ACH/EA MELICERTA, Dr.

Fig. 2bO.—Achiva rta, \r\-\

I size of

I and moth. The oiithne figure shows the

he moth. (Original.!

Nnctiia mclicerta, Drury, 111. Exot. Ins., I, 42, t. 23, f. I (1770).

Ophiusa melicerte, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 494-495 ;
Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 158, ff. 178, 179, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 185,

f. 54, II, pp. 59—77, t. 6, 7, Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 451-452.
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Ac/icca meliccrta, Hmpsn., Cat. Phal., XII, 536-537. f- 124.

Distribution.—ThroxxghouX. Southern India all the year round.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are usually laid singly, scattered over the

lower surface of the leaves of the foodplants, the larva emerging

after ivfo or three days, and making its first meal off part of the

empty eggshell. The full-grown caterpillar is about 50—60 mm.
long, slender, a semi-looper with the first pair of prolegs aborted, in

colour very variable but usually grey or blackish with reddish or

whitish side-stripes. The pupa is brown but the colour is concealed

under a delicate greyish bloom
;
pupation usually takes place in

the soil, occasionally in a slight cocoon spun between leaves. The
whole life-cycle occupies between 3 and 4 weeks.

Foodplants.—Castor, pomegranate. Euphorbia pilidifera.

Status.—A sporadic but serious pest of castor, the leaves of

which may be entirely stripped.

Control.—Hand-picking of larvae and construction of open spaces

around and across castor-fields ; birds attack the larvse freely when
they attempt to cross such open ground. Spraying is impracticable

when the castor leaves are grown to feed silkworms. Parasites

keep this caterpillar in check as a rule.

GRAMMODES STOLIDA, Fab.

Noctua stolida. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 599.

Grainmodcs stolida, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 532, Cat. Phal.>

KiG. 25 1.

—

Grniiiiiioiics utolida. The nutline tigure shows the n.itiir.il size.

i( )i-i;,'inal.i

Distribution.—Coimbatore.

Li/iiiistory.—Full-grown larva about 25 mm. long, slender,

smooth, first pair of prolegs absent ; in colour velvety-black with a

row of red spots (one on each segment) along the side, and below

these spots an orange-yellow stripe bordered below by dark-grey.

Pupation in an oval silken cocoon on the foodplant.
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Foodplant. —Linseed.

Status.—An occasional minor pest of linseed.

REMIGIA UNDATA, Fb.

NoctHu uiidnta. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 6oo (1775).

Noctim archesia, Cramer, Pap. Exot., Ill, t. 273 E.G. (1780).

Remigia archesia, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 526, f. 293 ; Lefroy,

Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 186, f. 55, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 450, f. 309-

Fig. 252.—Rcnilgia iindata. 1, Larva; 2. Pupa; 3, Moth. (Larva and

Pupa after Moore.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known in detail.

Foodplauts.—Indigo.

Status.—A very minor pest.

REMIGIA FRUGALIS, Fb.

Noctua frugalis, Fab., Syst. Ent., VI, 601 (1775).

Remigia frugalis. Hmpsn, Faun. Ind. Moths, II. 527 ; Lefroy, Ent.

Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 187, f. 56, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 451, f. 310.

Fig. 253.

—

Remigia frugal in. The outline figure shows the natural

(Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.
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Lifehistory.—The greyish-yellow semi-looping caterpillar feeds

exposed on leaf-blades and pupates in a cocoon amongst leaves

Foodplaiits.— Grasses, including paddy.

Status.—An occasional very minor pest of rice.

AZAZIA RUBRICANS, Bdv.

Ophiiisd riibiicans, Boisd., Faun. Mad. Maun, p. 106, t. 16, f. J

(1833).

Thci-mcsia nibriccins, Hmxisn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 534, f. 298;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 455.

Fig. 254.

—

Azazia nibricaiis. (Original.)

Distrilnitioii.-'ThToughoul the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The caterpillar is slender and loops in walking

although all prolegs are present ; in colour it is green with markings

consisting of (l) an ashywhite band between each segment; (2) a

few faint narrow lines along the back and (3) a bright yellowish-

brown stripe along the side, but any or all of these may be absent.

The pupa is formed in a slight cocoon amongst leaves of the

foodplant (usually in wet lands), or just beneath the surface of the

soil (in dry areas). The moth has a great resemblance to a dry leaf.

Foodplauts.—Green-gram, red-gram, cow-pea, black-gram
; prob-

ably on all pulses.

Status.—A minor and sporadic pest of pulses.

Control.—Hand-picking of caterpillars and, where practicable,

scraping the surface of the soil with a bullock-hoe to expose the

pupae.
HOMOPTERA GLAUCINANS, Gn.

Alamis glaucinans, Guen, Noct., Ill, 6.

Homoptera glauciuaiis. Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 475, f. 263.

Distribution.—Coimbatore. Probably throughout Southern

India.

Lifehistory.—Larva elongate, slender, 35—40 mm. long, first two
pairs of ventral prolegs absent, pale-green in colour with square

white patches along the back of many of the abdominal segments.

(Note.—Forsayeth figures it as pale-green with a broad yellow

stripe along the side.) Pupa in a slight cocoon.

Foodplant.—Sesbania cegyptiaea.

Status.—A minor pest, only once noticed.
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Fig. Zib.^Honioptcra jihiiicinans. The uullinc figure shows the natural si^e.

(OriginaL)

COSMOPHILA SABULIFERA, Gn.

Fig. 256.

—

Cosiiiopliila snbnlifcni. Tlie outhne figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Gonitis sahnlifcra, Guen., Noct., II, 404.

Cosmophihi sabulifcra, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 409 ; Lefroy,
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Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 151, Ent. Mem. Agri. Deiit., Inil., I, 182, Inil. Ins.

Life, p. 453.

Distribution.—Godavari, South Areot.

Lifehistory.—The full-grown caterpillar is about 25 mm. long,

rather slender, with the first pair of forelegs slightly reduced ; in

colour it is greenish, with narrow darker-green lines down the back

and a wavy dark stripe along the side. Pupa in a cocoon.

Foodplants.—Jute.

Status.— A very minor pest of jute in Southern India.

COSMOPHILA EROSA, Hb.

Noctua crosa, Hb., Zutr., II., 19, ff. 287-288.

Cosmophila crosa, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 411 ; Lefroy

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 112, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 181, Ind. Ins.

Life, p. 453, t. 36, ff. 7, 8.

Fig. 257.

—

Cosmophila The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original. I

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The full-grown caterpillar is 25—30 mm. long,

slender, with normal prolegs ; in colour it is green with five white

lines along the back and sides. Pupates within folded leaves.

Foodplants.—Cotton, bhindi (Hibiscus csculcntus), gogu and

various other malvaceous plants.

Status.—Occasionally a serious pest of cotton, especially in the

case of young plants of exotic varieties.

Control.—In small experimental areas spraying may be done.

Remarks.—Natural enemies include wasps and crows.
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HYBL^A PUERA, Cr.

Noctiui piicni, Cramer, Pap. Exot., t. 103 D, E (l777)-

Hyhlaa piwra, Moore, Lep. Ceylon, III, t. 154, ff. 2, 2"; Hmpsn.,

Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 371-372,!. 204; Hole, B.J., XV, 679-697, t.

A-E.

\'\G. 2i».—Hybl<ca pKcra : 1, Larva; 2, Pupa; J, Moth. (Larva and

Pupa after Moore.

I

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The oblong, yellowish or greenish eggs are laid

singly on the backs of young leaves, usually in an angle between

two veins. The full-growm larva is about 30 mm. long, stout,

cylindrical, very variable in colour, usually greenish below and

dark-brown or blackish above, with a sub-dorsal white line and

lateral spots which may form interrupted lines. It lives in the

shelter of a rolled-up leaf in which it usually hides during the day-

time, only coming out to feed at night. Pupation in a rolled leaf,

amongst dead leaves on the ground, or in the soil. The total life-

cycle is about a month.

Foodplants.— Teak (Tcctoiia gniiidis), Bignoniaceaa and probably

many other plants-

Status.—May be a serious pest of teak.

Control.—Cuiting out alternative foodplants in forests ; en-

couragement of insectivorous birds, such as Mynahs which arc

reported to feed on these caterpillars at Nilambur. In nurseries the

young plants may be sprayed but this is not practicable in the

open forest.

PLUSIA SIGNATA, Fb. (?)

Noctua signata, Fab., Ent. Syst., Ill, 2, p. 81 (1794)-

Plusia signata, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, 11, 568-569 ;
Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 155, ff. 172—174, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 190,

Ind. Ins. Life, p- 452.
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Distribution.—Throughout

Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Larva slen-

der, attenuated anteriorly,

only three pairs of prolegs

present, including anal

claspers ; in colour pea-green

with several wavy whitish

longitudinal lines and a

broader white longitudinal

lateral stripe. Pupation in

a white silken cocoon ; moth

emerges after about a week.

Foodplants.—Tobacco, groundnut, green-gram, sann-hemp.

Status.—Scarcely a pest as a rule. Occasionally does some

damage to young tobacco seedlings and, in the case of groundnut,

etc., the attack seems confined to the tender leaves only.

Remarks.—The exact identification of this moth is a matter of

doubt. So far as can be judged from the specimens obtained, the

species here referred to is P. signata but it is possible that the

specimens may represent P. chalcytcs.

Fig. 259.

—

Plusia sigimfa.

figure shows the natural size.

PLUSIA ORICHALCEA, Fb.

Noctua orichalcea, Fab., Sp. Ins., II, 227.

Plusia oriclialcea, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 573 ; Lefroy,

Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 193, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 452, t. 37, f. 10.

Z)/i7/77);(//o;/.— Through-

out Southern India.

Lifehistory.—L a r v a

about 25 mm. long,

slender, attenuated
anteriorly, in colour
pale-green, the heatl

darker-green, the body
covered with small

whitish tubercles each
with a central black dot

from which issues a

short white hair; along
each side runs a row of

black tubercles bordered

below by a white spira-

cular stripe. Pupation

period about 8 days.

Fig. IbQ.—Plusia orichalcea.

figure shows the natural size.
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Foodplauts.—Cow-pea, potato, pea, indigo, Caniin cofticiim

(Bishop's Weed) ; Cruciferae (Lefroy), Coreopsis (Hampson).

Status.—Occurs fairly commonly on cow-pea, indigo and potato

(Nilgiris), but scarcely a pest in Southern India.

PLUSIA PEPONIS, Fb.

Noctua pcponis, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 6o8 (1775).

Pliisia agraimna, Guen, Noct., II, 327 ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths,

II, 574; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 194, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 452, t. 37, f. II.

Fig. 261.

—

Pliisia pcponis. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The greenish-white, globular, beautifully-sculptured

eggs are laid singly on the under-surface of the leaves of the food-

plant. The newly hatched larva is about I'5 mm. long, head and

legs black, body whitish, with scattered dark hairs arising from

black warts. After the first moult the larva has on each segment

a dorsal and a sub-dorsal black conical wart from which arises a

short hair. The full-grown larva is about 30—35 mm. long, slender,

segments distinct, covered with whitish conical warts each giving

rise to a short hair; head olive-green; body whitish-green with

milk-white longitudinal stripes; legs green, only three pairs of

prolegs including anal claspers ; anal segment humped. The

caterpillar remains on the lower surface of the leaf which it cuts

so as to make the distal portions bend down and provide a shelter

for it. The colour of the caterpillar is extremely like that of its

foodplant. Pupation in a tough cocoon of pure white silk spun

between folds of the leaf
; pupation period about a week [T.V.R.].

Foodplants.—Snake-gourd, pumpkin and other Cucurbitncca:

Status.—Occasionally a rather serious pest of cultivated

cucurbits.

Control.—Hand-picking of larvae and pupK.
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SIMPLICIA ROBUSTALIS, Gn.

Simpluia robiistalis, Guen, Belt., p. 58 ;
Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Mothi

III, 36, f. 16 ; Lefroy. Ind. Ins. Life, p. 457-

VlG. 262.

—

Siiiiplicia robiistalis. The outline figure shows the natural size.

To the light is seen a profile view of the head. (Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Kurnul. Probably throughout South-

ern India.

Lifchistory.—CiiteTp\\\a.T about 20 mm. long, slender, smooth,

dirty brown in colour, with faint irregular interrupted whitish

longitudinal lines. Pupation in a slight cocoon
; pupal period

about 10 days.

Food.—Dead leaves, cunibu stalks, etc.

Status.—Only noted as doing damage on one occasion when the

caterpillars were present in thousands in the thatched roof of a

house, devouring the dry coconut leaves and cumbu stalks which

composed the thatch.

Co/;?/-o/.—The caterpillars were destroyed by spraying the thatch

with lead arsenate in the case noted above and the moths on

emergence were driven away by smoking with sulphur and spraying

with cyllin.

LYMANTRIAD^.

ORGYIA POSTICA, Wlk.

Orgyid postiai, Wlk., Cat. IV, 803 ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I,

436, f. 303 ; T V. Ramakrishna Ayyar, B.J., XX, 341.

Fig. 265.—Orgyia postica, male moth. (Original.)
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Distribution.—Bellary, Coimbatore.

Lifehistory.—Eggs in clusters ; spherical, depressed in centre.

The eggs hatch after about 8 days, all hatching at one time, the

young caterpillars feeding gregariously at first, but separating

later. Full-grown caterpillar 15—25 mm. long, cylindrical, yellow-

ish brown, paler beneath ; on the first four abdominal segments are

dorsal, thick, rounded, brush-like tufts of short yellow hairs, on the

prothorax is a pair of long anteriorly divergent black hair-pencils

and on the penultimate segment is a stouter posteriorly-directed

pencil of orange-brown hairs ; all the segments with warts from

which arise long fine hairs. Pupation in a tough silken cocoon.

The life-cycle is
:—egg, 8 days ; larva, 25 days

;
pupa, 8 days. The

male moth is winged and very active ; the female is wingless and

sluggish and often never quits the cocoon after emergence from the

pupal condition.

Foodplants.—Castor, Erythrina. Probably polyphagous.

Status.—Occasionally a serious pest on castor.

Control.—The young caterpillars, whilst still gregarious, are

easily seen and hand-picked.

OLENE (DASYCHIRA) MENDOSA, Hb.

Bombyx mendosa, Hubner, Zutr., II, 19, ff. 293-294.

Dasychira wcndosa, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 452-453 ; I.M.N.

,

III, No. 4, p. 22, fig. ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 460.

Ik;. IM.—OUnc iiiciidusa, larva and iiiotli. (OriKinal.)

Distribution. Bellary, Coimbatore, Shevaroys.

Lifc/iistory. Not known in any detail. The appearance of the

caterpillar is shown in the figure. It pupates in a slight silken

cocoon.

Foodplants.' -Castor, red-gram, coffee.

Status.—A minor pest.

Control.—Hand-picking,
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PSALIS (DASYCHIRA) SECURIS, Hb.

Bombyx sccuris, Hubn., Zutr., II, 19, ff. 291, 292.

Dasychira sccuris, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 453-454; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 460, t. 39, f. 7-

Fig. 265.

—

Psalis sccuris, male and female moths. The outline figures show
the natural sizes. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory —Eggs are laid in batches covered with hairs derived

from the anal tuft of the female moth. The full-grown caterpillar

is 30—40 mm. long, rather stout, in colour bright-yellow with a broad

red-brown stripe down the back and a narrow paler stripe along

the side ; head dull-orange ; on either side of the head two long

tufts of hair project forward and a single tuft backwards from the

anal segment ; on the first four abdominal segments are short, thick,

rounded brush-like tufts of pale-yellowish hair and on the sixth and
seventh abdominal segments two bright-red papules stand on the

centre of the back ; all the segments with numerous warts from

which arise spreading tufts of fine pale hairs. Pupation as a rule

on a leaf-blade in a cocoon formed of silk interwoven with larval

hairs ; the pupal period is about 10 days.

Foodplants.—Paddy, cholam, ragi, sugarcane, grasses.

Status.—A minor pest of paddy.

Control.—^The caterpillar is conspicuous and feeds exposed and
so is easily hand-picked.
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EUPROCTIS FRATERNA, Moore.

EiifiO(tis fitit( run, Moore, hep Ceylon 11,85, Hinpsn F lun. Iiul.

Moths r, 477 , Lefroy, Ind Ins Lift p 461 ff 334,315

-^,

Fig. 266—Ellprocti frutcnia. The outline figii

(Original.)

e shows the natural

Distribution.—Probably throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Eggs laid on the lower surfaces of leaves in a mass

covered with hairs from the anal tuft of the female ; the egg is

creamy yellow, circular, flattened. The newly hatched larva is

about 2h mm. long, slender, hairy, yellowish. The full-grown

larva is rather stout, dark reddish-brown, paler along the lower sur-

face, head and prothoracic shield bright orange-red, thickly covered

Fig. 267.—Eiiprocfis fratcnia
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with tufts of whitish hair and with a pair of large tufts of darker

hair directed forward on either side of the head and a single

similar tuft directed backwards from the anal segment. Pupa

red-brown, in a slight cocoon interwoven with the larval hairs.

Life-cycle : egg, about ^ days ; larva, 30 days
;
pupa, about 4 days.

Foodplants.—Castor, pomegranate, cotton (occasionally), red-

gram.

Status.—Occasionally a rather serious pest of castor.

Control.—Hand-picking of the caterpillars and moths. The
caterpillars are gregarious and easily collected; their hairs are

somewhat poisonous and they should not be touched witii the bare

hand more than is necessary.

EUPROCTIS SCINTILLANS, Wlk.

Soiiiciia sciiitillaiis, Wlk., Cat. VII, 1734.

Euproctis sciiitillaiis, Hmpsn.. Faun. In d. Moths, 1,483; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life p 461

Fig. 268.

—

Euproctis sciiitillnns The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifiiiisiory.—Similar to that of E. fratenia- Caterpillar rather

stout, dark coloured, with tufts of fine hairs, a pale-yellow stripe

down the back and on the first two abdominal segments (the two

segments between the legs and prolegs) a thick tuft of blackish or

reddish stout detachable hairs.

Foodplants.—Mango, gogu (Hibiscus cannabinns), sann-hcmp,

linseed, castor, red-gram.

Status.—A minor pest, rarely of much importance.

Control.—As in E. fraterna.
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HYPSID.E.

HYPSA FICUS, Fb.

Bombyx ficiis. Fab., Ent. Syst., Ill, 2, p. 27 (i794)-

Hypsa feus, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 504 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins

Life, p. 463, t. 39, ft". I, 2.

Fig. 269.

—

Hypsa ficHS, larva and moth. (Original.)

Distribution.—Coromandel Coast, Trichinopoly, Coimbatore.

Lifchistory.—The caterpillar is about 25 mm. long, cylindrical,

rather flattened posteriorly, its whole body covered with scattered

yellow-brown warts from which arise fairly long white hairs; head

jet black ; the body is black with a white stripe along the back

and white dots along the side, sometimes with pale yellow mark-

ings on the back and beneath the sides, sometimes with red warts.

Pupation in a cocoon usually underground.

Foodplant.—Figs {Ficiis glomerata, F. carica, F. rcligiosa, etc.).

Status.—An occasional defoliator of fig-trees.

Control— In the case of young trees in small areas, hand-picking

and spraying may be done.

ARGINA CRIBRARIA, Cl.

Phal(rna cribraria, Clerck, Icon. Ins., II, t. 54, f. 4 (1764)-

Argina cribraria, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, II, 51-52, f. 24;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 463-464, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind.,

p. 15Q, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 148, 193, figs.
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Fig. 270.

—

Argiiia cribrariit. The outline figure shows the uati:

(Origmal.)

Distribution- Throughout Southern India.

Life/iistory.- Eggs are laid in small clusters on lower surfaces of

leaves. Caterpillar 25 mm. long, in colour white with a black line

along the side, and irregular black patches, a yellow line along the

side developed into an orange spot on each segment ; hairs

black above, lighter beneath.

Fofldplants. Sann Hemp.
Status. A minor pest of Sann Hemp, occasionally abundant.

Control.' In small plots spraying and hand-picking of young
larvte.

ARGIXA SYRINGA, Cr.

Piialccna syringn. Cram., Pap. Exot., I, t. 5 c.

Argina syringa, Hmpsn., Faun. Tnd. Moths, II, 51 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Pests, pp. 148, 194, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Intl., I, 158.

Fig. _'71.—.\riiiiia syringa. ((.Jriginal.)

Distribution.- Throughout Southern India.

Lifcliistory. Similar to A. cribraria.

Foodpl„nts.~Sann Hemp (Crotalaria juncca).

Status.—A minor pest occasionally abundant.
Control.—Hand-picking of young larvas and spraying in the case

of small areas.

SPHIiNGID^.
HERSE CONVOLVULI, Linn.

Spliin.x convolvuli. Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 798 (1758).
Hcrsc convolvuli, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 103, f. 60 : Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 159, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 155, Ind. Ins.
Life, p. 467.
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Fig. 272.

—

Hcrsc convolvuU. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid singly on leaves. The full-grown

caterpillar is about lOO mm. long, with a sharp down-curved horn

on the tail end; colour dark brown with indistinct oblique red-

brown blotches on the sides or green with oblique yellow or pink

black-edged bars on the sides. Pupa in the soil, in a chamber
just below the surface ; colour red-brown, tongue-sheath long, pro-

jecting, incurved.

Foodplant.—Sweet potato, green-gram and other pulses.

Status.—A minor pest as a rule, occasionally occurring in large

numbers when the damage is serious.

Control.—Hand-picking of the caterpillars. Spraying of small

areas.

ACHERONTIA STYX, Westw. [PLATE XXIV.]

Acherontia styx, Westwd., Cab. Or. Ent., p. 88, t. 42, f. 3 ; Hmpsn.,

Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 67, f. 40 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 160, Ent.

Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 154, f. 40, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 467, t. 40.

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The large, globular, green egg is laid singly on

leaves. The full-grown caterpillar is about 90 mm. long, rather

stout, with a rough skin, and a recurved horn on the tail end ; in

colour it is variable, usually light greenish with oblique darker

green stripes along the sides and meeting over the back. Pupa
red-brown, in a chamber below the ground. The moth squeaks

when disturbed.

Foodplants.—Brinjal, lab-lab, gingelly.

Status.—A minor pest of brinjal and gingelly.

Control.—Hand-picking of caterpillars.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIV.

ACHERONTIA STYX.

Fig. I, 2. Eggs, enlarged.

II 3i 4i S> 6. Larvse in various stages of growth.

„ 7. Pupa.

„ 8. Moth.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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DEILEPHILA NERII, Linn.

Sphinx Hi-rii, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed X), p. 798 (1758).

Deilephila ncrii, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 94-95, f. 54 ; Lefroy,

1. Ins. Life, p. 468, f. 316.

Fig.

26-A

'.7 i.—Deilephila larva and pupa. (Original.)
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Z74.—Deilephila ncrii. (After Lefroy.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Egg laid singly. The full-grown caterpillar is about

100 mm. long, attenuated anteriorly, with a short roughened horn

on the tail end ; colour variable, usually pale-green, with white dots

especially evident along the sides and a bright blue eye-spot on

either side of the third thoracic segment. Pupa pale-brownish

yellow, with black spots
;
pupation in a cell below ground.

Foodplants.—Oleander (Nerium oleander) and other plants.

Status.—A minor pest of ornamental oleanders which it some-

times strips of their leaves.

Control.—Hand-picking of the larvae, which rest on the leaves

and twigs, although they are by no means easy to see in spite of

their large size.

EUPTEROTIDyE.

EUPTEROTE MOLLIFERA, Wlk

^.

/

Fig. 275.

—

Eiipterotc niollifcra, male. 1 he outline figure shows the

natural si^e. (Original.)





iidiaii Museum Nutt
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Eupti'i-otc inoUifcra, Wlk., Cat. XXXII, 376; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind.

Moths, I, 57—59 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 471.

Z)/>/r/7)«//o«.— Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Caterpillar about 40 mm. long, dull brown or red-

brown, with a dull whitish line along the side above the spiracles
;

head and true legs reddish ; all the segments with numerous warts

from which arise spreading tufts of fine brown hair; on the back

of the first and third to sixth abdominal segments are also large

thick tufts of short dark-brown hairs.

Foodplaiit.—Moriiiga pterygosperma (Tamil, Moringai).

Status.—Occasionally a serious pest, occurring in enormous num-

ber and defoliating the trees.

Control.—The caterpillars usually rest on the tree-trunk during

the day time and may be destroyed by burning with a torch.

Note.—The hairs of this caterpillar are poisonous and care

should be taken not to touch them or even to approach the trees on

which they occur nearer than necessary.

SATURNIAD^.

ACTIAS SELENE, Hb.

Attacus scloic, Hubn., Samml. Exot. Schm., I, t. 172, f. 3.

Actiassclciic, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 13, f. 8 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 478, f. 326.

ISee Figure 276.]

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The full-grown caterpillar is about 75 mm. long,

stout, with distinct segments, in colour bright apple-green, with two

rows of yellow spinous warts along the back and another row along

the side; the fine hairs on the back are yellowish, those on the

sides and beneath blackish
;
pad to anal claspers reddish. Cocoon

tough, oval, brown, usually enclosed in a leaf or leaves.

Foodplauts.—Moringa pterygosperma and various other shrubs.

Status.—Not very common as a rule.

Remarks.—On account of the large size of the cocoon, inquiries

are often made with regard to the value of the silk produced by

this insect. It is, however, of no commercial importance.

CRICULA TRIFENESTRATA, Heifer.

Cricula trifoiestrata, Heifer, J.A.S.B., VI, 45 ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind.

Moths, I, 28, f. 14; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 481.

Distribution.—Throughout the damper districts of Southern India.
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ita : 1, Larva ; 2, Cocoon euclosinR pupa :

Moth. lOriginali

L//i'/;/f?jrv.—Full-grown caterpillar about 50 mm. long, segments

sharply defined, each with six large warts from which arise tufts of

fine hairs ; colour dark brown, with a pale-reddish stripe along the

side, prothoracic segment (first segment behind head) and anal

claspers crimson. Cocoon spun amongst leaves and twigs, often in

masses; composed of a net-work of bright golden silk.

Foodplants.—Mango ; cashew (Aiuicardiiim occidoitak).

Status.—An occasional pest of mango and cashew, stripping all

the leaves.

Remarks.—(l) The hairs of the caterpillars are poisonous and

they should therefore not be handled.

(2) The cocoons are often found in large numbers and inquiries

are made regarding a possible sale for them. They are, however,

of no commercial value.
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BOMBYCID.E.

OCINARA VARIANS. Wlk.

40?

Naprcpa variaiis, Wlk., Cat. V, II53.

Ocinara variaits, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 35 ; Lefroy. Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 484, f. 327.

. }

Fig. 278.-~Ocinara variaiis, moth and larva. The outline figure show.s

the natural size of the moth. (Original.

I

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifeliistory.—The full-grown caterpillar is about 30 mm. long,

humped anteriorly and with a slight horn on the tail end ; in colour

pale grey, matching very closely the twigs on which it rests. The
bright yellow cocoon is spun in a rolled leaf as a rule.

Foodplaiits.—Figs of various sorts.

Status.—A pest of fig-trees, occasionally stripping every leaf,

especially in the case of young trees.
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Control.—Spraying with Lead Arsenate or similar poison and
hand-picking of small trees. It must be noted, however, that the

caterpillars are often very difficult to see especially when resting

on the bare twigs after having stripped all the leaves.

NOTODONTID^.

STAUROPUS ALTERNUS, Wlk.

Staiiropus altcnnis, Wlk., Cat. V, 1020; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moth^

I, 149-150, f. 91 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 472, f. 321.

Fig. 279.—Staio-opiisaltc

larva. I Grit;

—SfniiropKs altc,

moth. (Original.

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Ganjam. Prol^ably throughout South-

ern India.

Lifchistory.—Full-grown caterpillar about 40 mm. long, with

extraordinarily dilated and flattened posterior extremity which is

held over the back when alarmed, the anal claspers being reduced

to two slender filaments ; a row of paired sharp triangular humps
down the back ; second and third pairs of thoracic legs very long

;

colour grey-brown mottled with darker. This caterpillar cannot

be mistaken for anything else when once seen. The young

caterpillar mimicks an ant ; the full-grown one looks not unlike a

spicier when alarmed. The dark red-brown pupa is formed in a

slight cocoon spun amongst leaves, etc.

Foodphvits.—Tamarind, Tur (Cajaniis indiciisK Trcwin imdifolia,

Tea.

Status.—Rather a scarce insect as a rule, but has once been

recorded as a serious sporadic pest of tea in Ceylon.
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BISTON SUPPRESSARIA, Gn.

Biston siipprcssivia, Guenee, Phal, I, 210 ; Hnipsn., Faun. Ind.

Moths, III, 247; I.M.N., V, 185—187, t. 13, ff. 10, loa-c ; Watt &
Mann, Pests of Tea, pp. 225-226, t. 9. f- 2.

IG. 2H\.~Iiisto

Distribution.—Reported to occur in the Tea districts.

Life/iistory.— 'Not known in detail. The caterpillar may be either

dark-brown and twig-like or green with darker bands. Pupation

in the soil.

Foodplaiits.-~Tea, Cassia aiiricidata.

Status.—Apparently only an occasional and very minor pest of

tea in Southern India.

Control.—Hand-picking of caterpillars.

Remarks.—Included here on the authority of Mr. Anstead who
informs me that

India.

t has once been reported as damaging tea in Soutl

LASIOCAMPID/E.

METANASTRIA HYRTACA, Cram.

PhalcDia hyrtaca, Cram., Pap. Exot., Ill, t. 249 F.

Mctaiiastria hyrtaca, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 410-411, f. 283 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 497, ff. 332, 333.

Distribution.—Coimljatore, Chingleput, Ganjam. Probably

throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—FwW-gvo-wn larva about 75 mm. long, stout, greyish,

covered with stout hairs and with flaps at the sides and tufts of

longer hair projecting forward on either side of the head; between

the metathorax and first abdominal segments (third and fourth
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Fig. 2S2.—Mctaiiasfiia hyrtaca 1, Larva (after Moore) ; 2, Male Moth

in restin;:; attitude (aftei Foisa\ethl . J, Male, and 4. I'"emale Moths.

lOMginal.l

segment behind head) is a patch of short blackish or reddish hairs,

concealed in repose but exposed when alarmed. Pupa brownish-red

in a long cocoon usually spun on a branch of the foodplant.

Foodplants.—Mimiisops elengi, country almond (Tcrmhialiacat-

appa), Nyctaiithes arbortristis (Tamil, Pavazha malli).

Status.—Not a pest as a rule but occasionally aj^pears in large

numbers and strips trees.

LIMACODID^.

PARASA LEPIDA, Cr.

Phahcua Icpida, Cram., Pap. Exot., II, t. 1 30 E.

Parasa lepida, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, 1, 388, f. 264 ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 500, f. 336 ; I.M.N., III, No. 4, p. 13, figs.

Distribution.- -ThrowghonX. Southern India.

Lifehistory.— FuW-grov^n caterpillar 15—25 mm. long, squat and

stout; in colour bright green with a broad interrupted blue stripe

down the back and a narrower blue stripe along each side ; both

dorsal and lateral stripes are bordered by a row of warts from

which arise thick spreading brushes of short spinous hairs ; at each
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extremity the two internal hair tufts are much larger than the

rest. In walking, the legs are not visible and the caterpillar moves

with a sluglike motion. Pupation in a tough shell-like rounded

cocoon, often found in numbers together on tree-trunks. Pupation

period three to five weeks or longer.

Fig. 2Hi.—Parasa Icpida la. The small figure shows the natural size.

(Original.

»

Fig. ItcA.—Parasa Icpidtr. mcth. lOriginal.l

FoocipliiHts.— Castor, mango, ccccnut, palmyra, wcod-apple,

pepper, pomegranate, cauliflower, tea, coffee. Polyphagcus.

Status.—An occasional serious pest, even of large trees, which

it strips entirely of leaves.

Control.—(l) In the case of low-growing trees and shrubs the

larvae, being more or less gregarious, may be hand-picked, care

being taken not to touch them with the bare hand as the larval

spines are very poisonous.

(2) Spraying with Lead Arsenate or similar poison. Crushing

of pupse in the cocoons on tree-trunks.

ALTHA NIVEA, Wik.

.4Mrt «wa, Wlk., J.L.S., VI, 173; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I,

397, f. 273 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 499.
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IMG. 2HT,.—Altli„ invca. (( )rit;inal.l

])istrihiilio>i.^Be\\i\ry. Coimbatore. Probably tlirougliout South-

ern India.

Lifeliistory.—Tht round shell-like cocoons have been found on

the stem of castor-plants, below the surface of the ground.

Foodplants.—Castor (Riciiius communis).

Status.—Not known to do any damage.

NYMPHALID^.

MELANITIS ISMENE, Cram. [PLATE L, FIGS. 7—9.]

PupiJio ismciic. Cram., Pap. E.xot., I, t. 26, ff. A, B (1775).

Mclauitis ismenc, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 122, f. 139, Intl. Ins.

Life, p. 410, t. 29; Bingham, Faun. Ind. Butt., I, 158-159, f. 36.

Z'/5/r/7'«//V7«. -Throughout Southern India, occurring from sea-

level to elevations above 7,000 feet.

Lifehistory.—The round, white eggs are laid on leaves of grasses

on which the larva feeds. This latter is pale green with a roughened

skin, with a darker head bearing a pair of horn-like processes and

with the anal extremity produced into two slender processes ; it

feeds chiefly at night, remaining immobile during the day-time.

The stout, smooth, pale green pupa is slung by the tail from a

grass-stem or leaf.

Foodplants.—Grasses.

Status.—A pest of paddy but as a rule does very little damage,

its numbers being probably checked by parasites and natural

enemies.

PAPILIONID^.

PAPILIO DEMOLEUS, Linn. [PLATE XXV.)

Papilio (Icmolcus, Linn., Syst. Nat., X, 464 (1758) ; Bingham, Faun.

Ind. Butt., II, 39-40, f. 7; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 174— 177, ff.

195—197- Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 422-423, ff. 291-292.

Z>/5/;'//)/(//0H.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The rounded greenish-white eggs are laid on leaves

of Citrus of various kinds. The young larva is brownish or black-

ish with an irregular, broad, conspicuous white bar across its back,

and is protected by its resemblance to a bird's dropping. The





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXV.

PAPILIO DEMOLEUS.

Fig. I. Eggs laid on leaf, magnified.

,, 2-6. Larv« in various stadia.

„ 7. Larva suspended for pupation.

„ S. Pupa.

„ Q, to. Butterfly.



PLATE XXV.

PAPILIO DEMOLEUS.
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full-grown larva is green with oblique brownish cross-bands.

Pupa pale brownish or greenish slung by a girdle and anal pad.

The larval and pupal periods are each of about a fortnight's

duration.

F(W(//'/(r«/5.—Various species of Citrus (Orange, Citron), Bael

(Mgle marmclos) and other Rutace^. Also occasionally on Psoralea

corylifolia (Tel. Bavunclii) sometimes on curry-leaf plant (Murraya

koenigi) (Tam. Kanivcppilai).

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest, stripping all the leaves when

in large numbers.

Control.—Hand-picking when the attacked bushes can be reach-

ed ; the eggs and larv^ are fairly easily seen.

PIERID.-E.

CATOPSILIA PYRANTHE, Linn.

Papilio pyranthc, Linn., Syst. Nat., X, 469 (1758).

Catnpsilia pyranthc, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 418, f. 289; Kershaw,

Butt. Hongkong, pp. loo-ioi, t. 7, f. 9, t. Ii, f. 5, t. 13, f. 9, t.3',

ff. 21 22 ; Bingham, Faun. Ind. Butt., II, 221—223.

Fig. Zt^6.—Cirt(>psi!i,i pyranthc. ((JriKiii;i

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The egg is spindle-shaped.white and almost smooth,

and is laid singly on the leaves and stems of the foodplant. The
larva has a roughened skin and is pale leaf-green in colour with a

lateral row of nearly-continuous black dots above a longitudinal

pale-yellow stripe. Pupa smooth, pale green, attached to a twig or

leaf by a girdle and anal patch of silk.

Foodplaiits.— Cassia occidciitalis and C. auriculata. Scsbaiiia and
probably other Lcguiniiiosa:

Status.—Rarely a pest though it often occurs in very large

numbers. On one occasion, however, the caterpillars of this butter-

fly were sent as destructive to Scsbania in the Cumbum range,

Madura district ; but various noctuid caterpillars were also con-

cerned in this case.
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TERIAS HECABE, Linn.

Papilio hccabc, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 470 (1758).

Terias Iiccahc, Bingliam, Faun. Butt., II, 250—254,
Swinhoe, Lep. Indica, VII, 50— 56, t. 567.

¥iG. 287.—Terias liccabc. (Original.)

Distribution.—Th roughout.

Lifchistory.—The smooth, white, spindle-shaped egg is attached

singly to the upperside of the leaves of the foodplant. Larva

rather slender, pale-green with a white stripe along the side, the

skin rather roughened and sparsely covered with short hairs which

are probably hollow as minute drops of liquid may be seen

apparently exuded from their tips, so as to give the larva sometimes

the appearance of being irrorated with white. Pupa attached by

the tail and slung by a girdle from a stem or leaf of the foodplant

;

usually pale-green, slender, rather sharply pointed anteriorly. The
caterpillar and pupa are usually difficult to see on their foodplants.

Foodphiiits.^Agath\, Daincha and other species oi Scsbania and

Cassia.

Status.—Scarcely a pest as a rule but sometimes strips the leaves

of the foodplants especially in the case of young plants. Occa-

sionally a pest of Albizzia planted as shade for tea, etc

Control.—Spraying with Lead Arsenate, Lead Chromate, etc., in

the case of localized attacks, young nursery beds, etc.

LYC^NID^.

CATOCHRYSOPS CNEJUS, Fb. [PLATE XXVI.]

Hcspcria cncjiis, Fab., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 430 (1798).

Catochrysops awjiis, Bingham, Faun. Ind. Butt., II, 415-416;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 427, t. 32.

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The rounded highly sculptured egg is laid on flower-

buds. The newly-hatched larva bores into the bud, feeding on the

unopened flower and after eating that it attacks another flower or

enters a pod where it feeds on the unripe seeds. When full-grown

it is about 13 mm. long, flattened, pale-greenish or yellowish,





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXVL

CATOCHRYSOPS CNEJUS.

. I . Eggs laid on a shoot of black gram (Phascoliis radiatusL

2. Egg, magnified.

3. Larva boring into a pod.

4. 5. Larvae.

6. Pupa on a pod, at the base of which is seen the hole bored by

the larva with pellets of brown excreta around it.

7, 8. The butterfly.



PLATE XXVI.

CATOCHRYSOPS CNEJUS.
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covered with short spine-like hairs. "When full-grown the larva

descends to the ground, enters the earth at the base of the stem of

the foodplant and there constructs a weak cocoon of silk in which

it transforms into a dark-coloured rounded pupa provided with a

slight silken girdle " [Y.R.R.] but, sometimes at least, pupation is

effected on or amongst the leaves of the foodplant.

Foodplaitts.—Red-gram, Lab-lab and other pulses.

Status.—Serious injury may be done when this insect is in large

numbers, a very large proportion of the pods being completely

emptied of their contents.

Control.— .'

POLYOMMATUS BCETICUS, Linn.

Papilio bccticiis, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. XID, I, 789 (1767).

Polyom III atus hactiais, Bingham, Faun. Ind. Butt., II, 432—434 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 428 ; Kershaw, Butt. Hongkong, p. 75, t. 9,

ff. 2. 10.

Fig. 288.—Polyoiumatiis bocticiis : 1, 2, Larva; 3, Pupa; 4, Butterfly in

resting attitude showing underside of wings ; 5, Butterfly, left male.

right female. (Figs. 1—3 after Lang, 4—5 original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

LifcIii.^tory.— Eggs are laid on flower-buds and pods into which
the young newly-hatched larvje burrow. The full-grown larva is
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about 12 mm. long, pale-green, with a roughened skin. The short

squat pupa is pale yellowish-green or greyish, smooth, with a double

sub-dorsal series of small blackish spots
;
pupation usually on a

leaf, twig, or pod of the foodplant.

Foodphuits.— Crotiiliiria and Pisum of various species, and prob-

ably on most pulses.

Stdtiis.—May be a serious pest in localities where Crotalaria is

grown for seed.

Control.—

?

VIRACHOLA ISOCRATES, Fabr.

Hcsperia isocrates, Fab., Ent. Syst., Ill, i, 266-267 (1793)-

Thecla isocrates, Westw., T.E.S., II, 1—8, t. I (1835).

ViracJiohi isocrates, 'Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 179-180, ff. 199--206,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 428, f. 293.

Fig. 289.—

r

rauhuUt isucratcs,

(Larva after Lefroy.

irva and male and fcma

jther fi!<nres oriKinal.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Life/iistory.—Eggs are laid on the flowers antl buds, the larva

boring into the fruit until full fed, when it emerges and secures the

stalk of the fruit to the stem with a silken binding ; this done, it

re-enters the fruit and pupates.

Foodplants. -—Fomegvdnale, guava, lo(]uat, tamarind, orange.

.Sfrt/;/.?.—Sometimes a serious pest of pomegranate, but only

occasionally attacks other fruits.





PLATE XXVII

I
^wi"^.

\

PARNARA MATHIAS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXVIL

PARNARA MATHIAS.

1. Eggs, lateral view x lo.

2. Young larva rolling a leaf.

3. Full-grown larva.

4. Pupa in rolled leaf.

5-7. Butterfly.

8, 9. Puppria of Tachinid parasites.

10. Hymenopterous parasite.

11, 12. Tachinid parasites.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Cw///W.—Destruction of attacked fruits, catching of butterflies

bv hand-nets, and perhaps covering of vahiable fruit in muslin

bags.

HESPERIAD^.

GANGARA THYRSIS, Moore.

Papilio thyrsis, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 532 (i775)-

Gcmgara thyrsis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 431, f. 295 ; Distant,

Rhop. Malay, p. 394. t. 34. f- U-

lar\a about half grow

(Original.

1

Pre. Z9\.—Gan!iara thyrsis. lOrigii

Distribution.—Coimbatore.

Lifchistory and Foodplmit.—The eggs are laid on leaves of various

species of pahns on which the larva feeds. The larva, when full

grown, is pale greenish, reddish in parts, but the colour is concealed

under long delicate white waxy filaments which form a fluffy secre-

tion all over the larva ; it lives inside rolled up palm-leaves in which

it also pupates. The greenish white pupa is about 27 mm. long

and attached by the tail to a stout silken cord spun across the leaf

chamber in which it vibrates with great energy when disturbed so

that it produces a loud rattling noise. The butterfly is on the wing

only at dusk.

Status.—A minor pest which occasionally does some damage
to ornamental palms and in nurseries of young coco-palms, etc.

Control.—The larva is easily found and collected by hand.

The bitten leaves and fragments of white waxy secretion on the

leaves give a good clue to its whereabouts.

PARNARA MATHIAS, Fb. [PLATE XXVII.]

Hesperia mathias. Fab., Ent. Syst. SuppL, p. 433 (1798).

Baoris mathias, Distant, Rhop. Malay, pp. 380-381, t. 35, f. 10.

Parnara mathias, Kershaw, Butt. Hongkong, p. 130, t. Vila, f. i ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 431, t. 33.

27
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Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The larva is pale-greenish with indistinct pale

yellowish-white bars across the back and a whitish line along the

side ; it lives in rolled up leaves of various grasses. The translucent

pale-greenish pupa is formed on a blade of the foodplant, attached

by the tail and a girdle.

FoodpliJiits.-Grasses of various kinds, especially paddy, and

more occasionally cholam, etc.

Status.—A minor pest as a rule.

Control.— ?

Remarks.—The numbers of this butterfly are usually kept in

check by numerous parasites and predators.

PARNARA COLACA, MOOre.

Hesperia colaca, Moore, P.Z.S. (1877), 594, t. 58. f. 7-

Parnara colaca, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 431, f. 296.

w
Fig. 292.

—

Parnara colaca. The outline figure .shows the natural size.

(Original.

I

Distribution.—Chingleput (Saidapet and Madras).

Lifehistory.—Not known in detail.

Foodplant.—Paddy.

Status.- -Scarcely a pest.

SUASTUS GREMIUS, Fb.

He.<;peria grcmius. Fab., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 433 (i798).

Suastus grcmius, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 431 ;
Kershaw, Butt.

Hongkong, p. 125, t. 14, f. 25, t. 7a, f. 11 ; Willey, Spol. Zeyl., VI,

125— 130, figs. (1909)-

£)/5//-//)«^/o//.— Bangalore, Godavari, Coimbatore. In July and

August. (Probably throughout palm-growing districts all the year

round.)
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Fig. 293.

—

SitasfKS grciiiin The outline figi:

(Original.)

Lifchistory.—The larva is pale-green with a narrow blue line

down the back ; it lives in tubes formed by rolling up portions of

palm-leaves. When full fed, it closes the ends of this tubular-cell

with silk and changes to a yellowish pupa. Prior to pupation the

larval cell is sometimes cut adrift from the palm-leaf, the larva

liupating on the ground.

Foodplants.—Palms, mostly palmyra. Also recorded from coco-
nut palm.

Status.—A minor pest.

Control.— .'

TELICOTA AUGIAS, Linn.

Papilio angias, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. XII), I, p. 794 (17671

Telicota angias, Distant, Rhop. Malay, p. 382, t. 34, f. 23 ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 431-432.

1-lG. i'H.— Tc7/eri/<r aiijiias. (Ori,t;inal.l

Dislribiitioii.—Vizagapatam, Coimbatore, South Arcot.

throughout Southern India all the year round.

Probably
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Lifchistory.—The greenish larva folds the leaves of the foodplant

into tubular cells in which it lives and pupates.

Foodplants.—Sugarcane. Also said to feed on bamboo and

paddy.

Status.—A minor pest, rarely doing much damage even when

abundant.

Control.—In small cane-plots the larv^ may be hand-picked.

UDASPES FOLUS, Cram.

Papiliofohis. Cram., Pap. Exot., I, t. 74, f. 7 (i779)-

Udaspcs foliis. Davidson and Aitken, B.J., V, 371 372 ;
Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 168; Inil. Ins. Life, p. 432; Kershaw, Butt.

Hongkong, pp. 136 137, t. 14, f- 20.

i05.— Vdiispcs foliis. IliL outlii I ti^iiH --111 'w s tht natuial size.

(Ontjiii

Distribution.—Northern Circars and Coimbatorc.

Lifehistory.—Larva greenish (either pale or dark) with a darker

stripe along the back caused by the digestive tract being visible

through the skin ; head brownish or blackish. Pupa with the

head-end produced into a beak, yellowish-white or greenish-white,

attached by an anal pad and a girdle
;
pupation inside a rolled

leaf but the pupa is not entirely concealed. Larva in a rolled leaf

of the foodplant.

Foodplants.—Ginger, turmeric, and probably wild lilies (Ker-

shaw notes the foodplant at Hongkong as Alpiiiia nutans).

Status.—Rather a scarce insect as a rule but occasionally a

serious pest of ginger and turmeric.

Control.^The folded leaves containing the larvje and pupa; are

easily seen and the insects collected by hantl.





PLATE XXVlll

>««^

""m^

GALLERIA MELLONELLA.



EXPLANATION OF -PLATE XX\ til.

GAI.LERIA MELLONELLA.

^'iG. 1. Eggs, lar\a. and moth on coml), natural size.

2. Larva.

3. Cocoon.

4. Pupa, removed trom cocoon.

5. Male moth.

6. Female moth.

7. Eggs, enlarged.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural size;
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PYRALID/E.

STENACHROIA ELONGELLA, Hmpsn,

l-"lG. 296.

—

Stciuichruiii cluii-

gclla. The outline figure show;

the natural size. (Original.

I

Sti'iiiiciiroiti clon,i(cllii, Hnipsn., B.J.,

XII, 94, fig. ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 510.

Distribution.—Bellary.

Lifc/iistory.—Not known. Cater-

pillar webs over earheads on which

it feeds.

Foodplants.—Earheads of cholaiii.

Status.—An occasional but very

local pest of cholam, doing con-

sitlerable damage when in large

numbers.

Control.—Destruction of first-

attacked heads.

GALLERIA MELLONELLA, Linn. [PLATE XXVIII.]

Phahciia iiicllo/iclltj, Linn. Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 537 (1758).

GaUcria mdloficlla, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 9, f. 8 ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 500-501, f. 338 ; Fletcher, A. J., I, Oct. 191 1, tab.

Fig. 397.—Frame of Bee-hive webbed with silk by larvae of Galleria

mellonella. (After Lefrov.t

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid singly or in small clusters on wax

combs of Bees' nests. The larvs tunnel through the wax. on which
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they feed, lining their tunnel with silken webbing. The full-grown

caterpillar is about 20 25 mm. long, moderately stout, smooth

except for a few short bristly hairs, dirty-white with a yellowish

head. The pale-yellowish pupa is enclosed in a tough oval cocoon

of white silk, usually spun in a crack or crevice and often covered

with larval excreta on the outside.

Food.—Wnx of Bees' combs.

Status.—A pest of Apiaries.

Control.—Colonies of bee should be kept strong. The use of

bar-frame hives, coupled with regular examination of the combs,

will keep this pest in check. Wax foundation shoukl be kept in

tight boxes to which the moths cannot obtain access.

DIATR/EA Sp.

Fig. 19S.—Uiaircca sp. The outline figure shows the natural size. lOriginal.l

DistribtitioH.—VrohAhXy throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known in detail. Caterpillar, a borer in stalks

of cane, whitish with dark warts from which arise bristly hairs.

Pupa slender, brown, in larval tunnel.

Foodplant.— Swgcivcune. Occasionally (exceptionally) in cholam.

Status.—A serious pest of sugarcane.

Control—The shoots attacked by the caterpillars wither

and show as dead-hearts. These should be cut out and burnt to

prevent the moths emerging and spread of the attack. If this is

done at once, while the crop is young, new shoots will be thrown

up and no loss of crop occur.

Rcnuvks.—TWi'^. insect has hitherto been confused with Chilo

simplex, but is distinct in structure, habits and main foodplants.

It is perhaps Dialnva vcnosata, Wlk., of which striatalis, Snellen, well

known as a serious pest of cane in Java, is a synonym.

CHILO SIMPLEX,

Butl., P.Z.S. (1880),

Butl.

Chilo slinphx, Butl., P.Z.S. (1880), bgo ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind.

Moths, IV, 26, f. 17; Lefroy {fdrtiin}, Ind. InS. Pests, pp. 125--130, ff.
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143-150; Ent. Mfiii. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 195, ff. 57, 58; 1ml. Ins

Life, pp. 510 311, t. 47, ff. I, 4, 15. 16; Hnipsn., B.J., XXI, 1250.

Fig. 299.—Clnlo simplex, larva. The outline figure above shows the natural

size : the lower figures show details on a larger scale. (Original.)

I-IG. '300.—C/n7o simplex : l'. Cluster of Eggs as laid : 2. Pupa : 3. Moth

-^'cstfngattitudc';' 4,-:^Inth. The smaller figures show the natural si^es.

(Author's original illustration.!
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Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid in masses overlapping one another.

Caterpillar dirty-white or pinkish-grey with numerous small dark

warts bearing short bristly hairs, head brownish, thoracic plate

horny. Pupa rather slender, yellow-brown, in gallery bored by the

larva in the stems of the larger cereals.

Foodplants.—Cholam, ragi, maize, occasionally in cumbu and

sugarcane.

Status.—A serious pest of cholam, ragi and maize, the larva

boring down the stem which it hollows out so that the whole

upper part of the stem is filled with rotting excremental matter.

Control.—(l) In large areas it is not practicable to pull out the

early affected plants but this can be done in small experimental

plots and the like.

(2) The female moths are attracted by light at night and

numbers can be caught at times by light-traps placed in and near

the affected fields. This is probably the only practical measure

on a large scale.

ANCYLOLOMIA CHRYSOGRAPHELLA, Koll.

Chilo chrysographcUus, KoUar, Hugels Kaschmir, IV, 494.

Ancylolowia chrysographcUa, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 33 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 511 ; Ent. Mem. Dept. Agr., Ind., I, 198.

Fig. 301.

—

Ancyloloi la chrysographella. The outline figure shows the

natural size. COriginal.)

Distribufion. —Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Caterpillar about 20—25 mm. long, cylindrical,

slender, smooth, with short prolegs, in colour pale-green with black-

ish head and plate on prothorax. The caterpillar feeds at night,

remaining during the day in hiding underground in long tubular
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galleries lined with silk or may be found at the roots of its food-

plant. Pupation in larval gallery
;
pupal period about ten days.

(T.V.R.)

Fooilphuits.—Paddy, Paspaln/n dildtntnni. Probably on all

Gramineas.

S^7^//,s-. —Only founel on one occasion as a serious pest of paddy
seedlings. It is, however, liable to occur at any time in dry, sandy
localities.

Cmitrol.—d) The moths are strongly attracted to light and light-

traps may be employed.

(2) In paddy seed-beds or small experimental areas, s|)raying

of plants.

(3) Where practicable flooding of affected areas will bring

up the larva; which are greedily devoured by crows, etc.

SCIRPOPHAGA AURIFLUA, Zeller.

Sdrpop/iciga aitrifliia, Zeller, Mon. Chil., p. 2; Hmpsn., Faun.
Ind. Moths, IV, 46 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 130— 133, f. 152;
Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 199, f. 59 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 511, t. 47,

ff. 2, 5, 14. 17-

Scirpophaga intacta, Snell, Tijd. v. Ent. (1891), 343, t. XVIII, ff.

1—4 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, t. 47, f. 10.

Fig. 302.

—

Scirpophaga auriflua. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.'!

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Z-i!/t'/n'5.>'<?rj'.—Eggs are laid on a leaf in a cluster covered with
the orange hairs from the anal tuft of the female moth. Caterpillar
dirty yellowish-white, rather stout, smooth e.xcept for a few short
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bristly hairs; burrowing in the stem of young plants, in top-shoots

of older ones. The yellowish, elongate pupa in the larval burrow.

Foodphiiit. -Sugarcane.

Status.—A rather minor pest of cane in Southern India.

Control.—(I) Cutting out and destruction of affected top-shoots.

(2) Attraction of moths by light-traps.

SCIRPOPHAGA MONOSTIGMA, Zeller.

Scirpophaga moHostigma, Zell., Mon. Chil., p. 3 ; Hmpsn., Faun.

Ind. Moths, IV, 46 ; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind.

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 511. t. 47- f- 3-

60;

the atiiraFig. 303.

—

Scirpoplia^a iiioiiostigiiia. The outline figure sho

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore
;
probably throughout the submontane

districts of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—-Probably the same as in 5. auriflua.

Foodplant.—Sugarcane.

Status.—A rather minor pest of cane.

Control.—As in .S. auriflua.

SCHCENOBIUS BIPUNCTIFER, Wlk. [PLATE XXIX.]

Schcvnobius hipunctifcr, Wlk., Cat. XXVIII, 523 ; Hmpsn., Faun.

Ind. Moths, IV, 48, f. 32 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 512.

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid on leaves in clusters covered with

yellowish hair derived from the anal tuft of the female moth. The

caterpillar bores in the stems of paddy and perhaps of wild grasses.

The full-grown caterpillar is about 20 mm. long, slender, smooth,

segments distinct, in colour dull-whitish .or- yellowish sometimes

with a green tint, head orange-yellow. Pupatiorr-in the larval

burrow which is lined with silk. The moth emerges througli a hole

previously cut by the caterpillar through the side of the stem.
'





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIX.

SCHCENOBIUS BIPUNCTIFER.

Fig. 1. Egg-mass on leaf, natural sm-.

,, 2. Egg-mass on leaf, magnified.

„ 3. Larva.

,, 4. Pupa.

,, 5. Stem cut open, showing cocoon.

„ 6. Female moth, in resting attitude.

„ 7. Moth, male.

,, 8. „ female.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes. The plant shows a dead-heart

characteristic of attack by the larva.)



PLATE XXIX,

SCHCENOBIUS BIPUNCTIFER.
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/•'(mipl.inls. '-Fiicldy.

Status.—A very serious pest of paddy in Southern Indi:i.

Control.—(l) The moths are strongly attracted at night to light

and may be caught in large numbers by means of light-traps.

(2) The egg-masses are conspicuous and, when plentiful, are

easily hand-picked.

(3) Paddy-stubbles should be ploughed up, and if possible

burnt after the harvest is gathered.

SALURIA INFICITA, Wlk.

Acrobasis injicita. Wlk., Cat. XXVII, 30 (1863).

Poujadia iuficitti, Rag., j\Ion. Phyc, t. 44, f. l8;Hmpsn., Faun.

Ind. Moths, IV, 58.

Fig. J04.

—

Saluna inficita. To the left. is.a Ragi plant, cut open to show the

larva boring inside just below ground-level, which is represented h\ the

dotted line. The other'fiffures-show-the L-atv'a, Pupa, Female-Moth, and a
" profile- view of head of Male -Moth, The .outline liglires indicate thenatural

sizes. (Original. I
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Distribution.—Probably throughout the Plains but only actually

noticed at Coimbatore.

Lifehisiory.—Not known in detail. The larva is moderately

stoutly built, the prothoracic segment large, the next two segments

short but projecting; in colour it is pure creamy-white, the head

yellowish tinged with blackish around the mouth-parts ; there are

a few short, white, inconspicuous hairs on all segments. It bores

into the stem of the foodplant low down at about or just above

ground-level and pupates in the stem or emerges and pupates in a

small chamber excavatetl in the soil.

Fjodfliiiits.—Ragi.

Status.—A minor pest noted on the Central Farm at Coimbatore

in August and September in 1908, 1909 and 1913.

Control.—The female moths arc attracted to light at night.

EUZOPHER.\ PERTICELLA, Rag.

Euzoplwrn pcrticdUi. Rag., Nouv. Gen., p. 32; Hmpsn., Faun. bid.

Moths, IV, 73, f. 48 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 166 ; Ent. Mem. Agri.

Dept., Ind., I, 203 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 514, t. 48.

(SEE Plate XXX, Figs. 1—4.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The caterpillar is about 20 mm. long, moderately

stout, smooth except for a few bristly hairs, in colour yellowish-

white with an orange brown head. It bores in the stems of its

foodplant. Pupa rather stout, red-brown, in a cocoon formed in the

larval burrow.

Foodplant.—Brinjal, chillies, potato.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of brinjal, especially in

gardens.

Control.—Destruction of affected plants which wither and die

owing to the boring of the caterpillar in their stems.

PHYCITA INFUSELLA, Meyr.

Phycita infuscUa, Meyr., Proc. Linn. See. N.S.W., IV, 2l8 (1879)

:

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 99, ff. 110—113; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept..

Ind., I, 205, f. 61 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 514-

Phycita bip.irtclla. Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 90 (T896).

(SEE PLATE XXXI.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The full-grown caterpillar is 10—12 mm. long, rathe'^r

stout, smooth excopt for a few scattered bristly hairs, in colcmr pale-





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXX.

PESTS OF BRINJAL.

Enzophcra perlicella, larva in its burrow in the stem.

,, larva removed from burrow.

„ „ pupa in stem, magnified.

„ „ moth in resting attitude.

Leiicitiodcs or/>onalis, larva.

., .. larva, effect of boring in stem, causing

withered top-shoot.

., ,, cocoon.

II M pupa.

„ .. moth.

Epiliichiia I 2-sligma, egg-mass on leaf.

., beetle and larva.

„ „ pupa.









EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXL
PHYCITA INFUSELLA.

Fig. I. Larva, magnified.

„ 2. Pupa „

„ 3, 4. Moth, magnified.

„ 5. Top-shoot of cotton-plant webbed by larva showing character-

istic brown knot of withered leaves.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)



PLATE XXXI.

PHYCITA INFUSELLA.
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green with a blackish head ami dark prothoracic shield. Pupation

in a slight silken cocoon in folded leaves. Caterpillar in top-shoots,

which wither and drop.

Fooilpltiiit. ^Cotlon, Roselle and Gogu (Hibiscus caiinaliiinis).

Status.—A minor pest of cotton, occasionally appearing in some

numbers on young plants.

Control.— {l) Picking and destruction of affected top-shoots.

(2) Attraction of moths by light-traps.

ETIELLA ZINCKENELLA, Tr.

. . . ziiickciu'Ua. Treitschke, Schni. Eur., IX, p. 201.

Eticlla ziiuki'iicUd, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, loS-lOQ
;
Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 515!

Fig. 305. —Etietla zinckcitclla. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.

Distribution. Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Caterpillar green with five black spots on prothoracic

shield; when about to pupate it turns pink. Pupation in silken

cocoon outside the poil.

Fondplants.— Horse-gram, Cowpea, Red Gram, Sann Hemp.

Status.—K minor pest of pulses as a rule, occasionally tloing

considerable damage, the whole of the seeds being destroyed in

pods entered by the caterpillars.

Control.— ?

MACALLA MONCUSALIS, Wlk.

Macalla monaisalis. Wlk., Cat. XVI. 252; Hmpsn., Faun. Inil.

Moths, IV, 113.
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Fig. 306.

—

Macalla luoiiciisnlis, larva (dorsal and lateral views) and moth.

The outline figures show the natural sizes. (Original.)

Distrihtitioii.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

IJfcliistory and Foodplant.—The caterpillar webs mango-shoots

and devours the young leaves. It is sometimes gregarious, several

being found in one web. When full-grown it is about 25 mm.

long, rather stout, in colour brown with a paler stripe down the

back and with a yellowish lateral stripe edged with dark-brown

above; head pale brown, sprinkled with darker. Pupation in a

slight silken cocoon
;
pupa squat red-brown.

Status.—A minor pest of Mango.

Control—The webs are conspicuous and easily collected and the

enclosed caterpillars destroyed.

NYMPHULA DEPUNCTALIS, Gn.

Nymphiila dcpiinctalis, Guen., Delt 6^; Pyr., p. 274 ;
Hmpsn., Faun.

Ind. Moths, IV, 195 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, 121 ; Ent. Mem. Agri.

Dept., Ind., I, 20/ ; Intl. Ins. Life, p. 515, t. 49.

(See Plate XXXII.)

Distrihution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIL

NYMl'HULA DEPUNCTALIS.

Fig. I. Full-grown larva, magnified.

2. Pupa.

3. Pupa in cocoon, which is cut open to show the pupa.

4. Moth.

5. 6. Larvse in their cases feeding on paddy-plant.

7. Cocoon inside larval case.

8, 9, 10. Larval cases floating on the water.

fThe lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)



PLATE XXXII.

NYMPHULA DEHUNCTALIS,
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Lifehistory. -The caterpillar is semi-aquatic, living in cases

made of rolled pieces of leaf, and is furnished with bunches of

slender filamentous gills along the sides. The caterpillar is slender,

about 15 mm. long, in colour pale green with an orange head. It

feeds on the green tissue of the leaf. Pupation in the larval case.

FoodpliDit.—Faddy.

Stiitiis.- A serious pest of Paddy, sometimes causing great

damage.

Control.—Draining the water off the affected fields, when practi-

cable, is indicated, but this is rarely possible. In some districts a

thorny bush is dragged over the field to dislodge the larval cases

and the water then drained off ; it is difficult to see what is the

value of the thorny branch and the draining of the water is evidently

the important factor where success is claimed in treatment of this

pest.

HYMENIA FASCIALIS, Cr.

Phaheiia fascialis, Cramer, Pap. Exot., IV, t. 398. f.O. (1782).

PhiilcDia nriirvalis, Fabr., Ent. Syst., Ill, ii, 237 (1794).

Zi/ickviiia fasdtilis.Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 262, f. 158;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 182; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 208,

fig. 62; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 516.

fjyifienia fascialis, Marsh, U.S.A. Entom. Bull. No. 109, Pt. 1(1911).

Moth 2 f-,v lmaj;nihedl
, 3 Lai\ i {i at,ni

-6, Details ot Lar\a 7 Pupa (ma(?nihed and
natural size); 8, Anal extreniitj of Piipi -liounis; trema^tral
Cocoon. (Fi^s. 2—9 after Marsh.)

Distribution. Throughout Southern India.

hooks
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L//('///5/wv. -Caterpillar rather flatteneil, about 15 mm. long

with a pair of narrow wav> whitish lines along the back, and with

lateral black spots on two of the thoracic segments. The reddish-

brown pupa is enclosed in a thin coarse silken webbing between

the folds of a leaf. Pupal period 6^7 days ; total lifehistory about

four weeks.

5/rt/"5.—Usually a minor pest of Amaraiithus, occasionally doing

serious damage in gardens.

Control—S'praymg in small areas. A mixture of Nicotine

Sulphate, I fluid ounce ;
Whale Oil Soap, 4 ounces ;

Water, 4 gallons

is recommended by Marsh for use on vegetables intended for con-

sumption and with which it would be unsafe to use arsenical sprays.

Care must be taken to apply the spray to both sides 01 the leaf.

CNAPHALOCROCIS MEDINALIS, Gn.

. . . mcdinalis, Guenee, Delt & Pyr., p. 201.

Ciiaphalocrocis mediitalis, Hmpsn., Faun. Trd. Moths, IV, 275, f.

166; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 122; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I,

209 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 516.

Fig. 30S.

—

Cnapluilocrocix inedinalis, male. Tlic outline fiijiire shows the

natural size. (Original.

I

Z)/;?//-//;;*//;);/.— Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The slender green caterpillar is about 20 mm. long.

It lives in folded leaves, which are not actually rolled but the tip is

merely fastened over the broader basal part. Pupation in a brown-

ish cocoon on the leaf; pupal period about 6 days. The cater-

pillars eat the leaf tissue so that the leaves become whitened and

sickly.

Foodpltint.s.—PiiLkiy. Probably on grasses also.

Statii.f.—A minor pest of Paildy as a rule, occasionally doing

considerable damage in the Northern Circars. Not known as a

pest in the Southern parts of Madras.

Control. — .'

MARASMIA TRAPEZALIS, Gn.

Botys tnipczalis, Guenee, Delt. & Pyr., p. 200.

Marasmia trapezalis, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 277 ; Leiroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 138 ; Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 210, f. 63 ;
Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 516.

(SEE PLATE XXXIII.)





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIU.

MARASMIA TRAPEZALIS.

I, 2. Larva, magnified.

,5. Pupa in rolled and damaged leaf.

4, Moth in resting attitude, natural size.

5. Moth, enlarged.

(The lines alongsifle the liijures show the natural sizes.)



PLATE XXXIII.

p^^.^ (^>

MARASMIA TRAPEZALIS.







PLATE XXXIV.

DICHOCROCIS PUNCTIFERALIS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIV.

DICHOCROCIS PUNCTIFERALIS.

Fig. I. Stalk and capsule of castor-plant showing silk webbing and

excrement of larva.

„ 2. Shoot of castor, with larval webbing and excrement and two

moths in resting attitude.

,, 3. Larva, magnified.

,, 4. Pupa in castor-seed.

„ 5. Pupa in cocoon.

,, 6. Moth, female, magnified.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The full-grown caterpillar is about 20 mm. long,

cylindrical, .segments distinct ; its colour is variable, greenish,

sometimes pale-yellowish green ; scattered over the body are small

oval horny patches from which arise stout bristly hairs. It lives in

a fold of the leaf, which it rolls over and fastens with silk, only

emerging to eat the green matter of surrounding leaves. It is very

active when disturbed. The small reddish-brown pupa is contained

in a slight cocoon within a fokled leaf. The pupal period is about

a week.

Foodplants.—Cholam, Maize, Ragi.

Status.—A very minor pest of the larger cereals.

DICHOCROCIS PUNCTIFERALIS, Gn.

Botys ptiiictiferalis, Guenee, Delt & Pyr., p. 320.

Dicliocrocis piDtctifcralis, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 307, f.

181 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 159 ; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind.,

I, 211 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 517, t. 50.

(SEE Plate XXXIV.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—¥\x\\-gro^T\ caterpillar 15—25 mm. long, rather

stout, pale or reddish brown with numerous flattened horny warts

from which arise short bristly hairs ; head red-brown, prothoracic

shield large. Bores in stems, seeds and fruits. Pupa in a strong

silken cocoon
;
pupal period 7— 10 days.

Foodplants.— Ca.i\.or {stems and seed-capsules), Turmeric (stem),

Ginger (stem and rhizome), Guava (fruit). Outside of Southern
India it has been reported as attacking Mango flowers, Cholam
heads, Peaches, Cacao pods, Cardamom capsules, etc.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of Castor and Fruit. Chiefly

a castor pest.

Control.—Attacked shoots and seed-capsules of Castor are con-

spicuous (see plate) and should be collected and destroyed.

Remarks.—In the coloured plate the caterpillar is shown as rather
too dark a brown and the moth should be more of a bright orange-
yellow colour.

NACOLEIA INDICATA, Fb.

P/iahcna indicata, Fab., Ent. Syst., Ill, ii., 218 (1794).

Botys vulgalis.—Guenee, Delt & Pyr., p. 202, t. 6, f. 8.

Nacolcin vulgalis, Hmpsn., Faun, Ind. Moths, IV, 315-316 ; Lefroy,
Ind. Ins. Life, p. 517.
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309. Fig. 310.

XdCiilcia iiidicata. two forms of the moth. The outhno figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—^o^ known in detail. The raterpillar rolls and

fastens together leaves of its foodplant.

Foodplants.—Lucerne, Green Gram, Black Gram (Pluiscaliis

iHiingo radiatits). Horse Gram (Dolichos biJJonisl.

Status.—A minor pest of pulses, especially harmful to young

plants.

Control.—Not sufficiently serious as a rule to require remedial

measures.

SYLEPTA DEROGATA, Fb.

Phaltdia dcrog(it<u Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 641 ;
Ent. Syst., Ill, ii, 2l8

(1794)-

Sylepta wnltiliiicaUs, Guen., Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 334.

Sylepta dcrogata, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. q6, ff. 108, 109 ; Ent.

Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 2X2; II, 95-110, t. 9; Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 517-

(SEE PLATE XXX V.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The pale-yellowish eggs are laid singly on leaves

and shoots of the foodplant, usually on the lower surface of a leaf.

The full-grown caterpillar is about 25 mm. long, rather flattened,

smooth, with a few short bristly hairs, in colour pale greyish,

greenish or yellowish, semi-transparent, with a dull-yellow head.





EXPLAK'ATION OF PLATE XXXV.

SYLEPTA DEKOGATA.

1. Eggs on cotton-leal.

2. Young larva.

3. Adult larva on rolled cotton-leaf.

4. Details of larva.

5. 6. Pupa.

7, 8. Moth.

(The lines alongside (he fgures show the naciiial sizes.)



PLATE XXXV.
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SYLEPTA DEROGATA.
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It lives in folded leaves and wriggles very actively when disturbed.

Pupa brown or red-brown, in the leaves folded by the larva. Total

life-cycle, egg 2—3 days, larva 13— 18 days, pupa 6-9 days.

Foodplants.—Cotton, Hibiscus spp.

Status.—A minor pest of native Cottons, sometime serious on

exotic varieties (Cambodia, Caravonica).

Control.—The folded leaves are easily seen and the caterpillars

collected or crushed by hand.

Glyphodt

Moths, IV, 356,

GLYPHODES C/ESALIS, Wlk.

cvsalis, Wlk., Cat. XVII, 499 ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind.

Fig. in.—Glyphodcs cicsali. The outline figure shows the natural

(Original.

I

Distributiou.—South Kanara, Goilavari.

Lifchistory.—The caterpillar is pinkish, each segment banded

with numerous black flattened horny warts from which arise single

short bristly hairs ; head and prothoracic shield yellow. Pupation

in a silken cocoon
;
pupa red-brown

;
pupal period about 7 tlays.

Foodplant.—]ak.

Status.—A minor pest, the caterpillar boring into flower buds

and young fruits.

GLYPHODES INDICA, Saund.

Eudioptis indica, Saunders, T.E.S. (1851), 163, t. 12, ff. 5—7.

Glyphodcs indica, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 360 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Pests, p. 165, f. 187; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 213, f. 64;

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 518.
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Fig. iU.—Glyphoth's indica. Tlie outline t^gi

size. (Original.1

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The caterpillar is about 25 mm. long, rather

slender, with the anterior portion flattened, in colour bright green

with a pair of white lines along the back ; it is found as a rule on

the lower surface of the leaf. Pupa dark brown, in a transparent,

coarse, white silken cocoon ; pupal period 8— 10 days.

Foodplants.—Cucurbitaceous plants of all sorts.

Status.—Minor pest of pumpkins, etc.

Control.—Rarely in sufficient numbers to require remedial

measures. If vegetable crops are badly attacked the caterpillars

and pup^ may be hand-picked and the plants sprayed.

LEUCINODES ORBONALIS, Gn. [PLATE XXX, FiGS. S'-QJ

Leticinodcs orbonalis, Guenee, Delt. et Pyr., p. 223 ; Hmpsn., Faun.

Ind. Moths, IV, 370, f. 198 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 16, ff. 188, 189

;

Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 214, f. 65 ; Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 518 519.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The caterpillar is about 15 mm. long, rather stout,

pink or pinkish-brown, with numerous darker smooth warts emit-

ting short bristly hairs. Pupa in a tough dark-coloured cocoon on

the stem or fruit.

Foodplant.—Brinjal (Solaiiuni nuiongcna), Solcmnni xant/wairfuni.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of brinjal, the caterpillar

boring in shoots and fruits.

Cow^-o/.— Collection and destruction of affected fruits and shoots.
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CROCIDOLOMIA BINOTALIS, Zeller.

Crocidolomia binotalis, Zeller, K. Vet.—Ak. Handl., p. 56 (1852)

;

Hmpsn., Faun. Intl. Moths, IV, 372 ; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept.

Ind. I, 215 : Ind. Ins. Life, p. 519.

Fig. i\i.—Crocido1omi binotalis. The outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Caterpillar 12 -15 mm. long, pale green, with a

pair of broad dark-green bands on the back bordered on either side

by prominent whitish streaks, and with a faint whitish line down
the centre of the back ; on the side of each segment is a group of

three black tubercles, arranged in a triangle and each emitting a

long slender hair. The caterpillar lives and feeds under cover

of a w'eb spun on the lower surface of the foodplant. Pupa in a

silken cocoon, sometimes formed on the leaf, sometimes in the soil.

Pupal period about 10 days.

Foodplant.^.—All cruciferous plants, especially mustard and

radish.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of mustard and radish, the

caterpillar webbing the whole plant.

Control.—Hand-picking and spraying.

HELLULA UNDALIS, Fb.

P/ialtrnci undalis. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 392 ; Ent. Syst., Ill, ii.

(1794).
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HcUula undalis, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths IV, 373, f. 200 ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 519; U.S.A. Ent. Bull. No. 19, PP- 51—57. f- 12, I.e.

No. 23,- pp. 53—61, f. 13.

Fig. 314.

—

Hclluhi undalis. Larva, pup;i and moth. The outline figures

show the natural si^es. (After U.S.A. Dcpt. Agrl. Bullet in.)

Distributiuii. —Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The creamy-yellow eggs are laid as a rule on the

under surface of leaves or on the top-shoot of the foodplant, occa-

sionally on the stem, dry leaves, etc. The newly-hatched cater-

pillar at first mines the leaves but later on builds covered passages

of silk and excrement, at first on the leaves and then on the petioles,

until they reach the stem into which they bore and pass the remain-

der of their larval existence. The full-grown caterpillar is about

12—15 mm. long, moderately stout, with a few short hairs scattered

over the body ; in colour it is variable, pinkish-white, greyish-yellow

or yellowish-grey, with purplish-brown stripes, one down the back

and three on each side, of which the lowest is faintest ; head black.

The pale yellowish-brown pupa in a rather compact cocoon of white

silk, spun either amongst leaves, on the ground, or in the larval

burrow. Life-cycle, egg about 4 days, larva about 9 days, pupa 6

days, total about 3 weeks.

Foodplanfs.—Cabbage, radish, mustard.

Status.—Sometimes very destructive to small garden-plots of

cabbages, radish and other cruciferous plants.

Control.—The only practical method seems tO be the destruction

of all plants first attacked to prevent the increase of the insect

later on.

TERASTIA METICULOSALIS, Gn.

Tcrastia mcticulosalis. Guenee, Delt. et Pyr., p. 212 (1854) ; Hmpsn.,

Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 381, f. 206.
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Fig. 3 -.5.—

Tcrastia incti

culosaUs.
(Original.)

Distribution.—Bellary, Madras, Coimbatore.

Probably throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—'Ho\. known in detail. Caterpillar

creamy-white with large iiattened shining brownish

warts from which arise short hairs. Bores into

terminal shoots and unripe seed-pods of Erytliriini.

Foodpliiiit.—Erytliriiia of various species.

Statux.—A minor pest.

Control.—Cutting out caterpillars from terminal

shoots, the attacked portions of which wither and die back.

OMPHISA ANASTOMOSALIS, Gn.

Dotys aii(isto)>ios,ili.s, Guenee, Delt. et Pyr., p. 373.

Ompliisa anastowosalis, Hnipsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 382, f. 20/ :

Swezey, Pr. Hawaii Ent. Soc.

Stn. Bull. 22, pp. 16— iq, figs,

ff. 103—107.

,in,,-,t,.„ins,Tlis. 1, Lar>

The smaller figures she

( -MtPi Fullawav.

h ?() 77 ; FuUaway, Hawaii Expt.

Calif. Monthly Bull., I, 242—253,

Distribution. —Coimba-

tore, Saidapet. Prob-

ably throughout South-

ern India.

L ifch is 1 ry.— Cater-

pillar about 25 mm.
long, moderately stout,

smooth ; in colour

whitish, each segment

rather faintly indicated,

with darker smooth

flattened warts each

emitting a short bristly

hair: head yellowish,

true legs blackish. The
caterpillar bores in

stems, the pupse also

being found in the

larval tunnels.

Fooclp 1,1 n /.-Wild

Ipomcea.

Remarks.—This spe-

cies has not yet been

noted as a pest of culti-

of sweet potato in the
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Hawaiian Islands and in Formosa and will probably be found to

attack this crop in India also.

MARUCA TESTULALIS, Geyer. [PLATE XXXVL]

Pyralis tcstiilalis, Geyer in Hubn. Samml exot. Schmett, FV, 4,

p. 12, ff. 629, 630; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 393-394, f. 211
;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 149, f. 169 ; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind.,

I, 216, f. 66; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 519, f. 342.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifcliistory.—Caterpillar about 15 mm. long, rather slender,

segments with dark rounded warts emitting single short bristly

hairs ; in colour pale brownish-green, head olive-brown. It bores

into the end of pods and devours the ripening seeds one after

another. The larval burrow is marked by a mass of brownish

excrement at the entrance of the gallery. The yellowish-green

pupa in a large oval cocoon. Pupal period about a week.

Foodplants.—DoUclws lab-lab, green gram (Phascoliis muiigo), red

gram.

Status.—A minor pest of pulses.

Control.—Collection and destruction of affected pods.

PACHYZANCLA /EGROTALIS, Zell.

Botys cegrotalis, Zeller, K. Vet.-AK. Handl., p. 38 (1852).

Pachyzancla crgrotalis, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV,

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 519-520.

40s

;

I;

'

Fig. i\7.—Pachyzancla mgrotatis. The outline figure shows the natural

size. (Oris,'inal.i

Distribution.—Coimbatore ; Malabar ; S. Kanara.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVl,

MARUCA TESTULALIS.

1. Pod of green gram attacked by larva, showing

e.vtruded excrement which mark affected pods.

2. Larva, magnified.

3. Pupa in cocoon within pod.

4. Pupa, magnified.

5. Moth, natural size, in resting attiiude.

6. Moth, magnified.

(The lines alongside ihc figures show ilie natural sizes.)



PLATE XXXVI.

MARUCA TESTULALIS.







PLATE XXXVIl.

ANTIGASTRA CATALAUNALIS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVH.

ANTIGASTRA CATALAUNALIS.

Fig. I, 2. Eggs, magnified.

3. Eggs as laid on leaf.

4. Newly-hatched larvje feeding on green tissue of leaf.

5. Gingelly shoot rolled by the larva.

6. „ „ „ showing larva hanging by

thread.

7. Larva, magnified.

8. Cocoon with enclosed pupa, magnified.

9. Pupa, magnified.

10. Moth, natural size, in resting attitude.

11. Moth, magnified.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Li/c'liistory.— CaterpiUaT about 25 mm. long, cylindrical, smooth,

peagreen in colour with numerous irregularly-oval black smooth

flattened warts tending to form bands around each segment. Webs
together leaves of the foodplant, feeding gregariously and eating

the leaves covered by the web. Pupation in a cocoon covered with

particles of leaf and excrement, in the web
; pupa slender, reddish-

brown ; pupal period about 10 clays.

Foodplants.—Brinjal and wild solanaceous plants.

Status.—A minor pest of brinjal.

Control.—The webs are conspicuous and the caterpillars may
easily be destroyed by hand-picking.

ANTIGASTRA CATALAUNALIS, Dup. [PLATE XXXVII.

J

Botys catalaiiualis, Dup., Lep. France, VIII, 330, t. 232, f. 8.

Antigastra catalaiiualis, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, IV, 412, f. 224 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. l6l ; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 218;

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 520, t. 51.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid singly on leaves. Full-grown cater-

pillar about 15 mm. long, smooth with a few scattered short hairs,

in colour green with a few small blackish warts, head dark-brown.

The newly-hatched caterpillar eats blotches in the leaves of the

foodplant, later on in life it webs together the top-shoots and bores

into the shoots and pods. Pupa whitish, with black eye-spot and
greenish abdomen, in net-like cocoon of white silk. Pupal period

about a week.

Foodplants.—Gingelly (Scsawuiii iudicum).

5/CZ///S.— Occasionally a serious pest of gingelly.

Control.— (l) Hand-picking of affected top-shoots which are

conspicuous, as they wither and turn blackish (see figs. I and 2 on
Plate XXXVII.

(2) The moths come fairly freely to light and light-traps may
be tried in badly-affected fields.

NOORDA BLITEALIS, Wlk.

Noorda blitcalis. Wlk., Cat. XIX, 979 (1859) ; Hmpsn., Faun. Ind.

Moths, IV, 414-415, f. 227 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 520.

Fig. i\?,.—Noorda blitealis. (Original.)

Distribution.—Througho\\\. the Plains of Southern India.
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Lifcliistory.—The white eggs are laid singly on leaves of the

foodplant. The caterpillar is about 1 5 mm. long, rather slender,

in colour pale green, marked with darker at either extremity, and
with a few small flattened warts on each segment. The red-brown

pupa in an oval cocoon, usually spun in the soil at the base of

stem of foodplant. The caterpillar folds or joins the leaves and

feeds on the green matter.

Foodplant.—Horse-ratlish tree (Moriugd ptcrygospcrma).

Status.—A minor pest as a rule, occasionally serious.

Control.—

?

PYRAUSTA MACH/ERALIS, Wlk.

Pyraiista wachcrralis. Walker, Cat. XIX, IO13; Hmpsn., Faun.

Ind. Moths, IV, 432^433 ; Hole, B.J., XV, 679-697, tabs.

Fig. 319.

—

Pyraiista inachcuraJis, larva and moth. The outline figures

show the natural sizes. (From Indian Museum Notes.)

Distribution.—Nilambur. Probably throughout Plains.

Lifehistory.—The small, round, greenish eggs are laid singly on

the backs of young Teak leaves, close to a rib or veinlet. The

mature larva is about 24 mm. long, elongate, moderately stout, pale-

green in colour with yellow sub-dorsal lines sometimes tinted with

reddish-purple and a double series of yellow purple-dotted spots on

each abdominal segment along either side of the mid-dorsal line.

The larva feeds on the green matter of the leaf, leaving the bare

skeleton, and the presence of such skeletonized leaves is highly

characteristic of this insect. When full-fed, the larva pupates in a

slight cocoon, usually formed inside a shrivelled and rolled leaf-

The total life-cycle is about 30 days. (Hole.)

Foodplants.—Teak (Tcctona grandis).
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Status.—May be a serious pest of Teak Forests. At Nilambur

the larvae have been noted to be kept in check by Mynahs.

Remarks.—Hole ll.c.J (luotes damastesalis, Wlk., as a synonym
of this insect, but Hampson (B.J., XV, 22l) had already pointed

out that damastesalis, Wlk., is a Pioiica and the same species as

leucaiialis, Swinh. I presume that the Teak defoliator is macliivralis,

Wlk., and have therefore retained the name in the absence of

specimens from Nilambur.

PTEROPHORID^.

SPHENARCHES CAFFER, Z.

Oxyptilus caffer, Zeller, Linn. Ent., VI, 348.

Sphenarches cajjer, Wlsm., I.M.N., II, 20 figs. ; Lefroy, Ent.

Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 220 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 528, f. 343 ; Fletcher,

Zevl., VI, 21, t. E., f. 8, 10, t. F., f. i (1909).

Mem.
Spol.

'K/f^^

Fig. 320.

—

Splienarclics caffer. larva, pupa and moth. The outline figures

show the natural sizes. I Original. I

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India, in the Plains and
Hills.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid singly on buds and leaves. The full-

grown caterpillar is about 7 mm. long, rather stout, segments well

marked, all legs long and slender, all segments with a few large

warts emitting long hairs of which two on each side have palmate

tips and the whole body also closely studded with short white club-

bed hairs ; in colour variable, paler or darker green or greenish-

yellow, with a narrow darker line along the back and a series of

reddish spots forming a stripe along the sides. Pupa pale pink

and greenish, covered with complex spines; attached by the tail to

the undersurface of the mid-rib of a leaf or to a stem
; pupal period

about 5—7 days.
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Foodplants.—Bottle-Gourd (Lagoiaria vulgaris), Dolichos lab-lab,

and various other plants.

Status. ~A minor pest of Bottle-Gourd and Lab-lab.

Control.—Spraying in smill areas. Remedial measures are

rarely necessary.

PLATYPTILIA PUSILLIDACTYLA, Wlk.

Oxyptilus piisillidactylus, Wlk., Cat. XXX, 933 (1864).

Platyptilia piisillidactyla, Fletcher, Spol. Zeyl.. VI, 13, t. A, f. 2, t.

E, ff. 5. 6.

Fig. i2\.~Platyptilia pusillidcictyhi. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India to about 5,000 feet.

Lifehistory.—The very pale greenish-yellow eggs are laid singly

on terminal shoots of the flower-bud, into which the caterpillar

bores and lives. The caterpillar is about 5 mm. long, stout, pale

yellow and without hairs. The pale-yellow pupa is found in a

regular cocoon formed of bits of vegetable matter spun together

with silk and placed in a cavity gnawed into the side of the fruit-

receptacle.

Foodplant.—Lantana.

Status.—Beneficial in Districts invaded by Lantana. Where
attacked by this caterpillar bunches of fruit contain only a few

shrivelled fruits instead of a dozen or more plump ones. This

little moth is therefore a factor of some importance in checking

the spread of Lantana through the dispersal of the seeds by

Birds.

EXELASTIS ATOMOSA, Wlsm.

Aciptilia atomosa, Wlsm., P.Z.S. (1885), 885.

Exelastis atomosa, Meyr., B.J., XVII, 730 ; Lefroy, Ent. Mem.
Dept. Agri., Ind.. I, 210, ff. 67, 68 ; Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 527-528, t. 53.

(See Plate XXXVIII.)

Z)/5/r/7';///fl«.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVIL

EXELASTIS A'JOMOSA.

KiG. I. Eggs as laid on pod of red gram.

,, 2. Eggs, magnified.

„ 3. Larva, magnified.

„ 4. Details of larva.

„ 5. Pupa on portion of pod of red gram, magnified.

I, 6, 7. Moths, magnified.

(The lines alongside the lis;ures show ihe natural siies.)



PLATE XXXVUl

EXELASTIS ATOMOSA.
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Lifehistory.—The pale-green eggs are laid singly on young

pods and leaves of the foodplant, the caterpillar boring into

the pod and devouring the seed. The caterpillar is about 10 mm.
long, moderately stout, densely clothed with short hairs and with

long spines emittefl from raised warts ; in colour it is green, usually

with a pink or brown stripe down the back. Pupa thickly clothed

with spinous hairs, attached by the tail, greenish or pinkish.

Foodplaiits.—Red Gram (Cajaiius iiniicus), Dolichos lab-lab.

Status.—An important pest of Red Gram and Lab-lab.

Control.—

?

PTEROPHORUS LIENIGIANUS, Z.

Ptcrophonis Uenigianus, Zeller, Linn. Ent., VI, 380 ; Meyr., T.E.S.

(1907), 407; Fletcher, Spol. Zeylan., VI, 34-35 (1909).

Pterophonis serindibanus.—Moore, Lep. Ceylon, III, 527, t. 209, f. 14.

P'IG. ill.—Ptcrophdnis liciiigiciiiiis. The t^mall figure shews the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Go&dvan. Coimbatore. Probably throughout

Southern India.

Lifehistory.— Caterpillar about 8—10 mm. long, moderately stout,

hairy, very pale yellowish, head brown.

Foodplants.—Brinjal (Solaniini wcloiigcna). [In Europe on Artemisia

vulgaris. Doubtless polyphagous.]

Status.—Scarcely a pest. Caterpillars found eating leaves of

Brinjal on two occasions.

Remarks.—The moths seem to run much smaller than European
specimens but otherwise do not seem to differ.
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ZEUZERID^.

ZEUZERA COFFEE, Nietn.

(The Reel Borer of Cfljfcc.)

Zeuzera cofiece, Nietner, Edin. New. Phil. Joiirn., XV, 36 (1862)

Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 312; Lcfroy, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept.,

Ind., I, 156, f. 41 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 496.

Fig. Hi— Zeuzera coffece \ larva inside stem, pupa projecting from

larval gallery after emergence of moth, pupa removed from

cocoon, and moth. (After Indian Museum Notes.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Hills of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Caterpillar about 50 mm. long, stout, smooth, in

colour red-brown ; it bores into stems and branches of Coffee, Tea,

etc. Pupa red-brown, provided with bands of hooked spines ; in

larval burrow.

Foodplaiits.-Coftee, Tea, Sandal (Stuitaluiii ti/hiiDiJ, etc.

Sleitiis.—Often does a considerable amount of damage in plant-

ing Districts but not looked on as a very serious pest as a rule.

Control.—The entrance of the larval burrow is usually marked

by the extrusion of excrement and wood-dust. The caterpillar

may be cut out, or the burrow syringed with a mixture of Chloroform

2 parts. Creosote l part.

AZYGOPHLEPS SCALARIS, Fab.

Hepialiis scalaris, Fab., Mant. Ins., II, 135.

Cossus scalaris. Fab., Ent. Syst., Ill, pt. 2, p. 5 {1794).

Azygophleps scalaris, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, 1,310, f. 211

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 496,
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Fig. iZ4.~AzyiiupliIcp.

Distribution.—Thmughoui the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The pale-yellowish eggs are laid in a mass which

may contain upwards of 2,000 eggs and which is placed between

two leaflets of Agathi which have folded together for the night;

the egg-mass is cemented together and to the leaves by a sticky

secretion which rapidly hardens. The young caterpillars hatch

out, usually in the morning, after about six days and lower them-

selves by slender silken threads by which they swing freely in the

air and are dispersed by the wind on to neighbouring plants, which

they attack at the growing-point, tunnelling down into the main

stem where the rest of their larval life is passed. The newly hatched

caterpillar is about l\ mm. long, with a black head and greyish

body studded with pinkish warts. The full-grown caterpillar

is about 60—75 mm. long, slender, with slight transverse humps
on the back of the body-segments, in colour opaque white,

the head and the large prothoracic plate retl-brown. The cater-

pillar bores tlown the centre of the stem, its tunnel being filled

with frass which is occasionally ejected through holes bitten in the

side-walls of the stem. On attaining full growth, the caterpillar

bites an exit hole almost through the outer portion of the stem and,

after spinning some silken partitions across its gallery, transforms

into an elongate lilunt red-brown pupa provided with bands of

hooked spines almost encircling the segments. The total life-cycle

is :—Egg six days, larva 50—80 days, pupa 14— 15 days.

Foodplants.—Agathi (Scshania grandiflora), chithagathi (S.

cvgyptiacaj, Daincha (S. arulcata).

Status.—A serious pest of agathi ; an especially bad pest of

young plants.

Control— (l) In the case of agathi plants of 6 feet or more in

height, the larval burrow may be slit up and the caterpillar killed.

(2) Syringing a mixture of chloroform 2 parts, creosote i part,

into the larval burrow, which is marked by the mass of extruded

excrement.
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PSYCHID.^.

CLANIA CRAMERI, Westwd.

Oiketiais crameri, Westwd., P.Z.S. (1854), 236, t. 37, f. 4.

Eumeta craineri, I. M.N., IV, 17-18, t. 3, f. 2.

Clania crameri, Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 291 ; Dungeon, B.J.

XII, 643; Anstead, Planters Chron., VIII, 170 ; Watt and Mann.

Pests of Tea, pp. 188189, t. 7. f- 4-

^> '^

Fig. Hi.—Clania craineri, larva case and male moth. (Original.)
•

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known in detail. The caterpillar lives in a

case composed of silk overlaid with small twigs, grass-stems, etc.,

laid longitudinally to form a faggot-shaped bundle. Pupation

inside the larval case. The male moth is winged, the female a

wingless grub, little more than a bag of eggs, which never leaves

the case. The caterpillar feeds on both leaves and bark of

tea-bushes.

Foodplants.—Polyphagous. Babul (Acacia arabica), Tea, etc.

Status.— "^^oi a pest in the Plains but sometimes does a good deal

of damage to Tea.

Control.—The larval cases are fairly easily seen and may be

handpicked and burnt.

Remarks.—I have not seen specimens of C. craineri from the tea

Districts and the name is given on the authority of Mr. Anstead

who informs me that it does a good deal of damage to tea some-

times. It is possible that Clania varicgata is really referred to

(See Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 291, f. 200; Bell, B.J., XVII,

837—840, fig.). The habits and general appearance of both insects

are almost identical.

ZYGMHIDM.
HETERUSIA VIRESCENS, Butl.

Heterusia vircsccns, Butler, 111. Het. v. 21, t. 83, f. 3 ; Hmpsn., Faun,

Ind. Moths. I, 262.
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Distrihiitioii.— Nilgiris,

Wynaad.
Lifehistory.—Not known.

Probably very similar to

that of H. ciugahi.

Foodplauts.—Tea.

Status.—An occasional

local pest of tea, the cater-

pillars sometimes stripping

the bushes.

Control.—Collection of the caterpillars by hand and of the

moths by hand-nets. The moths fly by day.

Remarks.—(l) Apparently only once reported as doing damage
in Southern India. The outbreaks in the case of the allied H. ciugala

in Ceylon are usually sporadic and severe in circumscribed areas

but parasites soon increase in numbers and hold the moth in check.

(2) I am indebted to Dr. Coleman for the loan of the specimen

from which the figure has been drawn.

Fig. 326.

—

Hctcrttsia vi

(Original.)

EUCOSMID^.

ARGYROPLOCE ILLEPIDA, Butl.

Tcras illcpida. Butler, T.E.S. 1882., 42.

Cryptophlcbiacarpul>haga, Wlsm, I.M.N., IV, 106, t. 7, f. I. ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 531, t. 28, ff. 11-12.

Cryptophlcbia illcpiiia, Walsm., Faun. Hawaii, I, 681, t. 10, ff. 23—25.

Arqyroflocc illcpida. Meyr., Rec. Ind. Mus., V, 2l8.

o^ms^f^

\G. ill.—Argyroplocc illcpidn 1 I 11

ing from pod of Cassia fistnl i > 4 M
(Figs. 1 and 2 tmni Indni

29

it\ pupa cases pioject-

th nituril si7e and m ignihed

Museum Notes I
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Distribution.—Probably throughout Southern India.

Z,//"<;'A/'5/o/-v.—Caterpillar darker or lighter grey with a yellowish

tinge on the back, down which runs an interrupted dark line, and

there are also broken dark lines along the sides. Pupation in a

cocoon.

Food.—Seeds of Cassia fistula and C. occidcu talis, Litchi (Nct^hcliuw

litchi). Tamarind (Taiiiariiidus iiidicn), and probably of other trees.

Status.—Scarcely a pest.

EUCELIS CRITICA, Meyr.

Eucclis critica, Meyr., B.J., XVI., 587 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p.

143 ; Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 221. ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 530, t. 55.

(See Plate XXXIX.)

Z)/.s/r/7'H//(w.— Probably throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifiiiistory.--The eggs are laid singly, usually on the leaves at

the upper part of plants. The caterpillar is about 9 mm. long,

moderately stout, smooth except for a few short scattered hairs, in

colour yellowish, with a brown head. It rolls and webs together

the upper leaves of the food-plant, pupating in a scanty covering

of white silk between the folds of a leaf. Pupa reddish-brown, in

spun-up shoots of Cajanus indicus; pupal period about a week.

Foodplauts.—Red Gram fCaJaiius indicus).

Status.—A minor pest.

laspeyresia KOENIGANA, Fb.

Pyralis kocnigana, Fab., Ent. Syst. Ill, ii, 279 (1794).

Nov. Syiiou.

Hemcrosia auraiitiana, Pryer, Cist. Ent., II, 235, t. 4, f. 12.

Laspeyresia auraiitiaiia, Meyr., P. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., XXXVI,
292-293 (1911)-

Fig. 328.

—

Laspeyresia knetiigaiia. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Oiis,'iiial.)

Distribution.—Coimbixtore. Probably throughout Southern Indii





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIX.

EUCELIS CRTTICA.

Fig. I. Egg, magnified.

., 2. Larva, magnified.

,, T,. Details of larva.

,, 4. Shoot of red gram showing rolled leaves and empty pupa-case

projecting after the emergence of the moth.

., 5, 6. .Moths, magnified.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes,)



PLATE XXXIX.

EUCELIS CRITICA.







PLATE XL.

LASPEYRESIA TRICENTRA.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XL.

LASPEYRE3IA TRICENTRA.

Fig. I, 2. Larvae, magnified.

„ 3. Affected plant, sho.ving pupi-case projecting from stem after

emergence of moth.

,, 4, 5. Papx, ve itral and dorsal views, magnified.

„ 6, 7. Motljs, magnified.

(The lines alongside the dgnres show the natural sizes.)
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Lifcliistoi y antl Foodplaiits.— Not known. I have seen the moths

flying around pomegranate ami giiava, one of which is perhaps

the food-plant.

Status.—Not known as a pest.

Remarks.— (l) A common little moth which may be found to

feed on cultivated crops.

(2) Fabricius description, which seems to have been over-

looked hitherto,

be restored.

clearly refers to this species and his

LASPEYRESIA TRICENTRA, Meyr.

Laspcyirsia tricciitra. Meyr.. B.J., XVII, 734 (1907)

721-722; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Inil., 1, 222;

P- .S3I-

UiouU

P.Z.S. (IQ08),

Ind. Ins. Life,

(See Plate XL.)

£)/.s-/r/7'///w//. -Throughout Southern India.

Lifclii.story.—Not known in detail. The caterpillar is about 6

mm. long, smooth, in colour dull whitish with ilark-brown head

and prothoracic shield, turning pinkish-red when full-fed. It

tunnels in the stems of Crotalaria, causing a characteristic gall-like

swelling, in which it pupates.

Foodplants.—Sanxx }r{em\) (Crotalaria jiDura) and probably other

varieties of Crotalaria.

Status.—A minor pest, only noted as doing any damage in the

Northern Circars.

LASPEYRESIA TORODELTA, Meyr.

Las{y(yrcsia torodiita.—Meyr.. B.J., XXII, 772 (1914).

Z)/5//'/7';(^/V)//— Coimbatore,

Malabar.

Lifr/iistory.^The cater-

pillar is upwards of 10 mm.
long, slender, with short hairs

scattered over the body, in

colour pale green with a

redtlish head. It borts into

the growing tips of the stem

of the foodplant, devouring

the tissues of the stem so that

this droop sand dies. Pupa-

tion in the larval burrow

;

Pupal period about ten days.

Foodplaitt.—Ldh-Uh (Do-

lic/ws lah-Iab).

Fic. i29.-Laspeyresa torodelta. The Statii.^.-A minor pest,
outline figure shows the natural size. , , ,

(Original) "°'"S "''°^^ damage to young

29-.\
plants.
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TORTRICID.'E.

HOMONA COFFEARIA, Nietn.

Tortrix coffcnria, Nietn., Obs. Enemies Coffee-tree. pp. 4. 24

(1861).

Homona fasciculana, Wlk., Cat. XXVIH, 424 (1863).

Capua coffcnria, I.M.N., V, 187-188; Green, Perad. Circ. II, No. 3,

tab. II, No. 17, pp. 237 238.

x3 ^^

Fig. 330.

—

Honioiuj cutfcaria. 1, Eggmass, natural size, on tea leaf; 2,3,

Larva, natural size and magnified ; 4, 5, Pupa, natural size and magnified ;

6, Male moth in resting attitude ; 7, 8, Male moth, magnified and natural

size; 9, Female moth in resting attitude; 10, 11, Female moth, magnified

and natural size. (Figs. 1—6 and 9 after Green).





ARBELA TERAONIS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLL

ARBELA TETRAONIS.

I, 2. Larva.

3. Details of larva.

4. Pupa.

5. 6. Details of pupa.

7. Moth.

8. Larval gallery, composed of silk and on frass, branch of tree.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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Distiibiition.—Tea districts.

Lifc/ii^tory.—The pale-yellow eggs are laid in compact masses

on the upper-side of mature leaves. The young caterpillars are at

first more or less gregarious but separate after the first moult.

When full-grown the caterpillar is about 20 mm. long, pale green

in colour with a shining black head and prothoracic plate. It spins

together two or more leaves to form a shelter, often enclosing a

young shoot, nibbling the leaves and buds here and there and

destroying far more than it eats. The reddish-brown pupa is found

in the larval shelter.

Foodplants.—Tea, Coft'ee. Acacias, Albizzias, Eucalyptus, etc.

(Green).

Status.—The " Flush Worm " does considerable tiamage in all

Tea districts of Southern India.

Control.—(l) Collection and destruction of egg-masses.

(2) Collection and destruction of all twisted leaves containing

caterpillars and pupas.

(3) The female moths have been found to be attracted by

suspending withered Grevillea branches between the rows of tea-

bushes. The branches are slung from sticks about 40 feet apart so

that the bottom of the branch is level with the tops of the tea-

bushes. The dry branches are visited daily and shaken into a sack

which is then banged on the ground to kill the moths.

Remarks.—H. coficaria has not been definitely recorded from

Southern India and is included here on the authority of Mr. Anstead.

Particulars of lifehistory, foodplants and control are based on

work in Ceylon.

ARBELID.E.

' ARBELA " TETRAONIS, iMoore.

Arbcla tctraonis, Moore, P.Z.S. (1879), 411, t. 34, f. 3; Hmpsn.,

Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 315 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 493, t. 45 ; V. S.

Iyer, Ind. Forest Bull, No. 11, pp. 3— 7, t. 1-2.

(SEE PLATE XLI).

Distribution.—Nellore, North and South Arcot. Probably

throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The eggs are probably laid singly in crevices of

l)ark. The larva on hatching bores a gallery into the stem or a

branch and from this it emerges to feed on the bark under cover of

a long gallery of silk overlaid with small fragments of wood. Pupa

red-brown provided with rings of hooks on the segments, in the

larval gallery in the stem. The life-cycle is probably :—eggs laid

June-July, larvje feed July-April, pupje May-June, moths June-July.
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Foodplaiits.—Casuarina, Rain-Tree (Pithccolobiiini saniaii), and

various soft-wooded trees.

Status.—Has been noted as doing serious damage to CiisiiariiKi.

especially in dry seasons.

Control.—The larval galleries and freshly-eaten bark around

tlieni are evidence of the presence of the caterpillar which is

readily destroyed by syringing into its burrow a mi.xture of 2 parts

chloroform and one part creosote.

Note.—The generic name Arbela, being pre-occuped in Rhyn-

chota, is not available for this genus of Lepidoptera. It seems,

however, unnecessary to introduce a new term here.

GELECHIAD/E.

GELECHIA GOSSYPIELLA, Saunders.

(Pink BoUwonn.)

Dcprcssaria gossyt>iclhu Saund., T.E.S., 111, 285 (1842).

Gchrhia gossypiclla. Meyn, B.J., XVI, 592 ; Wlsm., Faun. Hawaii.

I. 731—733 ; Durrant, Bull. Ent. Res., Ill, 203-—206. fig. ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Pests, p. 93, ff. 104—106 ; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept. Ind., I, 223,

f. 69 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 534, f. 344.

(SEE Plate XLII.)

Disti-ibutioii.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifeliistory.—The eggs are laid singly on Cotton-bolls, into which

the caterpillar bores, feeding on the oily seeds. The young cater-

pillar is whitish, but when older it assumes a pink tinge until, when

full-grown, it is almost of a salmon-red colour. It is then about 15

mm. long, motlerately stout, smooth except for a few short scattered

bristly hairs, with a brown head and prothoracic shield. Pui)a

brownish, in a slight cocoon formed on the stem of the foodplant,

in or on the soil, or in the expanded boll itself.

Foodplaiits.—Cotton.

Status.—A serious pest of cotton, sometimes doing great damage,

especially to exotic varieties.

Control. -(1) Picking and destruction of first-attacked bolls.

(2) Careful removal from the field of all open but damaged

bolls. Leaving these on the bushes, as not worth plucking, invites

attack of this and other cotton pests.

GNORIMOSCHEMA HELIOPA, Lower.

Gchrhia luiiopa. Low., P. Linn. Soc, N.S.W. (1900), 417.

Gnoriwoschcma licliopa, Meyr., B.J., XVI, 592 (1905) ; P. Linn. Soc,

N.S.W. (1904), 320-321 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 156 ; Ent. Mem.

Agri. Dept. Ind., I, 224 ; Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 534-535 ; A.J., I., Ill, pt. I,

tab.
(SEE PLATE XLIII.)





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLII.

GELECHIA GOSSYPIELLA.

Fig. I. Eggs, enlarged.

2. Young larva.

3. Adult larva.

4. Pupa.

5. Infested cotton-boll.

6. Larva inside cotton-seed.

7. 8. Moth.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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GELECHIA GOSSYPIELLA.







EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIIL

GNORIMOSCHEMA HELIOPA.

Fig. I, 2. Eggs.

,, 3, 4. Affected tobacco-stems, showing characteristic swelling and

mode of entry of larva.

„ 5. Larva.

„ 6. Pupa.

„ 7, 9. Moth.

„ 8. Side-view of head of moth.

(The lines alongside the figures show ihe natural sizes.)
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GNORIMOSCHEMA HELIOPA.







PLATE XLIV.

fP G ;"^

PHTHORlMyCA OPERCULELLA.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIV.

PHTHORIM.«A OPERCULELLA.

1. Potato plant, showing injury to growing plant caused by larvse.

2. Moth resting on leaf.

3. Potato tuber showing evidence of larval attack in the masses of

excrement at the eyes. There is also a cocoon on the tuber.

4. Tuber cut open showing damage done by larva.

5. Tuber cut open showing larval track and pupa.

6. Young larva, magnified.

7. Male moth, magnified.

8. 9. Female moths, magnified.

10. Pupa, magnified.

11. Full grown larva, magnified.

12. Eggs deposited at the eyes of a potato tuber, magnified.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sires.)
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Distribution.—Godiiviiri, Bellary, Anantapur, Coimbatore. Prob-

ably throughout the Phiins of Southern IncUa.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid singly on the stalk or rib of a leaf,

the newly hatched caterpillar boring down through the stalk into

the stem in which it passes the rest of its immature life, causing a

characteristic swelling of the stem. The full-grown caterpillar is

about 10 mm. long, whitish or pale pink, with a darker head.

When full-fed it changes to a yellowish brown pupa inside the

gall-like swelling.

Foodplaiit.—Toba ceo.

Status.—Usually rather a minor pest of tobacco in Southern

India, occasionally doing serious damage.

Control.—(l) Killing the caterpillar by slitting the gall with a

sharp knife.

(2) Removal and destruction of all old stumps of tobacco-

plants as soon as the crop is harvested.

Remarks.—The hindwing of the moth should be more pointed

than is indicated on the Plate.

PHTHORLM.-EA OPERCULELLA, Z.

Gclcchia opcrcnlcUa. Zeller, Verb., Z-B. Ges. Wien, XXIIl, 262-263,

t. 3. f. 17 (1873).

Bryotroplhi soldiiclla.—Boisd., J.B., Soc. Centr. Hort., XI (1874).

Phthorimaea opcrcuMlii.--Meyr., E.M.M. (1902), 103-104 ; Busck,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. XXV, 821 822, t. 30, f. 19; Wlsm., Faun., Hawaii,

1, 483—485, t. 13, f. 27 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 535, t. 57 ; A.J., I., V,

19 -28, t. I (Jan. 1910); Chittenden, U.S.A. Entom. Circ. No. 162

(1912).

(SEE PLATE XLIV.)

Distribution.—Bangalore, Nilgiris up to 7,000 feet.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid on stored potatoes into which the

caterpillars tunnel. Caterpillar about 10 mm. long, smooth, with

a few scattered short hairs, in colour white with dark-brown head

antl prothoracic shield. Pupa pale brown, in a cocoon on the out-

side of a potato-tuber or in any convenient situation giving a little

shelter.

Food.—Stored potatoes.

Status.—A serious pest of stored potatoes.

Control.—Storage of potatoes under dry sand, examining about

twice a month and rejecting and tlestroying all affected tubers.

Remarks.—Outside of India the caterpillar is known to mine in

the leaves of potato and tobacco in the field, as shown in the Plate

and is sometimes a serious pest of tobacco. But so far, it has only

been noted as damaging stored potatoes in Southern India.
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SITOTROGA CEREALKLLA, Oliv.

n-,?/r//,/.—Olivier, Enr. Mcth., IV (Ins. 1.), 121 (1789).

) Silolrogii (•('/-(•<(/('//(/.—Meyr., B.J.,

XVI, 591 (1905); Busck, Proc. U.S.

M. Nat. Mus.. XXV, 782, t. 28, f. 3.

Distribution. Throughout South"

crn Inilia.

Lifchistory. Eggs are laid on

grain into which the caterpillar

bores. This is a short, stout, whitish

grub with poorly-developetl legs

;

when full-fetl, it is about 4 mm.
y. Pupation inside the grain.

-Fyw/.—Stored grain (Paddy,

Maize, etc.)

Status.—Not noticed much as a

rule but a serious pest of stored

grain and in the aggregate must

do a great deal of damage.

Control.—Fumigation and pre-

servation ot

receptacles.

grain in insect-proot

DICHOMERIS lANTHES, Meyr.

Hypsoloplms i,i>it/u's.—Ueyr., T-E.S. (1887), 273-274.

Ypsolophus iiuitlics.—Meyr., Rec. Ind. Mus., V, 223 ; T. Linn. Soc.

(2) XIV, 275.

Ypsolophus U(iiroplhinfs.—Ueyr.. B.J., XVII, 981 (1907); Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 533-534.

Dichomrris i.nitlics.—Meyr.. B.J. XXII., 172 (1913)-

KlG. 332.

—

Dicliuiiicris unit lies, moth and profile viou

outline tiKiiii' shows the natural siirc. (Original.)
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/^/.s/r/Vw/ziw.- Probably throughout thu Phiiiis of Southern India

Lifcliislory.— " Larva green, smooth and nearly hairless, with

small lateral black spots, and black head "and prothoracic shield.

It webs together two top leaves and lives within, eating holes in the

neighbouring leaves." (Lefroy.)

Foodphnits.—Leguminosae of various kinds, especially lucerne,

indigo.

Stiiliis.—Has been noted as an occasional pest of indigo, but

not hitherto in Southern India.

APRO.^REMA NERTERIA, Meyr.

(SURUL PUCHI.)
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Aiuuampsis iicrtcria.—MeyT., B.J., XVII, 139 (1906) ; Lefroy, Ent.

Mem. Agri. Dept-, Ind., I, 226 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 534.

Distribution.—Throughowt the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The egg is laid on leaves 01 shoots of groundnut,

the caterpillar on emerging mining into the leaves, the mine show-

ing as a yellowish or brownish blotch on the leaf. After about a

week, the caterpillar emerges from the mine and webs together

small leaflets, still continuing to feed on the green leaf-tissues.

When full-fed it is about 6 mm. long, moderately stout, smooth,

with a few scattered short bristly hairs arising from minute blackish

chitinous warts, in colour pale greenish, head and prothoracic

shield blackish. Pupa yellowish or reddish-brown, in the chamber

formed of spun leaflets. Life-cycle, egg three days, caterpillar

12-14 days, pupa four days.

Foodphvits.—Ground-nut, Rerl Gram /Cnjiviiis i)idicus), Psoralen

corylifoUa.

Status.—A serious pest of ground-nut.

0)«/r^)/.--Light-traps have some considerable attraction for the

moths, but no really effective method has yet been worked out.

COSMOPTERYGID/E.

PYKODERCES CORIACELLA, Snell.

Hatrmlk-dr,!

Fig. 334.

—

Pyroderces coriacella.

moth and profile view of head.

The small outline figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

arc/la.—

Snellen, Tijd. v. Ent., XLIV,

95, t. 6, f. 17 (1901).

Stagmatophora gvssy-

y/W/rt.—Wlsm., A.M.N.H. (7)

XVIII, 178 179 (1906); Mor.

statt, Pflanzer, VIII, 253 (1912).

Pyrodcrces simplex.-
Wlsm. ; Durrant, Bull. Ent.

Res., Ill, 206-207, f. 2 (1912)

(part.].

Stagmatophora coriacella,

Meyr, T.E.S. (1910), 372.

Di s t r i hu t /(;«.—South

Arcot. Probably throughout

the Plains of Southern

India.
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Lifc/iistory.—Not known. Bred from ripe cotton-bolls, cater-

pillar probably feeding on the seeds.

Foodphiiits. - Cotton.

Status.—Doubtful. Will probably prove to be injurious to stored

cotton-seed.

Remarks.- Sowxh Indian specimens have kindly been identified

by Mr. Meyrick. It is possible that P. simplex, Wlsm. (T.E.S. (1891),

119 120, t. 6, f. 58) is a prior name as stated b\r Durrant (I.e.) but, as

this synonymy is tloubtful, Snellen's name is retained for the

present.

CECOPHORID^.

TONICA ZIZYPHI, Stn.

Dcprcssaria zizyphi. Stainton, T.E.S. (N.S.), V, II5-116 (1859).

Ucprcssarid diigiistd. Wlsm., Moore's Lep. Ceylon, III, 508,

t. 209, f. 5.

Toiiiai aisyplii. Meyr., B.J., XX, 167 (1910).

^^^T^^^^^^m

^^

Fig. 335.— Ton leu zizyplii. The small outline figure shows the natural size.

I Original. 1

Distribution.—Coimbatore ; Palni Hills. Probably throughout

Southern India.

Lifcliistory. -The caterpillar is about 8 mm. long, slender, yellow-

ish-green with a black head. It folds orange leaves longitudinally,

feeding on young leaves and the green matter of older ones. Pupa

6 mm. long, reddish-brown, in a cocoon of transparent white silk

spun in the folded leaf
; pupal period about four to five days.

Fooilphints.— Citrus of various species (Orange, Lemon, etc.).

Status.—A very minor pest, occasionally injurious by eating off

the tender shoots of young plants.

Control—Hand-picking of caterpillars in the folded leaves.
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XYLORYCTID/E.

NEPHANTIS SERINOPA, Meyr.

Ncphantis scriiiofxu Meyr., B.J., XVI, 603 (1905); Let'roy, Ind. Ins.

Life, p. 535-536.

Fig. 336.

—

Ncphantis scrinopa. Portion of Palm-leaf eaten by larva, and
moth (natural size and magnified). (Original.)

/)/iV;'/7w//w/.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.- -The eggs, which turn pinkish after deposition, are

laid in small batches of a dozen or twenty together amongst the

frass and debris of larval galleries on palm leaves. The caterpillar

constracts a gallery of silk and excrementitious matter over the

lower surface of palm leaves, eating away the green matter and
reducing the leaf to a thin membrane so that it dries up and dies.

In cases of bad infestation, practically the whole leaf may be eaten

away, only the ribs remaining. The caterpillar is about 25 mm.
long, in colour greenish with faint paler lines along the body and a

black head. Pupa slender, dark red-brown, in a cocoon spun in the

larval gallery.

Foodplants.—Coconut and Palmyra palms. Possibly on other

palms also. Not yet noted on Date or Arecanut palms.
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Stiitiis.—A serious pest of theCoeonut palm, not ilainaging Pal-

myras much as a rule.

Control.—(l) Cutting and burning of first attacked branches.

(2) Catching of moths in light-traps.

(3) Spraying with lead arsenate or other stomach-poison in

the case of small areas and ornamental palms.

TIN/EGERIADtE.

ERETMOCERA IMPACTELLA. Wlk.

Gelcchiaf impactclla, Wlk., Cat. XXIX, 637.

Erctwoccra impdctclla, Wlsm., T.E.S. (1889), 34-35, 39, t. 6, f. 18;

Hmpsn., Faun. Ind. Moths, I, 208, f. 135 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 537.

Fig. 5i7.—Erctiiiocera iinpactcJln. The siiiaU figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Aniarantliiis.

Status.—Not known as a pest.

Remarks.—A common and conspicuous little moth which flies by
day and also commonly comes in to light at night.

HYPONOMEUTID/E.

ATTEVA FABRICIELLA, Swed.

P/iala'na Tinea fahricicUa. Swedems, Kngl. Svensk. Vet. Ak.
Handl, VHI, 277 (1787).

Corinca niviguttclla, Wlk., Cat. XXVIII, 542-543 (1863).

Attcva fahricicUa. Wlsm. in Swinh. Cat. Het. Oxf. Mus., II, 539
(I900).

Dislributioii.—Nilgiris, Coimbatore.
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^\)S^

Fig. 35S.—Atteva fabriciclla. 1, Le^{oi Ailaiitlnts excclsa webbed and eaten

by larvae (the mine of a small leaf-miner is also shown) ; 2, Young Larva ; 3,

Full-grown Larva ; 4, Pupa enclosed in cocoon ; 5. 6, Moth, enlarged and

natural size. (Original.)

Lifehistory.—The eggs are creamy-white, rounded, flattened, and

beautifully sculptured; they are laid, usually on the lower surface

of leaves, either singly or in small groups. The caterpillars live

gregariously in a common web of fine silk spun over the leaves and

shoots of the foodplant, which, in conjunction with larvs of EIi,s[i>ii!

narcissus, they may sometimes completely defoliate. The full-

grown caterpillar is about 20 mm, long, moderately stout, smooth,

with scattered short hairs arising from small whitish warts, head

blackish, body greenish-grey with paler longitudinal stripes, one

faint one down the back edged on either side by a more distinct

stripe, and a well-defined stripe along each side. Pupa orange-

brown, in a transparent boat-shaped cocoon spun in the common
web ;

pupal period about ten days.

Foodplants.
—Allan tliii.s excclsa.

Status.—An occasional serious pest oi Ailant/ius.
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Control.—The common webs are conspicuous and easily torn

down and the caterpiUars destroyed. Ornamental specimens of

Ailaiit/iiis may be sprayed with Lead Arsenate or other stomach

poison.

Remarks.—The closely-allied A. iiivcigiitta. Wlk. known from

Bengal, Silhet and China, feeds on Ailaiithii.s e.xcclsa, larvze in a

common very fine web. At times a perfect pest, ilenuding the tree

of its leaves. See Wlsm. (I.e.).

GLYPHIPTERYGID.^.

PHYCODES RADIATA, Ochs.

Chimccra radiata, Ochs-, Schmett. Europ., II, 5-6 (1808).

Pliycodcs liiniciiiiicoriiis, Guen., Noct., II, 389, 1249, t. 13, f. 5 {1852).

Tcona hyblccclhu Wlk.. Cat. XXXV, 1810 (1866^; Forsayeth,

T.E.S. (1884), 379. t. t4, f. 10.

Pliycodcs radiata, Wlsm. in Swinh. Cat. Lep. Oxon. Mus., II, 568

(1930; ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life. p. 538. t. 52, ff. 7 10.

Fig. ii<).—Pliycodcs radiata, larva and moth. The outline figures show the

natural sizes. (Original.'

Distribiitio/i.^BeUdTy, Madras. Probably throughout the Plains.

LZ/^/z/s/oo'-—Caterpillar about 20 mm. long, moderately stout,

rather flattened, smooth, with scattered short hairs, in colour dull

yellowish-white with a broad interrupted dark stripe along the

side, head and prothoracic shield red-brown, a broad dark band
transversely across the back of meso-and meta-thoracic segments.
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The caterpillar rolls leaves of Ficiis. Pupa red-brown, in a tough

paper-like cocoon, occasionally spun on a leaf but more usually

in a crack of the bark or similar situation ;
pupal period about

15 days.

Foodplauts.—Ficiis of various species.

S?a/«5.—Occasionally in such numbers as to do damage to

Fig-trees.

Control.—

?

PLUTELLID^.

PLUTELLA MACULIPENNIS, Curt.

Cciostoma maailipoinis, Curt., Brit. Ent., IX, t. 420 (1832).

PlutcUa cntciferanim, Zeller, Stett. Ent. Zeit, IV, 281—283 (1843)

;

Quanjer, Tidjs. Ent. (1906), II, 17, t. 1-2.

PlutcUa macitlipeiiiiis, Meyr., Rec. Ind. Mus., V. 229 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Pests, p. 152, ff. 170-171 ; Ent, Mem. Dep. Agri., Ind.. T, 225,

f. 69; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 538, f. 345.

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The eggs are laid singly on leaves. The full-grown

caterpillar is about 8 mm. long, moderately stout, attenuated at

each extremity, smooth, with short scattered bristly hairs, in colour

pale-green with a pale-brown head and prothoracic shield. Pupa

in a slight silken cocoon of open texture
;
pupal period about

ten days.

Foodplants.—Cabbage, cauliflower, radish, mustard, and other

cruciferous plants.

Status.—The caterpillar eats holes in the leaves of cabbage, etc.,

and may sometimes almost skeletonize the leaf. A minor pest as a

rule.

Control.—Spraying with Naphthaline Emulsion in the case of

edible plants.

HILAROGRAPHA CAMINODES, Meyr.

Hilarographa cami)iodcs, Meyr., B.J., XVI, 610 (1905) ; Green,

Perad. Circ, II, 17, p. 250 (not named).

Lifchistory and Foodplants.—The larva bores in the root of

cultivated Cardamoms and in wild Zingiberaceous plants. The

eggs are laid on the exposed upper part of the bulb ; the stem ijroper

is able to resist attack (Green).

Control.—Green (I.e.) suggests earthing over the exposed bulbs.

Remarks.—Recorded as a pest of Cardamoms in Ceylon. Not

yet noted from India, so far as I am aware, but included here as it

is likely to occur. I have been unable to obtain a specimen for

illustration.



-PlutcUa macitlipcniiis. 1, Portion of Cabbage Leaf showing larvTe.

and moths in natural sizes and attitudes; 2, Larva; 3. Pupa
enclosed in cocoon ; 4, Pupa; 5, Moth, enlarged and natural size; 6. side-

view of moth in resting attitude. (Original.)
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PHYLLOCNISTID.-E.

PHYLLOCNISTIS CITRELLA, Stn.

(n.s.), Ill, 302-303 (1856);P/'iylloiiiistls citrcUd, Stainton, T.E.S

Meyr., Ann. S. Atr. (Miis. 1909), p. 360.

Fig. i4\.~~PIiyll<>ci!i^ti-. citiLl/a Larval mine in Orange leaf and niotli.

The small tit;nie withni the dotted circle shows the natural

M7e ot the moth. lOriginal.)

Distrihiitioii.—Probably throughout Southern India.

Lifeliistory.—The minute, almost legless, transparent pale-green

caterpillar mines tunnels between the epidermal layers of Citrus

leaves. Pupa minute, yellowish, in the larval mine.

Foodplants-—Orange.

Status.' -A minor pest as a rule, occasionally occurring in such

large numbers that every leaf is badly mined.

Control.—The insect is so minute that it is little noticed, although

the larval galleries are fairly evident. As the caterpillar mines

inside the leaf it cannot be attacked by a contact or stomach-poison

spray. The only practical method seems to be (i) fumigation of
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attacked trees, or (ii) crushing the caterpillars in their mines by

hand.

Remarks.—PhyUociiistis miinitclld, Snell. (Tijds v. Ent. (1903),

87 ; van Deventer (I.e.), pp. 87—89, t. 10, ff. 4 ci—c), described from

Java as mining Citrus leaves, is perhaps the same as eitrclla. The

early stages are excellently figured by van Deventer.

TINEID^.

TINEA PACHYSPILA, Meyr.

Tinea paehyspila, Meyr., B.J., XVI, 6ig (1905) ; Rec. Ind. Mus.,

V, 231 ; Tr. Linn. Soc. (2), XIV, 305 (IQII); Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 540.

Fig. i42.— Tinea pachyspila. Pupa-casu ijrojecting from larval tube, and
moth. The smaller figures show the natural .sizes. (Original.)

Distribution.—^Trivandrum. Doubtless throughout Southern

India.
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Lifcliisldi-y iiiid IukuI. Larva in a case, feeding on flannel

fur, etc.

Stains.—A common household "Clothes Moth."

Cri;//rr)/.—Protection of clothing by means of Naphthaline.

TRICHOPHAGA TAPETZELLA, Linn.

riiira tapctzclhu Linn.. Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 536 (1758) ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 540-

riuci tapctzclhu Meyr., Handbk., pp. 785-786.

Fig. 343.

—

Tnclioplia^a tapctzclla. The small outline figure shows the

natural %\ze. (Original.)

Distribution-'^ -Doubtless throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory a)id Food.—Caterpillar in a case on woollen fabrics,

clothing, fur, cast pellets of owls, and e.xcrementitious refuse

generally.

5/c?/H5.—The typical "Clothes-Moth," now carried all over the

workl ; attacking furs espei'ially.

Control.—Protection of clothing by Naphthaline and of mounted

trophies of Game, etc., by painting the skins with an alcoholic

solution of Corrosive SulDlimale.

HEPIALID/E.

PHASSUS MALABARICUS, Mo.

PhassHs malabaricns, Moore, P.Z.S. (1879), 412; Hmpsn., Faun.

Ind. Moths, I, 321 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 541, f. 346.
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Fig. .i44.

—

Plinssiis iiialahariciis in resting attitude hantjing from a twit;.

(After Lefrox.)

Distribution.—Nilg'in?, ; Bangalore.

LifcJiistory.—The caterpillar bores in roots and pupates in the

larval burrow.

Foodplaiit.—H&s been reared from a tea-bush
; probably on

various roots.

Status.—Not noted as a pest but may do damage.

Control.— ?





PLATE XXXXV.

CHRYSOPA SP.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLV.

CHRYSOPA SP.

1. Group of eggs laid on leaf.

2. A single egg on its stalk, magnified.

3. Young larva, magnified.

4. Full grown larva, magnified.

5. Full grown larva, literal view, showing empty skins of Aphids
which it has devoured.

6. Cocoon, magnified.

7. Adult fly, magnified.

(The lines .ilongside the figures show the natural sizes.)
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NEUROPTERA
CHRYSOPID^E.

CHRYSOPA Spp.

(See plate XLV.)

C/irysopa, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 275, ft". 332, 334, 336,337;

Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 154—156, ff. 76-80.

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifeliistory.—The eggs, which are erected on the apex of long

slender stalks, are laid in small clusters on leaves, twigs, etc. The
larva is predaceous on Aphids which it sucks dry and (in- some

species) then places the empty skins on its back where they are

retained by long curved spines (see Plate). The larvae are active

and voracious and destroy large numbers of Aphids. After feeding

for about a week they form a rounded cocoon inside which the

pupal period is passed.

Food.—Aphids, especially on cotton and cholam.

St lit IIS.—Extremely beneficial.

RHYNCHOTA,
PENTATOMID/E.

COPTOSOMA CRIBRARIA, Fb.

Cinie.v crihnirius. Fab., Ent. Syst. SuppL, p. 531 (1798).

Coptosoma cribrariiiw. Distant. Faun. Ind. Rhyn., 1, 22-23, f. n ;

Lefrov, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 672.

&
Fig. 345.

—

Coptosoma cnbniria. The small outline figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifeliistory.—The creamy-white elongated eggs are laid in bat-

ches of about 35 eggs arranged in two rows, their bases being

opposed. The young bug emerges by pushing open the lid with

which the egg is provided ; it is about "75 mm. long, shining orange

in colour with red eyes. In their younger stages they are grega-

rious but later on separate, living on the foodplant all their lives.
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The life-cycle is :—Egg, six days, nymph 8 + 6^-9 + 9-^IO clays,

the nymphal periods representing those spent in each instar

between the moults ; total, about seven weeks. [T.V.R.]

Foodplaitts.—Lab-lab (Doliclws lab-lab). Green Gram (Phaseoliis

iniiiigo). Cluster Bean (Cya/HOpsis), Agathi (Sesbania graudiflora).

Also on various wild Leguminosae and Compositse.

Status. —A minor pest of Lab-lab and Agathi.

0*////-c'/. -Catching in small hand-nets.

CAPP^^iA TAPROBANENSIS, Uall.

Pentatoina taprobanensis. Da

Cappeea taprobaiiensis, Dist.,

y^

11., List. Hem, I, 244 (1851).

Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 149, f. 88.

Distribution.—S h e v -

aroys, Coonoor, Bababu-

dins; Malabar.

L ifc h i story.—'HoX.

known. All stages prob-

ably passed on the tree.

Foodplants.—Orange.

Status.—Apparently a

minor pest in the Hill

,,, ^ ^^ ^ ^ , -ri
Districts, the bugs sucking

Fig. iAb.—Cappcea faprobanensis. 1 he
, . . r , ,

small outline figure shows the natural the juice of the twigs and

size. (Original.) shoots.

Cr;«?;-()/.- Collection by shaking over cloths, etc., spread under

the tree.

DOLYCORIS INDICUS, Stal.

Dolycoris indicus, Stal., Enum. Hem, V, 76 (1876); Distant, Faun.

Ind. Rhyn., 1, 160, f. 96; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 675, t. 73, f. 10.

Fig. 347.— Dolycoris indiciis.

size.

figure shows thenatura]
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Distribution.—Througliout Southern India.

Lifeiiistory.—Not known.

Foodplaiits.—Cholani, Ciimbu fPcin/isiiiin

(Sctaria italicaj. Wheat, Safiflower, Sunflower.

Status.—A minor pest.

Control.—Catching the bugs in hand-nets.

tyf'/ioii/c'iiiii}, Ten;

EUSARCOCORIS GUTTIGER, Thnb.

Fig. 348. - Eusarcocons guttigc

The outline figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Cintc.y guttigcr, Thunberg, Nov. Ins.

Sp., II, 32, t. 2, f. 47 (1783).

Eusarcocoris guttigcr, Dist., Faun.

Ind. Rhyn., I, 165 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins.

Life, t. 73, f. 5.

Distribution.—T h r o u g h o u t the

Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

Foodplants-—C u m b u IPcnnisctiini

typlwideunt).

Status-—A minor pest of Cumbu.

Control.— Collection by hand-nets.

EUSARCOCORIS VENTRALIS, Westwd.

Pcntdtoma ventralis, Westwd., Hope Cat., I, 36 (1837).

Eusarcocoris ventralis. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 167.

Fig. S^^.—Eusarcccoris ventralis. The outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)
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Distribution— Gixnydm, Bangalore (Distant).

Lifchistory-—Not known.

F(Wilplaiits-—G\r\gii\\y-

Status.—Found as a serious pest on one occasion.

Control.—Collection by iiand-nets and by shaking plants over

pans of water and oil.

ANTESTIA CRUCIATA, Fb.

Ciiiirx crucidt.i. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 714 (l//.'^)-

Aiitcsliti cruiidta. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 165 ; Lefrov,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 235 ; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 233.

Distrihutinii.—Throughout Southern

India.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

Foodpldiits.-'Coffee, Jasmine.

Status.—An occasionally serious

pest of Coffee.

Control.—Collection in hand-nets

and shaking bushes over pans of water
iG. i50.—Antcstia cm-

;,nj] q\\ q^ over cloths saturated with
data. The outline figure ,

shows the natural size.

(Orifiinal.

AGONOSCELIS NUBILA, Fb.

Ciinc.x nul'i/ih Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 712 (1775).

AMonosccl/s iiulula, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 189.

IG.' iiX.— AK'-'tiKsci.lis luibila. The outline figure shows the natural

;

( Original. ,1
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Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodflants.—Cholam, Cumbu I Pcnuisctuin typ/ioiden/it), Wlieat and

various Pulses, Aniseed fPimfiiuilii aiiisuni).

Status.—A minor pest, not yet noted as iloing any serious

damage.

Control.—Collection in hand-nets.

Remarks.—Very similar to Dolycoris indicus in general appearance

and habits, but distinctly smaller and the abdomen is not visible

when the wings are closed and is unspottetl.

BAGRADA PICTA. Fb-

Cimc.x picta. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 715 (1775).

Bagrada picta, Dist., Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 193-194, f. 116; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 233, f. 278 ; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 232,

f. 75 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 676, f. 439.

(SEE PLATE II, Fig. 10.) •

Distribution.—Throwghout Southern India.

Lifehistory.— Not known in detail.

Foodplants.—Cruciferous plants (Cabbage, Cauliflower, Mustard,

Turnip, etc.).

Status.—A minor pest of Cabbage and Cauliflower.

Control.—Hand-picking.

NEZARA VIRIDULA, Linn.

Cinicx viridiilii. Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 444 (1758).

Nczara viridula. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., 1, 220, f. 139 ; Lefroy,

Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 168, f. 190 ; Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 230,

f. 73 ; Ind. Ins. Life, p. 676, f. 440.

Fig. hbl.—Nczu diUii. The uutlinc tigurc shows tlie jiatuial si/c.

(Original.;
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Distribution.—Throughoui Southern India.

Life/iistory.—Not known in detail.

Fooclfld/its.—Cumhu (Pciiiiisctiim typlwidciim), Wheat (Triticiim

sativum). Also found on Cholam, Ragi and various other plants.

Status.— \Js.uR\\y a minor pest of Cumbu and Wheat, sucking the
juices of the developing grain, occasionally rloing serious damage
to Cumbu.

Cw//;7V.—Collecting the bugs by hand or in hand-nets.

PIEZODORUS RUBROFASCIATUS, Fb.

Ciiiiiw ruhrofdsciatus. Fab., Mant., II, 29^
(1787).

Piczodorus rubro/asciatiis, Distant, Faun.
Ind. Rhyn., I, 224-225, f. 142 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 676, t. 74, f. 10.

7)/5^r/7)H//ow.- -Throughout the Plains of

Southern India.

Lifcliistory.— Not known,

Foodplauts.—Cholam and Pulses (Plia-

seohis) and on most low-growing plants.

Status.—A minor pest of Cholam and
Pulses.

C(7«//-o/.—Collection by hanri and in

hand-nets.

Fig. 353.

—

P i c z o d o r u s

rubrofasciatus. The

outline figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

MENIDA HISTRIO, Fb.

Ciwcx histrw, Fab., Mant., II, 296 (1787).

Mcnida histrio. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I. 228.

Fig. 354.

—

Menida histrio. The outline figure shows the natural

(Original
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to about 4,000 fein.Distribution.—Throughout Southern [lul

Lifiliislory.—Not known.

Foodpliiiiti:.—Faddy, Wheat, Chohini, and Pulses.

Status.— A minor pest of Paddy.

Control.—Collection by hand-nets.

C.ANTHECONA FURCELLATA, Wolff.

Ciunw furccUdtus, Wolff, Icones Cimic, V, 182, t. 18, f

Canthccona furccllata.

76(1801).

Distant,

Faun. Ind. Rhyn., 1, 248, f.158 ; I_efroy,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 677, t. 74, f. 2.

Distribution.—Throughout
Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The nymphs
brightly coloured with pink
blue ; they were found feeding on
larv£e of Athalia proxinia.

Food.—Predaceous on Athalia

proxima : doubtless also on various

small caterpillars and other insects.

Status.—Beneficial.

th

and

Fig. iii.— Caiitlui.ona fur-

cellata. The outline figure

shows the natural size.

(Original.)

ANDRALLUS SPINIDENS, Fb.

Ciwcx spinuiiiis, Fab., :Mant., II, 285 (1787).

Audiuetia spinidcns. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn.

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, t. 74, f. 5.

AndraVus. Dist. (I.e.), IV, 453 \ Audiuetia—nom. preeocc.].

I. 253.

Fig. 356.

—

AndraVlus spinidcns. The outline figure shows the natural

iize. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India up to about 4,000 feet.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Food.—Has been found feeding on caterpillars of Chloridea

obsoleta.

Status.—Beneficial
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CYCLOPELTA SICCIFOLIA, Westw.

A.spoii^ofyiis siccifolia, Westw., Hope Cat., I, 26 (1837).

Cydofycltd siaifolitu Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 280 281, f. 178;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 678, t. 74. f. II.

Fig. J57.

—

Cyclopclta siccifolia. The outline figure shows tlie natural siiie.

(Orisinal.l

Distribution.—Throughout Southern Inilia.

Lifehistory. —'Hoi known in detail. Nymphs similar to adult but

smaller and also feed on plants.

Foodplants.—Ked Gram fCaJmiiis iinliciixl, Erytliriiui iiidicti. Betel

Vine (Piper betic).

Status.—Sometimes dues considerable damage to Eryt/iriiiu

where this is used as a support for pepper-vines.

Control.—These bugs are sluggish and inclined to be gregarious

and are therefore easily collected by hand.

ASPONGOPUS JANUS, Fb.

Cimexjainis, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 714 (l775)-

Aspongopus Janus, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 281-282, f. 179;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, t. 74, f. 3 ; M mn, B.J., XX, 1166-I167, figs.

Fig. 358.

—

Aspungupus jamm. (Original.) .

Distribution.—ThiowghovLi the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—E-ddy stages are passed on low-growing plants such

pulses. The nymph is orange-red with black legs and antenna;
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and black spots down the liack and a large black blotch on each

side.

Fooi/pliiiils. —Most low-growing plants.

Statiis.—A minor pest in vegetable plots of Brinjal, Lab-lab,

Pumpkins, etc.

G)////77/.— Hand-picking.

TETRODA HISTEROIDES, Fb.

Acantliia histcroidcs. Fab., Ent. Syst. SuppL, p. 526 (1798).

Tctrotid histcroidcs. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I. 299, f. 191.

Fig. 359.

—

Tctroda In'stcroidcs. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distrihution.—Salem, Coimbatore.
LifcJiislory.—Not known.
Foodplants.—Paddy.
Status.—An occasional minor pest of paddy.
Control.—Collection by hand and in hantl-nets.

COREID^.
ANOPLOCNEMIS PHASIANA, Fb.

Lygmis phasiaiius, Fab., Spec. Ins., II, p. 361 (1781J.

Anoplocncmis phasiana. Distant, Faun. Inil. Rhyn., I, 346 347,
f. 210 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 682, f. 444 [very poor figure].

Fig. ibO.~A„opt a phasiaua. male. (Original,,
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Distril>iitioii.--Got\a\'jv\, Bell;iry, Coimbatore. Common in tlie

Hills.

Lifcliistdiy.^NoX known in detail.

FoodplcDits. -Brinjal, Red Gram (Cajaiiiis indiciis). Green Gram
(Phasculiis mango), Cholam (Erylhrina).

Status.—Not a pest in the plains but sometimes a serious pest of

young Erythrina trees in the Hills.

Control.—Collection by hand.

Remarks.—The adult bugs seem to pair off for life, a male and

female being found commonly in close proximity.

CLAVIGRALLA GIBBOSA, Spin.

Clavigralla ,i;/Ww,V(/, Spinola, Ess., p. 202 (iSs/) ; Distant

Ind. Rhyn., I, 401 402, f. 235.

Faun.

Z)/.s7r/7;«//V;//.— Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known in detail. Probably similar to that of

C. Jwrrens.

Foodplaiits.^Red Gram (Cajaims Indiciis/. Lab-lab IDolhlws

lah-lab).

Status.—A minor pest of red gram and Lab-lab, sucking the

juice of unripe seeds in the green pods,
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Control.—{\) The eggs are fairly conspicuous, usually deposited

on pods, and may be collected by hand.

(2) The nymphs and ailult bugs may be coUectetl by shaking

the plants over a vessel of oil and water or over a cloth saturated

with oil.

CL.WIGRALL.^ HORRENS, Dohrn.

Clavigrdlld lionr/is, Dohrn, Stett. Ent. Zeit. (i860), 403 ; Distant,

Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I, 402 ; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 234;

Ind. Ins. Life, t. 75 [ns o/hhos,/].

Distribution.—Throughout

^ ]J4\v V ^^^ Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—See coloureil

Mate in "Indian Insect Life."

Foot/pltiiils. —Rei\ Gram
ICdjaiius iiidiciisJ.

Stiitii.s.—A minor pest of

W^^ U j^ red gram.
^^

\ Co«?/-o/.~ Collection of the

KiG. ibl.-ClaviHralla horrcns. eggs (on pods), nymphs and
The outline hgme sho%vs th( bugs, and shaking the active

naturaU./e. (Chi^inal 1

^^.^g^g ^^ ^j^^ p,,,,^^^ j,^^^

vessels of oil and water or onto cloths soaked in oil.

Fig. 363.

—

Leptocorisa varico

The outline figure shows th

natural size. (Original.)

LEPTOCORISA VARICORNIS, Fb.

Gcrris varicornis, Fab., Syst.

Rhyng., p. 260 (1803).

Leptocorisa varicornis. Dis-

tant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., I,

409 410, f. 241 ; Lefroy, Inil.

Ins. Pests, p. 116; Ent. Mem.
Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 235, f.

76 ; n, I— 13, t. I ; Ind. Ins. Life,

\). 684, f. 446.

Distribution.—Throughout

Sou':hern India up to 4,000 feet.

L if e hist ry.—The round-

flattened, dark-brown eggs are

laid in rows on leaves of paddy
and grasses. The young

nymphs are pale green with

very long antennas; they

suck the juices of their food-

iilant but are little noticeable
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as they do not affect the exposed parts of the plant and readily

drop to the ground when disturbed. The bugs especially attack

the ripening grain, sucking the milky juice, so that the ears turn

wholly or partly white, no grain being matured.

Foodplants.—Paddy and wild grasses as a rule. Occasionally on

cholam, maize, ragi (Elciisinc corncana).

Stdtiis.-'A serious pest of paddy, especially on the West Coast.

Co«//7'/.—Collection in hand-nets has been found the most

efficient method.

RIPTORTLIS PEDESTRIS, Fb.

Gi-rr ^- pedcstris, Fab. Syst. Ent., p. 727 (1775 '

•ti(s pctfcstris, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn.,

Fig. ,Sf)4.

—

Riptortns pedestris. with wind's expanded and closed. The

outline figure shows the natural size. (Original.;

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The oval, dark-brown, seed-like eggs are laid singly,

and apparently only a small number (3 to 8) are deposited by one

bug. The newly-hatched nymph is about 275 nim. long and looks

like a small red ant. In the second instar it is about 4 mm. long,

red-brown in colour and in general appearance like a red tree-ant

lOecophylla smaragdiiia). In the third instar it is about 6'5 mm. long

and of a uniform dark colour, as it is in the fourth and fifth instars

when it measures respectively 7"5 and ri mm. in length. The

nymph in the later stages is very active and hides itself away, so

that it is little noticed. Life-cycle : egg, 6 days ; nymph, 3, 4, 3, 5.

[T.V.R.l
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Foodplants.—Lab-lab (Dolichos lab-lab), Cowpea (Vigna catjang),

Luffa acutangiihi (Tarn., Pirkan), Black Gram (Phaseolus mttngo

radiatiis) Green Gram (Ph. mungo), Wheat.

Status.—A minor pest, sucking the pods.

Control.—Collection by hand-nets.

Remarks.—Several other closely allied species occur on low-

growing crops. The commonest are Riptortus linearis, Fb. (See

Lefroy, Ind., Ins. Life, p. 684, t. 76, ff. 1—5) and R. fitsens, Fb. All

these are extremely similar in habits and appearance and will

only be distinguished by an entomologist. On the wing they

look not unlike wasps.

LYG^ID^.

LYG^US PANDURUS, Scop.

Cimex- pandiirns, Scop., Ent. Carn., p. 126 (1763).

Cimex militaris, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 717 (1775).

Lygaiis militaris, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 6; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 686, f. 449.

Lyga-us pandurus. Distant (I.e.), V, 4.

Fig. 365.

—

Lygceiis pauditriis. The smaller figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.— Cd,\o\.rox>\s, cholam, cotton, red-gram, chillies.

Status.— "^oi definitely known to be a pest, though often found

abundantly.

Remarks.—This is one of the insects commonly confused with

the cotton bug (Dysdereus eingulatus).

31
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GRAPTOSTETHUS SERVUS, Fb.

Cimcx scrims, Fab., Mant., II, 300 (1787).

Graptostcthus servits, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, i-g, f. 4.

Fig. 366.

—

Graptustcthiis scrvns. The outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Red-gram, sweet potato, jute capsules.

Status.—Scarcely a pest, but may do da"mage at times.

Co?7/ro/.—Collection in pans of oil and water or by shaking over

oiled cloth. It is attracted to lights at night.

OXYCARENUS L.ETUS, Kby.

Oxycarenus Icetus, Kirby, J. Linn. Soc, XXIV, 102 (1891); Distant,

Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 43, f. 31 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, pp. 107-108,

f. 126, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 688, f. 454.

867.- -O.r.v. shows the ijatural. Icctiit, 1 he outline figi;

si/e (OiiKuial.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid in small groups in the lint of ripe

cotton-bolls or between the calyx and the boll and are cigar-shaped,

grooved longitudinally, at first white, later pale yellow and after-

wards orange. The young bugs feed in the bolls until full-grown.

Foodplaiit.—Cotton, Hibiscus esculentus and Gogu (H. canna-

binus).
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Status.—Usually a minor pest of cotton.

Control.—The bugs are generally found in old open bolls left

unplucked, or in bolls attacked by bollworm whose hole of exit

they use as a means of entry. All such attacked and ripe bolls

should be removed regularly, and this will prevent the bugs from

breeding. When they are present in numbers they are readily col-

lected by shaking the bolls over pans of oil and water or over oiled

cloths.

Remarks.—Distant's description (taken from Kirby's discoloured

type) incorrectly states that the antennae are unicolorous; his figures

are also incorrect as regards length of the rostrum, which extends

well beyond the third pair of legs, and in omission of spinal arma-

ture on anterior femora. I am indebted to Mr. Distant for the

identification of this species.

APHANUS SORDIDUS, Fb.

Ciincx .wrciidiis. Fab., Mant, II, 302 (1787).

Aphamis sordUhis. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II. 79-80, f. 62;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 689.

Fig. J6S.

—

.Xphauiis sordidiis. The outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original. I

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Food.—Harvested seeds of gingelly, groundnut, cumbu, and
on the plants in the fields also.

Status.—A minor pest of stored gingelly, groundnut, etc.

Control.—The bugs are readily destroyed by hand on the thresh-

ing-floor and ordinary methods used for pests of stored products

will check any damage in the store-room.

31-A
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PYRRHOCORID.^.

DYSDERCUS CINGULATUS. Fb.

Cimex cingnlatiis, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 719 (l775)-

Dvsdariis cingtilatus. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, I18-II9,

f. 87 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 104, f. 123, 125, Ent. Mem. Agri.

Dept., Ind.. I, 237, f. 78, II, 47—58, t. 5, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 692, t. 77-

(See Plate XLVI.)

Distribution. ~Thro\\g\\ov\\. Southern India.

Lifc/iistory.—The creamy-yellow eggs are laid in small masses,

usually in cracks of the soil. The young bugs hatch out after,

about a week and are bright red in all their stages. They feed,

often gregariously, fully exposed and are consequently conspicuous.

At certain times of the year adult bugs and young in all stages of

growth may sometimes be found massed together in the open on

tree-trunks, walls, etc., forming a scarlet splash of colour visible

from a long distance. The length of the life-cycle is about 6-8

weeks.

Foodplants.—Cotton, bhindi (Hibiscus cscukntusj, Portia tree

(Thcspesia popubiea), as a rule. Also occasionally on various other

plants.

Status.—A serious pest of cotton.

Control.—The bugs are conspicuous, usually found on or near

the boll and are easily collected by hand or in a bag fitted with a

tin funnel.
TINGIDIDyE.

STEPHANITIS TYPICUS, Dist.

//

Fig. 369.

—

Steplianitis typicus. The lower figure shows a profile vie

of the head and thorax. The small outline figure shows the natural

si^e. (After Distant.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLVL

DYSDERCUS CINGULATUS.

Group of eggs, natural size, and a single egg, magnified. On the

right, without black background, is a single egg just before

hatching.

Nymphs, first instar, immediately after hatching and later.

Nymph, second instar.

., third „

„ fourth „

fifth

7, 8. Adult bug, dorsal and ventral views.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.)



PLATE XLVI
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DYSDERCUS CINGULATUS.
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Cadainustus typiais, Distant, Ann. S.E. Belg., XLVII, 47 (1903),

Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 132, f. 95-

Stephanitis typiais, Dist., Rhyn., V, 108.

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Bellary. Godavari. Probably through-

out the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Not known. Nymphs are found on the under-

surface of leaves together with the adults.

Foodplants.—Turmeric, plantain. Found on cardamom in

Ceylon (Green).

Status.—A very minor pest of plantain and turmeric. The

leaves, where punctured, are at first spotted with yellow and later

the whole leaf assumes a pale unhealthy tinge.

URENTIUS ECHINUS, Dist.

Uroitius echinus. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 134, f. 97 (1903).

1^

Fig. 370.

—

Urcntius echinus. The lower figure shows a profile view of the

head. The small outline figure shows the natural size. (After Distant.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Not known. Eggs and nymphs occur on the leaves

of foodplant with adults.

Foodplants.—Brinjal.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of brinjal, the leaves being

sucked to such an extent that they turn yellow, dry up, and fall off

the plant.

Control.—Spraying with a contact insecticide, such as Crude Oil

Emulsion, in small areas where brinjal is grown as a garden crop.

MONANTHIA GLOBULIFERA, Wlk.

Tingis globulifera, Wlk., Cat. Het., VI, 182 (1873).

Monanthia globulifera, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 144, f. 107,

V, 123-124 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 693, f. 460.
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Fig. 371.

—

Mouanthia globulifcra. The small figure shows the natural

sue. (After Distant.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.
Foodplants.—Tulsi (Ocimiim sanctum), Safflower (Carthamus

tinctoria). English Sage (Annandale).

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of Tulsi. the attacked leaves

turning yellow.

REDUVIID^.

CONORHINUS RUBROFASCIATUS, de Geer.

Ciwex rubrofasciatus, de Geer, Mem., Ill, 349, t. 35, f. 12 (l773)-

Couorhiints rubrofasciatus. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 286, f. 189 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life,"p.^700'; Green,''Spol."Zeylan., VII, 50.

Fig. 372.

—

Conorhitius nibrofasciafiis. The outhne figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)
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Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Nymphs are sometimes found in houses, generally

in dusty corners, and cover themselves with dust and debris ; they

are probably predaceous on small household insects. This insect

has also been found in sciuirrels' nests and is perhaps a natural

parasite of these animals.

Food.—Probably predaceous on other insects as a rule, occa-

sionally attacks man, both in nymphal and adult stages, sucking

blood.

Stains.—Not very common as a rule, but this bug may prove

important as a carrier of disease owing to its bloodsucking habits.

It has been suspected of acting as a carrier of Kala-azar and an

allied bug in Brazil is known to transmit a human TrypanosoiHC.

Control.—The adult bug is sometimes attracted to light at night.

CLINOCORID^.

CLINOCORIS HEMIPTERUS, Fb.

Cimex hemiptcrits, Fab., Syst. Rhyng., p. 1 13 (1803) ; Horvath,

Ann. Mus. Hung., X, 259.

Cimcx rotiindatns, Signoret, Ann. S.E. Fr. (1852), 54O, t. 16, f. 2
;

Howlett, Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 703-704, f. 474a ; Patton, Sc. Mem. Med.

Dept. No. 53, Rec. Ind. Mus., II, 153, t. 13, ff. i, 2, 5.

Acanthia macrocephaliis, Fieber, Eur. Hem., p. 135 (1861); Distant,

Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 411, f. 262 (Cimcx).

Fig. 373.

—

Clinncoris hcmipterus. The small figure shows the

natural size. lOriginal.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid usually in cracks in wood work. The
young nymphs (which are very similar to the adult but usually
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of a pale yellow colour) suck blood. The length of life-cycle

depends largely on the amount of food available and may occupy

two months or upwards.

Food.—The blood of man, birds and bats.

Status.—A human parasite which is not only annoying by its

bite ana disgusting by its smell but also of great importance as a

disseminator of disease. It is considered that the transmission of

Indian Kala-azar from man to man is effected solely by bed-bugs

(Clinocoris Iwm ipteriis).

Control.—Cleanliness in the house. In cases of badly infected

houses fumigation may be necessary. Ordinary articles of furniture

may be rubbed over with Kerosine Oil or Turpentine and Carbolic

Acid. The bugs and their eggs are usually found in cracks in the

woodwork.

CAPSID^.

HELOPELTIS ANTONII, Sign.

Helopeltis (uitonii. Sign., Ann. S.E. Fr. (3), VI, 502 (1858); Dis-

tant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 440, f. 285 ; Mann, Ent. Mem, Agri. Dept..

Ind., I. 321^325 ; Green, Perad. Circ. I, No. 21, II. No. 2, II. No. 17,

p. 241 ; Planters' Chronicle, VIII, 206.

Fig. 374.

—

Helopcltis antonii. To the right is seen a more enlarged view

of the head and a profile view of part of the thorax showing the curious erect

drumstick appendage. The small outline figure shows the natural size.

(After Distant.!

Distribution.—Coimhdiore. and probably throughout the Hills of

Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs laid singly or in small groups thrust into pods

(Cacao) or in young shoots of the foodplant. After about 10 days
the egg hatches out into a small reddish insect, with long legs and
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antenrice, and looking not unlike a slender ant. This sucks the

juice of the foodplant and grows, without altering greatly in form,

until the final stage when its wings are full-sized and it attains the

adult colour of red, black and white. [Grrcii.]

Foodphvits.—Mahogany, Persian Nim (Mclia azcdarach). Tea,

Cacao, Cinchona, Annatto (Bixa orcUana).

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest in the Hills.

Control.—Catching adults in hand-nets and spraying the young

individuals.
DISPHINCTL'S POLITUS, Wlk.

Monuloiiioii politiis, Wlk., Cat. Het., VI, 163 (1873).

Disphinctiis formosiis, Kirk., B.J., XIV, 295, t. A., f. 10, t. C, f. 2

(1902); Green, Entom. (1901), 114-I15, figs.

DispIiiiiciiLs politiis, Distant, Faun. Intl. Rhyn., II, 444 445.

Egg, showing part exposed and .Adult insect. The outline figure

section of a shoot into which it has shows the natural size,

been thrust. (After Green. Entoni. (Original.! v

(igOl). 113.) X 20.

Fig. i7i.—Displiiiicfi<s polifns.

Distribution.—Kurnul. Probably throughout the Plains of South-

ern India.

Lifehistory.—Egg pale creamy-white, elongate, curved, thrust into

a shoot of the foodplant, its position being then marked only by a

pair of divergent, glassy, horn-like processes projecting from the

plant. The nymphs are small, reddish, ant-like creatures, found

mostly on tender leaves which they puncture together with the

adults. These latter are active and look like small Hymenoptera
;

they are readily disturbed and take to wing.

Foodplaiits.—Betel (Piper betk).

Status.—A minor pest as a rule, occasionally locally and spo-

radically doing serious damage to Betel Vines.
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Control.—Catching adults in hand-nets and spraying for nymphs
Remarks.—Very similar in appearance and habits to Helopeltis

but lacks the peculiar drumstick appendage on the thorax. The
allied Displtiintiis liiimcralis is perhaps sometimes the "Mosquito-

blight " of Cinchona in Southern India.

CALOCORIS ANGUSTATUS, Leth.

Calocoris angttstatus, Leth., I.M.N., III, No. 2, p. 90, fig. (1893)

;

Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 452 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 236,

f. 282, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept., Ind., I, 238 , f. 79.

Fig. 376.- -Calocoris aiiiinstafiis. The outliii

natural si^e. (Original.)

fifCiire shn

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Young nymphs are found with adults on the ear-

heads. They are pale-green in colour and resemble the adults but

are of course wingless.

Foodplants.—Cholam, maize, and probably various grasses.

Status.—A minor pest as a rule.

Control— 1.

GALLOBELICUS CRASSICORNIS, Dist.

Gallohclicus crassicornis, Dist., Faun. Ind. Rhyn., II, 478, f. 3:0 ;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 708, f. 480.
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Fig. 377. -Gallohclicus crassiconiis. The small fif;nre shows Ihe

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Nymphs are found with adults on the tender shoots

and flower-heads of tobacco.

Foodplants.—Tobacco.

Status.—A minor pest.

Control.—Catching in hand-nets and shaking plants over pans
of water and oil or over oily cloths.

RAGMUS IMPORTUNITAS, Dist.

Ragmus importunitas, Dist., A.M.N.H. (8), V, i8 (1910), Faun.
Ind. Rhyn., IV, 289, f. i59-

Vx.r^?

'^^1

Fig. i7a.—Ragiit us iinportuintas. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Con-nhatore. Probably throughout the Plains of
Southern India.
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Lifehistory.—The creamy-white egg is cylindrical, curved, rounded

at one end, the other fitted with a black flattened cap ; it is thrust

into the stem just beneath the bark (but not into the stem tissues

proper) the black cap lying level with the outer surface of the bark.

The egg has no projecting horns. The young nymph emerges after

about 6 days and is green in colour with long legs and antennse.

(Y.R.R.)

Foodplants.—Sann Hemp (Crotalaria juiicen).

Status.—A minor pest as a rule, occasionally serious so that all

the leaves curl up and assume an unhealthy pale-yellowish colour.

Control.—Use of bagnets and hand-nets while the crop is low.

Remarks.—The closely-allied R. pcUiicidiis, Distant, is recorded

from Cochin, but R. Iniportiniltns seems the only species of economic

importance.

-^FULGORID^.

EURYBRACHYS TOMENTOSA, Fb.

^ ^Cicada tomcntosa, Fab., Syst. Ent., II, 324 (i775)-

^urybrachys tomeiitosa, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., Ill, 223;

Tefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 725.

h^M
</C) Fig. 379.—Enryhracliys foincnfosa. The small figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid in masses on leaves and are covered

with the white flocculent waxy efflorescence from the body of the

female. Nymphs are found on the leaves ; they are brownish, with

long anal filaments. [Y.R.R.]

Foodplants. ^Calotropis, Cotton and various Malvaceous plants.

Polyphagous; found on most shrubs and plants.

Status.—Not a pest.

PHENICE MCESTA, Westwd.

I Phenice mcesta, Westwd., A.M.N.H. (2), VII, 209(1851); Distant,

Faun. Ind. Rhyn., Ill, 296-297. f- 142 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 726,

f. 499-

Assainia dentata, Buckton, I.M.N. , IV, I, t. I (1896).
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Fig. iSO.—Phcincc
mcesta. The outline

figure shows the natural

size. (Original.^

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of

Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known. Muir (Hawaii

S.P. Bull. No. 12) says that the immature

stages are passed in rotting wood ; certainly-

only adults are found on plants.

Foodplauts.—Sugar-cane and various

Grasses, occasionally on Cholam, Palms

and various other plants.

Status.—A very minor pest.

Control.—Catching in hand-nets.

Remarks.—Numbers of these bugs may
often be seen sitting in rows on the lower

side of leaves of Sugar-cane, etc., and

readily jumping off and taking to wing

when ilisturbed.

V -^ Fig. .581.

—

Pyrilla pcrpiisilla. The small outline figure shows the natural

size. (Original.!

y
PYRILL.-\ PERPUSILLA, Wlk.

-JPyrops perpusilla. Walker, List Hom., II, 269 (1851).

V OZamila pcrpusiHa. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., Ill, 327.
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^ '^Pyrilla abcrraiis, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 727, f. 500 (part).

^ ODictyophara pallida (nee Don.), Dist., F.I. Rhyn., Ill, 244 (part)
;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 134, f. 153, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I,

240, f. 80.

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The pale-green or yellow eggs are laid on the

lower surface of a leaf of Sugar-cane, in a mass covered with fila-

mentous white material derived from the body of the female. The

young bugs are pale-brown with a pair of long straight anal

processes covered with white mealy wax; they leap actively and

suck the juice of the cane. Length of life-cycle not worked out.

Foodplaiits.—Sugar-cane as a rule ; sometimes on Maize and

Cholam.

Status.—Rarely a serious pest of Cane in Southern India, but

always present as a minor pest in Cane-fields.

Control.—Egg-masses and groups of young nymphs are con-

spicuous and leaves on which such are found should be collected

and burnt.

Remarks.— I am indebted to Mr. Distant for the correct

identification of this insect.

^ PUNDALUOYA SIMPLICIA, Dist.

V'Puiidaluoya simplicia. Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., Ill, 468-469, f.

^^^#Vd

Fig. 3cS2.—Pitndahiuya siniplicia. adult insect and front view of head. The
outhne figure shows the natural size, (.'\fter Distant.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The transparent-whitish, slender, curved eggs are

thrust into the tissues from the upper side of the leaf, the position

being indicated externally by minute slits. The young nymphs are

pale yellowish and usually occur in numbers within the shelter of

the leaf-sheath, being attended by black ants (Camponotus coinprcs-

sus). Attacked plants assume a yellow unhealthy appearance.

Foodplants.—Cholam, Maize.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of cholam, usually localised

in patches. In case of bad infestation practically no grain is

formed.
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Control.—This is very difficult as the insects live protected

within the leaf-sheaths. No satisfactory method can be suggested

at present except cutting affected plants for use as green fodder.

Remarks.—The identification of this insect has kindly been

confirmed by Mr. Distant. It has hitherto been confused with

Libnniia psylloidcs. Leth (LM.N., Ill, 105, fig.) but, by the figure

given of the latter, differs in several points. The large spurs on
the hind-legs are characteristic.

''CERCOPIDyE.

COSMOSCARTA RELATA, Dist.

ytos/noscarta relata, Dist., T.E.S. (1900), 669, Faun. Ind. Rhyn.,

IV, 143; Lallemand, Gen. Ins. fasc. 143 (Cercopidse), p. 136.

O Fig. 383.

—

Cosnioscarta relata. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Sidapur, Pollibetta (Coorg); Saklaspur (Mysore).

Lifeliistory.—The immature wingless young are blackish-purple

with greyish-yellow head, pronotum and legs, and with paler bands
around the abdomen. They live in small colonies inside a common
mass of froth from which drops of clear liquid fall down so as to

wet the ground beneath the tree. The masses of froth are generally

found on the stalks of young shoots and of ripening fruits and
these latter often drop off the tree as a result of the infestation.

The winged adult, which is blue-black with reddish pronotum and
markings on the tegmina, is very active and difficult to catch.

Foodphvits.—Jak (Artocarpus integrifolia).

Status.—A serious local pest of Jak in Mysore and Coorg.

Control.—Removal and destruction of the young insects en-

closed in the masses of froth.

JASSID^.

IDIOCERUS NIVEOSPARSUS, Leth.

^' Idiocerus itivcosparsus, Lethierry, J.A.S.B., LVIII, 252 (1889)
;

Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., IV, 185, f. 121 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 736, f. 511.
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Fk.. J84.—/(/;, vcosparsus. The .small outline figure sho

natural size. (Original.!

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifcliistory.—The small eggs are laid in shoots of the foodplant.

The young are similar to the adult but wingless and the legs com-

paratively longer. The bugs, both nymphs and adults, feed on the

sap of shoots and fiower-stalks, excreting a sticky substance (honey-

dew) which, when the bugs are numerous, is produced in very large

quantity, and a characteristic black fungus soon grows on the

honey-dew.

Foodphuits.—Mango.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of mango, the honey-dew ex-

creted by the bugs falling on the flowers so that they fail to set fruit.

Control.—Spraying of mango-trees before the flowers open if the

bugs are present in any numbers. After the flowers have opened

the bugs may sometimes be driven from the trees by kindling

smoky fires below them.

TETTIGONIELLA SPECTRA, Dist.

yTettigoniella spectra, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., IV, 2li, f. 137;

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, pp. 72,6-717, f. 511".

Fig. i&b.—Tettiji, The smairoutline figin-e shows the

(Original.)
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Disti-ibittioii.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The yellow eggs are laid in a row in rice leaves

which often become submerged. They are attacked by a Procto-

trypid which walks under water in search of them /'Z.c/'/vm'A This

parasite is figured on page 203.

Foodpit lilts.—Paddy.

Stiitiis.^Not actually noted as a pest but liable to become so as

it is usually abundant in paddy-fields.

Control.—The adults are strongly attracted to light anrl this fact

may be utilized as one means of control.

P.
NEPHOTETTIX BIPUNCTATUS, Fb.

O^...
Cicada bipiiiictata. Fab., Syst. Rhyng., p. 78 (1803).

v^'/>/w/.V//.v/'//'»«,';'(//».s-.—Distant, Faun. Iml. Rhyn, IV, 359-360,

f. 228.

'^^.

w
v)FiG. jS6.

—

Xepliotettix bipiiitctatiis, male and female and front views of

heads of both sexes. The small outline figures show the natural

sizes. (After Distant.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern Imlia.

Lifchistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Paddy. Probably on various grasses.

Status.—Not actually noted to do damage but sometimes appears

in such enormous numbers that it may be assumed to be at least

a minor pest.

Control.—The adults fly freely to light and this fact may be

utilized.

Rcniarl;s.—The female of this bug wholly lacks the black spots

and black tips of the tegmina.

-'empoasca FLAVESCEXS, Fb.

O Cicada flavcsccns. Fab., Ent. Syst., IV, p. 46 (1794)-
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OCMorita flavescais, I.M.N., III, pt. 4, pp. 34—36, figs.

Eiiifodscd ffiivcscciis, Distant, Faun. Ind. Rhyn., IV, 405-406.

^ Fig. 3^.7.—Eiiipoasca flavcscciis. The small outline figure shows the

natural size. (Cirisjinal.)

Distribution.—Probably tliroughout Soutliern India.

Lifc'/iistoiy.—Not known.

Foodplivits.—Tea, castor. Probably on various other plants also.

Status.—Wellknown as " Green Fly Blight " in the tea Districts

of North-East India but so far as known does not attack tea in

India or Ceylon.

Control.—Spraying with contact insecticides and catching the

adult bugs in hand-nets when numerous.

Remarks.—This, or a closely allied species, is sometimes very

abundant on potato when grown as a field crop and may be seen in

thousands hopping off the leaves as one goes through the field.

PSYLLID^.

PSYLLA ISITIS, Buckt. (PL.A.TE XLVII.)

Psylla isitis. Buckton, I.M.N., II, p. 18, fig. ; Lefroy, A.J.I., VIII,

1—26, t. 1-2 (Jan. 1913).

Distribution.—South Arcot ; Tinnevelly. Probably throughout

the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The pale-yellowish-white, cylindrical eggs are laid

singly on Indigo, usually near the tip of a shoot. The eggs hatch

after about 5 days, the nymphs feeding on the plant for about a

fortnight, during which they undergo five moults, after which they
assume the adult (winged) stage.

Foodplants.—Indigo (all cultivated varieties ; also found on a
" wild Indigo " at Koilpatti).

Status-—Usually rather a minor pest of Indigo in Southern India.

The tops of attacked plants assume a characteristic curly appear-

ance.

Control.— (l) Spraying with soap solution.

(2) Cultivation methods. (See A.J.I, cited above.)





EXPLANATION OF PLATEfXLVII.

PSYLLA ISITIS.

Fig. 1. Eggs laid in groove of a leaf stalk. \ i6.

2. Egg a few hours old. \ 64.

3. Egg about a day old. x 64.

4. Nymph, first stage. x 64.

5. „ second stage, x 50.

6. „ third „ x 45.

7. „ fourth ,, X 30.

8. „ fifth „ X 20.

9. Imago, female, x 20.

10. The hind end of the abdomen of male, x 20.

11. The adult female sitting on a shoot, x 2.

12. The head of a Java-Natal indigo plant showing crumpling of

the leaves produced by the feeding of the nymphs, with a

nymph sitting just below the head.



PLATE XLVll

PSYLLA ISITIS.
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APHIDID.E.
APHIS GOSSYPII, Glov.

Ap/iis gossypii. Glover, Pat. Off. Rept., p. 62 (1854); Essig, Calif

Monthly Bull., I, 120— 122, f. 41 (Mar. 1912).

Fig. 388.

—

Aphis gossypii, winged and wingless females. The small figures

inside the dotted oval show the natural sizes. (After Essig.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Eggs very dark-red or brow^n. Nymphs green or

brownish. The females as a rule produce living young, and not

eggs, and these young are usually females vsrhich are themselves

able to reproduce living young after about three days, no males being

produced at all for a considerable number of generations. In small

colonies the members are usually wingless, but, as the colony

grows, winged forms are produced which fly off to found new
colonies on other plants. The increase may thus be very rapid.

The insects e.xcrete a sweet licjuid (honey dew) from the anus and

this is very attractive to ants which tend and defend the Aphids
;

the honey dew also falls on the leaves and gives them a character-

istic sticky appearance, usually rendered more conspicuous in damp
weather by the growth of fungus on the honey dew.

Foodplants.—Cotton. Polyphagous; has been found on over

fifty different plants in America.

Control.—Spraying with contact insecticides.

Remarks.—(l) Usually kept in check by various predaceous

insects (C/irysopa, Cocciiincllids, Syrphids, etc.).

(2) Numerous other species of Aphids are found on various

plants but the different species have not been identified as yet.
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SCHIZONEURA LANIGERA, Hausm.

Aphis lanigcra, Hausmann, Illig. Mag. Insekt, I, 440 (1802);

biickton, Aphides, III, 89, t. 105, 106 ; Atkinson, I.M.N., II, 52—58, fig.

Fig. 389

—

Scliizoncura laiilgcra.

To the left is a portion of a root showing the characteristic nodules caused

by the insect. To the right is seen a portion of a root with a Colony of the

insects (natural size) and a single insect magnified, (.'^fter Marlatt in Grandi.')

Distribution.—Coonoor, Ba n ga I ore.

Lifchistory.—The "American Blight," "Woolly Blight," or

"Blood Louse " appears in two forms, one of which attacks the

trunk and branches of apple-trees, the other the roots. The trunk-

living form is usually found in crevices of the bark or at the base

of twigs, etc., springing from the trunk and is covered with a white

downy covering. The root-living form has also white cottony fila-

ments. In both cases, the seat of attack is indicated by numerous

gall-like excrescences. The females may be winged or wingless

and can reproduce agamogenetically. Males do not seem to have

been observed in India.

Foodplaiits.—Apple.

Status.—May be a serious pest of apple-orchards.

Control.—For trunk-living form, spraying and scrubbing of stems

and affected branches with Crude Oil Emulsion or other contact
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Fig. 390.—Ragi Root Aphis.

A Ragi root showing the insects (natural size) attended by ants, and young,

half-grown and adult wingless and winged females. To the left is an antenna of

an adult winged female, more highly magnified. The small figures within the

dotted circles show the natural sizes. (Original.)
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insecticide. For root-living form, application of Crutle Oil Emul-

sion or Kerosine Emulsion or digging in Tobacco Refuse around

the roots.

The following has lately been recommended in Europe but has

not yet been tested in India. A paint is prepared of Linseed Oil

7 lb., White Leati i] lb., Zinc Oxide I lb., and this is boiled for

10 minutes and, when cold, I lb. of Turpentine is added. The
paint is applied by means of a brush to all the affected parts.

[Rome Bull. (iQU)- 49I-]

RAGI ROOT APHIS. (See figure on page 501.)

Distribution.—Only noted at Coimbatore in August and Septem-

ber, but will probably be found to be widely distributed in the

Plains.

Lifchistory.—The whole lifehistory is passed underground on the

roots of ragi plants. The young, which are probably always pro-

duced alive, are very minute, slender, pale-yellowish-white, of the

shape shown in the figure. They suck the juices from the roots of

the foodplant and, as they grow, the abdomen increases in size

until it assumes a globular form of about the size of a pin's head.

A few winged viviparous females are also found on the roots but

no males have been observed, so that reproduction is apparently

normally agamogenetic. These Aphids are attended by several

ants, of which the commonest and most conspicuous is Canipoiottis

comprcssus, and the plants attacked may generally be picked out by

the heap of small grains of earth around the stem, marking the

situations where the ants have excavated chambers into the soil to

visit the Aphids for the purpose of obtaining " honey-dew." The

ants also probably carry the Aphids into new localities but the

latter are also distributed by the winged adults.

Foodplants.—Ragi.

Status.—This insect may be a serious pest, sucking the juices of

the plants so persistently that the whole crop may wither unless

constantly irrigatetl and even then the yield is considerably

reduced.

Control.—This is a very difficult insect to attack, as its under-

ground habits make control measures difficult. The addition of

Crude Oil Emulsion to the irrigation water has been tried with some

success but this is not economically possible on a large scale.

The searching out and destruction of the ants' nests around the

ragi fields may perhaps yiehl belter results.

Remarks.—In general appearance and habits this species recalls
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Tctranciira liici/iiga, Zchntner (.Mededeelingcn van het Proefstation

vor Suikcrriet in West-Java " Kagok " tc Pokalongan, No. 53, pp.

16—21, t. II, ff. 29— 3<l) but differs- structurally.

LACHNUS PYRI, Buckt.

Ldciiiiiis pyri, Buckton, I.M.N., IV, 274, t. 16.

Fig. 391.

—

Lachiiiis pyri. wingless and winged adult.

The hair-lines show the natural sizes. (From Indian Museum Notes.)

Distribution.—Ootacanmnd ; Shevaroys.

Life/iistory.—Not known in detail. Probably very similar to

that of Aphis gossypii.

Foodplants.—Pear (Pynis).

Status.—A rather serious pest, occurring in large masses on the

twigs.

Control.—Spraying or brushing with any contact insecticide.



Fig. 592.

—

Oregina b ly born young 2 Halt grown insect ;

3, Mature wingle re winged form 5 Antenna of mature
winged form ; 6 Colo i) on Gunt Bamboo natural size , 7, Wingless
idult, more enlitged sho^^I^g \va\> filaments The small figures within the
dotted circles show the natural sizes. (Original.)
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OREGMA BAMBUS^, Buckt.

Oi'cgina hambiisw, Buckton, I.M.N., II, 87-88, 108-109 (figs.)

(1892) ; Schouteden, Spol. Zeyl., II, 185—187, tab., f. 5 [redescr].

Distribution.—Coimbatore. Probably throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The insects, in various stages from young to winged

adults, occur on the undersurface of leaves of the Giant Bamboo
(Dciidrocalaintis), sometimes in very large numbers so that the plant

is smothered with a black fungus which grows on the honey-dew
secreted by the insects, this sweet excretion being also visited by

hordes of flies, ants and other insects. The young insect is pale

greenish-yellow with a pair of very long projecting cephalic

processes which become reduceil in size in the adult insect ; as

it grows, the body becomes spherical, flattened, but the head and
thorax remain distinct ; in colour it is pale yellowish-green, the tip

of the antenna darker, the eye blackish, the anterior portion of the

abdomen dark-green as far as a line drawn between the siphons

which scarcely project above the surface of the body; the whole of

the abdomen is surrounded along its edge by a marginal border of

short pure-white waxy filaments, traces of which sometimes occur

also on the sides of the thorax. In the winged adult the general

colour is dull-green with a dark area on the abdomen correspond-

ing to that in the immature form
;
prothorax yellowish with a pair

of ill-defined brownish spots ; eyes reddish ; antennae black ; legs

pale-greenish infuscated at apices of segments. When disturbed,

the immature insects elevate their bodies at right angles to the

resting surface in a very characteristic manner.

Foodplants.—Bamboo (DciulrocalaiuHS giganteits).

5/<;/H5.—Apparently a minor pest, doing little harm even when
in large numbers, although the drain of plant-juice must then be
very large.

Cow/ro/.—Spraying with contact insecticides and checking
access of ants are practicable measures when this insect disfigures

the appearance of garden-grown bamboos.

Remarks.—The insect under consideration is apparently
Buckton's Oregma hamhusa although, as Schouteden remarks,

Buckton's " description is unusually incomplete and the drawings
reproduced in his paper are not at all exact." Van der Goot
(Tijds. voor Ent., LV, 330 and LVI, 131) states that Oregma is prob-

ably identical with Cerataphis, Licht. ; I leave this point for

Aphidologists to settle, but it seems possible that insularis, v. d.

Goot, may be identical with hambuscc, Buckton.
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Coconut Aphis.

,...,.• Fig. 393.—Coconut Aphis.

A part of a coconut ieaf showing a colony of the insects (natural size), young

insect, wingless and winged adult and antenna of latter. (Origina

Distribution.—Coimbatore.

Lifcliistory.—'Not known in detail. Wingetl and

specimens arc found together in colonies on the leaves.

wingless
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Fooilphiiits.—Coconut Palm.

Siiitiis.—A serious pest of young' palms.

Control.—Spraying with Crutle Oil Emulsion has proved

effective.

Remarks.—This Aphid was found on young coconuts which

had been brought to Coimbatore from Colombo by a private owner,

and it is probable that the Aphid was introduced with them. It is

hoped that this colony has been exterminated but the insect is

figureil hero in order to enable it to be recognized if found else-

where.

ALEURODID/E.

ALEURODES BERGI, Sign.

Alcuroilcs iH-rgi. Signoret, Ann. S.E. Fr. (4), VIII, 8oo(l868);

Zehntner, Ar< h. Java Suiker-Ind., XIV, 969. tab. (1896).

1 IG j94— 4/L;no(/ci 6c;>>/

Adult female laying eggs on c iiil kat and tht s inie more highly magnified.

The small fignrc within tht dotted cncle bhow-i tlic natural size. (After

Zehntner.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid on cane-leaves in more or less

complete concentric circles. The young nymphs live rather

gregariously on the leaves anel are dark-green or blackish,

surrounded by a whitish waxy efflorescence.

Foodplants.—Sugarcane.

Status.—A minor pest as a rule.

Control.—Cutting and burning of the first-attacked leaves as

soon as colonies are noticed.

Remarks.—This species is merely given here as a representative

of its family, of which numerous species Mnostly unidentitied) occur
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on various trees and plants. The commoner species noticed

hitherto are :

—

Aleiirodcs citri on Orange. Jasmine, etc., A. riciiii on castor,

and several unnamed species on sugarcane, castor, etc.

COCCID/E.

CEROCOCCUS HIBISCI, Gr.

Ccrocncciis hibisci, Green, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri.. Ind., II, 19— 21,

t. 2, ff. 2—4 (1908) ; Lefroy (I.e.). p. 122.

fOriyiinl.)

Distribution.—Godavari ; Coimbatore. Probably throughout the

Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory and Foodplaiils.—Thi^ conspicuous golden-yellow

scales are found on twigs and stems of cotton and Hibiscus.

Status.—A minor pest of cotton.

Control.—The scales are conspicuous and easily removed by

hand.

/?('w;(7r/v'.s-.- This species appears to be kept in check by parasites

and so rarely increases to numbers sufficient to cause damage.

DACTYLOPIUS CITRI, Risso.

Dorthesia citri, Risso, Hist. Nat. des Oranges (1813).

Psetidococcus citri, Fernald, Cat. Cocc, pp. 99 100 ; Grandi.

Disp. Entom. Agraria, pp. 140— 143, ff. 126—128.

Dactylopius adonidum, Atkinson, I.IM.N.. 1, 6 7 Incc. Linn).

Dactylopius citri, Lefroj', Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 248 ll.c),

11, 122—124, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 244. f. 297.
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l-IG. i96.—Dacfyh>f^ii<s ci

covering rennnod. and

a \ential %ictt-5 .if inject will

ixy covoiintf. The small tiKU

within the dotted circle shows the natural size. (After Grandi.i

Distribution-—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Females below ground on roots, on plants, in ant-

shelters. (Lefroy.)

Foodplants.—Coffee, Tea, Croton, various species of Ficiis.

AgcnUinn, Eryt/iriim, and numerous other plants.

Status.—An occasional serious pest of coffee, especially of

young plants in the nursery.

Control.—Contact Insecticides. (See also Ent. Mem., Vol. II,

No. 7. P- 1 23-)

DACTYLOPIUS NIP/E, Mask.

Dnctylopiiis iiip<i:,Maske\\. N.Z. Tr., XXV, 232(1892); Green,

Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind.,II, 23 ; Lefroy fl.c). p. 136, t. 12, ff. 8. 9.

A.J.I., V, 162—164.

Psiiuiocoaiis i/ifyn. Fernald, Cat. Cocc, p. 107.

"IG. i97.—I)itcfyl<>piiis iiipa- on Potato tuber. lAfter Lefrt
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Distribution.—Probably throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory and Food.—Found living on seed-potatoes, collect-

ing in masses around the eyes, and destroying the tubers. Also

found living freely on shoots of Mulberry, Cotton, Hibiscus, causing

the leaves to curl up and the growing shoot also to curl up into a

hard knot.

Control.—In the case of seed-potatoes, washing the potatoes

with an insecticide before storing, or fumigating when in store.

In the case of attack on Mulberry, etc., the twisted shoots should

be plucked and burnt.

DACTYLOPIUS VIRGATUS, Ckll.

Dactylopius virgatus, Cockcrell, Entom., XXVI, 178 (1893);

Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., II, pp. 127 128.

Pscudococcits virgatus. Fern., Cat. Cocc, II, p. iii.

Dactylopius ceriferus, Newst., I.M.N., III, No. 5, pp. 24- 25, t. 3, f. 3.

Fig. i9S.—Dactylopius x'ir^ntiis. dorsal and xeiitral views of insect

(enlarged) and antenna (more hit;lily magnified). (After Newstead.i

Distribution.—Probably throughout the Plains of Southern

India.

Lifchistory.—Occurs on the leaves and young shoots of the

foodplants.

Foodplants.—Cotton, Violet, Acalyplia, Hibiscus, etc.

Status.—Sometimes in very large numbers on Garden plants. A
minor pest as a rule.

Control.—Spraying with contact insecticide and (in bad cases)

cutting and burning of badly infested branches on plants.

PULVINARIA PSIDII, Mask.

Pulvinaria psidii, Maskell, N.Z. Trans., XXV, 223 ([892);

Green, Cocc. Ceylon, IV, 264 265, t. TOO; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept.

Agri , Ind., II, 131— 134, Ind. Ins. Life, t. 82, f. i.
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Fig. 399.

—

Pulvinaria psidii. 1, Insects on leaf, natural size; 2, Youpr
Nymph, magnified ; 3. Adult scale, magnified : 4. Side-view of adnlt

female showing waxy excretion. (Figs. 2—4 after Green.

i

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Eggs laid in the white flocculent mass which lies

under and behind the female scale and which is characteristic of

this "Green Mealy Scale."

Foodplants.—Ficus glowcrata, Lagcrstrcemia lanccolata. Mango,

Guava, Loquat, etc. Occasionally on Coffee.

Status.—Chiefly important in the Hill districts (Mysore, Coorg,

Nilgiris and Shevaroys) as a pest of Shade Trees on Coffee

Estates. When it occurs in large numbers such trees may be greatly

weakened or even killed.
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Control—When the attack is localized the attacked trees

should be sprayed with a contact insecticide and neighbouring

unattacked trees isolated by painting a ring of some sticky

substance (e.g., tar and grease) around tlie trunk to prevent the

young bugs crawling up.

In districts where this bug is prevalent, trees of varieties more

or less immune to this scale shoukl be utilized for shade.

The immature bugs, when found on Coffee, may easily be

mistaken for Lccaniinii virictc, but are larger anil lack the tlark

intestinal loop characteristic of Green scale.

CEROPLASTODES CAJANI, Mask.

Eriocliiioii c
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cultivatetl crops but fournl in masses on twigs of Zizypliiis at

Coimbatore.

LECANIUM VIRIDE, Gr.

Lcidiiiuiii viridc. Green, Obsns. on Green Scale (1886), Cocc.

Ceylon, III, 199 203, t. 69 ; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I.,

246, II, 130-131.

Fig. 401.

—

Lccanitim viride. 1, Young Nymph from above, greatly magnified
;

2, Female of second stage, magnified ; 3, Adult female, from above, x 15 ;

4, Scales in situ on branch of Coffee, natural size. (After Green.)

Distribution.— Practically throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.—The flattened " Green Bugs " are found on the

tender twigs and leaves, usually along the veins on the underside of

the latter. The presence of these scales in large numbers gives rise

to a black Fungus which develops on the Honeydew falling on the

upper surfaces of the leaves, and this usually attracts attention to

the scales, which are not very conspicuous.

Foodplants. —Cofiee, principally. Also on Guava, Loquat, Cin-

chona, etc.

Status.—A very serious pest of Coffee but the amount of damage
done seems to depend on local conditions or on causes not yet

understood. In some districts the Coffee has been absolutely wiped

out by the attack of this scale, whilst in other districts, where it

occurs commonly, comparatively little damage seems to result.

Control.—Spraying and Brushing of leaves where practicable.

But this scale requires detailed study before any method can be

recommended definitely and methods applicable will probably

require modification to suit local conditions.

3 3
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LECANIUM HEMISPH^RICUM, Targ.

Lecaiiium hemisph(ericum, Targioni-Tozzetti, Stucli sulle Cocc,

p. 27 (1867) ; Green, Cocc. Ceylon, III, 232, t. 85 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins.

Pests, p. 244, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 247, II, pp. 129-130.

Fig. 402.

—

Lecaniuin hemisphcericum. 1, Scales on twig and leaves, natural

size ; 2, Young Nymph, magnified ; 3, Adult female ; 4. Male,

magnified and natural size. (After Green.)

Distribution.—Thronghoui Southern India.

Lifehistory.—The rounded, shiny brown scales occur on leaves

and shoots.

FoodpJants.—Coffee, Tea, Loquat, Cephalandra.

Status.—-The " Brown Bug " of Coffee, sometimes a serious pest

of both Coffee and Tea.

LECANIUM NIGRUM, Nietn.

Lecanium nigrum, Nietner, Enem. Coffee Tree, p. 9 (1861); Green,

Cocc. Ceylon, III, 229-231, t. 84; Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri.,

Ind., II, 130.

Fig. A06.-I^ecanii on Cotton stem. (Original.'*
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Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifchistory.--\Js\\ii\\y on stems of the foodplant. Adults vary

considerably in size, shape and colour, the latter being usually deep

purple-black, sometimes dark chestnut.

Foodplants.—Cotton. Also on numerous other plants, including

Hibiscus, Tea, Coffee, Hevea and Ceara Rubber, etc.

Status. -Does not seem to be a pest as a rule but sometimes

occurs in injurious numbers on Cotton. A minor pest of Rubber.

Control—In the case of an outbreak on Cotton the attack is

usually localized and the attacked plants should be uprooted and
burnt.

LECANIUM OLE^, Bernard.

C/icrmes olccv, Bernard, Mem. d'Hist. Nat. Acad. (1782).

Lecanium olece, Green, Cocc. Ceylon, p. 227-228, t. 83.

Saissetia olece, Grandi, Entom. Agri., pp. 165-166, f. 157.

olcce. Scales on

is shown below.

twig, life-size ; a single scale, magnified,

(After Green.)

Distribution.—Probably throughout Southern India.

Lifcliistory.—TWxs scale is dull purplish-brown in colour, in

shape ovoid not flattened, with a longitudinal ridge down the back
and two other transverse ridges. It lives usually on twigs or

shoots.

Foodplants. -Coffee, Erythrina, Castilloa Rubber. Outside of

Southern India it has been found on Olive, Citrus, Antidesma,

Duranta, Thespesia, etc.

Status.—A minor pest of Coffee.

33-A
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LECANIUM MARSUPIALS, Green.

Lecanium niarsupialc. Green, Cocc. Ceylon, pp. 2I2~2I3, t. 75.

Fig. 405.-

—

Lecanium marsupiale. On the left is a portion of leaf of Black

Pepper with male and female scales, natural size ; in the centre is winged

male, and on the right an adult female, magnified. (After Green.)

Distribution.—W yT\z.2id.

Lifc'history.—The large ovoid, flattened, chestnut-brown scales

are surrounded by a conspicuous yellow border and are found on

the upper surface of leaves of pepper. The adult scales are very

large, 7 mm. long. The young scales whitish.

Foodplants.—Pepper (Piper nigrum).

Status.—A minor pest.

Co// //Y)/.— Destruction of affected leaves and spraying.

HEMILECANIUM IMBRICANS, Green.

Lecanium imbrieaiis. Green, I.M.N. , V, 94, t. 18, ff. 2, 2a — d;
Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., II, No. 7, p. 130 ; Green, Jl. Ec.

Biol., V, 6-7 (March iQio).

Hemilecaiiium imhrieaus. Planters' Chronicle, V, 185.

Hemilecauium tlieobromii; Newst., Jl. Ec. Biol., Ill, 39 (1908).

Distribution.—Nilgiris, South Mysore (Bahir District), Coorg.

Lifehistory.—The large, flattened scales form a dense silvery-

white scaly covering on twigs and branches of the trees attacked.

The scale is accompanied by a sooty fungus which grows in great

quantities on the plants below and rapidly kills out coffee.

Foodplants.—Toon (Cedrela toonaj. Red Cedar (Aerocarpus

fraxinifoliusj, Ficus mysorensis, F. glomerata and F. infeetor ia.
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Fjg. 4()6.-Hciinlccanii(iii inibricaiis. (From Indian Museum Nutes.)

Status.—An indirect minor jjest of Coffee, attacking shade-

trees.

Control.— (l) Infected l^ranches should be cut off and burnt and

the apparently clean tree whitewashed.

(2) Replacing affected shade-trees by other trees not attacked

by this insect.

ASPIDIOTUS CAMELLI/E, Sign.

Aspidiotits (v;w/(7//Vr, Signoret, Essai, p. 117 (1869); Green, Cocc.

Ceylon, pp. 60 61 t 13, Ent Mem Dept. Agri., Ind., I, No. 5, p. 353.

Diii.sf^is circiihitii Green, I M N , IV, p. 4.

Fig. 407.

—

Aspidiotits caiiiellite. Scales, natural size, on branch and two

scales, magnified, seen from above and from the side. (.4fter Green.)
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Distribution.—Probably throughout the Hills of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—These scales are usually found massed on the

upper portions of young tea plants. The scale itself is chestnut-

brown surrounded by a broad outer ovoid margin pale-yellow or

greyish in colour.

Foodplatits.—Tea, Cinchona, Acacia, Grevillea, Sapu (Miclwlia

champaca).

Status.—Sometimes does considerable damage to young tea

plants in Southern India.

Control.—In the case of very young plants complete destruction

by fire, in the case of older plants drastic pruning, the prunings

being burnt on the spot. There is risk of infecting other plants if

attempts are made to carry affected plants elsewhere to be burnt.

ASPIDIOTUS DESTRUCTOR, Sign.

Aspidiotus destructor, Sign., Ann. S.E.Fr. (4), IX, 120 (1869);

Fernald, Cat. Cocc, p. 257 ; Cotes, I.M.N., II, 168, III, 66-67 ; Lefroy,

Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., II, 137 ; Green, B.J., XIII, 70, t. B, f. 5.

Aspidiotus hitauitr, Green, Cocc. Ceylon, I, 49^50- t- 8 (iicc

Sign.).

KiG. 40Ji Aspuliotns dcst.

.uid 3, \\r\.

in leaf, natiir;

(After Green.')

2. FemaleScales

ith niafjnified.

Distribution.—South Wynaad, Coimbatore
;

probably through-

out the Plains of Southern India. Laccadive Islands.

Foodplants.—Cocomit, Mango, Pepper.

Status.—Occasionally injurious by weakening the tree when the

scale occurs in large numbers.

Control.—?
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MYTILASPIS PIPERIS, Green.

Afytilaspis pifycris. Green, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri.. Ind., II, No. 2,

pp. 34-35. t. 4. f. 18.

Fig. 409.—Mytilnrspis piperis. Scales, natural size, on twig and leaf of Pepper

:

and a single scale, magnified. (Original.)

Distribution.—Wynaad.
Lifchistory.—The long, narrow, brown scales live thickly clus-

tered together on the young stems. The vines are attacked by this

scale usually about lO feet from the ground, a rusty patch bare of

leaves and about a yard long being formed on the stem.

Foodplant.—Pepper {Piper nigrum).

Status.—A local, minor pest.

Control.—Spraying and destruction of attacked portions of

plants.

CHIONASPIS BICLAVIS, Conist.

Chiouaspis bidavis, Comstock, 2nd Rept., Dept. Ent. Corn. Univ.,

p. 98 (1883) ; Green, I.M.N., IV, 2, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri.. Ind., I,

No. 5, p. 354, II, No. 2, p. 36, Cocc. Ceylon, pp. 152—154, t. 54.
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Fig. 410.

—

Cliionaspis biclavis. On the right is seen a piece of Cinchonastem
with Scales in situ, natural size; on the left is a piece of barl< from a

Tea-stem showing two scales greatly enlarged. (After Green.)

Distribution.—Nilgiris.

Lifehistory.—The female scales are always found on stems or

bark of the foodplant, never on leaves ; they are extremely incon-

spicuous, being covered with the superficial fibres and loose material

of the bark on which they rest. Their presence may, however, be

detected by the pimply appearance of the bark.

Foodphuits.— Tea, Cinchona. Occasionally on Grcvillca and

Coffee.

Status.—Not noted as a pest in Southern India, but Green states

that it is " perhaps the most serious and widespread of all Coccidje

affecting the tea plant in Ceylon," its attacks resulting " in an

unhealthy hidebound condition of the main stems and branches."

Control' -Cniixng out of worst affected stems during pruning

and scrubbing the remainder with a pad of coir matting moistened

with Kerosinc Emulsion (Green).

HEMICHIONASPIS THE/E, Mask.

Chionaspis thccr, Maskell, I.M.N. , II, 60, t. i, ff. 2 a—c ; Green,

Cocc. Ceylon, II, p. 113, t. 33 ; Watt and Mann, Pests of Tea, pp.

307—309, f. 39-

Hemichioiiaspis the<r. Green, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri, Ind., I, No. 5,

P- 342.

/)w/r/7'«//o//.—Throughout the Tea Districts of Southern Intiia.
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Fig. 411.

—

Hcmichionaspis thecs. Male and Female Puparia on Tea-leaf,

natural size and magnified. (After Green.)

Lifchistory.—The female scales are usually found on the

branches of older bushes and are so like the bark that they are

difficult to distinguish. The white fluted male scales are often

seen in little colonies on leaves, where they are conspicuous.

Foodplants.—Tea. Also on Psyciiotriu and other plants. [Gircii.]

Stntii.s.—This scale scarcely seems to be a pest in Southern

India.

ANOPLURA.
PEDICULIDvE.

PEDICULUS CAPITIS, de Geer.

Fig. 412.

—

Pcilicidiis capitis. The small figure within the dotted circle shows

the natural size. lOriginal.)
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Pcdicitlushiiwaiiiis, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), I, p. 6lO (1758) [part].

Pcdiculits capitis, de Geer, Mem., VII, 67, t. I, f. 6 (1778) ; Osborn,

U.S.A. Ent. Ball. No. 5, pp. 166 167, f. 96; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests,

p. 264, t. 317; Hewlett, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 762; Brumpt, Precis de

Parasit., pp. 549—550, ff. 395—397 ; Alcock, Ent. for Med. Offrs., pp.

213—215 ; Castellani and Chalmers, Man. Trop. Med., p. 633,

ff. 267-268 (191 3).

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifi'/iistory.— The eggs (or nits) are fixed by the female on to a

hair of the human head, the portions just behind the ears being

most commonly selected. The young lice hatch out after about

5 days and are full-grown after another 10 or 12 days. The lice

suck blood at least once in every 24 hours.

Food.—The blood of man.

5^7/;/.s-.— A serious pest, as the insect may act as a carrier of

disease from one host to another. It is known to carry Typhus and

to produce a form of Impetigo.

Control.—Personal cleanliness. Soap and water combined with

almost any of the ordinary antiseptics will be found efificient.

Wasliing the head with ordinary kerosine-oil (care being taken

not to approach any light or fire) and afterwards with soap is a

simple method.

PEDICULUS HUMANUS, Linn.

Pcdiculus /iiDnanus, 'Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), I, p. 610 (1758) [part].

Pcdiciilns corporis, de

Geer, Mem., VII, 67, t. I, f. 7

(1778).

Pcdiculus vcstimeiiti

Nitzsch, Germar Mag. Ent.,

Vol. Ill (1818); Osborn,

U.S.A. Ent. Bull. No. 5, pp.

167-168, ff. 94, 97 ; Howlett,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 762 ; Brumpt,

Precis de Parasit., pp.

f
'' 552—554 ; Alcock, Entom.

for Med. Ofifrs., pp. 213—215;

Girault, Entom. News, XXIII,

339^344; Castellani and

Chalmers, Man. Trop. Med..

p. 634, ff. 269-270 (1913).

Fig. 413.- Pcdiculus liunianus. The £//.'>//-/7>////o«.~Throughout

small figure within the dotted circle Southern India.
shows the natural size. (Original.)
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Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid on clothing in which the lice live

except when actually sucking blood from the body. Eggs and

development much as in P. capitis.

Food.—The blood of man. This louse has been induced to bite

fowls (Neveu-Lemaire) and is said to have been taken from c;;ttle

(Osborn), but is not known to attack any host except man in a

natural state.

Status.—The bite of the botly louse is said to be more initating

than that of the head-louse. The former is known to carry

Typhus Fever and both are equally to be avoidetl as possible

carriers of disease.

Control—VersonaX cleanliness. Baking, boiling, or fumigation

of infested clothing or bedding. The newly-hatched young are

only able to exist about two days without food so that disuse of

infected clothing, etc., for a period of at least 10 days should result

in starving of any young emerging from eggs in the clothing. It

may, however, be noted that the eggs may not hatch for five

weeks in cold climates ; no exact observations on this point seem

to be on record for Southern India but the period may be expected

to be much shorter—probably always less than a week.

PHTHIRIUS PUBIS, Linn.

Pcdicuhis pubis, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), I, p. 6il (1758).

Phthirius iuguinalis, Leach, Zool. Miscell., Ill, 63, t. 51, f. 5 (1817)

;

Osborn, U.S.A. Entom. Bull. No. 5. PP- 165- 166, f. 95 ; Howlett,

Ind. Ins. Life, p. 762 ; Brumpt, Precis de Parasit., pp. 554-555. f- 398 ;

Alcock, Entom. for Med. Offrs., p. 2l6, f. 96 ; Castellani and Chal-

mers, Man. Trop. Med., p. 634, f. 271 (1913).

Fig. 414.

—

Phtliiriiis pubis. The small figure within the dotted circle shows

the natural si^e. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India.

Lifeliistory.—This minute louse, which is only about one-fifteenth

of an inch long, lives on the coarse hairs of the pubic and axillary
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regions of the human body ; occasionally founil in the hairs of the

face but in those of the head only in extremely rare cases. The

eggs are fixed at the base of a hair, and the young hatch out after

about a week and are full-grown after about another fortnight.

Food.—The blood of man.

Status.—An annoying and disgusting parasite whose bites

produce small itching papular eruptions. Not definitely known to

carry disease, but extremely likely to do so.

Control.—Personal cleanliness. These lice are highly resistant

to ordinary antiseptics. Crude Oil Emulsion will probably be

found effective. Mercurial ointments are usually recommended.

Note.—The specific name pubis, Linn., is applicable to this

insect and has priority.

h^matopinus tuberculatus, N. & G.

Pedkulus tuberculatus, Nitzsch and Giebel, Zeits. f. ges. Naturw.,

XXIII, 32 (1864).

Hcematopiuus tuberculatus, dalla Torre, Wytsm. Gen. Ins.,

Anoplura, p. II (1908).

Distribution. —Throughout Southern

India.

Lifchistory.—Not known in detail.

Live on the ears of buffaloes.

Food.—Blood of buffaloes.

Status.—Not known to be a serious

pest as a rule but sometimes occurs in

very large numbers.

Fig. Wo.—HiTmatopiniis Control.—Application of Crude Oil

tuberculatus, enlarged and Emulsion,
natural size. (Original.)

Remarks.—(l) Outside of India similar lice have been found

capable of transmitting Surra (Trypanosoma cvansi) from one host

to another, and young lice have been found to be transported by

clinging to the legs of a fly (Lyperosiaj which also infests

buffaloes.

(2) For other animal lice see page 185.

ORTHOPTERA.

ACRIDID^.

TRYXALIS TURRITA, Linn.

Acrida turritus, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), p. 427 (1758^

Tryxalis turrita, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 82, fig. 23.

Acrida turrita, Kirby, Cat. Orth. Ill, 92-93.

^
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Fig. 4\(^.—Tryxalis tiirritit. (Original.

Distribution.—Common throughout the Plains.

Lifehistory.—^ot known.

Status.—Scarcely a pest although it often occurs in large

numbers.

Control.—Easily caught by the help of small bag-nets.

EPACROMIA TAMULUS, Fb.

Gryllus tdniiilns, Fabr., Ent. Syst. Suppl., p. 195 (1798).

Grylhis dorscilis, Thunberg, Mem. Acad. Patersb, V, 229 (1815).

Epacromia dorsalis, I.M.N., III, No. 5, p. Jl, figs ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 83, f. 24.

Molopiis tumulus. Kirby, Cat. Orth. Ill, 192.

^y

Fig. m.—Epacromia taiiiithis. 0-niin Indian Museum Notes.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India ; es-

pecially common in the T-innevelly, Ramnad and Madura Districts.

Lifehistory.—Not worked out in detail. There are apparently

two broods during the rains.

Foodplants.—Ragi, Cholam, Cumbu, Daincha IScsbania aculcatdl.
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Stiitus.—A local pest of some importanee in the Madura and

Tinnevelly Districts.

Control.—May be swept up in small bag-nets during day-time.

At night, unlike most grasshoppers, this species is attracted to

light, and torches or lights placed over pans of water with a film of

oil on top form effective traps.

AULARCHES MILIARIS, Lmn.

GryUiis inilidris, Linn., Syst. Nat. (ed. X), 1, 432 (1758).

Phynuitciis piuutirtiis, Fab. ; Green, Perad. Circ. I, No. 9

(1898).

Aularclics milinrix, Green, Perad. Circ. Ill, No. 16 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins, Life, pp.

Distribution.—Shevaroys, Nilgiris, Vizagapatam and Coimbatore.

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid in a mass in the ground in a hole,

dug by the female, about 3 inches deep and half an inch in dia-

meter. The grasshoppers usually collect in one place for coupling

and egg-laying, the latter usually taking place under shade. The
eggs hatch after about five months and the young hoppers take

about five months to attain full growth.

Foodplants.—Coconut, Coffee, Erythrina,

Status.—This insect does little damage as a rule although often

common in Coffee Districts.

Control-—The habit of the adults to congregate for the purpose

of pairing and ovipositing may be utilized to destroy them in large

numbers. The young hoppers on first hatching may also be
collected and destroyed before they have time to do harm.

PCECILOCERUS PICTUS, Fb.

Grylliis pictiis. Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 289 (1775).

Poekilocenis pictus, Serv., Orthopt, pp. 597-598.

Pariloccnis pictus, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 212, f. ^49, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. 84 ; I.M.N., III, No. 5, p. 72, fig.





PLATE XXXXVllI

COLEMANIA SPHENARIOIDES.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLVIIL

COLEMANIA SPHENARIOIDES.

Fig. I. Earhead and leaf of millet eaten by the grasshoppers, natural

size.

„ 2. An adult grasshopper on the ground and a female laying eggs

with her body thrust into the soil.
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year.

Fig. 4\9.—P(L-C!loccnispictus. (Original.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Not known in detail. Probably two broods in the

ng young fig plants inFoodplants.— Calotropis. Found daniagi

Bellary District

Status.—Not a pest as a rule

ORTHACRIS Sp.

Fig. AlO.—Ortlujcris sp. The outline figure shows the natural si-^e.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Coimbatore, Tinnevelly, Bellary. Probably

throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lijchistory.—Not known.

Foodphiiits.—Ragi, Cumbu, Cholam, Groundnut, Cabbage, Brin-

jal, etc. On most low-growing plants.

Stirtus.^A minor pest as a rule.

COLEMANIA SPHENARIOIDES, Bol.

Colenumia sphenarioidcs, Bolivar, Bolet. R. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat.

(1910), p. 319; Coleman. B.J., XX, 879 (1911); Mysore Ent. Bull. No.

2, pp. 1—43, t. I— 10.

(See Plate XLVIII.)
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Distribution.—Mysore, Bellary, Kurnul. Gradually spreading

eastwards and southwards.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid in masses in the ground in October

—

December, the young nymphs emerging about June—July, after

the South-West Monsoon Rains have set in. They feed on any

low-growing vegetation and are full-grown about September

—

October, when they pair and lay eggs. The young are similar to

the adult but smaller and both stages are wingless.

Foodplants.—C\\o\a.m, Tenai, Cumbu, Green Gram, Red Gram,

Cow-pea. Most low-growing crops are attacked but cotton seems

fairly immune.

Control—{\) Catching young hoppers (before they have had

time to damage crops) by means of small bag-nets.

(ii) Killing adult hoppers when coupling and laying eggs.

(iii) Deep-ploughing of infested fields in December—January

to destroy egg-masses.

ATRACTOMORPHA CRENULATA, Fb.

Truxalis crenulatus, Fab., Ent. Syst., II. p. 28 (1793); Serv.,

Orthopt, p. 584-

Pyrgomorplhi crcnulatu, I.M.N. , III, No. 6, p. 21, fig.
;

Lefroy,

Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 119, f. 2, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 84, f. 25.

Fig. 421.

—

AtractuiiiorpJia crcindata. (Original.)

Z)/5/r;7;H^/o«.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India ; especi-

ally common in Coimbatore, Godavari, Kurnul and Bellary.

Foodplants.—Tobacco, Brinjal, and other vegetable crops es-

pecially Aniarantluis.

Status.—Found often in company with Chrotogonus doing some

appreciable injury to tobacco in nurseries.

Cw/Zro/.—Hand-picking.

CHROTOGONUS.

? \0)nwcxccha trachyptcrum, Blanchard, Ann. S.E. Fn, V, 618-

619, t. 22, f. 6(1836).

Chrotogonus trachyptcrus, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 220, f. 265,

Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 118, f. I, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 85.]

(SEE PLATE XLIX.)

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India ; especi-

ally common in South Arcot, Madura, Coimbatore and Bellary.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIX.

CHROTOGONUS SP.

Fig. I. Eggmass in soil.

„ 2. A single egg, magnified.

„ 3. Portion of egg-mass, magnified.

„ 4-8. Young grasshoppers in various stages, magnified.

„ 9, 10, Adult grasshoppers.

(The lines alongside the figures show the natural sizes.

J



PLATE XLIX.

CHROTOGONUS SP.
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Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid in the ground in a mass, the young

hoppers scattering on emergence and feeding on almost all green

vegetation. Exact life-cycle not worked out in Madras. For

stages see coloured plate.

Foodphnits.—Tobacco, groundnut, cholam, cotton, nigerseed.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of young tobacco, cholam,

etc.

Co«/ra/.—Collection in small bag-nets.

Remarks.—The exact identity of the species concerned in

Southern India is not known. Probably there are several species

which may be different from the Northern Indian species shown on

the plate, but the general appearance and habits are very similar

in all.

CATANTOPS sp.

Fig. 422.—Catantops sp. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Tinnevelly and Ramnad.
Lifehistory.—Not known. Perhaps two broods annually, one in

July-August, the other in February-March.

Foodphvits.—Cotton (bolls, flowers and leaves), grasses.

Status.—A very local and sporadic pest, occasionally doing

some damage to cotton-plants by eating the young bolls.

Control.—Catching in small bag-nets or hand-nets.

Remarks.—This species is perhaps undescribed. It is some-

what similar to Catantops similis, but is larger, with longer wings
and with a distinct pattern of markings on thorax, elytra and
posterior femora.

34
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CYRTACANTHACRIS SUCCINCTA, Linn.

Gryllus stuxhictiis, Linn., Amoen. Acad. VI, 398 (1763).

Acridiuin siurinctiiin, Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, pt.

I, pp. 1—52, t. 1—4, t. 8, f. I, t. 9, f. I, t. TO, ff. I, 2, Ind. Ins. Life,

p. 86, t. 2-3.

Cyrtacanthacris succincta, Kirby, Cat. Orth. Ill, 448.

Fig. 423.

—

CyrtacanfJiacris sitcciiirfa. (After Lefroy.)

Distribution.—Bellary, Kurnul and Anantapur. A stray speci-

men was obtained in South Arcot in November 1907 and another

from Dhavani (Nilgiris, 6,000 ft.) in December 1907. Not noted in

South India since 1907, but scattered individuals may occur

throughout.

Lifiiiistory.—See Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agr., Vol. I, No. L

Foodplauts.—AW green vegetation.

Status.—The Bellary and Kurnul districts are occasionally visit-

ed by migrant swarms from Bombay, usually in May and June,

when there are practically no crops on the ground, so that the

damage done in Madras is slight.

Control.—Little can be done to check the locusts when a locality

is visited by one of these enormous swarms. The best method of

destruction is probably to burn them with torches when resting on

trees at night. They are also readily destroyed when coupling by

beating them with brooms, branches, etc.

,*

CYRTACANTHACRIS RANACEA, Stoll.

Gryllus Locusta ranaicus, Stoll, Spectres Saut., p. 30, t. 14. b,

f. 53(1813).

Acridium at-ruginosuni (ncc Bur.), Lefroy, Ent. Mem. Agri. Dept.,

Ind., I, 53, t. 8, f. 3, t. 9, f. 38, t. 10, f. 5-

Cyrtacanthacris ranacea, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 86, t. 6 ; Kirby,

Cat. Orth. Ill, 45i-





PLATE L.

PESTS OF RICE.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE L.

I. Hieroglyphus banian.
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Fig. 424.~Cyrtacanthacris ranacca. (Original.)

Distrihutiou.—All over South India.

Lifehistory.—Not worked out in detail. The nymphs are charac-

terized by the broad yellowish stripes on the prothorax.

Foodplaitts.—Cotton, castor, groundnut, ragi and various other

crops.

Status.—Common, especially in cotton fields, but scarcely a pest.

Control.—Collection by hand or in nets.

HIEROGLYPHUS BANIAN, Fb.

Gryllus banian, Fab, Ent. Syst. SuppL, p. 194 (1798).

Acridium fnrcifcr, Serv., Orthopt., p. 677, t. 14, f. 12 (1839).

Hieroglyphiis banian, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 87, t. 7 ; Coleman,

Mysore Ent. Bull., No. i, pp. 1—52, t. 1—5.

[See Plate L.]

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India up to

about 4,000 feet.

Lifehistory.—The eggs are laid in masses in the ground, usually

between October and December, the young emerging about

June, soon after the South-West Monsoon Rains have started.

The young nymphs are brownish-yellow, with a yellowish stripe

down the middle of the thorax, and do not usually assume a

greenish colour until they are about to acquire wings. The deve-

lopmental period for males is about 70 days, for females about

80 days.

Foodplants.—Paddy, sugarcane, maize ; chiefly on paddy.

Status.—A major pest of paddy, sometimes doing serious

damage both in hopper and adult stages.

CoM/ro/.—Bagging in small bag-nets.

HIEROGLYPHUS NIGRO-REPLETUS, Bol.

Hicroglyplius nigro-repletus, Bolivar, Trabajos del Museo de Cient.

Nat. Madrid, No- 6, pp. 56—59 (1912).

Hieroglyphus banian, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, f. 27, ncc Fab,

35
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Distrilmtiou.—Bellary, Kiirnul, Guntur.

Lifehistory.—Eggs are laid in November in masses at a depth of

two or three inches from the soil surface. Young hoppers emerge

in June-July and are adult in September-October.

Foodplants.—Cho\3.m, tenai.
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Status.—A minor pest of cholam and tenai, not occurring in large

numbers as a rule.

Control.—Catching in small bag-nets, or by hand (adults).

Remarks.—Most forms are short-winged ones, but a few forms

with the wings fully developed have also been noted. These latter

are, however, distinct from H. ba)iian in colour markings. In 1909

specimens were received from the Bellary Farm as doing damage
to cholam. This species has been named H. nigro-repletiis by Senor

Ignacio Bolivar and a translation of his description will appear

shortly in the Journal of the Bombay Nat. Hist. Society.

OXYA VELOX, Fb.

Gryllus vclox, Fab., Mant. Ins., I, 239 (1787).

Oxyavelox, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 88; Bolivar, Ann. S.E.Fr.

(1901), 613 ; Kirby, Cat. Orth., Ill, 393-394-

Fig. 426.—Oxya vdo.x. (Original.")

Distribution.—Throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Foodplants.—Paddy chiefly. Among other crops cholam,

sugarcane.

Status.—A minor pest of paddy. Sometimes this insect does

some appreciable damage to patldy. Sometimes this and Hiero-

glyphus banian are found together in paddy fields.

Control.—Sweeping with bag-nets.

Remarks.—Adult specimens are sometimes attracted to light at

night and light-traps might perhaps be of some use.

PHASGONURIDyE.

SCHIZODACTYLUS MONSTROSUS, Dr.

Gryllus monstrosiis, Dnny, Illustr. II, 81, t. 43, f I (1773); Serv.,

Orth., pp. 322-323; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 224, f. 271, Ent. Mem.
Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 125, f. 9, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 95, f. 33.

35-A
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Fig. 427.

—

ScliizvdactylKS trosiis. (Original.)

Distribution.—Bellary only.

Lifehistory.—The nymphs and adults hide during the day singly

in tunnels driven into the ground in sandy places, probably

emerging at night to forage for their prey which consists of

practically any other animal small enough to be overpowered and

devoured. They will starve in captivity rather than touch vegetable

food.

Food.—Predaceous on caterpillars, small frogs, etc. Not a pest.

Found in sand along a river bank at Hagari.

Status.—Beneficial as destroying caterpillars, grasshoppers, etc.,

injurious when attacking batrachians. On the whole, probably of

raeutral value to agriculture.

Remarks.—In localities where it is common this insect is often

accused of damage really done by Brachtrypcs.

GRYLLID^.

GRYLLOTALPA AFRICANA, Pal.

Gryllotalpa africana, Palisot—Beauv., Ins. d'Afriq et d'Amer., p.

229, Orthopt, t. 2«, f. 6 (1805); Serv., Orth., p. 307 ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Pests, p. 224, f. 270, Ent. Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 124, f. 8, Ind.

Ins. Life, p. lOI, ff. 37-38.
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Curtilla africana, Kirby, Cat. Orth. II, 6.

535

Fig. 428.

—

GryllotaJpa africana. (After Lefioy.)

Distribution.—South Kanara, Malabar, Madura, Coimbatore,

South Arcot, Ramnad
;
probably throughout the Plains of Southern

India.

Lifehistory.—Not known in detail.

Food and Status.—Not a pest, often found in damp corners of

houses. Once reported as damaging sugarcane to some extent in

Tellicherry (Malabar district) by gnawing the setts. Probably also

predaceous on smaller animals and does damage sometimes by

driving tunnels through the ground in search of food.

Control,—The insects usually prefer to live in damp localities

and it is therefore possible to bring them out of their burrows by

flooding the ground, when many birds readily attack them.

CECANTHUS INDICUS, Sauss.

OLcautlius indiais, Saussure, Melanges Orth., p. 594 (1877);

Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 105, f. 42 ; Kirby, Cat. Orth. II, 74.

Fig. M9.— (EcantliHs iiidiciis. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)
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Distribution.—Coimbatore, Godavari, Bellary, Kistna.

Food.—Found on tobacco plants but never doing any damage to

the same ; they have not, however, been observed to feed on any
insects though they were found in numbers on plants infested with

Plant-lice, Capsids, etc. It is, however, probably predaceous on

small plant-feeding insects.

Status.—Probably beneficial.

BRACHYTRYPES PORTENTOSUS, Licht.

Aclieta portentosa, Licht., Cat. Mus. Zool. Hamb., Ill, 85 (1796).

Brachytrypes portentosus, Kirby, Cat. Orth. II, 22.

Gryllus Achcta achatina, Stoll, Spectres Saut., p. 4, t. 2'', f. 8

(1813).

Brachytrypes achatinus, Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, p. 225, f. 266, Ent.

Mem. Dept. Agri., Ind., I, 122, f. 7, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 103, f. 40, Ent.

Mem., Vol. IV, pp. 161—182, t. 10; V. S. Iyer, Ind. Forest Bull.,

No. II, p. 2, ff. I'', i'\

Fig. i:iQ.—Brachytrypes portentosus. (After Lefroy.)

Distribution.—Nellore. Apparently not widely distributed in

Southern India.

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid singly at the end of burrows made

into the ground. The young nymphs hatch out after about a month

and attain the winged state after about six months. They live

hidden in their burrows during the daytime, emerging at night to

forage for food which they carry down into their tunnels.

Foodplauts.—Casuarina (seedlings).

Status.-—Noted to do damage in Casuarina nurseries.
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LIOGRYLLUS BIMACULATUS, de Geer.

Gryllits bimacidatiis, de Geer, Mem. Ins., Ill, 521, t. 43, f. 4 (l773)-

LiogryUiis bimaculatus, I.M.N., III, pt. 2, p. 97, fig ; Lefroy, Ind.

Ins. Pests, p. 226, f. 269, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 104, f. 35.

Achcta himacitlata, Kirby, Cat. Orth. II, 26.

Distribution.—Throughout the

Plains of Southern India.

Lifchistory. — Not known.

Usually found under stones, logs,

etc.

Food.—Probably feeds on

decaying vegetation
;

possibly

predaceous on other insects.

Has been noted as attacking

and devouring the Deccan grass-

hopper (Colemania) in the field.

Status.—^o\ a pest.

Fig. 43l.—LiogryUus hiniaculatus.

(Original.)

BLATTID^.

PERIPLANETA AUSTRALASIA, Fb.

Blatta austraJasia, Fab., Syst. Ent., p. 271 (1775)-

Pcriplancta australasicc, Marlatt, U.S.A. Ent. Bull., No. 4, P- 91,

f. 40 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Life, p. 61, f. 1 1.

Fig. Ml.—Peripluneia austvalasice. (Original.

1
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Distribution.—Common in towns but not so common as P.

americayia (see figure 74) which seems to be dispossessing this

species in many districts. Probably introduced by shipping.

Lifehistory.—The eggs are deposited all together, contained in a

hard horny case. The young lead an independent existence as

soon as they hatch out. The life-cycle is a long one, probably over

two years from egg to adult, the adult being also long-lived.

Status.—In the field cockroaches do little, if any, damage, but

in houses, especially in towns, this and other species are well-known

household pests. They gnaw unsightly patches in any leather

articles (harness, boots, book-binding, etc.), and not only eat any

food to which they find access but contaminate it with their

disgusting smell whilst there is a further possibility of their

communicating pathogenic germs onto food which they touch.

Cockroaches have also been shown recently to be of some import-

ance in the occurrence of cancer in mice. Corks are frequently

destroyed and form favourite places for the deposition of the

egg-sacs, which are placed in holes gnawed in the cork.

Control-—Traps and paste containing borax are the best

remedies. Small cockroaches may often be trapped in any empty

tin with a little grease smeared around the inside and a lump of

bread, etc., as bait.

BLATTELLA GERMANICA, Lmn.

Fig. Aii.—BlatteUa geniianic

The outline figure shows the

natural size. (Original.)

Blatta germanica, Linn., Syst.

Nat. (ed. XII), p. 688 (1767).

Ectohia germanica, Marlatt,

U.S.A. Ent. Bull., No. 4, p. 92,

f. 42.

Blattclla germanica, Shelford,

E.M.M. (1911), 154-

Phyllodroniia germanica, Kirby

,

Cat. Orth. I, 87.

Distribution.—Common in

towns. An introduced species.

Life/,istory.^
gee Periplaneta

Status and

Control.
I australas
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DERMAPTERA.
FORFICULID^.

NALA LIVIDIPES, Duf.

Forjjciila lividipes, Dufour, Ann. Sc. Nat., XIII, p. 340 (1828).

Labidura lividipes, Burr, Faun. Ind. Derm., p. 97, t. 4, f. 31.

Nala lividipes, Burr., Gen. Ins. Derm., p. 36, t. 3, f. 10.

Fig. 434.

—

Nala lividipes. The small figure shows the natural size.

(Original.)

Distribution.—Common throughout the Plains of Southern India.

Lifehistory.—Not known.

Remarks.—This insect is included here as one of the commonest
representatives of its family. Earwigs are rarely pests, but, on the

contrary, are often beneficial as they are largely carnivorous and

have been recorded as important predators on larvae of Fruit-flies

and of House-flies.

ISOPTERA.

MESOTERMITID^.

COPTOTERMES HEIMI, Wasm.

Coptotermes heimi, Wasm., Zool. Jahrb., XVII, 104, t. 4, ff. I a—

f

(iq02); Holmgr., B.J., XXI, 777 (1912).
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Fig. 435.

—

Coptotcrincs hciini, head of soldier (much magnified).

(Original.)

Z)/5/;-*»//o«.—Coimbatore, Bellary
;
probably throughout the

Plains.

Lifehistory.—Co\on\es of soldiers, workers and young occur in

decayed portions of living trees and in wooden beams, etc. The

winged adults fly just after sunset on still evenings in January and

February at Coimbatore.

Status.—In the case of living trees colonies only appear to occur

in old trees and probably only occupy and perhaps enlarge already

existing dead portions or hollows in the stem and branches caused

by disease or injury. In the case of buildings, however, these

Termites may do considerable damage by hollowing out beams,

especially in the roof. Their presence is often detected by the long

narrow galleries, partly excavated in the wood and covered with

mud or chewed wood, which they run over tree-trunks, beams, etc.

The soldiers exude a large drop of milky, sticky, latex-like liquid

from the head.

Control.—Little can be done unless the headquarters of the

colony can be located. It may then be destroyed by injecting

poisonous fumes. Treatment with preservatives of beams intended

for constructional use is indicated as a means of prevention.
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TERMITID^.

ODONTOTERMES Sp.

Under this name reference is made to the Termites—whether of

more than one species is uncertain, as is also the exact identity

—

which commonly cover trees in the dry weather with sheets of mud
under cover of which they nibble off the outer bark. The direct

damage done is usually small although occasionally the Termites

may eat into the inner bark but it seems probable, in some cases at

least, that their attack may provide a means of entry for bacterial

diseases which may affect the trees more seriously. Various

mixtures are in common use for application to tree-trunks. I have

found a mixture of Crude-oil Emulsion and Tar (half and half)

effectual for some months at least, and it is usually only during the

dry weather that trees are attacked. Pure Tar by itself willsome-

times injure the tree, as will kerosine-oil. Crude-oil Emulsion

(without Tar) may be applied in the case of young trees with

tender bark.

The nest is below ground, the sponge-like fungus-combs being

found sometimes as far as twelve feet below the surface, but

usually in the first two or three below soil-level. The nests are not

marked by above-ground mounds and can rarely be located exactly.

(See also figure 32.)

(

1 ^

Fig. 436.— Outlines of heads of soldiers of (1) Odontotenncs and (2) Micro-
teniies, showing relative proportions and shape of jaws. (Original.)

MICROTERMES Sp.

Under this name reference is made to those small Termites
which attack growing crops, particularly cereals and young plants.

These Termites are much smaller than the species of Odontotermes

and the soldiers have a relatively much smaller and weaker mandi-
ble. Their nests, which are in scattered colonies under the soil
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sometimes in or alongside the nests of other Termites, show no

outward indication of their position and are almost impossible to

locate.

The only method of mitigating damage, that can be suggested

at present, is by the use of deterrents, whose use often gives young

plants time to reach a point of growth at which they are little

attacked. Where irrigation is practicable a bag of Crude-oil

Emulsion suspended in the irrigation-channel will usually drive

Termites away temporarily. Cane setts may be dipped in a solution

of Copper Sulphate before planting. Methods adopted for special

crops must depend very largely on local conditions.

THYSANOPTERA.

THRIPID^.

THRIPS.

Fig. 457—Thrips. The hair- show the nati.iral sizes. (After Lefroy.)

Various species of Thrips (Sciisii latiorij occur in Southern

India on various crops, such as cholam, paddy, onion, sugarcane,

and groundnut, but the species concerned are very little known

and cannot be discriminated without careful study. The damage

done is usually small so far as particular plants are concerned, but

is undoubtedly large in the aggregate, and further study of these

minute insects will probably reveal that many different species
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will have to be included in the list of insects injurious to Agricul-

ture. Their habits are various ; some live in flowers and doubtless

devour the pollen, a few produce galls in which they live, and many-

live on leaves (especially in the shelter of the leaf-sheath in crops

such as cholam), piercing and eating the green matter. No practi-

cal treatment can be recommended pending further study of the

species concerned.

THYSANURA.
LEPISMIDyE.

CTENOLEPISMA Sp.

Fig. 438.

—

Cteiwlcpisma sp. The outline figure shows the natural size.

(Original.!

Distribution.—Throughout Southern India. A domestic species

occurring in houses amongst papers, books, pictures, etc.

Lifchistory.—Eggs are laid amongst papers, etc. The life-cycle

is apparently a long one, taking about two years from egg to

adult.

Status.—A regular household pest, frequently doing consider-

able damage to papers, office files, pictures, etc.

Control.—Books should be treated with Book Solution regularly,

at least once a year, if kept in open shelves. Pictures should be

painted over their backs with Naphthaline Emulsion and their

frames thoroughly well made and closely lined with tin. Books

in closed shelves, papers in boxes, etc., may be protected by

naphthaline. (See also page 172.)

Remarks.—These Fish-insects in Southern India do not seem to

be controlled by Grace as in Northern India.
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ARACHNIDA.

ACARINA (Mites).

TETRANYCHUS BIOCULATUS, W.-M.

(RED SPIDER).

Tctraiiychiis biocidattis, Wood-Mason, Report on Tea-Mite (1884)

;

I.M.N., III, pt. 4, pp. 48—56, figs. ; Green, Perad. Circ. I, No. 17, pp.
198-199 ; Lefroy, Ind. Ins. Pests, f. 2 ; Watt and Mann, Pests of Tea,

pp. 348-359. f. 40.

Fig. 439— TctraiiycliKS biociilatits, male and female. The small figures

within the dotted circles show the real sizes. (Original.)

Distribution.—Probably throughout the Tea Districts of Southern

India.

Lifehistory.—The mites live in colonies on the upper surface of

mature leaves under a very delicate protective web. The red eggs

are laid in hollows, usually close to a rib of the leaf, and the

newly-hatched young have only three pairs of legs but soon attain

the adult condition in which they have four pairs of legs. The
female mite is only about I mm. (one twenty-fifth of an inch)

between the tips of the out-stretched fore and hind legs, and the

male is still smaller.

Fooiiplants.—Tcix. Probably on other plants also ; Green men-

tions tomato.

Status.—Sometimes a serious pest of tea. Although the mites

feed only on the older leaves, the loss of sap due to their sucking

the juices of the plant causes the leaves to become dry and curled

and in bad cases to fall off.

Control.— (l) The mites are most injurious during spells of dry

weather. Heavy rains are inimical to them.
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(2) Dusting with Flowers of Sulphur is the best remedy. By
suspending two bags on the end of a pole a cooly can dust two

rows of bushes at once. About I cwt. per acre is required.

(3) Spraying with Flour Paste and Sulphur is indicated as an

experiment in control.

Observation.—Cotes (I.M.N., III, 48) states that Tetranyehus biocii-

latus, W.-M., is the same species as the " Red Spider " of the Coffee-

tree, described as Acariis coffece by Nietner in his " Observations on

the Enemies of the Coffee-tree in Ceylon," published in 1861. If

this statement is correct, the Red Spider should apparently be

known as Tetranyehus coffea, Nietn.

PHYTOPTUS CARINATUS, Green.

(PURPLE MITE.)

Tyl>hlodromus earinatiis. Green, Ins- Pests of Tea.

Phytopius carinatus, Green, Perad. Circ I, No. 17, pp. 199-20O;

Anstead, Planters' Chron., VI, 189; Watt and Mann, Pests of Tea,

pp. 365-368, f. 42.

Fig. 4-iO. —Phytoptiis carinatus, seen from side and from above. The dot

within the circle shows the natural size. (After Green.)

Distribution.—Nilgiris.

LifeJiistory.—The Purple Mite feeds on both surfaces of the leaf,

giving it a more or less uniform purplish-bronzy tint, the leaves

withering and dropping in bad cases. The outer margins of the

leaves are often more attacked than the central portions. The mite

itself is microscopic and invisible to the naked eye, although close

inspection will often show very minute white specks which are the

cast-off skins of the mites. The young mites are greenish, semi-

transparent, pear-shaped. The adult mites are coloured dull

purple and have five ridges of white waxy material along the baci<
;

there are apparently only two pairs of legs and these are small and

placed close together near the head ; at the tail-end there is a

sucker which acts as a prehensile organ and^is used in locomotion.

[Green.]
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Foodplants.—Tea •

Status-—A constant and sometimes serious pest.

Control—Dusting with Flowers of Sulphur in the early morn-

ing, or spraying with Crude-oil Emulsion and Sulphur or with Flour

Paste with or without Sulphur.

Remarks.—I have not seen this mite in Southern India and am
indebted to Mr. Anstead for information regarding its occurrence.
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INDEX

The Lists of Crops with their pests and of AUied Plants (pages 240—273). being

already shown in order, are not indexed here also.

All names in italics are synonyms.

An asterisk (*) placed after a name means that the organism under reference is

figured either on the page quoted or on a Plate inserted opposite thereto.

A
j

Agromyza, Cow-pea, 358 *
; Red-gram,

357.*

Agromyzids, 356 ;
— as crop-pests, 158.

Agrotis scgefinn, 135.

.\grotis ypsilon, 37.

albistriga, Amsacta, 135 *, 369*

albuminosa, Collybia, 64.*

Alcides bubo, 337*
; A. collaris, 337*; A.

leopardus, 338.*

alcmene, Chloridolum, 323.*

Aleurodes bergi, 507* : A. citri. 508 : A.

abei-mns. Pyrilla, 494.*

Abdomen and appendages, 1 1

.

abdominalis, Aulacophora, 311*

Acacia latronum harbouring ants, 63,

Acacia sundra, 63*

Acanthophorus serraticornis, 319 *

Acariases, 185.

.\carina, 544.

.\chaea melicerta, 386.*

achatinus. Brachytrypes, 536.*

.\cherontia robbing bee-hives, 130 ; larva,

131.*

Acherontia styx, 402.*

Acheta bimacutata, 537.*

Acontia graellsi, 385.*

Acrida turrita, 524.*

Acrididae, 524*

acridiorum, Coccobacillus, 124.

Acridium {snigiiiosniii,[5iO* , A. siic-

ciuctiim. 530.*

Acridotheres tristis, 224,*

.\ctias selene, 405.*

acuta, Chiloloba, 284.*

adonidiim, Dacfylopiiis, 508.*

.\doretus bangalorensis, 285*
; A. caligin-

osus bicolor, 286* ; .\. ovalis, 287.*

.Egocera venulia, 372.*

sgrotalis, Pachyzancla, 440.*

cenescens, Hispa, 316.*

JEolopHs famulus, 525.*

leruginosKiii, Acridium, 530*

.Estivation, 55.

affinis, Oides, 313.*

affinis, Pempheres, 156, 339*

africana, Gryllotalpa, 534*
; —leg of, 8.'

Agamogenesis, 15.

.Vgaristidas, 372.*

,\gonoscelis nubila, 472.*

agramma, Plusia, 394.*

.\gricultural methods for control of pests,

82.

36

Aleurodidae, 507 ;
— pupal stage, 19.

Alimentary System, 14.

alternus, Stauropus, 408.*

Altha nivea, 411.*

americana, Periplaneta, 170*
; — antenna.

5 *
;
-

. leg, 8.*

American Blight, 500.*

Amphibia, 235.

Amsacta albistriga, 135*. 369*; A.

lactinca, 368*; A. moorei, 369.

Anacampsis nerteria, 458.*

anastomosalis, Omphisa, 439.*

Anatomy of Insects, 2 *, 3.*

.\natona stillata, 282.*

Ancylolomia chrysographella, 424.*

.\ndrallus (Audinctia) spinidens, 475*

Androconia, 49.

I

Anemotropism, 56.

j

angustatus, Calocoris, 490.*

Anomala varians, 287.*

I .\nopheline mosquitos, ISO.*

Anoplocnemis phasiana, 477.*

Ant-attracting glands of Acacia sundra,

63.*

Ant-eater, Scaly, 215.

Antennae, 5.*

.\ntestia cruciata, 472.*

Ant Exterminators, 121.*

Anthersa paphia, 208,*

Anthrax, 190.
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Anthrenus, 174.»

Antigastra catalaunalis, 441.*

antiqua, Orgyia, eggs of, 32.

Ant-lions, 198.

antonii, Helopeltis, 488.*

Ants, 274 *
: communication amongst —

,

50 ; control of — by Potassium Cyanide,

104 ;
— defending plants, 63 ; food of—

,

195 ;
— in houses, 171 ; intelligence of—

,

51.

Aphaniptcra, 365.

Aphanus sordidus, 483.*

Aphididae, 499; care of— by Ants, 66, 67.

Aphis gossypii, 499.*

Aphnaeus, directive markings, 39.

Apidas, 277.

Apion sp., 331.*

Apis dorsata, 209, 277*; A. florea. 210,

279 *
; A. indica, 210, 278.*

Apoderus tranquebaricus, 335.*

Apomecyna pertigera, 327.*

Aproaerema {Aitacampsis) nerteria, S5.

457*
;
parasite of— , 201.*

arachidis, Sphenoptera, 298.*

Arbela, use of name, 24.

Arbela tetraonis, 453.*

Arbelidse, 453.

archesia, Remigia, 388.*

ArctiadiE, 367.

Argasida;, 184.

Argina cribraria, 400 *; .\. syringa, 401.*

Argyroploce {Ciyptophlcbia) illepida

(carpopluigii). 449.*

Aristolochia imprisoning flies, 62.*

armigera, Chloridea {Hcliothis). 373.*-

armigera, Hispa, 315.*

Army Worms, 136.

Armillaria eurhiza, 64.*

Arrhinotermes flavus. 9.*

Arsenites, 99.

Arthropoda, 1, 2.

Asilids, 198.*

asperulus, Ceuthorrhynchus, 328.*

Aspidiotus camelliae (cifciilata), 517*;

A. destructor, 518.*

Aspidomorpha miliaris, 316*
;
A. sanctai-

crucis, larva, 45.*

Aspongopus janus, 476.*

Assamia dcntata, 492.*

Assembling of males, 49.

assulta, Chloridea [Hcliothis), 374.*

Asura conferta, 367.*

Atactogaster finitimus, 333.*

ater, Dicrurus, 223.*

Athalia proxima, 281.*

Athene brama, 226.*

atomosa, Exelastis, 444.*

Atractomorpha crenulata, 528.*

atriceps, Parus, 225.

atripennis, Aulacophora, 312.*

Attacidce. 405.

Attacus ricini, 207.*

Atteva fabriciella O'iviguttclla), 461.*

Attraction of sexes, 49.

Atidinetia spinidcns, 475.*

Auditory organs, 47.

augias, Telicota, 419.*

augiista. Depressaria, 459.*

Aulacophora abdominalis, 311*; A. atri-

pennis, 312*; A. cxcavata, 312*; 4.

foveicollis, 311*; A. stevensi, 312.*

Aularches miliaris, 526* ;
—

, means of

defence, 42.

aurantiana, Laspeyrcsia, 450.*

aurantius, Brachypternus, 226.*

aureus, Caiiis, 221.

auriflua, Scirpophaga, 425.*

australasia;, Periplaneta, 537.*

Autospray Machines, 115.*

Azazia rubricans, 389.*

Azygophleps scalaris, 446.

Babblers, 224.

habu, Plilcbotomus, 362.*

Bacterial Diseases of insect pests, 123.

Bactroccra cucitrbitce, 354.*

Bag-net, 90*, 91.*

Bagrada Picta, 473.*

Bag-worms, 448.

Baits for crop-pests, 93.

Bamboo Beetles, 164, 175.

bambusa;, Oregma, 504.*

bangalorensis, Adoretus, 285.*

banian, Hieroglyphus, 531.*

Bandicoot, 216.

Banding trees, 94.

Baoris mathias, 417.*

barbatum, Stromatium, 321.*

Barbets, 229.

Barrel Sprayers, 112.*

Batesian Mimicry, 37.

Batocera rubus, 324 *
;
— simple anatomy,

2*; B. rubra, 324.*

BatracUcdra coriacella, 458 *
; B. stego-

dyphobius, 237.

Bats, 219.

Bears, 220.

Bed-bug, 171, 487*;—, names of, 23 ;

negatively phototrophic, 54.

Bee-eaters, 230.
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houses, 171

stiriK of —

Beehive, 211.*

Bees. 209, 278 *
;

reproduction in -

44 *
; warning note of -

, 44.

Beetles attacking stored products, 160.

bergi, Aleurodes, 507.*

biclavis, Chionaspis, 519.*

bimaculatus, Liogryllus, 537.*

Binomial Nomenclature, 23.

binotalis, Crocidolomia, 437.*

bioculatus, Tetranychus, 544.*

bipartcUa, Phycita, 428.*

bipunctatus, Nephotettix, 497.*

bipunctifer, Schcenobius, 426.*

Birds, 222 ;
- checking grasshoppers, 139;

importance of — . 80, 86.

Bison, 214.

Biston suppressaria, 409.*

Blattella {PhyHoilroiiiin) germanica, 538.*

Blattida?, 537.

Blister-beetles, 185 ;
— as checks on grass-

hoppers, 139; as crop-pests, 154*; —
as parasites. 204 *

; means of defence of

— , 42.

blitealis, Noorda, 441.*

Blood of Insects, 14.

Bloodsucker lizard. 230.

Blowfly, egg-laying habits, 55.

Blue-bottle Fly spoiling toddy, 159.

Body-louse, 523.*

Boerhavia catching insects. 59 ; eaten by

insects, 60.

bceticus, Polyommatus, 415.*

BoUworms, 23, 133.

Bombardier Beetles, 41.

Bombotelia jocosatrix, 382.*

Bombycidae, 407.

Bombylidas, 203.

Bombyx mori, 205.*

Book-beetle, 295.*

Book Solution, 172.

booduga, Mas, 216.

Bordeaux Mixture, 105.

Borborid Flies on Dung-beetles, 66.

Boring caterpillars. 132 ; control of —

,

94.

Bos bubalus, 214 ; B. gaurus, 214

Boselaphus tragocamelus, 214.

Bostrychida', 293-

Brachypternus auranlius, 226.*

brachyrhinus, Lius. 331.

Brachytrypes portentosus (achatinus),

536.*

Braconida;, Polyembryony in, 16.

Brain of Insects, 12.

brama, .\thene, 226.*

brassica?, Pieris, t. 2, ff. 5—8.

Brenthidae, 344.

breviceps, Rana, 235.

Brinjal Sarrothripine, 383.*

Brodia priscotincta, 18.*

Brown Bug of Coffee. 514.*

Bruchidas, 161, 306.

Bruchus theobroms, 307.*

bubalus. Bos, 214.

bubo, Alcides, 337.*

Bubulcus coromandus, 227.

bucephalus, Heliocopris, 281 *
;
—

, an-

tenna, 5 *
;
— , ball of, 204.

Bucket Sprayers, 108.

Buffalo, 214.'

Buffalo-louse. 185.

Bufo melanostictus. 236.

Bungarus candidus, 232.*

bungarus, Naja, 233.*

Buprestidse, 297 ;
— as wood-borers. 153.

Burning Crop-pests, 94.

Butho. 237.

Butterflies, 412.

Cacopus systoma, 235.*

Cadamiisttis typiciis. 485.*

ca»salis, Glyphodes, 435.*

caffer, Sphenarches. 443.*

cajani, Ceroplastodes, 512.*

Calandra oryza?, 160, 341.*

calcitrans, Stomoxys, 353.*

Calcium Carbide residue, use for, 105.

Calcium Arsenite, 100.

Calf-louse, 185.

caliginosus. Adoretus, 286.*

Calobatasp., 355.*

Calocoris angustatus, 490.*

Calotes versicolor, 230.

camellise, Aspidiotus, 517.*

caminodes, Hilarographa, 464.

Camponotus compressus, 277.*

candidus, Bungarus, 232.*

Cane-borers, 422*, 425*, 426.*

Canine Piroplasmosis, 190.

Canis indicus, 221 ; C. aureus, 221.

Canorus, Crateropus, 224.

Cantao ocellatus. maternal solicitude

34.*

Cantharid beetles, Hypermetamorphc
in, 32.

Cantharidcc, 185. 302.

Cantharis rotixi. 302*; C. ruficol

305*; C. tenuicoUis. 303.*
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Canthecona {urcellata, 475.*

capensis, Hippobosca. 347.*

capensis, Perigea (Apamca), 376.*

capitis, Pediculus, 521.*

Cappaea taprobanensis, 470.*

Capsidae, 488.

Capua coffearia, 452.*

Caradrina exigua, 378.*

Carbolic Acid Emulsion, 102.

Carbon Bisulphide, 165-

Carboniferous Insects, 19.

Cardamom Scolytid, 344.*

Carea subtilis, larva, 41.

carinata, Echis, 233.*

carinatus. Phytoptus, 545.*

cariiiatiis, Typhlodromtis, 545.*

Carpenter Bees carrying Mites, 67.*

Carpet Beetles, 174.*

carpophaga, Cryptophlebia, 449.*

Carpophilus dimidiatus, 288.*

Caryoborus gonagra, 308.*

casei, Piophila, 186.

Cassid Beetles, 316 *
;
—

, larval defence.

45.*

Castaneum, Tribolium, 161, 300.*

Castor Aleurodid, Parasite of, 202.*

catalaunalis, Antigastra, 441.*

Catantops sp., 529.*

catena, Tarachc, 382.*

Caterpillars, 131.*

Catochrysops cnejus, 414.*

Catopsilia pyranthe. 413.*

Cats. 221.

Cattle Egret, 227.

Cattle Fly, 346.*

Causes of damage to crops, 76.

Cecidomyiadae, 363 *
;
— as crop-pests,

158.

Centipedes, 237.

Centropus sinensis, 226.

CerambycidsE, 318.

Ceratapliis, 505.

Cercopidfc, 495.

cerealella, Sitotroga, 153, 456.*

Ceriasp., 37.*

ceriferus, Cerococcus, 212-

ceriferus, Dactylophis, 510.*

Cerococcus ceriferus. 212 : t". hibisci,

508.*

Ceroplastodes cajani, 512.*

Cerura vinula, 41.

Cetoniadae, 151, 282.

Ceuthorrhynchus asperulus, 328.*

Chalcididae, 202.*

chalcytes, Plusia, 393.

Changing time of planting, 85.

Checks on increase, 72.

Chemotropism, 54.

cheopis, Xenopsylla, 366. *

j

Cheroot Beetle, 162, 295.*

Cheese Hopper, 186.

Chigoe. 186.

Chilo simplex. 423.*

Chiloloba acuta. 284.*

j

chiiiciisis. Bnichus. 306.*

chinensis, Pachymerus, 306.*

Chionaspis biclavis, 519 *
; C. thcce, 520 •

Chironomidae, use of forelegs, 9.

Chironomus, Pedogenesis in, 15.

Chloridea tirmigcra, 373 *
; C. assulta.

i

374 *
: C. obsoleta, 373.*

Chloridolum alcmene, 323.*

Chlorita flavesccns, 498.*

1
Chloropidae, 355.

i Cholam Borer, 423.*

I Cholam Fly, 356.*

I

Cholam, Fly pest of, 158.*

Cholam mite, 200.

Cholera, 188.

Chrotogonus, 138 *, 528.*

chrysographella, Ancylolomia, 424.*

Chrysomelidae, 309.

Chrysopa spp., 469 *
; larval habits of —

.

45.

Chrysopidae. 198, 469.

chromataria, Earias (t. 22. f. 7).

Chunam Frog, 235.

Chyle. 14.

Cicadidae, number of moults, 31; means
of defence, 43.

cichorii, Meloe, 304.

Cicindelidae, 199 ; digging appendages of

—
, 12.

Ciinex lectularius, Hypergamesis in, 16.

Cimex rottindatus, 487.*

cingulatus, Dysdercus, 484.*

circiilata, Diaspis, 517.*

Circulatory System, 13.

Cirphis unipuncta, 376.*

citrella, Phyllocnistis, 465.*

citri, Aleurodes, 508.

citri, Dactylopius (Pseitdococciis), 508.*

Clania (Eiimeta)

C. variegata, 448.

Clavigralla gibbosa, 478 *
:

479.*

Clean cultivation, 82.

Cleridae, 296.

Climate, effects of, 73.

Clinocoris (Cimcx) hemipti

datus). 487.* . .

45, 448*
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Clinocoris lectularius. Hypergamesis in,

16.

Clothes-moths, 173, 467.*

Cnaphalocrocis medinalis, 432.*

cnejus, Catochrysops, 414.*

Cobra, 232.*

Coccida?, 308 ; pupal stage of — , 18.

Coccinella septempunctata, 291.*

Coccinellidae, 200, 291.

Coccobacillus acridiorum, 124.

Cockchafers, 150*, 285.

Cockroaches, 170, 538*; means of

defence, 36 ;
paleozoic — , 35 ;

Sperma-

tozoa of— , 55.

Coconut Aphis, 506.*

Codling Moth, 134.

Coelophora sp. , 291.*

cceruletis, Btiiigarus, 232.*

Coelosterna scabrata, 325*; C. scabra-

tor, 325 *
: C. spinator, 325.*

coffeae, Tetranychus, 545.

coflfea:, Zeuzera, 446.*

coffearia, Homona (Capua), 452.*

(Coffee Borers, 153, 323 *
; bug pests of —

,

147; — Scale, 513.*

colaca, Parnara, 418.*

Cold Storage for control of pests, 168.

Colemania sphenarioides, 527 *
; Bomby-

lid parasite of — , 203.

Coleoptera as pests of stored products, 1 60.

collaris, ,\lcides, 337.*

CoUybia albuminosa, 64.*

Commensalism, definition of, 65.

compressus, Camponotus, 277.*

conducta, Euplexia, 376 *

conferta, Asura, 367.*

conica, Eumenes, 197 *
;
pupa of -

, il.*

Conjunctivitis, 189.

Conorhinus rubrofasciatus, 486.*

Contact Poisons, 96, 101.

Contarinia attacking cotton-buds, 158,

363.*

convolvuli, Herse, 6' *, 401.*

convulsionarius, Termes, means of de-

fence, 44 ; communication amongst, 50.

Cooly itch, 186.

Copper Aceto-Arsenite, 99.

Copper Sulphate for cane setts, 105.

Copra itch, 186.

Coptocycla, 317.*

Coptosoma cribraria, 469.*

Coptotermes heimi, 539.*

Coracias indica, 223.

Coreidae, 477.*

coriacella igossypiclla), Pyroderces,

458.*

37

coromandus. Bubulcus, 227.

Corvus macrorhynchus. 228 ; C. splen

dens, 228.*

Cosmophila erosa, 391 *
; C. sabulifera

390.*

Cosmopolites sordidus, 342.*

Cosmopterygids, 458.

Cosmoscarta relata, 495.*

Cossyphus depressus, 300.*

Cotton, bug pests of, 146, 484, 148.*

Cotton-bugs, collection of, 89.

Cotton, destruction of old crop, 83.

Cotton Seed, Pests of, 134.

Cotton Stem Weevil, 156, 339.*

Coucal, 226.

Cow-pea Agromyza, 358.*

Coxa, 8.*

Crab-louse, 52i.*

Crabs, 237.

crameri. Clania, 45, 448.*

crassicaudata, Manis, 215.

crassicornis, Gallobelicus, 490.*

Crateropus canorus, 224 ; C. griseus, 224.

Creatonotus gangis, 369*
; C. interruptiis.

369.*

Cremastogaster in Acacia thorns, 63.

crenulata, Atractoraorpha, 528.*

crctacea, Eublemma, 381.*

cribraria, .Argina, 400.*

cribraria, Coptosoma, 469.*

Crickets, 534 ;
— in houses, 172; —as

crop-pests, 139.

Cricula trifenestrata, 405.*

cristatus, Sus. 214.

critica, Eucelis, 450.*

Crocidolomia binotalis, 437.*

Crops, area and value, 75 ; rotation of—

,

84 ; trap, 84 ; mixed, 84,

Crow-pheasant, 226.

Crows, 227.*

cruciata, Antestia, 472.*

Crude Oil Emulsion, 101.

cnicifcrayum, Plittella. 464.*

Ciyptophlcbia carpophaga. 449.*

Crvptorhynchus raangiferae, 341.*

Cryptothripa occulta. 383.

Cryptozoic animals, 54.

Ctenocephalus felis, 367.*

Ctenolepisma, 543.*

Cucujida;, 290.

cucurbita;, Dacus, 354.*

Culex fatigans, 361.*

Culicida?, 361.*

Culicine mosquitos, 180.*

cupreov Earias (t. 22, f.

Curculionida;, 327.
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Curtilla afncana, 535.*

Cutworms, 135.

cyanea, Scutellista, 24.*

cyanipennis, Hispa, 316.*

cyanophlyctis, Rana, 235.

Cyclopelta siccifolia, 476.*

Cyclops, 188.

Cylas formicarius, 156, 334.*

Cynopterus sphinx, 219 ; C. tiiargiiiatus,

219.

Cyrtacanthacris ranacea, 530*; —

,

antenna, 5* ;
— leg, 8 ; C. succincta.

530.*

Dactylopius citri, 508*; D. nipae. 509*:

D. virgatus (ccifenis) .
510.*

Dacus cucurbitae, 354.*

Damage by insects, notation, 74*;

annual amount, 76.

Dasychira mendosa, 396*; D. securis,

397.*

Deadhearts, 95.

Dead organic matter. Insects and, 204.

Dead trees, necessity for destruction, 95.

Death-feint in weevils, 37.

Deaths from insect-borne diseases, 76-

Death's-Head Moth, larval stridulation,

48.

Deccan Grasshopper, 527.*

Deer, 214.

Definition, meaning of, 25.

Deilephila nerii, 403.*

Delhi Boil, 189.

Demodex folliculorum, 186.

demoleus, Papilio, 412.*

Dendrocitta rufa, 225.

Dengue, 187.

dentata, Assamia, 492.*

Depressaria zizybhi (augusta), 459.*

depressus, Cossyphus, 300.*

depunctalis, Nymphula, 45, 430.*

Dermatophilus penetrans, 186.

Dermestes sp., 293 *; D. vulpinus, 292.*

Dcrmestcs surinamcnsis, 290.*

Dermestidje, 292.

derogata, Sylepta, 434.*

Descent of Insects, 19.*

destructor, Aspidiotus, 518.*

Devonian Insects, 18.

Diaspis circulata, 517.*

Diatraeasp., 422*; D. venosata (stria

-

talis). 422.

Diatraea, Parasite of, 200.*

Dichocrocis punctiferalis, 433.*

Dichomeris (Ypsolophns) iai

(ochrophanes), 456.*

Dicrurus ater, 223.*

Dictyophara pallida, 494.*

dimidiatus, Carpophilus, 288.*

Diopsidae, eyes of, 7.

Directive markings, 39.

Dischidia, 63.

Diseases carried by insects, 187.

Disphinctus politus (formosiis), 489

dodecastigma, Epilachna, 292.*

Dog Fly, 347.*

Dolycoris indicus, 470.*

dominica, Rhizopertha, 294.*

dorsalis, Epacroinia, 525.*

dorsata. Apis, 277.*

Dorylus orientalis, 274.*

Dorysthenes rostratus, 318*
;

—
5.*

Dragonflies. 195*; eyes of — , 7

Draining to control pests, 87.

Drill-sown crops, advantages of,

Drongo, 223.*

Drosera, 1 , 59.

Drugs, Insects used as, 212.

Dryophis mycterizans, 36.

Dung Beetles, 204, 282.

Dusky cotton-bug, 482.*

dux. Liicilia. 348.*

Dynastida-, 285.

Dysdercus cingulatus, 484.*

Dysenteries, 188.

Earias cupreoviridis {chroinataria). t. ;2

f. 7 ; E. fabia, 133, 385 *
; E. insulana,

133, 384.*

Earwigs, 539*
; forceps of — , 12 ; maternal

solicitude in — , 33.

Ecdysis, 31.

Echidnophaga gallinaceus, 365.*

echinus, Urentius, 485.*

Echis carinata, 233.*

Eciton hamata, 50.

Ectobia licrmanica. 538.*

Ectoparasites, 68.

Eelworms, 238.*

Egg Stage, 28.

Egrets, 227.

Elephantiasis. 188.

Elephants, 214.

Eligma narcissus, 383.*

elongata, Mecopoda, leg, 8.*

elongella, Stenachroia, 421.*

Empoasca flavescens, 497.*
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Endoparasites. 68.

Enteric Fever, 188.

Epacromia famulus {iloi-s<ilis), 525.*

Ephemerids, respiratory system, 13.

Ephestia, 163.*

Epicauta. 306.*

Epidemic Dropsy, 188.

Epilachnadodecastigma, 155,292*: E. 28"

punctata, 155, 292.*

Epimys norvegicus, 216 ; E. rufescens, 216.

Episomus lacerta, 327*; E. montanus.

equitans, Limosina, 66.

Eretmocera impactella, 461.*

Eretmocerus sp. ,
202.*

Eriocliitoii cajani. 512.*

Eri Silkworm, 207.*

Eristalis, larva of, 13.

erosa, Cosmophila, 391.*

Erotylidse, 290.*

Estigmene lactinea, 368.*

Etiella zinckenella. 429.*

Eublemma, larval habits, 45.

Eublemma olivacea. 380*
; E. scitula

(cretacea). 199*, 381 *

Eucelis critica, 450.*

Eucosmidae. 449.

Eugnamptus marginatus, 329.*

Eumenes conica, 197 *
; pupa of — ,

32.*

Eumenes flavopicta, 37.*

Euproctis fraterna, 398 *
; E. scintillans,

399.*

Eupterote mollifera, 404.*

Eupterotidae, 404.

Euplcxia cotiducta, 376.*

-Eurybrachys tomentosa, 492.*

curhiza, ArmiUana. 64.*

Eusarcocoris guttiger, 471 *
; E. ventralis,

471.*

Eiitelia jocosatrix, 382.*

Eutermes, means of defence, 42.

Euxoa segetis, 57, 375.*

Euzophera perticella, 428.*

excavata, Aidacophora. 312.*

Exelastis atomosa, 444.*

exigua, Laphygma Caradrimi). 378.*

Extension Rods, 118.

Eye-fly, 355*
;
— in houses, 175.

Eyes of insects, 6.*

fabia, Earias, 385.*

fabriciella, Atteva, 461.*

Facets of Eye, number of, 7.

farinosa, Paramecops, 332-*

fascialis, Hymenia [Ziiickeitia), 431

fasciata, Stegomyia, 175.*

fasciciilana, Homona, 452 *

fastuosa, Psiloptera, 297.*

Fat Bodies, 14.

fatigans, Culex, 361.*

Fatua longicornis, 290.*

felis, Ctenocephalus, 367.*

Femur, 8.*

ferrngineiim. Tribolium, 161, 30C."

ferrugineus, Rhynchophorus, 153* 343.*

Fertilisation of flowers, 60.

ficus, Hypsa, 400.*

Field-mouse, Southern, 216.*

Field-rat, Soft-furred, 216.

Filaria-carrying mosquitos, 181.

Filariasis, 188.

Filiform Antenna?, 5.*

finitimus, Atactogaster, 333.*

Fireflies, 45.

Fires to control crop-pests, 94-

Fish, 236.

Fish-Insect, 172, 543.*

Fishoil Soap. 104.

flavescens, Empoasca, 497.

flaviceps, Pycnosoma, 348.*

flavopicta, Eumenes, 37.*

flavus, .\rrhinotermes, nymph, 9.*

Fleas, 365.

florea, Apis, 279.*

Flour Paste, 104.

Flowers and insects, 60.

Flush-worm, 453.*

Flying Foxes, 219.

Fodder, use of attacked crop as, 87.

folus, Udaspes, 420.*

Forests, effects of destruction of, 77.

Forficulidae. 539.

Formic .\cid discharged by ants, 41.

formicarius, Cylas, 156, 334.*

Formicidse, 274.

formosus. Disphinctus, 489.*

fornicatus, Xyleborus, 345.*

Fossil Insects, 18.

foveicollis. Aulacophora. 311*

Fowls as insect-hunters, 86.

Framboesia tropica, 188.

fraiicilloni, Hippobosca, 347.*

fraterna, Euproctis, 398.*

Frogs, 235.

frugalis, Remigia, 388.*

Fruit-bat, Southern Short-nosed, 219.

Fruit-boring Caterpillars, 134.

Fruit Flies, 157, 354 ;
— attracted by oil'

55, 57.

Fulgorids, 492,

37-A
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Fumigation by Carbon Bisulphide, 165 ;

— by Hydrocyanic Acid Gas, 166 ;

—
of plants. 119.

Funambulus palmarum, 215.

Fungal Diseases, control of pests by,

123.

Fungi grown by Termites, 63.

funicola, Siphonella, 355.*

furcellata, Canthecona, 475.*

furcifer, Hicroglyphiis, 531.*

Furniture Beetles, 164, 175.

Galeodes indicus, 237.

Galleria mellonella, 421.*

Gall-flies, 363.

gallinaceus, Echidnophaga, 365.*

Gallobelicus crassicornis, 490.*

Gangara thyrsis, 417.*

gangeticus. Scarabaeus, 66.

gangis, Creatonotus, 369.*

Garden Crops, bug pests of, 147.

Gaur, 214.

gaurus. Bos, 214.

Gelechteda:, 454.

Gelechia gossypiella, 454.*

geminata, Solenopsis, 274.*

Geometridae, 131, 409.

Geotropism, 55.

Gerbille, 215*

Gerbille-louse 185.

germanica, Blattella (Pliylloilroniiir).

538.*

Gerridae, rheotropic habits, 56.

gibbosa, Clavigralla, 478.*

giganteus, Pteropus. 219.

Gingelly Gall-fly, 158, 364.*

glaucinans, Homoptera, 389.*

globosa, Xystrocera, 321.*

globulifera, Monanthia, 485.*

gloriosae, Polytela, 375.*

Glow-worms, 45.

Glyphipterygids, 463.

Glyphodes caesalis, 435*; G. indica,

435.*

Gnathospastoides rouxi, 302.*

Gnorimoschema heliopa, 454.*

Goat-louse, 185.

gonagra, Caryoborus, 308.*

Gongylus gongylodes, habits, 195 ;
—

,

antenna, 5 *
,
—

, leg, 8.*

Gonocephalum hofmannseggi, 299.*

gossypii. Aphis, 499.*

gossypiella, Gelechia, 454.*

gossytiiella. Stagmatophora, 458.*

govinda, Milvus, 227.

gracillimum, Monomorium, 275.*

graellsi, Acontia, 385.*

Grain, storage of, 161, 164.

Grammodes stolida, 387.*

f;raptostethus servus, 482.*

Grasshoppers, 525 ;
—

. ploughing up egg-

masses of, 85.

Green-fly. 499.*

gossypii, Sphenoptera, 298.*

Green-gram Weevil, 336.*

Grcein'a, mites of genus, 67.*

Green Scale of Coffee, 513*, introduc-

tion of — . 78 ; attacked bv fungi.

123.

gremius, Suastus, 418.*

grisator. Sthenias. 153, 326.*

griseus. Crateropus. 224.

Gryllidae. 534.

Gryllotalpa africana, 534 *
;
—

, leg. 8*
;

maternal solicitude in -
, 34.

Guinea-worm, 188.

Gunomys kok. 216.

guttiger, Eusarcocoris, 471.*

Gyrinida;, eyes of, 7.

Haematopinus spinulosus, stenopsis. step-

hensi, suis, tuberculatus, vituli, IS5.

Haematopinus tuberculatus, 524.*

Hairy Caterpillars, 42.

Haliastur indus, 227.

Hamadryad, 233.*

hamata, Eciton, 50.

Hand-net, 89 *, 90.*

Hand-picking of pests, 88.

Haplochilus lineatus, 236.*

Hares. 219.

j

Harpactor sp., poison-gland of, 44.*

Hawk-moths. 401.

Head, Appendages of, 4.*

Head-louse, 521.*

hecabe, Terias, 414.*

heimi, Coptotermes, 539.*

Heliocopris bucephalus, 281 *
; ~

.

antenna. 5 *
; ball of — , 204.

heliopa. Gnorimoschema, 454.*

Hcliothis anuigera. 373*
, H. assulta.

374 »; H. obsoleta, 373.*

Heliotropism, 54.

Hellula undalis. 437.*

Helopeltis antonii, 488.*

Hemichionaspis theae, 520.*
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Hemilecanium imbricans {thcobronne),

516.*

hemipterus, Clinocoris {Ciiiic.v). ^4.

487.»

hemisphiricum, Lecaniiim, 514*

Hepialidse, 467.

Hermaphroditism, 15.

Herse convolvuli. 61*. 401.*

Hesperiadie. 417.

Heterusia. means of defence, 4J.

Heterusia virescens, 448.*

hexadactyla. Orneodes. pupa, 30.*

Hexapoda, i.

Hibernation. 55.

hibisci, Cerucoccus, 50S.*

hieroglyphica, Nyctipao, clicking sound of,

48.*

Hieroglyphus banian (fiirci/cr) , 531 *
;

H. nigro-repletus, 531.*

Hippobosca capensis, 347 *
: H. fniii-

cilloni. 347*; H. macnlata, 346*
;
H.

sivie, 346.*

Hippoboscidff, 346.

hinuihiicoriiis. Phycoiks. 463.*

Hispa leiicsccns. 316 *
: H. armigera,

315 *
; H. cyanipciiiiis. 316.*

Hispella ramosa, 314.*

Hispinae, 155.

histp.roides. Tetroda, 477.*

histrio, Menida, 474.*

bofmannseggi, GonocepbaUim, J'J9.*

Holder Pressure Sprayers, 115.*

Homona (Capua) cofiearia, 45::.*

Homoptera glaucinans, 389.*

Honey dew. 66.

Hoopoe. 22i.

Hopper-dozers. 9.^.

horrens, Clavigralla, 479.*

Hose for Sprayers, 118.

Housefly. 169, 183 :

—
, larval moult;

31.

House-mouse, Indian, il6.

House-sparrow, 230.

Hover-flies, 358.*

humanus, Pediculus, 522.*

Hilarographa caminodes, 464.

Hyblaea puera, 392.*

hybhcclla. Tegita. 463.*

Hydnophytum, 63.

Hydrocyanic Acid gas, 120. 166

Hydrotropism, 56.

Hymenia (Ziiickcnia) fascialis {rccurvi

lis). 431.*

Hypergamesis, 16.

Hypermetaraorphosis, i2.

Hyperparasites, 68.

Hypsa ticus, 400.*

Hypsida?, 400.

Hypsolophiis iaiithcs. 456.*

Hyponomeutidae, 461.

hyrtaca, Metanastria, 409.*

bystrix. Platypria, 316.*

ianthes, Dichor

Ichneumonida:,

eris (y/.so/o/)/i".s),456.*

202 ;
— ovipositor of,

Idiocerus niveosparsus, 495.*

illepida {carpopluiga) .\rgyroploce

{Crypfophlebiai 449.*

imbricans. Hemilecanium, 516.*

impactella, Eretmocera, 461."

impolita, Rhytinota, 301.*

Imported Pests, 78.

importunitas, Ragmus, 491.''

Increase, rate of. in insects, 71.

indica, Apis, 278.*

indica, Coracias. 223.

indica, Glyphodes, 435 *

indica, Mylabris, 154.*

indicus, Oicantbus, 535.

indica, Tatera, 215.*

indica, Upupa, 223.

indicata, Nacoleia, 433.*

indicum, Tapinoma, in Acacia thorns, 63.

indicus, Canis. 221.

indicus, Dolycoris, 470.*

indicus, Galeodes, 237.

indus, Haliastur, 227.

indus, Orychodes, 344 *

inferens, Sesamia fNoiiagriaJ .
379.*

inficita, Saluria (Poiijadia), 427.*

infusella, Phycita, 428.*

uiguhialis. Phthiritis, 523*

Insecticides, Application of, 97.

Insecticidal methods for control of pests,

95.

Insectivorous animals, education of, 38.

Insectivorous plants, 59.

insignis, Philsematomyia, 352.*

insulana, Earias, 384.*

Instar, 31.

intacta. Scirpot>haga, 425.*

intcrruptus. Creafonotus, 369.*

Iodine, Smell of, discharged by beetles,

41.

IpidsB, 344 ;
— Cultivating plants, 63. -

iridipennis, Xylocopa, eye, 6.*

Irrigation to control pests, 87.

Isitis. Psylla, 498.*
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ismene, Melanitis, 412.*

isocrates, Virachola, 416^

markings 39.*

Itch, 185.

Ixodidse, 184.

Ixodoidea. 184.

Jackal, 220.

Jalamandalam, 237.

janus, Aspongopus, 476.*

Japygidae. forceps of, 12.

jarbas, Rapala, antenna, 5*
Jassida:, 495.

Jay, Blue, 223.

"Jerry Munglum," 237.

Jigger, 186.

jocosatrix, Bombotelia [Eutclia), 382

Jute Apion, 331.*

Kala Azar, 187.

Kerosine Emulsion, 102.

Key to important Orders, 21.

King Cobra, 233.*

King-crow, 223.*

Kites, 227.

Knapsack Sprayers, 110*

koenigana (aurantiana), Laspeyresia,

450.*

kok, Gunomys, 216.

Krait, 232.*

kuehniella, Ephestia, 163.*

Kumblihula, 42, 135,* 369 *; — control

82, 85, 88.

Kumblipuchi, 42, 135*; — control of,

82, 85, 88

kundoo, Oriolus, 224.

Labidiira lividipcs, 539.*

Lac. 212.

lacerta, Episomus, 327.*

Lace-wing Flies, 198.

lachesis, Acherontia, robbing bee-hives,

130.

Lachnus pyri, 503.*

lactinea, Estigmene, 368.*

Lady-bird Beetles, 200. 291 ;
—

, geotropic

habits, 56.

laetus, Oxycarenus, 482.*

lanigera, Schizoneura, 500.*

Laphygma exigua, 378.*

Larval stage, 29.

larval defence.

Larva, Structure of, 30.

Lasiocampida;-. 409 ,
—

,

43.

Lasioderma serricorne, 162. 295*; L.

testaccum, 295.*

lasiurus, Platacanthomys, 215.

Laspeyresia koenigana (aitraiitiiiiut).

450*; L. torodelta, 451 »
; L. tricentra,

451.*

lataniti , Aspidiotns, 518.*

Latin names, 23.

Lead Arsenate, 98.

Lead Arsenite, 99.

Lead Chromate, 98.

Leaf-mining caterpillars, 136.

Lecanium hemispharricum, 514 *
; L.

intbricans. 516 *
; L. marsupiale,

516*; L. nigrum, 514*; L. olea',

515 *; L. viride, 513.*

Lecanium viride, 147, 513 *
; introduction

of — , 178; — attacked by fungi,

123.*

Legislation for control of pests, 125.

Legs, 8.*

leopardus, Alcides, 338.*

lepida, Parasa, 410.*

Lepidoptera attacking stored products,

160.

Lepidopterous mouth-parts, 4,*

Lepismidie, 543.

Leprosy, 188.

Leptispa pygmaea, 313.*

Leptocorisa varicornis, 82. 146 *, 479.*

Leticania infcrens, 379.*

Leucinodes orbonalis, 436.*

lewisii. Perga, maternal solicitude in, 34.

Lice, 522 ; — of domestic animals,

185.

Lichens, composition of, 65.

lienigianus, Pterophorus, 445.*

Life, length of, 32.

Light, attraction of, for insects, 57.

Light-traps, 57, 92.

Limacodidse, 410 ; stinging larva? of—,
43.

Lime as a repellent, 105.

Lime-Sulphur, 101, 103.

Limosina equitans, 66.

lineatus, Haplochilus, 236.*

Linseed Oil Emulsion, 102.

Liogryllus bimaculatus, 537.*

littoralis. Progenia. 377.*

litura, Prodenia 377.*

lividipes, Nala (Labidura). 539.*

Lixus brachyrhinus, 331.*

Lizards, 230.
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lobata, Stenodictya, 9.*

Local pests defined, 128.

locusts, 137 ;
— as food, 212.

London Purple, 100.

Longicorn Beetles. 31S.

longicornis, Fatua, 290.*

Loopers, 132

Lucilia. 186.

Liicilia iliix. 348 *
; L. flaviceps. 348*

Luminosity in insects, 45.

Lycaenidas, 414

Lycaenid Caterpillars, glands of. 06, 67.

Lygitida'. Lygaeus pandurus {mititi

n's). 481.*

Lymantriadae, 395

Lyroderma lyra. 220-

Lytta tenuicollis, 303.*

Macalla moncusalis, 429.*

machaeralis, Pyrausta, 442.*

nnicrocephaliis, Cimcx (Acaiithia), 24.

487.*

Macrones vittatus. 236.

maculata. Hippobosca. 346.*

maculatus. Rhacophorus. 235

maculipennis, Plutella, 464.*

maderaspatensis, Motacilla, 225.

madurensis, Nisotra, 310.*

Major pests defined, 128.

malabarica, Bandicota, 216,

malabaricus. Phassus. 467.*

Malabar Spiny Mouse, 215.

Malaria, 177, 183 ;
— carrying mosquitos,

181 ;
— parasite, life-cycles of,182.*

Malpighian Tubules, 14.

manei, Mus, 216.

mangiferiE, Cryptorliynchus, 341.*

Mango ;—Hoppers, 94, 495*; — leaf-

boring weevil, 334 *; — weevil, 156,

341.*

Manis crassicaudata, 215.

Mantidae, 195
; predaceous leg of — ,

8.*

Miirnsinarclia atoniosa. 444.*

Marasmia trapezalis, 432.*

marginatus, Eugnamptus, 329.*

margiitcztiis, Cynopterus, 219.

marsupiale, Lecanium, 516.*

Maruca testulalis, 440.*

Mass infection, 184.

Maternal solicitude, 33.

mathias, Parnara, 417.*

mauritHnicus, Tenebroides, 289.*

mauritia-; Spodoptera, 378.*

Mayflies, respiratory system, 13.

Measures and Weights, 126.

Mechanical methods for control of crop-

pests, 88.

Mecopoda elongata, leg, 8*; avipositor,

12.

medinalis, Cnaphalocrocis, 432.*

Melanitis ismene, 412.*

melanocephalus. Oriolus, 224.

melanostictus, Bufo, 236.

melicerta, Acha;a {Ophiiisa) ,
386.*

mellonella, Galleria, 421.*

Meloids, 185, 302.

meltada, Millardia, 216.

Melursus ursinus, 220.

Membracidse, maternal solicitude in, 34.

mendosa, Olene {Dasychira) , 396.*

Menida histrio, 474.*

Merops viridis, 230.

MesotermitidjE, 539.

Metanastria hyrtaca, 409.*

Metazoa, 1.

meticulosalis, Terastia, 133, 438.*

Metriona sp., 318.*

Miastor, definition of, 183.

Miastor, Pedogenesis in, 15.

Mice, 215, 218.

Micromalthidae, Pedogenesis in, 15.

Micropezidae, 355 :— , use of forelegs, 9.

microscopica, Orneodes, wing, 11.*

Microtermes sp., 541.*

Microvelia. stridulation of, 48.

Migration-flights, 56.

miliaris. Autarches, 526.*

miliaris, Aspidomorpha, 316.*

Militaris. Lygiciis. 481.*

Millardia meltada, 216.

Millipedes, 237.

Milvus govinda, 227.

Mimicry, 37.

Minor pests defined, 128.

minutus, Phlebotomus, 362.*

Mites, 544.

Mixed crops, 84.

modesta, Phidodonta, 315.*

moesta, Phenice, 492.*

Mole-cricket, 534 *
; maternal solicitude

in — , 34.

Mole-rat, Southern, 216-

mollifera, Eupterote, 404.*

Monanthia globulifera, 485.*

moncusalis. Macalla, 429.*

Mongoose, 221.

Moniliform Antenna. 5.*

Monkey-louse, 185-

Monkeys. 222.

Monolepta signata, 310.*
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Monomorium gracillimum. 275.*

monostigma, Scirpophaga, 426.*

monstrosus, Schizodactylus, 533 *
;

—
, leg

of, 8.*

montanus, Episomus, antenna, 5.*

moorei, Amsacta, 369.

mordax, Priotyrannus. 319.*

raori, Bombyx, 205*

Mosquitos, 361 *: - and Malaria, 177-183;

in houses, 175 *; irritation of — bites,

184 ;
— , use of hind-legs, 9.

Motacilla maderaspatensis, 225.

Moult, 31.

Mouth-parts, 4.*

Mulberry Silkworm, 205.*

Mullerian mimicry, 37.

multilincalis. SyU-pta. 434.*

Mungos mungo, 221.

Mus booduga, 216: M. manei, 216.

Mils decumaiius, 216; M. rattiis, 216.

Musca bezzii, 351 ; M. convexifrons,

351 ; M. domcstica. 349* ; M. gibsoni,

351 ; M. nebulo, 349 *
: M. pattoni, 350.*

Muscidas, 348.

mycterizans, Dryophis, 36.

Myiases, 185, 186.

Mylabriclce. 302.

Mylabris indica, 154.*

Mylabris pK.stulcila. 303 *; M. siilic,

303.*

Mynahs, 224.*

Myrmecodia, 63.

Myrmecophilous insects, 66.

Myrmeleonidse, 198.

Mytilaspis piperis, 519.*

nerteria, Aproaerema {Anacampsis),

457*
;
parasite of—, 201.*

Nervous system, 12.

Nesokia baiuiicotu, 216.

Neuration, system of. 10.*

Newly-introduced crops, 79.

Nezara viridula, 473.*

niger, Paradoxurus, 221.

Night-jars, 226.

nigro-repletus, Hieroglyphus, 531.

nigrum, Lecanium, 51 1.*

Nilgai, 214.

Nilgiri cockchafers, 150.*

nipa;, Dactylopius {Pseinlococcns), 5

Nisotra madurensis, 310.*

nitidula. Tarache, 381.*

NitidulidEc, 288.

nivea, Altha, 411.*

niveosparsus, Idiocerus, 495.*

iih-igtittclla, Corinea. 461.*

Noctuida?. 373.

Nomenclature, Rules of, 2i.

Nonagria hifcrcns. 379*; A', unit'ur

379.*

Noorda blitealis, 441.*

norvegicus, Epimys, 216.

Notodontidse, 408.

Nozzles of Sprayers, 118.

nubila, Agonoscelis, 472.*

Number of Insects, 22.

Nyctipao hieroglyph ica. clicking si

of, 48.*

Nymph, 29.

Nymphalida; 412 ; Pupa; of — . 31.

Nymphosis in Termites, 18.

Nymphula depunctalis, 45, 430 *
; 1

respiratory system of — , 13.

Nacoleia indica.13. (vnlgalis), 433.*

Naja bungarus, 233*; N. naja, 232

N. tripiidians, 232.*

Nala (Labidtira) lividipes. 539.*

Names, validity of, 25.

Naphthaline Emulsion, 100.

narcissus, Eligma, 383.*

Nauseous taste of insects, 40.

Necrobia rufipes, 296.*

neglecta, Sphenoptera; 298.

Nemoptera, w'ingsof, 11.

Neocerambyx pans, 322.* "

'

Nepenthes. 59, 60.

Nephantis serinopa, 460.*

nephelotis, Plotheia, 25. • ' " ' "'

Nephotettix bipiinctatus, 497:* '

nerii, Deilephila, 403.*

obesus, Odontotermes, 142.*

obsoleta, Chloridea (HcliotUis), 373.*

occulta, Cryptothripa, 383.

ocellatus, Cantao, maternal solicitude in

34.*

Ocelli, 7.*

Ocinara varians, 407.*

ochrophancs, Ypsolophns, 456.*

Odonata, 195.*

Odontotermes obesus, 142:*

Odontotermes sp., 541 * ;- fungus on comb
of—, 64.* -•

- •

Oicanthus indicus, 535.* '•

a£cophorida;,-459;

CEcophylla smaragdina, 4l,- 2^6.*

CEstrida;, 347. -' -
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CEstrus ovis, 186, 347*

Oides affinis, 313.*

oleio, Lecanium, 515.*

olea", Trisopsis, eye. 6.*

Olene {Dasycliirif mendosa, 396.*

olivacea. Eublemma, 380.*

Omphisa anastomosalis. 439.*

opalinoides, Tarache, 382.*

Opatruin, 299*

operculella, Phthorima;a, 163, 455 *
;
—

,

introduction and damage, 79.

Ophideres, 130.

Ophitisa mclicertc, 386.*

Orange Leaf-miner, 465.*

orbonalis, Leucinodes, 436.*

Orders of Insects, 20.

Orectochilus semivestitus, eye, 6*

Oregma bambusa;, 504.*

Orgyia antiqua, eggs of, iZ.

Orgyia postica, 395* ; antenna of — ,
5.*

orichalcea, Plusia, 393.*

Oriental Sore, 189.

orientalis, Dorylus, 274.*

orientalis, Zonabris, 304.

Orioles, 224.

Ornaments, Insects used as, 213.

Orneodes hexadactyla, pupa. 30 *

Orneodidae, wings of, 11.*

Orthapris sp., 527*

Orthopterous mouth-parts, 4.*

Orychodes indus, 344.*

Oryctes rhinoceros, 151 *, 152 *, 285 *

control of —
, 95.

oryzs, Calandra, 160, 341.*

Osmaterium, 41.

ovalis, Adoretus, 287.*

Ovipositor, 12, 15.

ovis, CEstrus, 186, 347.*

Ovum, 28.

Owls, 226*

O.xya velox, 533.*

Oxybelussquamosus, 280.*

Oxycarenus Istus, 482.*

Oxycetonia versicolor, 283*

Pachymerus chinensis, 306.

pachyspila, Tinea, 466»*

Pachyzancla jegrotalis, 440.*

Paddy Stem-borer, 426.

Paints, metallic, as insecticides. 100.

Palaeornis torquatus, 229*

Palamnaeus, 237.

pallithi. Dictyophani, 494.*

palmarum, Funambulus, 215.

Palm Beetle, 153 *
; "control of — , 95.

Palm-civet, Indian, 221.

Palm Weevil, 343 *
; control of — , 95.

pandurus, Lygaeus, 481.*

Pangolin, 215.

Pangoniasp., 360.*

panicea, Sitodrepa, 162, 295.*

Pantala flavescens, eye. 6.*

Papers, preservation of, 172.

paphia, .\ntherEea, 208,*

Papilionida?. 412 : pupa; of — ,
31.

Papilio demoleus, 412.*

Pappataci Fever, 187.

Paradoxurus niger, 221.

Paramecops farinosa, HI*
Parasa lepida, 410.*

Parasites, 200 ; definition of— , 68 ;
— of

crop-pests, 124.

Parasitism, mode of occurrence. 69.*

Paratyphoid Fever, 188.

Paris Green, 99.

paris, Neocerambyx, 322.*

Parnara colaca, 418 *
;
P. mathias, 417.*

Parroquets, 229.*

Parthenogenesis, 15.

Parus atriceps, 225.

Passalid beetles, parental solicitude in, ii

stridulation in — . 49.

Pectinate Antennae, 6.*

pedator, Xanthopimpla, 201.*

pedestris, Riptortus, 480.*

Pedogenesis, 15.

Pedicinus eurygaster, 185.

Pediculida:. 521.

Pediculoides ventricosus, 186.

Pediculus capitis, 521 *
;

(vestimenti). 522 *
; P

P. Uiberciilatus, 524.*

Pempheres atiinis, 156, 339. *

penetrans, Dermatophilus, 186.

Pentatomids, 469 ; maternal solicitude

in -, 34.

peponis, Plusia, 394.*

Perga lewisii, maternal sohcitude in, 34.

Pericallia ricini, 370.*

Perigea capensis, 376.*

Periplaneta americana, 170* ;
—

, anten-

na, 5*; — , leg, 8*; P. australasiae

537.*

Perisphsria, means of defence, 36.

perpusilla, Pyrilla.(Zij;;n7<z), 493,*

perticella, Euzophera, 428.*

pertigera, Apomecyna, 327.*

Pest, definition of, 74.

Phanerozoic animals, 54.

Phasgonuridae, 533 ; auditory organs 'of

P. humanus

pubis, 523 *
;
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phasiana, Anoplocnemis. 477*

Phassus malabaricus, 467. *

Plienice moesta {dciitata), 492 *

Phidodonta modesta, 315*

Philsematomyia insignis. 352.*

Phlebotomus minutus. 362*
; Phi. habii.

362*
Phoresie, 66.

Phototaxis. 53.

Phototropism, ii.

Phthirius pubis, 523.*

Phthorimaja operculella (sohtiiclla), 163

455 *
; introduction and damage 79.

Phycita infusella (biparfclla), 428.*

Phycodes radiata, 463.*

Phylaitis sp., 339.*

Phyllocnistida;, 465.

Phyllocnistis citrella, 465 *
;
P. minutella,

466.

Phyllodromia germanica, 538.*

Phylogeny of Hexapods, 19.*

Phymatcus piinctatiis, 526*

Physorhynchus, 237.

Phytoptus carinatus, 545 *.

picta. Bagrada, 473*

Pictures, preservation of, 172.

pictus, PcEcilocerus, 526. *

Pieridas, 413 ;
pupa; of — , 31.

Pieris brassiciE, t. 2, ff. 5—8.

J-'iezodorus rubrofas ciatus, 474.*

Pig, 214.

Pig-louse, 185.

Piophila casei, 186.

piperis, Mytilaspis, 519.*

Pitcher-plant, 59.

Plague, 187.

Plague-flea, 366*

Platacantliomys lasiurus, 215

Platypria hystrix, 316.*

Platyptilia pusillidactyla, 444.*

Plotheia nephelotis, 25.

Ploughing for control of pests, 85.

Plume-moths, 443.

Plusia orichalcea, 393 *
:

P. peponis

{agramma). 394*: P. signata (? chal-

cytes), 392.*

Plutella maculipennis icnuifcraruiii\

464*

Plutellida;, 464.

Pcecilocerus pictus, 526 *

Poison-gland of Harpactor. 44*

Polistesm houses, 171.

politus, Disphinctus, 489.*

politus, Trachelizus. antenna, 5*

Pollinia attached to insects, 62.*

Polyembryony, 16

Polyommatus boeticus, 415*

Polyphagous caterpillars, 136

Polytela gloriosa-, 375*

pomonella. Cydia, 134.

Porcupines, 218.

portentosus, Brachytrypes, 536.*

postica, Orgyia, 395*
: antenna of — .

5.*

Potassium Cyanide for checking ants, 104.

Potato Moth, 23, 79, 163, 455.*

Poiijadia inficita. 427.*

Power Sprayers, 116.

Powdered insecticides, application of,

106.*

Predaceous insects, 194.

Pressure Sprayers, 113.*

Primary Parasitism, 68.

Priority, Law of. 24.

Priotyrannus mordax, 319.*

priscotincta, Brodia, 18 *

Proctotrypida;, 202.*

Prodenia litura ilittoralis). 377.*

Protective resemblance, 35.

Prothoracic wings, 9.*

Protozoa, 1.

proxima, Athalia, 281.*

Psalis {Dasychira) securis, 397.*

Pseiulococcus citri, 508*; Ps. nipcc,

509 *
; Ps. virgattis, 510.

psidii, Pulvinaria, 510.*

Psiloptera fastuosa, 297.*

Psychida", 448.

Psychodidaj, 362.

Psylla isitis, 498.*

Psyllidifi, 498.

Pterophoridic, 443 ; wings of — , 11.

Pterophorus lienigianus (icn'iulibiiiiiis),

445.*

Pteropus giganteus, 219.

Ptinidi, 295.

pubis, Phthirius. 523.*

Publication, definition of, 25.

puera, Hyblsea, 392.*

pulchella, Utetheisa, 371.*

pulchelloides, Utetheisa, 372.

Pulicida:, 366 ; thoracic spiracles of —
13.

Pulse Beetles, 161.

Pulvinaria psidii, 510.*

punctatus, Phyinatcus, 526.*

punctiferalis, Dichocrocis, 433.*

Pundaluoya simplicia, 494.*

Pupal stage, 27 ; extended periods of — ,

33.

Purple Mite, 545.*

pusillidactyla, Platyptilia, 444.*

pusillum, Synodendron, 294.*
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pustulata, Zonabris, JOJ.*

I'ycnosoma, 1S6.

Pycnosoma flaviceps, 34S *

py^mwa, Leptispa, 313.*

pyranthe. Catopsilia, 413.*

Pyralida;, 4Jl.*

Pyrausta machajralis. 442.*

pyri. Lachnus. 503 *

Pyrilla perpusilla (abcrnins). 494.*

Pyroderces {batrachedra) coriacella,

458*

Pyroderces simplex, 458, 459.

Pyrgomorpha cri'iiulata. 528.*

Pyrrhocoridse, 484.

quadripes, Xylotrechus, i2i.'*

radiata, Phycodes, 463.*

Ragi Borer, 427.

Ragi Root Aphis, 502.*

Ragmus importunitas, 491.*

ramosa, Hispella, 314.*

Kana bre%iceps, 235 ; K. cyanoplilyctis,

K. tigrina, 235.

ranacea, Cyrtacanthacris, 530* ;
— anten-

na, 5*
;
— leg, 8.*

Kapala jarbas, antenna, 5.*

Raptorial legs, 196.

Rat-louse, 185.

Rats, 215-218.

Reactions, Tropic, 54.*

rccurvalis, Phahena, 431.*

Red Borer of Coffee, 446.*

Red-gram Agromyza, 357 *

Red Palm Weevil, 153.*

Red Spider, 544 *

Red Tree Ant, 41.

Reduviidai, 486 : defence by mouth-parts,

44 *
; maternal solicitude in — ,

34.

Relapsing Fever, 187.

relata. Cosmoscarta, 495.*

Remigia undata (rtcc/icAm), 388 *
; R.

frugalis, 388.*

Repellents, 105.

Reproduction in Insects, 15.

Reproductive System, 14.

Resistant varieties of crops, 87.

Respiratory System, 13.

Rhacophorus maculatus, 235.

Rheotropism, 56.

Rhinal Myiasis, 186.

151 •. 152' 285^

s, 153', 343.

rhinoceros, Orycte

control of — , 95.

Rhizopertha dominica, 294.*

Rhizoglyphus parasiticus, 186.

Rhynchophorus ferrugin

Rhytinota impolita, 301.*

Rice-bug, 146*, 479.*

Rice Case-worm, 430.*

Rice Weevil, 160, 341.*

ricini, .\leurodes, 508.

ricini, .Attacus. 207.*

ricini, Pericallia, 370.*

Riptortus pedestris, 480 *
; R. linearis,

481 ; R. fuscus, 481.

Robber-flies, 198.*

robustalis, Simplicia, 395.*

Roller, Indian, 223.

Root-boring caterpillars, 133.

Rose chafers, 151, 282,

Rosin Compound, 102.

Rosin Wash, 102.

rostratus, Dorysthenes, 318*; antenna of

—
,
5.*

Rotation of Crops, 84.

rotundatus, Ciinex, 24, 487.*

rouxi, Gnathospastoides, 302.*

rubra, Batoccra, 324.*

rubricans, .Azazia (Tltcriiicsiu), 389.*

rubrofasciatus, Conorhinus, 486.*

rubrofasciatus, Piezodorus, 474.*

rubus, Batocera, 324 *
; Simple anatomy

of—, 2*

rufa, Dendrocitta, 225.

rufescens, Epimys, 216.

ruficoUis, Sarcophaga, 186.

rufipes. Necrobia, 296.*

rugosa, Sathrophyllia, 35 *
; leg of — ,

8.*

Rules of Nomenclature, 23.

Russell's Viper, Zii*
Rutelidae, 285.

sabulifera, Cosmophila, 390.*

Saissetia (see Lecanium).

Saluria inficita, 427.*

sanctae-crucis, Aspidomorpha, Larva, 45.

Sand-flies, 362 ;
— in houses, 175.

Sandfly Fever, 187.

Sarcophaga ruficbllis, 186.

Sarcopsyllida;, 365.

Sarrothripine, Brinjal, 383.*

Sathrophyllia rugosa. 35 *
:
—

, leg, 8.*

Saturniadae, 405.

Sawflies, 281.

Sawfly, maternal solicitude in, 34.
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Scabies, 185.

scabruta, Ctslostcrna , 325.*

Scabrator, Ccelosterna, 325.*

scalaris, Azygophleps, 446*

Scale-Insects, 508 ;
— tended by ants,

66, 67,

Scarabaeidae, 281.

Scarabseus gangeticus. 66,

Scelimena, leg, 8.*

Scelodonta strigicoUis, 309.*

scintillans, Euproctis, 399.*

Scirpophaga auriflua {intactii''-, 425*; S.

monostigma, 426.*

scitula, Eublemma, 199 *, 381,*

Schizodactylus monstrosus, 533*
;
—

, leg,

8.*

Schizoneura lanigera, 500.*

Schcenobius bipunctifer, 426*

Scolopendra, 239.

ScolytidcE, 344 ;
— cultivating plants, 63.

Scorpions, 237.

Screening fruit and vegetables, 94.

Scutellista cyanea, 24.

Scymnus, 200.

Secondary Parasitism, 68.

securis, Psalis (D</s>'c/i /ml, 397.*

segetis, Euxoa, 57, 135, 375.*

selene, Actias, 405.*

Semi-loopers, 132.

semivestitus, Orectochilus, eye, 6.*

septempunctata, Coccinella, 291.*

acrindibanus. Ptcmphonis. 445.*

serinopa, Nephantis. 460.*

Serrate AntenniB, 5.*

serraticeps, Piilcx, 367.*

serraticornis, Acanthophorus, 319.*

serricorne, Lasioderma, 162, 295.*

servus, Graptostetlius, 482*

Sesamia inferens, 379.*

Setaceous .\ntennae, 5.*

Sheep-fly, 186.

Shoot-boring caterpillars, 133.

Shot-hole Borer, 345 *
; — cultivating

plants, 63.

Shrews, 220.

siccifolia, Cyclopelta, 476.*

sidce, Mylabris. 303.*

signata. Monolepta, 310.*

signata, Plusia, 392.*

Silk, 205.

Silvanus surinamensis, 161, 290*

simplex, Chilo, 423.*

simplicia, Pundaluoya, 494.*

Simplicia robustalis, 395.*

sinensis, Centropus, 226.

Sinoxylon sudanicum, 293.*

Siphonaptera, 365.

Siphonella funicola, 355.*

Sitodrejia panicea, 162, 295.*

Sitotroga cerealella, 163, 456.*

siva, Taragama, 43.*

sivce. Hippobosca. 346.*

Sloth-Bear, 220.

Slugs, 239.

smaragdina, CEcophylla, 41. 27(

Snails, 239.

Snakes, 231 ;
snake-bite, trea

Soap as an insecticide, 104.

solanclla. Biyotropha. 455.

»

Solenopsis geminata, 274.*

Solicitude for young, ii.

sordidus, Aphanus, 483.

sordidus, Cosmopolites, 342.*

Spanworms, 132.

Sparrow, 230.

spectra, Tettigoniella, 496 *
; parasite of

—
,
203.*

Spence, on classification, Z5.

Sphegida;, 280.

Sphenarches caffer, 443.*

sphenarioides, Colemania, 527*; Bom-

bylid parasite of — ,
204.

Sphenoptera arachidis, 298*; S. gossypii,

298 *
; S. neglecta, 298.

Sphingida;, 401.

sphinx, Cynopterus, 219.

Spiders, 237.

spinator, Ccelosterna, 325.*

Spines, use of, 43.

spinidens, Andrallus {Audinctia). 475.*

Spiracles, 13.

Spodoptera mauritia, 378.*

Sporadic pests defined, 128.

Spraying Machinery, 106; selection of —,
116; upkeep of — , 118.

squamosus, Oxybelus, 280.*

Squire Ant Exterminator, 123.*

Squirrels, 215.

Stadia. 31.

Sta!<„nitot>hon, conacclUi (fiossy,.i,lla).

458.*

Stauropus alternus, 408.*

Steam for control of granary-pests, 167.

stegodyphobius, Batrachedra, 237.

Stegodyphus, 237.

Stegomyia, eggs of. 32.

Stegomyia fasciata, 175.*

Stem-boring caterpillars, 133.

Stenachroia elongella. 421.*

Stenodictya lobata, 9.*

Stephanitis (Ctrdainiistus) typicus, 484.
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stevensi. Aulacophora. JU.*
Sthenias grisator, 153, J26.*

Stibarasp., 327.*

Stigmata. 13.

stillata. .\natona, 282.*

Stimulation of plant-growtli, 86.

Sting of Honey-bee. 44.*

Stink Glands, 14, 41.

stolida, Grammodes, 387.*

Stomach Poisons, 96. 97.

Stomoxys calcitrans. 353.*

Strainers for Sprayers, 117.

Strepsiptera, Hypermetamorphosis in, i2.

striatalis, Diafrtra, 422.

striatus, Tabanus. 35S *
:
—

. eve of, 6.*

Stridulation in insects, 47.

strigicoUis, Scelodonta. 309.*

Stromatium barbatum, 321.*

Stubble, danger of leaving, on ground.

stvx, .\cli( 402 robbing bee

131.

Suastus gremius, 418.*

subtilis, Carea, larva. 41.

succincta, Cyrtacanthacris, 530.*

sudanicum, Sinoxylon. 293.*

Sugarcane Setts, treatment with Copper

Sulphate, 105.

Sulphur for use against Mites. 103.

Sundew, 1, 59.

suppressaria. Biston. 409.*

surinamensis, Silvanus, 161. 290.

Surra, 189.

Surul puchi, 85, 457.*

Sus cristatus, 214.

Swarming Caterpillars. 136.

Sweet-potato, beetle pests of. 155. 156.

Sweet-potato Weevil. 335.*

sykesii. Teleopsis, eye, 6*
Sylepta derogata ("(k///7(;r'<7//\). 434.*

Symbiosis, definition of. 65.

Synoilcndron iloiiiuiiciini . 294*; S.

piisilliiiii, 294.*

syringa, Argina, 401.*

Syringe, Spraying, 107 *
;
--

. Injection,

132.*

Syrphidae, 198, 358.*

systoma. Cacopus, 235.*

Tabanida>, 358 ; eyes of — . 7.

Tabanus striatus, 358 *
; eye nf — , 6 *

Tachinidae, 203.

tamulusO/ocw//.';), Epacromia {^olopus),
525.*

tapetzella. Trichophaga (Tinea). 467 *

Tapinoma indicum in .\cacia thorns. 63.

taprobanensis, Cappa;a. 470.*

Tarache nitidula {catena). 381*
; T opali

noides, 382.*

Taragama siva, 43*

Tarsus, S.*

Tasar Silkworm, 208.*

Tatera indica, 215.*

Tea Tortrix, 452.

Teleopsis sykesii, eye. 6*
Telicota augias. 4)9.*

Tcnchrio inatin'taniciis, 289.*

Tenebrionidae, 299.

Tenebroides mauritanicus, 289.*

tenuicoUis, Lytta, 303.*

Tenthredinidae, 281.

Terastia meticulosalis. 438.*

Terias hecabe. 414.*

Termes convulsionarius. means of defence.

44 ; communication amongst. 50.

Termes obesiis. 142*

Termites, 139. 541 •
; absence of eyes in—

,

7 ;
— as crop-pests, 143, 543 ;

— as

food, 212 ; castes of — , 140*; communi-

cation amongst — , 50 ; control of — by

machines, 121 *
;

- cultivating Fungi,

63 ;
— encouraged by stubble, 83 ;

— in

buildings, 144, 171 ; means of defence of

— . 41 ; nymphosis in — , 18 ; prothora-

cic wings in — 9 *; preservation of wood
against — . 144. 172.

Termitidae, 541*

Termitophilous insects, 66.

Termitoxenia. reputed hermaphroditic. 15.

testaceiim . Lasioderma, 295 *

testulalis. Maruca. 440.*

Tetranychus bioculatus, 544*; T. coffeae,

545.

tetraonis, .Arbela, 453.*

Tetroda histeroides. 477.*

Tettigoniella spectra 496 *
;
parasite of —.

203.*

theae, Hemichionaspis, 520.*

theobromae, Bruchus. 307.*

theobromce, Hemilccanium, 516.*

theobromatis, Bruchus, 307.*

Thereiceryx zeylonicus, 229.

Thermesia ruhricans, 389*

Thermotropism, 55.

Thigmotropism, 55.

Thorax, .\ppendages of, 7.

Three Day's Fever, 187.

Thripidae, 542,

Thrips, 542.*

thyrsis, Gangara, 417*

Tibia, 8*
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Ticks, 184 : feeding habits, 184,

Tiger-beetles, 199.

tigrina, Rana, 235.

Tinaegeriadae, 461.

Tinea pachyspila, 466*; T. tapetiella.

467.*

Tineidae, 466.

Tingididae, 484.

Tits, 225.

Toads, 235.

Tobacco Decoctions, 103.

Dust, 105.

Toddy Cat, 221.

tomentosa, Eurybrachys, 492.*

Tonica zizyphi [aiigtista), 459.*

torodelta, Laspeyresia, 451.*

torquatus, Palaeornis, 229.*

Tortoise Beetles, 155.

TortricidE, 452.

Trachelizus politus, antenna, 5.*

trachypterus, Chrotogonus, 528.

tragocamelus, Boselaphus, 214.

tranquebaricus, Apoderus, 335.*

Trap-crops, 84.

trapezalis, Marasmia, 432.*

Tree Pie, 225.

Trenching of cropped areas, 93.

TriboHum castaneura 161, 300 •; T.fcrm-
gineum, 300.*

tricentra, Laspeyresia, 451.*

Trichophaga tapetzella, 467.*

trifenestrata, Cricula, 405.*

tripudians, Naja, 232.*

Trisopsis oleae, eye, 6*
tristis, Acridotheres, 224.*

Trochanter, 8.*

Trogositidae, 289.

Trophies, preservation of, 173.

Trypaneidae, 354.

Trypanosomes causing diseases in animals,

189-190.

Tryxalis turrita, 524.*

tuberculatus, Haeraatopinus, 524.*

turrita, try.xalis (Acn'da), 524*

Typhlodromus carinatus, 545.*

Typhoid Fever, 188.

typicus, Stephanitis (CarfiTHnts^Hs), 484.*

Tyroglyphus longior castellanii, 186.

II

Udaspes folus, 420.*

undalis, Hellula, 437.*

undata, Remigia, 388.*

iiniformis, Noiiagria, 379.*

unipuncta, Cirphis, 376.*

Universal Ant E.\terminator, 122.*

Upupa indica. 223.

Urates in scales, 40.

Urentius echinus, 485.*

ursinus, Melursus, 220.

Utetheisa pulchella, 371,*; U. pulchel-

loides, 372.

Valid Names, 25.

Vampire, Indian, 220.

varians, Anomala, 287.*

varians, Ocinara, 407,*

varicornis, Leptocorisa, 146*, 479.*

variegata, Clania, 448.

Vegetables, spraying of, 97, 100.

Veins of wing, names, 10.*

velox, 0.\ya, 533.*

venosata. Diatr;ea, 422.

ventralis, Eusarcocoris, 471.*

venulia, .Egocera, 372.*

versicolor, Calotes, 230.

versicolor, Oxycetonia, 283.*

vcsfimciifi, Pediculus, 522.*

vigintiocto-punctata, Epilachna, 292.*

vinula, Cerura, 41.

Vipera russellii, 233.*

Virachola isocrates, 416*; — , directive

markings, 39.*

virescens, Heterusia, 448.*

virgatus, Dactylopius (Psciidococciis),

510.*

viride, Lecanium, 147, 513*; — introduc-

tion of, 78 ;
— attacked by fungi, 123.

viridis, Merops, 230.

viridula, Nezara, 473.*

vittatus, Macrones, 236.

Viviparity, 33.

vulgalis, Nacoleia. 433.*

vulpinus, Dermestes, 292.*

Wagtails, 225.

Warning coloration, 38.

Wasps, 196: — in houses, 171 ; colours of

-
,
38.

Water-beetles, 199.

Wax-moth, 421.*

Weeds, Insects checking, 204.

Weevils, 327*; — and death-feint, 37; —
as crop-pests, 155 : hardness of — , 42.

Weights and Measures, 126.

Wings, 9; prothoracic, 9*; structure of,

10*, shapes of 11*; parts of 11

.

Whale Oil Soap, 104.

Whipsnake, Green, 36.
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Whirligig Beetles, eyes of, 7.

White-ants (see Termites).

White Borer of Coffee, i2i.*

White-grub, 150.*

Whitewash, 106.

Woodpeckers, 226.*

Woolly Bears, 135.*

Woolly Blight, 500.*

X

Xanthopimpla pedator, 201.*

Xenopsylla cheopis, 366.*

Xyleborus fornicatus, 345.*

Xylocopa, mouth-parts, 4 *
:

Mites, 67*: — in houses, 1/

Xylocopa iridipennis, eye, 6.*

Xyloryctidae, 460.

Xylotrechus quadripes. Hi.*
Xylotrupes, means of defence,

Xystrocera globosa, 321.*

Yaws. 188.

Yellow Fever, 187.

ypsilon, Agrotis, 57.

Vpsolophus iantltcs, 456.*

Zamila pcrpnsilla, 493.*

Zeuzera coffeae, 446.*

Zeuzeridae, 446.

zeylonicus, Thereiceryx, 229.

Zinc Arsenite, 99.

zinckenella. Etiella. 429.*

Zinckeniafascialis, 431.*

zizyphi, Tonica, 459.*

Zonabris pustulata, 303 *
; Z.

304.

Zygaenidae, 448.
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